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EDITOR'S NOTE 

This new translation of the third, enlarged edition of Character 
Analysis has been prepared from the original German language 
book and manuscripts with the exception of the preface to the 
third edition and the chapter on "The Schizophrenie Split" \vhich 
were written in English by the author. 

It was discovered that, except for a few minor changes, the 
note preceding "The Masochistic Character" that \vas previously 
signed by a transla tor was, in fact, wri tten by Reich himself. I t 
is, therefore, presented in its original form in this translation. 

I t should also be noted tha t the cha pter en ti tled "The Emo
tional Plague," \\Tritten in 1943 and slightly revised by Reich 
before i ts incl usion in C haracter Analysis, has been placed a t the 
end of the book so that its terminology will be comprehensible 
within the context of this work and, also, to enable the reader to 
follo'v \Vithout interruption Reich's development from charac
ter analysis to orgone biophysics. 

The Wilhelm Reich Infant Trust Fund 
New York, 1972 

Mary Higgins, Trustee 



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION 

The second edition of this book (1945) 'vas soon sold out, 
and the great demand for it could not be satisfied for more than 
t\\·o years. Our press "·as busy with publications devoted to the 
ne"·er field of orgone biophysics (T he Discovery of the Orgone, 
\'ol. II: The Cancer Biopathy, 1948, etc.). Furthermore, I hesi
ta ted to issue a ne'v edi tion of C haracter Analysis. This book still 
uses psychoanalytic terminology and a psychological description 
of the neuroses. In the fifteen years since the publication of the 
first edition, I had to redesign and rewrite our picture of emo
tional disease. During this time, many important developments 
took place: "character" became a term signifying typical bio
physical behavior. The "emotions," more and more, came to 
mean manifestations of a tangible bio-energy, of the organismic 
orgone energy. Slo,vly, ,,.e learned to handle it practically by 
'vhat is no'v called "medical orgone therapy." In the preface to 
the second edition, I pointed out that "character analysis" is still 
valid in the realm of depth psychology, w here i t originated and 
,,·here it still belongs. \Ve no Ionger practice character analysis as 
described in this book. Ho,vever, we still use the character-ana
lytic method in certain situations; we still proceed from character 
attitudes to the depths of human experience. But in orgone ther
apy, we proceed bio-energetically and no Ionger psychologically. 

\Vhy then publish a third edition of this book, in its original 
form? The main reason is that one cannot easily find one's way 
to,,·ard an understanding of orgonomy and medical orgone thera py 
without being weil acquainted with their development from the 
study of human emotional pathology of twenty or twenty-five 
years ago. 

Character analysis is still valid and helpful in psychiatry, but it 
is far from being sufficient to cope with the bio-energetic core of 
emotional functions. It is indispensable for the medical orgone 
therapist who, without having studied psychoanalysis, comes di-
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rectly to the orgone biophysics of the 40's. The psychiatrist who 
has not studied the bio-energetic functions of the emotions is apt 
to overlook the organism as such and to remain stuck in the psy
chology of \\'ords ancl associations. He 'vill not find his "\Vay to 
the bio-energetic background and origin of every type of emo
tion. The orgone thera pist, on the other hand, trained to see a 
patient first of all as a biological organism, may easily forget 
that, besides muscular armoring, bodily sensations, orgonotic 
streamings, anorgonotic attacks, diaphragmatic or pelvic blocks, 
etc., there is a vast field of functioning such as marital distrust, 
specifically clistorted ideas about genital functions in puberty, 
certain social insecurities and anxieties, unconscious intentions, 
rational social fears, etc. Although the "psychic realm" of the 
emotions is much narro,ver than their "bio-energetic realm"; al
though certain diseases, such as vascular hypertension, cannot be 
attacked by psychological means; although language and thought 
association cannot possibly penetrate more deeply than to the 
phase of speech development, that is, about the second year of 
life, the psychological aspect of emotional disease remains im
portant and indispensable; however, it is no Ionger the foremost 
aspect of orgonomic biopsychiatry. 

The third edition of Character Analysis has been considerably 
enlarged. I have added "The Emotional Plague," previously pub
lished as an article in the International Journal of Sex-Economy 
and Organe Research} 1945. Also, a paper on "The Expressive 
Langnage of the Living," not previously published. It deals ''ith 
the realm of biophysical emotional expressions, the main realm 
of rnedical orgone therapy. Finally, an extensive case history of a 
paranoid schizophrenia ,\·ill introduce the student of human na
ture to the nc,\· field of biopathology 'vhich v;as opened up only 
a fe"" years ago by thc discovery of the organismic orgone energy 
( = hio-energy) . This casc history ,~;ill convince the reader that 
the organistnie orgone cncrgy is the physical reality v;hich corre
~ponds to the classical. 1nerely psychological, concept of "psychic 
t'tlergy.'' 

~I 'he old tenn ii\'egctothera py" has been replacecl by "orgone 
ther.tpv." ()ther,,·ist'. the honk retnains unchangecl in its main 
!'\tl'LH t·urc. It rcpres<.'nts thc c~~ential first step, taken fron1 1928 to 
1 ~t~ I. fn,nl J>~) t hoanah ~i~ to\\·ard thc bio-energetic study of the 
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en1otions (orgone biophysics) and deser\'es to be preserved as 
such. 

The discoYery of the atmospheric (cosmic) orgone energy has 
forcecl n1ajor reYisions in our basic physical as ,,·ell as psycholog
ical concepts. These are not dealt 'vith in this book. It will take 
rnany years of painstaking work to elucidate the main trends 
\\·hich have cleYelopecl since the discovery of the orgone. Such 
things as a "psychic iclea," for exatnple, appear today in an en
tirely different light, as a result of disclosures made by orgon
onlic experin1ents. But this should not clistract the psychothera
pist and orgone therapist from his everyclay task "'ith emotionally 
sick people. A.t present, it is mainly the natural scientist and the 
natural philosopher who are being challenged by the disclosure 
of a uniYersal primordial energy: orgone energy. 

W.R. 
December 1948 





P R E F ~~ C E T 0 T H E S E C 0 N D E D I T I 0 N 

In the t,\·elve years since the first publication of Character 
Anal)'sis, the character·analytic technique has developed into veg
etotherapy. In spite of this, no changes have been undertaken in 
the present edi tion. There is a good reason for this. 

The character-analytic technique was clinically '\vorked out 
and tested between 1925 and 1933. At that time, sex-economy 
,\·as still in its infancy. The individual and social importance of 
the function of the orgas1n had been recognized only a few years 
earlier. N aturally, this recognition had considerable inßuence on 
the theory and technique of psychoanalytic therapy. Today, as 
n\·elve years ago, character analysis definitely belongs within the 
frame'\\rork of Freudian psychoanalysis. It '\Vas in this framework 
and only in this frame,\·ork that this book was written and can 
still claim validity today. It was intended for students as weil as 
practitioners of psychoanalysis. I do not want to change its origi
nal purpose and intention. Hence, I have not added anything, 
nor have I made any revisions. 

Yet, as time '\\·ent on, the analytic conception of the human 
character structure, particularly the pathologically and thera· 
peutically so important ((character armor/' continued to develop. 
Character armor represents the point of departure of present-day 
orgone biophysics and of the therapeutic techniques correspond
ing to it, vegetothe1·apy and orgone therapy, the basic features of 
'vhich are set forth in Vol. I of my book The Discovery of the 
Organe, 1942, and in various essays dealings specifically 'vith or· 
gone physics. It is interesting and important for every psychia· 
trist to camprehend how the original psychiatric problern of the 
encrus ta tion of the human character opened the road to biologic 
energy and biopathies. Organe biophysics did not refute the 
character·analytic contentions set forth in this book. Quite the 
contrary, it provided them with a solid natural scientific founda· 
tion. 
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The appendix to the present edition of Character Analysis 
c.ontains the last paper I delivered to the International Psychoan
alytic :\ssociation at the 13th Congress in Lucerne, 1934. This 
paper represents the transition from Freud's depth psychology to 
hiology and then to orgone biophysics. The problems of the orgone 
arenot dealt '''"ith in this book. Ho,,·ever, the reader \vho is familiar 
,,·ith my later ''Titings ,,·ill have no difficulty in discovering those 
passages in ,, .. hich orgone biophysics picks up the thread of the 
problems of character structure. Through the insertion of foot
notes, I have attempted to pointout those passages in \vhich \Ve find 
the transition from depth psychology to orgone biophysics. 

The burden of dra'\\'"ing the line of demarcation \vhich led to 
the exclusion of sex-economy and the theory of the orgasm from 
official psychoanalysis lies \Vith those members of the Interna
tional Psychoanalytic .A.ssociation \Vho \\'"ere responsible for my 
expulsion. Later, they began to feel pricks of conscience and 
tried to make it appear as if I had been the one \v4o had de
tached my theories from psychoanalysis. Ho\\'"ever, this much 
must be made quite clear here: sex-economy never sought to de
tach itself from Freud's basic scientific findings. It \\"as false 
social considerations, \rhich have become meaningless as a result 
of the social revolutions of the past ten years, that caused the 
psychoanalytic movement to detach itself from sex-economy. 
Sex-economy is not a rival of psychoanalysis any more than 
Ne\rton's la"· of gravitation is a rival of Kepler's la\v of har
mony. Sex-economy represents the continuation of Freudian psy
choanalysis and provides it \vith a natural scientific foundation in 
the sphere of biophysics and social sexology. Today, it is sex
econonly ,,,hich can claim the success of having led to the discov
ery of the biologic energy, orgone, \vhich, governed by definite 
phvsical la,,·s., lies at the basis of the human sexual functions first 
de~( ribcd by Freud. The ubiopathies" "·hich orgone biophysics 
,,·as ahlr. to dctect in the organ ic sphere are the correlate of 
Freud's "psvchoneuroses" in the psychological sphere. 

Sununing up, I should like to say that "character analysis" is 
\till '.tlid ,,·ithi n thc theoretical frame of reference of depth psy
( ltologv and the /J·'''rhotherapeutic techniques ,,·hich pertain to 
i t. lt i~ also still valid as an indispensable auxiliary technique in 
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vegetotherapy and orgone therapy. But as time goes on, we con
tinue to move forward: the sex-economist and vegetotherapist is 
essentially a biotherapist, and no Ionger merely a psychotherapist. 

New York 
November 1944 

W. R. 





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The psychoanalytic investigations of the human character 
'vhich I am setting forth in this book tie in wi th the problems of 
the Vienna Psychoanalytic Clinic which, nine years ago, I at
tempted to outline in the introduction to my book Der triebhafte 
Charakter, without, however, affering even a tentative solution. 
Those familiar wi th psychoanal ytic research will not be surprised 
that '\rell-nigh a decade has had to elapse between the formula
tion of the problern and its partial solution. When I suddenly un
dertook to treat several impulsive psychopaths at the clinic, I was 
immediately faced with a number of therapeutic problems. Tobe 
sure, the insights into the impulsive type's fragmentary ego-struc
ture were more or less adequate to cope with these problems. 
Yet, it was possible even then to surmise that a genetic-dynamic 
theory of the character, a rigid differentiation between the actual 
content and the form of the resistances with which the "personal
ity" attempts to thwart the exposure of what is repressed, and a 
well-founded examination of the genetic differentiation of char
acter types would be of im portance for the theory and therapy of 
the instinct-inhibited character neuroses which, at that time, I 
contrasted to the impulsive character neuroses. 

The explanations of therapeutic technique and the dynamic
economic conception of the character as a totality are, in the 
main, the fruits of my vast experiences and countless discussions 
in the Seminar for Psychoanalytic Therapy at the Vienna Psy
choanal ytic Clinic. I was the head of this seminar for a period of 
six years, during which I enjoyed the active cooperation of a 
number of enthusiastic young colleagues. Even now, however, I 
must caution the reader to expect neither a complete elucidation 
of the problems und er consideration nor their com plete sol ution. 
Today, as nine years ago, we arestill a long way from a compre
hensive, systematic psychoanalytic characterology. Yet, in all 
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modesty, I feel that the present volume is no mean contribution 
to\vard this end. 

The chapters on technique were 'vritten in the winter of 
I 928-29, and their validity could be verified over a period of 
four years. There were no essential changes to be made. The 
cha pters on theory, u p to Cha pter 111 (Part II) , are enlarged, in 
part revised, reprints of papers of mine which, over the past 
years, have appeared in the Internationalen Zeitschrift für Psy
choanalyse. 

For a number of reasons, one of them being Iack of time, I 
was not able to comply with the wishes of my colleagues, '\Vho 
\\'anted me to write a book dealing with all phases of analytic 
technique. In this regard, I had to confine myself to a description 
and substantiation of the principles of technique '\Vhich follo'\v 
from character analysis. Besides, the analytic technique cannot 
be learned from books-practical a pplication is vastly too com
plicated for that. One becomes intimate with it only ~hrough a 
thorough study of cases in seminars and in monitared sessions. 

However, \Ve shall have to deal more tharaughly '\vith a seri
ous criticism (an abviaus one which is to be expected from a 
certain q uarter) , far an first impressian i t gives one pause for 
thought and makes ane question the necessity of the effort and 
cxpenditure involved in such a publication as this one. It runs as 
follo\vs: doesn't this publicatian as such constitute an extrava
gant and one-sided avervaluation of individual psychotherapy 
and characteralogy? In a city the size of Berlin, there are mil
lians af neurotic peaple, peaple whase psychic structure and ca
paci ty for "·ork ancl pleasure have been severely impaired; every 
haur of C\'cry day fresh thausands af neuroses are praduced by 
fan1ily educatian and social conditions. In vie\v of the present 
lark of intercst in such matters, is there any point in printing de
ta i letl tna terial an individual anal ytic technique, rela tions be
t '''('t'll Yarious psychic structures, character dynamics, and sinli
lar tnattcrs? 1\nd this qucstion is all the n1ore pointed in Yie,\· of 
th<' fart t hat I ha ve no imtnedia tel y a pplica ble advice for a 1nass 
lht·Ltpy of neuroses. for short, ccrtain, and quickly effective 
ltt';tltnt·uts. For a long tinH' I ntyself \\·as not able ta shake aff 
dtt· 'lron~ iulprcssion nl such an objectian. Finally, I had to teil 
111\,t•lf th.tt thi." \\·as a shortsightcd standpoint-in the lang run, 
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even ,,;orse than the present-day obsession with questions of in
dividual psychotherapy. From a social point of view, the position 
of individual psychotherapy is a hopeless one. It might even be 
regarded as a typical dialectical ruse that it '\vas precisely this in
sight, i.e., that neuroses are socially produced on a mass scale, 
'\\yhich led to an even more thorough, even more intensive con
cern \\·ith the problems of individual therapy. I have endeavored 
to demoostrate that neuroses are the results of a home atmos
phere that is patriarchal and sexually suppressive; that, more
over, the only prophylaxis \\yorthy of serious consideration is one 
for the practical implementation of which the present social sys
tem lacks every prerequisite; that it is only a thorough turnover 
of social institutions and ideologies, a turnover that will be 
eiependent upon the outcome of the political struggles of our cen
tury, '\vhich '\vill create the preconditions for an extensive pro
phylaxis of neuroses. Hence, it is clear that a prophylaxis of neu
roses is out of the question unless it is prepared theoretically; in 
short, that the study of the dynamic and economic conditions of 
human structures is its most important prerequisite. What does 
this have to do with the technique of individual therapy? To 
make a study of human structures in a way that would have rele
vance for the prophylaxis of neuroses, it is first necessary to per
fect our analytic technique. It will be shown in the course of the 
present '\Vork to what extent the existing technical knowledge 
cannot fulfill such a purpose. Hence, the chief concern of psy
chotherapy, insofar as it wants to prepare itself for the future 
tasks of the prevention of neuroses, must be to derive a theory of 
technique and therapy based on the dynamic and economic proc
esses of the psychic mechanism. First of all, we need therapists 
who know why they were able to effect a change in a structure 
or can explain why they failed. When we undertake to combat 
an epidemic in any other branch of medicine, we use the best 
available methods to investigate and to understand typical indi
vidual cases of this epidemic in order then to be able to offer ad
vice on social hygiene. Thus, we are concerned with the tech
nique of individual analysis not because we have such a high 
regard for individual therapy, but because, without a good tech
nique, we cannot gain the insights which we need for the more 
comprehensive goal of research on the human structure. 
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There is a further consideration, and it constitutes the general 
background of the follo,ving clinical investigations. Let us brießy 
sketch it at this point. Unlike other branches of medical science, 
"\Ve do not deal \vith bacteria or tumors but "\Vith human reactions 
and psychic illnesses. An offspring of medical science, psychoa
nalysis has developed far beyond it. If, according to a famous 
saying, man is the author of his own history, depending upon 
certain economic conditions and presuppositions; if the ma
terialistict conception of history does indeed proceed from 
the basic premise of sociology, the natural and psychic organiza
tion of man, then it is clear that, at a certain point, our research 
assumes decisive sociological importance. We study psychic 
structures, their economy and dynamics. The most important 
productive po,ver, the productive power called working po,ver, is 
dependent upon man's psychic structure. Neither the so-called 
"subjective factor" of history nor the productive po'ver, ,,~orking 
po,ver, can be comprehended without a natural sci~ntific psy
chology. This requires a detachment from those psychoanalytic 
concepts "\vhich explain culture and the history of human society 
on the basis of drives, instead of understanding that social condi
tions must first have impinged upon and changed human needs 
before these transformed drives and needs could begin to have 
an effect as historical factors. The most farnaus of today's char
acterologists endeavor to camprehend the "\vorld on the basis of 
"values" and "character," instead of vice versa: to deduce char
acter and valuations from the social process. 

In the broader scope of the question concerning the sociologi
cal function of character formation, ''?e have to focus our atten
tion on a fact \vhich, "\vhile it is known ''?eil enough, is hardly 
understood in its details, namely that certain average human 
structures are native to certain social organizations. Or, to put it 
another "'ay, every social organization produces those character 
structures \rhich it needs to exist. In class society, the existing 
ruling class sccures its position, "·ith the help of education and 
thc institution of the f~unilv, by tnakino- its ideolorries the ruling 

J • b 0 

idcologics of all n1ctnbers of thc socicty. Ho\\·ever, it is not solely 
.t tuattt'r of itnplanting the idr.ologics in all tnen1bers of the so-

'Footnote, HH5: today wc would say "functional" conception. 
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ciety. It is not a matter of indoctrinating attitudes and opinions 
bu t of a far-reaching process in every ne,\r generation of a given 
society, the purpose of ,\·hich is to effect a change in and mold 
psychic structures (and this in all layers of the population) in 
conformity ,\·ith the social order. Hence, natural scientific psy
chology and characterology have a clearly defined task: they 
have to put their finger on the ,,·ays and mechanisms by means 
of ,\·hich man's social entity is transformed into psychic structure 
and, thereby, into ideology. Thus, the social production of ideo
logies has to be differentia ted from the reproduction of these 
ideologies in the people of a given society. \Vhile the investiga
tion of the former is the task of sociology and economics, the as
certaining of the latter is the task of psychoanalysis. It has to 
study ho,,· not only the immediate material existence (nourish
ment, shelter, clothing, v.rork process, i.e., the way of life and the 
,,·ay in ,\·hich needs are gratified) but also the so-called social su
perstructure (morality, la"·s, and institutions) affect the instinc
tual apparatus. It has to determine, as completely as possible, the 
m)Tiad intermediate links in the transforming of the "material 
basis" into the "ideologic superstructure." It cannot be immater
ial to sociology "•hether psychology fulfills this task adequately 
and to "·hat extent it fulfills it, for man is, first and foremost, the 
object of his needs and of the social organization which regulates 
the gratification of his needs in this or that way. In his position 
as the object of his needs, ho,vever, man is also and at the same 
time the subject of history and of the social process of which he 
"himself is the author," not, to be sure, exactly as he would like 
to be, but under definite economic and cultural presuppositions, 
,\·hich determine the content and outcome of human action. 

Since society became divided into those 'vho possess the 
means of production and those who possess the commodity, 
,\·orking po"·er, every social order has been established by the 
former, at least independent of the "•ills and minds of the latter, 
indeed usually against their wills. However, in that this social 
orderbegins to mold the psychic structures of all members of the 
society, it reproduces itself in the people. And insofar as this 
takes place through the utilization and transformation of the in
stinctual apparatus, which is governed by the libidinal needs, it 
also affectively anchors itself in it. Ever since the beginning of 
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the private ownership of the means of production, the first and 
tnost itnportant organ for the reproduction of the social order 
has been the patriarchal family, which lays in its children the 
character groundwork for the later influencing by the authoritar
ian order. While, on the one hand, the family represents the pri
tnary reproduction organ of character structures, the insight into 
the role of sexual education in the educational system as a 'vhole 
teaches us that, first and foretnost, they are libidinal interests and 
energies which are employed in the anchoring of the authoritar
ian social order. Hence, the character structures of the people of 
a given epoch or of a given social system are not only a mirrar of 
this system. More significantly, they represent its anchoring. In 
the course of an investigation of the change in sexual morality 
during the transition from matriarchy to patriarchy,2 it 'vas pos
sible to demonstrate that this anchoring by means of adapting 
the structures of people's characters to the new social order con
stitutes the conservative nature of so-called "tradition." 

It is in this anchoring of the social order in the character 
structure that we find the explanation of the toleration on the 
part of the suppressed layers of the population to,vard the ruler
ship of an upper social class that has the means of po,,·er at its 
disposal, a toleration that sometimes goes so far as to affinn au
thoritarian suppression at the expense of its own interests. This is 
far more obvious in the sphere of sexual suppression than it is in 
the sphere of the material and cultural gratification of needs. 
And yet, precisely in the formation of the libidinal structure, it 
can he demonstrated that, coeval 'vith the anchoring of a social 
order, which cotnpletely or partially obstructs the gratification of 
one's needs, the psychic preconditions begin to develop 'vhich 
undertnine this anchoring in the character structure. As time 
goes on, an ever 'videning divcrgency springs up ben,·een forced 
renunciation and the increased strain on one's needs. This diver
gency takes place along 'vith the developn1ent of the social process, 
and it has a disintegrating effect upon "tradition"; it constitutes 
the psychological core of the fortnation of tnental attitudes that 
untlenuine this anchoring. 

, CL lkr Einbrurh dt•r St'\:ualmorlll, now puhlishcd 111 English as Thr Ir~· 
t'tl.\IOrl of C:ompulsor')' Sex .\lorCJlit~·- Ed. 
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It ,,·ould be 'vrong to equate the conservative element of the 
character structure of the men and '\Vomen of our society '\Vith 
the arbiter '\Vhich "Te call the "superego." While it is certainly 
true that a person's moralistic arbiters derive from the definite 
prohibitions of the society, of which the parents function as the 
chief representatives in life, it is equally true that the first 
changes in the ego and the instincts, changes that occur during 
the earliest frustrations and identifications, lang before the super
ego is formed, are dictated by the economic structure of the so
ciety and represent the initial reproductions and anchorings of 
the social system, in the same 'vay as they begin to develop the 
first contradictions. (If a child develops an anal character, he 
'\Vill be sure to develop a corresponding stubbornness at the same 
time.) The superego receives its special importance for this an
choring in that it groups itself in the core araund the child's in
cestuous genital demands; it is here that the best energies are 
bound and that the formation of the character is determined. 

The dependence of the character formation upon the historical
economic situation in which it takes place is most clearly shown 
in the changes exhibited by the members of primitive societies as 
soon as they fall under the influence of an alien economy or cul
ture, or begin to develop a ne'\v social order on their own accord. 
It follo,vs quite clearly from Malinowski's sturlies that the char
acter distinctions change relatively rapidly in the same region 
when the social structure is changed. For example, he found the 
natives of the Amphlett Islands (South Sea) to be distrustful, 
shy, and hostile, as opposed to the neighboring Trobrianders, 
'\Vhom he found to be simple, frank, and open. The former were 
already living under a patriarchal social system with strict fami
lial and sexual mores, whereas the latter '\vere still to a large ex
tent enjoying the freedom of matriarchy. These findings confirm 
the conception, formulated at the Vienna Psychoanalytic Clinic 
and developed elsewhere,a that the social and economic struc
ture of a society impinges upon the character formation of its 
members in an indirect, very complicated, circuitous ~"ay. The 
society's socioeconomic structure dictates definite modes of famil-

a The Invasion of Compulsory Sex-Moralil)', and "Dialektischer ~Iaterialismus 
und Psychoanalyse," published in Unter dem Banner des Marxismus" 1929. 
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ial life, but these modes not only presuppose definite forms of 
sexuality; they also produce them inasmuch as they influence the 
instinctual life of the child and adolescent, from which changed 
attitudes and modes of reaction result. At this point we can ex
tend our earlier statement about the reproduction and anchoring 
of the social system, and say: the character structure is the con
gealed sociological process of a given epoch. A society's ideolo
gies can become a material force only on condition that they 
actually change the character structures of the people. Hence, re
search on character structure is not of clinical interest only. lt 
can reveal essential material if we turn to the question of '\Vhy 
ideologies undergo revolutionary changes at a much slo'\ver pace 
than the socioeconomic basis, i.e., '\vhy man usually lags far be
hind that '\vhich he produces and which should and could ac
tually change him. In addition to the hindrance to participation 
in cultural enjoyment due to class, we have the fact that charac
ter structures are acquired in early childhood and re~ain intact, 
'\Vithout undergoing many changes. On the other hand, the so
cioeconomic si tua tion tha t formed their basis a t one time 
changes rapidly '\Vith the development of the forces of produc
tion, later makes different demands and requires other kinds of 
adaptations. To be sure, it also creates new attitudes and n1odes 
of reaction that superimpose on and penetrate the old, earlier-ac
quired characteristics, '\Vithout, ho\vever, eliminating them. These 
t\vo sets of characteristics, which correspond to different, histori
cally differentiated sociological situations, no'\v become invoh·ed 
in a contradiction \Vith one another. Let me cite an example by 
\\'ay of illustration. A \Vornan reared in the farriily of 1900 devel
ops a tnode of reaction corresponding to the socioeconotnic situ
ation of 1900; by 1925, ho\\·ever, as a result of the process of 
cconotnic distintegration brought about by capitalisn1, fatnilial 
conditions have changed to such a degree that she becon1es in
volved in a critical contradiction, despite a partial surface adap
tation of her personality. For instance, her character requires a 
strict n1onogan1ous sexuallife; in the tneantitne ho,,·ever nlOilOO'-

~ , ' ~ 

anty has becon1e socially and ideologically disintegrated. Intel-
Ie,tually. the '''otnan can no Ionger require n1onogamy of herself 
or her hushand: in tcrn1s of her structure, ho\\·ever, she is not 
e<ptal to the Il('''-' conditions and the demands of her intellect. 
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Similar q ues tions arise '" hen one follows the difficul ties in
volved in the transformation of privately O\vned farms into the 
collective cultivation of the soil in the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
economy has had to wrestle not only \vith economic difficulties 
but also ,,·ith the character structure \vhich the Russian peasant 
acquired under the tsars and private enterprise. The role played 
in these difficulties by the dissolution of the family through the 
collectives and, above all, through the revolutionary change in 
sexuali ty can be roughly understood from the Iiterature on this 
subject. The old structures not only lag behind; they struggle 
against the ne,,~ in many different \Vays. lf the old ideology or 
orientation ,,•hich corresponds to an earlier sociological situation 
"·ere not anchored in the structure of the instincts or, more prop
erly speaking, in the structure of the character, as a chronic and 
automatic mode of reaction and, in addition, \Vith the help of li
bidinal energy, it \\·ould be able to adapt to the economic revolu
tions more easily and much more rapidly. No detailed proof is 
needed to sho\v that an exact knowledge of the mechanisms that 
mediate between economic situation, instinctual life, character 
formation, and ideology would make possible a number of prac
tical measures, above all in the field of education, but perhaps 
even in the manner of mass influencing . 

.. -\11 these things still have to be worked out. But the science of 
psychoanalysis cannot demand to be practically and theoretically 
recognized on a social scale if it itself does not get control of 
those fields which belong to it and in which it can prove that it 
does not want to remain outside the great historical events of our 
century. For the time being, research in the field of characterol
ogy must persist in its clinical investigations. Perhaps the mate
rial set forth in Part II will reveal of itself where the transitions 
lie to the more comprehensive sociological questions. Else,vhere 
an attempt has already been made to pursue these questions 
briefly. They led to an unexpected field, which we will not enter 
into in this work. 

Berlin 
]anuary 1933 

W. R. 
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CHAPTER I 

S 0 J\1 E P R 0 B L E J\f S 0 F P S Y C H 0 AN AL Y TI C 
TECHNIQUE 

In the practice of his profession, the analyst is daily con
fronted 'vith problems, for "\vhose solution neither theoretical 
kno,vledge nor practical experience alone is adequate. It can be 
said that all questions of technique cluster araund the one essen
tial question, namely whether and ho'v a clearly defined 
technique of analytic treatment can be deduced from the psy
choanalytic theory of psychic illness. It is the question of the 
possibilities and limits of the application of theory to practice. 
Ho,vever, in vie''T of the fact that analytic practice itself does not 
yield the theory of psychic processes until practical tasks have 
been set, ,,.e have, to proceed correctly, to seek out the avenues 
,,·hich lead from purely empirical practice, pass through theory, 
and terminate in a theoretically "\\"ell-grounded practice. Vast ex
perience in the Vienna Seminar for Psychoanalytic Therapy and in 
monitared analytic sessions has sho,,·n that "\Ve have hardly pro
gressed beyond the preliminary '\\"ork to,v·ard the solution of the 
problern sketched above. It is true that 've have the basic mate
rial, the so-called ABC of analytic technique, in Freud's various 
essays and his scattered remarks on the subject; and the very in
formative ''"orks on technique by Ferenczi and other "\\Titers have 
increased our understanding of many individual problems of 
technique. Generally speaking, ho''"ever, there are just as many 
techniques as there are analysts, not,vithstanding Freud's com
monly shared, partially positive and partially negative sugges
tions, ,, .. hich are few compared 'vith the ,.,·elter of questions cen
tered on practice. 

These generally valid principles of technique "\vhich have be
come a matter of course among analysts are deduced from the 
general basic theoretical concepts of the neurotic process. All 
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neuroses can be traced back to the conflict between repressed in
stinctual demands-among which the sexual demands· of early 
childhood are never missing-and the ego forces which 'vard them 
off. The result of the failure to resolve this conflict is the neu
rotic symptom or the neurotic character trait. In terms of tech
nique, therefore, the resolution of the conflict necessitates the 
"elimination of the repression"; in other words, the making con
scious of the unconscious conflict. But the psychic agency kno,vn 
as the preconscious has erected psychic "counter-cathexes" 
against the breakthrough of repressed, unconscious impulses, 
"counter-cathexes" which act as a strict censor of one's O,\~n 

thoughts and desires by preventing them from becoming con
scious; so it is necessary in analytic treatment to dispense ,\~ith 

the usual ordering of one's thoughts required in everyday think
ing and to allow one's train of ideas to flow freely and 'vithout 
critical selection. In the course of analytic work, traces of one's 
unconscious repressed demands and childhood experiences stand 
out ever more clearly amid the ernerging material arid, "?ith the 
help of the analyst, these traces have to be translated into the lan
guage of the conscious. The so-called basic rule of psychoa
nalysis, which requires that the censor be abolished and one's 
thoughts be allowed to "associate freely," is the strictest, 
most indispensable measure of analytic technique. It finds a 
powerful su pport in the force of the unconscious im pulses and 
desires pressing to,vard action and consciousness; hov;·ever, it is 
opposed by another force, 'vhich is also unconscious, namely the 
"counter-cathexis" of the ego. This force makes it difficult and 
sometin1es impossible for the patient to follo'\" this basic rule. 
This same force also feeds the neurosis through the moralistic 
agcncies. In the analytic treatment, these forces sho,,.r up as "re
sistances" to the elimination of the repression. This theoretical 
insight dictates a further rule of practice, nan1ely that the 1naking 
conscious of the unconscious n1ust not proceed directly but by 
thc hrcaking do"?n of thc resistances. This means the patient has 
to realizc that he is resisting, then by "?hat means, and finally 
against "'hat. 

l'he ,,·ork of n1a king the unconscious conscious is called ,.in
terpretation": it consists eithcr in thc unYeiling of veiled expres
sions of t hc unconscious or in the reestablishment of relations 
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''Thich "Tere tarn asunder by the repressions. The patient's uncon· 
seiaus and repressed desires and fears are constantly seeking re· 
lease or, more precisely, contact with real persans and situations. 
The most important driving force of this behavior is the patient's 
ungratified Iibido. Hence, it is to be expected that he will relate 
his unconscious demands and fears to the analyst and the ana· 
lytic situation. This results in the "transference," i.e., the estab· 
lishment of relationships to the analyst which are prompted by 
hate, love, or fear. But these attitudes which are expressed to· 
'\\Yard the analyst in the analytic situation are merely repetitions 
of older, usually childish attitudes toward people of the patient's 
childhood who had a special importance for him at one time. 
The patient has no awareness of their meaning. These transfer· 
ences must be principally handled as such, i.e., they must be "re· 
solved" by discovering how they are related to the patient's 
childhood. Since every neurosis, without exception, can be traced 
back to conflicts of childhood prior to the fourth year of life, 
conflicts which could not be handled at that time but become re
suscitated in the transference, the analysis of the transference, 
i.e., that part of it which deals with the breaking down of the re· 
sistances, constitutes the most important piece of analytic work. 
Since, moreover, in the transference the patient either tries to 
supplant the explanatory work of the analysis, e.g., by gratifying 
the old Iove demands and hate impulses which have remained 
unsatisfied, or refuses to take cognizance of these attitudes, the 
transference usually develops into a resistance, i.e., it impedes 
the progress of the treatment. The negative transferences, i.e., 
the attitudes expressive of hate which are projected upon the an
alyst, are easily recognized as resistances from the beginning, 
whereas the transference of positive attitudes of Iove becomes a 
resistance only through a sudden change into a negative transfer· 
ence as a consequence of disappointment or fear. 

Only as lang as analytic therapy and technique were not dis
cussed a t any grea t length, or were insufficien tly and unsystema· 
tically discussed, could the view prevail that a technique prac· 
ticed by everyone in the same way had developed from the 
common basis sketched above. This view was true of many indi
vidual questions; but in the comprehension of the concept of 
"analytic passivity," for instance, the most varied interpretations 
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exist. The most extreme and surely the least correct is the vie\v 
that one need merely be silent; everything eise will follow of it
self. Confused views prevailed and still prevail on the function of 
the analyst in the analytic treatment. It is generally known, to be 
sure, that he has to break down the resistances and to "manage" 
the transference, but how and when this is to take place, how di
verse his approach has to be in the handling of this task in var
ious cases and situations, was never systematically discussed. 
Hence, even in the simplest questions dealing \Vith everyday ana
lytic situations, the views are of necessity vastly divergent. 
\Vhen, for instance, a certain resistance situation is described, 
one analyst thinks that this, another that that, and a third that 
the other should be done. And when, then, the analyst who de
scribed the situation returns to his case with the various sugges
tions of his colleagues, countless other possibilities arise, and the 
confusion is often much greater than it was in the first place. 
And yet it is to be assumed that, under given circumstances and 
conditions, a definite analytic situation admits of only -one single, 
optin1al possibility of solution, that there is only one application 
of technique that can really be correct in any given case. This 
applies not only to a particular situation; it applies to analytic 
technique as a whole. Hence, the task is to establish the criteria 
of this correct technique and, above all, how one arrives at it. 

It took a long tin1e to realize 'vhat is important: to allow the 
technique of a given situation to grotv out of the specific analytic 
situation itself by an exact analysis of its details. This method of 
dcvcloping the analytic technique was strictly adhered to at the 
Vienna seminar, and it proved successful in many cases-in all 
cascs v-·here a theoretical con1prehension of the analytic situation 
'ras possible. Suggestions which, in the final analysis, ,,~ere a 
n1attcr of taste, \Vere avoided. A given difficulty "·as discussed-for 
exan1plc, a resistance situation-until the measure necessary to 
deal "'ith it c1nerged of itself fron1 the discussion, in a clear and 
definite fonn. Then one had the feeling that it could be correct 
only in this "·ay and in no other 'vay. Thus, a method had heen 
found "·hirh tnadc it possible to apply analytic n1aterial to the 
aualvtic tcchnique, if not in every case, then at least in many 
t ases and~ ahove ali·- fnndan1entally. Our technique is not a 
prinriple that rest.s upon firn1ly fixed practices but a tnethod built 
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upon certain basic theoretical principles; as for the rest, it can be 
determined in the individual case andin the individual situation 
only. One might say that the making conscious of all manifesta
tions of the unconscious through interpretations is a basic princi
ple. But does this imply that this unconscious material has to be 
immediately interpreted as soon as it begins to show itself with 
some degree of clarity? That all transference manifestations are 
to be traced back to their infantile source is another basic princi
ple. But does this teil us at what point and how this is to take 
place? The analyst is faced with negative and positive trans
ferences at one and the same time; fundamentally, both have to be 
"resolved." But isn't one justified in asking what is to be resolved 
first and in what sequence, and which conditions are decisive for 
determining this? In this connection, is it su~cient to say that 
there are indications of ambivalent transference? 

Against the attem pt to deduce from the particular situation as 
a whole the sequence, emphasis, and depth of the interpretations 
necessary in each individual case, it would be easy to contend: 
interpret everything as it appears. To this contention, we reply: 
'\vhen countless experiences and the subsequent theoretical as
sessment of these experiences teach us that the interpretation of 
the entire material in this way and in the sequence in which it 
appears does not, in a very large number of cases, achieve the 
purpose of interpretation, namely therapeutic inßuencing, then it 
becomes necessary to search for the conditions that determine 
the therapeutic effectiveness of an interpretation. These are dif
ferent in every case, and even if, from the point of view of tech
nique, some basic general principles applicable to interpretation 
are yielded, they do not signify that much as compared with the 
supreme principle, namely that the analyst must endeavor to 
wrest the special technique of the case and the individual situa
tion from each individual case and from each individual situa
tion, '\Vithout, while so doing, losing the general continuity in the 
development of the analytic process. Suggestions and views such 
as that this or that has "tobe analyzed," or it is simply "a matter 
of analyzing correctly," are matters of taste; they are not princi
ples of technique. 'Vhat is precisely meant by "analyze" usually 
remains a dark secret. Nor can the analyst seek consolation by 
trusting to the duration of the treatment. Time alone will not do 
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it. Having faith in the duration of the treatment is meaningful 
only \\·hen the analysis is developing, i.e., \Vhen the analyst un
derstands the resistances and can pursue the analysis accord
ingly. Then, naturally, time is not and cannot be a factor. But it 
is absurd to expect that a success can be achieved merely by 
,,·aiting. 

'Ve shall have to sho'v ho'v important the correct comprehen
sion and handling of the first transference resistance is for the nat
ural development of the treatment. It is not immaterial \Vhich de
tail and ,,·hich layer of the transference neurosis is approached for 
the firsttime in the work of analysis, whether the analyst selects this 
or that piece from the \\"ealth of material affered by the patient, 
,,·hether the analyst interprets the unconscious material that has 
become manifest or the resistance pertaining to it, etc. If the ana
lyst interprets the material in the sequence in 'vhich it is offered, 
he proceeds upon the preconceived notion that "material" is al
,,·ays capable of being used analytically, i.e., that all material is 
therapeutically effective. In this connection, ho,,·ever, 1t is its dy
namic value that is most important. The prime objective of my 
efforts to secure a theory of technique and therapy is to establish 
general as ,,·eil as particular points of vie\v for the legitimate ap
pliration of Inaterial to the technical handling of the case; to se
eure a theory, in other ,,·ords, 'vhich ,,·ill enable the analyst to 
kno,,·, in each interpretation, precisely "rhy and tO\\"ard ""hat end 
hc is interpreting-and not merely to interpret. If the analyst in
tcrprets the n1aterial in the sequence in \vhich it appears in each 
rase, \\'hether or not the patient is deceiving, using the material as a 
cantouflage, roncealing an attitude of hate, laughing up his 
~lcc\'c, is cinotionally blocked, etc., he (the analyst) "·ill be sure 
to run into hopeless situations. Proceeding in such a ,,·ay, the an
alyst is caught in a scheme \rhich is imposed on all cases, ,,·ithout 
rC'gard to thc indir,idual requiren1ents of the case ,,·ith respect to 
thc titning and dcpth of the necessary interpretations. Only by 
~tric t adherence to thc rule of deducing the technique from every 
'ituation ran thc analyst begin to meet the demand that he be 
ahlc to state, in each and every case, exactly ,,·hy he succeeded 
or failcd to effect a eure. If the analyst cannot, at least in the av
<·ragt• ctst>. sa tisfy this dcmand. no proof is necessary to shov.· 
tha t our thcra py does not deserve the name of a scientific causal 
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therapy. Ho,,·ever, in explaining the reasons for the failure of a 
particular case, the analyst must avoid statements such as that 
the patient "did not "·ant to get ,,·eil," or he or she was not ac
cessible; for this is precisely 'vhat '\Ve '\vant to know: why didn't 
the patient ,,·ant to get '\vell, why wasn't he or she accessible. 

No attempt shall be made to establish a "system" of tech
nique. It is not a matter of outlining a scheme valid for all cases 
but of establishing a ground,vork, based on our theory of neu
rosis, for the comprehension of our therapeutic tasks; in short, to 
trace a broad frarne of reference allowing sufficient latitude for 
the application of the general groundwork to individual cases. 

I have nothing to add to Freud's principles on the interpreta
tion of the unconscious and his general formula that the analytic 
,,·ork depends on the elimination of the resistances and the han
dling of the transference. However, the following explication 
must be regarded as a consistent application of the basic 
principles of psychoanalysis, in the course of which new areas of 
analytic ,\·ork are opened. If our patients adhered to the basic 
rules at least roughly, there would be no reason to write a book 
on character analysis. U nfortunately, only a very small fraction 
of our patients are capable of analysis from the outset; most pa
tients adhere to the basic rule only after the resistances have 
been successfully loosened. Hence, we shall concern ourselves 
merely 'vith the initial phases of the treatment up to the point at 
,,•hich the course of the analysis can be confidently left to the pa
tient. The first problern is "to teach the patient to be analyzed." 
The second is the termination of analysis, the problern of resolv
ing the transference and of teaching the patient to deal with real
ity. The middle part, the body of the analysis, as it were, will be 
of interest to us only insofar as it follows from the initial phase 
of the trea tmen t and leads to i ts termination. 

Before '"e begin, however, a brief theoretical consideration of 
the libido-economic basis of analytic therapy is called for. 



CHAPTER ll 

THE ECONOMIC VIEWPOINT IN 
THE THEORY OF ANALYTIC 

THERAPY 

When Freud moved away from the position of cathartic ther
apy, gave up hypnosis as a device of analysis, and assumed the 
standpoint that what the patientwas able to teil the analyst 'vhile 
asleep could also be communicated while awake, he tried for a 
time to make the patient aware of the unconscious meaning of 
the symptoms by direct interpretation of the traces of repressed 
elements. It wasn't lang before he discovered that this method 
was dependent upon the readiness on the part of the patient to 
accept what the analyst pointed out. He divined that the patient 
put up a "resistance," which was usually unconscious, to the ana
lyst's Statements. Thus, he adapted his technique to the ne"r 
knowledge, i.e., he dispensed with direct interpretation and at
tempted, from then on, to enable the unconscious to become 
conscious by eliminating the resistances directed against the re
pressed elemen ts. 

This fundamental change in the theoretic conception and tech
nique of analytic therapy was a turning point in its history, , .. ·hich 
n1arked the beginning of the newer, still valid technique. This 
\\'as never understood by those students 'vho turned a'vay from 
Freud; even Rank returned to the old method of direct symptom 
intcrprctation. In the present 'vork, , .. re have merely applied the 
tH'\r terhnique of dealing with resistances to the analysis of the 
rharactcr, entircly in keeping , .. ·ith the developn1ent of analytic 
therapy fron1 syn1ptom analysis to the analysis of the personality 
as a , ... hole. 

'Vhc1·eas, in thc pcriod of cathartic therapy, the idea existed 
that it \Vas IH'<essarY ''to libcrate the strangulated affect fron1 re
prcssion" to bring about the disappearancc of the S)mptom, it 
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vlas later stated, in the period of resistanee analysis (this was 
perhaps a earry·over from the direet interpretation of the symp
tom's meaning) that the symptom 'vould of necessity disappear 
''?hen the repressed idea u pon whieh i t rested had been made 
eonscious. Then, 'vhen it turned out that this thesis was untena· 
ble, ,,~hen it ''"as repeatedly observed that symptoms, despite the 
eonsciousness of their fonnerly repressed eontents, often eontin· 
ued to exist, Freud, in a diseussion at a meeting of the Vienna 
Psyehoanalytie Soeiety, ehanged the first fonnula to read that the 
S)mptom might disappear when its uneonseious eontent had he· 
eome eonseious butthat it did not have to disappear. 

No,,. one ,,·as eonfronted by a ne'v and diffi.eult problem. If 
beeoming eonseious, by itself, '"·as not enough to effeet a eure, 
,,·hat other faetors ,,·ere neeessary to eause the symptom to dis
appear; ,,~hat further eonditions deeided 'vhether beeoming eon
seious ,,·ould Iead to a eure or not? Henee, the making eonseious 
of the repressed eontents remained the indispensable preeondi
tion of eure; it did not, ho,vever, speeifieally aeeount for it. Onee 
this question had been posed, it was immediately joined by an
other, namely ,,·hether those opponents of psyehoanalysis were 
righ t, after all, '"" ho had al "·a ys exhorted tha t anal ysis had to be 
follo,,·ed by "synthesis." Ho,vever, eloser examination sho'\ved 
quite elearly that this exhortation 'vas but a hollo'v phrase. At 
the Budapest Congress, Freud hirnself eompletely refuted it by 
pointing out that analysis and synthesis 'vent hand in hand, sinee 
every drive ,,~hieh is set free from one relationship immediately 
forms another relationship. \Vas this perhaps a key to the solu
tion of the problem? '·Vhieh drives and ,\·hieh new relationships 
,,·ere ,,.e dealing "\Vith? Doesn't it make any differenee ""hat kind 
of Iibido strueture the patient has '\vhen he leaves the analysis? 
:\s an analyst, one has eeased to seareh for a godhead in psy
ehotherapy and must eontent oneself "·ith the finding of a solu
tion more in keeping ''"ith the pretensions of the average man. 
Surely, all psychotherapy suffers from the faet that the primi
tive·biologieal and the soeiologieal bases of all the so-ealled 
higher aspirations have been negleeted. The ,,·ay out "\vas again 
indieated by Freud's inexhaustible Iibido theory, ,.;hieh in many 
cases had been more than negleeted in reeent years of analytie re
seareh. But there were still too many questions all at onee. For 
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the sake of brevity, we shall arrange them according to metapsy~ 
chological points of view. 

Topographically, the problern could not be solved. Such an 
attempt would only have proved inadequate: the mere transla
tion of an unconscious idea into consciousness is not enough to 
effect a eure. A solution from the dynamic point of view was 
promising but likewise inadequate, notwithstanding the fact that 
Ferenczi and Rank had made successful efforts in this 
connection.1 It is true that the abreaction of the affect related to 
an unconscious idea almost always alleviates the patient's condi
tion, but usually for a short time only. It must be borne in mind 
that, apart from certain forms of hysteria, it is difficult to achieve 
abreaction in the concentrated form necessary to produce the de
sired result. Thus, only the economic point of view remained. It 
is quite clear that the patient suffers from an inadequate, dis
turbed libido economy; the normal biological functions of his 
or her sexuality are in part pathologically distorted, in part 
completely negated-both contrary to the average healthy person. 
And surely the normal or abnormal functioning of the libido 
economy is eiependent upon the libido's organization. Hence, one 
must be able to make a functional distinction bet\\'een those li
bido organiza tions which enable the libido economy to function 
normally ancl those ,,•hich disrupt it. Our later differentiation be
t\\·een t\\·o prototypes, the "genital'' character and the "neurotic" 
character, is an attem pt to solve this problem. 

Whereas, ho\\·ever, the topogra phical and the dynamic points 
of vie''' "'ere, from the outset, easy to handle in everyday prac
tice ( consciousness or unconsciousness of an idea, intensi ty of 
the affcctive breakthrough of a repressed element, etc.) , it "·as 
not inuncdiately clear ho''' the economic point of vie"' could be 
applied in practice. 'Ve are dealing here of course ""ith the quan
titative fartor of psychic life, '"ith the amount of Iibido ,,·hich is 
danHn<·d up or discharged. But ho"' '"ere "'e to tackle this quan
titatively detennined difficulty, in vie''' of the fact that in psy~ 
rhoanalysis "·e dcal dircctly '''ith qualities only? To begin "·ith, 
\\'e had to understand "'hy "'e "·ere continually co1ning up 
against the quantitative factor in our theory of neurosis and "·hy 

1 Cf. Dn,elopment of Psychoanalysis. 
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the qualitative factor of psychic life \Vas not, in itself, sufficient to 
explain psychic phenornena. While experience and deliberation 
on the problern of analytic therapy always pointed to the prob
lern of quantities, an empirical solution turned up unexpectedly. 

'Ve learn from analytic practice that some cases, notwith
standing protracted and copious analysis, remain refractory; 
Vw·hereas other cases, despite incomplete examination of the un
conscious, can achieve lasting practical recovery. In com paring 
these t\\·o groups,2 it turned out that, after the analysis, the for
mer cases, narnely those which remained refractory or readily re
lapsed, had not succeeded in establishing a regulated sexual life 
or had continued to live in abstinence; whereas the latter, ena
bled to do so by a partial analysis, quickly took up a Iasting and 
satisfactory sexual life. In an investigation of the prognosis of av
erage cases, it was further shown that, under otherwise equal 
conditions, the chances of eure were that much more favorable 
the more cornpletely genital primacy had been achieved in child
hood and adolescence. Or, to put it another way, the eure was 
impeded to the extent to which the Iibido had been withheld 
frorn the genital zone in early childhood. The cases that proved 
to be more or less inaccessible were those in which genital pri
macy had not been established a t all in childhood, the cases in 
\vhich the activity of genitality had been restricted to anal, oral, 
and urethral eroticism.3 However, in view of the fact that gen
itality proved to have such prognostic importance, it seemed 
obvious to investigate in these cases the evidence of genitality, 
their potency. It turned out that there were no female patients 
whose vaginal potency was not disturbed and hardly any male pa
tients whose ejaculative or erective potency was not irnpaired. 
However, the patients whose potency was intact in the usual sense, 
the srnall number of erectively potent neurotics, were enough 
to erode the value of genitality for the understanding of the eco
nomics of eure. 

Eventually, one had to reach the conclusion that it doesn't 

2 Cf. Reich: "über Genitalität" and "Die therapeutische Bedeutung der Gen
itallibido," Internationalen Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse, Vol. X (1924) and XI 
(1925) . 

8 In the meantime, we have discovered possibilities of considerably improving 
even such cases. 
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make any difference whether erective potency exists; this fact 
teils us nothing about the economy of the Iibido. What is impor
tant, evidently, is whether the capacity to achieve adequate sex
ual gratification is intact. This is quite clearly not the case in 
female patients suffering from vaginal anesthesia; here it is clear 
from which source the symptoms derive their energy, and what 
sustains the Iibido stasis, which is of course the specific energy 
source of the neurosis. The economic concept of orgastic impo
tence, i.e., the incapacity to achieve a resolution of sexual tension 
satisfactory to the libidinal demands, '\vas first derived from the 
more thorough investigation of male patients having erective po
tency. The far-reaching importance of genitality or, more pre
cisely, of orgastic impotence for the etiology of the neurosis was 
setforthin my book The Function of the Orgasm. It '\vasn't until 
i ts im plica tions for the theory of the actual n eurosis '\vere shown 
that the genital function became theoreticaily important-for in
vestigations of the character also. Suddenly it '\Vas clear '\vhere 
the problern of quantity was to be sought: it could be nothing 
other than the organic groundwork, the "somatic core of the 
neurosis/' the actual neurosis which results from dammed-u p Ii
bido. And, therefore, the economic problern of the neurosis as 
,,·eil as its eure lay, to a large extent, in the somatic sphere, i.e., 
\Vas accessible only by '\vay of the somatic content of the libido 
concept.4 

Now one was also in a better position to decide ,,·hat other 
factors, apart from the making conscious of the unconscious, 
,,·ere necessary to cause the symptom to disappear. It is only the 
meaning (ideational content) of the symptom that becomes con
scious. In terms of dynamics, the process of becoming conscious 
brings about a certain aileviation through the emotional discharge 
'''hich goes hand in band '\Vith it, and through the elimination of a 
part of prcconscious counter-cathexis. But these processes in thenl
seh·c~ <lo not effect very tnuch of a change at the source of the 
encrgy of thc sytnptonl or neurotic character trait. The Iibido 
\ta~h n·tnains. non,·ithstanding the consciousness of the S)lllp
tont \ •nca n i ng. The prcssure of the high-strung Iibido can be 
partiaJly relie\c<l through intensive an:1lytic "·ork, but the over-

'~f. Rt·id~· ''llie Rollt• der Ccnitalität in der Neuroscntherapie." Zeitschrift 
fur .1t·r:llrc he P~ychotht·rapit•, Yol. I (1925). 
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,,·helming majority of our patients require genital sexual gratifi
cation (because the pregenital cannot produce an orgasm) for a 
permanent resolution of sexual tension. It is only after this step, 
,,·hich is made possible by the analysis, that an economic read
justment also takes place. At that time, I tried to formulate this 
conception in the follo,,~ing ,,·ay: by removing sexual repressions, 
the analysis creates the possibility of a spontaneaus organother
apy of neuroses. Hence, the ultimate therapeutic agent is an or
ganic process in the metabolic sexual economy, a process ,,:hich 
is related to the sexual gratification achieved in the genital or
gasm and, ,,.i th the elimination of the actual neurosis, the so
matic core, also erodes the groundwork of the psychoneurotic 
superstructure. At the outset, ,,·hen the neurosis begins to de
velop, an external inhibition (tangible fear), which then be
comes internalized, produces the libido stasis, 'vhich in turn im
parts its pathological energy to the experiences of the Oedipal 
stage and, perpetuated as a consequence of sexual repression, 
keeps the psychoneurosis constantly supplied with energy in a 
kind of cyclic motion. Therapy 'vorks in reverse order in that it 
first breaks do\\rn the psychoneurosis by making conscious the 
unconscious inhibitions and fixations, thus opening the 'vay to 
the elimination of the libido stasis. Once this stasis has been 
eliminated, again in a kind of cycle, the repression and the psy
choneurosis have also become unnecessary, indeed impossible. 

Roughly speaking, this is the concept which, in the book men
tioned above, I developed wi th respect to the role of the somatic 
core of the neurosis. From this concept, a larger framework and 
a clearly defined therapeutic goal ensue for the technique of 
analysis: the establishment of genital primacy not only in theory 
but also in practice; that is to say, the patient must, through 
analysis, arrive at a regulated and gratifying genital life-if he is 
to be cured and permanen tl y so. No matter ho"r short of this 
goal v~·e may fall in some cases, it is, on the basis of our insights 
into the dynamics of the Iibido stasis, the actual goal of our ef
forts. It is not 'vithout danger to lay less stress upon the thera
peutic demand for effective sexual gratification as a goal than 
upon the demand for sublimation, if only because the ability to 
sublimate is still an ill-understood endowment, whereas the ca
pacity for sexual gratification, even if significantly restricted by 
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social factors, is on the average attainable through analysis. It is 
easily understood that the shifting of the stress of the goal of the 
treatment from sublimation to direct sexual gratification broad
ens considerably the sector of our therapeutic possibilities. Yet it 
is precisely in this shifting that we encounter difficulties of a so
cial nature, difficulties that we cannot underestimate. 

However, that this goal is not achieved by means of instruc
tion, "synthesis," or suggestion but solely through the thorough 
analysis of the sexual inhibitions rooted in the character will 
have to be demonstrated in the following discussions dealing 
with technique. But first Iet us make a few comments on Nun
berg's conception of the task. 

In his book Allgemeine Neurosenlehre_, Nunberg attempts to 
interpret the theory of psychoanalytic therapy; we extract the 
most important of his vie,vs. He is of the opinion that the "first 
thera peu tic task is . . . to hel p the ins tincts to achieve dis
charge and to provide them with access to consciousness." Nun
berg further sees an important task "in the establishment of 
peace bet'\veen the two poles of the personality, the ego and the 
id, in the sense that the instincts will no Ionger Iead an isolated 
existence shut off from the organization of the ego and that the 
ego '\vill regain its synthesizing po,ver." This, even if incomplete, 
is essentially correct. But Nunberg is also the exponent of the old 
view, proved erroneous by practical experience, that, in the act of 
remembering, psychic energy is discharged, that i t is, so to speak, 
"detonated" in the act of becoming conscious. Thus, in the ex
planation of eure from the point of vie'\v of dynamics, he dra,,:s 
the line at the becoming conscious of '\vhat is repressed, ,,·ithout 
asking '\vhether the minin1al quantities of affect ,,·hich are dis
charged in this process are also sufficien t to release the dan1n1ed-up 
Iibido in its entirety and to balance the energy econotny. If, to 
counter this objection, Nunberg contended that in the course of 
the many acts of becoming conscious the entire quantity of the 
dan1n1ed-up energy is indeed disposed of, he could be confronted 
'vith a '''ealth of clinical experiences ,,·hich clearly indicate the 
foll<nvin~: only a small fraction of the affect attached to a re
pn.'sscd idra is unlocked in the act of becotning conscious: the far 
grrater and n1ore in1portant part is soon after shifted to another 
segtnt·n t of unconscious activity i f the affect is attached to the idea 
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i tself; or a resol u tion of the affect does not take place at all if, for 
instance, it is absorbed into and made a part of the character. In 
such a case, the becoming conscious of unconscious material re
mains \Vithout therapeutic effect. In short, the dynamics of the 
eure can by no means be deduced solely from the act of becoming 
COnSClOUS. 

This Ieads to another inevitable criticism of Nunberg's formu
lations. He \\Tites that the repetition compulsion operates inde
pendent of the transference and that it is based on the attractive 
force of repressed infantile ideas. This '\vould be correct if the 
repetition compulsion '\vere a primary, irreducible psychic 
datum. Clinical experience sho,vs, ho'\vever, that the great attrac
tive force exercised by the unconscious and infantile ideas de
rives from the energy of the unsatisfied sexual needs, and that it 
retains its compulsive repetitive character only as long as the 
possibility of mature sexual gratification is blocked. In short, the 
neurotic repetition compulsion is contingent on the libido's eco
nomic situation. Seen from this perspective as \vell as from the 
point of vie'v to be encountered later in the formulations on the 
neurotic and genital characters, the peace bet\veen ego and id 
'~:hich Nunberg is justified in postulating can be secured only on 
a given sex-economic basis: first, through the supplanting of pre
genital strivings by genital strivings; second, through effective 
gratification of the genital demands, which, in turn, '\vould solve 
the problern of the permanent elimination of stasis. 

Nunberg's theoretical assumption Ieads to an attitude to'\vard 
technique '\vhich we cannot Iook u pon as the proper analytic atti
tude. Nunberg claims that the resistances should not be attacked 
directly; as he sees it, the positive transference should be ex
ploited by the analyst for the purpose of insinuating hirnself into 
the patient's ego, from '\vhich vantage point he should set about 
their destruction. It is Nunberg's contention that a relationship 
similar to the one existing bet'\veen a hypnotized person and the 
hypnotist '''oulcl result from this. "Since, inside the ego, the ana
lyst is surrouncled by Iibido, he neutralizes to some extent the se
verity of the superego itself." In this '\vay, he argues, the analyst 
becomes capable of bringing about the reconciliation of the two 
cloven parts of the neurotic personali ty. 

In opposition to this, it is necessary to point out: 
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a) It is precisely this "insinuation" into the ego that is thera
peutically dangeraus in many cases, for in the beginning, as will 
be thoroughly elaborated later, there is no durable and genuine 
positive transference. In the initial stages of the analysis, we are 
always dealing with narcissistic attitudes, e.g., an infantile need 
for protection. In view of the fact that the reaction of disappoint
ment is stronger than the positive object-relationship, this narcis
sistic dependence can readily change into hate. Such an "insin
uating into" for the purpose of evading the resistances and 
"destroying" them from "within" constitutes a danger inasmuch 
as the resistances could become disguised in this way. What is 
more important, the old condition (if not the severest reactions of 
disappointment) will be reestablished as soon as the "':veak object
relationship falls apart or is usurped by other transferences. It is 
precisely through such procedures that we bring about the most 
severe, most devious, and least controllable manifestations of 
negative transference. Termination of the analysis by tpe patient 
or even suicide is very often the result of such procedures. It is 
necessary to point out that incidents of suicide are especially 
likely when the establishment of an artificially positive, hypnoi
dal attitude has succeeded all too weil, whereas an open and 
clear working through of the aggressive and narcissistic reac
tions, also borne by positive attitudes of course, prevents a sui
cide as weil as an abrupt termination of the analysis. This may 
sound paradoxical, but it mirrors the workings of the psychic ap
paratus. 

b) In the process of insinuating oneself into the positive 
transference (instead of allowing i t to become crystallized out of 
its infantile fixations) , the danger arises of accepting superficial 
interpretations \vhich can delude the analyst as v;ell as the pa
tient about the true situation until, very often, it becomes too late 
to correct. Unfortunately, a hypnotic relationship ensues of its 
O\\·n accord all too often; it should be urunasked and elin1inated 
as a resistance. 

r) 'Vhen anxiety subsides at the beginning of treaunent, this 
Ill<'rely attests to the fact that the patient has channeled a portion 
of hi~ Iibido into thc transference-thc nco-ative transference also 

b 

--not that hl' has resolved anxiety. To n1ake analytic v;ork possi-
hle. the analyst tnay, by son1e forn1 of reassurance, have to re-
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lieve anxieties that are too acute. Apart from this, however, it 
must be made clear to the patient that he can be cured only by 
mobilizing the greatest possible quantity of aggression and anxi
ety. 

~fy o'vn experiences have made me very familiar with Nun
berg's description of the typical course of an analytic treatment. I 
can only add that I do my utmost to obviate such an imbroglio; 
indeed, it is precisely for this reason that I give so much atten
tion to the technique of dealing with resistances at the beginning 
of the treatment. The following is the most frequent result of an 
analysis in which the negative transference has not been worked 
out at the beginning of the treatment and the durability of the 
patient's positive transference has been falsely appraised: 

For a time, an undisturbed harmony exists between the patient 
and the analyst; indeed, the patient completely relies on the analyst, 
also on his interpretations, and, 1f it ·were possible, would rely on him 
in his recollections also. But the moment soon arrives at which this 
accord is disturbed. As we already mentioned, the deeper the analysis 
proceeds, the stronger the resistances become, and this is all the more 
the case as the original pathogenic situation is approached. Added to 
these difficulties, moreover, is the frustration that occurs inevitably at 
some point of the transference, for the patient's personal demands 
upon the analyst cannot be satisfied. Most patients react to this frustra
tion by slacking off in the analytic work, by enactment, i.e., they behave 
as they once did in analogous situations. This could be interpreted to 
mean that they are expressing a certain activity; ... on the contrary, 
they are evading it. At bottom, they behave passively toward it. In short, 
the repetition compulsion, which of course helps to bring about the 
fixations, also governs, in the transference situation, the psychic ut
terances of ·what is repressed. No'\\' the patient relegates a piece of active 
'\\'ork to the analyst: the divination of what he wants but cannot express. 
As a rule, it is a matter of wanting to be loved. The actual omnipotence 
of the means of expression (which can also be mute) and the supposed 
omnipotence of the analyst are put to a crucial test. To some extent, 
the analyst is capable of unmasking these resistances; for the rest, he is 
hard put to kno'\4.' '"'hat the patient is trying to communicate. The con
flict, which is no Ionger an internal one but one bet'\\·een the patient 
and the analyst, is thus brought to a head. The analysis threatens to go 
to pieces~ i.e.~ the patient is faced with the choice of losing the analyst 
and his love or of again performing active work. [My italics, W.R.] If 
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the transference is a durable one, i.e., if the patient is again in control 
of a modieuro of the object-libido which has already been loosened from 
the fixations, he is alarmed at the possibility of losing the analyst. A 
peculiar thing often occurs in such cases. J ust when the analyst has 
given up hope of a favorable outcome of the analysis, has lost interest 
in the case, a wealth of material suddenly appears betokening a rapid 
conclusion of the analysis. (Nunberg: Allgemeine Neurosenlehre_, p. 
305) 

A determined, consistent, systematic resistance analysis does 
not succeed in all cases. Where it does succeed, such hopeless
ness is not part of the analysis. Where i t does not succeed, such a 
situation occurs quite frequently. Uncertain of the outcome, 've are 
forced, precisely because of it, to pay the greatest attention to the 
technique of resistance analysis. 



CHAPTER Ill 

ON THE TECHNIQUE OF 
INTERPRETATION AND OF 

RESISTANCE ANALYSIS 1 

fThe l'latural Development of the Transference Neurosis) 

I. SO:\IE TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE TECH~IQUE OF li':TERPRETATION 

AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES 

In analytic ,\~ork, ,\~e have to differentiate t"\vo parts: the re
covery of the patient and his immunization insofar as this is pos
sible in the course of treatment. The first task too falls into two 
parts: the preparatory work of the introductory period and the 
actual healing process. True, this is merely an artificial differen
tiation, for even the very first resistance interpretation has a lot 
to do ''ith the actual eure. But "\Ve do not allow ourselves to be 
deterred by this. Even the preparations for a journey (to which 
Freud compared analysis) have a lot to do "\vith the journey itself 
-its success could depend upon them. In analysis, at any rate, 
everything depends upon the way in "\vhich the treatment is initi
ated. A case which is incorrectly or confusedly begun can be sal
vaged only "\Vith difficulty-often not at all. Most cases offer the 
greatest difficulties in the introductory period, "\vhether they are 
"going "\Vell" or not. It is precisely those cases in which the intro
ductory period proceeds "\Vith apparent smoothness that later 
offer the greatest difficulties, for the untrammeled course in the 
beginning complicates the timely recognition and elimination of 
the difficulties. Errors committed during the introductory period 
of the treatment become that much more difficult to eliminate, 
the Ionger the treatment has progressed without their correction. 

1 First presented in the Seminar for Psychoanalytic Therapy, Vienna, June 
1926, published in the Internationalen Zeitschrift für Ps)'choanalyse, 1927-28. 
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What is the nature of these special and typical difficulties of 
the in trod uctory period? 

Let us sketch, for the time being merely to gain a better orien
tation, the goal toward which the analysis must advance from the 
introductory period. Its aim is to reach the energy source of the 
sym ptoms and of the neurotic character in order to set the heal
ing process in motion. Obstructing this effort are the patient's re
sistances, the most tenacious of which are those which derive 
from the transference confticts. They have to be made conscious, 
interpreted, and relinquished by the patient, i.e., their psychic 
value has to be annulled. Thus, the patient penetrates ever deeper 
into the affect-laden remembrances of early childhood. For us, 
the '\videly discussed question of what is more essential, affective 
reanimation (enactment) or remembering, is of no importance. 
Clinical experience confirms Freud's dictate that the patient '\Vho 
likes to reenact '\vhat he has experienced not only must under
stand '\vhat he enacts but also must remernher affectively if he is 
to get at the core of his conflicts.2 But I do not '\vant to antici
pate our program. I mention this merely to avoid creating the 
impression that the analysis of the resistances and transference 
constitutes the entire analytic effort. It must be borne in mind 
that in this section we are dealing solely '\Vith the principles of re
sistance technique. 

vVhat is the course taken by many of our cases_ in lieu of affec
tivc remembering? 

There are the cases which fail to achieve a eure because, as a 
rcsult of the many heterogeneaus transferences, the analyst is no 
Ionger ahlc to keep track of the weiter of unearthed material. 'Ve 
call this a "chaotic situation" and find that it is caused by certain 
crrors in the technique of interpretation. Let us but think of the 
tnany cases in 'vhich the negative transference is overlooked be
cause it is hidden behind manifest positive attitudes .. :-\nd last but 
not least Iet us consider those cases ,\~hieb, not,rithstanding far
rcarhing rccall "·ork, do not Iead to a successful eure because 

11 J'potnotl'. l!lt5: i'his technical problcn1 of psychoanalysis has ht'rn cmn
pl('lt'IY sohctl in tht• nwantitne. In orgonc therapv. the pathogenic rcnlCill

lH~llH t·~ cnwt gt· ·' jJ07l ltl1lt'ou.,[r and effortlt.•ssly whcn thc smna t ic ctnotions 
hrl'ak through thc n1usrular annor. 
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their affect-paralysis is not accorded sufficient attention or is not, 
at the very beginning, subjected to analysis. 

In cantrast to these cases, ,,·hich appear to be going '\Vell but 
actually end chaotically, there are those "\\"hich are "not going 
,,·eil," i.e., do not come up ,,;ith any associations and oppose our 
efforts ,,·ith passive resistance. 

If, no,,·, I sketch some of my o'\vn gross failures, '\Ve shall soon 
recognize that they can be traced back to typical errors. And the 
similarity of most of these failures is indicative of typical errors 
that "·e make in the introductory period, errors that can no 
Ionger be ascribed to the gross sins "·hich beginners are kno'\\"n 
to commit. "\Ve must not be disheartened by this, for, as Ferenczi 
once said, every ne'\v experience costs us a case. 'Vhat is impor
tant is to recognize errors and to translate them into experience. 
It is no different in any other branch of medicine; but let us 
leave extenuation and the concealment of failures to our col
leagues. 

In analysis, a patient ""·ho suffered from an inferiority com
plex and self-consciousness enacted his impotence by adopting 
an apathetic attitude (""\Vhat's the use?"). Instead of divining the 
nature of this resistance, clarifying it, and making conscious the 
deprecatory tendency concealed behind i t, I told him again and 
again that he did not '\vant to cooperate and had no desire to get 
\\·eil. I '\Vas not entirely unjustified in this, but the analysis was 
not successful because I failed to probe further into his "not 
'\\·anting," because I did not make an effort to understand the 
reasons for his "not being able to." Instead, I allov~·ed myself to 
he trapperl into futile reproaches by my own inability. Every pa
tient has the tendency to remain sick, and I kno'\v that many ana
lysts, ,,·hen they themselves are not clear about a particular case, 
simply accuse the patient of not \\·anting to get ,,·ell, '\Vithout giv
ing any further explanation. Such accusations should disappear 
from analytic practice altogether and be replaced by self-control. 
For this too \\·e must realize: a Stagnation in an analysis which 
remains unclear is the fault of the analyst . 

.. -\nother patient, in the course of three years of analysis, had 
recalled the primal scene tagether "·ith all material pertaining to 
it, but not once had there been any loosening of his affect-pa-
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ralysis, not once had he accused the analyst of those feelings 
which-however emotionless-he harbored toward his father. 
He \vas not cured. I had not known ho\v to elicit his repressed 
hate. This example will make some people jubilant: finally it is 
admitted that the unearthing of the primal scene is of no use 
therapeutically. Such people are deceived. There is no real eure 
\vithout analysis of the earliest experiences. vVhat is important is 
tha t the act of remem bering be accom panied by the affects per
taining to the remernbered material. 

In still another case, it happened that in a dream during the 
second \veek of treatment the incest fantasy appeared quite 
clearly and the patient hirnself recognized its true meaning. For a 
\vhole year I heard nothing more about it; consequently, there 
\vas no real success. However, I had learned that at times mate
rial that is ernerging too rapidly has to be suppressed until the 
ego is strong enough to assimilate it. 

A case of erythrophobia failed because I pursued the material 
which the patient affered in every direction, interpreting it indis
criminately, without first having clearly eliminated the resist
ances. They eventually appeared, of course, but much too 
strongly and chaotically; I had used up my ammunition; my ex
planations \vere without effect; it was no Ionger possible to re
store order. I assure you that at the time, \vith three or four 
years' analytic practice behind me, I was no Ionger such a novice 
that, contrary to Freud's teaching, I would have given an inter
preta tion before the unconscious had clearly and unequivocally 
revealed itself and the patient hirnself \vas close to the solution. 
Evidently, ho"rever, this alone \Vas not enough, for the chaotic 
situation \vas similar to those \vhich are encountered in seminars 
and n1onitored analyses. 

A case of classical hysteria marked by t\vilight states \rould 
havr rcrovcred beautifully (subsequent experiences \vith siinilar 
casrs perrni t 1ne to say this) if, at the right time, I had under
stood and rorrectly handled the patient's reactions to the analysis 
of the positive transference, i.e., her reactive hate. Instead, I al
lowed tnyself to he lured into a chaos hy her recollections, a chaos 
fron1 \vhich I '''as not able to find 1ny ,,·ay out. ~--\nd the patient 
rontinued to have her t\\·ilight states. 

:\ nutnher of bad experiences as a consequence of incorrect 
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handling of the transference ''?hen reactions of disappointment 
set in taught me to respect the danger to the analysis of the origi
nal negative transference or the negative transference resulting 
from the frustration of the love transference. And it was not until 
a patient told me, some months after the termination of an un
successful analysis, that he had never trusted me that I learned to 
appreciate the danger of the negative transference that remains 
latent. That patient had recalled beautifully for a year and a half 
in a good positive transference. This experience prom pted me 
successfully to seek a means of dra,ving the negative transference 
out of its concealment in order to avoid such a thing ever hap
pening again, and so as to fulfill my therapeutic duties in a 'viser 
''?ay. 

~fost of our meetings at the Vienna seminar 'vere also con
cerned "·ith the negative transference, especially the latent trans
ference. In short, '\Ve see that this '\Vas not the blind spot of one 
analyst. Failure to recognize the negative transference appears to 
be a general occurrence. U ndoubtedly, this can be traced back to 
our narcissism, 'vhich makes us highly receptive to com pliments 
hut quite blind to all negative tendencies in the patient unless 
they are crudely expressed. Psychoanalytic Iiterature is conspicu
ous for its references to the transference in its positive sense. To 
my kno''?ledge, apart from Landauer's article on "Passive Tech
nique," the problern of negative transference has been largely 
neglected. 

The failure to recognize negative transference is only one of 
the many mistakes 'vhich confuse the course of the analysis. We 
have all had experiences of what 've have termed the "chaotic sit
uation"; hence, my description of it need not be anything more 
than the roughest sketch. 

The remembrances and actions are quite numerous, but they 
follo"· one another in great confusion; the analyst learns a great 
deal; the patient produces abundant material from all layers of 
his unconscious, from all periods of his life; everything is there in 
large chunks, as it ,,·ere. Yet nothing has heen workecl through in 
accordance 'vith the therapeutic goal; not,vithstanding the wealth 
of material, the patient has not gainecl any conviction of its im
portance. The analyst has clone a good deal of interpreting, but 
the interpretations have not deepened the analysis one way or 
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another. It is clear that everything the patient has offered serves 
a secret, unrecognized resistance. Such a chaotic analysis is dan
gerous inasmuch as, for a long time, the analyst believes that it is 
going very well, simply because the patient is "coming up with 
material." Usually too late, the analyst realizes that the patient 
has been going around in circles and has turned up the same ma
terial again and again, only in a different light. In this way, the 
patient is able, for years on end, to use up his analytic hour with
out the slightest change taking place in his nature. 

Here is a characteristic case which I took over from a col
league. A patient with a number of perversions had been under 
analysis for eight months, during which time he had rattled on 
incessantly and had yielded material from the deepest layers of 
his unconscious. This material had been continuously inter
preted. The more i t was interpreted, the more copiousl y ftowed 
the stream of his associations. Finally, the analysis had to be 
broken off for external reasons, and the patient came to me. At 
that time I was already familiar with the dangers of concealed 
resistances. It struck me that the patient uninterruptedly pro
duced unconscious material, that he knew, for instance, ho'v to 
give an exact description of the most intricate mechanisms of the 
simple and double Oedipus complex. I asked the patient \vhether 
he really believed what he was saying and what he had heard. 
"Are you kiddingl" he exclaimed. "I really have to contain my
self not to hurst out laughing at all this." To my question \vhy he 
had not told this to the first analyst, he ans,vered that he bad not 
considered it necessary. There was no Ionger anything to be 
clone, notwithstanding a vigorous analysis of his levity. He al
ready kne'v too much. 1\1y colleague's interpretations had all fiz
zlcd out, and my o'vn interpretations merely ricocheted fron1 his 
levity. I gavc him up after four tnonths, but it is possible that a 
Ionger and 1norc consistent interpretation of his narcissistic de
fense '''ould havc achieved son1c result. At any rate, I had gained 
a ne"· undcrstanding .. A.t that titne, ho\\~ever, I had not yet had 
t he full experirnce gaincd frotn \\·orking on this type of behavior 
'ontinuously for a period of time. 

lf "'e look for thr causes of such chaotic situations, ·w·e soon 
sec that thC' tt'chnique of interpretation falls short on the follo,,·_ 
in~ points; 

1. Pn·tnatun· i1lft•rjJrctation of the meaning of the S)nlptoms 
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and other manifestations of the deep unconscious, particularly of 
S)mbols. Campelied by the resistances ·tshich have remained con
cealed, the patient gets control of the analysis, and only too late 
the analyst notices that the patient is going araund in circles, 
completely untouched. 

2. Interpretation of the material in the sequence in 'vhich it 
yields itself, ·w·ithout due consideration to the structure of the 
neurosis and the stratification of the material. The error consists 
in the fact that interpretations are made simply because the ma
terial has come to light clearly (unsystematic interpretation of 
meaning). 

3. The analysis is embroiled not only because interpreta
tions are pursued in every direction but also because this is done 
before the cardinal resistance has been v;·orked through. The 
error here is that the interpretation of meaning precedes the in
terpretation of resistance. The situation becomes even more con
fused in that the resistances soon become entangled in the rela
tionship to the analyst; hence, unsystematic interpretation of 
resistances also complicates the transference situation. 

4. The interpretation of the transference resistances is not 
only unsystematic but also inconsistent, i.e., not enough attention 
is given to the fact that the patient has the tendency to conceal 
his resistances ane,~;, or, more specifically, to mask them by 
sterile accomplishments or acute reaction formations. The latent 
transference resistances are usually overlooked, or the analyst 
shies a'\"ay from developing and follo'\"ing them up consistently 
v;hen they are hidden, ,,,..hatever their form. 

Presumably, an incorrect comprehension of the Freudian rule, 
namely that the course of the analysis should be left to the pa
tient, lies at the root of these errors. This Freudian rule can only be 
taken to mean that the patient's V{ork should not be disturbed 
,,·hen it is follO"\\"ing a course in keeping 'vith his conscious '\ill to 
get '\"eil and our intention to eure him. Clearly, ho,\·ever, "\ve 

must intervene ,v·hen the patient's fear of struggling '\"ith his con
flicts and his desire to remain sick disru pt this course. 

2. SYSTE~IATIC INTERPRETATION AND RE-SISTANCE ANALYSIS 

I have no'v subjected our efforts to sufficient criticism, and I 
fear that I may have overtaxed the reader's patience. I fear this 
all the more since, "\\" hen he now asks us to describe the correct 
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technique, that is not so easily done. Yet I am convinced that the 
reader has gained sufficient insight into the difficulties of the sub
ject so that a rough outline will suffice. He can then draw conclu
sions from the errors outlined and will be able to apply them to 
general aspects of the problem. 

Before I begin, I must express my concern about the danger 
of being caught in a snare in the discussion of this very peculiar 
subject. \Ve are dealing \vith living and fluid psychic events; that 
they take on a rigid character as soon as we put them into \vords 
and try to communicate them in sentences cannot be helped. 
vVhat follows may easily create the impression of being a rigid 
system, but in fact it is hardly more than a rough sketch of a 
field \Vhich \Ve are in the process of surveying and must still 
study in detail. Only some things which stand out conspicuously 
are marked in; other things which are just as important must be 
passed over for the time being. The differentiating detail \\"ark is 
also missing. Hence, we must be prepared at all times to correct 
the sketch \vhen some aspect of it turns out to be incorrect, less 
important, or not universally valid. It is important that \\"e under
stand one another and not speak at cross purposes, each of us 
talking a different language. ,,Vhatever appears to be schematic 
in the follo,ving exposition is intended merely to serve as a 
means of orientation. There is no getting out of a thicket if one 
fails to establish one's bearings by means of various landmarks, 
e.g., conspicuous formations of the terrain, or if one does not use 
a cornpass. Our investigation of the psychic processes during 
trcatmcnt \vill be "held together" by similar "landmarks," \\·hich 
\\'ill be created ad hoc solely for the purpose of orientation. The 
sarnc holds true for the schema \rhich automatically en1erges as 
soon as one particular phenomenon is isolated and vie,,·ed as a 
separate unit; it is merely a scientific makeshift. It must also be 
horne in 111 i nd tha t \\'C do not itn pose the systen1, the rule, or the 
principlr. on the case. \Ve approach the case free of preconceived 
notions an(l cstablish our bearings on the basis of its Inateri:~I. its 
hehaYior. on \\'hat thc patient conceals or represents as its oppo
sit<·. ()nly thrn do \\"C turn to the question: ho\\· do I best n1akc 
usc of ,,·hat I kno"· about this case for the tcchnique of this case? 
Should it turn out. after vast expcricnce, that \\'C are able to dif
fen·utiate various types of rcsistanccs-a possibility Freud spoke 
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of favorably at the Budapest Congress-this would make it eas
ier for us. But even then, in each individual case, 've 'vould have 
to ,,·ait to see ,,·hether the patient reveals this or that kind of typ
ical resistance or, perhaps, sho,vs no similarity with other cases. 
The latent negative transference is only one of such typical re
sistances. Hence, "·e should not Iook solely for this resistance 
and in1mediately apply a different means of orientation in the 
event "·e don't find it. The means must be derived solely from 
the individual patient's material. 

'Ve have already agreed that interpretations involving deeper 
prohing have to be avoided as long as the first front of the cardi
nal resistances has not become manifest and been eliminated, re
gardless of ho'v abundant, clear, and obviously interpretable the 
material may be. The more material a patient recollects without 
having produced corresponding resistances, the more circum
spect one m ust become. Faced wi th the choice of in terpreting 
unconscious contents or taking up evident resistances, the analyst 
'vill choose the latter. Our principle is: No interpretation of 
meaning ·when a resistance interpretation is still to come. The 
reason for this is simple enough. If the analyst offers an interpre
tation before the dissolution of the germane resistances, the pa
tient 'vill accept the interpretation for reasons related to the 
transference, in 'vhich case he will wholly depreciate its impor
tance at the first sign of a negative bearing, or the resistance will 
follo'v after,,rards. In either case, the interpretation has forfeited 
its therapeutic force; it has fizzled out. Such an error is very dif
ficult, if at all possible, to correct. The path which the interpreta
tion must take into the deep unconscious has been blocked off. 

It is important not to disturb the patient in the u~folding of his 
"analytic personality" during the first 'veeks of treatment. Nei
ther should the resistances be interpreted before they have been 
fully developed and in essence understood by the analyst. Natu
rally, the moment at which a resistance is interpreted will depend 
largely upon the analyst's experience. Small signs will suffice for 
the experienced analyst, while the beginner will need gross ac
tions to understand the same case. Not infrequently, it depends 
solely upon experience whether and by which indications latent 
resistances are recognized. When the analyst has grasperl the 
meaning of such resistanccs, he will make them conscious by 
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consistent interpretation, i.e., he will first make it clear to the pa
tient that he has resistances, then what mechanism they are mak
ing use of, and finally what they are directed against. 

If the first transference resistance has not been preceded by 
sufficient recall work, a major difficulty is encountered in dissolv
ing it, a difficulty, however, which diminishes as the analyst gains 
practice and experience. This obstacle consists in the fact that, to 
dissolve the resistance, the analyst must know the unconscious 
material pertaining to and contained in it, yet he has no way of 
reaching this material because it is shut off by the resistance. 
Like the dream, every resistance has a historical meaning (an or
igin) and a contemporary relevance. The impasse can be pene
trated by first divining the contemporary meaning and purpose 
of the resistance from the contemporary situation (the unfolding 
of which the analyst has observed) and from the form and mech
anisms of the resistance, and then working through i t '\Vi th corre
sponding interpretations in such a way that the gennane infantile 
material is brought to the surface. It is only with the help of the 
latter that the resistance can be wholly dissolved. There are of 
course no rules for the ferreting out of the resistances and the di
vining of their contemporary meaning. To a large extent, this is a 
matter of intuition-and here we have the beginning of the non
teachable art of analysis. The less blatant, the more concealed the 
resistances are (i.e., the more the patient deceives) , the more 
certain the analyst will have to be of his intuitions in order to 
gain control. In other \Vords, the analyst hirnself must be ana
lyzed and, over and above this, he must have special gifts. 

\Vhat is a "latent resistance"? They are attitudes on the part of 
the patient which are not expressed directly and imn1ediately, 
i.e., in the form of doubt, distrust, tardiness, silence, obstinacy, 
apathy, etc., but indirectly in the analytic performance. Excep
tional docility or complete absence of manifest resistances is in
dicativc of concealcd and, for that reason, much more dangeraus 
passive rcsistance. I am in the habit of tackling latent resistances 
as soon as I pcrceive then1; and I do not hesitate to interrupt the 
fleH\' of conununications 'vhen I have learned all that is neccssary 
to understand then1. For I have learncd fron1 experience that the 
thcrapcutic cffcct o{ analytic con1n1unications is lost as long as 
thcre arc unresolved rcsistances. 
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The one-sided and therefore incorrect assessment of analytic 
material and the not infrequent incorrect application of the 
Freudian thesis, namel y tha t the anal ys t m us t proceed from the 
specific surface, easily lead to catastrophic misunderstandings 
and technical difficulties. To begin '\Vith: '\Vhat is meant by "ana
lytic material"? This is usually taken to mean the patient's com
munications, dreams, associations, slips. Theoretically, to be 
sure, it is kno\vn that the patient's behavior is of analytic impor
tance; but unequivocal experiences in the seminar show that the 
patient's behavior (manner, look, language, countenance, dress, 
handshake, etc.) not only is vastly underestimated in terms of its 
analytic importance but is usually completely overlooked. At the 
Innsbruck Congress, Ferenczi and I, independent of one another, 
stressed the therapeutic importance of these formal elements. As 
time ,\·ent on, they became for me the most important fulcrum 
and poin t of departure for the anal ysis of the character. The over
estimation of the content of the material usually goes hand in hand 
'vith an underestimation, if not total neglect, of the patient's 
bearing, the manner in which the patient makes his communica
tions, recounts his dreams, etc. and when the patient's bearing is 
neglected or not given importance equal to content, a therapeuti
cally catastrophic comprehension of the "psychic surface" is un
intentionally arrived at. 'Vhen a patient is very polite, at the 
same time producing a great deal of material, e.g., on his rela
tionship to his sister, we have two contents of the "psychic sur
face" existing side by side: his love for his sister and his bearing 
-the politeness. Both are grounded in the unconscious. In vie'v 
of all this, it is no Ionger a simple matter of stating that the ana
lyst must proceed from the surface. 'Ve learn from analytic expe
rience that, beneath this politeness and nicety, a more or less un
conscious, if not downright distrustful or derogatory attitude is 
always concealed. More correctly, the patient's stereotype polite
ness is in itself indicative of negative criticism, distrustfulness, or 
derogation. From this point of view, should the incestuous love 
for the sister be interpreted without any further consideration, if 
a dream or association pertaining to it arises? There are special 
reasons why one part of the psychic s urface, and not another, is 
dealt with first in analysis. It would be a mistake to wait until the 
patient hirnself begins to speak about his politeness and the rea-
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sons for it. Since in analysis this character trait immediately be
comes a resistance, the same holds true for i t as for every other 
resistance: the patient 'vill never bring it up of his own accord. 
The analyst must unmask the resistance for 'vhat it is. 

At this point 've can expect an important objection. It will be 
contended that my assumption, i.e., that the politeness immedi
ately becomes a resistance, does not tally with the facts of the sit
uation, for if it did, the patient would not produce any material. 
Yes, but this is precisely the point: it is not solely the content of 
the material which is im portan t; a t the beginning of the anal ysis, 
the formal aspect of the material is also of special im portance. 
To return to our exam ple of poli teness: owing to his repressions, 
the neurotic has every reason to set an especially high value on 
poli teness and social conven tion and to make use of them as a 
means of protection. It may be much more agreeable to treat a 
polite patient than it is to treat an impolite, highly outspoken pa
tient 'vho might, for exam ple, teil the analyst straigh~ off that he 
is too young or too old, hasn't a beautifully furnished apartment 
or has an ugly wife, is not very bright or Iooks too J e'vish, acts 
like a neurotic, should be undergoing analysis himself, and simi
lar ftattering things. This is not necessarily a transference phe
nomenon: that the analyst should be a "blank piece of paper" is 
an ideal. lt can never be wholly realized. The "true nature" of 
the analyst is a fact which at first has nothing to do ,,~ith transfer
ence. And patients are exceptionally sensitive to our "·eaknesses; 
indeed, in scenting these 'veaknesses, some patients directly re
venge themselves for the stress they have to endure because of the 
imposition of the basic rule. Only a fe,,· patients (usually they 
are sadistic characters) derive sadistic pleasure from the frank
ness demanded of them. In thera peu tic terms, their behavior is 
valuahlc, even if it becomes a resistance for a time. But the ma
jority of patients are still much too diffident and apprehensive, 
too hurdencd ,\·ith guilt feelings, to bring this frankness into play 
spontaneously. lJnlike n1any of n1y colleagues, I n1ust subscribe 
to t hc con ten tion tha t every case, "·i thou t exceptiotl, begins the 
analysis "'ith a 1norc or less pronouncecl attitude of distrust and 
skr.pticisn1. 'll'hich usuallv retnains conccaled. To persuade hinl
sclf of this. thc analyst n1ust not of course rely upon the patient's 
nced to confess or, for that n1atter, his need for punishn1ent; 
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rather, he must use all his "·its to elicit from the patient the quite 
obvious reasons for being distrustful and exercising negative crit
icism (the novelty of the situation, the lack of familiarity with 
the analyst, the public's contempt for psychoanalysis, etc.) which 
are inherent in the analytic situation. Thus, it is only through his 
o"·n frankness that the analyst gains the patient's confidence. 
One technical question remains, namely at what point should the 
analyst deal "·ith those attitudes of distrust and negative criti
cism, 'vhich cannot yet be called neurotic, determined as they are 
by the con tem porary si tua tion. Wha t is im portan t here is tha t 
deeper interpretations of the unconscious be avoided as long as 
the "·all of conventional politeness exists between patient and an
alyst. 

'Ve cannot continue our discussion of the technique of inter
pretation 'vithout going into the development and treatment of 
the transference neurosis. 

In an analysis that is proceeding correctly, i t is not long before 
the first substantial transference resistance arises. To begin with, 
've must understand '\vhy the first significant resistance against 
the continuation of the analysis is automatically, and in keeping 
,,·ith the legitimacy of the case's structure, tied in with the rela
tionship to the analyst. What is the motive of "transference com
pulsion" (Ferenczi)? As a result of the basic rule, adherence to 
'vhich "·e insist on, we have hit upon the taboo that is so disa
greeable to the ego. Sooner or later, the patient's defense against 
his repressions becomes stronger. At first, the resistance is di
rected solely against what is repressed, but the patient knows 
nothing about it, neither that he bears something forbidden in 
hirnself nor that he is fending it off. As Freud demonstrated, the 
resistances themselves are unconscious. But the resistance is an 
emotional stirring corresponcling to an increasecl expenditure of 
energy, ancl for that reason cannot remain buried. Like every
thing eise that is irrationally motivated, this emotional stirring 
also strives to achieve a rational foundation, i.e., to become anc
hored in a real relationship. Now what could be closer to hand 
than to project, ancl to project upon that person who brought 
about the whole conflict through his insistence on the clisagreea
ble basic rule? As a result of the displacement of the defense 
(from the unconscious to the analyst), the particular content of 
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the unconscious also creeps into the resistance; that is, the con
tent is also projected upon the analyst. He becomes a miserable 
creature like the father or a lovable creature like the mother. It 
is clear that this defense can lead only to a negative attitude at 
first. As the disturber of the neurotic balance, the analyst neces
sarily becomes the enemy, ,,·hether it is a matter of projected 
love or projected hate, for in both cases defense and rejection are 
also al wa ys presen t. 

If hate impulses are projected first, the transference resistance 
is clearly negative. If, on the other hand, the im pulses that are 
projected first are of a loving nature, then the real transference 
resistance is preceded for a time by a manifest but not conscious 
positive transference. However, its fate is ahvays the same, i.e., it 
becomes a reactive negative transference, on the one hand be
cause of the inevitable disappointment ("disappointment reac
tion") and on the other band because it is '\varded off as soon as 
i t endeavors to become conscious under the press ur~ of sensuous 
strivings; and every defense encompasses negative attitudes. 

The problern of technique pertaining to the latent negative 
transference is so important that it '\vill be necessary to make a 
separate investigation of the forms in '\Vhich this transference be
comes manifest and how it is to be treated .. A.t this time, I ,,·ant 
merely to list a fe'\v typical cases in '\vhich '\ve are most likely to 
encounter a latent negative transference. They are: 

I. The obsequious, obtrusively friendly, implicitly trustful, in 
short, the ugood" patients~· those '\vho are al,vays in a positive 
transference and never sho'\v a disappointment reaction. (Usually 
passive-feminine characters or female hysterics having n)nlpho
manic tendencies.) 

2. Those '\vho are ahvays rigidly conventional and correct. 
Thcy are usually compulsive characters 'vho have converted 
thcir hatred into "being polite at all costs." 

3. Patient.\· n'hose affects are paralyzed. Like those ,,·ho are 
rigidly rorrect, these patients are characterized by an exagger
atcd hut hlocked aggressiveness. They, too, for the tnost part, are 
con1 pulsive characters; hov-·eyer, fetnale hysterics also sho,,· a 
surfare affert-paralysis. 

·1. Patit,nts lL'ho l'cHnplain about the artifiriality of their fcel
in~s and cnlotiona/ity-patients, in short, '''ho suffer from de-
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personalization. Among these 've also have those patients who 
consciously and at the same time compulsively "play act," i.e., 
"·ho kno"· at the back of their minds that they are deceiving the 
analyst. In such patients, 'vho usually belong to the group of nar
cissistic neuroses of the hypochondriac type, we always discover 
a usec1·et chuckle" at everything and everybody, a chuckle which 
becomes a torture to the patient himself. It entails the greatest 
difficulties in analysis. 

Since the form and stratification of the first transference resist
ance are determined by the individual's infantile experience of 
love, it is possible to analyze the infantile conflicts in a system
atic "·ay, free of unnecessary complications, only if we make 
strict allo,vances for this stratification in our interpretations of 
the transference. It is not, of course, that the contents of the 
transferences are dependent upon our interpretations; but there 
can be no doubt that the sequence in which they become acute is 
decided by the technique of interpretation. It is important not 
only that a transference neurosis develop but also that in its de
velopment it follo'v the same pattern as its prototype, the prima! 
neurosis, and that it exhibit the same stratification as the other in 
its dynamics. Freud taught us that the original neurosis becomes 
accessible only through the transference neurosis. Thus, it is 
clear that our task 'vill be that much easier, the more completely 
and systematically the original neurosis has coiled around the 
spools of the transference. Naturally, this coiling takes place in 
reverse sequence. Hence, one can see that a faulty analysis of the 
transference-e.g., the interpretation of an attitude stemming 
from a deeper layer of the unconscious, regardless of how dis
tinct the attitude is and how accurate the interpretation may be 
_,\·ill blur the blueprint of the original neurosis and entangle the 
transference neurosis. vVe learn from experience tha t the trans
ference neurosis will develop of its own accord, in keeping with 
the structure of the original neurosis. But we must avoid prema
ture and unsystematic interpretations and interpretations that 
penetrate too deeply. 

Let us take the following schematic example to illustrate our 
point. A patient first loves his mother, then hates his father, and 
eventually withdraws his love from his mother out of fear and 
converts his hatred of his father into a passive-feminine love of 
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him. If the resistance is correctly analyzed, it will be the pas
sive-feminine attitude, i.e., the last result of his libidinal develop
ment, that manifests itself first in the transference. Next, a sys
tematic resistance analysis '\vill bring out the hatred of the father 
concealed behind this passive-feminine attitude, and only after 
this hatred has been worked through will a new cathexis of the 
mother follow, at first through the transference of the Iove for 
the mother to the analyst. From here, then, it can be transferred 
to a '\vornan in real life. 

Let us now consider a less favorable but no less possible de
velopment. The patient, for example, might exhibit a manifest 
positive transference and produce in this connection not only 
dreams reflecting his passive-feminine attitude but also dreams 
embodying his tie to his mother. Let us further assume that both 
sets of dreams are clear and capable of interpretation. If the ana
lyst recognizes the true stratification of the positive transference; 
if it is clear to him that the reactive Iove for the fathe;r represents 
the top la yer of this transference, the hatred of him the second 
layer, and the transferred Iove for the mother the deepest layer, 
then he will certainly leave the last untouched, no matter hO'\\" 
importunate. If, ho,\·ever, he should choose to '\\'Ork first on the 
Iove for the mother which is projected upon him as part of the 
transference, then the latent hatred of the father transferred to 
the analyst in a reactive form '\\'ould constitute a po,\·erful and 
impenetrable resistance block bet'\\"een his interpretations per
taining to the incestuous Iove and the experience of the patient. 
The interpretation that '\\"Oulcl have had to pass through the topo
graphically higher layers of clistrust, disbelief, and rejection '\\·ill 
be superficially accepted but '\·ill be therapeutically ineffective 
and have but one result: it '\"ill cause the patient, internally 
frightcned and n1ade cantiaus by this interpretation, to conceal 
thc hatred of his fathcr C\'Cn tnore thoroughly and, because of in
tcnsificd guilt fcelings, to becotne an even "nicer" person. In one 
fonn or a not her, '\'C '\"ould have a chaotic si tua tion on our 
hands. 

\ Vha t is in1 portan t, thcrcfore. is to single out fron1 thc ,\·eher 
of lllateria} flo\rin~ fr0111 Illany psychic Jaycrs that eletllCllt \rhich 
assuntes a ren tral posi t ion in the cxisting or prcceding tra nsfer
enn.· resistanrc anti is not laden '\'ith other attitudes. As theoreti-
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cal as this may sound, it is a principle 'vhich has to be applied in 
every average case. 

No,,· ,,.e have to ask ,,·hat happens to the remainder of the 
material ,,·hich is of less contemporary importance. Usually it is 
enough just to ignore it. Thus it "\Vill automatically recede into 
the background. It often happens, ho,vever, that the patient 'vill 
obtrude an attitude or a definite sphere of experience in order to 
conceal material of greater immediate importance. It follows 
from everything ,,.e have said that such a resistance has to be 
eliminated. In elucidating the situation, the analyst "steers the 
material,'' i.e., unceasingly points to that which is being buried 
ancl disregards that '\vhich is being pushed for,vard. A typical ex
ample of this is the patient's behavior in a latent negative trans
ference. He tries to conceal his secret criticism and discredit the 
analyst and the analysis by means of hypocritical praise. Analyz
ing this resistance, the analyst easily arrives at the patient's mo
tive, his fear of expressing criticism. 

Only seldom is the analyst forced to check rapidly ftowing ma
terial-for instance, 'vhen unconscious perverse fantasies or in
cestuous desires become conscious prematurely and cumulatively 
-before the ego has become strong enough to handle them. 
\Vhen this happens, if disregarding the material is not enough, 
the analyst ,,·ill have to "\vard it off. 

Thus, the central content of the transference resistance re
mains ah\tays in contact 'vith the patient's remembrances, and 
the affects aroused in the transference are automatically passed 
an to them. And in this way the analytically dangeraus situation 
of remembering 'vithout affects is avoided. It is indicative of the 
chaotic situation, an the other hand, that a concealed resistance 
remains unresolved for months an end and bi-nds all affects, 
"·hile the remembrances ftit about in wild succession, e.g., one 
day the castration anxiety, another day the oral fantasy, and still 
another day the incest fantasy. 

By correctly selecting the material that is to be interpreted, "\Ve 
achieve a continuity in the analysis. In this 'vay, "\Ve are not only 
conversant 'vith the existing situation at all times; we are also 
able to keep a close "\vatch an the legitimacy 'vith 'vhich the 
transference develops. 0 ur "\vork is made easier and the ground
'\vork of the eure is thoroughly prepared by the fact that the re-
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sistances, which of course are nothing other than individual 
pieces of the neurosis, appear one after the other, yet tied to
gether by a historically detennined structure. 

3· CONSISTENCY IN RESISTANCE ANALYSIS 

Thus far, we have merely described the technique of interpret
ing the meaning of unconscious material and the technique of in
terpreting resistances, and we have agreed that interpretation 
must be systematic and must be carried out in keeping with the 
individual structure of the neurosis. In listing the errors made 
in interpretation, we differentiated between disorganized and in
consistent interpretations. There was good reason for this, for \Ve 
know cases which, notwithstanding systematic interpretation, be
come disorganized; and we perceive the cause of this in the lack 
of consistency in the further working through of the already in
terpreted resistances. 

If we have happily passed the barrier of the fir~t transfer
ence resistance, the work of recalling usually moves fonvard rap
idly and penetrates into the period of childhood. But it isn't long 
before the patient runs into fresh layers of forbidden material, 
which he endeavors to ward off with a second front of transfer
ence resistances. The game of resistance analysis begins ane,v, 
but this time it has a somewhat different character. Before, ,,.e 
were dealing with a virgin difficulty, whereas the ne\v resistance 
has an analytic past which \vas not without inftuence on its for
mation. In keeping with the new material, it has, to be sure, a 
structure and meaning different from the first resistance. It 
might be assumed that the patient has learned from the first re
sistancc analysis and will hirnself help to eliminate the difficulty 
this time. However, it doesn't \Vork out that "·ay in practice. In 
the large n1ajority of cases, it turns out that, in addition to the 
ne\v resistance, the patient reactivates the old one. Indeed, the 
p~tticnt rnay rclapse into the old resistance ,,·ithout sho\\·ing the 
nc\v onc. This stratification con1plicates the \\'hole situation. 
1"here is no sct pattern as to \vhich resistance \\'ill gain the upper 
hand, the rcactivatcd old one or thc ne\\· one. But this is not sig
nificant \\·ith rcspect to thc tactics of analysis. \Vhat is in1portant 
is that the patient restores a large portion of his counter-cathexis 
to the old resistancc position \Vhich had apparently been dis-
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posed of. If the analyst takes up the new· resistance first or exclu
sively, he ,,~ill be neglecting an intermediate layer, namely the 
reactivated old resistance. He \\yill then run the risk of wasting 
his costly interpretations. Disappointments and failures can be 
averted if the old difficulty is 'reverted to every time, regardless of 
how· conspicuous or inconspicuous it makes itself, and is used as 
the point of departure for the work of dissolution. In this way, 
the analyst slo,vly advances to the new resistance and avoids the 
danger of conquering a ne\v piece of land \vhile the enemy rees
tablishes itself in a previously conquered area. 

Using the cardinal resistance as a kind of citadel, as it \Vere, 
the analyst must undermine the neurosis from all sides, instead 
of taking up individual peripheral resistances, i.e., attacking 
many different points \vhich have only an indirect relation to one 
another. By consistently broaching the resistances and the ana
lytic material from the first transference resistance, the analyst is 
able to survey the situation as a whole, both past and present. 
The required continuity of the analysis does not have to be 
fought for and a thorough working through of the neurosis is 
guaranteed. Assuming that we are dealing with typical case histo
ries and that the resistance analysis has been correctly carried 
out, ,,~e are able to foresee the sequence in which recognized 
tendencies \vill appear as acu te transference resistances. 

There is no point in trying to persuade us that the major prob
lems of psychotherapy are to be coped with by "bombarding" 
the patient \vith interpretations of his unconscious material or, 
for that matter, by treating all patients according to one scheme, 
e.g., from one assumed prima! source of the neurosis. The ana
lyst ,v·ho tries such a thing shows that he has not comprehended 
the real problems of psychotherapy and does not kno\v what the 
"cutting of the Gordian knot" really means, namely a destroying 
of the conditions of analytic eure. An analysis carried out in such 
a ,,;ay can hardly be salvaged. Interpretation is comparable to a 
valuable drug, which must be used sparingly if its effectiveness is 
not to be lost. This, too, \Ve have learned from experience: the 
complicated way of disentangling the knot is the shortest-yes, 
the shortest-\vay to true success. 

On the other side of the fence, \ve have those analysts who, in
correctly apprehending the concept of analytic passivitY. are ex-
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perts in the art of waiting. They would be able to furnish us 'vith 
much valuable material on the casuistry of the chaotic situation. 
In the resistance period, the difficult task of steering the course 
of the analysis devolves upon the analyst. The patient holds the 
reins only in phases which are free of resistance. Freud could not 
have had anything eise in mind. And the danger, both for the pa
tient and for the development of analytic therapy, of making a 
rigid principle of analytic passivity or of "letting matters ride" is 
no less than that of "bombardment" or interpretation according 
to a theoretical scheme. 

There are forms of resistance in which this kind of passivity is 
in the nature of a classic mistake. For instance, a patient might 
fight shy of a resistance or, more specifically, the discussion of 
the material pertaining to it. He will make allusions to a remote 
subject until he has also produced resistances there, then switch 
to a third subject, etc. This "zigzag technique" can go on ad in
fini turn, 'vhether the analyst looks on "passively" or ~ollows him 
offering one in terpreta tion after the other. Since, as is evident, 
the patient is constantly on the run and his efforts to satisfy the 
analyst with substitute accomplishments are to no avail, it is the 
analyst's obligation to lead him back to the first resistance posi
tion again and again until he summons u p the courage to get 
control of it analytically.3 The other material is of course not lost. 

Or the patient reverts to an infantile phase and divulges other
wise valuable secrets merely for the sake of holding on to a par
ticular position. Naturally, such divulgences have no therapeutic 
value-the reverse is more likely the case. '"rhe analyst can listen 
all he ~'ants if he prefers not to interrupt, but then he ""ill have 
to be consistent in the 'vorking through of that position "·hich 
the patient rcfused to face. The same holds true 'vhen the patient 
takes refugc in the contemporary situation. Ideal and optimal is 
a rectilinear developn1en t and analysis of the transference neu-

a Footnotc, 1945: Compulsive talking is a form of resistance offered by n1any 
pat.ic.-nts. 'I'o bcgin with, this cmnpulsion is a purely biologica/ maru"festa
tion of a contraction of the deep n1usculature of the neck and throat. 
Spc.-aking without any regard to content is a necessity, e.g., .. the chatterbo:x." 
In orgonc thcrapy, wc cnjoin such patients to be silent, and eventually the 
anx.iety whirh nourishcs this con1pulsive sy1npton1 con1cs to the surface. The 
cunng of a compulsion to spcak is brought about by the loosening of the 
tnus<:ular anuor of thc throat. 
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rosis along the same lines as the primal neurosis. The patient de
,·elops his resistances systematically and perfonns, intennittently, 
affective recall work ,xhich is free of resistance. 

The contro,·ersial question of ,xhich is better, an "active" or a 
"passive" attitude has no real meaning ·when phrased this ·way. It 
can be said generally that resistances cannot be taken up soon 
enough in the analysis) and that) apart from the resistances) the 
in terpretation of the u.nconscious cannot be held back enough. 
V suall y, the proced ure is the reverse of this: the anal ys t is in the 
habit, on the one hand, of sho,•;ing much too much courage in 
the interpretation of meaning and, on the other hand, of cringing 
as soon as a resistance turns up. 



CHAPTERIV 

ON THE TECHNIQUE OF CHARACTER 
AN ALYSIS1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our therapeutic method is contingent upon the following basic 
theoretical concepts. The topographical point of view determines 
the principle of technique to the effect that the unconscious has 
to be made conscious. The dynamic point of view dictates that 
this making conscious of the unconscious must not proceed di
rectly, but by way of resistance analysis. The economic point of 
view and the knowledge of structure dictate that, in resistance 
analysis, each individual case entails a definite plan \vhich must 
be deduced from the case itself. 

As long as the making conscious of the unconscious, i.e., the 
topographical process, \vas regarded as the sole task of analytic 
technique, the formula \vas justified that the patient's uncon
scious manifestations had to be translated into the language of 
the conscious in the sequence in which they appeared. In this 
process, the dynamics of the analysis \\·ere left largely to chance, 
that is, whether the act of becoming conscious actually released 
the gerxnane affect and 'vhether the interpretation had anything 
xnore than an intellectual influence on the patient. The very in
clusion of the dynatnic factor, i.e., the demand that the patient 
had not only to ren1e1nber but also to experience \\'hat he re
ntcxnbered, cotnplicated the sitnple fortnula that "the uncon
srious had to be tnade conscious." Since the dynatnic effect of 
analysis depcnds not on the tnaterial \vhich the patient produces 
hut on the resistances \\·hich he brinrrs into pla)· ao-ainst this nla-

tl b 

t.erial and on thc en1otional intensity \\·ith \\·hich they are n1as-

1 
First prcscntt:d at the I'cnth International Psychoanalytic Congrcss, Inns

hrurk, Septetuber 1927. 
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tered, the task of anal ysis undergoes no insignificant shift. 
'Vhereas it is sufficient, from the topographical point of view, to 
make the patient conscious of the clearest and most easily inter
pretable elements of the unconscious in the sequence in which 
they appear, in other words, to adhere to the pattern of the con
tents of the material~ it is necessary, when the dynamic factor is 
taken into consideration, to relinquish this plan as a means of 
orientation in the analysis. Instead, another must be adopted, 
'\vhich embraces both the content of the material and the affect, 
namely the pattern of successive resistances. In pursuing this 
plan, ho'\vever, a difficulty arises in most cases, a difficulty which 
'\Ve have not considered in the foregoing presentation. 

2. CHARACTER ARMORING AND CHARACTER RESISTANCE 

a) The inability to follow the basic rule 

Our patients are seldom capable of analysis at the outset. Only 
a very small n um her of pa tien ts are prepared to follow the basic 
rule and to open themselves completely to the analyst. First of 
all, it is not easy for the patient to have immediate trust in the 
analyst, if only because he is a stranger. Added to this, however, 
is the fact that years of illness, the unrelenting influence of a neu
rotic milieu, bad experiences with mental specialists-in short, 
the entire secondary fragmentation of the ego-have created a 
situation that is adverse to the analysis. The elimination of this 
difficulty becomes a precondition of the analysis, and it could be 
accomplished easily if it were not complicated by the characteris
tic, indeed character of the patient, which is itself a part of the 
neurosis and has developed on a neurotic basis. It is known as 
the "narcissistic barrier." Fundamentally, there are two ways of 
getting at these difficulties, especially at the difficulty entailed by the 
resistance to the basic rule. The first way, and the one usually 
pursued, I believe, is to prepare the patient for analysis through 
instruction, reassurance, challenge, exhortation, persuasion, and 
more of the same. In this case, by establishing a kind of positive 
transference, the analyst seeks to convince the patient of the neces
sity of being open and honest in the analysis. This roughly corre
sponds to the technique suggested by Nunberg. Vast experience has 
taught us, however, that this pedagogic or active approach is highly 
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uncertain, is dependent upon uncontrollable contingencies, and 
Iacks the secure basis of analytic clarity. The analyst is constantly at 
the mercy of the oscillations of the transference and treads on 
uncertain terrain in his efforts to make the patient capable of 
analysis. 

The second method is more com plica ted, and not yet feasible for 
all patients. It is a far more secure approach. Here the attempt is 
made to replace the instructional measures by analytic interpre
tations. There is no question that this is not always possible, yet 
it remains the ideal goal toward 'vhich analysis strives. Instead of 
inducing the patient to enter into the analysis by persuasion, 
suggestion, transference maneuvers, etc., the analyst takes a 
more passive attitude and attempts to get an insight into the con
temporary meaning of the patient's behavior, why he or she 
doubts, arrives late, speaks in a ranting or confused manner, 
communicates only every third idea or so, criticizes the analysis, 
or produces deep material, often in uncommon amounts. In 
other words, the analyst can do one of hvo things: (1) attempt 
to persuade a narcissistic patient '\vho speaks in grandiloquent 
technical terminology that his behavior is detrimental to the 
analysis and that he '\vould do better to rid hirnself of analytic 
terminology and to come out of his shell; or (2) dispense '\Vith 
any kind of persuasion and '\vait until he understands '\\yhy the 
patient behaves as he does. It may turn out, for instance, that the 
patient's ostentatious behavior is an attempt to tover up a feeling 
of inferiority to'\vard the analyst. In this case, the analyst '\yill en
deavor to influence him through a consistent interpretation of the 
meaning of his actions. In cantrast to the first, this second ap
proach is entirely in keeping 'vith the principles of analysis. 

From this endeavor to use purely analytic interpretations 
'vherever possible in place of all the instructional or other,,·ise 
active measures 'vhich hecotne necessary as a result of the pa
ticnt's charactcristics, a method of analyzing the character 
einergcd in an unsought and unexpected ,v·ay. 

Ccrtain clinical considerations n1ake it necessarv for us to des-. 
ignate as uchararte1· 1·esistances"' a special group of the resistances 
that. "~c encountcr in thc trcaunent of our patients. Thrsr derit't' 
tlu~ir special charartcr not frotn their corztent but frotn tlze spe-
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cific marznerisrns of the person analyzed. The compulsive charac
ter deYelops resistances ''?hose form is specifically different from 
that of the hysterical character, the form of '\vhose resistances, in 
turn, is different from that of the genital narcissistic, impulsive, 
or neurasthenic character. The form of the ego's reactions) which 
differs from character to character even '\Vhere the contents of 
the experiences are the same, can be traced back to infantile ex
periences in the same ·way as the content of the symptoms and 
fantasies. 

b) lVhere do the character resistances come from? 

Same time ago, G lover made an effort to discriminate be
t,reen character neuroses and sym ptom neuroses. Alexander also 
operated on the basis of this distinction. I adhered to it in earlier 
''?orks, but it turned out, on closer comparison of the cases, that 
this distinction makes sense only insofar as there are neuroses 
'\\?i th circumscribed symptoms ("symptom neuroses") and neuroses 
,,·ithout them ("character neuroses"). In the former, under
standably, the symptoms are more conspicuous; in the latter, the 
neurotic character traits stand out. But are there symptoms 
,,·hich do not have a neurotic reaction basis, '\Vhich, in other 
''?ords, are not rooted in a neurotic character? The only differ
ence bet'\\'een character neuroses and symptom neuroses is that, 
in the case of the latter, the neurotic character also produces 
symptoms, has become, so to speak, concentrated in them. That 
the neurotic character is at one time exacerbated in circum
scribed symptoms and at another time finds other '\Vays of dis
charging the libido stasis requires more detailed investigation 
(cf. Part II). But if it is acknowledged that the symptom neu
rosis is ah,·ays rooted in a neurotic character, then i t is clear that, 
in ever'Y analysis, ,,.e are dealing '\Vith resistances that are mani
festations of a neurotic character. The individual analysis will 
differ only '\Vith respect to the importance ascribed to the analy
sis of the character in each case. However, a retrospective glance 
at analytic experiences cautions us against underestimating this 
importance in any one case. 

From the point of view of character analysis, the differentia
tion between neuroses which are chronic, i.e., have existed since 
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childhood, and those which are acute, i.e., appeared later, has no 
importance '\Vhatever; it is of no great moment whether the 
symptoms appear in childhood or later. '\Vhat matters is that the 
neurotic character, i.e., the reaction basis for the symptom neu
rosis, is formed, at least in its principal features, by the time the 
Oedipal stage comes to a close. We have ample clinical experi
ence to show that the boundary 'vhich the patient draws between 
health and the outbreak of sickness al'\vays vanishes in the analy-. 
SIS. 

Since the sym ptom forma tion does not hold u p as a descri p
tive characteristic, we have to look for others. T'\\"O ,,,.hich readily 
come to mind are illness insight and rationalizations. 

A Zack of insight into the illness is not, of course, absolutely 
reliable but it is certainly an essential indication of character 
neurosis. The neurotic sym ptom is sensed as something alien, 
and it engenders a feeling of being ill. On the other hand, the 
neurotic character trait, e.g., the exaggerated sense_ of order of 
the compulsive character or the anxious shyness of the hysterical 
character, is organically incorporated into the personality. One 
might complain of being shy, but one does not feel sick for that 
reason. Not until the characterological shyness becomes a path
ological blushing or until the compulsive-neurotic sense of order 
becomes a compulsive ceremony, not until, in other ''"ords, the 
neurotic character exacerbates symptomatically, does one feel 
that one is sick. 

N aturally, there are symptoms for '\\'hieb no insight, or insuffi
cient insight, exists. They are regarded by patients as bad habits 
or something '\vhich has to be accepted (e.g., chronic constipa
tion, mild ejaculatio praecox) . Then there are son1e character 
traits '\vhich are sometimes feit to be pathological, e.g .. irrational, 
violent fits of anger, gross negligence, a penchant for lying, 
drinking. splurging, and other such. Generally, ho''"ever, an in
sight into the sickness is indicath·e of a neurotic sytnptom, 
"·hereas lack of insight points to a neurotic character trait. 

In practical tern1s, the scconcl in1 portant difference consists 
in t he fact t hat svtn pton1s ne,·cr exhibi t such con1pletc and credi
ble rationali:.ations as neurotic charactcr traits. ~either hysteri
cal voxniting nor ahasia: ncither cotnpulsive counting nor conl
pulsi,·t· thinkin~ can bc.• rationalized. There is no question about 
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the senselessness of a sym ptom, whereas the neurotic character 
trait has a sufficiently rational motivation so as not to appear 
pathological or senseless. 

Furthem1ore, there is a justification for neurotic character 
traits \\·hich is immediately rejected as absurd when it is applied 
to symptoms. 'Ve often hear it said: "That's simply the way I 
am." The implication here is that the person concerned was born 
that \vay; he simply cannot behave differently-that's his char
acter. Ho,\·ever, this does not tally with the facts, for the analysis 
of its development shows that the character had to become what it 
is, and not something eise, for very specific reasons. Fundamen
tally, therefore, it is capable of analysis and of being changed, 
j ust like the sym ptom. 

Occasionally, symptoms have become so ingrained in the per
sonality that they are like character traits. An example is com
pulsive counting that is wholly absorbed within the framework of 
one's need to be orderly, or compulsive methodicalness that is 
fulfilled in the rigid subdivisions of each day. The latter is espe
cially true of the compulsion to work. Such modes of behavior 
are held to be indicative more of eccentricity or excessiveness 
than of pathology. Hence, we see that the concept of illness is 
highl y flexible, that there are many shades, ranging from the 
symptom as an isolated foreign body through the neurotic char
acter trait and the "wicked habit" to rationally sound behavior. 
However, in view of the fact that these shades are not very much 
hel p to us, the differentiation between sym ptom and neurotic 
character trait recommends itself, even insofar as rationalizations 
are concerned, notwithstanding the artificiality of all divisions. 

'Vith this reservation, another differentiation occurs to us with 
respect to the structure of the symptom and of the character 
trait. In the process of analysis, it is shown that, in terms of its 
meaning and origin, the symptom has a very simple structure 
com pared \Vi th that of the character trai t. True enough, the 
symptom too is indeterminate; but the more deeply we penetrate 
into its reasons, the more we move alvay from the actual com
pass of the symptom and the more clearly we perceive its basis in 
the character. Hence, theoretically, the reaction basis in the 
character can be worked out from any symptom. The symptom 
is directly determined by a limited number of unconscious atti-
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tudes; hysterical vomiting, for example, is based on a repressed 
fellatio clesire or an oral desire for a child. Each of them is ex
pressed in the character, the former in a kind of childishness, the 
latter in a maternal attitude. But the hysterical character, which 
determines the hysterical symptom, is based on a multiplicity of 
-to a large extent antagonistic-strivings, and is usually ex
pressed in a specific attitude or mode of existence. It is not 
nearly so easy to analyze the attitude as it is to analyze the symp
tom; fundamentally, ho,vever, the former, like the latter, can be 
traced back to ancl understood on the basis of drives and experi
ences. 'Vhereas the sym ptom corresponds solely to one definite 
experience or one circumscribed desire, the character, i.e., the 
person's specific mode of existence, represents an expression of 
the person's entire past. So a symptom can emerge quite sud
denly, while the development of each individual character trait 
requires many years. \Ve must also bear in mind that the symp
tom could not have suddenly emerged unless a neurotic reaction 
basis already existed in the character. -

In the analysis, the neurotic character traits as a 'vhole prove 
to be a compact defense mechanism against our therapeutic ef
forts, ancl 'vhen '\Ve trace the origin of this character "armor'' an
alytically, '\\'e see that it also has a definite economic function. 
Such armor serves on the one hand as a defense against external 
stimuli; on the other hand it proves to be a means of gaining 
mastery over the libido, '\vhich is continuously pushing for,,·ard 
from the id, because libidinal ancl sadistic energy is used up in 
thc neurotic reaction formations, compensaiions, etc. .t\nxiety is 
continually being bound in the processes 'vhich are at the bottarn 
of the fonnation and preservation of this artnor in the same "·ay 
that, according to Freud's description, anxiety is bound in the 
rornpulsive syrnptoms. 'Ve shall have more to say about the 
econorny of the character formation. 

Sincc. in i ts econotnic function as defensive annor, the neu
rotic character trait has established a certain, albeit neurotic bal
ll11Cl', analysis constitutcs a danger to this balance. It is fron1 this 
narrissistic dcfcnsc n1cchanism of the ego that the resistances 
ori~inatc "·hirh givc thc analysis of the individual case its special 
fcaturt's. lf. ho\\·ever~ a person's n1ode of behavior represents the 
result of a total de,·cloptncnt '''hich is capable of analysis and 
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resolution, then it must also be possible to deduce the technique 
of character analysis from that behavior. 

c) On the technique of analyzing the character resistance 

In addi tion to the dreams, associations, sli ps, and other com
munications of the patients, the way in which they recount their 
dreams, commit slips, produce associations, and make their com
munications, in short their bearing, deserves special attention.2 

Adherence to the basic rule is something rare, and many months 
of character-analytic '':ork are required to instill in the patient a 
haif,,·ay sufficient measure of candidness. The way the patient 
speaks, Iooks at and greets the analyst, lies on the couch, the in
flection of the voice, the degree of conventional politeness which 
is maintained, etc., are valuable cues in assessing the secret re
sistances "·ith 'vhich the patient counters the basic rule. And 
once they have been understood, they can be eliminated through 
interpretation. It is not only what the patient says but how he 
says it that has to be interpreted. Analysts are often heard to 
complain that the analysis is not progressing, that the patient is 
not producing any "material." By material, what is usually 
meant is merely the content of the associations and communica
tions. But the nature of the patient's silence or sterile repetitions 
is also material '':hich has to be used fully. There is scarcely a 
situation in "·hich the patient does not produce any material, and 
,,·e have to lay the blame upon ourselves if we can't make use of 
the patient's bearing as material. 

There is of course nothing new in the statement that behavior 
and the form of the communications are of analytic importance. 
'Vhat vle are concerned 'vith here, however, is the fact that they 
give us access to the analysis of the character in a very definite 
and relatively complete way. Bad experiences in the analysis of 
some neurode characters have taught us that, at the outset of 
such cases, the form of the communications is of greater impor
tance than the content. We want merely to allude to the con-

2 Footnote, 1945: The form of expression is far more important than the 
ideational content. Today we use only the form of expression to arrive at the 
decisively important experiences of childhood. It is the form of expression and 
not the ideational content that Ieads us to the biological reactions which lie at 
the basis of the psychic manifestations. 
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cealed resistances produced by the emotionally paralyzed, by the 
"good" men and women, the excessively polite and correct pa
tients; by those patients, moreover, who always give evidence of 
a deceptive positive transference or, for that matter, by those 
who raise a passionate and monotonaus cry for love; those who 
conceive of analysis as a kind of game; the eternally "armored" 
who laugh in their sleeve at anything and everything. The list 
could be extended indefinitely. Hence, one has no illusions about 
the painstaking work which the innumerable individual problems 
of technique will entail. 

To allow what is essential in character analysis to stand out 
more clearly in contrast to symptom analysis, and to give a bet
ter idea of our thesis in general, let us consider two pairs of 
cases. The first pair consists of two men being treated for ejacu
latio praecox: one is a passive-feminine character, the other a 
phallic-aggressive character. T'vo '\VOmen suffering from an eat
ing disturbance constitute the second pair: one is a compulsive 
character, the other a hysteric. 

Let us further assume that the ejaculatio praecox of the t\vo 
male patients has the same unconscious meaning: fear of the 
(paternal) phallus assumed to be in the woman's vagina. On the 
basis of the castration anxiety which lies at the root of the symp
tom, both patients produce a negative father transference in the 
analysis. They hate the analyst (father) because they perceive in 
him the enemy 'vho limits their pleasure, and each of them has 
the unconscious desire to dispose of him. \Vhile the phallic-sadis
tic character will ward off the danger of castration by means of 
vitupcrations, disparagements, and threats, the passive-feminine 
character will become more and more confiding, more and more 
passively devoted, and more and more accommodating. In both 
of them the character has become a resistance: the fonner , .. ·ards 
off the danger aggressively; the latter gets out of its , .. ·ay by com
pronlising his standards, by deceptiveness and devotion. 

Naturally, the rharacter resistance of the passive-fen1inine 
type is more dangerous, for he , .. ·orks , .. ·ith devious n1eans. He 
produccs 1naterial in abundance, recalls infantile experiences, 
a ppcars to adapt hirnself beautifully-but at bottonl he glosses 
over a secret ohstinacy and hate ... ~s long as he keeps this up, he 
, ... in not have the courage to sho, .. · his true nature. If the analyst 
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does not pay any attention to his manner and merely enters into 
u'hat the patient produces, then, according to experience, no an
alytic effort or elucidation 'vill change his condition. It may even 
be that the patient ,,·ill recall his hatred of his father, but he 'vill 
not experience it unless the meaning of his deceptive behavior is 
consistently pointed out to him in the transference, before a deep 
interpretation of the father-hatred is begun. 

In the case of the second pair, let us assume that an acute pos
itive transference has developed. In both 'vomen, the main con
tent of this positive transference is the same as that of the symp
torn, namely an oral fellatio fantasy. Ho,vever, the transference 
resistance ensuing from this positive transference 'vill be wholly 
different in form. The 'vornan suffering from hysteria, for exam
ple, "·ill be apprehensively silent and behave timidly; the ,,·oman 
having a compulsive neurosis '\"ill be obstinately silent or behave 
in a cold, haughty 'vay to,vard the analyst. The transference re
sistance employs various means in "\\"arding off the positive trans
ference: in the one instance, aggression; in the other, anxiety. 
'Ve '\\"ould say that in both cases the id conveyed the same "\Vish, 
'vhich the ego v~·arded off differently. And the form of this de
fense ,,·ill al,vays remain the same in both patients; the 'vornan 
suffering from hysteria 'vill a},,·ays defend herself in a way ex
pressive of anxiety, ,,·hile the ,\·oman suffering from a compul
sive neurosis "·ill al'\\·ays defend herself aggressively, no matter 
'vhat unconscious content is on the verge of breaking through. In 
other ,\·ords, the character resistance always remains the same in 
the same patient and disappears only when the neurosis has been 
uprooted. 

The character armor is the molded expression of narcissistic 
defense chronically embedded in the psychic structure. In addi
tion to the kno,vn resistances 'vhich are mobilized against each 
ne'v piece of unconscious material, there is a constant resistance 
factor ,,·hich has its roots in the unconscious and pertains not to 
content but to form. Because of its origin in the character, 've 
call this constant resistance factor "character resistance." 

On the basis of the foregoing statements, Iet us summarize the 
most important features of character resistance. 

Character resistance is expressed not in terms of content but 
formally, in the 'vay one typically behaves, in the manner in 
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which one speaks, walks, and gestures; and in one's characteris
tic habits (how one smiles or sneers, whether one speaks coher
ently or incoherently, how one is polite and how one is aggres
sive) . 

It is not what the patient says and does that is indicative of 
character resistance, but how he speaks and acts; not what he re
veals in dreams, but how he censors, distorts, condenses, etc. 

The character resistance remains the same in the same patient, 
regardless of content. Different characters produce the same ma
terial in a different way. The positive father transference of a 
woman suffering from hysteria is expressed and 'varded off dif
ferently than that of a woman suffering from a com pulsive neu
rosis. Anxiety is the defense mechanism in the former; aggres
sion in the latter. 

The character resistance which is manifested in terms of form 
is just as capable of being resolved, with respect to its content, 
and of being traced back to infantile experiences and instinctual 
interests as the neurotic symptom is.s -

In given situations, the patient's character becomes a resist
ance. In everyday life, in other 'vords, the character plays a role 
similar to the one it plays as a resistance in the treatment: that of 
a psychic defense apparatus. Hence, we speak of the "character 
armoring" of the ego against the outer v~"orld and the id. 

If we trace the formation of the character into early child
hood, we find that, in its time, the character armor ensued for 
the same reasons and for the same purposes the character resist
ance serves in the contemporary analytic situation. The resistive 
projection of the character in the analysis mirrors its infantile 
genesis. And those si ttiations which seem to a ppear by chance 
but actually are brought about by the character resistance in the 
analysis are exact duplicates of those childhood situations ,,·hich 
caused the formation of the character. Thus, in the character re
sistance, the function of defense is combined "·ith the projection 
of infantile relationshi ps to the ou ter ,,·orld. 

Economically, the character in everyday life and the character 
resistance in the analysis serve as a n1eans of avoiding ''"hat is 
unpleasant (Clnlust), of establishing and preserving a psychic 

• In light of this clinical cxperience, the eletnent of fonn has been incorporated 
into thc sphere of psychoanalysis, which, until now, has focused predotni
näntly on content. 
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( even if neurotie) balanee, and finally of eonsuming repressed 
quantities of instinetual energy and/or quantities '"?hieb have 
eluded repression. The binding of free-floating anxiety or-,vhat 
amounts to the same thing-the absorbing of dammed-up psyehie 
energy, is one of the eardinal funetions of the eharaeter. Just as 
the historieal, i.e., the infantile, element is embodied and continues 
to live and operate in the neurotie symptom, so too it lives and 
operates and is embodied in the eharaeter. This explains '~:hy 

the eonsistent loosening of the eharaeter resistanee provides a sure 
and direet approaeh to the eentral infantile eonfliet. 

Ho,\· do these faets bear upon the analytie teehnique of ehar
aeter analvsis? Is there an essential differenee bet,\·een eharaeter 

I 

analysis and the usual resistanee analysis? 
There are differenees and they relate to: 
a) the sequenee in '"·hieb the material is to be interpreted 
b) the teehnique of resistance interpretation itself 
\Vith respeet to (a) : In speaking of "seleetion of material," 

,\·e shall have to be prepared to eneounter an important objee
tion. It 'vill be said that any seleetion is in eontradietion to the 
basic prineiple of psyehoanalysis, namely that the analyst must 
follo'\" the patient, must allo,~l hirnself to be led by him. Every 
time the analyst makes a seleetion, he runs the risk of falling 
prey to bis o'\"n inclinations. First of all, we have to point out 
that, in the kind of selection 've are speaking of here, it is not a 
matter of negleeting analytie material. The 'vhole point here is to 
insure that the material is interpreted in a legitimate sequenceJ in 
keeping 'vith the structure of the neurosis. All material is in turn 
interpreted; it is only that one detail is momentarily more impor
tant than another. \Ve also have to realize that the analyst always 
selects anyho,v, for in the very act of singling out individual de
tails of a dream instead of interpreting them sueeessively, he has 
made a seleetion. And as far as that goes, the analyst has also 
made a biased selection 'vhen he eonsiders only the eontent and 
not the form of the eommunieations. Hence, the very faet that 
the patient produees material of the most diverse kinds in the an
alytie situation forees the analyst to make seleetions in interpret
ing this material. It is merely a question of seleeting correctly} 
i.e., in keeping 'vith the analytie situation. 

\Vith patients 'vho, beeause of a partieular eharaeter develop
men t, repea tedl y disregard the fundamental rule, as weil as wi th 
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ali cases in which the character is obstructing the analysis, it will 
be necessary to single out the germane character resistance from 
the welter of material and to uJork it through analytically by in
terpreting its meaning. Naturally, this does not mean that the rest 
of the material is neglected or disregarded. On the contrary, ev
erything is valuable and welcome which gives us an insight into 
the meaning and origin of the recalcitrant character trait. The 
analyst merely puts off the analysis, and, above all, the interpre
tation of the material which does not have an immediate bearing 
upon the transference resistance, until the character resistance 
has been understood and broken through, at least in its basic fea
tures. In Chapter III, I tried to point out the dangers of giving 
deep interpretations before the character resistances have been 
resolved. 

With respect to (b) : Now we turn our attention to some spe
cial problems of the technique of character analysis. First, '':e 
must anticipate a likely misunderstanding. We stated_ that charac
ter analysis begins with the singling out and consistent analysis of 
the character resistance. This does not mean that the patient is 
enjoined not to be aggressive, not to be deceptive, not to speak 
in an incoherent manner, to follow the basic rule, etc. Such de
mands would not only be contrary to analytic procedure, they 
would be fruitless. It cannot be sufficiently stressed that "?hat ,,.e 
are describing here has nothing wha tever to do 'vith the so-called 
education of the patient and similar matters. In character analy
sis, we ask ourselves why the patient is deceptive, speaks in an 
incoherent manner, is emotionally blocked, etc.; 've endeavor to 
arouse his interest in the peculiarities of his character in order to 
elucidate, with his help, their meaning and origin through analy
sis. In other \vords, \Ve merely single out fron1 the orbit of the 
personality the character trait fron1 "·hich the cardinal resistance 
proceeds, and, if possible, \VC sho'v the patient the surface rela
tion bet\\'een the character and the sytnptonls. But for the rest. 
\VC leave it up to hin1 \vhether or not he "·ants to n1ake use of his 
kno,,·lcdgc to rhange his character. Fundamentally, our proce
dure in this is no different fron1 the one follo,red in the analysis 
of a sytn ptont: the onc c:xception is tha t, in character analysis, "·e 
have to isolatr the character trait and put it hefore the p:uient 
again and again until hc has succeeded in breaking clear of it 
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and in vie,~ing it as he "·ould a vexatious compulsive symptom. 
In breaking clear of and objectifying the neurotic character trait, 
the patient begins to experience i t as something alien to himself, 
and ultimately gains an insight into its nature. 

In this process, it becomes apparent, surprisingly, that the per
sonality changes-at least temporarily. And as the character 
analysis progresses, that impetus or disposition which gave rise 
to the character resistance in the transference automatically 
comes to the surface in an unconcealed form. Applying this to 
our example of the passive-feminine character, we can say that 
the more thoroughly the patient objectifies his inclinations to 
passive devotion, the more aggressive he will become. For, of 
course, his feminine, deceptive behavior was, in the main, an en
ergetic reaction against repressed aggressive im pulses. Hand in 
hand "'ith the aggressiveness, however, the infantile Castration 
anxiety also reappears which, at one time, caused the aggression 
to be transformed into a passive-feminine attitude. Thus, through 
the analysis of the character resistance, we arrive at the center of 
the neurosis, the Oedi pus com plex. 

Let there be no illusions, however: the isolation and objectifi
cation as weil as the analytic working through of such a charac
ter resistance usually take many months, demand great effort 
and, most of all, steadfast patience. Once the breakthrough has 
been achieved, the analytic work usually proceeds by leaps and 
bounds, borne by alfective analytic experiences. If, on the other 
hand, such character resistances are left untended; if the analyst 
merely follo,\·s the patient, continually interpreting the content of 
his material, such resistances will, as time goes on, form a bailast 
that 'vill be almost impossible to remove. When this happens, the 
anal ys t begins to feel in his bones tha t all his interpretations of 
content 'vere wasted, that the patient continues to doubt every
thing, to accept it merely pro formaJ or to laugh in his sleeve at 
everything. In later stages of the analysis, after the essential in
terpretations of the Oedipus complex have already been given, 
the analyst \\·ill find hirnself embroiled in a hopeless situation, if 
he has neglected to clear avJay these resistances right from the 
beginning. 

I have already tried to refute the objection that resistances 
cannot be taken up until their infantile determinants are known. 
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In the beginning of the treatment, it is merely necessary for the 
analyst to discern the contemporary meaning of the character re
sistanc'~, for 'vhich purpose the infantile material is not al,,:ays 
reo· . .tred. This material we need for the dissolution of the resist
.. dce. If, at the beginning, the analyst contents hirnself with put
ting the resistance before the patient and interpreting its contem
porary meaning, it is not lang before the infantile material 
emerges and, with its help, the resistance can then be eliminated. 

When stress is laid upon a previously neglected fact, the im
pression is un,vittingly created that other facts are being deprived 
of their in1portance. If in this 'vork we lay such strong emphasis 
on the analysis of the mode of reaction, this does not mean tha t 
've neglect the content. We merely add something which had not 
been properly appreciated before this. Our experience teaches us 
that the analysis of the character resistance must be given abso
lute precedence; but this does not mean that the analysis is con
fined solely to character resistance until a certain da~e, ,v·hen the 
analyst then takes up the interpretation of content. To a large ex
tent, the two phases, resistance analysis and analysis of the early 
infantile experiences, overlap one another. It is merely that the 
analysis of the character is given priority at the beginning of the 
treatment ("preparing the analysis through analysis"), ,\·hile the 
main accent in the later stages falls upon the interpretation of 
content and infantile experiences. This, ho,\·ever, is not a rigid 
rule; its application will depend upon the behavior pattern of the 
individual patient. The interpretation of infantile material ,\·ill be 
taken up early with one patient, later 'vith another. There is one 
rule, however, which must be strictly adhered to, namely that 
deep analytic interpretations have to be avoided, even in the case 
of fairly clear material, until the patient is prepared to assirnilate 
them. This is of course nothing ne,v. Yet, in vie,\· of the ruany 
different ways in 'vhich analysts 'vork, it is obviously in1portant 
to know \vhat is meant by "prepared for analytic interpretation." 
In deciding this, 've shall dou btless have to differentia te those 
contents 'vhich pertain directly to the character resistance and 
those which pertain to other spheres of experience. Not,nally, in 
the beginning of analysis, the analysand is prepared to take cog
nizancc of thc fonner but not of thc latter. On the ,\·hole, the 
1nain idca bchind character analysis is to gain the greatest possi-
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ble security both in the preparatory work of the analysis and in 
the interpretation of infantile material. At this point, we are con
fronted "·ith the important task of investigating and systemati
call y describing the various forms of character transference re
sistances. The technique of dealing with them will emerge of 
itself from their structure. 

d) The technique of dealing with individual situations as de
rived from the structure of the character resistance (tech
nique of interpreting ego defense) 

'Ve no'v turn to the problern of the character-analytic tech
nique of dealing with individual situations, and how this tech
nique is derived from the structure of the character resistance. 
To illustrate this, we shall take a patient who develops resist
ances right at the outset, the structure of which, however, is far 
from immediately clear. In the following case, the character re
sistance had a very complicated structure; there were many de
termining factors, interrningled with one another. An attempt 
·will be marle to set forth the reasons which induced me to begin 
my interpretation precisely with one particular element of the re
sistance. Here, too, it will become apparent that a consistent and 
logical interpretation of the ego defense and of the mechanism of 
the "armor" Ieads into the very heart of the central infantile con
flicts. 

A CASE OF MANIFEST FEELINGS OF INFERIORITY 

A thirty-year-old man turned to analysis because he "didn't 
really enjoy life." He could not really say whether or not he feit 
sick. Actually, he didn't think that he was really in need of treat
ment. Yet he feit that he should do whatever he could. He had 
heard of psychoanalysis-perhaps it could help him gain insight 
into hirnseiL He was not aware of having any symptoms. It 
turned out that his potency was very weak; he seldom engaged in 
sexual intercourse, approached women only with great reluct
ance, did not derive any gratification from coitus, and, moreover, 
suffered from ejaculatio praecox. He had very little insight into 
his impotence. He had-so he said-reconciled hirnself to its 
meagerness. There were so many men who had no need of it. 
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His demeanor and behavior betrayed at a glance that he \vas a 
severely inhibited and oppressed man. He didn't Iook into one's 
eyes while speaking, spoke softly, in a muffied way, with many 
hesitations and embarrassed clearings of the throat. In all this, 
however, one detected that he was making a strenuous effort to 
suppress his shyness and to appear hold. Nonetheless, his nature 
bare all the earmarks of severe feelings of inferiority. 

Familiarized with the basic rule, the patient began to speak 
softly and hesitatingly. The first communications included the 
recollection of two "horrible" experiences. While driving a car, 
he had once run over a woman, who had died from the effects of 
the accident. Another time he had gotten into a situation '\Vhere 
he had to perform a tracheotomy on a person '\vho was suffocating 
(the patient had been a medical orderly in the war). He could 
think of these two experiences only with horror. During the first 
sessions, he spoke about his home in an unvaried, some,,rhat 
monotonous, soft, and muffied way. As the second youngest of 
several brothers and sisters, he had a second-rate position in the 
household. The oldest brother, some twenty years his senior, ,,~as 
the darling of the parents. He had traveled a great deal and he 
knew his way around "in the world." At home he vaunted his 
experiences, and when he returned from a trip, "the entire hause
hold revolved around him." Though the envy and hatred of his 
brother were clearly evident from the content of the communica
tion, the patient vehemently denied having any such feelings "·hen 
I made a cautious inquiry in this direction. He had, he said, never 
feit any such thing against his brother. 

Then he talked about his mother, '\vho had been very good to 
him and who had died '\Vhen he '\Vas seven years old. 'Vhile 
speaking about her, he began to cry softly, ,,·as ashan1ed of his 
tears, ancl didn't say anything for a lang time. It see1ned clear 
that the n1other had been the only person 'vho had gi,·en hin1 a 
hit of attention and Iove, that her detnise had been a severe 
shock to hitn, and he could not hold back his tears in retnember
ing her. 1\fter the death of his n1other, he had spent five years in 
the housc of his hrothcr. I t '''as not fron1 "·hat he said but fron1 
thc "·ay hc sa id i t tha t his enorn1ous anitnosity to"·ard the dotni
necring, cold .. and unfriendly nature of his brother becatne e,·i
dcnt. 
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Then, in short, not ,~ery pregnant sentences, he related that he 
had a friend no,,· ,,~ho very much loved and admired him. Fol
lo\\·ing this communication, there ,,·as a prolonged silence. A fe\v 
days later he reported a dream: he sau· hirnself in a strange city 
u•ith his friend) except that the face of his friend u•as different. 
Since, for the purpose of the analysis, the patient had left the 
to,,·n in ,,~hich he had been living, i t ,, .. as reasonable to assume 
that the man in the dream represented the analyst. The fact that 
the patient identified him ,,·ith his friend could be interpreted as 
an indication of an incipient positive transference; but the situa
tion as a ,,·hole militated against conceiving of this as a positive 
transference, and even against its interpretation. The patient 
hirnself recognized the analyst in the friend but had nothing to 
add to this. Since he ,,~as either silent or monotonously express
ing doubts about his ability to carry out the analysis, I told him 
that he had something against me but lacked the courage to artic
ulate it. He vehemently denied this, ,,·hereupon I told him that 
he had also never dared to express his hostile emotions tO\\·ard 
his older brother, indeed had not even dared to think of them 
consciously. I also pointed out that he had obviously established 
some kind of a connection bet,,·een me and his older brother. 
This ,,~as true, but I committed the error of interpreting his re
sistance too deeply. The interpretation did not achieve its pur
pose, so I ,,·aited a fe\\" days, observing his demeanor the ,,·hile, 
to see ,,·hat relevance the resistance had for the contemporary 
situation. This much \\·as clear to me: in addition to the transfer
ence of the hatred of the brother, there ,,·as a strong defense 
against a feminine attitude (the dream about the friend) . Natu
rally, I couldn't risk an interpretation in this direction. So I con
tinuecl to pointout that, for one reason or another, he \vas fight
ing shy of me and the analysis. I told him that his ,,~hole manner 
\\~as indicative of a block against the analysis. He agreed ,,·ith 
this and ,,·ent on to say that this had al,,·ays been his ,,·ay in life 
-rigid, inaccessible, defensive. 'Vhile I constantly and consist
ently, in every session and at every opportunity, called his atten
tion to his recalcitrance, I \vas struck by the monotonaus tone in 
"·hich he expressed his complaints. Every session began \rith the 
same remarks: "'Vhat's this all leading to, I don't feel a thing, 
the analysis has no influence on me, will I be able to go through 
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with it, I can't, nothing comes to mind, the analysis has no influ
ence on me," and so on. I couldn't understand what he was 
trying to express. And yet i t was clear that here lay the key to 
the understanding of his resistance.4 

This offers us a good opportunity to study the difference be
tween the character-analytic and the active-suggestive prepara
tion of the patient for analysis. I could have urged the patient in 
a nice way and endeavored to exercise a kind of comforting in
fluence to get him to produce additional communications. It is 
even possible that, by so doing, I might have brought about an 
artificial positive transference; but experiences with other cases 
had taught me that one does not get very far with this approach. 
Since his entire demeanor left no room for doubt that he op
posed the analysis in general and me in particular, there 'vas no 
reason why I should not continue in this interpretation and 'vait 
for further reactions. One time, when we returned to the dreatn, 
he said the best proof that he did not reject me 'vas t_he fact that 
he identified me with his friend. I took this opportunity to sug
gest that perhaps he had expected me to have the same liking 
and admiration for him that his friend had, that he bad been dis
appointed, and now very much resented my reserve. He had to 
admit that he bad harbored such thoughts but bad not had the 
courage to teil me. Subsequently he told me that he had a},,·ays 
merely demanded Iove and especially recognition and that he had 
always behaved very defensively} especially to'\vard manly-look
ing men. He feit that he was not on a par 'vith them, andin 
his relationship with his friend he played the feminine role. 
Again he offered me material to,vard the interpretation of his 
feminine transference, but his demeanor as a , .. ,hole cautioned 
me against making such a disclosure. The situation "'as difficult, 
for the elements of his resistance "·hich I already understood, the 
transference of the hatred he feit for his brother and the narcis
sistic-feminine attitude to,vard his superiors, had been sharply 

'Footnote, 1945: 'Vhile this explanation is psychologically correct. it is not 
thc wholc story. 'Ve understand now that such c01nplaints are the direct 
cxprcssion of vegctati\'e, i.e., ntuscular, annor. The patient contplains of an 
affcct-paralysis hccausc his plasntatic currents and St'llS.."ltions arc bl<x·kl'd. In 
short, this defcct is t•sscntially of a purely bioph\·sical nature. In orgone 
therapy, thc ntotility blork is looscned by ntcans of biophysic~tl rncthods and 
not by mcans of psychological tnethods. 
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rejected. Hence, I had to be very careful if I did not ''?ant to risk 
the abrupt tennination of the analysis at that time. ~foreover, in 
each session, he complained almost "?ithout letup and a},,?ays in 
the same ,,~ay that the analysis "~as not having any effect on him, 
etc. Even after some four "~eeks of analysis, I still did not under
stand this attitude, though it appeared to me as an essential and 
momentarily acute character resistance. 

I fell ill at this time and had to interrupt the analysis for t'\vo 

,,·eeks. The patient sent me a bottle of cognac as a tonic. He 
seemed pleased '\\?hen I resumed the analysis, but continued to 
complain in the same '\\"ay, and told me that he ,,·as tortured by 
thoughts of death. He couldn't get it out of his mind that some
thing had happened to someone in his family, and ,,,.hile I '\vas 
sick he couldn't stop thinking that I might die. One day, '\\"hen he 
,,·as especially tortured by this thought, he made up his mind to 
send me the cognac. It '\\"as a very tempting opportunity to inter
pret his repressed death ,,·ishes. There '\\?as more than ample ma
terial for such an interpretation, yet I ,,·as held back by the con
sideration and the definite feeling that it ,,·ould have been sterile, 
merely ricocheting from the '\vall of his complaints: "Nothing 
gets through to me"; the "analysis has no affect on me." In the 
meantime, of course, the concealed ambiguity of the complaint 
tha t "nothing gets through to me" had become clear. This '\Vas an 
expression of his deeply repressed passive-feminine transference 
desire for anal intercourse. But ,,·ould it have been sensible and 
justified to interpret his homosexual desire, ho,,·ever clearly man
ifested, ,,·hile his ego continued to protest against the analysis? 
First, the meaning of his complaint about the fruitlessness of the 
analysis had to become clear. I might have sho'\vn him that his 
complaint ,,·as unfounded. He al~Nays had ne'\V dreams to report, 
the thoughts of death became more pronounced, and many other 
things '\vere taking place in him. I kne'\v from experience that 
telling him this '\\"ould not have eased the situation, despite the 
fact that I clearly feit the armor '\vhich stood benveen the analy
sis and the material affered by the id. ~foreover, in all probabil
ity, I had to assume that the existing resistance '\Vould not allo'\v 
any interpretation to pass through to the id. Thus, I continued to 
d,,·ell on his behavior-interpreting it to him as an expression of 
his strong defense-and told him '\Ve both had to '\vait until the 
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meaning of this behavior became clear to us. He had already 
grasperl that the thoughts of death which he had had on the oc
casion of my illness did not necessarily have to be an expression 
of his Ioving concern for me. 

In the course of the following weeks, the im pressions of his 
behavior and his complaints multiplied. It became more and 
more clear that these complaints were intimately related to the 
defense of his feminine transference, but the situation was still 
not ripe for exact interpretation. I lacked a tight formulation of 
the meaning of his behavior as a whole. Let us summarize the 
fundamental aspects of the solution which followed later: 

a) He wanted recognition and Iove from me as weil as from 
ail other men who appeared masculine to him. The fact that he 
wanted Iove and had been disappointed by me had already been 
interpreted repeatedly, without success. 

b) His attitude toward me, the transference of his uncon
scious attitude toward his brother, was clearly full of hate and 
envy; to avoid the danger of having the interpretation fizzle out, 
it was best not to analyze this attitude at this point. 

c) He warded off his feminine transference; the defense 
could not be interpreted without tauehing upon the forbidden 
femininity. 

d) He feit inferior to me because of his femininity-and his 
continuous complaints could only be an expression of his inferi
ori ty com plex. 

I now interpreted his feelings of inferiority toward me. At 
first, this had no success. After several days of consistently 
dwelling upon his nature, ho,vever, he finaily produced some 
communications on his inordinate envy, not of me but of other 
men he also feit inferior to. And no'v I 'vas suddenly struck by 
the idea that his continual com plaints that "the analysis has no 
effect on me" could have no other meaning than, "It's ,,·orth
Iess." It follo,vs, therefore, that the analyst is inferior, in1 potent, 
and could not achieve anything ,,·ith hin1. Thus the cornplaints 
l11r.re to be understood partially as a triurnph over and partially 
as a reproarh agair1st the anal)'st. No"~ I told him ho"· I vie,red 
his continual con1 plaints; even I "ras an1azed at the success. He 
accepted n1y interpretation as quite plausible. He in1n1ediately 
t~ame u p '"i th a I arge IHlnl ber of exatu ples "·hich revealed that he 
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ah.,·ays acted this ·way '''hen someone 'vanted to influence him. 
He said that he could not endure another person's superiority 
and al"·ays endeavored to disparage those toward whom he feit 
inferior. He 'vent on to say that he had al,vays done the exact 
opposite of ,,·hat a superior had demanded of him. He brought 
for,,·ard a "·ealth of recollections about his insolent and depreca
tory attitude to,vard teachers. 

Here, then, lay his pent-up aggressiveness, the most extreme 
expression of 'vhich, until this point, had been the death wish. 
But our joy ,,~as short-lived. The resistance returned in the same 
fonn-the same complaints, the same depression, the same si
lence. But no,\· I kne'v that my disclosure had very much im
pressed him and, as a consequence, his feminine attitude had be
come more pronounced. The immediate result of this, naturally, 
,\·as a rene,\·ed 'varding off of the effeminacy. In the analysis of 
this resistance, I again proceeded from his feelings of inferiority 
tov;ard me, but I enlarged upon the interpretation by pointing 
out that he not only feit inferior but also, indeed precisely for 
this reason, feit hirnself cast in a feminine role toward me, a fact 
"·hich 'ras too much of an insult to his manly pride. 

r\ot,vithstanding the fact that he had, before this, produced a 
great deal of material about his feminine behavior toward manly 
men and had also sho"·ed complete understanding of it, he no 
Ionger ,\·anted to kno'v anything about it. This was a new prob
lern. \,Vhy did he refuse to admit something he hirnself had de
scribed earlier? I continued to interpret the meaning of his acute 
behavior, namely that he feit so inferior toward me, that he re
fused to accept w hat I explained to him, though this refusal con
stituted reversal of his earlier position. He admitt_ed that this was 
true, ancl ''·ent on to give a detailed account of hisrelationship to 
his friencl. It turned out that he had indeed played the feminine 
role; there had often been intercouse between the thighs. I could 
no,\· sho'v him that hisdefensive behavior was nothing other than 
the expression of a struggle against the surrender to analysis which, 
for his unconscious, 'vas obviously related to the idea of surren
dering to the analyst in a feminine way. This too, however, was 
an insult to his pride and was the reason for his tenacious oppo
sition to the influence of the analysis. He reacted to this with a 
confirmatory dream: he is lying on a sofa with the analyst and is 
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kissed by him. However, this clear dream released a new wave of 
resistance, again in the old form of complaints (the analysis was 
not having any affect on him, couldn't have any influence on 
him, what was it leading to anyhow, he was completely cold, 
etc.) . I interpreted his complaints as a deprecation of the analy
sis and a defense against surrendering to i t. At the same time, I 
began to explain to him the economic meaning of his block. I 
told him that, even on the basis of what he had related about his 
childhood and adolescence, i t was clear he had immured hirnself 
against all the disappointments which he had experienced in the 
outside world and against the rough, cold treatment on the part 
of father, brother, and teachers. This had been his only sal· 
vation, even if a salvation which entailed many restrictions upon 
his enjoyment of life. 

He immediately accepted this explanation as plausible and fol· 
lowed it up with remembrances of his behavior toward teachers. 
He had always found them so cold and alien (a cle~r projection 
of his own feelings), and even if he were out\vardly agitated 
when they beat or scolded him, he remained in\\yardly indiffer· 
ent. In this connection, he told me that he had often \Vished I 
were more strict. At first, the meaning of this desire did not ap
pear to fit into the situation; much later it became clear that at 
the bottarn of his obstinacy lay the intent to put me and my pro
totypes, the teachers, in the wrong. 

For several days the analysis proceeded free of resistances; 
now he went on to relate that there had been a time in his early 
childhood when he had been very '\vild and aggressive. At the 
same time, curiously, he produced dreams \\yhich revealed a 
strong feminine attitude toward me. I could only surmise that the 
recollection of his aggressiveness had simultaneously mobilized 
the guilt feeling '\vhich '\Vas expressed in these drean1s of a pas
sive·feminine nature. I avoided an analysis of the dreams not 
only because they \vere not directly related to the existing trans
ference situation but also because he did not appear prepared to 
grasp the connection bet\\'een his aggression and drean1s express
ing a guilt feeling. I assun1e tha t son1e analysts \fill regard this as 
an arbitrary selection of tnaterial. Against this, ho, .. ·ever, I have 
to defend the clinically tested position that the optin1un1 in ther
apy \\'ill be achieved \vhen a direct connection has been estab-
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lished bet, .. ·een the contemporary transference situation and the 
infantile material. So I merely voiced the supposition that his 
recollection of the \Vild conduct of his childhood indicated he 
had once been , .. ·holly different, the exact opposite of what he 
, .. ·as today, and the analysis , .. ·ould have to uncover the time and 
the circumstances that led to the transformation of his character. 
Presumably, his present effeminacy \Vas a moving out of the way 
of aggressive masculinity. The patient did not react to this disclo
sure at all; instead, he sank back into the old resistance: he 
couldn't manage it, he didn't feel anything, the analysis had no 
effect on him, etc. 

I again interpreted his feelings of inferiority and his repeated 
attempt to sho,\· up the po, .. ·erlessness of the analysis or, more to 
the point, of the analyst; but I also endeavored now to work out 
the transference of the attitude he held toward his brother. He 
hirnself had said that the brother had alw'ays played the domi
nant role. He entered into this only with great hesitation, evi
dently because it concerned the central conflict situation of his 
childhood. He repea ted tha t the mother had paid a grea t deal of 
attention to the brother, \Vithout, ho1Never, going into his subjec
tive attitude tO\\·ard this preference. As was brought out by a 
cautious inquiry in this direction, he was completely closed to an 
insight into his envy of his brother. This envy, it had to be as
sumed, , .. ·as so intimately associated with an intensive hate and 
repressed out of fear tha t not even the feeling of envy was per
mitted to enter consciousness. An especially strong resistance re
sulted from my attempt to dra, .. ~ out his envy of his brother; it 
lasted many days and \\·as marked by stereotyped complaints 
about his po, .. ·erlessness. Since the resistance did not give way, it 
had to be assumed that \\·e \\·ere dealing \vith a very immediate 
defense against the person of the analyst. I again urged him to 
speak openly and without fear about the analysis and particu
larly about the analyst and to tell what impression the analyst 
had made on him on first encounter.5 After a long hesitation, he 
told mein a faltering voice that the analyst had appeared crudely 
masculine and brutal to him, as a man , .. ·ho \\·ould be absolutely 

6 Since then. I am in the habit of urging the patient to give me a description 
of my person. This always proves to be a fruitful measure for the removal 
of blocked transference situations. 
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ruthless toward women in sexual matters. How did this fit in with 
his attitude toward men who appeared potent? 

We were at the end of the fourth month of analysis. Now, for 
the first time, that repressed relationship to the brother broke 
through which was intimately related to the most disruptive ele
ment of the existing transference, envy of potency. Revealing 
strong affects, he suddenly remernbered that he had always con
demned his brother in the most rigorous manner because he (the 
brother) chased after all the girls, seduced them, and, moreover, 
marle a show of it. My appearance had immediately reminded 
him of his brother. Given greater confidence by his last commu
nication, I again explained the transference situation and showed 
him that he identified me with his potent brother and, precisely 
for this reason, could not open hirnself to me; that is, he con
demned me and resented my alleged superiority, as he had 
once condemned and resented his brother's alleged superiority. I 
told him, furthermore, that it was clearly evident t:IOW that the 
basis of his inferiority was a feeling of impotence. 

After this explanation, the central element of the character re
sistance emerged spontaneously. In a correctly and consistently 
carried out analysis, this will happen every time, without the ana
lyst having to push matters or give anticipatory conceptions. In a 
ßash he remernbered that he had repeatedly compared his o'vn 
small penis wi th his brother' s big penis, and had envied his 
brother beca use of i t. 

As was to be expected, a powerful resistance again ensued; 
again he complained, "I can't do anything," etc. Now I , .. ,.as able 
to go a step further in my interpretations and sho'v him that 
these complaints were a verbalization of his feeling of impotence. 
His reaction to this was completely unexpected. After my inter
pretation of his distrust, he declared for the first time that he had 
never believed any man, that he believed nothing at all, probably 
not even the analysis. Naturally, this ''"as a big step for"·ard. But 
the meaning of this communication, its connection to the preced
ing situation, was not immediately clear. He spoke for n,·o hours 
on the many disappointments 'vhich he had experienced in his 
life, and ~-as of the opinion that his distrust could be rationally 
traccd back to thcse disappointn1ents. The old resistance reap
pcarcd. Sincc I was not sure ""hat lay behind it this time, I de-
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cided to '\rait. For several days the situation rernained unchanged 
-the old com plaints, the farniliar behavior. I continued to inter· 
pret the elernents of the resistance '\vhich had already been 
'\\'Orked through and '\\·ere very farniliar to rne, '\vhen suddenly a 
ne'\\. elen1ent ernerged. He said that he was afraid of the analysis 
because it might deprive him of his ideals. Now the situationwas 
clear again. He had transferred to rne the castration anxiety 
'\\·hich he feit tO'\\'ard his brother. He was afraid of rne. Naturally, 
I rnade no rnention of the castration anxiety, but again pro· 
ceeded from his inferiority cornplex and his irnpotence and asked 
him '\\·hether he did not feel hirnself superior to all people on the 
basis of his high ideals, '\vhether he did not regard hirnself as bet
ter than all the others. This he readily adrnitted; indeed, he went 
even further. He asserted that he really was superior to all the 
others, '\\·ho chased after \vomen and were like animals in their 
sexuality. 'Vith Iess certitude he added that, unfortunately, this 
feeling '\\'as frequently disturbed by his impotence. Evidently, he 
had not yet entirely come to terms \Vith his sexual debility. Now 
I ,\·as able to elucidate the neurotic rnanner in which he was at
tempting to deal with his feeling of irnpotence and to show hirn 
that he '\\·as seeking to regain a feeling of potency in the sphere 
of ideals. I sho,\·ed him the cornpensation and again drew his at· 
tention to the resistances to the analysis \vhich sternrned frorn his 
secret feeling of superiority. It was not only that he secretly 
thought of hirnself as better and more intelligent; it was precisely 
for this reason that he had to resist the analysis. For if it turned 
out to be a success, then he \vould have needed someone's help 
and the analysis '\\·ould have vanquished his neurosis, the secret 
value of '\\·hich '\\'e had just uncovered. From the point of view of 
the neurosis, this constituted a defeat and, in terrns of his uncon· 
scious, this also rneant becorning a woman. In this way, moving 
for'\vard from his ego and i ts defense rnechanisms, I prepared the 
ground for the interpretation of the castration cornplex and the 
feminine fixation. 

Thus, using the patient's demeanor as its point of departure, 
character analysis had succeeded in penetrating directly to the 
center of the neurosis, his castration anxiety, the envy of his 
brother stemming frorn the mother's preference of the brother, 
and the concomitant disappointment in her. The outlines of the 
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Oedipus complex were already coming into view. Here, ho\vever, 
what is important is not that these unconscious elements emerged 
-this often happens spontaneously. 'Vhat is important is the le
gitimate sequence in which they emerged and the intimate con
tact they had \vith the ego defense and the transference. Last but 
not least, it is important that this happened without pushing but 
through pure analytic interpretation of the patient's bearing and 
with accompanying affects. This constitutes what is specific to 
consistent character analysis. It means a thorough ,,~orking 

through of the confticts assimilated by the ego. 
Let us compare this with 'vhat might have resulted if , ... e had 

not consistently focused on our patient's ego defense. Right at 
the beginning, the possibili ty existed of in terpreting both his pas
sive homosexual relationship to his brother and the death ,,~ish. 
'Ve have no doubt that dreams and subsequent associations 
'vould have yielded additional material for interpretation. Ho,,,._ 
ever, unless his ego defense had been systematically and thor
oughly worked through beforehand, no interpreta tion "·ould 
have evoked an affective response; instead, "~e "·ould have ob
tained an in tellectual knowledge of his passive desire on the one 
hand and a narcissistic, highly affective defense against these de
sires on the other hand. The affects pertaining to the passivity 
and murder impulses \\'ould have remained in the function of de
fense. The result \vottld have been a chaotic situation, the typical 
bleak picture of an analysis rich in interpretation and poor in 
success. Several tnonths of patient and persistent "·ork on the 
ego resistance, with particular reference to its form (complaints, 
infiection, etc.) , Iifted the ego to the Ievel necessary to assi1nilate 
'vhat \\'as repressed, loosened the affects, and brought about a 
shifting in their direction to the repressed ideas. 

Thus, it cannot be said that there , .. ·ere tn•o techniques , .. ·hich 
could havc heen applied in this case; there \\"as only one, if the 
intcnt "·as to changc the case dyna1n irally. I hope that this case 
has tnadc sufficiently clear the predotninant difference in the 
conreption of thc a pplica tion of theory to techniq ue. The n1ost 
irnportant critcrion of effcctivc analysis is the use of ft>tL' (but 
accurate and consistent) interpretations. instead of tnany unsys
tetnatic intcrprctations "·hich fail to take the dynan1ic and eco
nornic nlonH."nt into account. If the analvst does not allo,,· hitn-. 
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self to be tempted by the material but correctly assesses its dy
namic position and economic role, the result is that, though he 
'':ill receive the material later, it vvill be that much more thor
ough and affect-laden. The second criterion is the maintaining of 
a continuous connection benveen the contemporary situation and 
the infantile situation. The initial disconnectedness and confusion 
of the analytic tnaterial is transformed into an orderly sequence, 
that is, the succession of the resistances and contents is now de
termined by the special dynamics and structural relations of the 
particular neurosis. '\Vhen the work of interpretation is not per
formed systematically, the analyst must always make a fresh 
start, search about, divine more than deduce. When the work of 
interpretation proceeds along character-analytic Iines, on the 
other hand, the analytic process develops naturally. In the for
mer case, the analysis runs smoothly in the beginning only to be
come more and more entangled in difficulties; in the Iatter case, 
the most serious difficulties present themselves in the first weeks 
and months of the treatment, only to give way to smoother work, 
even in the deepest material. Hence, the fate of each analysis de
pends upon the introduction of the treatment, i.e., upon the cor
rect or incorrect unraveling of the resistances. Thus, the third 
criterion is the unraveling of the case, not arbitrarily from any 
position ,,·hich happens to be conspicuous and intelligible, but 
from those positions where the strongest ego resistance is con
cealed, follo"·ed by the systematic expansion of the initial incur
sion into the unconscious and the working through of the impor
tant infantile fixations, which are affect-laden at any given time. 
An unconscious position which manifests itself in dreams or in 
an association, at a certain point in the treatme11t and notwith
standing the fact that it is of central importance for the neurosis, 
can play a completely subordinate role, i.e., have no contempo
rary importance Vt·ith respect to the technique of the case. In our 
patient, the feminine relationship to the brother was the central 
pathogen; yet in the first months the fear of losing the compensa
tion for impotence provided by the fantasized ego ideals consti
tuted the problern 'vith respect to technique. The error which is 
usually made is that the analyst attacks the central element in the 
neurotic fonnation (which usually manifests itself in some way 
right at the outset) , instead of first attacking those positions 
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which have a specific contemporary importance. Systematically 
worked through in succession, these posi tions m ust eventually 
Iead to the central pathogenic element. In short, it is important, 
indeed decisive for the success of many cases, how, w hen, and 
from which side the analyst penetrates to the core of the neu-. 
fOSIS. 

It is not difficult to fit what we are describing here as character 
analysis into Freud's theory of resistance formation and resist
ance resolution. We know that every resistance consists of an id 
impulse which is warded off and an ego impulse which 'vards 
off. Both impulses are unconscious. In principle, it would seem to 
be a matter of choice whether the striving of the id or the striving 
of the ego is interpreted first. For example: if a homosexual re
sistance in the form of silence is encountered right at the outset of 
an analysis, the striving of the id can be taken up by telling the pa
tient that he is presently engaged in tender intentions to"~ard the 
person of the analyst. His positive transference has bee_n interpreted 
and, if he does not take flight, it will be a lang time before he be
comes reconciled to this hideous idea. Hence, the analyst must 
give precedence to that aspect of the resistance 'vhich lies closer 
to the conscious ego, namely the ego defense, by merely telling 
the patient, to begin with, that he is silent because he rejects the 
analysis ufor one reason or another/' presumably because it has 
become dangeraus to him in some way. In short, the resistance is 
attacked without entering into the striving of the id. In the for
mer case, that aspect of the resistance 'vhich pertains to the id 
(in the above instance, the Iove tendency) has been attacked 
through interpretation; in the latter case, that part of the resist
ance pertaining to the ego, i.e., the rejection, is attacked through 
interpretation. 

By using this procedure, 've sin1ultaneously penetrate the neg
ative transference, in "rhich every defense finally ends, and also 
the character, the armor of the ego. The surface layer of e-uery 
resistance, i.e., the layer closest to consciousness, n1ust of nccess
ity he a negative attitude to"'ard the analyst, "·hether the id striv
ing is bascd on hatc or Iove. The ego projects onto the analyst its 
defensc against thc striving of thc id. Tln1s, the analyst becotnes 
an enc1ny and is dangeraus because, by his in1position of the 
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irksome basic rule, he has provoked id strivings and has dis
turbed the neurotic balance. In its defense, the ego makes use of 
very old forms of defensive attitudes. In a pinch it calls upon 
hate impulses from the id for help in its defense, even "\vhen it is 
"·arding off a Iove s tri ving. 

Thus, if ''"e adhere to the rule of tackling that part of the re
sistance "·hich pertains to the ego, ,,.e also resolve a part of nega
tive transference in the process, a quantity of affect-laden hate, 
and thereby avoid the danger of overlooking the destructive 
tendencies ,,·hich are very often brilliantly concealed; at the same 
time the positive transference is strengthened. The patient also 
comprehends the ego interpretation more easily because it is 
more related to his conscious feelings; in this "\vay, he is also 
more prepared for the id interpretations which follow later. 

No matter vd1at kind of id strivings "\Ve are dealing "\Vith, the 
ego clefense ah,·ays has the same form, namely one that corre
sponds to the patient's character; and the same id striving is 
"\rarded off in various "\vays in various patients. Thus, "\Ve leave 
the character untouched "\vhen "\Ve interpret only the striving of 
the id; on the other hand, "\Ve include the neurotic character in 
the analysis ,,·hen "\Ve tackle the resistances fundamentally from 
the defense, i.e., from the ego siele. In the former case, we teil 
the analysancl immediately n'hat he is "\varding off; in the latter 
case, ''7e first make it clear to him that he is "\varding off "some
thing," then horo he is going about it, "\vhat means he is employ
ing to clo it (character analysis), and only much later, "\vhen the 
analysis of the resistance has progressed sufficiently, he is told or 
finds out for hirnself "\V hat the defense is directed agains t. In this 
very raunelabout "\vay to the interpretation of the id strivings, all 
the germane attitudes of the ego are taken apart analytically, 
thus precluding the grave danger that the patient willlearn some
thing too soon, or that he "\vill remain unemotional and uncon
cerned. 

Analyses in "\vhich the attitudes are accorded so much analytic 
attention proceed in a more orderly and more effective manner, 
'vi thout the least detriment to the theoretical research work. It is 
only that the important events of childhood are learned later 
than usual. Ho,vever, this is amply compensated for by the emo-
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tional freshness with which the infantile material springs forth 
after the character resistances have been worked through analyti
cally. 

Yet, we must not fail to mention certain unpleasant aspects of 
consistent character analysis. Character analysis subjects the pa
tient to far more psychic strain; the patient suffers much more 
than when the character is left out of consideration. This has, to 
be sure, the advantage of a weeding out: those who don't hold 
out would not have been cured anyhow, and it is better to have a 
case fail after four or six months than to have it fail after t'vo 
years. But experience shows that if the character resistance does 
not break down, a satisfactory success cannot be counted on. 
This is especially true of cases having concealed character resist
ances. The overcoming of the character resistance does not mean 
that the patient has changed his character; this is possible only 
after the analysis of its infantile sources. He must merely have 
objectified it and have gained an analytic interest in it. Once this 
has been accomplished, a favorable continuation of the analysis 
is very probable. 

e) The breaking down of the narcissistic defense apparatus 

As we already mentioned, the essential difference bet,veen the 
analysis of a symptom and that of a neurotic character trait con
sists in the fact that, from the very outset, the former is isolated 
and objectified, whereas the latter must be continually singled 
out in the analysis so that the patient gains the same attitude to
ward it as toward a symptom. lt is only seldom that this happens 
easily. There are patients who show very little inclination to take 
an objective view of their character. This is understandable, for 
it is a question of the breaking down of the narcissistic defense 
mechanism, and the working through of the Iibido anxiety ,,·hich is 
bound in it. 

A twenty-five-year-old man sought analytic help because of a 
fe,v minor syn1ptoms and a disturbance in his ,,·ork. He exhibited 
a free, self-confident bearing, yet one son1etimes had the vague 
itnpression that his bchavior required great strait1 and that he did 
not estahlish a genuine relationship '''ith the person ,,·ith ,,·honl 
he ha ppc.·ned to bc speaking. There '''as son1ething cold in his 
tnanner of spcaking; his voice "'as soft and subtly ironic. Once in 
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a ,,·hile he smiled, but it "~as hard to knu\v 'vhether it 'vas a smile 
indicative of embarrassment, superiority, or irony. 

The analysis commenced 'vith violent emotions and a vast 
amount of enactment. He cried 'vhen he spoke of his mother's 
demise and s, .. ·ore 'vhen he described the usual upbringing of 
children. He divulged only very general information about his 
past: his parents had had a very unhappy marriage; his mother 
had been very strict v~~ith him; and it v~?asn't until he had reached 
maturity that he established a rather superficial relationship with 
his brothers and sisters. All his communications sharpened the 
original impression that neither his crying nor his s'vearing nor 
any of his other emotions 'vas sincere and natural. He hirnself 
stated that it really 'vasn't so bad as all that, and indeed he was 
forever smiling at everything he said. After several sessions, he 
took to provoking the analyst. '\Vhen I had concluded the ses
sion, for example, he "·ould continue to lie on the couch ostenta
tiously for a "~hile; or he , .. ·ould strike up a conversation after
"·ards. Once he asked me 'vhat I 'vould do if he seized me by the 
throat. T'vo sessions later he tried to frighten me by a sudden 
movement of his hand to,vard my head. I shrank back instinc
tively and told him that the analysis required of him only that he 
say everything, not that he do everything. Another time, he 
stroked my arm on taking leave. The deeper but inexplicable 
meaning of this behavior 'vas an inci pient homosexual transfer
ence 'vhich 'vas expressing itself sadistically. vVhen I translated 
these actions s u perficiall y as provoca tions, he smiled to hirnself 
and immured hirnself even more. The actions as weil as the com
munications ceased; only the stereotyped smile remained. He 
began to immerse hirnself in silence. '\Vhen I called his attention 
to the resistive character of his behavior, he merely smiled again 
and repeated, after a period of silence, the word "resistance" 
several times, in a clearly ironic tone of voice. In this way, his 
smiling and his tendency to treat everything ironically became 
the fulcrum of the analytic task. 

The situation 'vas difficult enough. Apart from the scanty in
forma tion abou t his childhood, I kne'v nothing about him. So I 
had to concentrate on his mode of behavior in the analysis. For 
the time being, I 'vithdre'v into a passive position and 'vaited to 
see 'vhat 'vould come, but there was no change in his behavior. 
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About two weeks elapsed in this way. Then it struck me that, in 
point of time, the intensification of his smiling coincided \vith my 
warding off his aggression. So, to begin wi th, I tried to make him 
understand the contemporary reason for his smiling. I told him 
that there was no doubt his smiling meant many different things, 
but at the moment it was his reaction to my cowardice as testi
fied by my instinctive drawing back. He said that this \vas very 
Iikely true, but he would continue to smile nonetheless. He spoke 
little and on matters of subsidiary importance, treated the analy
sis ironically, and stated that he couldn't believe anything I told 
him. Gradually, it became more and more clear that his smiling 
served as a defense against the analysis. I repeatedly pointed this 
out to him throughout several sessions, but several '\veeks elapsed 
before he had a dream, the content of which was that a pillar 
made of brick was cut down into individual bricks by a machine. 
't\That relation this dream had to the analytic situation '~.ras all the 
more difficult to fathom inasmuch as he did not pro~uce any as
sociations at first. Finally, he stated that the dream \Vas alto
gether quite clear; obviously, it dealt \vith the castration complex 
-and he smiled. I told him that his irony \vas merely an attempt 
to disavow the sign that the unconscious had given him through 
the dream. This evoked a screen memory, \vhich \Vas of the 
greatest importance for the future development of the analysis. 
He remernbered that once, when he was about five, he had 
"played horsy" in the courtyard of his parents' home. He had 
cra'\vled about on all fours, letting his penis hang out of his 
pants; his mother had caught him in the act and asked him ,,·hat 
he '\Vas doing-he had merely smiled. For the time being, there 
'\vas nothing eise to be gotten out of him. Yet, some clarity had 
bcen gained; his smiling ,,·as a part of the n1other transference. 
lVhcn I no'v told him that, obviously, he '\\"as acting here as he 
had acted to,vard his n1other and that his sn1iling n1ust have a 
defi ni tr tneani ng, he tnerel y stniled. ~"'-Il this '\\·as of course very 
nice, he said, but its tneaning eluded hin1. For several days "·e 
had thc san1r stniling and silence on his part and, on 1ny part. 
consistcnt interpretation of his behavior as a defense against the 
analysis and of his stniling as the conquering of a secret fear of 
this interpretation. \~et he "·ardcd off this interpretation of his 
behavior ,,·ith his typiral stnile. This, too, "·as consistently inter-
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preted as a block against my infiuence, and I pointed out to him 
that he evidently \\·as al\\·ays smiling in life. He admitted that this 
\\·as the only possibility of holding one's o,._.n in the , .. ·orld. In ad
mitting this, ho\\"ever, he had un, .. ·ittingly concurred ,-.·ith my in
terpretation. One day he came into the analysis \vearing his usual 
smile and said, "You'll be happy today, Doctor. I \Vas struck by 
something funny. In my mother tongue, bricks mean the testicles 
of a horse. Tha t' s pretty good, isn' t i t? You see, i t is the cas tra
tion complex." I told him that this might or might not be the 
case, but as long as he persisted in his defensive attitude, it \\"as 
out of the q uestion to think of analyzing his dream. He would be 
sure to nullify every association and every interpretation 'vith 
his smiling. '\Ve have to append here that his smile was hardly 
more than a suggestion of a smile; it expressed, rather, a sense of 
mockery. I told him that he had no need to be afraid to laugh 
heartily and loudly at the analysis. From then on, he came out 
much more clearly with his irony. But the verbal association, so 
ironically communicated, \Vas a very valuable cue toward an un
derstanding of the situation. It seemed very probable that, as is 
often the case, the analysis had been conceived of as a castration 
threat and had been warded off in the beginning 'vith aggression 
and later with smiling. I returned to the aggression he had ex
pressed at the beginning of the analysis and supplemented my 
earlier interpretation by pointing out that he had used his provo
cation to test to what extent he could trust me, to see how far he 
could go. In short, his lack of trust was very likely rooted in a 
childhood fear. This explanation made an evident impression on 
him. He was momentarily shaken, but quickly recovered and 
began once again to deride the analysis and the analyst. '\Vell 
aware, from the few indications derived from the reactions to 
his dream, that my interpretations were hitting home and were 
undermining his ego defense, I refused to be diverted. Unfortu
nately, he was not too happy about this, and he stuck to his smil
ing just as tenaciously as I stuck to my explanatory work. Many 
sessions elapsed without any apparent progress. I intensified my 
interpretations not only by becoming more insistent but also by 
more closely relating his smiling to the supposed infantile fear. I 
pointed out that he was afraid of the analysis because it \\"ould 
arouse his childhood conflicts. He had, I said, at one time 
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come to terms \Vith these conflicts, even if not in a very satisfac
tory \vay, and now he recoiled from the possibility of having 
again to go through all that he thought he had mastered \vith the 
help of his smile. But he was deceiving himself, for his ex
citement in telling of his mother's death had certainly been genu
ine. I also ventured the opinion that his relationship to his 
mother had not been unambiguous; surely he had not only 
feared her and derided her but also loved her. Some,vhat more 
seriously than usual, he related details of his mother's loveless at
titude to\vard him. Once, \vhen he had been naughty, she had 
even injured his hand \vith a knife. To this, however, he adcled, 
"Right, accorcling to analytic theory, this is again the Castration 
complex?" But something serious seemed to be preparing itself 
inside of him. On the basis of the analytic situation, I continued 
to interpret the contemporary and latent meaning of his smile. 
During this time, additional dreams \vere reported. Their mani
fest content was rather typical of symbolic castratio_n fantasies. 
Finally, he produced a dream in \vhich horses appeared, and an
other dream in \Vhich the fire department \\ras mobilized and out 
of a truck rose a high to\ver from \Vhich a po,verful column of 
\Vater was discharged into the flames of a burning house. At this 
time, occasional bed-\vettings were also reported. He hirnself rec
ognized, albeit still \vith a smile, the connection betv;een the 
"horse dream" and his playing "horsy." He recalled, indeed, that 
the long genital of horses had al,vays been of special interest to 
him, and added spontaneously that he had no doubt imitated 
such a horse in the childish game. l\ficturition had also afforded 
him great pleasure. He did not remernher \vhether he had '"yet his 
bed as a child. 

Another time \vhen \\·e ,,·ere cliscussing the infantile meaning 
of his smile, he put a different interpretation on the smile of the 
childhood incident in \vhich he had been playing "horsy." I t ,,·as 
quitc possible, he said, that it had been intended not as a sneer 
hu t as an a tten1 pt to disarm his Inother, out of fear tha t she 
\\'Otdd srold hiin. In this "'·ay, he can1e closer and closer to "·hat, 
on the basis of his behavior in the analysis, I had been interpret
ing to hitn for 1nonths. Thus. the function and meaning of the 
s1nilc had changed in the course of his developtnent: at {i1·st it 
had bccn an altt·nzjJt tu propitiate~ later it had becouze a cornpen-
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sation for inner fear} and finally it served a feeling of superiority. 
The patient hirnself hit upon this explanation when, in the course 
of several sessions, he reconstructed the way he had found to 
keep at bay the misery of his childhood. Hence, the meaning 
\\·as: "Nothing can hatm me; I am immune to everything." It 
\Vas in the latter sense that the smile had become a resistance in 
the analysis, a defense against the resusci tation of the old con· 
flicts. Infantile fear seemed to be the essential motive for this de· 
fense ... ~ dream which the patient had at about the end of the 
fifth month of analysis revealed the deepest layer of his fear, the 
fear of being deserted by his mother. The dream went as follows: 
"Accompanied by an unknown person, I am riding in a car through 
a completely deserted and dreary looking town. The houses 
are dilapidated, the windows smashed. No one is to be seen. 
It is as if death had ravaged this place. We come to a gate, and 
I \\'ant to turn back. I teil my companion we should have an· 
other Iook around. A man and a woman in mourning are kneel· 
ing on the sidewalk. I walk toward them with the intent of asking 
them something. As I touch their shoulders, they are startled, 
and I wake up in fear." The most important association was 
that the tO\\'ll was similar to the one he had lived in until he was 
four. Symbolically, the death of the mother and the feeling of in· 
fantile desertion were clearly intimated. The companion was the 
analyst. For the first time the patient took a dream completely 
seriously and without smiling. The character resistance had been 
broken through and the connection had been established to the 
infantile material. From this point on, apart from the usual in· 
terruptions caused by relapses into the old character resistance, 
the analysis proceeded without any particular difficulty. But a 
deep depression ensued, which disappeared only with time. 

N aturally, the difficulties were far greater than may be evident 
from this brief summary. The resistance phase from beginning to 
end lasted a]most six months and was marked by continuing 
mockery of the analysis. If it had not been for the necessary pa
tience and confidence in the effectiveness of consistent interpreta
tion of the character resistance, one might easily have "thrown in 
the sponge." 

Let us now endeavor to decide whether the subsequent ana· 
lytic insight into the mechanism of this case would justify the use 
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of a different technical procedure. It is true that the manner of 
the patient's behavior could have been given less prominence in 
the analysis; instead, the scanty dreams could have been sub
jected to more exact analysis. It is also true that he might have 
produced interpretable associations. Let us pass over the fact 
that, until he entered analysis, this patient always forgot his 
dreams or didn't dream at all. And it wasn't until his behavior 
\Vas consistently interpreted that he produced dreams of a defi
nite content and of a specific relevance to the analytic situation. I 
am prepared for the objection that the patient '\vould have pro
duced the corresponding dreams spontaneously. To enter into 
such a discussion is to get into an argument about things that 
cannot be proven. There are ample experiences which sho'\v that 
a situation such as the one presented by this patient is not easily 
resolved solely through passive waiting; and if it is, then it hap
pens only by chance, i.e., the analyst does not have the analysis 
under control. 

Let us assume that we had interpreted his associations relating 
to the castration complex, that is, tried to make him conscious of 
the repressed content, the fear of cutting or of being cut. Eventu
ally this approach, too, might have achieved success. But the 
very fact that \Ve cannot say with certainty that that '\Vould have 
been the case, the fact that we admit the element of chance, 
compels us to reject as unanalytic this kind of technique ''yhich 
violates the essence of psychoanalytic '\Vork. Such a technique 
would mean a reversion to that stage of analysis "·here one did 
not hother ahout the resistances because one did not recognize 
them, and therefore interpreted the meaning of the unconscious di
rectly. It is evident from the case history itself that this technique 
\Vould also have meant a neglect of the ego defenses. 

It 1night also be objected that, \vhile the technical handling of 
the case \vas absolutely correct, my polemies ,,·ere uncalled for. 
\Vhat I an1 saying is quite obvious and not at all ne\\y-that's the 
"'ay all analysts \vork. I do not deny that the general principles 
are not ne\\y, that character analysis is tnerely the special applica
tion of the principlr of resistance analysis. But n1any years of ex
pericnce in thc sctninar havc clearly and unequivocally sho,,·n 
that \Vhile thc principles of resistance technique are generally 
kno\\'11 and ackno\vledged, in practice one proceeds aln1ost ex-
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clusively according to the old technique of direct interpretation 
of the unconscious. This discrepancy bet,veen theoretical knowl
edge and actual practice \vas the cause of all the mistaken objec
tions to the systematic attempts on the part of the Vienna semi
nar to develop the consistent application of theory to therapy. 
Those 'vho said that all this was commonplace and that there 
\\"as nothing ne\\" in it \\·ere basing their statements on their theo
retical kno,vledge; those 'vho contended that this was all wrong 
and not "Freudian analysis" were thinking of their own practice, 
'"·hich, as \\·e have said, deviated considerably from theory . 

. A. colleague once asked me what I \vould have clone in the fol
lo,\·ing case. For four \veeks he had been treating a young man 
\\·ho immured hirnself in complete silence but who was otherwise 
very friendly and, before and after the analytic session, feigned a 
very genial disposition. The analyst had already tried everything 
possible, threatened to terminate the analysis, and finally, when 
even a dream interpretation failed to achieve any results, had set 
a definite termination date. The scanty dream material had con
tained nothing but sadistic murders; the analyst had told the pa
tient that his dreams showed quite clearly that he conceived of 
hirnself as a murderer in fantasy. But this had not served any pur
pose. The analyst was not satisfied with my statement that it does 
not do to make a deep interpretation to a patient who has an 
acute resistance, even though the material appears quite mani
festly in a dream. He was of the opinion that there was no alter
native but to do that. To my suggestion that, to begin with, the 
patient's silence should have been interpreted as a resistance, he 
said that this was not possible: there was "no material" available 
for such an interpretation. Wasn't there, quite apart from the 
content of the dreams, sufficient "material" in the patient's be
havior itself, the contradiction between his silence during the an
alytic session and his friendliness outside of it? Wasn't at least 
one thing clear from the si tuation, namely that through his si
lence the patient-to put it in very general terms-expressed a 
negative attitude or a defense; expressed, to judge from his 
dreams, sadistic impulses which he sought to counter and con
ceal through his obtrusively friendly behavior? Why is it that an 
analyst will venture to infer unconscious processes from a pa
tient's slip-e.g., the forgetting of an object in the analyst's con-
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sultation room-but is afraid to make inferences, from the pa
tient's behavior, which will have bearing on the meaning of the 
analytic situation? Does a patient's behavior offer less conclusive 
material than a slip? Somehow I couldn't get this across to my 
colleague. He stuck to his vie'\v that the resistance could not be 
tackled because there was "no material." There can be no doubt 
that the interpretation of the sanguinary '\vish was a mistake; the 
result of such an interpretation can only be that the patient's ego 
becomes even more frightened and even more inaccessible to 
analysis. The difficulties affered by the cases presented in the 
seminar were of a similar nature. There was always an underesti
mation of or disregard for the patient's behavior as interpretable 
material; the repeated attem pt to eliminate the resistance from 
the posi tion of the id, instead of through the analysis of the ego 
defense; and finally the oft-repeated idea, which served as an ex
cuse, that the patient simply did not want to get weil or '\Vas 
"much too narcissistic." 

The technique of breaking down the narcissistic defense in 
other types is not fundamentally different from that described 
above. If, for example, a patient never becomes emotionally in
volved and remains indifferent, regardless of '\vhat material he 
produces, one is dealing with a dangeraus emotional block, the 
analysis of which must take precedence over everything eise if 
one cloes not '\Vant to run the risk of having all the material and 
interpretations lost. If this is the case, the patient may acquire 
a good knowledge of psychoanalytic theory, but he '\Vill not 
be cured. If, confronted '\vith such a block, the analyst elects not 
to give u p the analysis because of the "strong narcissism," he can 
make an agreement with the patient. The patient ,,·ill be given 
the option to terminate the analysis at any time; in turn, he ,, .. ill 
allo\v the analyst to dwell upon his emotional lameness until it is 
elitninated. Eventually-it usually takes many n1onths (in one 
case it took a year and a half) -the patient begins to buckle 
under the continual stressing of his en1otional lan1eness and its 
causes. In the tncantin1e, the analyst '''ill gradually have obtained 
suflirient clues to undermine the defense against anxietv. "·hich 

~ . 
is '''hat an cn1otional hlock is. Finally. the patient rebels against 
the thrt'at of the analysis. rebels against the threat to his protec
ti\'e psychir annor, of hC'ing put at the n1ercy of his dri,·es, par-
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ticularly his aggressive drives. By rebeHing against this "non
sense," ho,,·ever, his aggressiveness is aroused and it is not lang 
before the first emotional outbreak ensues (i.e., a negative trans
ference'> in the form of a paroxysm of hate. If the analyst suc
ceeds in getting this far, the contest has been ,,·on. \Vhen the ag
gressive impulses have been brought into the open, the emotional 
block has been penetrated and the patient is capable of analysis. 
From this point on, the analysis runs its usual course. The diffi
culty consists in dra,,·ing out the aggressiveness. 

The same holds true ,,·hen, because of the peculiarity of their 
character, narcissistic patients vent their resistance verbally. For 
example, they speak in a grandiloquent manner, use technical 
terminology, ah~:ays rigidly chosen or eise confused. This manner 
of speaking constitutes an impenetrable ,~,-all; until it is subjected 
to analysis, no real progress can be made. Here, too, the consist
ent interpretation of the patient's behavior provokes a narcissistic 
rebellion: the patient does not like to hear that he speaks in such 
a stilted, grandiloquent manner, or uses technical terminology to 
conceal his inferiori ty complex from hirnself and from the ana
lyst, or that he speaks confusedly because he ,,·ants to appear es
pecially clever-the truth of the matter being that he cannot for
mulate his thoughts simply. In this way the hard terrain of the 
neurotic character has been loosened in an essential area and an 
approach has been paved to the infantile foundation of the char
acter and the neurosis. Needless to say, it is not enough to make 
passing allusions to the nature of the resistance. The more tena
cious it proves to be, the more consistently it must be inter
preted. If the negative attitudes toward the analyst which are 
provoked by this consistent interpretation are simultaneously an
alyzed, then there is little danger that the patient will terminate 
the treatment. 

The immediate result of the analytic loosening of the charac
ter armor and the disruption of the narcissistic protective appa
ratus is t\,·ofold: (I) the loosening of the affects from their reac
tive anchorings and concealments; (2) the establishment of an 
entry into the central area of the infantile conflict_, the Oedipus 
complex and the castration anxiety. There is an advantage in this 
procedure \\·hich should not be underestimated: it is not only the 
content of infantile experiences that is reached. More important, 
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they are brought directly to analysis in the specific context in 
which they have been assimilated, i.e., in the form in which they 
have been molded by the ego. It is seen again and again in anal
ysis that the dynamic value of the same element of repressed ma
terial varies depending on the degree to which the ego defenses 
have been loosened. In many cases the affect-cathexis of the child
hood experiences has been absorbed into the character as a de
fensive mechanisms, so that, by simply interpreting the content, one 
reaches the remem brances bu t not the affects. In such cases, to 
interpret the infantile material before the affects assimilated into 
the character have been loosened is a grave mistake. It is, for ex
am ple, to this neglect that the long, bleak, and more or less frui t
less analyses of compulsive characters are to be traced.6 If, on the 
other hand, the affects pertaining to the defensive Ionnation of 
the character are liberated first, then a new cathexis of the infan
tile instinctual expressions takes place automatically. The char
acter-analytic interpretation of resistances all but excludes re
membering without affects because of the disturbance of the 
neurotic balance, which always occurs at the outset in character 
analysis. 

In still other cases, the character erects itself as a hard protec
tive wall against the experiencing of infantile anxiety and thus 
maintains itself, notwithstanding the great forfeiture of joie de 
vivre which this entails. If a patient having such a character en
ters analytic treatment because of some symptom or other, this 
protective wall continues to serve in the analysis as a character 
resistance; and it soon becomes apparent that nothing can be 

e Let the following case serve as an example of how decisive it is to take into 
consideration or neglect a patient's mode of behavior. A compulsive character 
who had twelve years of analysis behind hin1 without any comn1ensurate im
provement and was weil informed on his infantile n1otivations, e.g., on the 
ccntral father-conflict, spoke in a strange monotone in the analysis, in a some
what singsong cadence and kept wringing his hands. I asked whethcr this be
havior had ever bcen analyzed. It had not. At first, I had no insight into 
the case. One day it struck mc that he spoke as if he were praying. I in
fonned him of my observation, whereupon he told n1e that as a child he had 
been forced by his fathcr to attend pra~·er meetings, which he had done very 
reluctantly. He had praycd, but under protest. In the satne way he had recited 
to thc analyst for tweh·c ycars, "Fine, 1'11 do as )'Oll say, but undcr protcst.'• 
The uncovcring of this apparently insignificant detail in his beha,·ior thrcw 
opcn thc analysis and led to thc most deeply buried affects. 
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accomplished until the character armor, which conceals and con
sumes the infantile anxiety, has been destroyed. This, for exam
ple, is the case in moral insanity and in manic, narcissistic-sadis
tic characters. Here, the analyst is often faced with the difficult 
question \\·hether the existing s)mptom justifies a thoroughgoing 
character analysis. For let there be no doubt about it: \vhen the 
analysis of the character destroys the character com pensation, 
especially in cases \vhere that defense is a relatively good one, a 
temporary condition is created \vhich approximates a breakdo\vn 
of the ego. In some extreme cases, it is true, such a breakdown is 
necessary before the new reali ty-orien ted ego s tructure can de
velop. (HO\\·ever, \\'e must admit that the breakdo\\"n would have 
come of itself sooner or later-the formation of a symptom 1Nas 
the first sign of this.) Yet one is reluctant, unless an urgent indi
cation exists, to adopt a measure which involves such grave re
sponsibility. 

Nor can it be ignored in this connection that, in every case 
in \vhich it is used, character analysis provokes violent emotions; 
indeed, often creates dangeraus situations. Hence, the analyst 
must have technical mastery of the analysis at all times. Some 
analysts \\'ill perhaps reject the character-analytic procedure for 
this reason. If such is so, however, the analytic treatment of quite 
a nurober of patients can be counted upon to fail. There are neu
roses which simply cannot be reached through mild means. The 
methods employed in character analysis, the consistent stressing 
of the character resistance and the persistent interpretation of its 
forms, means, and motives, are as powerful as they are disagree
able to the patient. This has nothing to do with preparing the pa
tient for analysis; it is a strict analytic principle. However, it is 
good policy to make the patient aware, at the very outset, of all 
the foreseeable unpleasantness and difficulties of the treatment. 

/) On the optimal conditions for the analytic reduction to the 
infantile situation from the contemporary situation 

Since the consistent interpretation of a patient's behavior 
spontaneously provides access to the infantile sources of the neu
rosis, a new question arises: are there criteria for determining 
when the contemporary mode of behavior should be reduced to 
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its infantile prototype? Indeed, one of the main tasks of analysis 
consists precisely in this reduction. In these general terms, ho'\\T
ever, the formula is not applicable in everyday practice. Should 
this reduction take place immediately, as soon as the first signs of 
the germane infantile material become apparent, or are there 
factors '\vhich indicate that it would be better to wait until a cer
tain specific time? To begin 'vith, it must be borne in mind that 
the purpose of reduction, namely the dissolution of the resistance 
and the elimination of amnesia, is not immediately encompassed 
in many cases. This much we kno'\v from definite experiences. 
Either the patient does not get beyond an intellectual under
standing or the attempt at reduction is foiled by doubt. This is 
explained by the fact that, just as in the case of making an 
unconscious idea conscious, the topogra phical process of conver
sion actually culminates only '\vhen combined '\vith the dynamic
af]ective process of becoming conscious. T'\vo things are neces
sary to achieve this: (1) the main resistance must at least be 
loosened; (2) the cathexis of the idea '\vhich is to become con
scious or (as in the case of reduction) '\vhich is to be exposed to 
a definite connection must have attained a minimum degree of 
intensity. As '\Ve know, ho,vever, the libido-charged affects of the 
repressed ideas are usually split off, i.e., bound in the character 
or in the acute transference conflicts and transference resist
ances. If the contemporary resistance is no'\\T reduced to its infan
tile source, before it has been fully developed (that is, as soon as 
a trace of its infantile foundation has been spotted), then the in
tensity of its cathexis has not been fully taken advantage of. The 
content of the resistance has been analytically utilized in the in
terpretation, but the corresponding affect has not been included. 
If, in other words, both the topogra phical and the dynan1ic 
points of vie'\v are taken into consideration in making one's inter
pretations, then "Te have the follo,ving stricture in1posed upon 
us: the resistance must not be nipped in the bud. On the con
trary, it must be allo,ved to reach full maturity in the heat of the 
transference situation. In the case of torpid character encrusta
tions 'vhich have become chronic, the difficulties cannot be got
ten at in any other 'vay. To Freud's rule that the patient has to 
be lcd fron1 acting out to remetnbering, fron1 the contetnporary 
to thc infantile, n1ust be added that, before this takes place, ,,·hat 
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has been chronically stultified has to attain a ne'\v living reality 
in the con tem porary transference si tua tion. This is the same process 
involved in the healing of chronic inflammations-i.e., they are 
first made acute by means of irritation-and this is al'\vays necessary 
in the case of character resistances. In advanced stages of the 
analysis, ,,·hen the analyst is sure of the patient's cooperation, 
"irritation therapy," as Ferenczi called it, is no Ionger as necessary. 
One gets the impression that '\4:hen an analyst reduces a '\vholly 
immature transference situation he does so out of fear of the 
stresses ,,·hich are part and parcel of strong transference resistances. 
So. despite one's better theoretical kno'\vledge, the resistance is 
often regarded as something highly unwelcome, as merely dis
ruptive. This is also the reason for the tendency to circumvent 
the resistance, instead of allo'\\·ing it to develop and then attacking 
it. It seems to be forgotten that the neurosis itself is contained in 
the resistance, that, in dissolving a resistance, we also dissolve a 
part of the neurosis . 

. \llo,•;ing the resistance to develop is necessary for another 
reason. In viev-· of the complicated structure of each resistance, 
all its determinants and meaningful contents are comprehended 
only ,,·ith time; and the more thoroughly a resistance situation 
has been comprehended, the more successful its interpretation 
,,·ill be, quite apart from the previously mentioned dynamic fac
tor. The double nature of the resistance, its contemporary and its 
historical motives, requires that the forms of the ego defense 
'\rhich it contains must be brought to complete consciousness 
first. Only after the contemporary meaning of the resistance has 
become clear should i ts infantile origin be in terpreted in light of 
the material '\4:hich has been produced. This also holds true for 
patients , .. ~ho have already revealed the infantile material neces
sary to the understanding of the subsequent resistance. In other 
cases. probably the ma jority, it is necessary to allo'v the resist
ance to develop, if only to be able to obtain the infantile material 
in sufficient measure. 

Thus, the resistance technique has two aspects: (1) compre
hending the resistance from the contemporaT)' situation through 
interpretation of its contemporary meaning; (2) dissolving the 
re~istanre by linking the ensuing infantile material with the con
temporary material. In this way, escape into the contemporary as 
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weil as the infantile situation is easily avoided, inasmuch as both 
are given equal consideration in interpretation. 

Thus, the resistance, once a therapeutic obstruction, becomes 
the most powerful vehicle of analysis. 

g) Character analysis in the case of abundantly flowing material 

In cases in which the patient's character impedes the recall 
work from the very beginning, character anal ysis as described 
above is unquestionably indicated as the solely legitimate ana
lytic method of introducing the treatment. But what about those 
patients whose characters admit of ample recall '\Vork in the be
ginning? We are faced with two questions. Is character analysis 
as we have described i t here also necessary in these cases? If so, 
how should the analysis be introduced? The first question ,,·ould 
have to be answered in the negative if there were any patients 
who did not exhibit character armor. However, since there are 
no such patients, since the narcissistic protective mechanism 
sooner or la ter becomes a character resis tance, varying onl y in 
intensity and depth, no fundamental difference exists. There is 
merely a circumstantial difference: in patients '\Vhose character 
impedes the recall work, the mechanism of narcissistic protection 
and defense lies wholly on the surface and immediately appears 
as a resistance, '\vhereas in the other patients the protective and 
defensive mechanism lies deeper in the personality, so that it is 
not at all obvious at first. But it is precisely these patients '\vho 
are dangerous. With the former, one knows in advance ,,·here 
one stands. With the latter, one goes on believing for quite some 
time that the analysis is progressing very 'vell because the patient 
seems to accept everything very readily; indeed, even sho,,·s signs 
of improvement, and produces prompt reactions to the interpre
tations. It is '\Vith such patients that one experiences the greatest 
disappointments. The analysis has been carried out, but there is 
no sign of final success. One has used up all one's interpreta
tions, is confident that the prin1al scene and the infantile conflicts 
have bcen made con1pletely conscious; yet the analysis is stuck in 
bleak, monotonaus repetitions of the old material-the eure re
fusing to take effect. It is still '\\'orse '\Vhen a transference success 
deludes the analyst into thinking that the patient is cured, only to 
find that hc suffcrs a con1plete relapse soon after discharge. 
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The countless bad experiences with such cases Iead me to be
lieve-a self-evident belief, really-that something has been neg
lected, not 'vith regard to content, for the thoroughness of these 
analyses leaves little to be desired in this area. What I have in 
mind is an unkno·wn and unrecognized, a concealed resistance 
''/hich causes all therapeutic efforts to fail. Closer examination 
sho,vs that these concealed resistances are to be sought precisely 
in the patient's docility, in his manifestly weak defense against 
the analysis. And these analyses, on closer comparison with 
other cases 'vhich succeed, are shown to have followed a steady, 
even course, never disrupted by violent affective outbursts, 
and, above all-something which did not become clear until the 
very end-to have been conducted almost exclusively in a "posi
tive" transference. Seidom or never had there been violent nega
tive impulses against the analyst. Although the hate impulses had 
been analyzed, they just had not appeared in the transference or 
had been remernbered without affects. The narcissistic affect-lame 
and the passive-feminine characters are the prototypes of these 
cases. The former are characterized by a tepid and steady "positive" 
transference; the latter by an effusive "positive" transference. 

So it had to be admitted that in these so-called going cases
referred to as "going" because they produce infantile material, 
i.e., again on the basis of a one-sided overestima tion of the con
tents of the material-the character had operated as a resistance 
in a concealed form throughout the entire analysis. Very often 
these cases were held to be incurable, or at least difficult to mas
ter, an appraisal for which, formerly, I too thought I saw suffi
cient evidence in my own experiences. However, since I gained a 
kno,vledge of their concealed resistances, I can consider them 
among my most rewarding cases. 

In terms of character analysis, the introductory phase of such 
cases differs from other cases in that the flow of the communica
tions is not disturbed and the analysis of the character resistance 
is not taken up until the flood of material and the behavior itself 
have become clearly recognizable resistances. The following typi
cal case of a passive-feminine character is intended to illustrate 
this and, moreover, to demonstrate how, here too, the entry into 
the deeply repressed infantile conflicts ensues of itself. Further
more, by pursuing the analysis into advanced stages, we want to 
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demonstrate the legitimate unwinding of the neurosis on the 
spool of the transference resistances. 

3· A CASE OF PASSIVE-FEMININE CHARACTER 

a) Anamnesis 

A twenty-four-year-old bank employee turned to analysis be
cause of the anxiety states which had seized him a year before 
while he was visiting a hygiene exhibition. And prior to that oc
casion, he had suffered from acute hypochondriac fears, e.g., 
that he had a hereditary taint., would become mentally ill and 
perish in a mental institution. He was able to offer a number of 
rational reasons to account for these fears: his father had con
tracted syphilis and gonorrhea ten years before his marriage. His 
paternal grandfather was also supposed to have had syphilis. 
One of his father's brothers was very nervous and suffered from 
insomnia. On his mother's side the hereditary taint was even 
worse: his maternal grandfather had committed suicide, as had 
one of his maternal uncles. One of the sisters of his maternal 
grandmother was "mentally abnormal" (apparently melanchol
ic-depressive) . The patient's mother was a nervous, anxiety-rid
den woman. 

This double "hereditary taint" (syphilis on his father's side; 
suicide and psychosis on his mother's side) made the case that 
much more interesting: psychoanalysis does not deny a heredi
tary etiology of the neurosis but merely accords it the importance 
of one of many etiologies and, for this reason, finds itself in op
position to orthodox psychiatry. \Ve shall see that the patient's 
idea about his heredity also had an ilTational basis. Not\•:ith
standing his severe handicaps, he \vas cured. His subsequent 
freedom from rela pses \Vas follo,ved u p over a period of five 
years. 

This report covers only the first seven n1onths of treaunent. 
\vhich \vere taken up \Vith the unfolding, objectification. and 
analysi'i of the character resistances. The last seven n1onths are 
considcred only very hriefly; from the point of vie,,· of resistance 
and character analysis, this part had little of interest to offer. 
For us it is < hießy in1portant to describe thc introductory phase 
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of the treatment, the course pursued by the analysis of the resist
ances, and the ,,~ay in \vhich it found access to the early infantile 
material. In deference to the difficulties of describing an analysis 
and also to make it easier to comprehend, we shall report the 
analysis ,,·ithout any of the accessories and repetitions. We shall 
concentrate solely on the resistances and how they were worked 
through. \Ve shall, as it \Vere, reveal only the scaffolding of the 
analysis and attempt to lay bare its most important stages and to 
relate them to one another. In reality, the analysis was not so 
simple as it may appear here in print. As the months passed, 
ho,,·ever, one manifestation 'vas added to another and a definite 
outline began to take shape regarding certain events; it is this 
outline 'vhich ,,.e shall attempt to describe here. 

The patient's attacks of anxiety were accompanied by palpita
tions and a paralysis of all volition. Even in the intervals between 
these attacks he was never wholly free of a feeling of uneasiness. 
Frequently, the attacks of anxiety occurred quite suddenly, but 
they ''·ere also easily provoked when, for example, he read about 
mental illnesses or suicide in the newspaper. In the course of the 
previous year his work capacity had shown marked signs of de
teriorating, and he feared that he might lose his job because of 
his reduced performance. 

He had severe sexual disturbances. Shortly before his visit to 
the h)'giene exhibition, he had attempted to have intercourse 
with a prostitute but had failed. This had not botbered him very 
m uch, or so he said. N or were his conscious sexual needs very 
strong. Apparently, abstinence created no problern for him. Sev
eral years earlier, a sexual act had worked out, but he had had a 
premature and pleasureless ejaculation. 

Asked whether he had ever suffered states of anxiety before 
this time, the patient reported that even as a child he had been 
ver)' timorous and, especially during puberty, had been afraid of 
lvorld catastrophes. He had been very much afraid in 1910 when 
there \vas talk of the end of the world through a collision with a 
comet, and he had been astonished that his parents spoke about 
it so calmly. This "fear of catastrophes" subsided gradually, but 
it was later replaced by the idea of having a hereditary taint. He 
had suffered from vivid states of anxiety ever since he was a 
child. In recent years, however, they had become less frequent. 
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Apart from the hypochondriac idea of having a hereditary 
taint, the states of anxiety, and the sexual debility, there , .. ~ere no 
other neurotic symptoms. At the beginning of the treatment, the 
patient had an insight into his states of anxiety, for he suffered 
the most from these. The hereditary idea was too well rational
ized, and his Iibido debility (impotence) did not trouble him 
enough to make him sense them as an illness. In terms of the 
symptoms, '''e had here the hypochondriac form of anxiety-hys
teria having the customary, in this case especially weil devel
oped, actual neurotic core ( stasis neurosis ). 

The diagnosis, hysterical character with hypochondriac anxie
l)'-hysteria, "·as based on the analytic findings with respect to his 
fixations. Phenomenologically, he came under the type of the 
passive-feminine character: his demeanor was al,vays excessively 
friendly and humble; he was forever excusing hirnself for the 
most trifling matters. Both w hen he arrived and '" hen he de
parted, he bovved deeply several times. In addition, he_ was awk
U'ard, shy, and ceremonious. If he were asked, for example, 
whether he had any objection to rescheduling his hour, he 
vvould not simply answer "no." He would assure me that he '\\'as 
at my service, that everything was quite agreeable '\Vith him, etc. If 
he had a request to make, he stroked the arm of the analyst '\vhile 
making it. Once, vvhen it '\Vas intimated that perhaps he dis
trusted the analyst, he returned on the same day very much 
upset. He could not, he said, endure the thought that his analyst 
regarded him as distrustful, and he repeatedly begged forgiveness 
in the event he had said something that might have caused me to 
make such an assumption. 

b) Tlze development and analysis of the character resistance 

1-.he analysis, n1arked by resistances ,,·hich stemmed from his 
C' haracter, dcvelopcd as follO'\\'S: 

:\cquaintcd "·ith the basic rule, he began, fluently and seldom 
at a loss for ,,·ords, to trll about his family background and the 
hereditary taint. Gradually, he came to talk about his relation
~hip to hi~ parents. I-le tnaintained that he loved both of then1 the 
~anH·: indccd, hc said that he had a very high regard for his 
father. lle depirtcc.l hint a~ an encrgetic. level-headed person. His 
fatlu·r had rrJ>t·att·dlv 't'arnt•d hirn agninst 1nasturbatio11 a,zd r..-.:
trarnarital ;,ltt·rcozn·st·. The father had told hin1 about his O'\\'n 
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bad experiences in this area, about his syphilis and gonorrhea, 
about his relationships "·ith ,,·omen 'vhich had ended badly. All 
this had been done ,,·ith the best of intentions, i.e., in the hope of 
sparing the son similar experiences. The father had never beaten 
him as a means of enforcing his will. He had al,vays used a more 
subtle approach: "I'm not forcing you; I'm merely advising 
you ... " Needless to say, this \\"as said 'vith great energy. The 
patient described his relationship to his father as being extremely 
good; he 'ras devoted to him; he had no better friend in the 
"·hole "·orld. 

He did not d,rell upon this subject very long. The sessions 
"·ere taken up almost exclusively 'vith descriptions of his rela
tionship to the mother. She had al,vays been affectionate and ex
tremely attentive to his ''•elfare. He, too, behaved affectionately 
to,,·ard her. On the other hand, he let hirnself be \vaited on hand 
and foot. She laid out his clothes for him, served him breakfast 
in bed, sat beside his bed until he feil asleep (still at the time of 
the analysis) , com bed his hair; in a word, he led the life of a 
pampered child. 

He progressed rapidly in the discussion of his relationship to 
his mother and within six weeks was on the verge of becoming 
conscious of the desire for coitus. With this exception, he had 
become fully conscious of his affectionate relationship to his 
mother-to some extent he had been a'vare of this even before 
the analysis: he \vas fond of thro,ving her on his bed; to which she 
submitted 'vith "glowing e-yes and flushed cheeks." When she 
came in her nightgown to 'vish him goodnight, he '\vould embrace 
her impetuously. Though he al,vays endeavored to stress the sex
ual exci temen t of the mother-in an effort, no dou bt, to betray 
his O\\'n in ten tions as Ii ttle as possible-he mentioned several 
times, parenthetically as it were, that he hirnself had feit clear 
sexual excitation. 

~fy extremely cautious attempt to make him aware of the real 
meaning of these practices met 'vith prompt and violent resist
ance. He could assure me, he said, tha t he '\vould have responded 
in the same ,,·ay to other \\'Omen. I had not made this attempt 
"·ith the intent of interpreting the incest fantasy but merely to as
certain "·hether I had been right in assuming that his rigid ad
vance in the direction of the historically important incestuous 
Iove \Vas a clever evasion of other material having greater con-
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temporary importance. The material which he produced on the 
relationship to his mother \Vas not in the least ambiguous; it 
really appeared as if he 1.vere on the verge of grasping the true 
situation. In principle, therefore, there was no reason 1.vhy an in· 
terpretation could not be given. Yet the striking disparity be
t"\veen the content of his communications and the content of his 
dreams and his excessively friendly demeanor cautioned me 
against such an interpretation. 

Thus, my attention had to become more and more focused on 
his behavior and dream material. He did not produce any asso
ciations to his dreams. During the session itself, he was enthu
siastic about the analysis and the analyst; outside of the session, 
he "\\?as deeply 1.vorried about his future and had sullen thoughts 
about his hereditary taint. 

The dream material had a twofold nature: in part, it "\\?as con
cernecl "\\·ith his incestuous fantasies. What he did not express 
during the day, he betrayed in the manifest contept of his 
dreams. Th us, in his dream he follo\ved his mother 'vi th a pa per 
knife, or he crawled through a hole in front of 'vhich his molher 
1J'as standing. On the other hand, it frequently dealt 1.vith a dark 
story of murder, \vith the hereditary idea, a crime "\\·hich some
one had comtni tted, jeering remarks made by somebody, or an 
cxpression of distrust. 

In thc first four to six \Veeks, I had the follo,ving analytic ma
terial at n1y disposal: his communications about his relationship 
to his n1othcr; his contemporary states of anxiety and the heredi
tary idca; his cxcessively friendly, submissive behavior; his 
drearns, thosc "\\·hich clearly follo,ved up his incest fantasies and 
those "·hirh dealt '\·ith n1urder and distrust; certain indications of 
a positive n1other transference. 

Farrd \\'ith the choice of interpreting his con1pletely clear in
<rst tnaterial or of stressing the indications of his distrust, I chose 
the latt.tT. For, in fact. \re 'vcrc dcaling here \\?ith a latent ,.t,sistance 
\\'hich. o\·cr a period of \rccks. rcn1ained concealed. A.nd it ,,·as 
pn·<isch for this reason that the patient offered too n1uch Inaterial 
and w~ts not suffiricntly inhibitecl. ~\s \\'as sho,,·n later. this \\":lS also 
thc first 1najo1 trans(t'rr'ntt· rcsistanct•, the spccial naturt· of \rhich 
was d(·tcrnlittt•tl hv the patient's charactcr. He gat't" a dt•Ct'/Jiir.'f 

,-,nf>rt·"ion: (1) through his diYulgence of therapcutically ,,·orth
h·ss tnatcrial rclatin~ to his expericnces; (2) through his excessh·ely 
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friendly demeanor; (3) through the frequency and clarity of his 
dreams; (4) through the sham trust ,vhich he sho,ved in the analyst. 
His attitude toward the analyst was ucomplaisant," in the same 
,\~ay as he had been devoted to his father throughout his life, and, 
in fact, for the same reason, i.e., because he was afraid of him. If 
this had been my first case of this kind, it would have been impos
sible for me to kno'v that such behavior is a strong, dangerous 
resistance; nor '''ould I have been able to resolve it, for I could not 
have divined its meaning and its structure. However, previous ex
periences 'vith similar cases had taught me that such patients are 
not ca pable of producing any manifest resistance for months, in
deed years on end, and that they do not react at all therapeutically 
to the interpretations which the clear material induces the analyst 
to give. Hence, it cannot be said that, in such cases, one has to wait 
until the transference resistance sets in; the truth of the matter is 
that it is already completely developed from the very beginning. 
The resistance is concealed in a form peculiar to the patient's 
character. 

Let us consider also 'vhether the heterosexual incest material 
'vhich was offered actually represents material that had broken 
through from the depth of the unconscious. The answer must be 
in the negative. If the contemporary function of the material cur
rently offered is considered, it can often be ascertained that 
deeply repressed impulses, 'vithout any change ,vhatever in the 
fact of repression, are temporarily drawn upon by the ego to 
'\vard off other contents. This very peculiar fact is not easily 
comprehensible in terms of depth psychology. It is a decided 
error of judgment to interpretsuch material. Suchinterpretations 
not only do not bear fruit, they th,vart the maturation of this re
pressed content for future use. In theory, we cari say that psychic 
contents can appear in the conscious system under one of two 
highly diverse conditions: borne by native, specifically libidinal 
affects 'vhich pertain to them, or by foreign, nonrelated interests. 
In the first instance, the internal pressure of dammed-up excita
tion forces the content into consciousness; in the second instance, 
the content is brought to the surface for purposes of defense. An 
illustration of this is freely ßowing expressions of love as com
pared with those 'vhose purpose is to cover up repressed hate, 
i.e., reactive testimonies of Iove. 

The resistance had to be tackled, a task 'v hich was of course 
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much more difficult in this case than if the resistance had been 
manifest. Though the meaning of the resistance could not be de
rived from the patient's communications, it was certainly possi
ble to derive it from his demeanor and from the seemingly insig
nificant details of some of his dreams. From these it could be 
seen that, fearing to rebel against his father, he had masked his 
obstinacy and distrust v~~ith reactive love and by means of his 
obedience had spared hirnself anxiety. 

The first interpretation of the resistance was made as early as 
the fifth day of the analysis, in connection 'vith the follo''"ing 
dream: "Afy handu·1·iting is sent to a graphologist for an expe1·t 
evaluation. A nsu,er: this man belongs in an insane asylum. Deep 
despair on the part of my mother. I want to make an end of my 
life. I ·wake up." 

He thought of Professor Freud in connection v\·ith the graphol
ogist; the professor had told him, the patient added, that sick
nesses such as the one from 'vhich he suffered could 'vith "abso
lute certainty" be cured by analysis. I called his attention to the 
contradiction: since, in the dream, he thought of an insane asy
lum and "·as afraid, he ,,·as undoubtedly of the opinion that the 
analysis could not help him. He refused to admit this, insisting 
that he had full confidence in the efficacy of the analysis. 

Until the end of the second month, he had many dreams, 
though fe,,~ ,,·ere capable of interpretation, and continued to talk 
abou t his mother. I allo"·ed him to go on speaking, ,,·i thou t in
terrupting or inciting him, and ""as careful not to miss any indi
cation of distrust. :\fter the first resistance interpretation, ho""
ever, he n1askecl his secret distrust even better, until finally he 
had thc follo"·ing dream: 

"A crirne., possibl)' a rn zn·der., has been conunitted. I lzave be
(Orn~ involuntarily irnplicated in this crhne. Fear of being de
lt•t·ted and punished. Onc of nzy co-n•orkers, by u•hose courage 
and tlt•tcrrnint~d nature I anz inzpressed, is present. I am au•are of 
h is su pl'riori ty _" 

I singlcd out only his fear of detection and related it to the an
alYtir ~ituation by telling hin1 point-blank that his entire de
nu·anor indirated that he ,,·as concealing sotnething. 

()n the Yery next night, he had a Ionger drean1 confinning 
''hat I had said: 
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"I have learned that there is a plan to commit a crime in our 
apartment. It is night and I am on the dark staircase. I know that 
my father is in the apartment. I 1oant to go to his aid., but I am 
afraid of falling into the hands of the enemy. It occurs to me to 
notify the police. I have a roll of paper in my possession which 
contains all the details of the criminal plot. A disguise is neces
sary., otheru,ise the Ieader of the gang, who has planted many 
spies., lL'ill j1·ustrate my undertaking. Putting on a Zarge cape 
and a false beard, I leave the house stooped over like an 
old man. The chief of the adversaries stops me. He orders one of 
his subordinates to search me. The roll of paper is noticed by 
this man. I feel that all will be lost if he reads its contents. I try 
to appear as innocent as possible and tell him that they are notes 
having no meaning whatever. He says that he has to have a look 
anyhon'. There is a moment of agonizing suspense; then., in des
peration, I look for a weapon. I find a revolver in my pochet and 
pull the trigger. The man has disappeared., and I suddenly feel 
very strong. The chief of the adversaries has changed into a 
u·oman. I am overcome by a desire for this woman; I seize her., 
Iift her up, and carry her into the house. I am filled with a plea
surable sensation and I wake up." 

The entire incest motif appears at the end of the dream, but 
,,.e have also, at the beginning, unmistakable allusions to his dis
simulation in the analysis. I stressed only this element, again 
bearing in mind that a patient who is so self-sacrificing would 
first have to give up his deceptive attitude in the analysis before 
deeper interpretations could be given. But this time I went one 
step further in the interpretation of the resistance. I told him that 
not only was he distrustful of the analysis but he feigned to be 
the exact opposi te. The patient became terribly excited at this 
and produced three different hysterical actions over a period of 
. . 

SIX SeSSIOnS. 

I. He reared u p, his arms and legs thrashing in all directions, 
as he screamed, "Leave me alone, do you hear, don't come near 
me, I'll kill you, I'll pulverize you." This action often modulated 
imperceptihly into a different one: 

2. He seized hirnself by the throat, produced a whining sound, 
and cried in a rattling voice, "Oh, leave me alone, please leave 
me alone, I won't do anything again." 
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3. He did not behave like one who has been violently at
tacked but like a girl who has been raped: "Leave me alone, 
leave me alone." This was spoken without sounds of Strangula
tion and, whereas he had curled up in the earlier action, he now 
spread his legs wide apart. 

During these six days, the flow of his communications fal
tered; he was definitely in a state of manifest resistance. He 
spoke continously of his hereditary taint; between times he occa
sionally lapsed into that peculiar condition in which, as we de
scribed, he reenacted the above scenes. The strange thing '\Vas 
that, as soon as the action ceased, he went on speaking calmly as 
if nothing had happened. He merely remarked, "But this is a 
strange thing that is going on in me here, Doctor." 

I no'\v explained to him, without going into any details, that he 
'\vas obviously enacting something for me which he must have 
experienced or at least fantasized sometime in his life. He was 
visibly delighted with this first explanation, and he enacted far 
more frequently from then on. It had tobe admitted that my in
terpretation .of the resistance had roused an important uncon
scious element, which now expressed itself in the form of these 
actions. But he '\vas a long way from an analytic clarification of 
the actions; he was still making use of them as part of his resist
ance. He thought that he was being especially pleasing to me 
'\Vith his frequent reenactments. I learned later that, during his 
evening attacks of anxiety, he behaved as described in 2 and 3 
above. Though the meaning of the actions was clear to me and I 
could have communicated it to him in connection '\\·ith the mur
der dream, I persisted in the anal ysis of his character resistance, 
to\vard the understanding of which his reenactments had already 
con tri bu ted a grea t deal. 

I '"as able to form the follo,ving picture of the stratification of 
tht• rontrnts of the character trarzsference resistance. 

·rhe first action represented the transference of the murderaus 
itnpulses ,,·hich he harbored to\\·ard the father (the deepest 
layer) . 

l'he st't'tHld artio11 portrayed the fear of the father because of 
the n1u:derous in1pulses (intern1ediate layer). 

'I'he thirtl at'tion represcntcd thc concealed, crudely sexual 
< ontcnl of his fctninine attitude, the identification ,,·ith the 
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(raped) fen1ale, and at the same time the passive-feminine ward
ing off of the m urderous im pulses. 

Thus, he surrendered hirnself to prevent the father from exe
cuting the punishment (castration) . 

But even the actions '\vhich corresponded to the topmost layer 
could not be interpreted yet. The patient might have accepted 
every interpretation pro forma ("to be pleasing"), but none 
'\\·ould have had therapeutic effect. For, between the unconscious 
material '\\·hich he affered and the possibility of a deep under
standing, there was the inhibiting factor of the transferred femi
nine warding off of a similarly transferred fear of me, and this 
fear, in turn, '\vas related to a hate impulse and a distrust which 
'\Vere transferred from the father. In short, hate, fear, and distrust 
'\\·ere concealed behind his submissive, confiding attitude, a wall 
against '\\·hich every symptom interpretation would have been 
dashed to pieces. 

So I continued to restriet myself to the interpretation of the in
tentions of his unconscious deceptions. I told him that he was 
no,\· reenacting so frequently in an effort to win me over to his 
siele; I added that this actingoutwas in fact very important. But 
'\\·e could not begin to understand it until he had grasped the 
n1eaning of his contemporary behavior. His opposition to the in
terpretation of the resistance weakened, but he still did not 
agree. 

During the follovving night, he dreamed, for the first time 
openly, of his distrust of the analysis: 

((Dissatisfied with the failure of the analysis thus far, I turn to 
Professor Freud. As a Temedy for my illness, he gives me a long 
rod, which has the form of an ear-pick. I have a feefing of grati
fication." 

In the analysis of this dream fragment, he admitted for the 
first time that he had been mildly distrustful of Freud's words, 
and then had been disagreeably surprised that he had been rec
ommendecl to so young an analyst. I was struck by two things: 
first, this communication about his distrustwas made to oblige me; 
second, he was suppressing something. I called his attention to both 
of these poin ts. Sametime Ia ter I learned tha t he had chea ted me in 
the matter of remuneration. 

\Vhile his character resistance, his deceptive obedience and 
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submissiveness, was being consistently worked on, more and 
more material continued to flow automatically from all periods 
of his life, material about his childhood relationship to his 
mother and hisrelationship to young men, his childhood anxiety, 
the pleasure he had had in being sick as a child, etc. This was in
terpreted only insofar as it related to his character resistance. 

He began to have more and more dreams relating to his dis
trust and to his suppressed sarcastic attitude. Among others, he 
had this dream several weeks later: 

uro a remark by my father that he does not have any dreams., 
I reply that this is definitely not the case., that he evidently for
gets his dreams., which., to a Zarge extent., are prohibited fancies. 
He laughs derisively. I point out in excitement that this is the 
theory of no less a person than Professor Freud" but I feel ill at 
ease in saying this." 

I explained that he had his father laugh derisively because he 
hirnself was afraid to, and I substantiated my claim qy referring 
to the uneasiness which he experienced in the dream. This I in
terpreted as the sign of a bad conscience. 

He accepted this interpretation, and during the next ten days 
the question of remuneration \Vas discussed. It turned out that, 
during the preliminary talk before the beginning of the analysis, 
he had consciously Iied to me, inasmuch as, without having been 
asked, he quoted a smaller sum than he actually had at his 
disposal. He had done this, he said, "to protect himself," that is, 
because he doubted my honesty. As is my custom, I had quoted 
him my usual fee and my minimum fee, and I had accepted him 
as a patient at the latter rate. HoVt·ever, he could afford to pay 
more, not only because he had a larger savings and a better in
come than he had said he had, but also because his father '''as 
covcring half of the cost of the analysis. 

c) Linl~.ing tlze analysis of the conte1npora1)' material to tlze 
infantile 

In the discussion of the "money matter," ,,·hich \\'as ah,·ays 
taken up in conncction '''ith his character resistance (i.e., his 
ronct·aled fcar and roncealed distrust) , he once cotnmitted a slip 
of the tongue. I-lc said, "I \\'anted n1y savings in the bank to get 
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bigger!" instead of saying that he ,Nanted his savings to increase. 
Thus, he betrayed the relationship of money to the phallus and 
the relationship of the fe-ar of losing money to the fear for the 
phallus. I did not point any of this out to him, nor did I analyze 
his slip of the tongue, for I did not want to interpret the castra
tion anxiety as such too soon. I merely made a fe,~: remark.s to 
the effect that his thrift must be related to his fear of catas
trophes, that he evidently feit more secure 'vhen he had more 
money. He sho,,·ed a good and genuine understanding of this ex
planation and produced confirmatory associations from his child
hood: he had begun to save pennies at a very early age, and he 
could never forget the fact that his father had once taken his sav
ings and spent it, ,,·ithout asking his permission. For the first 
time he spontaneously expressed disapproval of the father; on a 
conscious level, this disapproval related to the money, but un
consciously of course it ,~;as related to the castration danger. In 
this connection I also explained that, ,,·hile his father had evi
dently acted in good faith, he had been un,,·ise to suppress his 
son's sexuality to such an extent. The patient admitted that he 
hirnself had often puzzled about these things in secret but had 
never had the courage to oppose his father, 'vho, as the patient 
assumed, had only the patient's best interest in mind. I still could 
not teil him that a deep guilt feeling and fear of the father '\yere 
the driving forces of his obedience. 

From no,,· on, the analysis of the transference resistance 'vent 
hand in hand ,,·ith the analysis of the concealed rebellious atti
tude to\\·ard the father. Every element of the transference situa
tion ,,·as related to the father and understood by the patient, 
,\·hile producing a "·ealth of new material on his true attitude to
u·ard his father. To be sure, everything 'vhich he brought for
"·ard ,,·as still strictly censored, still inaccessible to deep interpre
tation, but the analysis of his childhood had been duly begun. He 
no Ionger divulged the material for the purpose of escaping other 
things; now, because of the analysis of the character resistance, 
he ,,·as deeply shaken and the conviction had begun to gro'v in 
him that his relationship to his father ,,·as not what he had 
thought it "·as and that it had had a eietrimental influence on his 
development. 

Every time he came close to the murder fantasy, his fear grew 
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stronger. He dreamed less frequently and had shorter dreams, 
bu t they were more com pact and had a closer connection to the 
analytic situation. To a large extent, the material which had been 
previously pushed forward no'v faded into the background. 'Vhat 
came forth from other psychic layers had a close connection to 
the father complex: his fantasy of being a 'vornan and his incest 
desire. In the course of the next six weeks, undisguised castration 
dreams appeared for the first time, notwithstanding the fact that 
I had given no interpretations or suggestions along these lines. 

I. ((I am lying in my bed) suddenly I am roused and notice 
that my former high-school principal) Mr. L) is sitting on me. I 
overpower him and get him under me) but he frees one of his hands 
and threatens my phallus.n 

2. 1\Jy older brother climbs through a window in our hallway 
and gets in to our apartment. He commands that someone bring 
him a sword because he wants to kill me. I beat him to it and I 
slay him." 

Thus, '"'e see how the central father conflict emerges more and 
more clearly, ·without any special effort on my part, but solely as 
a result of correct resistance analysis. 

Repeated stagna tions occurred in this phase, and there ,,·ere 
loud exclamations of distrust concerning the analysis. No"· the 
resistance 'vas tied up 'vith the question of remuneration: he 
doubted my honesty. Doubt and distrust ahvays cropped up 
'vhen he came close to his antipathy to,vard the father, the cas
tration complex, and the murder fantasy. True, the resistances 
son1ctitnes tnasked themselves behind feminine devotedness, but 
it ,,·as no Ionger difficult to dra'v them out of their concealment. 

After a five-v~·eek vacation, "'e resumed the analysis. Because 
his parcnts '\\·cre ~nvay on a trip and he ,,·as afraid to stay alone, 
the patient, 'vho had not taken a vacation, had lived "~ith a friend 
<htring th is tin1c. 'T'hcrc had been no letu p in his anxiety sta tes; 
on th<' contrary, they had becotne very se\'ere after n1y depar
t ure. In this conncct.ion he told tne that as a child he had al\\·ays 
hc('ll afraid ,,·hen his n1other '''ent a'''av that he had ah,·avs 

I 1 • 

,,·antt'd to ha\'c her "·ith hin1 and 'ras angry ,,·ith his father ''"hen 
hc took her to t he thca tcr or to a concert. 

"l'hus, it ,,·a~ fairl~ rlear that, alongside thc negative father 
t r.tnsft'r<.'JH e. ht· had realized a strong, affectionate n1other trans-
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ference. Comparing the situation during the vacation '\vith the sit
uation in the months before my departure, the patient said he 
had feit quite 'vell and secure with me. This shows that the 
mother transference had been presen t from the very beginning, 
alongside the reactive passive-feminine attitude. He hirnself de
duced that he feit as sheltered with me as he feit with his mother. 
I did not go into this communication any further, for the affec
tionate mother transference was not causing any trouble then. It 
'vas still premature for an analysis of the mother relationship 
and, as a result of the interruption, his reactive-feminine father 
transference 'vas again as strong as ever. He spoke in a meek 
and submissive manner, as he had done at the beginning of the 
analysis, and his communications were again focused upon his 
relationship to his mother. 

On the third and fourth day after we had resumed the analy
sis, he had t'\'O dreams which contained the incest desire, his in
fantile attitude toward his mother, and his womb fantasy. In 
connection with these dreams, the patient remernbered scenes 
which he had experienced with his mother in the bathroom. She 
had 'vashed him until he was twelve years old, and he could 
never understand why his school friends teased him about this. 
Then he remernbered his childhood fear of criminals who might 
force their way into the apartment and murder him. Thus, the 
analysis had already brought to the surface the infantile anxiety
hysteria, without any interpretations or suggestions along these 
lines. A deeper analysis of the dreams was avoided, because the 
remainder of his behavior was again marked by deceptive tend-. 
enc1es. 

The dreams of the following night were even more distinct: 
1. ul am hiking through the Arnbrechtthal (the site of our 

summer vacations when I was five and six) with the intent of re
freshing my childhood impressions. Suddenly, I come to a Zarge 
place, to leave which one has to go through a castle. The door
keeper, who is a woman, opens the gate for me and explains that 
I cannot visit the castle at this time. I reply that this is not my in
tention; I merely toant to go through the castle to get into open 
country. The owner of the castle appears, an elderly lady who 
seeks to find favor with me flirtatiously. I want to withdraw, but 
suddenly notice that I have forgotten my key (which opens my 
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suitcase and also appears to be of great importance to me 
otherwise) in the private cofje1· of the lady of the castle. Un
pleasant feeling, which soon passes, however, for the coffer is 
opened and the key is given back to me." 

2. ui am called by my mother, who lives on the floor above 
mine. I seize a newspaper, form it into a penis, and go to my 
mother. 

3. ui am in a Zarge hall in the company of my cousin and her 
mother. Afy cousin, who causes a tingle of delight in me, is clad 
solely in a shift. I, too. I embrace her. It strikes me that I am 
suddenly considerably smaller than she, for my penis is only 
halfu'a)' up her thighs. I have an involuntary ejaculation and feel 
terribly ashamed because I fear that this will cause stains on my 
shift which might be easily noticed." 

He hirnself recognizes his mother in the cousin. 'Vith respect 
to his nudity, he remernbered that he never undressed in his at
tempts at sexual intercourse. He had a vague fear _of doing so. 

Thus, the incest fantasy (parts 2 and 3) and the castration 
anxiety (part 1) 1vere revealed quite clearly. 'Vhy did he censor 
so little? In vie'v of his barefaced diversions, I did not give any 
interpretations, nor did I make any effort to get the patient to 
produce further communications or associations. On the other 
hand, I did not interrupt the patient's associations. I "·anted this 
subject to deYelop further and, most important of all, I did not 
zvant anything to happen until the next transference resistance 
had emerged and had been eliminated. 

It ,,·asn't long in making its appearance, and it ,~;as touched 
off by a ren1ark, 'vhich I had made inYoluntarily and against my 
better judgment, relating to the second dream. I called his atten
tion to the fact that once before he had had a drean1 about a 
paper penis. lt ,,·as a needless observation. Not"·ithstanding the 
unan1higuous manifest content of the dream, he reacted to it de
fensively in his usual ,,·ay. He sa,,· my point, he said, "but ... " 
On thc night follo,,·ing this incident, he had a violent attack of 
a nxiety and had t,,·o drean1s: the first related to his "n1oney re
sistance" (transferrcd castration anxiety); the second re,·ealed 
thr fJrirnal srt·nc for tlu· first ti1ne_, "·hich_, "·hen all ,,·as said and 
done, n1otivated the nlOIH.\Y resistance. 

1. ~~I a rn sta n ding in fro1l t of an arn use1nen t sta 11 d in the rnidst 
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of a Zarge crou•d at the Prater. Suddenly) I notice that a man 
standing behind me is trying to purloin my wallet from my back 
packet. I reach for my wallet and prevent the theft at the last 
moment. 

2. ai am riding in the rear car of a train in a part of the coun
try south of W örther See. At a curve I suddenly notice that an
other t'rain is coming toward me on the single-line streich of rail
road. There seems to be no way of averting the catastrophe; to 
save myself) I jump from the platform." 

This dream made it quite clear that I had been right in not in
terpreting his incest dreams. A latent but strong resistance was in 
front of it. vVe also see that the resistance dream was intimately 
related to his infantile anxiety (fear of castration, fear of the pri
ma! scene). Between the ages of three and six, he had spent his 
summer vactions at Wörther See. 

No associa tions came to mind wi th reference to the dream. 
Relating the man in the first dream to myself, I once again fo
cused the discussion upon his entire attitude, his suppressed fear 
of me and his concealed distrust in the matter of remuneration, 
'vithout, for the time being, touching upon the connection with 
the fear of catastrophes. In the second dream, I singled out only 
the "unavoidable catastrophe." We of course already knew, I 
told him, that for him money meant protection against catas
trophes, and he feared I could deprive him of this protection. 

He did not admit this immediately (indeed, he appeared to be 
shocked at the idea that he might conceive of me as a thief), but 
he did not reject it either. During the next three days, he pro
duced dreams in which he assured me of his devotion and trust. I 
also appeared as his mother. There was also a new element: his 
molher as a man; she appeared in the dream as a Japanese. We 
didn't understand this element until many months later, when the 
meaning of his childhood fantasies about the Russo-J apanese 
War became clear. The Russian represented the father; the Japa
nese, because of his slight stature represented the mother. His 
mother, moreover, had worn Japanese pajamas at that time: the 
molher in pants. He made repeated slips, referring, e.g., to 
"mother's penis." Even his "school friend" who appeared in 
some dreams represented his cousin, who resembled his mother. 

However, the clear incest dreams were resistance dreams, the 
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intent of which was to conceal his fear of woman (having a 
penis). 

From this point on-for about six weeks-the analysis fol
lo\\·ed a strange zigzag course: dreams and communications re
lating to his money resistance alternating with dreams 'vhich re
vealed his Ionging for the mother, the mother as a man, the 
dangeraus father, and the mostdiverse variations of the castration 
anxiety. In my interpretations, I always proceeded from his 
money resistance ( = castration anxiety) and, using this as a 
base, continued to deepen the analysis of the infantile situation. 
This \\"as quite easy since the infantile material was always inti
mately connected with the transference situation. Of course all 
the childhood fears and desires which now emerged did not ap
pear in the transference, 'vhich was brought to a head more and 
more every day. (At this time, the salient feature of the transfer
ence '''as the castration anxiety.) Only the core of the infantile 
situation had appeared in the transference resistance. Since I had 
a secure feeling that the analysis 'vas proceeding cortectly, I had 
no misgivings about reserving the deep content interpretations 
for the proper time. Instead, I consistently worked on his fear of 
me by always relating it to his fear of his father. 

It was my intention, by 'vorking through and eliminating as 
thoroughly as possible the transferred father resistance, to pene
trate to his childhood incest fantasies. In this \\~'ay I "·ould re
ceive them relatively free of resistance and be able to interpret 
them. Thus, I hoped to prevent the wasting of my main inter
pretations. For the time being, therefore, I made no effort to in
tcrpr~t the incest material which flo,ved ever more clearly and 
con1 pactl y from the unconscious . 

. At the beginning of this phase, the topographical stratification 
of the resistance ancl of the material 'vas as follo\\·s: 

I. Thc Castration anxiety, in the form of his money resistance, 
occu pied the top layer. 

2. He continually sought to \\'ard this off by means of his 
fentinine hehavior to\\·ard tne· but this 'ras no lono-er so easv for 

' b • 

hin1 as it had heen in the beginning. 
~~. Tbc fctninine hehavior concealed a sadistic-aggressive atti

tudt• toward n1e (towan.l his father) and ''"as accon1panied by 
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4. a deep affectionate attachment to the mother, which was 
also transferred to me. 

5. Connectecl ·w·ith this ambivalent behavior, which was con
centrated in the transference resistance, were the incest desires, 
the fear of masturbation, hisIonging for the womb, and the great 
fear stetnming from the pritnal scene, all of which appeared in 
his dreams but ,,·ere not interpreted. Only his intent to deceive 
and its motives, the fear of an antipathy toward the father, were 
interpreted. 

This situation, "·hich of course had been latently present from 
the very beginning but had not become concentrated in all points 
until no,,~ (above all, in the transference of the castration anxi
ety) , developed in the follo\\·ing wa y. 

In the fifth month of the analysis he had his first incestuous 
masturbation anxiety dream: 

((I am in a room. A young woman with a round face is sitting 
at a piano. I see only the upper part of her bodyJ for the piano 
conceals the 1·est of her body. I hear the voice of my analyst be
side me: (You seeJ this is the cause of your neurosis.' I feel my
self being drazvn closer to the womanJ am suddenly overwhelmed 
by fear and scream loudly." 

On the previous day, in reference to a dream, I had told him, 
"You see, this is one of the causes of your neurosis," by which I 
mean t his chilclish beha vior, his demand to be loved and cared 
for .. :\s if the patient hacl kno\vn the true cause of his neurosis, 
he connected this "statement of the preceding day" with his re
pressed ma.sturbation anxiety. The masturbation idea was again 
associated ,,·ith the incest idea. He woke up in a state of fear. 
There ,,·as a good reason for the fact tha t the lower part of the 
,,;oman's body "\\·as concealed. (Representation ·of the aversion to 
the female genital.) 

Ho,vever, since his resistance was still at its height and nothing 
occurred to him wi th respect to the dream, I dicl not pursue the 
subject. 

The patient subsequently had a dream in which a "naked fam
ily," father, mother, and child, were clasped by an enormous 
snake. 

Another dream ran as follows: 
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I. al am lying in bed; my analyst is sitting beside me. He says 
to me: 'Now I will show you the cause of your neurosis.' I cry 
out in fear (not only fear, perhaps with a trace of voluptuousness) 
and almostlose consciousness. He repeats that he will analyze mein 
our bathroom. I am pleasantly taken with this idea. It is dark as 
we open the door to the bathroom." 

2. ai am walhing with my mother through a woods. I notice 
that 1ve are being pursu.ed by a robber. I notice a revolver in my 
mother's dress and I take it into my possession to shoot down the 
robber when he gets closer. Walking at a rapid pace, we reach an 
inn. The robber is hard on our heels as we climb up the steps. I 
fire a shot at him. H o1vever, the bullet is transformed into a 
banknote. We are safe for the time being, but I am not sure 
1ohether the robber, who is sitting in the lobby, still has evil in
tentions. To put him in a good humor, I give him another bank

note."'' 
That I made the right move in not going into these clear 

dreams '\Vas confirmed by the fact that the patient, who already 
had sufficient analytic knowledge, made no reference 'vhatever to 
the figure of the robber. Nor '\vas he able to come up ,,~ith any 
associations. Either he said nothing or he spoke excitedly about 
the "Iarge sums of money" '\vhich he had to pay and about his 
doubts as to 'vhether the analysis would help him, etc. 

There could be no doubt, of course, that this resistance "·as 
also directed against the discussion of the incest material, but an 
interpretation to this effect ,,~ould not have served any purpose. I 
had to '\vait for a suitable opportunity to interpret his money anx
iety as phaiius anxiety. 

In the first part of the robber dream it is said that I an1 going 
to analyzc hin1 in the hathroom. It came out later that he felt saf
cst in the hathroon1 '"hen he masturbated. In the second part of 
the drean1, I (the father) appeared as a robber ( = castrator). 
rJ'hus. his C01lff'n1porary resisfance (distrust due tO 111011ey) 'lL'QS 

intitnatcly related to the old 1nasturbation anxiety (castration 
a nx ic ty) . 

'\'ith respcct. to the sccond part of the dre~un, I told hin1 that 
hc 'ras afraid I 111i14ht hurt hin1, that I tnight endangcr his Iife. 
l T nronsriously, h<n,·e,·cr. it "'as his father he '"as afraid of. .~\fter 
sonH' oppositilHl, ht' arceptcd this interprctation and, in this 
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connection, he hirnself began to discuss his exaggerated friendli
ness. He required very little help in this. He recognized the 
meaning of his obsequious attitude to,vard his boss as an expres
sion of a vague fear of being blamed for something. Nor were 
other people to notice that he sneered at them in secret. The 
more he succeeded in objectifying and unmasking his character, 
the more free and more open he became, both in and outside the 
anal ysis .. A.lready he ven tured to offer cri ticism and began to be 
ashamed of his former mode of behavior. For the first time he 
be.{!an to sense the neurotic character trait as something alien. 
This, ho,\·ever, also marked the first success of the character 
analysis; the character had been analyzed. 

The money resistance continued. Without the least bit of help 
from me, the deepest layer of material, the fear for his penis, 
began to appear in his dreams more and more clearly in connec
tion \\·ith the primal scene. 

This fact has to be especially emphasized: when the analysis 
of the character resistance is carried out in a systematic and con
sistent manner, it is not necessary to make a special effort to ob
tain the infantile material pertaining to it. It emerges of its own 
accord, al\\·ays more clearly and always more closely connected 
'vith the contemporary resistance, provided, naturally, that this 
process has not been disturbed by premature interpretations of 
the childhood material. The less effort that is made to penetrate 
to the childhood sphere and the more accurately the contempo
rary resistance material is 'vorked through, the more rapidly the 
infantile material is reached. 

This was again proven when he dreamed, after the interpreta
tion, that he was afraid of being hurt. He dreamed that he was walk
ing past a chicken farm and sa'v how a chicken was killed. A 
'vornan also lay stretched out on the ground, and another woman 
stuck a large fork into her a number of times. Then he em
braced one of his female co-workers; his phallus was halfway up 
her thighs and he had an involuntary ejaculation. 

Since his money resistance had grown somewhat weaker, an 
attempt \\·as made to analyze this dream. With respect to the 
chicken farm, he \\·as now able tö remernher that as a child he 
had often witnessed animals in the act of copulation during his 
summer vacations in the country. We had no way of knowing at 
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this time ,\·hat meaning the detail "summer in the country" had. 
He identified the first woman as his mother, but had no way of 
explaining her position in the dream. 

Ho,vever, he was able to teil us more about the involuntary 
ejaculation. He was convinced that he appeared as a child in the 
dream. He remernbered that he liked to and was in the habit of 
pressing hirnself against warnen until he ejaculated involuntarily. 

It appeared to me to be a good sign that this intelligent patient 
did not offer an interpretation, despite the fact that everything 
lay before him in a rather transparent state. If, prior to the anal
ysis of his resistances, I had interpreted symbols or essential con
tents of the unconscious, he would have immediately accepted 
these interpretations for reasons of resistance, and we 'vould 
have leaped from one chaotic situation into another. 

Through my interpretation of his fear of being injured, the 
analysis of his character had been brought into full swing. For 
days on end there was no trace of his money resistance; he dis
cussed his infantile behavior at great length, and produced one 
example after another of his "cov~·ardly" and "furtive" 'vay of 
doing things, "·hich no'v he 'vholeheartedly condemned. I made 
an effort to persuade him that his father's influence had been 
chießy responsible for this. Here, however, I encountered the 
most passionate opposition. He still lacked the courage to speak 
critirally of his father. 

Sametime after this, he again dreamed about that subject be
hind 'vhich I surmised the primal scene: 

((I am standing along the shore of the ocean. A number of 
Zarge polar bears are romping about in the 1vater. Suddenly they 
berome restless. I see the back of a gigantic fish emerging. The 
fish pursues one of the polar bears, upon 1olzich lze inflicts inju
rif~s by ter1·ible bites. Finally, tlze fish turns a1oay from tlze rnor
tally ll'oundcd bear. H oroever, the fish itself has been severely 
1l'Ounded; a strea1n of blood slzoots out of its gills as it struggles 
to brea the.n 

I rall his attention to the fact that his drean1s ah,·ays have a 
cruel chararter. He responded to this and "·ent on for sevcral 
sessions to teil about thc sexual fantasies he had 'rhile tnastur
hatin~ and thc <TU!'l acts he had indulged in until the age of pub
crty. I had hin1 \\Titc thetn do\\·n after they had been analyzed. 
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:\lmost all of them ,,·ere detem1ined by the "sadistic conception 
of the sexual act." 

" (Three to five years old) . At the summer resort I acciden
tall y ,,;i tness ho"· pigs are sla ughtered. I hear the squealing of the 
ani1nals and see the blood spurting from their bodies, which have 
a ,,·hite gleam in the darkness. I feel a deep sensation of plea
sure. 

"(Four to six years old) . The idea of slaughtering animals, es
pecially horses, evokes a sensation of deep pleasure in me. 

"(Five to eleven years old) . I very much like to play with tin 
soldiers. I stage battles 'vhich al,v·ays end up in hand-to-hand 
fighting. In this, I press the borlies of the soldiers against one an
other. The soldiers 'vhich I favor overpo,4:er the enemy. 

"(Six to tl4:elve years old) . I press nvo ants tagether in such a 
,,·ay that they fasten upon one another with their nippers. Thus 
locked into one another, these tl\·o insects are forced to fight to 
the death. I also engineer battles bet,veen two different colanies 
of ants by sprinkling sugar in the area between their hills. This 
lures the insects from their hostile camps and causes them to en
gage in regular battles. It also affords me pleasure to imprison a 
,,·asp and a fly in a 'vater glass. After a while, the wasp pounces 
upon the fly and bites off its ''"ings, legs, and head, in that order. 

" (T"·elve to fourteen years old) . I keep a terrarium and Iike 
to observe ho''" the males and the females engage in the sexual 
act. I like to observe the same thing in the chicken yard; it also 
gives me pleasure to see the stronger cocks drive away the 
,,·eaker ones. 

" (Eight to sixteen years old) . I like to scuffie 'vith the house
maid. In later years, I usually lifted the girls up, carried them to 
a bed, and thre,,· them down on it. 

" (Five to tl\·elve years old) . I like to play with trains. I run 
my little trains throughout the apartment, whereby tunnels im
provised out of boxes, stools, etc., are gone through. In this, I 
also attempt to imitate the sound of the locomotive as it builds 
up steam and picks up speed. 

"(Fifteen years old; masturbation fan tasies ). I am alroays an 
onlooker. The "·oman defends herself against the man} 'vho, in 
many instances, is considerably smaller than she is. After a 
struggle of some duration, the U'oman is overpowered. Brutally, 
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the man clutches at her breasts, thighs, or hips. Neither the male 
nor female genital nor the sexual act itself is ever part of the fan
tasy. At the moment that the woman ceases to offer resistance, I 
have an orgasm." 

The t\vo major aspects of the situation at this time \vere: (I) 
he \vas ashamed of his cowardice; (2) he remem bered his past 
sadism. The analysis of the fantasies and acts which are summar
ized above lasted until the end of the treatment. He became 
much freer in the analysis, bolder and more aggressive; but his 
behavior was still characterized by fear. His states of anxiety 
\vere not as frequent, but they al,vays reappeared with the money 
resistance. 

Here again we can be assured that the chief object in produc
ing the genital-incest material was to conceal the infantile sad
ism, even though, at the same time, it represented an attempt to 
move to,vard a genital-object cathexis. But his genital strivings 
\vere imbued with sadism and, economically, it \Vas important to 
extract them from their entanglement \Vith the sadistic impulses. 

At the beginning of the sixth month of the analysis, the first 
opportunity presented itself to interpret his fear for the penis. It 
\vas in connection with the follo,ving dream: 

I. "I am lying on a sofa in an open field (at the summer 
t·esort! ). One of the girls whom I know comes tou•ard me and 
lies on top of me. I get her under me and attempt to have inter
course. I get an erection, but I notice that my phallus is too short 
to complete the sexual act. I am very sad about this. 

2. ((I am reading a drama. The characters: three ]apanese
fatheT, mother, and a four-year-old child. I sense that this play 
1l'ill have a tragic ending. I am deeply moved by the role of the 
child." 

For the first time, an attempt to have intercourse appeared as 
a n1anifest part of a dream. The second part, \\·hich alludes to 
the primal scene (four years old) , \\'as not analyzed. In continu
ously discussing his CO\\'ardice and timidity, he hin1self began to 
speak ahout his penis. I took this opportunity to point out that 
his fear of heing injurcd and cheated, etc., referred in actual fact 
to his genital. \Vhy and of \\·hon1 he \\'as afraid 'rere not yet clis
cussed. Nor ,,·as any efiort tnade to interpret the real nteaning of 
thc fcar. l~hc cx pla na tion secn1ed plausible to hin1, bu t no"· he 
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feil into the clutches of a resistance '\•;hich lasted for s1x v;eeks 
ancl u:as based on a passive-feminine homosexual defense against 
the castration anx iety. 

It '\•:as the follo,,·ing ,.;hich told me that he ,,·as in a fresh state 
of resistance: he did not rebel openly, expressed no doubt, but 
again became excessi,·ely polite, docile, and obedient. His 
dreams. ,,·hich had become shorter, clearer, and less frequent 
during the analysis of the previous resistance, ,,·ere again as they 
had been at the beginning-long and confused. His states of 
anxiety ,,·ere again very prevalent and intense. But he did not 
voice any doubts about the analysis. The hereditary idea also 
cropped up again, and in this connection his doubts about the 
analysis 1.•:ere expressed in a veiled manner. "-\.5 he had done at 
the beginning of the analysis, he again enacted a raped ,,·oman. 
The passive-homosexual attitude ,,·as also dominant in his 
dreams. He no Ionger had any dreams involving coitus or an in
voluntary ejaculation. Hence, ,,,.e see that, non,·ithstanding the 
ad,·anced stage of the analysis of his character, the old character 
resistance immediateb: assumed i ts full force ,,·hen a ne,,· laver of . . 
his unconscious--this time the most crucial layer for his charac-
ter, i.e., the castration anxiety-moved into the forefront of the 
analysis . 

. A.ccordingly, the analysis of the ne,,· resistance did not go into 
the phallus anxiety, the point at ,,·hich the resistance had been 
aroused. Instead, I again referred to his attitude as a ,,·hole. 
Throughout six full ,,·eeks the analysis ,,·as taken up almost ex
clusively ,,·ith the consistent interpretation of his behavior as a 
defense against danger. Every detail of his conduct ,,·as exam
ined from this perspective and impressed upon him again and 
again, gradually moving fon•;ard to the central motive of his be
havior, the phallus anxiety. 

The patien t made repeated efforts to sli p a,,·ay from me 
through "analytic sacrifices'' of infantile material, but I consist
ently interpreted the meaning of this procedure also. Gradually, 
the situation came to a head. He feit like a ,,·oman to,,·ard me, 
told me so, and added that he also sensed sexual excitations in 
the region of the perineum. I explained the nature of this trans
ference phenomenon. He construed my attempt to explain his 
behavior to him as a reproach, felt guilty) and u·anted to expiate 
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his guilt through feminine devotion. For the time being, I did not 
enter into the deeper meaning of this behavior, namely that he 
identified with the mother because he was afraid to be the man 
(i.e., the father) . 

Among other things, he now produced the following confir-
matory dream: 

11I meet a young chap at the Prater and get into a conversation 

with him. He appears to misconstrue one of my statements and 

remarks that he is willing to give hirnself to me. In the meantime) 

we have reached my apartment; the young man lies down in my 

father's bed. I find his underwear very distasteful." 

In the analysis of this dream, I could again trace the feminine 
transference back to the fa ther. In associa tion wi th this dream, 
he remernbered that there had been a time in his masturbation 
fantasies when he had had the desire to be a woman and also 
had had fantasies in which he was a woman. The "dirty under
\Vear'' led to the analysis of the anal activities and hab~ts (toilet 
ceremonies) which related to his behavior. Another character 
trai t, his punctiliousness, was also clarified. 

Finall y, the resistance had been resolved; in the process, both 
i ts old form and i ts erogenous, anal basis had been discussed. 
Now I went a step further in the interpretation of his character: I 
explained the connection between his submissive attitude and his 
"female fantasy," telling him that he behaved in a feminine, i.e., 
exaggera tedl y fai thful and devoted, manner beca use he \vas afraid 
to be a n1an. And I added tha t the analysis 'vould have to go into 
thc reasons for his fear to be a man (in his sense of the ""ord: 
brave, open, honest, proud) . 

Almost as an ans,ver to this, he produced a short dream in 
\vhich the castration anxiety and the primal scene \\"ere again 
consptcuous: 

((I am at nty cousin's) an attractive young 1ooman [the 1nother, 
\V. R.]. Sud d e nl )' I h a ve t h e s e n s a 6 o n t hat I a rn m y o 10 11 gr an d

falht'r. I arn grifJjJcd by an opp1·essive despondency. At thc sarne 

tz~n1e I .wnnehon• havc the feeling that I atn the center of a stellar 

'vstrrn and that jJlanets are Tevolving a1·ou11d nze. At the sanze 

tirnc (still in lht· drcarn) I suppress nzy fear and arn all1lO)'Cd at 
Tll)' ~et·al\nt•ss.'' 

'I'hc Inost itnportant dctail of this incest dream is his appear-
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ance in it as hü 01L'n grandfather. '"'e 'vere immediately agreed 
that his fear of having a hereditary taint played an important role 
here. It 'ras clear that, identifying hirnself with the father, he 
fantasized being his o'vn procreator, i.e., having intercourse with 
his n1other; but this ,~:as not discussed untillater. 

He ''Tas of the opinion that the planetary system "\vas an allu
sion to his egotism, i.e., "everything revolves around me." I sur
mised tha t there 'vas something deeper at the bottom of this idea, 
namely the primal scene, but I made no mention of it . 

. A.fter the Christmas vacation, he went on for several days 
speaking almost exclusively about his egotism, about his desire to 
be a child ''yho is loved by everyone-at the same time realizing 
that he hirnself neither "Tanted to Iove nor was able to Iove. 

I sho"·ed him the connection between his egotism and his fear 
for his adored ego and his penis, 7 whereu pon he had the follow
ing dream, giving me, as it were, a glimpse of the infantile 
ground,vork: 

I. ui am completely nude and regard my penis~ which is 
bleeding at the tip. Tu-'o girls are walhing away; I am sad be
cause I assume that they will hold me in contempt due to the 
smallness of my penis. 

2. ui am smoking a cigarette with a holder. I remove the holder 
and notice with astonishment that it is a cigar holder. As I put 
the cigarette back into my mouth~ the mouthpiece breaks o[J. I 
feel disturbed." 

Thus, 'vithout my having clone anything, the castration idea 
began to assume definite forms. Now he interpreted the dreams 
without my assistance, and he produced an abundance of mate
rial on his aversion to the female genital and on his fear of 
tauehing his penis with his hand and of having someone eise 
touch it. The second dream is clearly a matter of an oral fantasy 
(cigar holder). It occurred to him that he desired everything 

about a \Vornan (most of all the breast) except the genital, and in 
this 'vay he came to speak of his oral fixation on the mother. 

I explained to him that mere awareness of the genital anxiety 

7 In view of the total picture at this point, perhaps some psychologists will 
understand why we analysts cannot acknowledge the inferiority complex as an 
absolute agent: because the real problern and the real work begin precisely 
at that point at which it ceases for Alfred Adler. 
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was not much help. He had to find out why he had this anxiety. 
After this explanation, he again dreamed about the primal scene, 
not realizing that he had entered into my question: 

((I am behind the last car of a standing train right at a fork in 
the tracks. A second train travels past and I am sandwiched be
tween the two trains." 

Before continuing the description of the analysis itself, I must 
mention here that, in the seventh month of the treatment, after 
the dissolution of his passive-homosexual resistance, the patient 
made a courageaus effort to involve hirnself with women. I had 
no knowledge of this whatever-he told me about it later, in 
passing. He followed a girl and carried out his intentions in this 
way: in the park he pressed hirnself against her, had a strong 
erection, and an involuntary ejaculation. The anxiety states 
gradually ceased. It did not occur to him to engage in sexual in
tercourse. I called his attention to this and told him that he '\\"as 
evidently afraid to have coitus. He declined to admit th~s, using the 
lack of opportunity as an excuse. Finally, however, he too vvas 
struck by the infantile nature of his sexual activity. Naturally, he 
had dreams in which this kind of sexual activity 'vas depicted. 
Now he remernbered that as a child he had pressed hirnself 
against his mother in this same way. 

The incest theme with which, in the hope of diverting me, he 
had begun the analysis, reappeared, but this time it v~·as fairly 
free of resistance-at any rate, free of secondary motives. Thus, 
there was a parallel between the analysis of his demeanor during 
the analytic session and the analysis of his outside experiences. 

Again and again he refused to accept the interpretation that 
he had really desired his mother. In the course of seven months, 
the material '\vhich he had produced in confirmation of this de
sire \\'as so clear, the connections-as he hirnself admitted
'vcre so evident, that I marle no effort to persuade him, but 
hegan, instead, to analyze 'vhy he '\'as afraid to avo\\' this desire. 

These qucstions had been simultaneously discussed in connec
tion ,,.i th his penis anxiety, and no'v '\'e had t'\'O problen1s to 
solve: 

I. lVI,at n•as thc ,,tiolog)' of the castration anxiety1 
2. TJ'In•, notn·ithstanding conscious agree112ent.. did he refuse 

to arrrjJt tlu· sf•nsrtolls incest Iove? 
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From no'",. on, the analysis advanced rapidly in the direction 
of the primal scene. This phase began '"·i th the follo'"·ing dream: 
((I am in the hall of a royal palace u·here the king and his retinue 

are gathered. I ridicule the king. His attendant.s pounce upon me. 
I am throu·n dou·n and feel that mortal cuts are inflicted upon 
me. 1\fy corpse is carried au·ay. SuddenlyJ it seem.s as if I u:ere 
still alive, but I keep still so as not to undeceive the tu•o grave
diggers, u·ho take me for dead. A thin layer of earth lies on top 
of me, and breathing becomes difficult. I make a movement 
u·hich catches the eyes of the gravediggers. I keep myself from 
being detected by not moving. Someu·hat later I am liberated. 
Once again I force my u·ay into the royal palaceJ a terrible u·eapon 
in each handJ perhap.s thunderbolts. I kill everyone u·ho gets in my 
u•ay." 

It seemed to him that the idea of the gravediggers must have 
something to do ,,;ith his fear of catastrophes, and no,,· I ,,·as 
able to sho'"" him that these t'\\"O fears, the hereditary idea and 
the penis anxiety, related to one and the same thing. It '"·as very 
likely, I added, that the dream reproduced the childhood scene 
from '"·hich the penis anxiety originated. 

'Vith respect to the dream, it struck him that he pretended to 
be "dead," that he remained still in order not to be detected. 
Then, he recalled that, in his masturbation fantasies, he ''?as 
usually the onlooker. And he hirnself posed the question 'vhether 
he might have '"·itnessed "such a thing" bet'""een his parents. He 
immediately rejected this possibility, ho,,·ever, arguing that he 
had never slept in his parents' bedroom. Naturally, this greatly 
disappointed me, for, on the basis of his dream material, I '""as 
convinced that he had actually '"·itnessed the prima! scene. 

I, too, pointed out the inconsistency and asserted that one 
m us t not allo'". oneself to be pu t off so easil y-the anal ysis 
,,·ould clarify the situation in due course. In the very same ses
sion, the patient feit fairly sure that he must have seen a certain 
maid tagether '"·ith her friend. Then it occurred to him that there 
'"·ere t'\\"O other occasions '':hen he might have eavesdropped on 
his parents. He remernbered that, ,,·hen guests '""ere visiting, his 
bed '"·as pushed into his parents' bedroom. On summer holidays 
in the countryJ moreover, he had slept in the same room '"·ith his 
parents until he ,..,·as of school age. There '\\"as also the represen-
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tation of the primal scene through the killing of chickens (rural 
scene), and the many dreams about Ossiacher See and \Vörther 
See, 'vhere he had often spent his summer vacations. 

In this connection, he again spoke about his acting out at the 
beginning of the analysis and about the states of nocturnal anxiety 
which he had experienced in childhood. One of the details of this 
anxiety \\'as clarified here. He \Vas afraid of a white female figure 
ernerging from bet,veen the curtains. Now he remernbered that, 
'vhen he screamecl at nights, his mother used to come to his bed 
in her nightgown. Unfortunately, the element, "someone behind 
the curtains," was never clarified. 

Evidently, however, we had ventured too far into forbidden 
terri tory in this session. That night, he had a resistance dream 
'\vhose content was clearly derisive: 

"I am standing on a pier and am on the verge of boarding a 
steamship, as the companion, it turns out_. of a mental patient. 
Suddenly the 1ohole operation appears to me to be a spectacle in 
1ohich I have been assigned a definite role. On the narrow plank 
"lL'hich Ieads from the pier to the steamer, I have to repeat the 
same thing th'ree times-which I do." 

He hirnself interpreted the boarding of the steamer as a desire 
for coitus, but I directed his attention to an element of the dream 
'vhich had greater contemporary importance, namely the "play 
acting." His having to repeat the same thing three times ,,~as a 
mocking allusion to my consistent interpretations. He admitted 
that he had often been quietly amused at my efforts. lt also oc
curred to him that he had in mind to call on a "'oman and to en
gage in the sexual act three times-"to please me," I told him. 
Bu t I also explained to him that this resistance had a deeper con
tent, namely the '\Varding off of his coital intentions out of fear of 
the sexual act. 

On thc follo,ving night, he again had the n\·o complen1entary 
dreatns: hon1osexual surrender and coital anxiety. 

I. ~~I nu,ct a young chap on the street ll'ho belongs to the 
lou't'r classes, but 1oho has a healthy, vigoraus appea1·ance. I 
lun)(' thc ft-,l'ling that Iu, is ph)'Sicall')' stronger than I_, and I C1l

dca110r t o ga in h is fa1'0r. 

2. ({I go on a ski triJ} 1uith the husband of ont' oj 712)' cousi11s. 
JVc art' in a 1lll1T07l' Juus 7.L'hich drops do7L'1l precipitately. I ex-
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amine the snov} and find it sticky. Iremark that the terrain is not 
ve1)' suitable for skiing-one would often have to take a spill on 
going dou,n. As u.1e continue our trip, we come to a road which 
runs along the declivity of a mountain. On a sharp curve, I lose a 
ski, ll)hich falls over the p1·ecipice." 

He did not, ho,\·ever, go into this dream. Instead he took up 
the question of "remuneration"; he had to pay so much and had 
no idea \vhether it "\vould do him any good. He was very dissatis
fied, ,\·as again afraid-and more of the same. 

It "\\·as no difficult matter no'v to show him the connection be
t"\\"een the money resistance and the nonresolved coitus anxiety 
and genital anxiety-and to overcome this resistance. He could 
also be sho,vn the deeper intentions of his feminine surrender: 
when he app,·oached a woman, he became afraid of the conse- v· 
quences and became a 1voman himself, i.e., became homosexual '\ 
and passive in cha1·acter. As a matter of fact, he understood very 
"\\·eil that he had madehirnself into a "\vornan, but he was at a lass 
to explain \\·hy and "\vhat he was afraid of. It was clear to him 
that he '\vas afraid of sexual intercourse. But, then, what could 
possibl y ha ppen to him? 

No'v he devoted his full attention to this question. Instead of 
discussing his fear of the father, ho,vever, he talked about his 
fear of 'vomen. In the anxiety-hysteria of his childhood, the 
"\roman "\\·as also an object to be feared. From first to last, instead 
of a ,\·oman's genital, he spoke of a "woman's penis." Until the 
age of puberty he had believed that the woman "\vas made in the 
same "\\·ay as the man. He hirnself was able to see a connection 
bet"\veen this idea and the primal scene, the reality of which he 
"\\·as now firmly convinced. 

At the end of the seventh month of the analysis, he had a 
dream in "\vhich he sa'v ho'v a girl lifted her skirt so that her un
der,vear "\Vas visible. He turned away as someone "who sees 
something "\Vhich he isn't supposed to see.'' No'v I feit that the 
time had come to teil him that he was afraid of the female geni- . 
talia because it Iooked like an incision, a wound. On seeing it for X 
the first time, he must have been terribly shocked. He found my 
explanation plausible, for his feelings to"\vard the female genitalia 
"\vere a mixture of disgust and antipathy; fear "\vas aroused in him. 
He had no recollection of a real incident. 
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Now the situation 'vas this: 'vhereas the central element of his 
symptoms, the castration anxiety, had been worked through, it 
was still unresolved in its ultimate and deepest meaning because 
the more intimate, individual connections to the primal scene 
were missing; these connections had been disclosed but not ana
lytically assimilated. 

Another time, in a resistance-free period, as '\ve were discuss
ing these relationships and not achieving any tangible results, the 
patient mumbled to himself, "I must have been caught once." 
U pon closer questioning, he said that he had a feeling that he 
had once clone something 'vrong in a sneaky way and had been 
caught in the act. 

Now the patient remernbered that, even as a small boy, he had 
secretly rebelled against his father. He had ridiculed and made 
faces behind his father's back, while feigning obedience to his 
face. But this rebellion against the father had ceased completely 
in puberty. (Complete repression of the hatred of the_father out 
of fear of the father.) 

Even the hereditary-taint idea turned out to be a severe re
proach against the father. The complaint, u1 have a hereditary 
taint," meant: uMy father handicapped me in giving me birth." 
The analysis of the fantasies about the primal scene revealed that 
the patient fancied hirnself in the womb while his father , .. ras hav
ing intercourse 'vith his mother. The idea of being injured in the 
genitalia combined 'vith the 'vomb fantasy to form the notion 
that he had been castrated by the father in the lVomb. 

We can be brief in our description of the remainder of the 
analysis. It 'vas relatively free of resistance and , .. ·as clearly di
vided into two parts. 

The first part 'vas taken up '\vith the '\\rorking through of his 
childhood tnasturbation fantasies and the masturbation anxiety. 
For so1nc time, his castration anxiety , .. ras anchored in the fear of 
(or aversion to) the female genitalia. The "incision," the "\round," 

'vas not an easily refutable proof of the feasibility of castration. 
Finally, thc p~tticnt plucked up enough courage to n1asturbate, 
,,·hcrcupon thc anxiety states disappeared con1pletely, a proof 
that thc attacks of anxiety originated fron1 the Iibido stasis and 
not fron1 thc castra tion anxiety, for this anxiety continued. By 
,,·orking through additional infantile n1aterial, '\ye finally suc-
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ceeded in subduing the castration anxiety to such an extent as to 
enable him to attempt intercourse, 'vhich, as far as his erection 
'ras concerned, succeeded 'vell. Further sexual experiences with 
,,·omen brought out n\·o disturbances: he was orgastically impo
tent, i.e., he derived less sensual pleasure from coitus than he did 
from masturbation; and he had an indifferent, contemptuous at .. 
ti tucle to,,·ard the ,,·oman. There 'vas still a cleavage in the sexual 
impulse ben,·een tenderness and sensuality. 

The second phase ,,~as taken up with the analysis of his orgas
tic impotence and his infantile narcissism. As had always been 
his habit, he wanted everything from the woman, from the x 
mother, ,,.i thou t having to give anything in return. With great un
derstanding and even greater eagerness, the patient hirnself took 
the initiative in dealing with his disturbances. He objectified his 
narcissism, realized that it was a burden, and finally overcame it 
,,·hen the final remnant of his castration anxiety, which was anc .. 
hored in his im potence, had been resolved analytically. He was 
afraid of the orgasm; he thought the excitement it produced was x· 
harmful. 

The follo,ving dream 'vas the projection of this fear: 
"I am visiting an art gallery. One picture catches my eye-it is 

entitled 'Inebriated Tom.' It is a painting of a young handsome 
English soldier in the mountains. There is a storm. It appears 
that he has lost his way)· a skeleton hand has taken hold of his 

arm and appears to be leading him away) evidently a symbol that 
he is going to his doom. A painting 'Difficult Profession': also in 
the mountains) a man and a small boy plunge down an incline)· at 
the same time) a rucksack empties its contents. The boy is sur .. 
rounded by a whitish pap.'' 

The plunge represents the orgasm,s the whitish pap the 
sperm. The patient discussed the anxiety which, in puberty, he ... V 
experienced 'vhen he ejaculated and when he had an orgasm. His /" 
saclistic fantasies with regard to women were also thoroughly 
'\\·orked through. A few months Iater-it was then summer-he 
began a Iiaison with a young girl; the disturbances were consider .. 
a bl y milder. 

8 Cf. my discussion of the symbolism of the orgasm in The Function of the 
Orgasm. 
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The resolution of the transference did not offer any difficul
ties, because it had been systematically dealt with from the very 
beginning, both in its negative and in its positive aspects. He '\Vas 
happy to leave the analysis and was full of hope for the future. 

I saw the patient five times in the course of the next five years, 
full of health in both mind and body. His timidity and attacks of 
anxiety hacl wholly disappeared. He described hirnself as com
pletely cured and expressed his satisfaction that his personality 
had been cleansed of its servile and underhanded traits. Now he 
'vas able to face all difficulties courageously. His potency had in
creased since the termination of the analysis. 

4· SUMMARY 

Having arrived at the conclusion of our report, we become 
keenly aware of the inadequacies of language to depict analytic 
processes. N otwi thstanding these linguistic difficulties, '\Ve '\vant 
to outline at least the most salient features of character analysis 
in the hope of improving our understanding of it. Hence, Iet us . 
summar1ze: 

I. Our patient is the prototype of the passive-feminine char
acter who, regardless of wha t sym ptoms cause him to seek ana
lytic help, ahvays confronts us with the same kind of character 
resistance. He also offers us a typical exam ple of the mechanisrn 
of the latent negative transference. 

2. In terms of technique, the analysis of the passive-feminine 
character resistance (i.e., deception through excessive friendli
ness and submissive demeanor) '\vas given priority. The result 
'vas that the infantile material became manifest in the transfer
encc neurosis according to i ts O'\Vn inner logic. This prevented 
the patient fron1 delving into his unconscious in a solely intellec
tual \vay, that is, to satisfy his feminine clevotion ("to be oblig
ing") , '"hich \\'Ould have had no therapeutic effect. 

3. It bccornes clear from this report that, if the character re
sistancc is systernatically and consistently stressed and if prenla
ture interpretations are avoided, the gennane infantile 1naterial 
cnH.·rgcs of it.w·lf ever n1orc clearly and distinctly. This ensures 
t hat the rotltent a nd syrn pton1 interpretations "·hich follo,,· "·ill 
he irrcfutablc and therapeutically cffective. 

·L .. l'he c1sc histor~ sho\\·ed that the character resistance can 
hc takcn up as soon as its contetnporary tne:tning and purpose 
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have been grasped. It \Vas not necessary to have a knowledge of 
the infantile material pertaining to it. By stressing and interpret
ing its contemporary meaning, \ve \\'ere able to draw out the cor
responding infantile material, without having to interpret symp
toms or have preconceptions. The dissolution of the character 
resistance began \Vith the establishment of contact with the infan
tile material. The suhsequent symptom interpretations took place 
free of resistance, \\·ith the patient turning his full attention to the 
analysis. Typically, therefore, the analysis of the resistance feil 
into t\\·o parts: (a) stressing of the resistance's form and of its 
contemporary meaning; (b) its dissolution with the help of the 
infantile material drawn to the surface by that emphasis. The dif
ference bet\\·een a character resistance and an ordinary resist
ance \\·as sho,\·n here in that the former was manifested in his 
politeness and submissiveness, whereas the latter was manifested 
in simple doubting and distrusting of the analysis. Only the for
mer attitudes \\·ere a part of his character and constituted the 
form in \vhich his distrust was expressed. 

5. Through consistent interpretation of the latent negative 
transference, the repressed and masked aggressiveness against 
the analyst, superiors, and father was liberated from repression, 
\vhereby the passive-feminine attitude, which of course was 
merely a reaction formation against the repressed aggressiveness, 
disappeared. 

6. Since the repression of the aggressiveness toward the father 
also entailed the repression of the phallic Iibido toward women, 
the active-masculine genital strivings returned with the aggres
siveness in the process of analytic dissolution (eure of impotence ). 

7. As the aggressiveness became conscious, the timidity which 
\vas a part of his character vanished, along with the castration 
anxiety. And the attacks of anxiety left off when he ceased to 
live in abstinence. Through the orgastic elimination of the actual 
anxiety, the "core of the neurosis" was also finally eliminated. 

Finally, it is my hope that by describing a number of cases, I 
have shattered the opinion held by my opponents, namely that I 
approach each and every case with a "fixed scheme." Hopefully, 
the point of vie\v which I have advocated for years, that there is 
only one technique for each case and that this technique has to 
be deduced from the structure of the case and applied to it, will 
have become clear from the foregoing representation. 



CHAPTER V 

INDICATIONS AND DANGERS OF 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS 

The transitions from unsystematic and inconsistent analysis to 
systematic character analysis-which, com pared to the form er, 
resembles a well-considered psychic operation-are fluid and so 
manifold that it is impossible to take them all in at once. Yet it is 
possible to set up a number of criteria for determining when 
character analysis is indicated. 

In view of the fact that violent affects are aroused by the 
character-analytic loosening of the narcissistic defense mecha
nism and that the patient is also tem porarily reduced to a more or 
less helpless state, character analysis can be applied without ill ef
fects only by therapists who have already mastered the analytic 
technique. Primarily, this means those therapists who are capa
ble of handling the transference reactions. Hence, it is not to be 
recommended for beginners.1 The patient's temporary helpless
ness is due to the isolation of the infantile neurosis from the 
character, and as a consequence the neurosis becomes fully reac
tivated. Of course it is reactivated even without systematic char
acter anal ysis. In this case, however, since the armoring remains 

1 Footnote, 1945: The reader will understand that I had to be cautious in the 
beginning of my character-analytic research, i.e., some nineteen years ago. ~ly 
warning that only experienccd analysts should make use of the character
analytic n1ethod was objected to even at that tin1e on the grounds that, if it 
was supcrior to symptom analysis, e\'en beginners should learn to practice it. 
·roday thcre is no Ionger any need for such caution. 'Ve now have a vast fund 
of character-analytic expcricnce at our disposal. Hence, the technique can 
he taught and e\'cn recommendcd to beginners of sytuptmn analysis. The re
strictions on its use which arc suggested in thc following tcxt are no Ionger 
necessary. It is not only that character analysis n1ay be used-it m ust lx uscd 
in t'l't~ry casc of psychoneurosis if one wants to destroy the charactrr-rlrurotic 
rraction basis. A rnuch tnore difficult question is whether character anal~·sis 
can bc carried out without orgone thcrapy. 
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relatively untouched, the affective reactions are weaker and there
fore easier to control. If the structure of the case is thoroughly 
grasperl at the beginning, there is no danger in applying charac
ter analysis. 'Vith the exception of a hopeless case of acute de
pression \rhich I took on many years ago, I have not had any su
icides in my practice thus far. In this instance, the patient broke 
off the treatment after t'\\·o or three sessions, before I \vas able to 
take any decisive measures. As I examine my experiences as crit
ically as possible, the picture \vhich ensues is paradoxical only 
in appearance. Since I began to use character analysis, i.e., about 
eight years ago, I have lost only three cases due to precipitate 
ftight. Before that, patients ran a"\vay far more frequently. 
This is explained by the fact that, when the negative and narcis
sistic reactions are immediately subjected to analysis, an escape 
is usually macle impossible-though the burden on the patient is 
greater. 

Character analysis is applicable in every case, but its use is not 
indicated in every case. There are circumstances, indeed, "\vhich 
strictly forbid its application. Let us begin by surveying cases in 
\\·hich it is indicated. They are all determined by the extent of 
the encrustation of the character, that is, by the degree and in
tensity of the neurotic reactions \vhich have become chronic and 
have been incorporated into the ego. Character analysis is a},vays 
indicated in cases of compulsive neuroses, especially in those 
\\·hich are marked not by clearly defined symptoms but by a gen
eral de bili ty of the functions, in those cases in "\V hich the charac
ter traits constitute not only the object of but also the greatest 
hindrance to the treatment. Like,vise, it is al,vays indicated in 
cases of phallic-narcissistic characters (ordinarily, these patients 
are \\·ont to ridicule every analytic effort) , and in moral insanity, 
impulsive characters and pseudologia phantastica. In schizoid or 
early schizophrenic patients, an extremely cautious but very con
sistent character analysis is the precondition for the avoidance of 
premature and uncontrollable emotional breakthroughs, for it 
anneals the ego functions before the deep layers of the unconscious 
are activated. 

In cases of acute and extreme anxiety-hysteria, it would be 
\vrong to begin \vith a consistent analysis of the ego defense in 
the way described above, for the id impulses in these cases are in 
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an acute state of agitation at a time when the ego is not strong 
enough to shut itself off against them, to bind the free-fioating 
energies. Extreme and acute anxiety is of course an indication 
that the armor has been broken through along a wide front, thus 
making superfluous immediate work on the character. In later 
stages of the analysis, "\vhen the anxiety has given "\vay to a strong 
tie to the analyst and the first signs of reactions of disappoint
ment have become noticeable, character-analytic "\rork cannot be 
dispensed "\Vith; but it is not the main task in the initial stages of 
the treatment. 

In cases of melancholia and manic-depressives, the application 
or nonapplication of character analysis will depend upon 
'vhether an acute exacerbation, e.g., strong suicidal impulses or 
acute anxiety, exists; or 'vhether psychic apathy is the dominant 
trait. Another important factor "\Vill certainly be the amount of 
genital object-relationship which is still present. In the case of 
apathetic forms, cautious but thorough character-analytic "\vork 
on the ego defense (repressed aggression!) is indispensable if 
one wants to avoid interminable analyses. 

It goes "\Vithout saying that the loosening of the armor can al
"\vays be carried out by degrees, depending not only on the indi
vidual case bu t also on the individual si tuation. There are many 
different 'vays of loosening the armor by degrees: the intensity 
and consistency of the interpretation can be increased or de
creased according to the tenacity of the resistance; the depth at 
'vhich the resistance is interpreted can be raised or deepened; the 
negative or positive aspect of the transference can be given 
greater play, occasionally allo,ving the patient free rein, no nlat
ter ho,v strong his resistance is, \vithout making any effort to re
solve the resistance. The patient has to be attuned to violent ther
apeutic reactions 'vhen he is on the verge of them. If the analyst 
is sufficiently clastic in his interpretations and influence, if he has 
overco1ne his ini tial a pprehensiveness and insecuri ty and, over 
and ahove this, has gTeat patience, he 'vill not encounter any 
grea t difficul ties. 

lt ,,·ill not he easy to apply character analysis to unusual cases. 
·rhe analyst ''"ill have to at.tetnpt to understand and be guided by 
the ego structurc very s]o,,·ly, step by step. Interpretations of 
deep laycrs of the u neonseiaus '"ill certainly be avoided if one 
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\Vants to protect oneself against unforeseeable and unpleasant re
actions. If deep interpretations are \vithheld until the mecha
nisms of the ego defense are revealed, a certain amount of time, it 
is true, "·ill have been lost, but the analyst will have gained far 
greater security in kno\ving ho\v to handle that particular case. 

I have often been asked by colleagues and beginning analysts 
,,·hether character analysis can be introduced when the patient 
has already produced a chaotic situation for several months. A 
final judgment is not possible, but it would appear that, in some 
cases at any rate, a change in technique is definitely attended by 
success. The application of character analysis is much easier 
when the analyst hirnself can initiate that treatment, even if the 
patient has undergone an extended analysis \vith another analyst 
\Vithout any or only partial success. 

It is \vorthy of note that, in consistent character analysis, it 
makes no difference whether or not the patient has any intellec
tual kno\vledge of analysis. Since deep interpretations are not 
applied until the patient has loosened his basic attitude of resist
ance and opened hirnself to affective experience, he has no op
portunity to make a show of his knowledge. And if he should 
nonetheless try to do so, this \vould merely be a part of his gen
eral attitude of resistance and could be unmasked within the 
frame,vork of his other narcissistic reactions. The use of analytic 
terminology is not checked; it is merely treated as a defense and 
a narcissistic identification with the analyst. 

Another question \vhich is often asked is: in what percentage 
of cases can character analysis be initiated and consistently fol
lo\ved through? The ans,ver is: not in all cases at any rate; much 
depends on practice, intuition, and indications. During past 
years, ho\\·ever, more than half of our cases could be dealt with 
by character analysis. This also made possible a comparison of 
intensive and consistent methods with less rigid methods of resist
ance anal ysis. 

To what extent is a change of the character at all necessary in 
the analysis and to \vhat extent can it be brought about? 

Fundamentally, there is only one ans\ver to the first question: 
the neurotic character must be so changed that it ceases to be the 
basis of neurotic symptoms and to interfere \vith the capacity for 
\vork and the capacity for sexual enjoyment. 
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The second question can be answered only empirically. To 
'vhat extent the actual success approximates the desired success 
depends, in each case, upon a vast number of factors. Wi th the 
existing psychoanalytic methods, qualitative changes of character 
cannot be brought about directly. A compulsive character 'vill 
never become a hysterical character; a paranoid character 'vill 
never become a compulsive neurotic character; a choleric 'vill 
never become a phlegmatic, nor "\Vill a sanguine character be
come melancholic. Ho,vever, it is definitely possible to effect 
quantitative changes 'vhich approximate qualitative changes 
v~·hen they have reached a certain measure. For example, the 
slight feminine attitude of the compulsive neurotic patient grov;s 
stronger and stronger during analysis until it takes on the charac
teristics of the hysterical~feminine personality, 'vhile the masculine
aggressive attitudes gro'v 'veaker. 

In this 'vay, the patient's entire being undergoes a "change," 
,,·hich is more apparent to people 'vho do not often see the patient 
than it is to the analyst. The inhibited person becomes ·freer; the 
fear~ridden, more courageous; the overconscientious, relatively 
less scrupulous; the unscrupulous, more conscientious; but that 
certain indefinable "personal note" is never lost. It continues to 
sho'v through, no matter ho'v many changes are brought about. 
The overconscientious com pulsive character 'vill become reali ty
oriented in his conscientiousness; the cured impulsive character 
'vill remain impetuous but less so than the uncured character; the 
patient cured of moral insanity 'vill never take life too hard and 
,,·ill consequently ahvays get through easily, ,,·hereas the cured 
compulsive 'vill al,vays have some difficulty because of his a'rk,,·ard
ness. Thus, though these traits persist even after a successful char
acter analysis, they remain 'vithin Iimits "·hich do not constrict 
onc's freedom of n1ovement in life to the extent that one's capacity 
for '''ork and for sexual pleasure suffer from then1. 



CHAPTER VI 

ON THE HANDLING OF THE 
TRANSFERENGE 

I. THE DISTILLATION OF THE GENITAL-OBJECT LIBIDO 

In the course of the analysis, the patient "transfers" to the an
alyst infantile attitudes 'vhich undergo manifold transformations 
and fulfill definite functions. The handling of these transferred 
attitudes creates a problern for the analyst. The patient's rela
tionship to the analyst is of both a positive and a negative nature. 
The analyst has to reckon "\Vith ambivalence of feelings and, 
above all, to bear in mind that sooner or later every form of 
transference becomes a resistance, which the patient hirnself is 
not in a position to resolve. Freud stressed that the initial posi
tive transference sho"\\?S a tendency to change suddenly into a 
negative transference. J\foreover, the im portance of the transfer
ence is evidenced by the fact that the most essential elements of 
the neurosis can be gotten at only through the transference. Con
sequently, the resolution of the "transference neurosis," "\vhich 
gradually takes the place of the real illness, ranks as one of 
the most challenging tasks of analytic technique. The positive 
transference is the main vehicle of analytic treatment; the most 
tenacious resistances and symptoms are dissolved in it, but its 
resolution is not the eure itself. This transference, though not the 
therapeutic factor as such in the analysis, is the most important 
precondition for the establishment of those processes which, in
dependent of the transference, finally Iead to eure. The purely 
technical tasks "\vhich Freud treated in his essays on the transfer
ence can be briefly summarized as follo,vs: 

1. The establishment of a durable positive transference. 
2. The use of this transference to overcome the neurotic re

sistances. 
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3. The use of the positive transference to extract repressed 
contents and to bring about dynamically complete and affective 
abreactive eruptions. 

From the point of view of character analysis, there are two 
further tasks: one relating to technique and the other a Iibido-. 
econom1c one. 

The task of technique is the necessary establishing of a dura
ble positive transference, because, as indicated by clinical fact, 
only a very small percentage of patients spontaneously establish 
it. The considerations of character analysis, however, Iead us a 
step further. If it is correct that all neuroses result from a neu
rotic character and, moreover, that the neurotic character is 
characterized precisely by its narcissistic armoring, then the 
question arises whether our patients are at all capable of a gen
uine positive transference, in the beginning. By "genuine," '\Ve 
mean a strong, nonambivalent, and erotic object striving, capable 
of providing a basis for an intense relationship to the analyst and 
of weathering the storms entailed by the analysis. Reviewing our 
cases, we have to answer this question in the negative: there is 
no genuine positive transference at the beginning of the analysis, 
nor can there be, because of the sexual repression, the fragmen
tation of the object-libidinal strivings, and the restrictions of the 
character. At this point, someone '\vill be sure to call my atten
tion to the unambiguous indications of positive transference 
which 've perceive in our patients in the initial phases of analysis. 
1\fost assurcdly, in the beginning, there are any number of indi
cations 'vhich look like a positive transference. But ,,·hat is their 
unconscious background? Are they genuine or deceptive? Tao 
often '''e havc mistakenly assumed that "•e "·ere dealing "·ith gen
uine, object-libidinal, erotic strivings. Thus, the question cannot 
he left unans,,·ered. It ties in ''•ith the more general question 
'rhcther a ncurotic character is at all capable of Iove, and if so, 
in 'rhat sense. Closer exarnination of these initial indications of the 
so-rallcd positive transfcrence, i.e .. the focusing of object-libidi
na I sexual i1n pulses on the anal yst, sho\\·s tha t, except for a cer
tain rc~iduc rorresponding to the glimn1ering of rudiinentary ele
llH'nts of genuine Iove. they are a question of three things, ''"hich 
ha,·c littlc to do "·ith ohjcct-libidinal strivings: 

I. l~t'Clt ti1 1t' posith•t' transfcrcncc-i.e., the patient uses Iove 
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to compensate for a transference of hate. In this case, the back
ground is a latent negative transference. If the resistances ''?hich 
ensue from this kincl of transference are interpreted as an ex
pression of a love relationship, one has first of all made an incor
rect interpretation and second has overlooked the negative 
transference concealed in it. If that is the case, the analyst runs 
the risk of circumventing the core of the neurotic character. 

2 .. -\ devotional attitude to,,·ard the analyst indicative of a 
guilt feeling or a moralistic masochism .. A.gain ,,.e find nothing 
but repressecl and compensated hate at the root of this attitude. 

3. The tran sference of narcissistic desires-i.e., the narcissis
tic hope that the analyst ,,·ill love, console, or admire the patient. 
Xo other kind of transference falls to pieces more readily than 
this one, or is more easily transformed into bitter disappointment 
and a spiteful narcissistic sense of injury. lf this is interpreted as 
a positive transference ("You love me") , one has again made an 
incorrect interpretation; the patient does not love at all but 
merely ,,·ants to be loved, and he loses interest the moment he 
realizes that his desires cannot be fulfilled. Connected 'vith this 
kind of transference, ho"·ever, there are pregenital libido striv
ings ,,·hich cannot establish a durable transference because they 
are too laden "·i th narcissism, e.g., oral demands. 

These three types of specious positive transference-I have no 
doubt that further study ,,·ill bring to light a number of others
overrun and interfuse the rudiments of genuine object-love 'vhich 
the neurosis has not yet consumed. They themselves are sequels 
of the neurotic process, for the frustration of the libidinal striv
ings causes hate, narcissism, and guilt feelings to surface. Despite 
their speciousness, they suffice to hold the patient in the analysis 
until they can be eliminated; but they ,,·ill just as surely drive the 
patien t to terminate the analysis if they are not unmasked in 
time. 

It ,,·as precisely the endeavor to bring about an intensive posi
ti,·e transference that caused me to give the negative transference 
~o mu(h attention. If the negative, critical, and disparaging atti
tudes to,,·ard the analyst are made thoroughly conscious right 
from the outset, the negative transference is not reinforced; on 
the contrary, it is eliminated and the positive transference then 
emerges more clearly. There are tv~·o factors 'vhich could create 
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the impression that I "'"·ork with the negative transference." The 
fact that the breakdown of the narcissistic defense mechanism 
brings to the surface the latent negative transferences-which 
even today I tend to overestimate rather than underestimate
and that often months are required in the analysis of the manifesta
tions of defense. I do not, however, put something in the patient 
which was not already there; I merely bring into sharper focus 
what is latently concealed in his modes of behavior (politeness, 
indifference, etc.) and serves no other purpose than to \Vard off the 
influence exercised by the analyst. 

In the beginning, I regarded all forms of ego defense as nega
tive transferences. This had, it is true, a certain, if indirect, justifi
cation. Sooner or later, the ego defense makes use of the existing 
hate impulses; the ego resists the analysis in various \vays by 
means of the destructive drive mechanism. It is also correct that 
hate impulses, i.e., the genuine negative transference, are al\vays 
and in a relatively easy way drawn out when the resistance inter
pretation proceeds from the ego defense. It is merely incorrect to 
call the ego defense as such a negative transference; rather, it 
is a narcissistic defense reaction. Even the narcissistic transfer
ence is not a negative transference, in the strict sense of the 
word. At that time I was evidently under the strong impression 
that every ego defense, when consistently analyzed, easily and 
rapidly becomes a negative transference. But a latent negative 
transference is presen t from the ou tset onl y in the transference of 
the passive-feminine character and in cases of affect block. Here 
\Ve are dealing with a hate \vhich, though repressed, is nonetheless 
active in the con temporary situation. 

A good Blustration of the transference technique involving a 
specious positive transference is the case of a n,·enty-seven
year-old ''·on1an \Vho sought analytic treatn1ent because of her 
sexual vacillations. She had been divorced t,,·ice, had broken up 
hoth tnarriages, and had had, for a ,,·otnan of her social standing. 
an UllLOlllnlonly large number of Iovers. She herself "·as a,,·are of 
the contcn1porary rcason for this nytnphotnanic trait: Iack of 
gratification hecause of orgastic vaginal itnpotencc. To under
stand the resistance and its interpretation, it is necessary to men
tion that thc patient '''as exceptionally attractive and ,,·as very 
n1uch ~nvare of her fetninine appeal. Nor '''as she at all n1odest 
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about it. During the preliminary consultation, I ·w·as struck by a 
certain self-consciousness on her part; she stared at the ftoor con
tinuously, though she spoke ftuently and ans,~ered all questions. 

The first hour and t,,·o-thirds of the second hour ,,·ere taken 
up ,,·ith the relatively uninhibited account of the embarrassing 
circumstances connected "·ith her second divorce and of the dis
turbances of sexual sensitivity in the sexual act. Her account ,,·as 
abruptly broken off to,,·ard the end of the second hour. The pa
tient 'ras silent and, after a pause, said that she had nothing eise 
to sav. I kne,,· that the transference had alreadv become active as . ' 

a resistance. There ,,·ere t,,·o possibilities: (1) to urge the patient 
to continue her communications by persuading and exhorting her 
to follo,,· the basic rule; (2) to attack the resistance itself. The 
former ,,·ould have constituted an evasion of the resistance, '\"hile 
the latter ,,·as feasible only if the inhibition ,,·as understood at 
least in part. Since, in such situations, there is a},,·ays a defense 
,,·hich stems from the ego, it ,,·as possible to begin ,,·ith an inter
pretation of the resistance from there. I explained the meaning of 
such blocks, pointing out that "something unstated" ,,·as disrupt
ing the continuation of the analysis, something against ,,·hich she 
unconsciously struggled. I told her further that such inhibitions 
are usually caused by thoughts about the analyst and I stressed 
that, among other things, the success of the treatment ,\·as de
pendent upon her abilitytobe completely honest in these matters. 
U nder consi derable s trai n, she 'ren t an to rela te tha t, ,\·hile she 
had been able to speak freely an the previous day, she "·as no,,· 
plagued by thoughts ,,·hich actually had nothing to do ,,·ith the 
treatment. Finally, it came out that, before entering analysis, she 
had ,\·ondered ,,·hat "·ould happen if the analyst gained "a cer
tain impression" of her; "·hether he "·ould hold her in contempt 
because of her experiences "·ith men. This brought the session to 
a close. The block continued an the follo,\·ing day. Once again I 
called her attention to her inhibition and to the fact that she ,,·as 
again ,,·ardin~ something off. It no"· turned out that she had 
completely repressed ,\·hat had taken place during the previous 
hour. I explained the meaning of this forgetting, ,,·hereupon she 
said that she had been unable to fall asleep the night before be
cause she had been so afraid the analyst could develop personal 
feelings to,\·ard her. This could have been interpreted as a 
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projection of her own love im pulses, but the patient's personal
ity, her strongly developed feminine narcissism and her back
ground, insofar as it '\vas known, did not really lend themselves to 
such an interpretation. I had the vague impression that she '\vas 
suspicious of my professional code of conduct and feared that I 
might take advantage of the analytic situation in a sexual 'vay. 
vVithin the context of the analytic situation, there could be no 
doubt that sexual desires already existed on her part. Ho,,·ever, 
faced '\vith the choice of dealing first 'vith these manifestations of 
the id or wi th the fears of the ego, one could hardly hesi tate to 
choose the latter. Thus, I told her what I surmised about her 
fears. She responded 'vith a torrent of information about the bad 
experiences she bad had wi th physicians; sooner or later all of 
them had propositioned her or even exploited the professional 
si tuation. 'Vasn't i t natural, she asked, for her to be suspicious of 
physicians? After all, she bad no '\vay of kno,ving whether I ,,·as 
any different. These disclosures bad a temporarily liberating ef
fect; she '\vas again able to turn her full attention to- the discus
sion of her contemporary conflicts. A great deal 'vas learned 
about the motivations and circumstances of her love affairs. T,,·o 
facts stood out: (1) she usually sought relationships ""ith 
younger men; (2) i t didn't take her long to lose interest in her 
Iovers. It '''as of course clear that her motivations ,,·ere of a nar
cissistic nature. On the one band she '\vanted to dominate men, 
and this she could do more easily 'vhen dealing v;ith young men. 
On the other hand, she lost her interest in a man as soon as he 
expressed sufficient admiration. It 'vould of course have been 
possible to teil her the meaning of her behavior; this certainly 
,,·ould not have clone any harm because it "·as not a n1atter of 
deeply repressed material. But the consideration of the dynamic 
effect of this interpretation restrained me from doing so. Since 
her leading characteristics ,,·ould soon develop in to a po,rerful 
resistance in the analysis, it seetned advisable to "·ait for this to 
take place so as to be able to use the affects fron1 the transfer
eace experience to bring the unconscious contents into conscious
ness. :\s a Inatter of fact, the resistance soon developed. but in a 
\\·holly uncxpected forn1. 

She \ras again silent, and I continued to point out that she ,,·as 
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·warding something off .. -\fter great hesitation, she declared that 
·what she had feared had finally come to pass, only it ,~:as not my 
relationship to her but her attitude to,rard me '\vhich ,,·orried her. 
The anal\·sis ,,·as constantlv in her mind. The dav before, in fact, . . . 
she had n1asturbated ,,·ith the fantasy that she '\\"as having sexual 
intercourse 'rith the analyst. .A.fter I had told her that such fanta
sies , .. ·ere not unusual ,,·hile undergoing analysis, that the patient 
projected upon the analyst all the feelings "·hich he or she bar
hored to,,·ard others at one time or another-this she understood 
very w·ell-I ,,·ent into the narcissistic background of this trans
ference. There could be no doubt that the fantasy as such '\\"as 
also partially the expression of the incipient breakthrough of an 
object-libidinal desire. For various reasons, ho,,·ever, it '\\·as not 
possible to interpret this as a transference. ~Iore to the point, the 
moment ,,·as not ripe for such an interpretation. The incest de
sire ,,·as still deeply repressed; hence, the fantasy, in spite of its 
clearly childish elements, could not be traced back to this. But 
the patient's personality, and the entire situation in '\\rhich the 
transference fantasy ,,·as embedded, provided ample material for 
dealing '\\"ith other aspects and motives of the fantasy. She suf
fered states of anxiety before and during the analysis; these ,,·ere 
indicative partly of blocked sexual excitation and partly of the 
ego's immediate fear of a difficult situation. Thus, in the inter
pretation of the transference resistance, I again proceeded from 
her ego. To begin ,,·ith, I explained that her strong inhibition 
about discussing these things ''ras connected ''?ith her pride, i.e., 
she "·as too proud to admit to such emotional stirrings. She im
mediately agreed, adding that her ,,·hole nature rebelled against 
such admissions. :\sked v .. ·hether she had ever experienced love 
or desire spontaneously, she ans'\vered that this had never been 
the case. The men had ah,·ays desired her; she had merely ac
quiesced to their love. I explained the narcissistic character of this 
attitude, and she understood it very "·eil. I further made it clear 
that there could be no question of a genuine love striving; rather, 
she had been irritated to see a man sitting there completely un
moved by her charms and found that situation unbearable. The 
fantasy had been an expression of her desire to make the analyst 
fall in love ''"i th her. Tha t this had been the case v-·as confirmed by 
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the recollection that, in the fantasy, the conquest of the analyst had 
played the major role and had afforded the actual source of 
pleasure. No'\v I could draw her attention to the danger con
cealed in this attitude, namely that, as time went on, she \vould 
not be able to talerate the rejection of her desires and would 
eventually lose interest in the analysis. She herself was already 
a'\vare of this possibility. 

This point requires special emphasis. In such transferences, if 
the narcissistic background is not uneavered in time, it easily 
happens that a disappointment reaction sets in unexpectedly and 
the patient, in a negative transference, breaks off the analysis. 
Over the years, a number of such cases \vere reported in the 
Technical Seminar. The story had always been the same: the ana
lyst had accepted such manifestations at their face value and had 
interpreted the relationship solely as a Iove relationship. He had 
failed to stress the patient's need to be loved and the tendency to 
be disappointed. Sooner or later, consequently, the patient had 
broken off the analysis. -

l\1y interpretation of the transference led without difficulty to 
the analysis of her narcissism, her scornful attitude to\vard men 
'\Vho chased after her, and her general incapacity for love
\vhich \vas one of the chief reasons for her difficulties. It ,,~as 

quite clear to her that she first had to unearth the reasons for the 
impairment of her capacity for Iove. In addition to her vanity, 
she mentioned her exaggerated obstinacy, her inner estrange
ment frotn people and things, her merely superficial and specious 
interests-all of \vhich added up to the feeling of dreariness by 
'\\·hich she \Vas tormented. Thus, the analysis of her transference 
resistanc.c had led directly to the analysis of her character, 
\vhich, from no'\v on, became the focal point of the analysis. She 
had to admit that she \vas not retllly involved in the analysis, not
\vithstanding her earnest intentions to straighten herself out 
through it. Thc rcst of the c.ase is of no interest to us here. I 
tnerely \\'anted to sho\v ho\v the unfolding of the transference in 
keeping \\'ith the patient's character leads directly to the question 
of narcissistic isola tion. 

( :onsidera tions related to the econotnic point of Yie"· in our 
therapy also n1ake it clcar that it is technically incorrect to bring 
into ronsciousness at the outset the ruditnents and incipient man-
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ifestations of the genuine positive transference, instead of first 
\\·orking through the narcissistic and negative superimpositions. 

To my kno,,·ledge, it \\·as Landauer \Vho first called attention 
to the fact that, initially, every interpretation of a projected emo
tion ,,·eakens it and strengthens its counter-tendency. Since our 
aim in the analysis is to extract and clearly crystallize the geni
tal-object libido, to liberate it from its condition of repression, 
and to extricate it from its entanglement \Vith narcissistic, pre
genital, and destructive impulses, the analysis should, for as long 
as possible, deal only or predominantly 'vith the manifestations 
of the narcissistic and negative transference, to interpret them 
and trace them back to their source. But the indications of an in
cipient manifestation of love should be allo\\red to develop unde
terred until they are clearly and unambiguously concentrated in 
the transference. This does not usually take place until very ad
vanced stages, frequently not until the end of the analysis. Partic
ularly in cases of compulsion neuroses, ambivalence and doubt 
are very difficult to master unless the ambivalent impulses are 
isolated by consistent stress on the strivings (such as narcissism, 
hate, and guilt feelings) \vhich are opposed to or at variance with 
the object libido. U nless this isolation is effected, it is practically 
impossible to get out of the condition of acute ambivalence and 
doubt; all interpretations of unconscious contents lose their 
force, if not effectiveness, because of the wall erected by the 
armor of doubt. l\!Ioreover, this economic consideration ties in 
very ,,·ell ,,·ith the topographical consideration, for the genuine, 
original object libido, particularly the incestuous genital striving, 
constitutes the deepest layer of repression in neurotics. On the 
other hand, narcissism, hate, and guilt feelings, as \Vell as pre
genital demands, lie closer to the surface, in both the topographi
cal and the structural senses. 

From the economic point of view, the task of handling the 
transference might best be formulated as follo\\·s: the analyst 
must strive tobring about a concentration of all object libido in a 
purely genital transference. To achieve this, the sadistic and nar
cissistic energies, "·hich are bound in the character armor, must 
be freed, and the pregenital fixations must be loosened. 
'Vhen the transference is correctly handled, the libido, built up 
as a result of the liberation of those strivings from the structure 
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of the character, becomes concentrated in the pregenital posi
tions. This concentration of libido induces a temporary positive 
transference of a pregenital, i.e., more infantile, nature. This 
transference, in turn, is conducive to the breakthrough of pre
genital fantasies and incest drives and thus helps to unbind the 
pregenital fixations. Ho,vever, all the libido which analysis helps 
to free from its pregenital fixations becomes concentrated in the 
genital stage and intensifies the genital oedipal situation, as in 
the case of hysteria; or rea,vakens it, as in the case of compulsion 
neurosis (depression, etc.) . 

At first, ho,vever, this concentration is usually accompanied 
by anxiety, causing the infantile anxiety-hysteria to be reacti
vated. This is the first sign of a ne'v cathexis of the genital stage. 
\Vhat appears first in this phase of the analysis, however, is not 
the genital Oedipus desire as such but once again its 'varding off 
by the ego, the castration anxiety. As a rule, this concentration 
of libido in the genital stage is only temporary, an attempt to 
achieve a new cathexis of the genital strivings. Incapable at this 
poin t of coping wi th the castra tion anxiety, the libido recoils and 
temporarily ftows back to its pathological (narcissistic and pre
genital) fixations. This process is usually repeated many times; 
each attempt to penetrate to the genital incest desires is follov~~ed 
by a retreat because of the castration anxiety. The result of this, 
because of the reactivation of the castration anxiety, is the re
habilitation of the old mechanism for the binding of anxiety; that 
is, either transitory symptoms appear or, '''hat is perhaps more 
frequently the case, the narcissistic defense mechanism is fully 
reactivated. Naturally, the analyst ah,rays takes up the defense 
mechanism first in his interpretation and thus brings cleeper and 
deeper infantile material to light. 'Vith each advance to,rard the 
genital stage, elements of anxiety are neutralized until the Iibido 
finally ren1ains firmly concentrated in the genital position and 
the anxiety or pregenital and narcissistic desires are gradually re
plared hy genital sensations and transference fantasies. 1 

\Vhcn I dclh·ered a report on these findings, a ntnnber of ana-

1 Footnote, 19·t~: In tcnns of orgone biophvsics, thc goal of or~onc thcrJpv 
is tlw dissolving of the armorings in such a 1nanncr that all biological r<'flexcs 
and mon·nH·nts finalh hcrmnc unitcd in thc total organn n:tlt-x and Iead to 
scnsa tic.n1s of orgonotic rurrcnt in thc gcni tal. This 1nakcs po~siblc thc cs
ta blisluncnt of orgastic potcncy. 
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lysts stated that they '\yere not able to tell at what point the actual 
neurosis assumed such a major role in the analysis. This question 
can no'\T be ans"rered: in that phase of the analysis 'vhen the es
sential fixations of the Iibido have been dissolved, when neurotic 
anxiety has ceased to be absorbed in symptoms and character 
traits, the core of the neurosis, the stasis anxiety, becomes fully re
activated. This stasis neurosis corresponds to the stasis of the now 
free-ßoating Iibido. At this stage, since everything is converted 
back into Iibido, the genuine positive transference, which is both af
fectionate and sensuous, develops in full force. The patient be
gins to masturbate 'vith fantasies from the transference. The re
maining inhibitions and infantile distortions of the incest-fixated 
genitality can be eliminated through these fantasies; thus, con
sistently and systematically, we approach that stage of the analy
sis 'vhen we are faced with the task of dissolving the transference. 
Before ,\·e go on to this stage, however, 've 'vill enlarge upon 
some clinically observed details in the concentration of the Iibido 
in the transference and the genital zone. 

2. SECONDARY NARCISSISM, NEGATIVE TRANSFERENCE, AND 

INSIGHT INTO ILLNESS 

The loosening, indeed breaking down of the character's de
fense mechanism, w hich is necessary in order to free the largest 
possible amount of Iibido, tem porarily causes the ego to become 
completely helpless. This can be described as the phase of the 
breakdown of secondary narcissism. In this phase the patient does 
indeed cling to the analysis with the help of the object Iibido, 
'\yhich has become free in the meantime, and this situation affords 
him a kind of childish protection. But the breakdown of the re
action formations and of the illusions which the ego has devised 
for its self-assertion rouses strong negative strivings in the patient 
against the analysis.2 In addition, with the dissolution of the armor, 
the instinctual drives regain their original intensity and the ego 
no'v feels itself at their mercy. Taken together, these factors some
times cause the transitional phases to become critical: suicidal 

2 It seems very likely to me that the objections which were raised during my 
discussion of the negative transference were prompted by the fact that, usually, 
the patient's narcissistic protective mechanism is not gone into very deeply, 
thus precluding a violent hate transference. 
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tendencies emerge; the patient becomes disinterested in his \Vork; 
in schizoid characters, even autistic regressions are at times ob
served. The com pulsive neurotic characters, by virtue of their 
strong anality and dogged aggression, prove to be the most tena
cious during this process. By the consistency of the interpretation 
and, in particular, by the clear \vorking through of the negative 
stirrings in the patient, the analyst \vho is in command of the 
transference can easily control the tempo and the intensity of the 
process. 

In the course of dissolving the reaction fonnations, the 
male's potency, i.e., \vhatever of it still remains, collapses. I am 
in the habit of informing erectively potent patients of this in 
order to obviate a reaction that can be very intense. To !essen 
the shock of the acute disturbance of erective potency in such 
patients, it is advisable to recommend abstinence as soon as the 
decompensation is divined from certain indications (intensifica
tion of the symptoms and anxiety, increased restlessness, emer
gence of the castration anxiety in dreams) . Certain- types of 
narcissistic characters, on the other hand, \vho refuse to take cogni
zance of the compensation for their fear of impotence, must be 
exposed to that unpleasant experience. While intense narcissistic 
and negative reactions result from it, this exposure, inasmuch 
as the castration anxiety becomes manifest, thoroughly paves the 
\Vay for the decompensation of secondary narcissism. 

Since the decompensation of potency is the surest indication 
that the castration anxiety is becoming an affective experienceJ 
and tha t the armor is being dissolved, the absence of a potency 
disturhance in the course of the analysis of an erectively potent 
neurotic has to mean that the patient has not been deeply affected. 
Of course, this problern does not exist in most cases, because n1ost 
patients already have a potency disturbance at the outset of the 
treattncnt. But there are son1e patients 'rho retain an erective 
potency sustained by sadism, and others 'vho, ,\·ithout kno"·ing 
it., have a potency disturbance, c.g., \\·eak erections and prenla
t tliT cj arula tions. 

ll nt il thc patient gTasps the full n1eaning of his sexual disturb
atu c. thc an~ilysis has. n1orc or less, to struggle against the pa
ticnt's pt:rsonality as a "·hole. To the cxtent that thc analysis 
is <'OJH crncd \Vith ~yntptoins fron1 ,\·hich the patient suffers and 
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into ,,·hich he therefore has an insight, he can be relied upon as an 
ally in the fight against the neurosis. On the other hand, the pa
tient has little interest in the analysis of his neurotic reaction 
basis. i.e .. his neurotic character. In the course of the analysis, 
ho,,·eyer. his attitude to,,·ard bis character undergoes a radical 
change. He comes to feel that he is sick in this respect also; he 
recognizes the full implications of bis character as the basis of his 
s~mptoms. gains an interest in changing his character, and ex
tends his desire to get ,,·eil to include his sexual disturbance, in
sofar as he did not sense i t as a disturbing sym ptom from the 
ou~set. Thus. subjectively, he often feels sicker than he did be
fore the analysis. but he is also more ,,·illing to cooperate in the 
analvtic ,,·ork. This ,,·illingness to cooperate is indispensable for 
the success of the analysis. To become capable of a healthy sex
ual life r\,·hose im portance for psychic health he has learned 
from the analyst or grasped on his o,,.nc.1 is the chief motivation 
for his desire to recover. Essentially, therefore, the desire to re
cover is borne consciously by the feeling of ''Tetchedness caused 
by the neurosis and unconsciously by the natural genital de
mands. 

The deepening of the a,,·areness of illness and the intensification 
of the feeling of sickness is the result of the consistent analvsis 

'J ' 

of the narcissistic defense mechanism and of the ego defense . 
. -\lthot~gh this increased a,,·areness leads to an intensified de
fense, a negative transference ,,·hose content is the hatred of the 
analyst as the disturber of the neurotic balance, the latter already 
contains the seed of an opposite attitude, ,,·hich offers the analysis 
the mostpositive aids. :\o,,· the patient is forced to surrender him
self completely to the analysis; he begins to look upon the analyst as 
the helper in distress! the only one ,,·ho can make him ,,·eil. This 
lends considerable impetus to the patient's determination to re
cover. These attitudes are. of course. intimatelv connected "·ith 

~ . ~~· 

infantile tendencies, the Castration anxiety and the infantile need 
for protection. 

~· 0~ THE HA~DLI::\"G OF THE ABSTI~E~·cE RCLE 

IL fr<"Jm the dynamic and economic point;, of vie,,·, the analy
~is aims at establishing a genital-!iensual transference, a question 
of technique arises, namely ho,,- the abstinence rule is to be 
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interpreted and applied. Does the patient have to desist from 
every form of sexual gratification? If not, which forms are to be 
restricted? Some analysts interpret the abstinence rule to mean 
that the sexual act should be prohibited altogether, except for 
those patients who are married. These analysts seem to feel that, 
unless abstinence is imposed, the necessary stasis of libido and its 
concentration in the transference will not take place. But it 
must be emphatically stressed that such prohibitions are much 
more likely to prevent the establishment of a positive transference 
than to encourage it. In short, it is our opinion that the forbidding 
of coitus does not achieve the desired effect. Apart from cer· 
tain exceptional cases, isn't this measure at variance with the 
general principles of analytic therapy? Isn't it true that such 
a restriction will automatically strengthen the origin of the 
neurotic situation, i.e., genital frustration, instead of eliminat· 
ing it? In the case of sexually timid women and erectively impo. 
tent men, to restriet the sexual act would be an outright error. 
The truth of the matter is that our whole concept of the analytic 
task makes us wary of placing genitality under the pressure of a 
contemporary prohibition, except in very special circumstances. 
The point is this: regression and the deflection of the libido from 
the genital stage produced the neurosis in the first place; hence, 
to liberate the libido from its pathological moorings and to con
centrate it in the genital zone is the primary objective of analytic 
technique. The general endeavor, therefore, is to eliminate pre· 
genital activities through interpretation, while allo,ving the geni
tal tendencies to develop 'vith complete freedom. It would be a 
grave error of technique to restriet patients 'vho did not mastur
bate just 'vhen they are on the verge of overcon1ing their fear of 
doing so. Nor are we alone in our vie'v that genital masturbation 
should be permitted-for a long time as a matter of fact-and a 
number of experienced and unprejudiced analysts agree. Only 
when masturbation or the genital act becomes a resistanee 
is i t necessary to deal 'vith i t, as one , .. ~ould any resistanee., 
through intcrpretation and, in extren1e cases, through restriction. 
The latter, however, is seldotn necessar)'-usually only for pa
ticnts 'vh0 are exeessivc tnasturbators. The over"·hehning tnajor
ity of our patients, especially the fen1ale patients, should not be 
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forced into any form of genital renunciation in analysis. When 
the patients begin to masturbate we have the first sure indication 
of a ne'\" cathexis of the genital stage, a reactivation of erotic 
realism. 

In many cases, libido stasis acts as an inhibiting element 
of analysis. \ Vhen a large amount of Iibido becomes concentrated 
in the genital zone, intense sexual excitations begin to disrupt the 
analysis. "'~fter the con tent of the fan tasies has been exhausted, a 
phase of strong sexual demands begins, during which no addi
tional unconscious material is produced. At such times, periodic 
relief of the stasis by means of masturbation or sexual intercourse 
has a liberating effect and allows the analysis to continue. We 
see, therefore, that the abstinence rule must be applied with ex
treme elasticity and subordinated to the economic principle of 
the concentration of libido in the genital zone. In general terms, 
then, those technical measures which bring about this concen
tration are correct, and those which hinder it are incorrect. 

The sensual transference that occurs as the Iibido is concen
trated in the genital zone is, on the one band, a most po,verful 
vehicle for bringing unconscious material to light and, on the 
other band, a hindrance to the analysis. The genital excitation 
causes the actualization of the sexual conflict as a whole and 
some patients refuse, often for a long time, to recognize the 
transference nature of this conflict. It is important in this situa
tion that they learn to endure the genital frustration, that they 
stand up to the reactions of disappointment which usually ensue, 
cope with them without repressing them, and that they have con
centrated the affectionate and sensual strivings on one object. 
\Ve learn from experience that patients who have not gone 
through such a phase of sensual transference of a genital nature 
never wholly succeed in establishing genital primacy, a fact 
which, from the point of view of the Iibido economy, constitutes 
a defect in the healing process. If such is the case, the analysis 
has either failed to effect an actual Iiberation of the genital striv
ings from repression or it was not capable of neutralizing the guilt 
feeling which precludes the unification of the affectionate and 
sensual strivings. The indications that this effort has been com
pletely successful are: 
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I. Genital masturbation free of guilt feelings, with genital 
transference fantasies and commensurate gratification. 'Vhen the 
patient and analyst are of the same sex: masturbation with fanta
sies in ,,·hich the analyst figures as the incest object. 

2. lncest fantasies free of guilt feelings are sometimes found. 
Renunciation can best be achieved if the im pulse is full)' conscious. 

3. Genital excitation during the analysis (erections in male 
patients; ,,·hat corresponds to this in female patients) as the indi
cation that castration anxiety has been overcome. 

It cannot be sufficiently emphasized that the activation of gen
itality ,,·hich prefaces the final disintegration of the neurotic 
character and leads to the establishment of genital character 
traits is never achieved by suggestion but solely by analytic 
methods, by the correct handling of the transference, 'vhich has 
as its goal the above-described concentration of the libido in the 
genital zone. This activation is not achieved in all cases, for such 
reasons as age and the chronicity of the neurosis. Yet it is not 
merely an ideal; it is an attainable goal in many cases. -From the 
economic point of viev~?, activation of genitality is indispensable, 
for it constitutes, either chiring or immediately follo,,·ing the 
analysis, the basis for the regulation of the Iibido economy 

through the genital function. 
'Ve have observed that the danger of the patient's becoming 

in,·olved in ticklish situations if his genitality is allo,,·ed free rein 
during the analysis is entirely negligible. 'Vhen his neurosis is 
about to cause him to do something detrimental, it is no difficult 
matter to keep him from doing it by subjecting his motives to 
thorough analysis, ,,·ithout having to forbid anything. This as
sumes of course that the analyst has been in control of the trans
ference from the outset. In this area, the analyst's subjective ap
praisals of the situation sho,,· considerable latitude: one analyst 
,,·ill have no objection if a young n1an engages in sexual inter
rour~c but ,,·ill take strong exception if a young ,,·oman does so 
(double n1oral standards ,,·ith respect to sex). Another analyst. 
rightfullv, ,,·ill not tnake any such distinction insofar as this step. 
n1orf' so< ially daring on the part of the young 'ron1an, docs 1lot 
i 1l t(·rft"u· c.. ·i t h t hc a na h·sis. 
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4· 0~ THE Qt:ESTIO~~ OF THE "DISSOLt.:TIOX" OF THE POSITIVE 

TRA~SFERE~CE 

i\s Freud stated, after the transference neurosis has been ~uc
cessfully established the analyst is faced '\vith the final task of re
soJ,·ing the positive transference '\\·hich, at this point, dominates 
the analysis. The question immediately arises '\\·hether this dissolu
tion is '\\·hoiiy analogaus to the process of dissolving the other 
"transferred" affects by tracing them back to their infantile 
source; '\\·hether, in short, it is a matter of "dissolving" the posi
tive impulses. There cannot be a resolution of the transference in 
the sense of a "dissolution." \Vhat is important is that the object 
Iibido, ,\·hich has been Iiberated from ail dross such as hate, nar
cissism, obstinacy, self-pity, etc., is "transferred" from the ana
lyst to another object, one in keeping '\Vith the patient's needs. 
'\"hereas it is possible to "dissolve" aii sadistic and pregenital 
transferences by tracing them back to their infantile source, this 
cannot be clone in the case of genitality, because the genital func
tion is part of the function of reali ty in general. This fact is indic
ative of the patient's determination to get '\\·eil, a determination 
w·hich urges him for,,;ard tO'\\"ard real life and insists on the ful
fiiiment of his genital demands and, from the point of vie'\\" of re
covery, does so '\\·ith good reason.a It is certainly no easy matter 
to understand '\\·hy the tracing of the genital transference back to 
the genital incest desire does not "dissolve" it but, on the con
trary, merely sets it free from the incest fixation, enabling it to 
seek gratification. To understand '\\·hy this is so, it may be of help 
to remernher that tracing an anal transference back to the infan
tile situation does not "dissolve" the impulse's cathexis but shifts 
the Iibido cathexis from the anal zone to the genital zone. This is 
ho,\· the progression from pregeni tali ty to genital primacy takes 
place. Such a qualitative shifting is no Ionger possible in the trac
in~ of the genital transference back to the prima I si tua tion, be
cause the genital stage represents the highest Iibido stage in the 

3 The widely di.c;cussed problern of the "·will to recovery" is not as complicated 
as it appears. Every patient has pre;;erved a sufficient amount of elementary 
urges tov;ard the love and enjovment of Iife. These urges, even if they are 
completely buried, offer us the most essential help in our efforts. 
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progression toward eure. Here the only possibility is the "trans
ference of the transference" to a real object. 

Great difficulties are encountered in the loosening of the trans
ference, especially in patients of the opposite sex. The libido re
fuses to let go and, in some cases, defies a ttem pts a t resol u tion for 
months on end. In the investigation of the reasons for libido 
"stickiness," "\Ve have discovered the follo,ving: 

I. Traces of un1·esolved guilt feelings which correspond to a 
sadism as yet unconscious against a childhood object. 

2. A secret hope that the analyst "\vill fulfill the demands of 
love after all. The analyst must have a sixth sense for this secret 
hope, never spontaneously revealed by the patient. 

3. A trace not of a genital but of an infantile tie to the analyst 
as the representative of the proteelive mother. This tie is an inev
itable result of the analytic situation itself. (Rank's concept of 
the analytic situation as a fantasized "\VOmb-situation has, in 
many cases, applicability here.) Just as the last traces of sadistic 
impulses are "\\"orked through in the analysis of the guilt-feeling, 
so the traces of the libidinal fixa tion of a pregeni tal character 
are "\Vorked through in the analysis of the "stickiness" resulting 
from the infantile mother fixa tion. 

4. In these final stages of the analysis, one encounters, espe
cially in girls and unhappily married women, a tremendous fear 
of the impending sexual life. This anticipatory reaction reveals 
itself in part as a primitive fear of coitus, in part as a bondage to 
the social norms determined by the monogamaus ideology and 
its demand for chastity. The latter in particular requires thor
ough analysis, 'vhich reveals a strong identification '''ith the mo
nogamous mother, the Inother 'vho demands chastity. Such fears 
can also be traced back to a feeling of inferiori ty regarding one's 
femininity resulting from a childhood penis envy that has not 
been sufficiently vv-orked through. There is in addition a rational, 
fully justified fear of the sexual difficulties to be faced in a so
ciety 'vhich has debased sexuality to so great an extent. ~Jen 
oftcn cncounter the difficulty that, having established a unity be
t\\·ecn affection and sensuality, they becon1e incapable of inter
course '''ith prostitutes or under other conditions involving pay
tnctH. If they do not gct n1arried in1n1ediately, they "·ill not easily 
find a partner "\\'ho \\'ill gratify both affection and sensuality. 
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These and a nurober of other conditions make it difficult for 
the patient to break av;ay from the analyst .• A... patient \Vill very 
often gratify his sensuality v;ith an object he does not and as a 
matter of fact cannot Iove, because his affections are tied to the 
analyst. Though this tie complicates the patient's finding the right 
object \rhile undergoing analysis, the best results are obtained 
,,;hen the patient, ,,·hether male or female, finds a compatible 
partner before the analysis is terminated. This has the great ad
vantage that the behavior in the new· relationship can still be an
alytically controlled and possible neurode residues easily elimi
nated. 

If the finding of a partner during the analysis does not take 
place too early, i.e., not before the \VOrking through of the posi
tive transference, and if the analyst is careful not to influence the 
patient in any v;ay (does not urge him or her to choose a part
ner) , there can be no doubt ,,?hatever as to the advantage of such 
termination of the treatment. There are, to be sure, difficulties of 
a social nature. B u t the discussion of them ,,·ould take us beyond 
the scope of this book; and they have already been considered in 
,,·orks dealing specifically ''?ith this problem.4 

5· A FE'V RE~IARKS ABOt:T COU~TER-TRANSFERENCE 

It is easy to understand that the temperament of any given an
alyst constitutes a decisive factor in the treatment of every case . 
. \s ,,.e kno\\·, the anal ys t has the tasks of using his O\\·n uncon
scious as a kind of receiving apparatus to "tune in" the unean
seiaus of the analysand and of dealing \\"ith each individual 
patient in keeping \\'ith the patient's temperament. The usual ana
lytic kno,,·ledge and ability of the analyst are significant here 
only insofar as his receptiveness to the unfamiliar unconscious 
and his ability to adapt to every analytic situation enable him to 
increase that kno\rledge and ability. 

To begin "·ith, "·e have to clarify something ,,·hich could eas
ily be misunderstood. Freud recommended that the analyst as
sume an unbiased attitude, allo\\' hirnself to be surprised by every 
ne\\· turn of the analysis. This recommendation appears to be at 

'Cf. Reich: Geschlechtsreife, Enthaltsamkeit, Ehemoral, ~fünster Yerlag, 1930; 
Der .sexuelle Kampf der Jugend, \'erlag für Sexualpolitik, 1931. 
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variance with our insistence on systematic resistance analysis and 
the strict derivation of the special technique from the structure of 
each and every case. How, it will be asked, can one assume a 
passive, receptive, unbiased attitude and at the same time pro
ceed in a logical, directive, and systematic manner? Some of my 
colleagues erroneousl y try to sol ve the ne\v tasks of character 
analysis by meditating on the structure of the case. 

The truth of the matter is that the assuming of an unbiased at
titude and consistent resistance analysis are not at variance with 
one another. If an analyst has developed the ability which Freud 
recommended, the handling of the resistances and of the trans
ference will ensue automatically as a reaction to the process in 
the patient. There is no need for strenuous rumination about the 
structure of a particular case. When material differing in dy
namic value is affered simultaneously from various layers of the 
unconscious, the analyst will spontaneously pick out one element 
instead of another. Without giving it much thought, he \\·ill ana
lyze the ego defense before the repressed contents, etc. When the 
analyst begins to rack his brain about the structure and technical 
requirements of a case, it is a sign of one of t\\'O things: either he 
is dealing \Vith an especially new and unaccustomed type or his 
unconscious is in some way closed to the material the patient is 
offering. Freud was quite right in saying that the analyst has to 
be open to surprises. Over and above this, hO\\'ever, he must 
have the ability to fit very quickly what is surprisingly ne,\· into 
the total context of the therapeutic process. If, from the very be
ginning, the analysis has been unrolled in keeping \\'ith the struc
ture of the case and on the basis of the transference resistances; 
if the error has been avoided of confusing the case and the situa
tion by interpretations \vhich are too deep and too pren1ature, 
then the incorporation of ne'v material takes place aln1ost auto
Inatically. l.,he n1ost in1portant reason for this isthat the potential 
elcn1cnts of the unconscious do not emerge in an arbitrary \Vay. 
~rheir ctncrgencc is deter1nined by the course of the analysis it
scl f and presu pposes tha t the anal ytic n1a terial and resistances, 
juxtaposcd anti confused in thc bcginning, have been put into a 
definite cnlcr. Once ae:ain ho,rcvcr this is tnerelv a n1attcr of 

I J ' t I 

s ys t crna t i( rcsis t a ll('C a na 1 ysis. 
Front the te('hni<. al discussion of cases (''·hich can only take 
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place intellectually) '\\·e could easily get the mistaken impression 
that character-analvtic ,,·ork is the result of an intellectual dissec-. 
tion of the case during the treatment. But this "intellectu-
alization" must not be imputed to the analytic ,,;ork itself, '\Vhose 
success depends largely upon intuitive comprehension and ac
tion. Once the beginner has overcome the typical tendency "to 
make a quick sale" of his anal ytic knO'\\"ledge of the case, once 
he has learned to assume a flexible attitude, then he has estab
lished the essential basis of analytic ability. 

Quite obviously, the ability of the analyst to adopt a flexible 
attitude in his ,,·ork, to grasp the case intuitively '\\·ithout becoming 
stuck in his intellectually acquired kno,vledge, '\\·ill depend upon 
conditions pertaining to his character in the same '\Vay that the 
similar a bili ty of the analysand to let hirnself go is determined by 
the degree to 'vhich his character armor has been loosened. 

\Vithout going into the '\\·hole complex of questions, '\\"e '\vill il
lustrate the problern of counter-transference 'vith a fe·w· typical 
examples. It is usually possible to recognize by the way the case 
is proceeding \\·hether and in '\\·hich area the atti tude of the ana
lyst is defective, i.e., disturbed by his O'\\·n psychological prob
lems. The fact that some cases never produce an affective nega
tive transference is to be ascribed not so much to the patient's 
block as to that of the analyst. The analyst '\\·ho has not resolved 
the repression of his O'\\"n aggressive tendencies 'vill be incapable 
of accomplishing this '\rork satisfactorily in his patients and 
might even develop an affective unwillingness to form an accur
ate intellectual appraisal of the importance of the analysis of the 
negative transference. His repressed aggression 'vill cause the an
alyst to regard as a provocation the patient's aggression ,v·hich 
has to be roused. He 1Nill either overlook negative impulses in 
the patient or obstruct their manifestation in some '\\·ay. He 
might even reinforce the repression of the aggression by exagger
ated friendliness tO'\\·ard the patient. Patients quickly sense such 
attitudes on the part of the analyst and thoroughly exploit them 
in '\\·arding off drives .. A.n affect block or an excessively solicitous 
bearing on the part of the analyst is the most telling sign that he is 
'\\·arding off his O\\·n aggression. 

The counterpart to this is the analyst's characterological ina
bility to cope \\·ith the patient's sexual manifestations, i.e., his or 
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her posttzve transference, without becoming emotionally in
volved. In acting as a control analyst, one observes that the ana
lyst's own fear of the patient's sensual and sexual manifestations 
often severely hinders the treatment and can easily forestall the 
establishment of genital primacy in the patient. Under normal 
analytic conditions, the patient's genital demands for love be
come manifest in the transference. lf the analyst hirnself is some
what befuddled with respect to sexual matters or does not have 
at least a sexually affirmative intellectual orientation, his work 
as an analyst will certainly suffer. Needless to say, it is extremely 
likely that an analyst lacking sexual experience will be unable to 
camprehend the actual difficulties in the patient's sexual life. 
Hence, the student of psychoanalysis should fulfill, "\vhile un
dergoing analysis during his training period, at least the same re-

. quirements which apply to the patient: the establishment of geni
tal primacy and the attainment of a satisfactory sexual life. 
Unless he represses his own impulses, the sexually disturbed or un
satisfied analyst will not only be hard-pressed to control his posi
tive counter-transference; he will find it increasingly difficult to 
cope wi th the provocation to his own sexual demands by the pa
tient's sexual manifestations. He will undoubtedly become entan
gled in a neurotic predicament. Practice im poses the strictest 
demands upon us in this respect, and we would be foolish to con
ceal or gainsay them. Whether the analyst consciously admits or 
denies that he has to struggle 'vith such difficulties makes little 
difference, for the average patient will sense the analyst's uncon
scious sexual negation and rejection and "\vill consequently be un
able to get rid of his own sexual inhibitions. There is, in fact, 
more to it than that. The analyst, to be sure, has the right to live 
according to his own light. But the fact remains that if, uncon
sciously, he adheres to rigid moral principles, 'vhich the patient 
ahvays scnses, if, 1vithout kno1ving it, he has repressed polyga
nlous tendencies or certain kinds of love play, he ,\~ill be able 
to deal '"ith very fe,v patients and '\'ill be inclined to hold up son1e 
natural n1ode of behavior as "infantile." 

1\nalysts 'vho expcricnce the transferences of their patients in 
an essentially narcissistic ,\·ay tend to interpret those contetnpo
rary tnanifcstations of Iove as signs of a personal Iove relation-
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ship. For the same reason, it often happens that the patient's crit
icisnl and distrust are not adequately ,,~orked through . 

.-\nalysts "~ho are not sufficiently in control of their own sad
ism easily lapse into the ,,~ell-kno\\·n "analytic silence," despite 
the fact that there are no satisfactory reasons for it. They regard 
the patient himself, rather than the patient's neurosis, as an 
enemy "·ho "does not ,,·ant to get "·ell." Threats to break off the 
analysis and unnecessary setting of deadlines are not so much the 
result of an insufficiency in analytic technique as they are of a 
lack of patience. The latter causes technique to fall short of its 
possibili ties. 

Finally, it is an error to interpret the general analytic rule (the 
analyst must be a "blank sheet of paper" upon \vhich the patient 
inscribes his transference) to mean that one must al\\~ays and in 
every case assume a mummy-like attitude. Under such condi
tions, many patients find it difficult "to come out of their shell,'' 
a fact "·hich later makes artificial, unanalytic measures neces
sary. It is clear that an aggressive patient has to be handled dif
ferently than a masochistic patient, an overexcited hysterical pa
tient differently than a depressive patien t, that the analyst 
changes his attitude to\\~ard one and the same patient depending 
upon the situation. In short, one does not act neurotically even if 
one has to bear an elemen t of neurosis in oneself. 

\Vhile the analyst cannot and should not suppress his particular 
temperament and \Vill be mindful of this in deciding \Vhich pa
tients he is best fitted to deal "yith, \Ve must nonetheless demand 
of him that his individuality be held in check, that it be con
trolled. \Ve must also expect that a certain amount of character 
ftexibility be attained in his training analysis. 

In short, the demands we make upon the analyst are as great 
as the difficulties he ''yill later be expected to deal \Vith. Above 
all, the analyst \vill have to bear in mind that, because his profes
sianal activity is in sharp opposition to the majority of conventional 
society, he \\·ill be persecuted, ridiculed, and slandered unless he 
prefers to make concessions, at the expense of his theoretical and 
practical convictions, to a social order directly and irreconcilably 
opposed to the requirements of the therapy of the neurosis. 





PART TWO 
Theory of Character Formation 



In our representation thus far, we have followed a path of in
vestigation rigidly dictated by analytic practice. Proceeding from 
the question of the economic principle of analytic therapy, \\"e 
approached the character-analytic problems which cluster araund 
the "narcissistic barrier." \Ve were able to solve some of the 
technical problems and found ourselves, in the process, faced 
with ne\v theoretical questions. The one prominent fact about 
our case histories was that, however much it may differ from 
case to case, the narcissistic armor is connected in a typical 
\\"a y \\·i th the sexual conflicts of childhood. This, to be sure, \vas 
entirely in keeping \Vith our analytic expectations. No\v, hO\\"
ever, \Ve had the task of investigating these connections in detail. 
Nor did it escape our attention that the changes \vhich take place 
in the pathological character attitudes in the course of the treat
ment follo\\" a definite logic. It is the development from a neu
rotic character structure to a structure whose nature is deter
mined by the attainment of genital primacy. For this reason, , ... e 
call it "genital character." And finally , ... e shall have to describe a 
number of character differentiations, an1ong \vhich that of Inas
ochism \\"ill Iead us to a critique of a more recent analytic theory 
of the instincts. 



CHAPTER Vll 

THE CHARACTEROLOGICAL 
RESOLUTION OF THE INFANTILE 

SEXUAL CONFLICT 1 

Psychoanalytic knowledge is in a position to provide the theory 
of character 'vith fundamentally new points of view and to arrive 
at ne'v findings based on them. Three characteristics of that in
vestigation which make this possible are: 

1. I ts theory of unconscious mechanisms. 
2. Its historical approach. 
3. I ts com prehension of the dynamics and economics of 

psychic processes. 
Insofar as psychoanalytic research proceeds from the investi

gation of phenomena to their nature and development and com
prehends the processes of "depth personali ty" in both cross sec
tion and longitudinal section, it automatically opens the way to 
the ideal of character research, a "genetic theory of types." This 
theory, in turn, could provide us not only with the natural scien
tific understanding of human modes of reaction but also with the 
history of their specific developmen t. The advantage of shifting 
character research from the humanistic field, in Klages's sense 
of the 'vord, to the sphere of natural scientific psychology should 
not be underestimated. But the clinical investigation of this field 
is not simple. It is first necessary to clarify the facts which are to 
be discussed. 

1. CONTENT AND FORM OF PSYCHIC REACTIONS 

From the very beginning, psychoanalytic methods provided a 
fresh approach to the investigation of the character. Freud's2 

1 First presented at the Congress of the German Psychoanalytic Society in 
Dresden, September 28, 1930. 
3 Freud: "Charakter und Analerotik," Ges. Sehr., Bd. V. 
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discovery was pioneer work in this field. He demonstrated that 
certain character traits can be explained historically as the per
manent transmutations of primitive instinctual impulses by envi
ronmental influences. He indicated, for exam ple, that stinginess, 
pedantry, and orderliness are derivatives of anal erotic instinc
tual forces. Later, both Jones3 and Abraham4 made important 
contributions to the theory of character by showing the relation 
between character traits and infantile instinctual forces, e.g., be
tween envy and ambition and urethral eroticism. In these first 
attempts, it was a matter of explaining the instinctual basis of 
typical individual character traits. However, the problems result
ing from the demands of everyday therapy are more extensive. 
We see ourselves faced with the alternatives of (1) understand
ing, historically and dynamic-economically, the character as an 
integral formation both generally and in tenns of typological 
transmutations, or (2) foregoing the possibility of curing a large 
number of cases in which the character-neurotic reaction basis 
has to be eliminated. 

Since the patient's character, in its typical mode of reaction, 
becomes the resistance against the uneavering of the unconscious 
( character resistance ), it can be proven that during the treatment 
this function of the character mirrors its origin. The causes of a 
person's typical reactions in everyday life and in the treatment 
are the same as those which not only detennined the formation 
of the character in the first place but consolidated and preserved 
the mode of reaction once it had been established and shaped 
into an automatic mechanism independent of the conscious ,\~ili. 

In the constellation of this proble1n, therefore, '\\~hat is iinpor
tant is not the content and nature of this or that character trait 
hut the mechanis1n and genesis of the typical mode of reaction. 
Whcrcas, until nov~', we were able to understand and explain ge
nctically the contents of the experiences and the neurotic S)mp
tonls and character traits, 've are no'v in a position to give an 
cxplanation of the fot·mal problen1, the "~ay in ,\~hich one experi
enccs and the '\\'ay neurotic SYJnptonls are produced. It is n1y 

3 .Jones: "Ober analcrotisdw Charakterzüge," bztt·nwtioualc1l Ztitsclzri.ft .fiir 
P.'i\'rhoarwl·vsr, \' (1919). 
'Ahraham: J>.,vrhoa1wl·vti ... tlw Studie" z.ur Charakterbildtuzg, Internationaler 
Psychoanal) tisdu.·r \'erlag. 1924. 
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firm conviction that ,.-:e are paving the '\vay to an understanding 
of ,,·hat might be called the basic feature of a personality. 

In the vernacular, '''"e speak of hard and soft, noble and base, 
proud ancl servile, cold and '~:arm people. The psychoanalysis of 
these various characteristics proves that they are merely various 
forms of an armoring of the ego against the dangers of the out
siele ,,·orlcl and the repressed instinctual demands of the id. Etio
logically, there is just as much anxiety behind the excessive 
poli teness of one person as there is behind the gruff and occasion
ally brutal reaction of another. A clifference in circumstances 
ca uses one person to cleal or try to deal '\Vi th his anxiety in one 
,,·ay and another person to cleal '\Vith it in a different '\vay. With 
such terms as passive-feminine, paranoic-aggressive, compul
sive-neurotic, hysterical, genital-narcissistic, ancl others, psy
choanalysis has merely clifferentiated types of reaction according 
to a rough scheme. 'Vhat is important no'\v is to camprehend 
,,·hat pertains in a general '\vay to "character formation" and to 
say something about the basic conditions '\vhich Iead to such a 
differentia tion of types. 

2. THE FUNCTION OF CHARACTER FORMATIO~ 

The next question '\Ve have to deal '\Vith concerns the factors 
that cause the character to assume the definite form in '\vhich it is 
operative. In this connection, it is necessary to call to mind some 
attributes of every character reaction. The character consists in a 
chronic change of the ego '\vhich one might describe as a harden
ing. This hardening is the actual basis for the becoming chronic 
of the characteristic mode of reaction; its purpose is to protect 
the ego from external and internal clangers. As a protective for
mation that has become chronic, it merits the designation "ar
moring," for it clearly constitutes a restriction of the psychic mo
bility of the personality as a ,,·hole. This restriction is mitigated 
by the noncharacterological, i.e., atypical, relations to the out
side world that seem to be open communications in an otherwise 
closed system. They are "breaches" in the "armor" through 
'vhich, depending upon the situation, libidinal and other interests 
are sent out and pulled in again like pseudopodia. The armor it
self, hov;ever, is to be thought of as flexible. Its mode of reaction 
always proceeds according to the pleasure-unpleasure principle. 
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In unpleasurable situations the annoring contracts; in pleasura
ble situations it expands. The degree of character flexibility} the 
ability to open oneself to the outside world or to close oneself to 
it} depending upon the situation} constitutes the difference between 
a reality-oriented and a neurotic character structure. Extreme 
prototypes of pathologically rigid annoring are the affect
blocked compulsive characters and Schizophrenie autism, both of 
which tend toward catatonic rigidity. 

The character armor is formed as a chronic resul t of the clash 
between instinctual demands and an outer world which frustrates 
those demands. Its strength and continued raison d'etre are de
rived from the current conflicts between instinct and outer 
world. The expression and the sum total of those impingements of 
the outer lvorld on instinctual life, through accumulation and 
qualitative homogeneity, constitute a historical whole. This 'vill 
be immediately clear when we think of known character types 
such as "the bourgeois," "the official," "the proletar~an," "the 
butcher," etc. It is araund the ego that this annoring is fonned, 
around precisely that part of the personality which lies at the 
boundary between biophysiological instinctive life and the outer 
world. Hence we designate it as the character of the ego. 

At the core of the armor's definitive formation, 've regularly 
find, in the course of analysis, the conflict bet\\·een genital incest 
desires and the actual frustration of their gratification. The 
formation of the character commences as a definite form of the 
overcoming of the Oedipus complex. The conditions ,,·hich lead 
precisely to this kind of resolution are special, i.e., they relate 
specifically to the character. (These conditions correspond to the 
prevailing social circumstances to 'vhich childhood sexuality is 
suhject. If these circumstances are changed, both the conditions 
of the character formation and the structures of the character 
,\·ill be changed.) For there are other 'vays of resolving the con
flict, naturally not so important or so detern1inative in tenns of 
the future developn1ent of the total personality, e.g., simple re
prcssion or the fonnation of an infantile neurosis. If ,,.e consider 
'vha t is contnlon to thcse conditions, "·e find, on the one hand~ 
ex trctne 1 y in tensc gcni tal desires and, on the other hand, a rela
tivcly "'cak ego ,,·hich, out of fear of being punished, seeks to 
protect itself by reprcssions. The repression leads to a danuning up 
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of the impulses, ,\·hich in turn threatens that simple repression 
'\'i th a breakthrough of the repressed im pulses. The resul t is a 
transformation of the ego, e.g., the development of attitudes de
signed to ,\·ard off fear, attitudes ,\·hich can be summarized by 
the tern1 "shyness." Although this is merely the first intimation 
of a character, there are decisive consequences for its formation. 
Shyness or a related attitude of the ego constitutes a restriction 
of the ego. But in 'varding off dangeraus situations which could 
provoke ,\·hat is repressed such an attitude also strengthens the 
ego. 

It turns out, ho,\·ever, that this first transformation of the ego, 
e.g., the shyness, does not suffice to master the instinct. On the 
contrary, it easily leads to the development of anxiety and always 
becomes the behavioral basis of childhood phobia. In order to 
maintain the repression, an additional transformation of the ego 
becomes necessary: the repressions have to be cemented to
gether, the ego has to harden, the defense has to take on a 
chronically operative, automatic character. And, since the simul
taneously developed childhood anxiety constitutes a continual 
threa t to the repressions; since the repressed material is ex
pressed in the anxiety; since, moreover, the anxiety itself threat
ens to 'veaken the ego, a protective formation against the anxiety 
also has to be created. The driving force behind all these meas
ures taken by the ego is, in the final analysis, conscious or un
conscious fear of punishment, kept alive by the prevailing behav
ior of parents and teachers. Thus, we have the seeming paradox, 
namely that fear causes the child to vvant to resolve his fear. 

Essentially, the libido-economically necessitated hardening of 
the ego takes place on the basis of three processes: 

I. It identifies 'vith the frustrating reality as personified in the 
figure of the main suppressive person. 

2. It turns against itself the aggression which it mobilized 
against the suppressive person and which also produced the anxi
ety. 

3. It develops reactive attitudes toward the sexual strivings, 
i.e., it utilizes the energy of these strivings to serve its own pur
poses, namely to '\'ard them off. 

The first process gives the armoring its meaningful contents. 
(The affect-block of a compulsive patient has the meaning "I 
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have to control myself as my father always said I should"; but it 
also has the meaning "I have to preserve my pleasure and make 
myself indifferent to my father's prohibitions.") 

The second process probably binds the most essential element 
of aggressive energy, shuts off a part of the mode of motion, and 
thereby creates the inhibiting factor of the character. 

The third process 'vithdra,vs a certain quantity of libido from 
the repressed libidinal drives so that their urgency is 'veakened. 
Later this transformation is not only eliminated; it is made su
perßuous by the intensification of the remaining energy cathexis 
as a result of the restriction of the mode of motion, gratification, 
and general productivity. 

Thus, the armoring of the ego takes place as a resul t of the 
fear of punishment, at the expense of id energy, and contains the 
prohibitions and standards of parents and teachers. Only in this 
way can the character formation fulfill its economic functions of 
alleviating the pressure of repression and, over and above this, of 
strengthening the ego. This, however, is not the 'vhole story. If, 
on the one band, this armoring is at least temporarily successful 
in warding off impulses from within, it constitutes, on the other 
hand, a far-reaching block not only against stimuli from the out
side bu t also against further educational inßuences. Except in 
cases 'vhere there is a strong development of stubbornness, this 
block need not preclude an external docility. \Ve should also 
bear in mind that external docility, as, for example, in passive
feminine characters, can be combined 'vith the most tenacious 
inner resistance. At this point, 've must also stress that in one 
person the armoring takes place on the surface of the personal
ity, 'vhile in another person it takes place in the depth of the per
sonality. In the latter case, the external and obvious appearance 
of thc pcrsonality is not its real but only its ostensible expression. 
The affect-hlocked co1npulsive character and the paranoid-ag
gressive character are exam ples of arn1oring on the surface; the 
hystcrical charactcr is an ex~uuple of a deep artnoring of the per
sonality. Thc depth of the annoring depends on the conditions of 
regrcssion and fixation and constitutes a minor aspect of the 
prohlen1 of character di fieren tia tion. 

If, on the one hand, the character artnor is the result of the 
~cxual conflict of childhood and the definite u•ay in ,,·hich this 
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conflict has been managed, i t becomes, und er the condi tions to 
'vhich character formation is subject in our cultural circles, the 
basis of later neurotic conflicts and sym ptom neuroses in the ma
jority of cases; it becomes the Teaction basis of the neurotic char
acteT. .A. more detailed discussion of this will follow later. At this 
point I \Villlimit myself to a brief summary: 

A personality 'vhose character structure precludes the estab
lishment of a sex-economic regulation of energy is the precondi
tion of a later neurotic illness. Thus, the basic conditions of fall
ing ill are not the sexual conflict of childhood and the Oedi pus 
com plex as such bu t the \vay in which they are handled. Since, 
ho,\·ever, the way these conflicts are handled is largely deter
mined by the nature of the family conflict itself (intensity of the 
fear of punishment, latitude of instinctual gratification, character 
of the parents, etc.) , the development of the small child's ego up 
to and including the Oedipus phase determines, finally, whether 
a person becomes neurotic or achieves a regulated sexual econ
omy as the basis of social and sexual potency. 

The reaction basis of the neurotic character means that it went 
too far and allowed the ego to become rigid in a way which pre
cluded attainment of a regulated sexual life and sexual experi
ence. The unconscious instinctual forces are thus deprived of any 
energetic release, and the sexual stasis not only remains permanent 
but continually increases. Next, we note a steady development 
of the character reaction formations (e.g., ascetic ideology, etc.) 
against the sexual demands built up in connection with con
temporary conflicts in important life situations. Thus, a cycle is 
set up: the stasis is increased and leads to new reaction formations 
in the very same way as their phobic predecessors. However, the 
stasis always increases more rapidly than the annoring until, in the 
end, the reaction fonnation is no Ionger adequate to keep the 
psychic tension in check. It is at this point that the repressed 
sexual desires break through and are immediately warded off by 
symptom fonnations (formation of a phobia or its equivalent). 

In this neurotic process, the various defense positions of the 
ego overla p and in terfuse. Thus, in the cross section of the per
sonali ty, we find side by side character reactions which, in terms 
of developmen t and time, belong to different periods. In the 
phase of the final breakdown of the ego, the cross section of the 
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personality resembles a tract of land following a volcanic erup
tion that throws tagether masses of rocks belonging to various 
geological strata. However, it is not especially difficult to pick 
out from this jumble the cardinal meaning and mechanism of all 
character reactions. Once discerned and understood, they lead 
directly to the central infantile conflict. 

3· CONDITIONS OF CHARACTER DIFFERENTIATION 

What conditions, presently recognizable, enable us to under
stand what constitutes the difference between a healthy and a 
pathological armoring? Our investigation of character formation 
remains sterile theorizing as long as we do not answer this ques
tion wi th some degree of concreteness and thereby offer guide
lines in the field of education. In view of the prevailing sexual 
morality, however, the conclusions which follow from our inves
tigation will put the educator who wants to raise healthy men 
and women in a very difficult position. 

To begin with, it must be stressed once again that the forma
tion of the character depends not merely upon the fact that in
stinct and frustration clash with one another but also upon the U'ay 

in which this happens; the stage of development during '\vhich the 
character-forming conflicts occur; and which instincts are involved. 

To gain a better understanding of the situation, let us attempt 
to form a schema from the wealth of conditions bearing upon 
character formation. Such a schema reveals the follo,\'ing funda
mental possibilities. The result of character formation is depend
ent upon: 

the phase in which the im pulse is frustrated; 
the frequency and intensity of the frustrations; 
the impulses against '\vhich the frustration is chiefly directed; 
the correlation bet,veen indulgence and frustration; 
the sex of the person chiefl y responsi ble for the frus tra tions; 
the contradictions in the frustrations themselves. 
All these conditions are detern1ined by the prevailing social 

ordcr 'vith rcspect to education, tnorality, and the gratification of 
nceds; in the final analysis, by the prevailing econotnic structure 
of the socicty. 

The goal of a future prophylaxis of neuroses is the for1nation 
of characters 'vhich not only give the ego sufficient support 
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against the inner and outer world but also allow the sexual and 
social freedom of movemen t necessary for psychic econom y. So, 
to begin \\·ith, we must understand the fundamental conse
q uences of every frustra tion of the gra tifica tion of a child•s in
stincts. 

Every frustration of the kind entailed by present-day methods 
of education causes a withdrawal of the libido into the ego and, 
consequently, a strengthening of secondary narcissism.5 This in 
itself constitutes a character transformation of the ego inasmuch 
as there is an increase in the ego•s sensitiveness, which is ex
pressed as shyness and a heightened sense of anxiety. If, as is 
usually the case, the person responsible for the frustration is 
Ioved, an ambivalent attitude, later an identification, is devel
oped to\vard that person. In addition to the suppression, the 
child in ternalizes certain character trai ts of this person-as a 
matter of fact, precisely those traits directed against his own in
stinct. 'Vhat happens, then, is essentially that the instinct is re
pressed or coped with in some other way. 

However, the effect of the frustration on the character is largely 
dependent upon when the impulse is frustrated. If it is frustrated 
in its initial stages of development, the repression succeeds only too 
well. Although the victory is complete, the impulse can be neither 
sublimated nor consciously gratified. For example, the premature 
repression of anal eroticism impedes the development of anal sub
limations and prepares the way for severe anal reaction forma
tions. 'Vhat is more important in terms of the character is the fact 
that shutting out the impulses from the structure of the personality 
impairs its activity as a whole. This can be seen, for example, in 
children whose aggression and motor pleasure were prematurely 
inhibited; their later capacity for work will consequently be re
duced. 

At the height of its development, an impulse cannot be com
pletely repressed. A frustra tion at this point is much more likely 
to create an indissoluble conflict between prohibition and im-

6 Footnote, 1945: In the language of orgone biophysics: the continual frustration 
of primary natural needs leads to chronic contraction of the biosystem (mus
cular armor, sympatheticotonia, etc.) . The conßict between inhibited primary 
drives and the armor gives rise to secondary, antisocial drives (sadism, etc.) ; 
in the process of breaking through the armor, primary biological impulses are 
transformed into destructive sadistic impulses. 
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pulse. If the fully developed impulse encounters a sudden, unan
ticipated frustration, it lays the groundwork for the development 
of an impulsive personality.6 In this case, the child does not fuiiy 
accept the prohibition. Nonetheless, he develops guilt feelings, 
which in turn intensify the impulsive actions until they become 
compulsive impulses. So we find, in impulsive psychopaths, an 
unformed character structure that is the opposite of the demand 
for sufficient annoring against the outer and inner world. It is 
characteristic of the impulsive type that the reaction fonnation is 
not employed against the impulses; rather the impulses them
selves (predominantly sadistic impulses) are enlisted as a defense 
against imaginary situations of danger, as weil as the danger arising 
from the impulses. Since, as a result of the disordered genital 
structure, the Iibido economy is in a 'vretched state, the sexual 
stasis occasionally increases the anxiety and, with it, the character 
reactions, often leading to excesses of all kinds. 

The opposite of the impulsive is the instinct-inhibited charac
ter. Just as the impulsive type is characterized by the cleavage be
tween fully developed instinct and sudden frustration, the 
instinct-inhibited type is characterized by an accumulation of 
frustrations and other instinct-inhibiting educational measures 
from the beginning to the end of his instinctual development. The 
character armoring which corresponds to i t tends to be rigid, con
siderably constrains the individual's psychic flexibility, and forms 
the reaction basis for depressive states and compulsive S)'Tilptoms 
(inhibited agression). But it also turns human beings into docile, 
undiscriminating citizens. Herein lies its sociological significance. 

The sex and the cha1·acter of the pe1·son mainly responsible for 
one's upbringing are of the greatest importance for the nature of 
one's later sexual Iife. 

We shall reduce the very complicated influence exercised by a 
authoritarian society on the child to the fact that, in a system of 
eclucation built upon family units, the parents function as the 
main executors of social influence. Because of the usually unean
seiaus sexual attitude of the parents to,vard their children, i t 
happcns that the father has a stronger Iiking for and is Iess prone 
to restriet and educate the daughter, \\'hile the mother has a 

• Cf. Reich: Der triebhafte Charakter, Internationaler Psvchoanahtischer 
Verlag, 1925. 
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stronger liking for and is less prone to restriet and educate the son. 
Thus, the sexual relationship determines, in most cases, that the 
parent of the same sex becomes most responsible for the child's 
upbringing. \Vith the qualification that, in the child's first years of 
life and among the large majority of the working population, the 
mother assumes the main responsibility for the child's upbring
ing, it can be said that identification with the parent of the same 
sex prevails, i.e., the daughter develops a maternal and the son a 
paternal ego and superego. But because of the special constella
tion of some families or the character of some parents, there are 
frequent deviations. \Ve shall mention some of the typical back
grounds of these atypical identifications. 

Let us begin by considering the relationships in the case of 
boys. Under usual circumstances, namely when the boy has de
veloped the simple Oedipus complex, when the mother has a 
stronger liking for him and frustrates him less than the father 
does, he will identify with the father and-provided the father 
has an active and manly nature-will continue to develop in a 
masculine way. If, on the other hand, the mother has a strict, "mas
culine" personality, if the essential frustrations proceed from 
her, the boywill identify predominantly with her and, depending 
upon the erogenic stage in which the main maternal restrictions 
are imposed upon him, will develop a molher identification on a 
phallic or anal basis. Given the background of a phallic mother 
identification, a phallic-narcissistic character usually develops, 
whose narcissism and sadism are directed chiefly against women 
(revenge against the strict mother) . This attitude is the character 
defense against the deeply repressed original love of the mother, 
a love which could not continue to exist beside her frustrating 
inßuence and the identification with her, but ended rather in a 
disappointment. To be more specific: this Iove was transformed 
into the character attitude itself, from which, however, it can be 
released through analysis. 

In the mother identification on an anal basis, the character 
has become passive and feminine-taward warnen, but not 
to,vard men. Such identifications often constitute the basis of a 
masochistic perversion with the fantasy of a strict woman. This 
character formation usually serves as a defense against phallic 
desires which, for a short time, were intensely directed toward 
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the mother in childhood. The fear of castration by the mother 
lends support to the anal identification with her. Anality is the 
specific erogenic basis of this character formation. 

A passive-feminine character in a male is always based on 
an identification with the mother. Since the mother is the frus
trating parent in this type, she is also the object of the fear that en
genders this attitude. There is, however, another type of pas
sive-feminine character which is brought about by an excessive 
strictness on the part of the father. This takes place in the fol
lowing way: fearing the realization of his genital desires, the boy 
shrinks from the masculine-phallic position to the feminine-anal 
position, identifies here with his mother, and adopts a passive
feminine attitude toward his father and later toward all persans 
in authority. Exaggerated politeness and compliance, softness 
and a tendency toward underhanded conduct are characteristic 
of this type. He uses his attitude to ward off the active masculine 
strivings, to ward off, above all, his repressed hatr~d of the 
father. Side by side with his de facto feminine-passive nature 
(mother identification in the ego), he has identified '\Vith his 
father in his ego-ideal (father identification in superego and 
ego-ideal) . However, he is not able to realize this identification 
because he lacks a phallic position. He will al'\vays be feminine 
and want to be masculine. A severe inferiority complex, the re
sult of this tension benveen feminine ego and masculine ego
ideal, 'vill always set the stamp of oppression (sometimes of hunl
bleness) upon his personality. The severe potency disturbance 
'vhich is always present in such cases gives the '"~hole situation a 
rational justifica tion. 

If we compare this type with the one '\vho identifies '\"ith the 
tnother on a phallic basis, '\Ve see that the phallic-narcissistic 
character successfully '\vards off an inferiority complex ""hich be
trays itself only to the eye of the expert. The inferiority con1plex 
of the passive-feminine character, on the other band, is transpar
ent. The difference lies in the basic erogenic structure. The phal
lic Iibido pcrtnits a complete con1pensation of all attitudes "·hich 
arc not in kccping '\Vith the tnasculine ego-ideal, ""hereas the anal 
Iibido, v;hen it holds thc central position in the n1ale's sexual 
strurturc, prccludes such a con1pensation. 

The rcYersc is truc of a girl: an indulgent father is n1ore likely 
to contribute to the establislunent of a ferninine character than a 
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father "·ho is strict or brutal. Large numbers of clinical compari
sons reveal that a girl 'vill usually react to a brutal father with 
the formation of a hard male character. The ever-present penis 
envy is activated and is molded into a masculinity complex 
through character changes of the ego. In this case the hard, mas
culine-aggressive nature serves as an armoring against the infan
tile feminine attitude to,vard the father which had to be re
pressed beca use of his coldness and hardness. If, on the other 
hand, the father is kind and loving, the little girl can retain and, 
,\·ith the exception of the sensuous components, even develop her 
object-love to a large extent. It is not necessary for her to iden
tify "yith the father. True, she too will usually have developed 
penis envy. Ho'\yever, in vie'v of the fact that the frustrations in 
the hererosexual sphere are relatively weak, the penis envy has 
no significant effect on the formation of the character. Thus, we 
see that it is not important whether this or that woman has penis 
envy. 'Vhat is important is how it effects the character and 
'\yhether it produces symptoms. What is decisive for this type is 
that a maternal identification takes place in the ego; it finds ex
pression in character traits which we call "feminine." 

The preservation of this character structure is dependent upon 
the condition that vaginal eroticism becomes a permanent part of 
femininity in puberty. At this age, severe disappointments in the 
father or father-prototypes can arouse the masculine identifica
tion 'vhich did not take place in childhood, activate the dormant 
penis envy, and, at this late stage, Iead to a transformation of the 
character to\vard the masculine. We very often observe this in 
girls \vho repress their hererosexual desires for moral reasons 
(identification with the authoritarian, moralistic mother) and 
thus bring about their O\Vn disappointment in men. In the 
ma jority of such cases, these otherwise feminine women tend to 
develop a hysterical nature. There is a continuous genital urge 
to,vard the object (coquettishness) and a shrinking back, accom
panied by the development of genital anxiety, when the situation 
threatens to become serious (hysterical genital anxiety) . The 
hysterical character in a \Vornan functions as protection against 
her o\vn genital desires and against the masculine aggression of 
the object. This shall be discussed in greater detaillater. 

'Ve sometimes meet with a special case in our practice, 
namely a strict and hard mother who raises a daughter whose 
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character is nei ther masculine nor feminine bu t remains childish 
or reverts to childishness later. Such a mother did not give her 
child sufficient Iove. The ambivalent conflict with respect to the 
mother is considerably stronger on the side of hate, in fear of 
which the child withdraws to the oral stage of sexual develop
ment. The girl will hate the mother at a genital Ievel, will repress 
her hatred, and, after having assumed an oral attitude, transform 
it into reactive Iove and a crippling dependency upon the 
mother. Such women develop a peculiarly sticky attitude toward 
older or married women, become attached to them in a mas
ochistic way, have a tendency to become passively homosexual 
( cunnilingus in the case of perverse formations) , have them

selves looked after by older women, develop but a small interest 
in men, and, in their whole bearing, exhibit "babyish behavior." 
This attitude, like any other character attitude, is an armoring 
against repressed desires and a defense against stimuli from the 
outside world. Here the character serves as an or_al defense 
against intense hate tendencies directed against the mother, be
hind which the equally warded-off normal feminine attitude to
ward the male is found onl y wi th difficul ty. 

U ntil now, we have focused our attention merely u pon the fact 
that the sex of the person mainly responsible for frustrating the 
child's sexual desires plays an essential role in the molding of the 
character. In this connection, we touched upon the adult's char
acter only insofar as we spoke of "strict" and "mild" influencing. 
However, the formation of the child's character is, in another de
cisive respect, dependent upon the natures of the parents, \vhich, 
in their time, were determined by general and particular social 
influences. Much of what official psychiatry Iooks upon as inher
ited (\vhich, incidentally, it cannot account for) turns out, upon 
sufficiently deep analysis, to be the result of early conflicting 
iden tifications. 

We do not deny the role played by heredity in detem1ining the 
tnodes of reaction. The ne\v-born child has its "character"-that 
much is clear. It is our contention, ho\vever, that the environ
tnent exercises the decisive inßuence and determines ,,·hether an 
existing inclination \vill be developed and strengthened or \\yill 
not hc allo\vcd to unfold at all. The strongest argutnent against 
thc vic\v that the character is innate is provided by patients in 
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'\\·hom analysis demonstrates that a definite mode of reaction ex· 
isted until a certain age and then a completely different charac
ter developed. For example, at first they might have been easily 
excitable and enthusiastic and later depressive; or stubbornly 
active and then quiet and inhibited. Although it seems quite 
probable that a certain basic personality is innate and hardly 
changeable, the overemphasis of the hereditary factor stems un
doubtedly from an unconscious dread of the consequences of a 
correct appraisal of the influence exercised by education. 

This controversy 'vill not be finally settled until an important 
institute decides to carry out a mass experiment, e.g., isolates 
some one hundred children of psychopathic parents right after 
birth, brings them up in a uniform educational environment, and 
later compares the results with those of a hundred other children 
'vho '\vere raised in a psychopathic milieu. 

If '"·e once again briefly revie\v the basic character structures 
sketched above, \Ve see that they all have one thing in common: 
they are all stimulated by the conflict arising from the child·par· 
ent relationship. They are an attempt to resolve this conflict in a 
special \vay and to perpetuate this resolution. At one time, Freud 
stated that the Oedipus complex is submerged by the castration 
anxiety. We can no\v add that it is indeed submerged but it re· 
surfaces in a different form. The Oedipus complex is trans
formed into character reactions \vhich, on the one hand, extend 
its main features in a distorted \vay and, on the other hand, con· 
stitute reaction formations against its basic elements. 

Summing up, we can also say that the neurotic character, both 
in its contents and in its form, is made up entirely of compro· 
mises, just as the symptom is. It contains the infantile instinctual 
demand and the defense, which belongs to the same or different 
states of development. The basic infantile conflict continues to 
exist, transformed into attitudes which emerge in a definite form, 
as automatic modes of reaction which have become chronic and 
from which, later, they have tobe distilled through analysis. 

By virtue of this insight into a phase of human development, 
\Ve are in a position to ans\\·er a question raised by Freud: are 
repressed elements retained as double entries, as memory traces, 
or other,vise? "\Ve may no\v cautiously conclude that those elements 
of infantile experience which arenot worked into the character are 
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retained as emotionally charged memory traces; whereas those 
elements which are absorbed into and made a part of the charac
ter are retained as the contemporary mode of reaction. As ob
scure as this process may be, there can be no doubt about the 
"functional continuum," for in analytic therapy we succeed in re
ducing such character formations to their original components. It 
is not so much a question of again bringing to the surface vlhat 
has been submerged, as, for example, in the case of hysterical 
amnesia; rather, the process is comparable to the recovery of an 
element from a chemical compound. We are also in a better po
sition now to understand why, in some acute cases of character 
neuroses, we cannot succeed in elimina ting the Oedi pus conflict 
when we analyze only the content. The reason is that the Oedi
pus conflict no Ionger exists in the present but can be arrived at 
only by the analytic breakdown of the formal modes of reaction. 

The following ca tegoriza tion of princi pal types, based on isola
tion of the specifically pathogenic from specifica_lly reality
oriented psychic dynamisms, is anything but a theoretical pastime. 
Using these differentiations as our point of departure, 've shall 
attempt to arrive at a theory of psychic economy ,,·hich could be 
of practical use in the field of education. Naturally, society must 
make possible and encourage (or reject) the practical applica
tion of such a theory of psychic economy. Contemporary society, 
with its sex-negating morality and economic incompetence to 
guarantee the masses of its members even a bare existence, is as 
far removed from the recognition of such possibilities as it is 
from their practical application. This 'vill be immediately clear 
when, by 'vay of anticipation, we state that the parental tie, the 
suppression of masturbation in early childhood, the denland for 
abstinence in puberty, and the forcing of sexual interest into the 
(today sociologically justified) institution of marriage represent 
the antithesis of the conditions necessary to establish and carry 
through a sex-econon1ic psychic econon1y. The prevailing sexual 
tnorality cannot but create the ground,\·ork of neuroses in the 
character. Sexual and psychic econon1 y is in1 possible ,,.i th the 
n1orals '\·hich arc so vehen1ently defended today. This is one of 
thc inexora hle sorial consequences of the psychoanal ytic investi
gation of ncuroses. 



CHAPTER VIll 

THE GENITAL CHi\RACTER .t\ND THE 
:\El.TROTIC CHARACTER 

(The Sex-Economic Function of the Character Armor) 

I. CHARACTER A~D SEXUAL STASIS 

'\re no''" turn our attention to the reasons ·w·hy a character is 
formed and to the econornic function of the character. 

The study of the dynamic function of the character reactions 
and of their purposeful mode of operation paves the ,v·ay to the 
ans,,·er to the first question: in the main, the character proves to 
be a narcissistic defense mechanism.1 Thus, it ''"ould seem cor-

1 At this point it is necessarv to make a fundamental distinction ben,·een our 
concepts and those of Alfred A\dler concerning character and "security." 

a) Adler began to move away from psychoanalysis and the Iibido theory 
·with the thesis that what is important is not the analysis of the Iibido but 
the analysis of the nen·ous character. His postulating Iibido and character as 
opposites and completely excluding the former from consideration are in 
complete contradiction to the theory of psychoanalysis. \\"hile we do take the 
same problern as our point of departure, namely the purposeful mode of 
operation of what one calls the "total personality and character," ·we none
theless make use of a fundamentally different theory and method. In asking 
what prompts the psychic organism to form a character, ·we conceive of the 
character as a causative entity and arrive only secondarily at a purpose 
which ·we deduce from the cause (cause: unpleasure; purpose: defense against 
unpleasure) . Adler, in dealing with the same problem, uses a finalistic point 
of view. 

bJ \\"e endeavor to explain character formation in terms of Iibido economy 
and arrive, therefore, at completely different results from Adler, who chooses 
the principle of the "will to power" as an absolute explanation, thus overlook
ing the dependency of the "·will to po,,,.er," which is only a partial narcissistic 
striving, u pon the vicissitudes of narcissism as a whole and of the object 
Iibido. 

c) Adler's fonnulations on the mode of action of the inferiority complex 
and its compensations are correct. This has never been denied. But here, too, 
the connection is missing to the Iibido processcs which lie deeper, especially 
the phallic Iibido. It is precisely in our libido-theoretical dissolution of the 
inferiority complex itself and its ramifications in the ego that ·we part company 
with Adler. Our problern begins precisely where Adler lea ves off. 
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rect to assume that if the character serves essentially as a protec
tion of the ego, e.g., in the analytic situation, it must have origi
nated as an apparatus intended to ward off danger. And the 
character analysis of each individual case shows, when the ana
lyst succeeds in penetrating to the character's final stage of devel
opment, i.e., the Oedi pus stage, that the character was molded 
under the influence of the dangers threatening from the outside 
world on the one hand and the pressing demands of the id on the 
other. 

Building upon Lamarck's theory, Freud and particularly Fer
enczi differentiated an autoplastic and an alloplastic adaptation 
in psychic life. Alloplastically, the organism changes the envi
ronment (technology and civilization); autoplastically, the organ
ism changes i tself-in both instances in order to survive. In 
biological terms, character formation is an autoplastic function ini
tiated by the disturbing and unpleasurable stimuli from the outer 
world (structure of the family) . Because of the clash bet\\yeen 
the id and the outer world (which Iimits or wholly frustrates Ii
bido gratification), and prompted by the real anxiety generated 
by this conflict, the psychic apparatus erects a protective barrier 
between itself and the outer world. To camprehend this process, 
which has been but crudely sketched here, \Ve have to turn our 
attention momentarily from the dynamic and economic points of 
vie\v to the topogra phical. 

Freud taught us to conceive of the ego, i.e., that part of the 
psychic mechanism directed toward the outer \\?orld and there
fore exposed, as an apparatus intended to \\Yard off stimuli. Here 
the formation of the character takes place. Freud, in a Yery clear 
and illuminating way, described the struggle \vhich the ego, as a 
buffer bet\veen id and outer \\yorld (or id and superego), has to 
engage in. 'Vhat is most important about this struggle is that the 
ego, in its efforts to mediate benveen the initnical parties for the 
purpose of survival, introjects the suppressiYe objects of the 
ou ter "·orld, as a matter of fact precisely those objects ,,·hich 
frustrate the id's pleasure princi ple, and retains then1 as tnoral 
arhi terli, as the su perego. Hence, the n1orality of the ego is a 
contponent \vhich does not originate in the id, i.e., does not de
vclop in thc narcissistic-libidinal organisn1: rather, it is an alien 
con1poncnt borro\\yed fron1 the intruding and tnenacing outer 
,,·orld. 
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The psychoanalytic theory of instincts views the inchoate 
psychic organism as a hodgepodge of primitive needs which orig
inate in somatic conditions of excitation. As the psychic organ
ism develops, the ego emerges as a special part of it and inter
venes bet\veen these primitive needs on the one band and the 
outer "·orld on the other hand. To Blustrate this, Iet us consider 
the protozoa. Among these we have, for example, the rhizopods, 
'vhich protect themselves from the raw outer 'vorld with an 
annor of inorganic material held tagether by chemical elimina
tions of the protoplasm. Some of these protozoa produce a shell 
coiled like that of a snail; others, a circular shell equipped with 
prickles. As compared with the amoeba, the motility of these ar
mored protozoa is considerably limited; contact with the outer 
'vorld is confined to the pseudopodia, which, for the purpose of 
locomotion and nourishment, can be stretched out and pulled in 
again through tiny holes in the armor. We shall often have occa
sion to make use of this com parison. 

We can conceive of the character of the ego-perhaps the Freud
ian ego in general-as an armor protecting the id against the 
stimuli of the outer world. In the Freudian sense, the ego is a struc
tural agent. By character, we mean here not only the outward form 
of this agent but also the sum total of all that the ego shapes in the 
'vay of typical modes of reaction, i.e., modes of reaction characteris
tic of one specific personality. By character, in short, we mean an es
sentially dynamically determined factor manifest in a person's char
acteristic demeanor: walk, facial expression, stance, manner of 
speech, and other modes of behavior. This character of the ego is 
molded from elements of the outer world, from prohibitions, in
stinctual inhibitions, and the most varied forms of identifications. 
Thus, the material elements of the character armor have their or
igin in the outer 'vorld, in society. Before we enter into the ques
tion of what constitutes the mortar of these elements, i.e., what 
dynamic process 'velds this armor together, we have to point out 
that protection against the outer world, the central motive behind 
the formation of the character, definitely does not constitute the 
chief function of the character later. Civilized man has abundant 
means of protecting hirnself against the real dangers of the ou ter 
world, namely social institutions in all their forms. Moreover, 
being a highl y developed organism, he has a m uscular a ppara tus 
which enables him to take ßight or to fight and an intellect which 
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enables him to foresee and avoid dangers. The protective mecha· 
nisms of the character begin to function in a particular '\vay '\vhen 
anxiety makes itself feit within, whether because of an inner con· 
dition of irritation or because of an external stimulus relating to 
the instinctual apparatus. When this happens, character has to 
master the actual (stasis) anxiety '\vhich results from the energy 
of the thwarted drive. 

The relation between character and repression can be ob· 
served in the following process: the necessity of repressing in· 
stinctual demands initiates the formation of the character. Once 
the character has been molded, ho,vever, it economizes upon re
pression by absorbing instinctual energies-'\vhich are free·float· 
ing in the case of ordinary repressions-into the character 
formation itself. The formation of a character trait, therefore, indi· 
cates that a conftict involving repression has been resolved: ei
ther the repressive process itself is rendered unnecessary or an 
inchoate repression is transformed into a relatively rigid, ego-jus
tified formation. Hence, the processes of the character fonnation 
are wholly in keeping '\Vith the tendency of the ego to unify the 
strivings of the psychic organism. These facts explain '\vhy re· 
pressions that have led to rigid character traits are so much more 
difficult to eliminate than those, for exam ple, '\vhich produce a 
symptom. 

There is a definite connection bet,veen the initial impetus to 
the formation of the character, i.e., protection against concrete 
dangers, and its final function, i.e., protection against instinctual 
dangers, stasis anxiety, and the absorption of instinctual energies. 
Social arrangements, especially the development from primitive 
social organizations to civilization, have entailed n1any restric
tions upon libidinal and other gratifications. The developtnent of 
mankind thus far has been characterized by increasing sexual 
restrictions. In particular, the development of patriarchal civiliza
tion and present-day society has gone hand in hand ·with increasing 
frag-Inentation and suppression of genitality. The Ionger this proc
css continucs, the n1ore remote the causes of real anxiety becon1c. 
On a social Ievel, ho\\'ever, the real dangers to the life of the indi· 
vidual have increased. In1perialistic "'ars and the class strugglr 
out\\·eigh the dangers of prirnitivc titnes. I t cannot be denied that 
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civilization has brought about the advantage of security in individ
ual situations. But this benefit is not 'vithout its drawbacks. To 
avoid real anxiety, man hacl to restriet his instincts. One must not 
give vent to one's aggression even if one is starving as a result of 
economic crisis and the sexual drive is fettered by social norms and 
prejudices. A transgression of the norms would immediately entail 
a real danger, e.g., punishment for "larceny" and for childhood 
masturbation, and imprisonment for incest and homosexuality. 
To the extent that real anxiety is avoided, the stasis of Iibido is 
increased and, with it, stasis anxiety. Thus, actual anxiety and 
real anxiety have a complementary relation to one another: the 
mo1·e real anxiety is avoided~ the stronger stasis anxiety becomes, 
and vice versa. The man who is without fear gratifies his strong 
libidinal needs even at the risk of social ostracism. Animals are 
tnore exposed to the conditions of real anxiety because of their 
deficient social organization. However, unless they fall under the 
pressures of domestication-and even then only under special 
circumstances-animals rarely suffer from instinctual stasis. 

'\Ve have stressed here the avoidance of (real) anxiety and the 
binding of (stasis) anxiety as two economic principles of charac
ter formation; we must not neglect a third principle, which is also 
instrumental in shaping the character, i.e., the pleasure principle. 
True, the formation of the character originates in and is caused 
by the need to ~·ard off the dangers entailed by the gratification 
of instincts. Once the armor has been formed, however, the plea
sure principle continues to operate inasmuch as the character, 
just as the symptom, serves not only to ward off drives and to 
bind anxiety but also to gratify distorted instincts. For example, 
the genital-narcissistic character has protected hirnself against ex
ternal influences; he also gratifies a good portion of Iibido in the 
narcissistic relationship of his ego to his ego-ideal. There are two 
kinds of instinctual gratification. On the one hand, the energy of 
the ~·arded-off instinctual impulses themselves, particularly the 
pregenital and sadistic impulses, is largely consumed in the es
tablishment and perpetuation of the defense mechanism. While 
this, to be sure, does not constitute the gratification of an instinct 
in the sense of a direct, undisguised attainment of pleasure, it 
does constitute a reduction of the instinctual tension comparable 
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to that derived from the disguised "gratification" in a symptom. 
Although this reduction is phenomenologically different from di
rect gratification, it is nonetheless almost on a par 'vith it eco
nomically: both diminish the pressure exerted by the instinctual 
stimulus. The instinct's energy is expended in the binding and so
lidifying of the character's contents (identifications, reaction for
mations, etc.) . In the affect-block of some compulsive charac
ters, for example, sadism mainly is consumed in the fonnation 
ancl perpetuation of the 'vall bet,veen id and outer world, 
'vhereas anal homosexuality is consumed in the exaggerated po
liteness and passivity of some passive-feminine characters. 

The instinctual impulses 1-\"hich are not absorbed into the char
acter strive to achieve direct gratification unless they are re
pressed. The nature of this gratification depends upon the struc
ture of the character. And which instinctual forces are employed 
to establish the character and which are allowed direct gratifica
tion decides the difference not only between heal th and sickness 
but among the individual character types. 

Great importance also devolves on the quantity of the character 
annor as 'vell as on its quality. "\Vhen the annoring of the char
acter against the outer world and against the biological part of the 
personality has reached a degree commensurate 'vith the Iibido 
development, there arestill "breaches" in it which proviele the con
tact 'vith the outer 'vorld. Through these breaches, the unbound 
libido and the other instinctual impulses are turned to,vard or ""ith
clrav~~n from the outer 'vorld. But the annoring of the ego can be so 
complete that the breaches become "too narro,v," i.e., the com
munication lines 'vith the outer "~orld are no Ionger adequate to 
guarantee a regulated Iibido economy and social adaptation. 
Catatonic stupor is an example of a total insulation, ,,·hile the 
impulsive character is a prime example of a "·holly inadequate 
armoring of the character structure. It is likely that every perma
nent conversion of object libido into narcissistic lihido goes hand in 
hand "·ith a strcngthcning and hardening of the ego annor. The 
affcct-hlorked cotnpulsivc rharacter has a rigid an11or and but 
n1cager possihilities of cstahlishing affertive relationships "·ith the 
outcr "·orld. Everything rccoils fron1 his sn1ooth, hard surface. The 
g-arrul ous aggressive charactrr. on the other hand, has, i t is true. 
a flexible annor, but it is ahrays "bristling." His relationships to 
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the outer "'orld are limited to paranoic-aggressive reactions. The 
passive-feminine character is an example of a third type of ar
moring. On the surface, he a ppears to have an acquiescent and 
mild disposition, but in analysis 've get to know it as an armoring 
tha t is difficul t to dissol ve. 

It is indicative of every character formation not only what it 
,,·ards off but ,,·hat instinctual forces it uses to accomplish this. 
In general, the ego molds its character by taking possession of a 
certain instinctual impulse, itself subject to repression at one 
titne, in order to ·ward off, with its help, another instinctual im
pulse. Thus, for example, the phallic-sadistic character's ego will 
use exaggerated masculine aggression to ward off feminine, pas
sive, and anal strivings. By resorting to such measures, however, 
it changes itself, i.e., assumes chronically aggressive modes of re
action. Others frequently ward off their repressed aggression by 
"insinuating"-as one such patient once put it-themselves into 
the favor of any person capable of rousing their aggression. They 
become as "slippery" as eels, evade every Straightforward reac
tion, can never be held fast. Usually, this "slipperiness" is also 
expressed in the intonation of their voice; they speak in a soft, 
modulated, cautious, and Hattering way. In taking over anal in
terests for the purpose of warding off the aggressive im pulses, 
the ego itself becomes "greasy" and "slimy," and conceives of it
self in this 'vay. This causes the loss of self-confidence (one such 
patient feit hirnself to be "stinky"). Such people are driven to 
make rene"·ed efforts to ada pt themselves to the world, to gain 
possession of objects in any way possible. However, since they 
da not possess any genuine ability to adapt themselves and 
usually experience one frustration and rejection after the other, 
their aggression builds up and this, in turn, necessitates intensi
fied anal-passive defense. In such cases, character-analytic work 
not only attacks the function of the defense but also exposes the 
means em ployed to accomplish this defense, i.e., anality in this 
case. 

The final quality of the character-true of the typical as weil 
as the particular-is cletermined by two factors: first, qualita
tively, by those stages of Iibido development in which the process 
of character formation was most permanently influenced by 
inner conflicts, i.e., by the specific position of the Iibido fixation. 
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Qualitatively, therefore, we can differentiate between depressive 
(oral), masochistic, genital-narcissistic (phallic) , hysterical 
(genital-incestuous) characters and compulsive (anal-sadistic fix
ation) characters; second, quantitatively, by the Iibido economy 
which is dependent upon the qualitative factor. The former coulcl 
also be called the historical, the latter the contemporary motive 
of the character form. 

2. THE LIBIDO-ECONOMIC DIFFERENCE BEnVEE~ THE GENITAL 

CHARACTER AND THE NEUROTIC CHARACTER 

If the armoring of the character exceeds a certain degree; if it 
has utilized chiefly those instinctual impulses that under normal 
circumstances serve to establish contact with reality; if the ca
pacity for sexual gratification has thereby been too severely re
s tricted, then all the condi tions exis t for the forma tion of the 
neurotic character. If, now, the character formation and charac
ter structure of neurotic men and warnen are compared ,\~ith 
those of individuals capable of work and love, we arrive at a 
qualitative difference between the ways the character binds the 
dammed-up Iibido. It is found that there are adequate and inade
quate means of binding anxiety. Genital orgastic gTatification of 
the Libido and sublimation prove to be prototypes of adequate 
means; all kinds of pregenital gratification and reaction foTma
tions prove to be inadequate. This qualitative difference is also 
expressed quantitatively: the neurotic character suffers a contin
uously increasing stasis of the libido precisely because his 
means of gratification are not adequate to the needs of the in
stinctual apparatus; whereas the genital character is goYerned by 
a steacly alternation between Iibido tension and adequate Iibido 
gratification. In short, the genital character is in possession of a 
regulated Libido cconomy. The term "genital character" is justi
fied by the fact that, with the possible exception of highly un
usual cases, only genital priinacy and orgastic potency (itself de
tennined by a special character su·ucture) . as opposed to all 
othcr Iibido structures, guarantee a regulated Iibido econoxny. 

'T'he historically dctern1ined quality of the character-fot,ning 
forccs and contcnts detertnincs the conte1nporary qua11titatir•c 
regulation of the libido economy and therefore, at a certain 
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point, the difference ben,;een "health" and "sickness." In terms of 
their qualitative differences, the genital and neurotic characters 
are tobe understood as principal types. The actual characters rep
resent a mixture, and ,,·hether or not the libido economy is 
vouchsafed depends solely upon ho,,· far the actual character ap
proximates the one or the other principal type. In terms of the 
quantity of the possible direct libido gratification, the genital 
and neurotic characters are to be understood as average types: 
either the libido gratification is such that it is capable of disposing 
of the stasis of the unused libido or it is not. In the latter case, 
symptoms or neurotic character traits develop ,,·hich impair 
social and sexual ca pacity. 

'\"e shall attempt no,,· to represent the qualitative differences 
ben,·een the n,·o ideal types. To this end, ,,·e shall cantrast the 
structure of the id, the superego, and finally the characteristics of 
the ego ,,·hich are eiependent upon the id and superego. 

G) Structure of the id 

The genital character has fully attained the post-ambivalent 
genital stage; 2 the incest desire and the desire to get rid of the 
father (the mother) have been abandoned and genital strivings 
have been projectecl u pon a heterosexual object ,,·hich does not, as 
in the case of the neurotic character, actually represent the incest 
object. The hererosexual object has com pletely taken over the 
role-more specifically, the place-of the incest object. The 
Oedipus con1plex is no langer a contemporary factor; it has been 
resolved. It is not repressed: rather, it is free of cathexis. The pre
genital tenclencies (anality, oral eroticism, ancl voyeurism) arenot 
repressed. In part, they are anchored in the character as cultural 
sublimations; in part, they have a share in the pleasures preceding 
direct ~Tatification. They are, in any case, subordinated to the 
genital strivings. The sexual act remains the highest and most 
pleasurable sexual goal. .\ggression has also to a large extent been 
sublimated in social achievements; to a lesser extent, it contributes 
directly to ~eni tal sexuali ty, ,,·ithout, ho,,·ever, demanding exclu
sive gratification. This distribution of the instinctual drives assures 

z Cf. Karl Abraham: Ps~·choanal)'tische Studien :::ur Charakterbildung (Int. 
PsA Bibi., ~o. XXYI, 1925). especially Chapter III: "Zur Charakterbildung 
auf der 'genitalen' Entwicklungsstufe." 
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the capacity for corresponding orgastic gratification, which can be 
achieved only by way of the genital system, although it is not con· 
fined to it since it also provides gratification to the pregenital and 
aggressive tendencies. The less pregeni tal demands are repressed, 
i.e., the better the systems of pregenitality and gentility communi· 
cate, the more complete is the gratification and the fewer possibili
ties there are for pathogenic stasis of the Iibido. 

The neurotic character, on the other hand, even if it does not 
have a feeble potency from the outset or does not live abstinently 
(which is true of the overwhelming majority of cases), is not capable 
of discharging his free, unsublimated Iibido in a satisfactory or· 
gasm.S Orgastically, he is always relatively impotent. The follow· 
ing configuration is responsible for this: the incest objects 
have a contemporary cathexis, or the Iibido cathexis pertaining 
to these objects is put forth in reaction formations. If there is any 
sexuality at all, its infantile nature is readily discernible. The 
woman who is loved merely represents the mother (sister, etc.) 
and the Iove relationship is burdened with all the anxieties, inhi· 
bitions, and neurotic whims of the infantile incest relationship 
(spurious transference). Genital primacy either is not present at 
all or has no cathexis or, as in the case of the hysterical charac
ter, the genital function is disturbed because of the incest fixation. 
Sexuality-this is especially true of the transference neuroses
moves along the paths of forepleasure, if the patient is not 
abstinent or inhibited. Thus, we have a kind of chain reac· 
tion: the infantile sexual fixation disturbs the orgastic function: 
this disturbance, in turn, creates a stasis of Iibido; the damn1ed·up 
Iibido intensifies the pregenital fixations, and so on ancl so forth. 
Because of this over·cathexis of the pregenital systen1~ libidinal 
in1pulses creep into every cultural and social actiYity. This, of 
course, can only result in a disturbance because the action becon1es 
associated "·ith repressed and forbidden Inaterial. Occasionally. 
incleed., the activity becomes undisguised sexual actiYity in a dis· 

3 Footnott•, 1945: Thc regulation of sexual cncrgy is dcpendent upon orpstic 
potenrv. i.e., upon thc ability of the organisn1 to allow a frce flowing of the 
donic convulsions of thc orgasm reflex. The annored organisn1 is incapahle 
of org-astic convulsion; thc hiologi<:al excitation is inhibited bv spasms in 
various plarcs of thc orff<inisrn. 
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torted form, e.g., the cram p of a violinist. The libidinal surpl us is 
not ah\·ays available for social action; it is intertwined in the re
pression of infantile instinctual goals. 

b) Structure of the superego 

The superego of the genital character is chiefly distinguished 
by its important sexually affirmative elements. A high degree of 
harmony therefore exists behveen id and superego. Since the 
Oedipus complex has lost its cathexis, the counter-cathexis in the 
basic element of the superego has also become superfluous. Thus, 
to all intents and purposes, there are no superego prohibitions 
of a sexual nature. The superego is not sadistically laden not 
only for the above reasons but also because there is no stasis of 
the Iibido which could stir up sadism and make the superego 
vicious.4 The genital Iibido, since it is gratified directly, is not 
concealed in the strivings of the ego-ideal. Hence, social accom
plishments are not, as in the case of the neurotic character, 
proofs of potency; rather they provide a natural, noncompensa
tory narcissistic gratification. Since there are no potency disturb
ances, an inferiority complex does not exist. There is a close cor
relation between ego-ideal and real ego, and no insurmountable 
tension exists bet,veen the two. 

In the neurotic character, on the other band, the superego is 
essentially characterized by sexual negation. This automatically 
sets u p the familiar conftict and anti pa thy between id and super
ego. Since the Oedi pus complex has not been mastered, the cen
tral element of the superego, the incest prohibition, is still wholly 
operative and interferes 'vith every form of sexual relationship. 
The po\verful sexual repression of the ego and the attendant Ii
bido stasis intensify the sadistic impulses which are expressed, 
among other ways, in a brutal code of morality. We would do 
'vell to remernher in this connection that, as Freud pointed out, 
repression creates morality and not vice versa. Since a more or 
less conscious feeling of impotence is al\vays present, many so-

'f'or further information Oll thc depelldency of sadism Oll Iibido stasis, 
sec Chapter VII of my book Die Funktion des Orgasmus, 1927. Cf. also The 
Function of the Orgasm, 1942, 1948. 
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cial accomplishments are primarily compensatory proofs of po
tency. These accomplishments, however, do not diminish the 
feelings of inferiority. On the contrary: since social accomplish
ments are often attestations of potency which cannot in any way 
replace the feeling of genital potency, the neurotic character 
never rids hirnself of the feeling of inner emptiness and incapac
ity, no matter ho'v arduously he tries to compensate for it. Thus, 
the positive demands of the ego-ideal are raised higher and 
higher, while the ego, powerless and doubly paralyzed by feel
ings of inferiority (impotence and high ego-ideal), becomes less 
and less efficien t. 

c) Structure of the ego 

Now let us consider the influences on the ego of the genital char
acter. The periodic orgastic discharges of the id's libidinal ten
sion considerably reduces the pressure of the id's instinctual 
claims on the ego. Because the id is basically satisfied,_ the super
ego has no cause to be sadistic and therefore does not exert any 
particular pressure on the ego. Free of guilt feelings, the ego takes 
possession of and gratifies the genital libido and certain pregenital 
strivings of the id and sublimates the natural aggression as ,\~eil 

as parts of the pregenital Iibido in social accomplishments. As far 
as genital strivings are concerned, the ego is not opposed to the 
id and can impose certain inhibitions upon it much more easily 
since the id gives into the ego in the main, i.e., the gratifi
cation of the libido. This a ppears to be the only condition und er 
'vhich the id allo,vs itself to he held in check by the ego ,\~ithout 
the use of repression. A strong homosexual striving ,\~iii express 
itself in one \vay \vhen the ego fails to gratify the heterosexual 
striving and in an entirely different \\yay 'vhen no Iibido stasis ex
ists. Economically, this is easy to understand, for in heterosexual 
gratification-provided the hon1osexuality is not repressed. i.e., 
is not shut out of thc cotnmunication system of the libido-en
crgy is takrn a'vay fron1 the hotnosexual strivings. 

Since thc ego is under only a sn1all atnount of pressure fron1 
both thc icl and the superego--largely hecausc of sexual gratifi
cation-i t does not have to dcfend i tself against the id as does 
thc ego of the neurotic charactcr. It requires only sn1all an1ounts 
of countcr-cathcxis and has, consequently, atnple energy free for 
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experiencing and acting in the outside ''"orld; acting and experi
encing are intense and free-flo""ing. Thus the ego is highly acces
sible to pleasure (Lust) as "·eil as unpleasure (Unlust). The 
genital character's ego also has an armor, but it is in control of 
the arrnor, not at its rnercy. The armor is flexible enough to 
adapt itself to the most diverse experiences. The genital charac
ter can be joyous, but angry ""hen necessary. He reacts to an 
object-loss ,,·ith a commensurable degree of sadness; he is not sub
dued by his loss. He is capable of loving intensely and enthusias
tically and of hating passionately. In a particular situation, he 
can behave in a childlike ,,·ay, but he will never appear infantile. 
His seriousness is natural, not stiff in a compensatory way, for 
he does not have to appear grownup at all costs. His courage is 
not proof of potency, it is objectively motivated. So under certain 
conditions, e.g., a '\"ar he believes unjust, he will not be afraid to 
have hirnself labeled a coward but will stand up for his convic
tion. Since the infantile ,,·ishes have lost their cathexis, his hate 
as ,,·eil as his Iove are rationally motivated. The flexibility and 
strength of his armor are shown by the fact that, in one case, he 
can open hirnself to the 'vorld just as intensely as, in another 
case, he can close hirnself to it. His ability to give hirnself is 
rnainly dernonstrated in his sexual experience: in the sexual act 
,,·ith the loved object, the ego alrnost ceases to exist, with the ex
ception of its function of perception. For the mornent, the armor 
has been alrnost entirely dissolved. The entire personality is im
rnersed in the experience of pleasure, without fear of getting lost 
in it, for the ego has a solid narcissistic foundation, which does 
not cornpensate but sublimates. His self-esteern draws its best 
energies from the sexual experience. The very 'vay he solves his 
contemporary conflicts shows that they are of a rational nature; 
they are not clogged 'vith infantile and irrational elements. Once 
again, the reason for this is a rational Iibido economy that pre
cludes the possibility of an over-cathexis of infantile experiences 
and desires. 

In the forms of his sexuality, as in all cther respects, the geni
tal character is flexible and unconstrained. Since he is capable of 
gratification, he is also capable of rnonogarny without compul
sion or repression; when rationally motivated, however, he is 
fully capable of changing the object of his Iove or of polygamy. 
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He does not cling to his sexual object because of feelings of guilt 
or moralistic considerations. Rather, he maintains the. relation
ship on the basis of his healthy demand for pleasure, because it 
gratifies him. He can conquer polygamaus desires without re
pression when they are incompatible with his relationship to the 
beloved object, but he can indeed give in to them if they become 
too urgent. He solves the actual conßicts arising from this in a 
realistic way. 

Neurotic feelings of guilt are practically nonexistent. His so
ciality is based not on repressed but on sublimated aggression 
and on his orientation in reality. This does not mean, ho,vever, 
that he always submi ts to social reali ty. On the contrary, the gen
ital character, whose structure is '\vholly at odds with our con
temporary moralistically anti-sexual culture, is capable of criti
cizing and changing the social situation. His almost complete 
absence of fear enables him to take an uncompromising stand ta
ward an environment that runs counter to his convictions. 

If the primacy of the intellect is the goal of social develop
ment, it is inconceivable without genital primacy. The hegemony 
of the intellect not only puts an end to irrational sexuality but has 
as its precondition a regulated libido economy. Genital and intel
lectual primacy belong together, i.e., interdetermine one another, 
as do libido stasis and neurosis, superego (guilt feeling) and 
religion, hysteria and superstition, pregenital libido gratification 
and the contemporary sexual morality, sadism and ethics, sexual 
repression and committees for the rehabilitation offallen "·omen. 

In the genital character, the regulated Iibido econon1y and the 
capacity for full sexual gratification are the foundation of the 
above character traits. In the same 'vay, everything the neurotic 
character is and does is determined, in the final analysis, by his 
inadequate libido economy. 

The ego of the neurotic character is either ascetic or achieves 
sexual gratification accompanied by guilt feelings. It is under 
pressurc frorr1 t'\\'O sides: (I) the constantly ungratified id ,,·ith 
its dan1med-up lihido and (2) the brutal supere~o. The neurotic 
character's ego is inin1ical to"·ard the id and fa,,·nin~ to,rard the 
superego . .-\t the san1e titne, h<n,·e\'er, it flirts ,,·ith the id and 
~ecn.·tlv n.·b<'ls against the supcrego. Insofar as its scxuality 
has not hec.·n ,·otnpletely reprcsscd, it is prcdotninantly pregen-
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ital. Because of the prevailing sexual mores, genitality is tinged 
\\'i th anal and sadistic elemen ts. The sexual act is conceived of as 
something dirty and beastly. Since aggressiveness is incorporated 
into or, more specifically, anchored partially in the character 
armor and partially in the superego, social achievements are im
paired. The ego is ei ther closed to both pleasure and un pleasure 
(affect-block) or accessible solely to unpleasure; or every plea

sure is quickly transformed into unpleasure. The armor of the 
ego is rigid; communications with the outer world, constantly 
under the control of the narcissistic censor, are poor with respect 
to both object-libido and aggression. The armor functions chiefly 
as a protection against inner life; the result is a pronounced 
,\·eakening of the ego's reality function. The relationships to the 
outer "·orld are unnatural, myopic, or contradictory; the whole 
personality cannot become a harmonious and enthusiastic part of 
things beca use i t Iacks the ca paci ty for com plete experience. 
'Vhereas the genital character can change, strengthen, or weaken 
his defense mechanisms, the ego of the neurotic character is 
completely at the mercy of his unconscious repressed mecha
nisms. He cannot behave any differently even if he \Vants to. He 
\vould like ~o be joyous or angry but is capable of neither. He 
cannot Iove intensely because essential elements of bis sexuality 
are repressed. N or can he ha te ra tionally beca use his ego does 
not feel equal to his hatred, \vhich has become inordinate as a re
sult of the Iibido stasis, and therefore has to repress it. And when 
he feels love or hate, the reaction is hardly in keeping with the 
facts. In the unconscious, the infantile experiences come into 
play and determine the extent and the nature of the reactions. 
The rigidity of his armor makes him unable either to open 
hirnself to some particular experience or to shut hirnself off com
pletely from other experiences where he would be rationally jus
tified in doing so. Usually, he is sexually inhibited or disturbed in 
the forepleasures of the sexual act. Even if this is not the case, 
ho,\·ever, he does not receive any gratification. Or, because of his 
inahility to give himself, he is disturbed to such an extent that 
the Iibido economy is not regulated. A thorough analysis of the 
feelings one has during the sexual act allows the differentiation 
of various types: the narcissistic person whose attention is con
centrated not on the sensation of pleasure but on the idea of 
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making a very potent impression; the hyperaesthetic person 'vho 
is very much concerned not to touch any part of the body that 
might offend his aesthetic feelings; the person with repressed 
sadism who cannot rid hirnself of the compulsive thought that he 
might hurt the woman or is tormented by guilt feelings that he is 
abusing the woman; the sadistic character for 'vhom the act 
means the martyring of the object. The list could be extended in
defini tely. Where such disturbances are not fully manifested, the 
inhibitions corresponding to them are found in the total attitude 
toward sexuality. Since the superego of the neurode character 
does not contain any sexually affirmative elements, it shuns sex
ual experience (H. Deutsch mistakenly held this to be true of the 
healthy character as weil) . This means, however, that only half 
of the personality takes part in the experience. 

The genital character has a solid narcissistic foundation. In 
the neurotic character, on the other band, the feeling of impo
tence forces the ego to make compensations of a narcissistic na
ture. The contemporary conflicts, permeated with irrational mo
tives, make it impossible for the neurotic character toreachrational 
decisions. The infantile attitude and desires always have a nega
tive effect. 

Sexually unsatisfied and incapable of being satisfied, the neu
rotic character is finally forced either into asceticism or into rigid 
monogamy. The latter he will justify on moral grounds or as def
erence to his sexual partner, but in reality he is afraid of sexual
ity and unable to regulate it. Since sadism is not sublimated, 
the superego is extremely harsh; the id is relentless in its demanrls 
for the gratification of its needs, the ego develops feelings of guilt, 
which it calls social conscience, and a need for punishment, in 
which it tends to inflict on itself what it really ,, .. ishes to do to 
others. 

Upon brief reflection, we see that the empirical discovery of 
the above mechanisms becomes the basis for a revolutionary cri
tique of all theoretically based systems of morals. 'Vithout, at 
this point, going into the details of this question so decisive for 
the social formation of culture, 've can briefly state that to the ex
tent that society makes possible the gratification of needs and the 
transformation of the corresponding hun1an structures, the tnoral 
regulation of social life 'vill fall a"·ay. The final decision lies not 
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in the sphere of psychology bu t in the sphere of the sociological 
processes. AA.s far as our clinical practice is concerned, there can 
no Ionger be any doubt that every successful analytic treatment, 
i.e., one ,\~hich succeeds in transforming the neurotic character 
structure into a genital character structure, demolishes the mor
alistic arbiters and replaces them 'vith the self-regulation of ac
tion based on a sound libido economy. Since some analysts speak 
of the "demolishing of the superego" by the analytic treatment, 
,\·e have to point out that this is a matter of 'vithdrawing energy 
from the system of moral arbitration and replacing it 'vith libi
do-economic regulation. The fact that this process is at variance 
'vith the present-day interests of the state, moral philosophy, and 
religion is of decisive importance in another connection. lVfore 
simply expressed, 'vhat this all means is that the man 'vhose sex
ual as 'vell as primitive biological and cultural needs are satisfied 
does not require any morality to maintain self-control. But the 
unsatisfied man, suppressed in all respects, suffers from mount
ing inner excitation that 'vould cause him to tear everything to 
pieces if his energy '\"ere not partially held in check and partially 
consumed by moralistic inhibitions. The extent and intensity of a 
society's ascetic and moralistic ideologies are the bestyardstick for 
the extent and intensity of the unresolved tension, created by un
satisfied needs, in the average individual of that society. Both are 
determined by the relationship of the productive forces and the 
mode of production on the one hand and the needs 'vhich have to 
be satisfied on the other. 

The discussion of the broader consequences of sex-economy 
and the analytic theory of character will not be able to evade 
these questions unless, at the sacrifice of its natural scientific 
prestige, it prefers to pull in the reins at the artificially erected 
boundary between 'v-hat is and what should be. 

3· SUBLI~fATION, REACTION FORMATION, AND NEUROTIC 

REACTION BASIS 

We now turn our a tten tion to the existing differences bet,veen 
the social achievements of the genital character and the neurotic 
character. 

We pointed out earlier that the orgastic gratification of the li-
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bido and sublimation are the adequate means of removing the Ii
bido stasis or, more specifically, of mastering the stasis anxiety. 
The pregenital gratification of the Iibido and the reaction forma
tion are the inadequate means. Sublimation is, like orgastic grati
fication, a specific accomplishment of the genital character; reac
tion formation is the mode of the neurotic character. This of 
course does not mean that the neurotic character does not subli
mate and that the healthy character does not have any reaction 
formations. 

To begin with, let us endeavor to give, on the basis of our 
clinical experiences, a theoretical description of the relationship 
between sublimation and sexual gratification. According to 
Freud, sublimation is the result of the deflection of a libidinal 
striving from its original goal and its rechanneling to a "higher," 
socially valuable goal. The drive which receives a sublimated 
gratification must have relinquished its original object and goal. 
This first formulation by Freud eventually led to the misunder
standing that sublimation and instinctual gratification are alto
gether antithetical. However, if we consider the relation bet\veen 
sublimation and libido-economy in general, we learn from every
day experience that no antithesis exists here. We learn, indeed, 
that a regulated Iibido economy is the precondition of successful 
and Iasting sublimation. The really important factor is that those 
drives which form the basis of our social achievements do not re
ceive direct gratification; this does not mean that the Iibido is not 
at all gratified. The psychoanalysis of disturbances in "·ork 
teaches us that the greater the stasis of the Iibido as a 'vhole, the 
n1ore difficult it is to sublimate pregenital Iibido. Sexual fantasies 
absorb the psychic interests and distract from "·ork; or the 
cultural achievements themselves are sexualized and in this v:ay 
are caught up in the sphere of repression.5 The observation of 
thc genital character's sublimations sho,vs that they are contin-

~> "Peopk sav, to he surc, that the strugglc against such a powerful instinct, 
and the strengthening of all thc ethical and aesthetic forces whirh arc IH'CCs~1r~· 
for this struggle, •steel' the charactcr; and this is truc for a few spt•cialh favor
ahly organitt:d natun .. ·s. It tnust also he admittcd that thc differcntiation of 
individual charactcr, which is so tnarkcd in onr dav, has onh hcronw possibk 
with the existenre of sexual restriction. But in the vast majoritv of rascs thc 
stntg-gk against sexualitY eats up thc cncq:~v availablc in a chararter and 
this at ttw \Try timt..• wlwn a young man is in nced of all his forn·s in onlcr 
to win his share and placc in socicty. ·The relationship bctwccn the atnount 
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ually reinforced by the orgastic gratification of the libido. Re
leasing the sexual tensions liberates energy for higher achieve
ments because, for a certain time, sexual fantasies do not draw 
any libidinal cathexis to themselves. In successful analyses, 
moreover. ·we observe that the patient's productive power 
reaches a high level only after he has succeeded in achieving full 
sexual gratification. The durability of the sublimations is also de
pendent upon the regulation of the libido economy. Patients who 
rid themselves of their neurosis solely by means of sublimation 
exhibit a far less stable condition and have a far greater tendency 
to rela pse than those patients who not only sublimate but also 
achieve direct sexual gratification. Just as incomplete, i.e., pri
marily pregenital, libido gratification interferes with sublimation, 
so orgastic genital gratification promotes it. 

Now let us compare-to begin with, from a purely descriptive 
point of vie,v-sublimation with reaction formation. vVhat 
strikes us about these phenomena is that the reaction formation 
is spasmodic and com pulsive, whereas the sublimation flows 
freely. In the latter case, the id, in harmony with the ego and 
ego-ideal, seems to have a direct contact with reality; in the for
mer case, all achievements seem to be imposed upon a rebelling 
id by a strict superego. In sublimation, the effect of the action is 
important, even if the action itself has a libidinal accent. In the 
reaction formation, on the other hand, the act is important; the 
effect is of secondary importance. The action does not have a li
bidinal accent; it is negatively motivated. It is compulsive. The 
man who sublimates can suspend his work for a considerable 
period of time-rest is just as important to him as work. When a 

of sublimation possible and the amount of sexual activity necessary naturally 
varies very much from person to person and even from one calling to another. 
An abstinent artist is hardly conceivable; but an abstinent young savant is 
certainly no rarity. The latter can, by his self-restraint, liberate forces for his 
studies; while the former probably finds his artistic achievements powerfully 
stimulated by his sexual experience. In general I have not gained the impres
sion that sexual abstinence brings about energetic and self-reliant men of 
action or original thinkers or hold emancipators and refonners. Far more 
often it goes to produce well-behaved weaklings who later become lost in the 
great mass of people that tend to follow, unwillingly, the Ieads given by 
strong individuals." Freud: ucivilized" Sexual Morality and Modern Nervous 
Illness, (I 908) . The English translation is quoted from The Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, Vol. IX. 
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reactive performance is disrupted, however, an inner restlessness 
ensues sooner or later. And if the disruption continues, the rest
lessness can mount to irritability and even anxiety. The man who 
sublimates is, on occasion, irritated or tense, not because he is not 
accomplishing anything but because he is absorbed in giving 
birth, so to speak, to his accomplishment. The man who subli
mates wants to accomplish things and derives pleasure from his 
work. The man whose work is of a reactive nature has, as a patient 
once aptly expressed it, "to robot." And as soon as he finishes one 
piece of work, he must immediately begin another. For him, 
work is an esca pe from rest. Occasionally, the effect of reac
tively performed work will be the same as that of "\vork based on 
sublimation. U sually, however, reactive achievements turn out to 
be less successful socially than sublimated achievements. In any 
event, the sameman will accomplish much more under conditions 
of sublimation than under those of a reaction formation. 

From the structure of each achievement that entails the abso
lute use of a certain amount of energy, the correlation bet''Teen 
individual achievement and individual capacity for work can be 
measured 'vith some degree of accuracy. The gap ben,Teen 
work capacity (latent capacity for work) and absolute achieve
ment is not nearly as great in the case of sublimation as in the 
case of reaction formation. This means that the man '\Tho subli
mates approximates his capabilities more closely than the man 
who '\'orks reactively. Feelings of inferiority often correspond to 
the secret a'\'areness of this discrepancy. Clinically, '\Te recognize 
the difference between these t'vo types of accomplishment in that, 
'\'hen their unconscious relations are uncovered, sublimated 
accomplishments undergo relatively little change; reactive per
formances, on the other hand, if they do not break dov{n al to
gether, often show tremendous improvements in the transfomla
tion into sublimations. 

The activities of the average ,,·orker in our cultural n1ilieu 
are characterized far n1ore frequently by reaction fonnations 
tha n hy su blima tions. 1\[ oreover, the prevailing fortna tion of the 
educational structure (in addition to the social conditions of 
'''ork) pcnnits the realization of the individual's capacity for 
"-'ork in e.ITcctivc arhicvernents to only a very sn1all degree. 

In the rase of sublitnation, there is no inversion of the drive's 
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direction: the drive is simply taken over by the ego and diverted 
to another goal. In the case of reaction formation, on the other 

·~ 

hand. an inversion of the drive's direction does take place. The 
drive is turned against the self and is taken over by the ego only 
insofar as this inversion takes place. In the process of this inver
sion, the drive's cathexis is turned into a counter-cathexis against 
the drive's unconscious goal. The process described by Freud in 
the case of aversion is a perfect illustration of this. In the reac
tion formation, the original goal retains its cathexis in the uncon
scious. The original object of the drive is not relinquished but 
merely repressed. Retention and repression of the drive, inversion 
of the drive's direction accompanied by the formation of a 
counter-cathexis characterize reaction formation .. A.bjuration fnot 
repression) and substitution of the drive's original goal and 
object, retention of the drive's direction "tvithout the formation 
of a counter-cathexis, are the characteristics of sublimation. 

Let us further examine the process involved in the reaction 
formation. The most important economic feature in this process 
is the necessi ty of a counter-cathexis. Since the original goal of 
the drive is retained, it is continuously fiooded '':ith libido and, 
just as continuously, the ego has to transform this cathexis into a 
counter-cathexis, e.g., deduce the reaction of aversion from the 
anal Iibido, etc., to keep the drive in check. The reaction forma
tion is not a process that takes place once, but is a continuous one 
and, as ,,.e shall presently see, one ,..,·hich spreads. 

In the reaction formation, the ego is continually occupied '':ith 
itself; it is its o,,.n strict monitor. In sublimation, the ego's ener
gies are free for achievement. Simple reaction formations such as 
aversion ancl shame are part of the character formation of every 
individual. These are not eietrimental to the development of the 
genital character and remain '':ithin physiological limits because 
there is no Iibido stasis to reinforce pregenital strivings. If, hO"f\"
ever, the sexual repression goes too far, if it is directed against 
the genital libido in particular, so that a stasis of libido takes 
place, the reaction formations receive an excess of libidinal en
ergy ancl, consequently, demonstrate a characteristic knO"t\~ to 
the clinician as a phobic diffusion. 

Let us ci te as an exam ple the case of an official. .A.s is usual 
for a typical compulsive character, he performed his duties most 
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conscientiously. In the course of time, despite the fact that he de
rived not the slightest pleasure from his '\vork, he devoted hirnself 
to it more and more. At the time he entered analysis, it was not 
unusual for him to work until midnight or even, on occasion, 
until three o'clock in the morning. The analysis quickly brought 
out that (1) sexual fantasies disturbed his work (he needed more 
time to do his work for this very reason, i.e., he "dilly-dallied" 
and (2) he could not allow hirnself a single quiet moment, espe
cially not in the evenings, for then the supercharged fantasies re
lentlessly invaded his conscious mind. By working at nights, he 
discharged a certain amount of Iibido, but the greater part of his 
Iibido, which could not be released in such a way, increased 
more and more until he could no Ionger deny the disturbance in 
his work. 

Originalgoal Sublimated goal 

~ o repression 

Reaction fonnation 

----· rrurning back of the 
iinpulsc, counter-cathexis 

·,, 
',, 

', 
Oiiginal goal 

---·--·--·-···· Source of instinct ual -----·-----
A energy 8 

Schematic presentation of sublimation as comJNrred 
with reaction formation 

:\: Repression lacking; in1pulse 1nerely diverted; original instinctual goal 
lacking cathexis. 

ß: Repression prescnt; original goal has rctaincd its full cathexis: in1pulsc 
not divc:rted, but dirccted by thc cgo against itsclf. At thc place whcrc 
t.he turning back occurs we find the achicvcinent (reaction fonnation). 

Hence, the proliferation of both the reaction fonnations and 
thc reactivc pcrfonnances corresponds to a continually n1ounting 
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Iibido stasis. '\Vhen, finally, the reaction formations are no Ionger 
capable of mastering the Iibido stasis; when the process of de
compensation sets in; 'vhen, in short, the character of the ego 
fails in the consum ption of the Iibido, ei ther unconcealed neu
rotic anxiety a ppears or neurotic sym ptoms emerge which dis
pose of the excess of free-floating anxiety. 

Reactive work is always rationalized. Thus, our patient at
tem pted to excuse his long hours by com plaining abou t his 
excessive '\vork load. In actual fact, however, his perfunctory 
activity served the economic purpose of a release and a di
version from sexual fan tasies. On the other hand, i t fulfilled the 
function of a reaction formation against the repressed hatred of 
his boss (father). The analysis showed that the patient's efforts 
to be especially useful to his boss represented the opposite of his 
unconscious intentions. When all is said and done, such "robot
ing" cannot be interpreted as self-punishment, only one of many 
meaningful elements of the sym ptom. Basically, he certainly 
did not wan t to punish hirnself but to protect hirnself against 
punishment. Fear of the consequences of his sexual fantasies lay 
a t the root of the reaction formation. 

Neither work performed as a compulsive neurotic duty nor 
any other reaction formation is capable of binding the entire 
stasis anxiety. Consider, for exam ple, the excessive ·motor activ
ity of the female hysterical character or the hyper-agility and 
restlessness of the neurotic mountain climber. Both have a muscu
lar system overcharged with unsatiated Iibido; both are continually 
striving toward the object: the hysterical girl in an unconcealed 
'\vay, the mountain climber in a symbolic way (mountain = 
woman = mother) . Their motility, it is true, works off a cer
tain amount of Iibido; at the same time, however, it increases the 
tension inasmuch as it does not afford a final gratification. Inev
itably, therefore, the girl has attacks of hysteria, while the neu
rotic mountain climber must undertake more and more strenuous 
and dangerous mountain tours to master his stasis. However, 
since there is a natural Iimit to this, a symptom neurosis finally 
breaks through if he does not, as often happens, meet with a 
misfortune in the moun tains. 

Reaction basis of the character is an appropriate term for all 
mechanisms which consume the dammed-up Iibido and bind the 
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neurotic anxiety in the character traits. If, as a result of inordi
nate sexual restrictions, it fails to perform its economic function, 
it becomes the neurotic reaction basis, 'vhich the analytic treat
ment aims to remove. The proliferating reaction formation is 
only one of the mechanisms of the neurotic reaction basis. 

It does not make much difference 'vhen an exacerbation of the 
neurotic character occurs. The fact remains that the neurotic re
action basis has been present in the character from early child
hood, from the conflict period of the Oedi pus stage. The neurotic 
symptom usually exhibits a qualitative affinity to its neurotic re
action basis. To give a fe,v examples: the compulsive-neurotic 
exaggerated sense of order 'vill become, given certain conditions, 
a compulsive sense of order; the anal character will become con
stipated; self-consciousness 'vill become pathological blushing; 
hysterical agility and coquetry 'vill develop into hysterical at
tacks; character ambivalence 'vill become the inability to make 
decisions; sexual inhibition 'vill become vaginismus; _ aggression 
or overconscientiousness 'vill become murder impulses. 

Ho,vever, the neurotic symptom does not always exhibit a 
qualitative homogeneity 'vith its reaction basis. Sometimes the 
symptom constitutes a defense against surplus anxiety at a higher 
or lo"rer libido stage. Thus, a hysterical character might develop 
a compulsion to 'vash; a compulsive character, a hysterical anxi
ety or a conversion symptom. Needless to say, in actual practice 
our patients represent mixtures, 'vith the one or the other charac
ter form in the ascendency. Ho'\\"ever, the diagnosis should not 
be made according to the symptoms but according to the neu
rotic character '\vhich lies at the basis of the S)mptoms. Thus, 
even 'vhen a patient comes to us because of a conversion S)mp
tom, the diagnosis 'vill be com pulsion neurosis if the character 
exhibits predominantly compulsive neurotic traits. 

Revie"·ing the results of this investigation, ,,.e see that the dif
fcrence ben,·een the neurotic and the genital character types 
tnust bc conceived of as elastically as possible. Since the distinc
tion is based on quantitative criteria (the degree of direct sexual 
gratification or degrcc of lihido stasis) the variety of actual char
actcr fonns bct,,·een the t,,.o principal types is endless. Yet, in 
tenns of its heuristic value and the point of vie"" it offers in prac
tical '''ork, a typological investigation seen1s not only justified but 
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even required. Since this ·work represents only a small beginning 
toward a genetic theory of types, i t makes no pretense of doing 
justice to all questions arising from a "theory of types." Its task 
is momentarily fulfilled if it can succeed in convincing us that 
Freud's libido theory, unrestricted and consistently thought 
through, is the only legitimate foundation for psychoanalytic 
characterology. 



CHAPTER IX 

CHILDHOOD PHOBIA AND CHARACTER 
FORMATION 

1. AN "ARISTOCRATIC" CHARACTER 

Using a case as an illustration, we '\vill sho'\v ho'\v the character 
attitude is derived from the infantile experiences. In our presen
ta tion, we shall follo'\v the pa th tha t led from the anal ysis of the 
character resistance to its genesis in definite infantile situations. 

A thirty-three-year-old man entered analysis because of mari
tal difficulties and disturbances in his work. He '\vas suffering 
from a severe inability to make decisions which made it difficult 
for him to solve his marriage problern in a rational '\vay and pre
vented him from advancing in his profession. 'Vith considerable 
perception and skill, the patient immediately buckled dO'\\"ll to 
the analytic work. 'Vithin a very short time, the usual pathogenic 
conflicts of the Oedi pus relationship allo'\\·ed a theoretical ex
planation of his marital difficulties. \Ve shall not go into the ma
terial sho'\ving the identification bet'\veen his '\vife and his mother. 
between his superiors and his father; though interesting, this ma
terial revealed nothing ne'\v. ';\Te shall concentrate on his behav
ior, on the relation bet'\veen this behavior and the infantile con
flict, and character resistance in the treatment. 

The patient had a pleasing external appearance, "·as of me
diurn height, had a reserved countenance, "·as serious and sonle
\\'hat arrogant. His n1easured, noble stride caught one's attention 
-it took hirn a good '\vhile to come through the door and ,,·alk 
across thc roorn to the couch. It "'as evident that he avoided-or 
concealed~·any haste or excitement. His speech \ras "·ell 
phrased and halanced, soft and eloquent. Occasionally. he "·ottld 
intcrject an etnphatic, staccato '•Yes!," at the satne tin1e Stretch
ing hoth anns for"•ard, then passing one hand across his bro,,·. 
I-Ie lay on the couch 'vith crossed legs, very tnuch at ease. There 
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'\ras very little if any change in his composure and refinement, 
even ,\·hen very ticklish and other,•;ise narcissistic subjects ''"ere 
discussed. '\Vhen, after several days of analysis, he discussed his 
relationship to his dearly loved mother, he quite obviously ac
centuated his noble pose in an effort to master the excitement 
,\·hich seized him. I told him that there ,,;as no need to be embar
rassed and I urged him to express his feelings freely-but to no 
avail. He maintained his patrician bearing and refined man
ner of speech. One day, indeed, ,,,.hen tears ,~;elled up in his eyes 
and his voice ''"as clear ly choked, he raised his handkerchief to 
dry his eyes ,,·i th the same digni fied com posure. 

This much ,\·as already clear: his behavior, ,,·hatever its origin 
might be, protected him against violent emotions in the analy
sis, guarded him against an emotional breakthrough. His charac
ter obstructed the free development of the analytic experience; it 
had already become a resistance. 

Soon after the obvious exci temen t had subsided, I asked him 
,,;hat impression this analytic situation had made on him. He re
plied tha t i t "·as all very in teresting bu t i t did not affect him very 
deeply-the tears had simply "escaped" him; it had been very 
embarrassing .. \n explanation of the necessity and fruitfulness of 
such excitement ,,·as to no avail. His resistance increased percep
tibly; his communications became superficial; his attitude, an the 
other hand, gre''" more and more pronounced, i.e., more noble, 
more composed, more reserved. 

Perhaps it 'ras merely an insignificant coincidence that one 
day the term "aristocrat" occurred to me for his behavior. I told 
him that he ,,·as playing the role of an English lord and that the 
reasons for this could be traced back to his adolescence and 
childhood. The contemporary defensive function of his "aristo
cratic manner" ,\·as also explained to him. He then produced the 
most important element of his family story: as a child he had 
never believed that he could be the son of the small insignificant 
Je,\·ish merchant w·ho ,,;as his father; he must be, he thought, of 
English descen t. As a small boy he had heard tha t his grand
mother had had an affair \\·i th a real English lord and he thought 
of his mother as having English blood in her veins. In his dreams 
about the future, the fantasy of some day going to England as an 
ambassador played a leading role. 
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Thus, the following elements were contained in his lordly 
bearing: 

I. 1 ... he idea of not heing related to his father, 'vhom he held 
in contempt (father hatred). 

2. The idea of being the son of a mother 'vho had Eng
lish blood in her veins. 

3. The ego-ideal of going beyond the circumscribed milieu of 
his lo,ver-middle-class background. 

The exposure of these elements, which had been incorporated 
into h is attitude, 'vas a considerable bio,,· to his self-esteem. But 
it 'vas still not clear 'vhich drives ,,·ere being warded off. 

As '\Ve probed consistently into his "lordly" behavior, ,\·e 
found that it was closely related to a second character trait, 
a tendency to deride his fellow men and the malicious joy 
he derived from seeing them come to grief. The analysis of this 
character trait affered considerable difficulty. He expressed his 
contempt and derision in a grand manner, as from ~ throne. At 
the same time, ho'\\rever, this served to gratify his especially in
tense sadistic impulses. To be sure, he had already talked about 
the many sadistic fantasies he had had as an adolescent. But he 
had merely talked about them. It ,,~asn't until '\\"e began to ferret 
them out in their contemporary anchoring, in the tendency to 
ridicule, that he began to experience them. The lordly quality in 
his behavior 'ras a protection against the excessive extension of 
his ridicule into sadistic activity. The sadistic fantasies 'rere not 
repressed; they 'vere gratified in ridiculing others and ''"arded off 
in the aristocratic pose. Thus, his arrogant nature 'ras structured 
exactly as a symptom: it served as a defense against and, at the 
same time, gratification of an instinctual drive. There can be no 
cloubt that hc saved hirnself the repression of a certain an1ount of 
saclisn1 through this forn1 of defense, i.e., by absorbing the sad
isnl into the arrogance of the character. llnder other circunl
stancrs, it is likely that a strong phobia ''"ould have developed 
fron1 his tnilcl fear of burglars. 

l""hc fantasy of heing an aristocrat originated "·hen he "·as 
about four ycars old. 1--Ie fulfillecl the detnand of self-control 
sonlc,,·hat later, out of fcar of the father. To this. on thc basis of 
a rontrar\' idrnti.{ication "·ith thc father. "·as added an essential 
tendcnry to,,·ard the con trol of his aggression. 'Vhile thc fa ther 
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'vas continually fighting and 'vrangling ~?ith the mother, the ideal 
took shape in the young boy: "I'm not going to be likf! my 
father; I'm going to be the exact opposite."1 This corresponded 
to the fantasy: "If I '\?ere my mother's husband, I would treat 
her in an entirely different way. I 'vould be kind to her, I would 
not get angry because of her shortcomings." Thus, this con trary 
identification 'vas part and parcel of the Oedipus complex, love 
of the mother and hatred of the father. 

Dreaminess and self-control, accompanied by lively sa' listic 
fantasies, comprised the boy's character that corresponded to the 
ariscocrat fantasy. In puberty, he made an intense, homos€ xual 
object-choice of a teacher, 'vhich ended in an identification. 
Hov.?ever, this teacher 'vas the lord incarnate, noble, composed, 
controlled, faultlessly attired. The identification began with the 
imitation of the teacher's dress; other imitations followed and, at 
about the age of fourteen, the character as 've witnessed it in the 
anaiysis 'vas complete .. The fantasy of being an aristocrat had 
been translated into his demeanor. 

There '\Vas also a special reason why the realization of the fan
tasy in his demeanor took place precisely at this age. The patient 
had never consciously masturbated during puberty. The Castra
tion anxiety, expressed in diverse hypochondriacal fears, was ra
tionalized: "A noble man doesn't do such things." In short, 
being an aristocrat also served as a defense against the demand 
for masturbation. 

As a lord, he feit hirnself superior to all people, with the right to 
hold everybody in contempt. In the analysis, ho,vever, he soon 
had to give ,\·ay to the insight that his contempt 'vas the surface 
compensation of a feeling of inferiority, just as, indeed, his whole 
pose concealed a feeling of inferiority stemming from the lo,ver
middle-class milieu. However, on a deeper level, the contempt 
'vas a substitute for homosexual relations. He was especially con
temptuous of those men 'vho pleased him and he did not care at 
all about the others (contempt = sadism = homosexual flirtation). 
Being an aristocrat embraced the antithesis between sadism and 
homosexuality on the one hand and noble self-control on the 
other. 

1 See also my investigations of defective identifications in Der triebhafte 
Charakter, Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag, 1925. 
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In the analysis, his lordly pose became more pronounced with 
evcry fresh penetration into the unconscious. As time went on, 
ho,vever, these defense reactions weakened in the same way that 
his nature in everyday life became milder, 'vithout the basic 
character ever being lost. 

The analysis of his demeanor led directly to the discovery of 
the central conßicts of his childhood and adolescence. In this 
'vay, his pathogenic positions were attacked from t'vo sides: (1) 
his associations, dreams, and other material communications
with little affect here-and (2) his character, the aristocratic 
pose, where the affects of aggression were bound. 

2. OVERCOMING OF CHILDHOOD PHOBIA BY THE FOR~1ATIO~ 

OF CHARACTER A TTITUDES 

A considerable amount of genital anxiety 'vas bound in the 
pose of being a Iord. The history of this binding revealed a child
hood phobia about 'vhich little 'vas kno,vn. From _the age of 
three to about the age of six, the patient had suffered from an 
intense phobia of mice. In terms of its content, 've are merely in
terested in the fact that his feminine attitude to'\"ard the father 
constituted the central element of this phobia, i.e., a regressive 
reaction to the castration anxiety. This was related to the typical 
masturbation anxiety. The more the boy transformed the fantasy 
of being an aristocrat into a pose, the 'veaker his phobia became. 
As he gre'v older, he was merely a'vare of a mild apprehensive
ness before going to bed. During the analytic 'vorking through 
of the pose, the mouse phobia ancl the castration anxiety reap
peared in an affective form. Obviously, a part of the Iibido or 
anxiety of the childhood phobia had been absorbed into a 
character attitude. 

't\'c are of course fan1iliar 'vith the transforn1ation of infantile 
dctnands and anxieties into character traits . .t\ special case of this 
kind of transfortna tion is the replacetnent of a phobia hy a defi
nite kind of annoring against the outcr "·orld and against anxi
cty, an annoring dicta tcd by the structurc of thc instinct. In this 
ctse, the paticnt's noble bcaring bound the infantile anxiety. 

Another typical case is the ahsorption of a childhood phobia 
or of C\'en sintplcr tnanifestations of castration anxicty into a 
passive-fctnininc charactcr, v.rhich appcars externally, e.g., as exag-
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gerated. stereotyped politeness. The follo,,;ing case is an addi
tional illustration of the rransformation of a phobia into a char
acter atti tude . 

. -\part from his s~.mptoms! a compulsive patient stood out be
cause of his '"0mple~e af!er:t-bliJr:k. _-\ kind of living machine!' he 
~.•:as accessible to neit!:er pleasure nor unplea~:Lre. In analysis, 
the affect-block ,,·as unmasked as an annoring against excessive 
sadism. True. even a~ an adult he had ~adistic fantasies, but they 
,,·ere dull and feeble. _-\ correspondingly intense casrration an.xi
ety stood out as the motive of the armoring but manifested itself 
in uo other ,,·ay. The analysis ,,·as able to trace the affect-block 
to the day of it~ emergence. 

The patient had also suffered from the usual childhood phob
ia-in this case~ horse.s and snakes. 1_-n til the age of six, an.xiety 
dreams ,._·ith pa.i.. 0;· .,; tJr:t:Lrr: ·~r:. appeared almost nightly. He had 
very frequent dreams~ accompanied by t!le se,·erest anxiety, that 
a horse bit off one of his fingers rmasturbation = an.xiety = castra
tion .. One da·: he resolved that he ,,·ould no Ionger be afraid 

. . -
r,,·e shall come back to this peculiar resolution 1 and the next 

horse t:!ream in ·w hich one of his fingers ,,·as bitten off ,,·as 
,,·holly free of anxiety. 

At that Sllme time: the a!Jer:t-block de-z:eloped; it replaced the 
phobia. It ,,·a~n't until the post-pubertal period that anxiery 
dreams occasionally reappeared. 

X o~·~~ let us return to his peculiar resolution not to be afraid 
any more. \\"e could nt"'Jt clear up completely its dynamic process. 
Suffice it to sa~.- her~ that his life ~.,·as held tocrether almost exclu-. ~ 

si\·e]v 1J.."· similar resolutions. He ,,·as not able to manacre anv-. ~ . 
thing "',•:it!1out a 5pecial deci~ion. His anal obstinacy and the ex-
tremely strict command to control hirnself ~';hich he assumed 
from hi~ parents formed the basis of his resoluteness. The anal 
tenacity aho fonned the energetic basis of the affect-block, 
, .. 

4 hichr among other things. constituted a kind of uniYersal Götz •_.., ..., ; 

\·on Berlichin,~en attitude t0".4;ard the outer , .. ·orld as a ,.,·hole.2 It 
,,;a~n't until the patient had been under analysis for six months 
that the follo, .. ·ing ". .. ·as ascertained: each time!' before ringing the 

2 Gf.i ~= ;_ on Berlichirzgen, a drama b"· Goette a ~out t!:e peä. ~=-- t •·:ar~ ir. Germanv 
circa 15fJO. Göu, a knightl is remernbered for h!s ~tatement: .. You can kiss 
m:: ass."-Ed. 
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bell to my apartment, he passed his hand over the fly of his pants 
three times and recited the Götz quotation three times as a kind of 
talisman against the analysis. His affect-block could not have been 
more strikingly expressed. 

Thus, his anal obstinacy and his reaction against sadism were 
the two most important components that had been built into the 
affect-block. In addition to his sadistic energy, his powerful 
childhood anxiety (stasis anxiety plus castration anxiety) '\vas 
consumed in this armoring. Only after we had worked through 
this '\vall, an aggregate of the most diverse repressions and reac
tion formations, did we encounter his intense genital incest de-. 
stres. 

'\Vhereas the emergence of a phobia is an indication that the 
ego was too weak to master certain libidinal impulses, the emer
gence of a character trait or typical attitude in place of a phobia 
constitutes a strengthening of the ego formation in the form of a 
chronic annoring against the id and the ou ter '\vorld. A phobia 
corresponds to a cleavage of the personality; the forrilation of a 
character trai t, on the other hand, corresponds to a consolida tion 
of the personality. The latter is the synthesizing reaction of the 
ego to a conftict in the personality which can no Ionger be en
dured. 

In spi te of this discrepancy between phobia and the character 
forma tion tha t follows u pon i t, the basic tendency of the phobia 
is retained in the character trait. The nobility pose of our "aristo
crat," the affect-block of our compulsive character, the polite
ness of the passive-feminine character are of course nothing 
other than attitudes of avoidance, in the same '\\ray as the phobia 
that preceded them. 

Through the armoring, therefore, the ego receives a certain 
strengthening. At the same time, ho'\\rever, and precisely as a result 
of this, the ego's ability to act and its freedom of n1ovetnent are 
curtailed. i\.nd the more the armoring itnpairs the capacity for 
sexual experience. the n1ore closely the ego's structure approxi
tnates that of a neurotic, the greater the likelihood of its future 
brca kdo,,·n. s 

In the evcnt of a later neurotic illness, the old phobia breaks 
through once again inas1nuch as its earlier absorption into the 

a Cf. Chapter VIII, ... The Genital Character and the Neurotic Charactcr:· 
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character proves tobe insufficient to master the dammed-up libidi
nal excitations and stasis anxiety. Hence, we can distinguish the 
follo,ving phases in the typical neurotic illness: 

1. Infantile conflict between Iibido impulse and frustration 
2. Resolution of this conflict through repression of the im

pulse (strengthening of the ego) 
3. Breakthrough of the repression, i.e., phobia (weakening of 

the ego) 
4. ~Iastery of the phobia through the formation of a neurotic 

character trait (strengthening of the ego) 
5. Pubertal conflict (or its quantitative equivalent) : insuffi

ciency of the character annoring 
6. Reemergence of the old phobia or development of a symp

tomatic equivalent 
7. Fresh attempt on the part of the ego to master the phobia 

by absorption of the anxiety in to the character 
.Among the adult patients who come to us for analytic treat

ment, t\\·o types can be distinguished: those who find themselves 
in the breakdo,vn phase (phase 6) , in which the old neurosis, in 
the form of a symptom, augments the neurotic reaction basis 
(rene,\·ed formation of phobia, etc.); and those who are already 
in the reconstruction phase (phase 7) , i.e., whose egos have al
ready successfully begun to incorporate the symptoms. For in
stance, a circumscribed and agonizing compulsive sense of order 
loses some of its acuteness; the ego as a whole devises certain 
ceremonies "rhich are so diffused in the daily routine that they 
betray their compulsive character only to the trained observer. A 
self-cure is feigned in this way, but the spreading and leveling 
off of the symptoms impair the ego's ability to act no less than 
the circumscribed symptom. Hence, the patient no Ionger wants 
to be cured because of a painful symptom but because of a gen
eral disturbance in his work, Iack of pleasure in his life, and sim
ilar complaints. A relentless struggle takes place between the ego 
and its neurotic symptoms, between the formation and incor
poration of symptoms. However, every incorporation of a symp
tom accompanies a character change of the ego. These later incor
porations of the symptoms into the ego are merely reflections of 
that first major process by which the childhood phobia was par
tially or completely transformed into a character structure. 
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We are speaking here of phobia because it is the most interest
ing and, in terms of Iibido economy, the most important manifes
tation of a disturbance of personal unity. But the processes de
scribed above can take place in the case of any anxiety appearing 
in early childhood. For instance, a child's rational and fully 
justified fear of his brutal father can Iead to chronic changes that 
take the place of the fear; for example, obstinacy and harshness 
of character, etc. 

Because experiences of infantile anxiety and other conflict sit
uations of the Oedipus complex (phobia is merely one of the 
special cases singled out here) may determine character struc
ture, the childhood experience or psychic situation is preserved, 
so to speak, in two different ways: in terms of content} as unean
seiaus ideas; and in terms of form} as character attitudes of the 
ego. The following clinical example is a simple illustration of 
this. 

A narcissistic-masochistic hypochondriac '\Vas characterized by 
his loud, excited, and agitated complaints about the strict '\Vay his 
father had treated him. The material he produced during the 
months of treatment could be summed up in the sentence: "Just 
look at what I have suffered at the hands of my father; he has 
ruined me, has made me incapable of living." Even before he 
came to me, his infantile father conflicts had been thoroughly 
worked through by a colleague during a year and a half of analy
sis. Nevertheless, there had been hardly any change in his be
havior and in his symptoms. 

One day I was struck by an aspect of his behavior in the anal
ysis. His movements were indolent, there '\Vas a trace of tiredness 
araund his mouth. His speech, hardly describable, 'vas monotonous, 
somber. Finally, I divined the meaning of his intonation. He 
spoke in an agonized tone of voice, as if he 'vere dying. I found 
out that, in certain situations outside of the analysis, he also 
lapsed into this uncon.sciously put-on lethargy. The meaning 
of his speaking in this way '\Vas also: "Look at 'vhat tny father 
has made of me, how he has tortured me. He has ruined me, 
made me incapable of living." His bearing 'vas a seYere reproach. 

l\fy interpretation of his "n1oribund," plaintive, incrin1inating 
manner of s peech had a surprising effect. I t "·as as if, , .. ~i th the 
resolution of this last forn1al point of attachment to the father, all 
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the prior content interpretations began to take effect. I con
cluded that, as long as his manner of speech had not betrayed its 
unconscious meaning, a large portion of the affects of his rela
tionship to his father '\\?as bound in it; hence, the uneavered con
tents of that relationship, despite their having been made 
conscious, 'vere not sufficiently charged tobe therapeutically effec
tive. 

Evidently, therefore, one and the same element of the uncon
scious, infantile structure is preserved and made manifest in two 
'\\?ays: in 'vhat the individual does, says, and thinks; and in 
the manner in 'vhich he acts. It is interesting to note that the 
analysis of the "'\rhat," despite the unity of content and form, 
leaves the "ho,v" untouched; that this "how" turns out to be the 
hiding place of the same psychic con ten ts tha t had already a p
peared in the ",vhat"; and finally that the analysis of the "how" 
i.s especially significant in liberating the affects. 



CHAPTER X 

SOME CIRCUMSCRIBED CHARACTER 
FORMS 

1. THE HYSTERICAL CHARACTER 

In our investigation of the various character types, "'"~e pro
ceeded from the assum ption tha t every character form, in terms 
of its basic function, represents an annoring against the stimuli 
of the outer world and the repressed inner drives. The external 
form of this armoring, ho,vever, is al'v~_ys historically deter
mined. \Ve also endeavored to cite a fe,v conditions ''"hich deter
mine different character types. Perhaps the most important of 
these, apart from the character of the person most responsible 
for the child's upbringing, is the stage of development in ,,·hich 
the instinctual apparatus meets its most crucial frustration. Defi
nite relations must al,vays exist between the external appearance 
of the character, its inner mechanism, and the specific history of 
its origin. 

The hysterical character, as complicated as the pathological 
symptoms and reactions pertaining to it may often be, represents 
the simplest, most transparent type of character armor. If one 
disregards the differences existing 'vithin this type, if one con
denses 'vhat is common to all of them, the most conspicuous 
characteristic of both male and female exam ples of this type is 
an importunate sexual attitude. This is combined ''?ith a specific 
kind of physical agility exhibiting a distinct sexual nuance, ,,·hich 
explains the fact that the connection bet,,·een fen1ale hysteria and 
sexuality '''as recognized very early. Disguised or undisguised co
quetry in gait, Iook, or speech betrays, especially in ,,·on1en, the 
hysterical character type. In the case of 1nen.. besides softness 
and cxccssive politeness, a feminine facial expression and a fenli
ninc bearing also appear. \Ve gave a thorough account of such a 
case in Chapter IV. 
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These characteristics appear '\Vith more or less distinct anx
iousness that is manifested most strongly when the goal sought 
by the sexual behavior is close a t hand. At such a time, the hys
terical character vvill always shrink back or assume a passive, ap
prehensive attitude. There is a quantitative correlation between 
hysterical coquetry and the passivity vvhich follows it. In the sex
ual experience, however, there is another variation: overt dis
plays of excitation in the act without corresponding gratification. 
Under analysis, these pseudo-passionate displays turn out to be 
the expression of a severe anxiety, which is overcome by activity. 

The facial expression and the gait of the hysterical character 
are never severe and heavy, as they are in the compulsive char
acter; never arrogant and self-confident, as they are in the phal
lic-narcissistic character. The movements of the archetype have a 
kind of lilting quality (not to be confused with elastic) , are sup
ple and sexually provocative. That the hysterical character is 
easily excited can be inferred from the appearance as a vvhole. 
The appearance of the compulsive character, on the other hand, 
suggests restraint. 

"\Vhereas shyness and anxiousness paired vvith coquetry as weil 
as physical agility are conspicuous in the behavioral expressions 
of a hysterical character, the additional specific hysterical char
acter traits are concealed. Among these vve find fickleness of re
actions, i.e., a tendency to change one's attitudes unexpectedly 
and unintentionally; a strong suggestibility, which never appears 
alone bu t is cou pled vvi th a strong tendency to reactions of disa p
pointment. A hysterical character, as opposed to a compulsive 
character, can be easily persuaded of the most improbable 
things. By the same token he will readily give up his beliefs when 
others, just as easily acquired, replace them. Hence, an attitude 
of compliance is usually followed by its opposite, svvift depreca
tion and groundless disparagement. The hysterical character's 
openness to suggestion accounts for his susceptibility to passive 
hypnosis on the one hand and his propensity for fantastic ideas 
on the other hand. This is rela ted to the exceptional ca paci ty for 
sexual attachment of a childish nature. The vivid imagination 
can easily lead to pseudologia; tha t is, fantasized experiences are 
reproduced and grasped as real experiences. 

While it is true that many hysterical characteristics are ex-
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pressed in the physical bearing, there is also a strong tendency to 
embody pyschic conßicts in somatic symptoms. This is easily ex
plained in terms of the Iibido structure. 

Specifically, the hysterical character is determined by a fixa
tion in the genital stage of childhood development, '\vith its in
cestuous attachment. From this fixation the hysterical character 
derives his strong genital aggression as weil as his anxiety. The 
genital incest ideas are of course repressed, but they are in full 
possession of their cathexis; they have not, as in the case of the 
com pulsive character, been replaced by pregeni tal strivings. In
asmuch as pregenital, oral, anal, and urethral strivings form a part 
of the hysterical character-as is always the case-they are em
bodiments of genitality or at least allied with it. In the hysterical 
character, the mouth and the anus al,vays stand for the female 
genital organ. In other character types, e.g., melancholia, these 
zones fulfill their original pregeni tal function. The hysterical 
character, as Ferenczi put it, "genitalizes" everything; the other 
forms of neuroses substitute pregenital mechanisms for genitality 
or, as opposed to hysteria, allow genitalia to function as breast, 
mouth, or anus. Elsewhere I called this the flooding of the genital 
'\vith pregenital Iibido. As a result of the genital anxiety '\vhich 
operates both as a genital fixation and as an inhibition of the 
genital function, the hysterical character al'\vays suffers from a 
severe sexual disturbance. At the same time he is plagued by an 
acute stasis of unabsorbed genital libido. Hence, his sexual agil
i ty has to be as vehement as his tendency to anxiety reactions. In 
cantrast to the compulsive character, the hysterical character is 
overladen with unabsorbed sexual tension. 

This Ieads us to the nature of his armoring. It is far less com
pact anrl stable than the armoring of the con1 pulsi,~e character. 
In the hysterical character, the armoring constitutes, in the sinl
plest possible '''ay, an anxious ego defense against the genital in
cest strivings. 'Vhile it is certainly strange, it cannot be denierl 
that, in archetypes of the hysterical character, genital sexuality 
places itself at the service of its o,,~n defense. The n1ore anxiety
ridden the a ttitude as a '''hole is, the n1ore urgent the sexual 
n1anifestations appcar. Generally, the tneaning of this function is 
as follo,,·s: the hysteriral character has exceptionally strong anrl 
ungratifierl genital impulses that are inhibiterl by genital anxiety. 
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Thus, he ahvays feels hirnself a t the mercy of dangers which cor
respond to his infantile fears. The original genital striving is 
used, as it ,\·ere, to explore the source, magnitude, and proximity 
of the danger. For instance, if a hysterical woman displays strong 
sensuality, it "\\·ould be 'vrong to assume that she is expressing 
genuine sexual willingness. Quite the contrary: on the first attempt 
to take advantage of this apparent willingness, one would find that, 
in cases of extreme hysteria, the overt expression would be im
mediately transformed into its opposite, that the sexual man
ifestations v\·ould be replaced by anxiety or defense in some other 
form, including precipitate flight. Thus, the sexual displays in the 
hysterical character are an attempt to find out whether dangers 
are present and 'vhere they might be coming from. This is also 
clearly demonstrated in the transference reaction in the analysis. 
The hysterical character never recognizes the meaning of his sex
ual behavior; he violently refuses to take cognizance of it and is 
shocked by "such insinuations." In short, one soon sees that 
'\Vhat stands out here as sexual striving is basically sexuality in 
the service of defense. Not until this defense has been unmasked 
and the childhood genital anxiety analytically taken apart does 
the genital object striving emerge in its original function. As this 
occurs, the patient also loses his exaggerated sexual agility. That 
other secondary impulses are expressed in this sexual behavior, e.g., 
primitive narcissism or the desire to dominate and impress, is of 
little importance. 

Insofar as mechanisms other than genital mechanisms or their 
substitute formations are found in the hysterical character, they 
do not belong specifically to this type. For example, we often en
counter depressive mechanisms. In these cases, the genital inces
tuous fixa tion is replaced by regressions to oral mechanisms or 
by new formations in the course of the process. The hysterical char
acter's strong inclination to regress, especially to oral stages, can 
be accounted for by the sexual stasis in this zone as weil as by 
the fact that the mouth, in its role as a genital organ, attracts a 
great deal of Iibido to itself in the "displacement from below up
wards." In this process, melancholia-like reactions, which belong 
to the original oral fixation, arealso activated. Thus, the hysterical 
character presents hirnself in a pure form when he play-acts, 
and is nervous and vivacious. When he is depressive, intro-
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verted, auusuc, however, he betrays mechanisms other than 
those which specifically belong to him. Yet one can speak of hys
terical depression as opposed to melancholic depression. The dif
ference lies in the degree to which genital Iibido and object rela
tionship are combined with oral attitudes. At the one extreme, 
we have unadulterated melancholia; at the other, where genital
ity predominates, we have unadulterated hysteria. 

One final characteristic must be stressed: the hysterical char
acter exhibits little interest in sublimations and intellectual ac
com plishments, and reaction formations are m uch fewer than in 
other forms of neurode characters. This, too, ties in wi th the fact 
that, in the hysterical character, the libido does not advance to
ward sexual gratification, which could reduce the hypersexuality, 
nor is sexual energy adequately bound. Rather, this energy is 
partially discharged in somatic innervatians or partially trans
formed into fear or anxiety. From these libido mechanisms of the 
hysterical character, some people like to deduce the alleged an
tithesis between sexuality and social accomplishments: But they 
overlook the fact that the extreme disturbance of the ability to 
sublimate is the direct result of the sexual inhibition with unat
tached genital Iibido and that social accomplishments and inter
ests are possible only after the capacity for gratification has been 
realized. 

In terms of the prophylaxis of neurosis and sexual economy, it 
becomes meaningful to ask why the hysterical character cannot 
somehow transform his genital stasis, in the same 'vay that other 
character types transform their pregenital strivings. The hysteri
cal character uses his genital Iibido neither for reaction fornla
tions nor for sublimations. Indeed, not even the character 
armoring is solidly developed. If these facts are considered to
gether with other characteristics of the genital Iibido, ,,.e arrive 
at the conclusion that fully developed genital excitations are ill 
suited for purposes other than direct gratification. Their inhibi
tion severely hinders the sublitnation of other libidinal strivings 
bccause it imbues them with too much energy ... Although the 
spccific. quality of genitality n1ight be the reason for this pro
ccss, the tnorc likely explanation is the quantity of the Iibido used 
in the excitation of thc genital zone. The genital apparatus. as 
opposed to all the other partial drivcs, is physiologically thc tnost 
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strongly equipped because it has the capacity for orgastic dis
charge; and in terms of libido economy, it is the most vital. 
Thus, ,,.e can assume that its impulses have a far greater similar
ity ,,·ith hunger, as far as inflexibility and tenacity are concerned, 
than they have \\·ith impulses from other erogenaus zones. This 
may ,,·eil be a po,verful bio"· to certain ethical concepts-but 
that cannot be helped. Indeed, the resistance to these findings can 
also be explained: their recognition ,,·ould have revolutionary 
conseq uences. 

2. THE COi\1PULSIVE CHARACTER 

If the character's most general function is to ward off stimuli 
and to secure psychic balance, this should not be difficult to 
prove in the compulsive character. For this type is one of the 
most thoroughly studied psychic formations. There are fluid 
transitions from the kno,vn compulsive symptoms to the charac
ter's mode of behavior. Even if the neurotic compulsive sense of 
order is not present, a pedantic sense of order is typical of the 
compulsive character. In both big and small things, he lives his 
life according to a preconceived, irrevocable pattern. A change 
in the prescribed order causes at the very least an unpleasant 
sensation. In cases which can already be regarded as neurotic, a 
change arouses anxiety. If this trait constitutes an improvement 
of one's capacity for work because it is combined with thorough
ness, it entails an extreme Iimitation of the capacity for work be
cause it does not allow any spontaneity in one's reaction. Advan
tageaus to an official, this trait will prove to be detrimental to 
productive work, to the play of new ideas. Hence, com pulsive 
characters are seldom found among great statesmen. They are 
more likely to be encountered among scientists, whose work is 
not incompatible 'vith such a trait even though it wholly pre
cludes speculation and will stand in the way of fundamentally 
new discoveries. This is related to another character trait, the 
ever-present penchant for circumstantial) ruminative thinking. 
There is a marked inability to focus attention on what is ra
tionally important about an object and to disregard its superfi
cial aspects. Attention is evenly distributed; questions of sec
ondary importance are accorded the same thoroughness as those 
at the center of professional interests. The more pathological 
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and rigid this trait is, the more attention is concentrated on 
things of secondary importance and the rationally more important 
ma tters are sidetracked. This is the resul t of a well-understood proc
ess, the displacement of unconscious cathexes, the replacement of 
unconscious ideas which have become im portant, by irrelevant, 
secondary ma tters. This is part of the larger process of progressive 
repression directed against repressed ideas. Usually, these ideas, 
childish musings on forbidden things, arenot allowed to penetrate 
to the real issue. This thinking and musing also move along pre
scribed paths, in accordance with definite, historically determined 
schemata, and considerably obstruct the flexibility of one's think
ing. In some cases, an above-average capacity for abstract, logical 
thinking compensates for this rigidity. The critical capacities
within the framework of logic-are better developed than the cre
ative capacities. 

Frugality, often pushed to the point of parsimonyJ is a charac
ter trait in all compulsive characters and is intimately related to 
the others we have named. Pedantry, circumstantiality, ·tendency 
to compulsive rumination, and frugality are ali derived from a 
single instinctual source: anal eroticism. For the most part, they 
represent the direct derivatives of reaction formations against the 
childhood tendencies prevalent during the period of toilet train
ing. Insofar as these reaction formations have not been 'vholly 
successful, traits having a nature completely opposite to the ones 
already discussed exist and constitute an inherent part of the 
compulsive character. In more concrete terms, they constitute 
breakthroughs of the original tendencies. Then we have manifes
tations of extreme sloppiness, inability to husband money, thor
ough thinking only within circumscribed Iimits. If one adds the 
strong passion for collecting things, then the ensemble of the 
anal-erotic derivatives in the character is complete. lVhereas ,,·e 
can easily grasp the qualitative connection bet\\~een these traits 
and the interest in the functions of evacuation, the connection 
bet\\'Cen compulsive rumination and anal eroticisn1 is not ob
vious. 'Vhile we always find ruminations about "~here babies 
co1ne fron1, the transforn1ation of the interest in defecation to a 
definite kind of thinking, 'vhose existence is unquestioned, ap
pcars to bc subjrct to unkno\\'11 la\\'S. The inYcstigations of .A.bra
hanl, Jones, Ophuijsen, and others built upon Freud's first "·ork 
on this subject offer the most co1nplete orientation in this area. 
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'Ve 'vill brießy name a few other character traits which derive 
not from the anal but from the sadistic impulses pertaining spe
cifically to this stage. Compulsive characters always exhibit a 
markecl proclivity for reactions of pity and guilt feelings. This of 
course is not a refutation of the fact that their other traits are not 
exactly pleasant for their fellow man. In their exaggerated sense 
of order, pedantry, etc., their hostility and aggression often ex
tort a direct gratification. In keeping with the compulsive charac
ter's fixation on the anal-sadistic stage of Iibido development, we 
find in these trai ts all the reaction formations against the original 
contrary tendencies. We must emphasize, however, that we are 
justified in speaking of a compulsive character only when the full 
ensemble of these traits is present-not when someone is merely 
pedantic and does not exhibit any of the other traits of the com
pulsive character. Thus, it would be incorrect to speak of a com
pulsive neurosis when a hysterical character is orderly or rumi
native. 

'Vhereas the character traits that we have named so far are 
manifestations of direct transformations of certain partial drives, 
there are other typical traits which demonstrate a more compli
cated structure and are the results of a series of interacting 
forces. Among these we have indecision, doubt, and distrust. In 
external appearance, the compulsive character exhibits strong re
serve and self-possession; he is just as ill disposed toward affects 
as he is acutely inaccessible to them. He is usually even-tem
pered, lukewarm in his displays of both Iove and hate. In some 
cases, this can develop into a complete affect-block. These latter 
traits are already a matter of form rather than content and thus 
Iead us to our actual theme, the dynamics and economy of the 
character. 

The reserve and methodicalness in life and thought that go 
tagether with indecisiveness indeed have a definite relation to 
it and constitute the point of departure for our analysis of the 
form of the character. They cannot, as in the case of character 
traits imbued with a specific content, be derived directly from in
dividual drives. Rather, these traits give the person his distinctive 
quality. In analysis, they constitute the central element of the 
character resistance as weil as the tendency to avoid the termina
tion of a situation, including the analytic treatment. We learn 
from clinical experience that the traits of doubt, distrust, etc., 
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operate as a resistance in the analysis and cannot be eliminated 
until the pronounced affect-block has been broken through. 
Hence, this deserves our special attention. \Ve shall limit our 
discussion to those phenomena which are expressed as form, 
especially in view of the fact that the other traits are '\Vell known. 
This investigation is new territory. 

To begin with, we have to refresh our memory regarding '\Vhat 
is known about the libido development of the compulsive charac
ter. Historically, we have a central fixation on the anal-sadistic 
stage, i.e., in the second or third year of life. Toilet training, be
cause of the mother's own particular character traits, is carried out 
too soon. This leads to powerful reaction formations, e.g., extreme 
self-control, even at an early age. With the rigid toilet training, a 
po,verful anal obstinacy develops and mobilizes the sadistic im
pulses to strengthen itself. In the typical compulsion neurosis, the 
development continues to the phallic phase, i.e., genitality is acti
vated. However, partially because of the person's previously de
veloped inhibitions and partially because of the parents' anti
sexual attitude, it is soon relinquished. Insofar as genitality is 
developed, it is dependent upon the prior development of the an
ality and sadism in the form of phallic-sadistic aggression. Need
less to say, a male child will sacrifice his genital impulses to the 
castration anxiety-i.e., will repress them-that much more read
ily, the more aggressive his acquired sexual constitution and the 
more extensive the character inhibitions and guilt feelings from 
earlier periods which impinge upon the ne'\\1 phase. Hence, in the 
compulsion neurosis the repression of the genitality is typically 
followed by a 'vi thdra 'val to the immediatel y preceding s tage of 
feces interest and the aggression of this stage. From no'\\1 on, i.e., 
during the so-called latency periodt-,vhich is especially pro
nounced in the compulsive character-the anal and sadistic reac
tion formations usually gro'\v more intense and mold the charac
ter into a definite form. 

'Vhen such a child reaches puberty, '\vhen he is exposed to the 
most po,verful stresses of physical n1aturation, he ,,·ill, if the ar
moring of his character is strong, have to repeat brießy the old 

1 The late~1cy period, as we leam from the sexual developn1ent of children of 
primitive pcoples, is not a biological but a sodological phenon1enon. created 
by sexual suppression. 
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process, "?ithout attaining the fulfillment of the demands of sex
ual maturity. Usually, in the beginning, there are violent fits of 
sadism against ,,·omen (beating and rape fantasies, etc.) which 
are accompanied by feelings of affective 1veakness and inferior
ity. These feelings cause the youth to make narcissistic compen
sations in the form of strongly emphasized ethical and aesthetic 
strivings. The fixations on the anal and sadistic position are 
strengthened or regressively reactivated follo,ving a brief, usually 
unsuccessful advance tO\\·ard genital activity; this causes further 
elaborations of the corresponding reaction formations. As a re
suit of these in-depth processes, the pubertal and post-pubertal 
period of the compulsive character proceeds in a typical lvay, 
and '\\?e are therefore able to dravv definite a posteriori conclu
sions about this period. There is, first of all, a progressive stunt
ing of the emotional capacity, a stunting '\vhich sometimes im
presses the average person as a mark of especially good social 
"adjustment." This may also appear to be the case to the person 
himself, as, indeed, in a certain sense it is. Simultaneously with 
the affect-block, ho,vever, there is a feeling of inner desolation 
and an intense desire "to begin a ne'v life," which is usually at
tem pted '\\'ith the most absurd means. One such patient con
structed a complicated system for the purpose of dealing with his 
small and large tasks. He had to master them so he could begin a 
ne'v life on a certain day; he even went so far as to calculate the 
exact second at '\vhich his new life would begin to take shape. 
Since he was never able to fulfill the prescribed conditions, he al
'\\'ays had to begin anew. 

As a prototype of disturbances in the compulsive character 
manifested as a "form" of the character rather than as a "con
tent" of a character trait, we would do weil to investigate his af
fect-block. Although it impresses us as a helpless attitude on 
the part of the ego, this is not at all the case. On the contrary, in 
almost no other character formation does analysis show such in
tense and avid defense 1vork. "\Vhat is warded off, and how is it 
done? The com pulsive character's typical means of repression is 
toseparate the affects from the ideas, thus very often allowing the 
latter to emerge into consciousness without interference. One 
such patient dreamed and thought about incest with his mother 
and even about violent rapes, yet he remained unaffected. 
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Genital and sadistic excitation was totally absent. If such pa
tients are analyzed without at the same time concentrating on 
the affect-block, additional unconscious material is obtained-oc
casionally even a weak excitation-but never the affects which 
would correspond to the ideas. \Vhat has become of these? \ Vhen 
symptoms exist, the affects are partially absorbed in them; 'vhen 
there are no symptoms, they are mainly absorbed in the affect
block itself. The proof of this assertion is immediately evident 'vhen 
one succeeds in breaking through the block by means of consistent 
isolation and interpretation. \Vhen this has been accomplished, the 
sought-after affects reappear spontaneously, at first usually in 
the form of anxiety. 

It is note,vorthy that at first only aggressive impulses are set 
free; the genital impulses appear much later. Thus, 've can say 
that bound aggressive energy makes up the outer layer of the 
character armor. By 'vhat is it bound? The aggression is bound 
'vith the help of anal-erotic energies. The affect-block _represents 
one enormous spasm of the ego) 'vhich makes use of somatic 
spastic conditions. All the muscles of the body, but especially 
those of the pelvic floor and pelvis, the muscles of the shoulders, 
and those of the face ( cf. the "hard," almost mask-like physiog
nomy of compulsive characters) , are in a state of chronic 
hypertonia.2 This ties in 'vith the physical awk,,·ardness so often 
encountered in the compulsive character. Hence, the ego, to put 
it graphically, has taken anal holding-back tendencies from the 
repressed layers and put them to use in its o""n interest as a 
means of 'varding off sadistic impulses. \Vhereas anality and ag
gression are parallel forces in the unconscious, anality, i.e., hold
ing back, operates against aggression (and vice versa) in the 
function of defense. Th us, unless ,,.e break do"·n the affect
block, 've shall not get at the anal energies either. \\''e are re
minded of our affect-blocked patient ,,·ho, for months on end, 
passed his hand over the fly of his pants three tin1es before 
each session 'vhile reciting the Götz quotation three tin1es. It 'ras 
as if he 'vanted to say: "I 'vould so much like to kill you, but I 
have to control myself-so you knov.· "·hat you can do .. .'' 

1 Cf. Fenichel's excellent presentation in "Ober organlibinöse Begleiterschein
ungen der Triebabwehr" ltJternatiorwlen Zeitschrift für PS)·choanal)'se, 1928. 
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The passive-feminine character also ,,;ards off aggression ''ith 
the help of anal tendencies, but in a ,,·ay different from the com
pulsive character. In the former, anality operates in the original 
direction as an object-libido striving; in the latter, it is mani
fested in the form of anal holding back, i.e., already as a reaction 
formation. In the purely developed compulsive character, there
fore, passive homosexuality (,,·hich of course belongs to the cat
egory of the hysterical character) is not so close to the surface 
and relatively unrepressed as it is in the passive-feminine charac
ter. 

Ho,,· is it possible that anal holding back in the character can 
have such far-reaching ramifications, causing those ,,·ho suffer 
from it to become living machines? This is not solely because of 
the anal reaction formation. The sadism ,,~hieb is bound in the 
affect-block is not only its object but also the means it employs 
to '\vard off anality. Thus, interests in anal functions are also 
,,·arded off ,,·ith the help of aggressive energy. Every affective, 
lively expression arouses in the unconscious the old excitations 
that had never been resolved. The result is a constant anxiety 
that a misfortune could take place, that something might pre
clude the reestablishment of self-possession. "\Ve observe that this 
is the point of departure for the unraveling of the "~hole child
hood conflict bet\\·een urge to evacuate and the need to hold 
back, out of fear of punishment .. A.nd "·e learn from clinical ex
perience that, if the analysis of the affect-block is carried out 
correctly, the breakthrough into the central conßict is a success 
and the corresponding cathexes are restored to the old posi tions. 
This is equivalent to the dissolving of the annor. 

By ,,·ay of the affect-block, ,,.e also arrive at the affective anchor
ing of the first identifications and the superego: the.demand to exer
cise control, originally imposed by the outer '\Vorld upon a re
belling ego, is complied '\Vith. But this compliance does not stop 
there; it becomes a chronic, inflexible mode of reaction. And this 
can be accomplished only "·ith the help of the repressed energies 
of the id. 

Further prohing into the dynamics of the affect-block sho'\\·s 
that tv~·o kinds of sadistic impulses are consumed in it. Through 
systematic resistance analysis, they can be extracted in fairly 
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pure, separate forms. Usually, anal sadism, 'vhose goal is beat
ing, stomping, crushing, etc., is liberated first. After it has been 
"\vorked through and the anal fixations have been loosened, phal
lic-sadistic impulses move more and more into the foreground 
(sticking, piercing, etc.). That is, the regression is eliminated; the 
road to the cathexis of the phallic position is paved. At this point 
usually, a!Jective castration anxiety finally becomes manifest and 
the analysis of the genital repressions begins. In compulsive 
characters, the old childhood phobia often reappears in this 
stage. 

Hence, "\ve find t"\\'O layers of repressions in the compulsive 
character: the outer layer consists of sadistic and anal impulses, 
'vhile the deeper layer is made up of phallic impulses. This cor
responds to the inversion "\vhich takes place in the regression 
process: those impulses which receive a ne"\v cathexis lie closest 
to the surface; whereas object-libidinal genital strivings are deeply 
repressed, "covered over" by layers of pregenital _ positions. 
These structural relations reveal that it "\vould be a serious tech
nical error, through interpretations, to make the patient affec
tively a"\vare of the 'veak manifestations of genital-object strivings 
before the superim positions have been '\Vorked through. Every
thing "\vould be received coldly, 'varded off wi th doubt and dis
trust. 

vVe have in this connection to pause a moment to consider 
ambivalence and doubt. They constitute the severest obstructions 
to analysis if we do not succeed, from the outset, in disentangling 
the various strivings that contprise ambivalent emotions. Am
bivalence reftects a conftict between t"\vo simultaneously present 
potentials, one to Iove and the other to hate the same person; at 
a deeper layer it is an inhibition of the libidinal as 'rell as aggres
sive strivings by the existing fear of punishment. If all Inanifesta
tions are indiscriminately ancl simultaneously analyzed. the anl
bivalence 'vill hardly be mastered. And this could easily Iead one 
to assun1c that man is biologically, i.e., innnutably, an1bh·alent. 
If. on the other hand, 've proceed in keeping ,,·ith the structural 
and dynatnic relations, hate 'vill soon n1ove into the foreground 
and can be resolved '''ith relative ease through analysis, thus 
paving thc \\'ay to the extrication of the libidinal stri,·ings. The 
b<'st procedure to cffect this separation of the arnbit 1ale1lt stri·uings 
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is to analyze thoroughly the contemporary distrust, right at the 
outset of the analysis. 

In this discussion ,,.e have had to restriet ourselves to the es
sential traits of the compulsive character, leaving many second
ary features untouched. It is enough if ,,~e have succeeded in ex
plaining the basic makeup of the character. 

3· THE PHALLIC-~ARCISSISTIC CHARACTER 

The designation of the "phallic-narcissistic character" 1:esulted 
fron1 the necessity of defining character forms '\\·hich stand be
t'\\"een those of the com pulsion neurosis and those of hysteria. They 
exhibit circumscribed traits '\\·hich differ sharply, in both the '\\·ay 
they originate and the ,,·ay they become manifest, from those of 
the other t"·o forms, so that the distinction is justified. The term 
"phallic-narcissistic character," sometimes less accurately referred 
to as "genital-narcissistic character," has been incorporated into 
psychoanalytic terminology in the course of the past fe'\" years. The 
description of this type ,,·as first presented in a previously unpub
lished paper read at the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society in October 
1926. 

The phallic-narcissistic character differs even in external ap
pearance from the compulsive and the hysterical character. The 
compulsive is predominantly inhibited, reserved, depressive; the 
hysteric is nervous, agile, fear-ridden, erratic. The typical phallic
narcissistic character, on the other hand, is self-assured, sometimes 
arrogant, elastic, energetic, often impressive in his bearing. The 
more neurotic the inner mechanism is, the more obtrusive these 
modes of behavior are and the more blatantly they are paraded 
about. In tenns of physique, the phallic-narcissistic character is 
predominantly an athletic type, hardly ever an asthenic type and 
only in isolated cases a pyknic type (as defined by Kretschmer). 
His facial features usually exhibit hard and sharp masculine. 
lines. Very often, however, despite his athletic habitus, we find 
feminine, girlish features (the so-called baby face) . Everyday 
behavior is never cringing, as in the case of the passive-feminine 
character; it is usually arrogant, either coldly reserved or con
temptuously aggressive. And sometimes his behavior is "bristly," 
as a representative of this type once put it. The narcissistic ele
ment, as opposed to the object-libidinal element, stands out in 
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the attitude toward the object, including the love object, and is 
always infused with more or less concealed sadistic characteris
tics. 

In everyday life, the phallic-narcissistic character will usually 
anticipate any impending attack with an attack of his own. The 
aggression in his character is expressed less in vvhat he does and 
says than in the way he acts. Particularly, he is feit to be totally 
aggressive and provocative by those who are not in control of 
their own aggression. The most pronounced types tend to 
achieve leading positions in life and are ill suited to subordinate 
positions among the rank and file. \Vhen such is the case, as in the 
army or similar hierarchal organizations, they compensate for the 
necessity of having to subordinate themselves by dominating those 
beneath them. If their vanity is offended, they react with cold dis
dain, marked ill-humor, or downright aggression. Their narcissism, 
as opposed to that of other character types, is expressed not in an 
infantile but in a blatantly self-confident way, with a flagrant dis
play of superiority and dignity, in spite of the fact that- the basis 
of their nature is no less infantile than that of the other types. A 
com parison. of their structure wi th the structure, for exam ple, of 
a compulsive character, yields the clearest insights into the dif
ference between pregenital and phallic-based narcissism. Not
withstanding their overwhelming concern for themselves, they 
sometimes form strong relationships to people and things of the 
world. In this respect, they show a close resemblance to the geni
tal character. They differ from the latter, however, in that their 
actions show a far deeper and broader tendency to be inßuenced 
by irrational motives. This type is encountered most frequently 
among athletes, pilots, mili tary men, and engineers. Aggressive 
courage is one of the most outstanding traits of their character, 
just as temporizing caution characterizes the compulsive charac
ter and the avoidance of dangeraus situations characterizes the 
passive-feminine character. This courage and pugnaci ty of the 
phallic-narcissistic character have, as opposed to the genital 
character, a compensatory function and also serve to '''ard off 
contrary impulses. This is of no special importance as far as their 
respective achievemen ts are concerned. 

The absence of reaction fonnations against his openly aggres
sive and sadistic behavior distinguishes the phallic-narcissistic 
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character from the compulsive character. We shall have to dem
onstrate that this aggressive behavior itself fulfills a function of 
defense. Because of the free aggression in the relatively unneu~ 
rotic representatives of this type, social activities are strong, 
impulsive, energetic, to the point, and usually productive. The 
more neurotic the character is, the more extravagant and one
sided the activities appear-although they are not necessarily 
that extravagant and one-sided in actual fact. Between these 
actions and the creation of paranoic systems lie the many 
varia tions of this character type. The behavior of the phallic
narcissistic character differs from that of the compulsive character 
in its demonstration of greater boldness and less thoroughness 
'\Vi th respect to details. 

In phallic-narcissistic men, erective potency, as opposed to or
gastic potency, is very weil developed. Relationships with warnen 
are disturbed by the typical derogatory attitude toward the fe
male sex. Nonetheless, the representatives of this character type 
are looked upon as eminently desirable sexual objects because 
they reveal all the marks of obvious masculinity in their appear
ance. Though not a rarity, the phallic-narcissistic character 
among 'vomen is far less frequently found. The neurotic forms 
are characterized by active homosexuality and clitoral excitabil
ity. The genitally healthier forms are characterized by enormaus 
self-confidence that is based on physical vigor or beauty. 

Almost all forms of active male and female homosexuali ty, 
most cases of so-called moral insanity, paranoia, and the related 
forms of schizophrenia, and, moreover, many cases of erythro
phobia and manifestly sadistic male perverts, belang to the phal
lic-narcissistic character type. Productive warnen very often fall 
und er this ca tegory. 

Now let us turn our attention to the structure and genesis of 
this character. First of all, we have to distinguish those impulses 
which attain direct gratification in the phallic-narcissistic behav
ior from those which form the narcissistic defense apparatus, 
though the two are intertwined. One typical feature brought out 
through analysis is an identification between the ego as a whole 
and the phallus; in the case of phallic-narcissistic warnen, there 
is a very strong fantasy of having a penis. This ego, moreover, is 
openly vaunted. In erythrophobia, this impulse is repressed and 
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breaks through in the form of an intensely neurotic feeling of 
shame and blushing. At the basis of and common to these cases 
is a fixation on that phase of childhood development in '\vhich 
the anal-sadistic position has just been left, while the genital ob
jcct-libidinal position has not been fully attained, and is, there
fore, governed by the proud, self-confident concentration on 
one's own penis. This explanation does not teil the whole story. 
The phallic-narcissistic character is characterized not only by 
this phallic pride but more so by the motives which compel him 
to become arrested at this stage of development. 

Along with pride in the real or, as the case may be, fantasized 
phallus, there is a strong phallic aggression. Unconsciously, the 
penis, in the case of the male of this type, serves less as an 
instrument of love than as an instrument of aggression, 'vreaking 
revenge upon the woman. This accounts for the strong erective
potency characteristic of this type, but also for the relative 
inca pacity for orgastic experience. In the childhood ~istories of 
the phallic-narcissistic character, the most severe disappointments 
in love are found with surprising regularity, disappointments 
precisely in the heterosexual objects, i.e., in the mother in the 
case of boys and in the father in the case of girls. And, in fact, 
these disappointments are experienced at the height of the striv
ing to win the object by phallic exhibition. In the case of the 
male representatives of this type, the mother is very often the 
stricter parent, or the father died at an early age or 'vas not married 
to the mother and '\Vas never present. 

The inhibi tion of the further development to genital object
love in childhood because of a severe frustration of genital and 
exhibitionistic activities at the height of their development, typi
cally by that parent or guardian on whom the genital interests 
had hegun to focus, results in an identification ,,·ith the genitally 
dcsired parent or guardian on a genitallevel. Boys, for exan1ple. 
relinquish and introject the female object and shift their inter
ests to the father (artive homosexuality, because phallic). The 
n1other is rctained as a desired object but only "·ith narcissistic 
attitudcs and sadist.ic itnpulses of rcvenge. 1\gain and again such 
tncn seck unconsriously to provc to ,,·otnen ho,,· potent they are . 
. \t the satne titnc, ho"·cver, the sexual act constitutes a piercing 
or dcstroying-closcr to the surface, a degrading-of the "·on1an. 
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In phallic-narcissistic warnen, genital revenge upon the man 
(castration) during the sexual act and the attempt to make him 
or have him appear impotent becomes, in an analogous way, the 
leading tendency. This is certainly not at variance with the sex
ual attraction exercised by these strongly erotic characters on the 
opposite sex. Hence, we often meet with a neurotic-polygamous 
inability to stick to one's partner, the active inducing of disap
pointments, and passive flight from the possibility of being äe
serted. In other cases, where narcissistic sensitivity disturbs the 
mechanism of compensation, we find a weak potency, which the 
individual will not admi t. The more disturbed the potency is, 
the more unstable the general mood usually is. In such cases, there 
are sudden vacillations from moods of manly self-confidence to 
moods of deep depression. Capacity for wor k is likewise severel y 
disturbed. 

The phallic-exhibitionistic and sadistic attitude serves simulta
neously as a defense against diametrically opposite tendencies. 
The compulsive character, following genital frustration, regresses 
to the earlier stage of anality and develops reaction formations 
here. The phallic-narcissistic character remains at the phallic 
stage-indeed, he exaggerates its manifestations; but he does this 
with the intent of protecting hirnself against a regression to the 
passive and anal stages. In the course of the analysis of such 
characters, we meet with more and more intense and concen
trated, while at the same time rigidly warded off, anal and pas
sive tendencies. However, these tendencies do not directly consti
tute the character. Rather, it is mainly determined by the defense 
against these tendencies in the form of phallic sadism and exhibi
tionism, a defense proceeding from an ego that has become phal
lic-narcissistic. There is a marked difference here between the 
passive-feminine and the phallic-narcissistic character. Whereas 
the former wards off his aggression and his genital impulses with 
the hel p of anal and passive surrender, the la tter wards off his 
anal and passive-homosexual tendencies with the help of phallic 
aggression. We often hear analysts describe such characters as 
anal and passive homosexuaL However, just as the passive-femi
nine character cannot be designated as phallic-sadistic because 
he wards off these im pulses, the phallic-narcissistic character 
cannot be described as anal-passive because he successfully sub-
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dues these impulses in himself. The character is determined not 
by what it wards off but by the way in which it does it and by 
the instinctual forces which the ego uses for this purpose. 

In cases of moral insanity, active homosexuality, and phallic 
sadism, as weil as in sublimated forms of these types, e.g., pro
fessional athletes, this defense succeeds weil; the warded-off 
tendencies of passive and anal homosexuality are merely expressed 
in certain exaggerations. In cases of paranoia, on the other hand, 
the warded-off tendencies break through in the form of delusions. 
Erythrophobia is closely related to the paranoic form of this 
character; the representation of pathological blushing is often 
found in the anamnesis of paranoid schizophrenia. A patient 
suffering from erythrophobia falls victim to a symptomatic 
breakthrough of the warded-off passive and anal homosexuality 
inasmuch as he gives up masturbation because of acute Castra
tion anxiety. The sexual stasis which builds up weakens the 
defense function of the ego and affects vasomotor activity. Ac
tive homosexuality, phallic sadism, and moral insanity, on the 
other hand, have a strong ego defense, provided there is effec
tive Iibido gratification. If, for one reason or another, this gratifi
cation is interrupted for any length of time, the passive and anal 
tendency also breaks through in these cases, either symptomati
cally or openly. 

Among the phallic-narcissistic-sadistic char~cters, one often finds 
addicts, especially alcoholics. Not only 'varded-off homosexuality 
lies at the root of these addictions, but also another specific trait 
of this character type, likewise the result of phallic frustration. 
Let us take the case of the male. Along 'vith the mother's 
frustration of phallic exhibition and masturbation, there is 
an identification with her. This has a provocative effect upon 
the recently relinquished anal position and, consequently, upon 
the passive-feminine behavior. This is immediately offset by an 
accen tua tion of the phallic-exhibi tionistic and aggressive, i.e., 
n1asculine, impulses. Ho,vever, "·hen the identification '\'ith the 
wotnan takes place at the phallic stage, the "·oman is fantasized 
as having a penis and one's o'vn penis becotnes associated "'ith 
thc hrcas t. 3 \V c thcreforc find a tendency to,\·ard passive and ac-

8 Cf. Böhm's and Sadger's investigations of active homosexuality. 
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tive fellatio in the sexually active forms of this character type, in 
addition to a maternal attitude to,,~ard younger men in the case 
of the male, and to younger and feminine '\\·omen in the case of 
the female. In alcoholism, there is also a regression to the oral 
position .. -\ccordingly, the typical traits of the phallic-narcissistic 
character are effaced in the alcoholic. 

In the phallic-narcissistic character, the transitions bet,~:een 

the healthy, object-libidinal form on the one hand and the acutely 
pathological, pregenital forms of addiction and chronic depres
sion on the other hand are far more numerous and diverse than 
they are in other character types. In psychopathology, much is 
said about the affinity bet,,·een the genius and the criminal. Ho'\v
ever, the type they have in mind is a product neither of the com
pulsive nor of the hysterical nor of the masochistic character; he 
derives predominantly from the phallic-narcissistic character. 
~fost of the sex murderers of recent years belang to this charac
ter type, e.g., Haarmann and Kürten. Because of severe child
hood disappointments in love, these men later exercised phal
lic-sadistic revenge on the sexual object. Landru as '\vell as 
~apoleon and ~fussolini belang to the phallic-narcissistic character 
type. The combination of phallic narcissism and phallic sadism 
accompanied by compensation of passive- and anal-homosexual 
impulses produces those psychic constitutions most strongly 
charged ,~:ith energy. 'Vhether such a type ,v·ill turn his energy to 
active endeavors or crime on a large scale depends, first and 
foremost, upon the possibilities 'vhich the social climate and situ
ation provide for this character to employ his energies in a subli
mated form. 

Next in importance is the extent of genital gratification. It de
termines the amount of surplus energy "yhich the destructive im
pulses receive and, therefore, ho'v urgent the need for revenge 
becomes and '\vhat pathogenic forms it assumes. In contrasting 
the social and libido-economic conditions, '\ve do not '\Vant to ob
scure the fact that the inhibition of gratification is also dependent 
upon socio-familial factors. In terms of their constitutions, these 
character forms probably produce an above-average amount of 
libidinal energy, thus making it possible for the aggression to be
come that much more intense. 

The analytic treatment of phallic-narcissistic characters is one 
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of the most gratifying tasks. Since, in these patients, the phallic 
stage has been fully achieved and the aggression is relatively 
free, it is easier to establish genital and social potency, once the 
initial difficulties have been mastered, than it is in patients of 
other character fonns. The analysis is always promising if the 
analyst succeeds in unmasking the phallic-narcissistic attitudes as 
the warding off of passive-feminine impulses and in eliminating 
the unconscious attitude of revenge toward the opposite sex. If 
this fails, the patients remain narcissistically inaccessible. Their 
character resistance consists in aggressive deprecation of the 
treatment and of the analyst in a more or less disguised form, in 
narcissistic usurpation of the interpretation work, in the rejection 
and warding off of every anxious and passive impulse and, 
above all, of the positive transference. The reactivation of phallic 
anxiety succeeds only through the energetic and consistent un
masking of the reactive narcissistic mechanism. The indications 
of passivity and anal-homosexual tendencies should not be im
mediately pursued in depth; otherwise the narcissistic defense 
will usually build up to a point of complete inaccessibility. 



CHAPTER XI 

THE MASOCHISTIC CHARACTER 

~orr: "The Masochistic Character" first appeared in the Inter
nationalen Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse) XVIII (I 932-33) . It 
represents 'Vilhelm Reich's clinical break '\\yith Freud's theory of 
the death instinct. For the first time in the history of sexual path
ology, it '\\·as proven on the basis of clinical investigations that: 

I) The phenomena used to substantiate the hypothesis of the 
theory of the death instinct can be traced back to a specific form 
of orgasm anxiety. 

2) :\fasochism is not a biologically determined drive; rather, 
it is a secondary drive in the sex-economic sense, i.e., the result 
of a repression of natural sexual mechanisms. 

3) There is no biological striving for unpleasure; hence, there 
is no death instinct. 

In I 933, this paper was incorporated into "'\Vilhelm Reich's 
Character Analysis. 

In the years following i ts pu blica tion, parts of this clarifica tion 
of the problern of masochism were adopted by various psychoan
alysts, '\Vi thout any mention of its source. However, no one dis
cussed or presented the central element of the problem, namely 
the specific masochistic inhibition of the orgasm function, which 
became manifest as a fear of dying or fear of bursting. Hence, 
the solution of the problern of masochism has remained the ex
clusive scientific accomplishment of sex-economy. 

The publication of this essay in I932 was not devoid of dra
matic concomitants. Freud, '\vho was the editor of the Interna
tionalen Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse) would allo'\v the article to 
appear in this journal only on condition that it be accompanied 
by an editorial note. In this note, the reader was supposed to be 
informed that Wilhelm Reich had '\vri tten this article against the 
theory of the death instinct, "in the service of" the Communist 
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Party. A nurober of Berlin analysts rejected this nonsense and 
suggested a different 'vay out of the difficulty; namely, that 
Reich's essay on masochism be published together 'vith a reply. 
This reply 1Nas 'vritten by Siegfried Bernfeld and it appeared in 
the same issue, under the title ((Die kommunistische Diskussion 
der Psychoanalyse." The reply had nothing to do lvith the prob
lern of masochism, ho,vever. Instead, it dealt 'vith and sharply 
rejected \Vilhelm Reich's contributions to l\farxian sociology. In 
other ,\·ords, since lViiheim Reich's clinical arguments 'vere in
con tes table, the a ttem pt 'vas made to '\veaken his theory of mas
ochism by ascribing i t to emotionally tinged poli tical motives. 
This attempt was a total failure. We leave it to the reader to de
cide 'vhether this theory rests on clinical investigations and data 
or 'vas motivated by political-ideological interests. It is necessary 
to point out that the sex-economic elucidation of the problern of 
masochism, i.e., the clinical refutation of the theory of the death 
instinct, represents an enormous step for,vard in the u_nderstand
ing of neuroses. For now it was no Ionger possible to ascribe 
human suffering to an immutable "biological 'vill to suffer," i.e., 
a "death instinct," but to dismal social impingements on the 
biopsychic apparatus. And this paved the 'vay to a critique of 
neuroses-engendering social conditions, a ,\·ay previously blocked 
by the hypothesis of a biological 'vill to suffer. 

The sex-economic solution of the problern of masochism also 
provided an a pproach to the biological basis of neuroses. Indeed, 
the fear of "bursting," a fear 'vhich characterizes masochisn1, led 
(at first merely at a speculation, later as a viable theory) to the 

unclerstancling of the vegetative life a ppara tus.1 

The publication of this essay today is as justifiecl as it 'ras 
t'\·elve years ago. I t is indica tive of certain kinds of ostensibly 
scientific criticisn1s that not a single one of the assertions 'rhich 
\\·ere 1nade against Reich's theory of 1nasochisn1 nrelve years ago 
could be published today. They are no Ionger valid-they belong 
to the deacl past. 

1 Cf. Reich: The Discovery of the Orgone, Yol. I, Th~ Frulction of tht• 
Orgasm" Chapter VII. 
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1. SUM~fARY OF VIEWS 

Since analytic characterology presupposes certain ideas about 
instincts, v.~e have selected the masochistic instincts to illustrate a 
special type of neurotic character. 

Pre-psychoanalytic sexology '\vas essentially of the opinion that 
the tendency to find gratification in the endurance of pain or moral 
degradation constituted masochism, which was considered a special 
instinctual aim. Since there is an absence of pleasure in both goals, 
there has been from the very beginning a question about the na
ture of masochism: how can something which is unpleasurable 
be instinctively desired and even provide gratification? To resort 
to technical terminology is merely to postpone the solution; the 
term "algolagnia" '\Vas supposed to explain that one wants to ob
tain pleasure from being bea ten or degraded. Some a u thors 
divined correct relationships when they contested the notion that 
the masochist really 'vants to be beaten; they contended that the 
beating itself played merely an intermediary role in the experi
ence of pleasurable self-degradation (Krafft-Ebing) . However 
that may be, the essential formulation remained: what the aver
age person senses as unpleasurable is perceived by the masochist 
as pleasurable or at least serves as a source of pleasure. 

The psychoanalytic investigation of the latent content and dy
namics of masochism, in both i ts moralistic and i ts erogenic com
ponents, produced a '\vealth of new insights.2 Freud discovered 
that masochism and sadism are not absolute opposites, that the 
one instinctual aim is never present 'vithout the other. Masoch
ism and sadism appear as an antithetical pair; the one can change 
suddenly into the other. Thus, it is a matter of a dialectical an
ti thesis, 'vhich is detennined by the reversal of an active atti tude 
to a passive attitude, while the ideational content remains the 
same. 3 Freud's theory of libidinal development further distin
guishes the three stages of childhood sexuality (oral, anal, and 
genital) and, in the beginning, relegated sadism to the anal phase. 

2 A thorough, critical summary of the analytic results can be found in Fenichel: 
Perversionen, Psychosen, Charakterstorungen, Internationaler Psychoanaly
tischer Verlag, 1931, p. 37ff. 
3 Freud: "Triebe und Triebschicksale," Ges. Sehr. Bd. V, p 453 
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Later it 'vas founcl that every stage of sexual development is char
acterized by a corresponding form of sadistic aggression. Follo,v
ing up this problem, I ,,·as able to find in each of these three forms 
of saclistic aggression a reaction of the psychic apparatus to the 
specific frustration of the corresponding partial libidinal impulse. 
According to this concept, the sadism of each stage results from 
the mixture between the sexual demand itself and the destructive 
impulse against the person responsible for its frustration; 4 oral 
sadism (frustration of suck.ing~destructive impulse, biting); anal 
sadism (frustration of anal pleasure~crushing, stomping, beat
ing); phallic sadism (frustration of genital pleasure~piercing, 
puncturing) . This concept "\vas in complete agreement ,,·ith 
Freud's original formulation that destructive feelings ('vhose 
most frequent cause is the frustration of an instinct) are initially 
directed against the outer "\\·orld and turn against the self only 
later, i.e., "·hen they too are inhibited by frustration and fear, 
and end in self-destruction. Sadism becomes masochism "·hen it 
is turned against the person himself; 5 the superego (the repre-

' Reich: "Cber die Quellen der neurotischen Angst," Internationalen Zeit
schrift für Psychoanalyse, XI (1926), p. 427. 
6 

" ••• the designation masochism comprises all passive attitudes to the sexual 
life and to the sexual object; in its most extreme form the gratification 
is connected '"·ith suffering of physical or mental pain at the hands of the 
sexual ohject ... It may even be doubted whcther it ever is pritnary and 
whether it does not more often originate through transformation from 
sadism." Freud: "Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex," The Basic 
n·ritings of Sigmund Freud. New York, 1938. Translated by A. A. Brill. 

"In the case of the pair of opposites sadism-masochism, the process tnay bc 
reprcsented as follows: 

(a) Sadis1n consists in the excrcise of violence or power upon sotne other 
pcrson as ohject. 

(h) This ohjcct is givcn up and replaced hy the suhject's self. \\"ith the 
turning round upon the sclf, the changc front an active to a passi\l' instinctual 
ain1 is also dfcctcd. 

(c) An cxtrancous pcrson is once tnorc sought as ohjn:t: this pcrson, in 
conscquf'nce of the obliteration which has takcn placc in the instinctual ain1. 
has to take oycr the rolc of thc subjcct. 

Casc (<) is what is comnH>nlv tcnncd masochisnl. Herc.·, too. S.:.ltisbctinn 
follo'".s alort~ thc path of thc original sadism. the passive cgo placing it~~lf 
hack 111 phautasy in its first rolc. which has in fact been takcn (lH'r ln· the 
t·xtrancous suhjt·rt. \\'hethl'r thcrc is. besides this, a tnon· din.•ct nlaso .. :hisnt, 
not denn·tl front sadistn in thc ntanncr I have c..kscribed. st"t.'tns not to be 
tnet with. "Iu:'ltin<ts and tltt·ir \.irissitudcs," Tlu Comple/(' Psychvlogical Jrorks 
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sentative of the person responsible for frustration or, to put 
it another ''?ay, the representative of the demands of society in 
the ego) becomes the agent of punishment to,vard the ego (con
science) . The guilt feeling results from the conflict bet'\veen the 
love striving and the destructive im pulse. 

The concept that masochism is a secondary formation was 
later given up by Freud hirnself in favor of another, namely that 
sadism ,,·as masochism directed to'\vard the outer '\vorld. In this 
ne"r formulation, there '\Vas supposed to be a primary biological 
tendency to,vard self-destruction, a primary or erogenic mas
ochism. 6 Freud's statement '\Vas founded on the more basic 
assumption of a "death instinct," postulated as the antithesis of 
eros. Thus, primary masochism '\\'as said to be the independent 
manifestation of the biologically rooted death instinct, based on 
the processes of dissimila tion in every cell of the organism (also 
"erogenic masochism") .7 

The exponents of the theory of the death instinct made every 
effort to support their assumptions by calling attention to the 
physiological processes of decomposition. Yet a convincing sub
stantiation '\vas no,vhere to be found. A recent article which 
takes a stand for the reality of the death instinct deserves special 
attention because it approaches the problern clinically and offers 
physiological arguments 'vhich, at first glance, give one pause for 
thought. Therese Benedek8 bases her arguments on the research 
of Ehrenberg. This biologist discovered that even in the unstruc-

of Sigmund Freud, Vol. XVI, 1914-16. Translated from the German by James 
Strachey. 

"To begin with, there seems tobe a confinnation of the view that masochism 
is not the manifestation of a primary instinct, but originates from sadism, 
which has been turned round upon the self ... Instincts with a passive airn 
must be taken for granted ... But passivity is not the whole of masochism. 
The characteristic of unpleasure belongs to it as well-a bewildering accom
paniment to the satisfaction of an instinct." "A Child Is Being Beaten," \"ol. 
XVII, 1917-19. 
8 "lf one is prepared to overlook a little inexactitude, it may be said that the 
death instinct which is operative in the organism-prirnal sadism-is identical 
with rnasochism." Freud, in his article, "Das ökonomische Problem des ~Iaso
chisrnus" (''The Economic Problem of ~Iasochism''). 
7 Freud: jenseits des Lustprinzips, Ces. Sehr., Bd. VI. 
& "Todestrieb und Angst," Internationalen Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse, XVII 
(1931). 
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tured protozoon a self-contradictory process can be found. Cer
tain processes in the protoplasm not only determine the assimila
tion of food but at the same time Iead to a precipitation of 
substances previously existing in solution. The first structural for
mation of the cell is irreversible inasmuch as dissolved sub
stances are converted into a solid, undissolved condition. '\Vhat 
assimilates is part of the life process; what comes into existence 
through assimilation is a change in the cell, a higher structuriza
tion \Vhich, from a certain point on, namely when it predomi
nates, is no Ionger life, but death. This makes sense, especially 
\Vhen we think of the calcification of the tissues in old age. Bu t 
this very argument refutes the assumption of a tendency to,vard 
death. What has become fixed and immobile, i.e., what remains 
behind as the slag of the life process, hinders life and its cardinal 
function, the alternation of tension and relaxation, the basic 
rhythm of metabolism in the fulfillment of the need for food and 
sexual gratification. This disturbance of the life process is the ex
act antithesis, of what we have come to kno'v as the basic charac
teristic of the instinct. The process of rigidification increasingly 
disrupts the rhythm of tension and relaxation. To accept these 
processes as the basis of an instinct, we would have to change our 
concept of instincts. 

If, furthermore, anxiety were the expression of the "liberated 
death instinct," it would still have to be explained hov~" "fixed 
structures" can become free. Benedek herself says that '\'e regard 
the structure, i.e., what is firmly frozen, as something inimical to 
life only 'vhen it predominates and inhibits the life processes. 

If the structure-forming processes are synonymaus v.'i th the 
dea th instinct; if, moreover, as Benedek states, anxiety corre
sponds to thc inner perception of this preponderant rigidification, 
i.c., clying, then "'e shall have to assume further that anxiety is 
abscnt in the years of childhood and adolescence and appears in
creasingly 'vith age. The exact opposite is the case. It is precisely in 
pcriods of sexual effiorescence that the function of anxiety is n1ost 
strongly in evidence, i.e., because of the condition of inhibition. :\c

cording to this asstun ption, ,\·e "'ould also ha \'C to find the fear of 
death in gratified lnnnan hcings, for they too are subject to the 
senne biological process of deco1nposition as those \\'ho are ungra ti
fied. 
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By consistently pursuing Freud's theory of actual anxiety, I 
,\~as able to change the original formula-anxiety arises through 
the conversion of libido-to read: anxiety is a phenomenon of 
the same process of excitation in the vaso-vegetative system, that 
in the sensory system is perceived as sexual pleasure.9 

Clinical observation teaches us that, initially, anxiety is 
nothing other than the sensation of constriction, a condition 
of stasis (anxiety = angustiae); fears (imagined dangers) be
come emotionally charged anxieties only when that specific 
stasis occurs. Should it eventually turn out that the socially 
imposed restrictions upon sexual gratification aceeierate the sex
ual stasis that accompanies the structure-forming processes, 
thus also accelerating the process of dying, this would not be 
proof of the derivation of anxiety from these processes but only 
of the life-damaging effect of sex-negating morality. 

This ne'v formulation of the concept of masochism results au
tomatically in a change in the etiological formula of neurosis. 
The essential meaning of Freud's original conviction was that 
psychic developmen t is carried out on the basis of the conßict 
beh\?een instinct and ou ter world. A second concept followed 
'vhich did not, it is true, annul the first but very much reduced its 
importance. Now the psychic conßict was conceived of as the re
sult of the conflict bet,veen eros (sexuality, Iibido) and the death 
instinct (urge to self-annihilation, primary masochism) . 

The clinical basis for this hypothesis, which from the outset 
aroused the deepest doubts, was the peculiar, indeed puzzling 
fact that certain patients appear not to want to give up their suf
fering but seek out unpleasurable situations again and again. 
This \Vas a t variance wi th the pleasure princi ple. Thus, one had to 
assume that there was an inner, concealed intention to maintain 
the suffering or to reexperience it.1o It remained questionable how 
this "will to suffer" was to be conceived of, as a primary 

9 Cf. Reich: The Function of the Orgasm, Chapter IV. 
10 

.. The suffering itself is what matters." 
"The satisfaction of this unconscious sense of guilt is perhaps the most 

powerful bastion in the subject's (usually composite) gain from illness-in the 
sum of forces which struggle against his recovery and refuse to surrender his 
state of illness. The suffering entailed by neuroses is precisely the factor that 
makes them valuable to the masochistic trend." Freud: 11Das ökonomische 
Problem des Masochismus .... 
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biological tendency or as a secondary formation of the psychic 
organism. It was possible to ascertain a need for punishment 
which-according to the hypothesis of the death instinct-ap
peared to gratify through self-inflicted suffering the demands of 
an unconscious feeling of guilt. And subsequent to the publica
tion of Beyond the Pleasure Principle, psychoanalytic literature, 
as expounded particularly by Alexander, Reik, and Nunberg, 
modified, without really being aware of it, the formula of the 
neurotic conflict.11 Originally, the neurosis was said to result 
from the conflict between instinct and outer \Vorld (libido-fear 
of punishment) . Now it is said that the neurosis results from the 
conflict between instinct and the need for punishment (libido
desire for punishment), i.e., the exact opposite of what had been 
said previously.12 This concept was in complete harmony with 
the new theory of instincts based on the antithesis between eros 
and the death instinct. This new theory traced the psychic con
flict back to inner elements and more and more eclipsed the su
preme role of the frustrating and punishing outer world~13 In the 
original theory, suffering was said to derive "from the ou ter 
world, from society." Now it was said to derive "from the bio
logic will to suffer, from the death instinct and the need for pun
ishment." This new formulation blocked the difficult path into 
the sociology of human suffering, into \vhich the original psycho
logical form ula on the psychic conflict had made considerable 
head,vay. The theory of the dea th instinct, i.e., the theory of 

11 The theory of the death instinct dominates psychoanalytic Iiterature at the 
prescnt time. Freud hirnself in a conversation a few years ago described the 
theory of the death instinct as a hypothesis existing outside clinical ex
perience. In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, we read at the end: ..... be pre
pared to leave a path which one has followed for a while, when it doesn't 
appear to be lcading to anything good." However, the hypothesis bccan1e a 
clinical "theory"; it was not only not given up-it led to nothing good. Son1c 
analysts even contcnd that they have direct evidence of the death instinct. 
12 "Thc corc of the cntirc psychology of the ncurosis is containcd in the sen
tencc that guilt can be atoned through punishment, through suffering." 
Alcxander: "Neurose und GesanHpcrsönlichkcit," Intenwtionalen Zeitschrift fih 
Psychoanalyse, XII (1926), p. 342. 

"The ncurosis, whid1 is esscntially based on a conflict bctwt'cn inst inctual 
den1and and need for punishrncnt ... " (Rcik) 
13 'This conccpt found its strongcst advocates in the English group of the In
ternational Psyd1oanalytic Society. 
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self-destructive biological instincts, leads to a cultural philosophy 
of human sufferinu (cf. Civilization and Its Discontentsj. Human 

•':I 

suffering is said to be ineradicable because destructive impulses 
and im pulses striving tn\\?ard self-annihilation cannot be mas
tered.l-t The original fonnulation of the psychic conflict, on the 
other hand, leads to a critique of the social system. 

In the shifting of the source of suffering from the outer ,.;orld, 
from society, to the inner \\·orld, and in its reduction to a bio
logical tendency, one of analytic psychology's original and cardi
nal principles, the "pleasure-unpleasure principle," ,\·as severely 
undermined. The pleasure-unpleasure principle is a basic la,\· of 
the psychic apparatus, according to ,\·hich pleasure is sought and 
unpleasure is avoided. In the previous concept, pleasure and 
unpleasure-or, other,\·ise expressed, the psychic reaction to pleas
urable and unpleasurable stimuli-determined psychic develop
ment and psychic reactions. The "reality principle" ,\·as not an
tithetical to the pleasure principle; it merely implied that, in the 
course of development and because of the influence of the outer 
,\·orld, the psychic apparatus has to get used to postponing mo
mentary gains of pleasure and to forgoing some entirely. These 
"t,\·o principles of psychic functioning" 15 could be valid only so 
long as masochism ,\·as regarded as the desire to endure suffer
ing arising from an inhibition of the tendency to inflict pain or 
suffering u pon another person-,•/as regarded, that is, as in
verted sadism. So conceived, masochism lay ,\·holly ,\·ithin the 
frame,\·ork of the pleasure principle, though the problern re
mained as to ho'\" suffering can be pleasurable. From the very 
beginning, this ,\·as at variance ,\·ith the nature and meaning of 
the pleasure function. 'Vhile it ,\·as possible to understand hov,· 
ungratified or inhibited pleasure could be transfonned into un

pleasure, it ,\·as hard to understand ho,\· unpleasure could be
come pleasure. In short, even the original concept of the gener-

!• The Fateful question for the human species seems to me to be whether and 
to what extent their cultural development will succeed in mastering the dis
turbance of their communal life by the human instinct of aggression and 
self-destruction." Civilization and lts Discontents, English translation quoted 
from The Complete Psychological H'orks of Sigmund Freud, \"ol. XXI. 
15 Freud: Formulierungen über die zwei Prinzipien des p.sychischen Geschehens, 
Ges. Sehr., Bd. V. 
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ally accepted pleasure principle did not solve the basic enigma of 
masochism, for to say that masochism consisted in the pleasure 
derived from unpleasure did not explain anything. 

The postulation of a "repetition compulsion" was accepted by 
most analysts as a satisfactory solution to the problern of suffer
ing. It fit in extremely \vell \vith the hypothesis of the death in
stinct and the theory of the need for punishment, but it \vas very 
dubious in two respects. First, it invalidated the generally sound 
pleasure principle, so heuristically and clinically valuable. Sec
ond, it introduced into the empirically \vell-founded theory 
of the pleasure-unpleasure principle an indisputably metaphy
sical element, an unproven and "unprovable" hypothesis that 
caused a great deal of unnecessary confusion in the development 
of analytic theory. There '\vas said to be a biological compulsion 
to repeat unpleasurable situations. The "principle of the repeti
tion compulsion" was of no great import if conceived of as a 
basic biological principle, for as such it ,,~as merely a term. The 
formulation of the p1easure-unpleasure principle, on the other 
hand, could be substantiated by the physiological la\vs of tension 
and relaxation. Insofar as the repetition compulsion \vas under
stood to mean the law that every instinct strives to establish the 
state of repose and, moreover, to reexperience pleasures once en
joyed, there was nothing to object to. Thus understood, this 
formulation '\VaS a valuable Supplement to OUr understanding of 
the mechanism of tension and relaxation. 'Vhen conceived of in 
this way, the repetition compulsion lies 'vholly 1.vithin the frame
\vork of the pleasure principle; indeed, the pleasure principle it
self explains the compulsion to repeat. In 1923, rather a,,·k
\Vardly I clefined instinct as the nature of pleasure to have to 
be repeated.16 Thus, within the frame,vork of the pleasure 
principle, the repetition compulsion is an in1portant theoret
ical assum ption. Ho\\·ever, it \\Tas precisely beyo1zd the pleasure 
principle that the principle of the repetition con1pulsion gained 
its tnost significant formulation, as a hypothesis for the explana
tion of facts for "·hich the pleasure principle ,,·as allegedly insuf
ficient. It ,,·as not possible to prove clinically that the repetition 

18 Reich: "Zur Trieb-Energetik," Zeitschrift für s~xualwissenschaft, X (192j). 
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compulsion "'as a primary tendency of the psychic apparatus. It 
'vas supposed to clarify so much, and yet it itself could not be 
substantiated. It seduced many analysts into assuming that there 
was a super-individual "ananke." This was superfl.uous as an 
explanation of the striving to reestablish the state of repose, for 
this striving is fully explained on the basis of the function of the 
libido to bring about a relaxation. This relaxation, in every 
instinctual sphere, is nothing other than the establishment of the 
original state of repose and is implicit in the concept of the 
instinct. Parenthetically, we might point out that even the hy
pothesis of a biological striving after death becomes superfluous 
'vhen 've bear in mind that the physiological involution of the or
ganism, its gradual decease, begins as soon as the function of the 
sexual apparatus, the source of the libido, weakens. Hence, 
dying need not be based on anything other than the gradual ces
sation of the functioning of the vital apparatus. 

The clinical problern of masochism, more than anything eise, 
demanded a solution and led to the unfortunate hypothesis of a 
death instinct, of a repetition compulsion beyond the pleasure 
princi ple, and of a need for punishment as the basis of the neu
rotic conßict. In a polemic directed against Alexander,17 who 
built a whole theory of the personality on these hypotheses, I en
deavored to reduce the theory of the need for punishment to its 
proper perspective. Even with respect to the will to suffer, I re
lied on the old theory of masochism as the final possible explana
tion. The question of how unpleasure can be striven after, i.e., 
can become pleasure, was already in the air, but I had nothing to 
contribute at that time. Nor did the hypothesis of an erogenic 
masochism, a specific disposition of buttock and skin eroticism 
to perceive pain as pleasurable (Sadger), offer any satisfaction, 
for how could buttock eroticism be related to the perception of 
pain as pleasure? And why did the masochist sense as pleasure 
what others sensed as painful and unpleasant in the same ero
genic zone while being beaten? Freud hirnself partially unraveled 
this question. In the fantasy "A Child Is Being Beaten," he 

11 Reich: "Strafbedürfnis und neurotischer Prozess, Kritische Bemerkungen zu 
neueren Auffassungen des Neurosenproblems," Internationalen Zeitschrift für 
Psychoanalyse, XIII (1927) . 
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traced the original pleasurable situation to: "Not I, but my rival, 
is being beaten."18 But this did not ans,,~er the question ,,~hy 

being beaten v\·as accompanied by pleasure. All masochists aYo,,· 
that pleasure is associated \\"ith the fantasy of being beaten or 
,,·ith actual self-flagellation, that they can sense pleasure or reach 
sexual exci tation only ,,.i th this fantasy. 

Long years of research on cases of masochism did not provide 
any solution. It ''"as not until I began to have doubts about the 
veracity and correctness of the patients' statements that a ray of 
light finally broke through this darkness. One could not help but 
be amazed, not\\·ithstanding long years of analytic ,,·ork, at ho"· 
little one had learned to analyze the masochistic experience of 
pleasure itself. In prohing deeply into the function of pleasure 
in the masochist, I \\·as suddenly struck by a curious fact ,,·hich 

I 
1 ,,·as deeply puzzling at first, but at the same time provided a com-

/ plete clarification of the sex-economy and, consequently, of the 
specific basis of masochism. 'Vhat ,,·as surprising and at_ the same 
time puzzling \\·as that the formula, the masochist experiences zo7-
pleasure as pleasure, pro,·ed tobe incorrect. Rather, the masochist's 
specific mechanism of pleasure consisted precisely in that, ,, .. hile 
he strives after pleasure like any other person, a disturbing mechan
ism causes this striving to miscarry. This, in turn, causes the 
masochist to perceive sensations~ uJhich are experienced as pleasur
able by the norrnal pe1·son, as unpleasurable u•hen they exceed a 
certain intensity. The masochist, far from striving after unpleasure, 
demonstrates a strong intole1·ance of ps)'Chic tensions and suffers 
from a quantitative overproduction of unpleasure, nottobe found 
in any other neurosis. 

In discussing the problern of masochism, I ,,·ant to proceed 
not-as is usual-from the masochistic perversion, but from its 
reaction basis in the character. To illustrate this. I shall use a pa
tient ,,·ho ,,·as under analysis for almost four years. His case pro
vided ans\\·ers to questions ,,·hich several previously treated cases 
had left unans,,·ered. These cases ,,·ere understood onlv in retro-, 

spect from the results of this case, ,,·hich serves here as an exam
ple. 

11 Freud: '"A Child Is Being Beaten." 
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2. THE ARMORING OF THE 1\-IASOCHISTIC CHARACTER 

Very fe'v masochistic characters develop a masochistic perversion. 
Since an understanding of the masochist's sexual economy can be 
arrived at only through an understanding of his character reactions, 
've will pursue, in our presentation, the path generally followed in 
every psychoanalysis in which the analyst is not content with a 
theoretical explanation of the case but wants the patient to achieve 
genital primacy with orgastic potency. 

Every character formation, as we pointed out earlier, fulfills 
nvo functions: first, the armoring of the ego against the outer 
''yorld and against the instinctual demands; second, the economic 
function, i.e., the consumption of the surplus sexual energy pro
duced by the sexual stasis-basically, hence, the binding of the 
continually produced anxiety. If this holds true for every charac
ter formation, then the way these basic functions are fulfilled by 
the ego is specific, i.e., in terms of the nature of the neurosis. In 
this process, every character type develops i ts own mechanism. 
Needless to say, it is not enough to know the basic function of 
the patient's character (defense and the binding of anxiety) ; it is 
necessary in the shortest time possible to learn in what special 
wa y the character fulfills this task. Since the character binds the 
essential parts of the Iibido ( or anxiety) ; since, moreover, we 
have to liberate these essential elements of sexual energy from 
their chronic entrenchment in the character and channel them to 
both the genital apparatus and the sublimation system, we pene
trate-under therapeutic necessity and with the help of the anal
ysis of the character-to the central element of the function of 
pleasure. 

Let us summarize the salient trai ts of the masochistic charac
ter. They are found individually in all neurotic characters and do 
not stand out in their totality as a masochistic character until 
they all converge and predominantly determine the basic tone of 
the personality and its typical reactions. A typical masochistic 
character trait is a chronic, subjective feeling of suffering which 
is manifested objectively and especially stands out as a tendency 
to complain. Additional traits of the masochistic character are 
chronic tendencies to infiict pain upon and to debase oneself 
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(''moral masochism") and an intense passion for tormenting 
others, from which the masochist suffers no less than his object. 
Common to all masochistic characters is an aw kward, a lax ic be
havior, especially prevalent in their mannerisms and intercourse 
with people. In some cases, these traits can take on the nature of 
pseudo-dementia. Other character traits are sometimes present, 
but they do not make any noticeable change in the total picture. 

What is important is that, in some cases, this character-neu
rotic syndrome presents itself openly, while in other cases it is 
concealed by a surface disguise. 

As is true of every other character attitude, the masochistic at
titude is mirrored not only in the behavior toward an object 
but also within the masochist himself. The attitudes originally 
directed toward objects are also (and this is often important) 
retained toward the introjected objects, to,vard the su perego. 
'\rVhat '\'as originally external and then internalized has to be ex
ternalized in the analytic transference. The patient's bepavior to
ward the analyst in the transference repeats 'vhat 'vas acquired 
in relation to the object in childhood. In terms of genetic history, 
it is irrelevant that, in the meantime, the same mechanism also 
operated within the ego. 

The patient whose analysis we will follo'v in its essential 
features, without going into the full details of his illness, began 
the treatment 'vith the following complaints: he had been "·holly 
incapable of work and socially apathetic since he '\"as sixteen. In 
the sexual sphere, there was a severe masochistic perversion. He 
had never cared for intercourse 'vith girls but had masturbated 
nightly for hours in the 'vay characteristic of the pregenital Iibido 
structure. He would roll around on his stomach, and squeeze his 
penis while fantasizing that a man or a "'Oinan ,,·as beating him 
'vith a ,\·hip. In short, he did not masturbate in the norn1al "'ay, i.e., 
exciting the penis by regular friction, but by kneading it, clan1ping 
it behvcen his thighs, ruhhing it beh\'een the palms of his hands, 
etc. fVIzen lze sensed that lze 'll'as about to ejaculate, hr <L'ould hold 
back and U'ait un til the excitation had su bided, in order, then~, to 
begin anen'. He Inasturbated in this ,._-ay night after night. often 
during thc daytin1c also. until finally, con1pletely exhausted. he 
"'ould yicld to an ejacula tion in "'hich the sen1en did not spurt out 
rhythn1ically but n1erely flo"·ed out. 1\ften,·ards., he feit battered, 
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extremely tired, incapable of doing anything, fretful, "masochistic," 
tormented. He had an especially hard time dragging hirnself out of 
bed in the morning. In spite of an overwhelming sense of guilt, 
he '\·as not able to put a stop to this "loafing in bed." He later 
described the whole thing as "masochistic bog." The more he re
belled against it, the less he succeeded in extricating hirnself 
from this "masochistic mood," the more deeply he was engulfed 
by it. 'rVhen he entered analysis, this kind of sexual experience 
had been going on for years. The effects on his personali ty and on 
his emotionallife had been devastating. 

My first impression of him was that of a man who could barely 
keep hirnself going even with the fullest expenditure of his energy. 
True, he made a strenuous effort to appear well-bred and com
posed, struck a noble pose and talked about his plans; he 
'vanted to become a mathematician. In the analysis, this ambi
tion turned out tobe an intricately worked out delusion in which 
he pictured hirnself wandering through the woods of Germany 
for years on end, cogitating a mathematical system which could 
calculate and change the whole world. The outer shell of his per
sonality feil away very soon in analysis as I succeeded in explain
ing to him that it served as a compensation for his feeling qf 
~~ _Elet~ worthle~~!}7f:!_s~~..Jtfeeling intjm~7~el_t. !~at_~~~ ~<>__ a~~ncop#l1-
ual1J~~Q~U_ce~ by his exp_e_!!en~e of ma~turbation_ as something 
"dirty" and "squalid." From childhood on, the "mathema iic!an," 
conce-1ved -of' as -the. pure, asexual man, had the function of cov
ering up the "man of squalor." It is not essential for our discus
sion that the patient had all the earmarks of incipient schizo
phrenia of the hebephrenic type. Here it is merely important that 
"pure" mathematics had the function of erecting a wall against 
the "dirty" feeling he had about hirnself that stemmed from the 
anal type of masturbation. 

'rVith the relinquishing of his sexual demeanor, the masochistic 
attitude appeared in its full magnitude. Every session began with 
a com plain t, "/ J9~lpw~d _ _k __ ~openl y childish ___ provocatioris of a 
. masochistic sort. If I asked him to supplement or to give me a 
niore prectse formulation of one of his communications, he 
would attempt to reduce my efforts to absurdity by exclaiming: 
"No, I won'tf No, I won'tl No, I won'tf" In this connection 
it was revealed that, between the ages of four and five, he had 
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gone through a phase of violent stubbornness accompanied by at
tacks of screaming and kicking. The most trivial inciden t \Vas 
enough to bring on those "fits of crying," \vhich, as he said, re
duced his parents to despair, helplessness, and rage. Such attacks 
might go on for days, to the point of total exhaustion. Later he 
hirnself was able to identify this period of stubbornness as the pre
cursor of the actual masochism. His first fantasies of being 
beaten appeared \Vhen he \Vas about seven years old. Before 
going to bed, he not only fantasized that he was put across some
one's knees and beaten; often he would go into the bathroom, 
lock the door, and try to \vhip himself. A scene from his third 
year of life, which didn't appear until the second year of analy
sis, could be identified as traumatic. He had been playing in the 
garden and had-as \vas clearly evident from the entire situation 
-soiled himself. Since guests were present, his severely psycho
pathic, sadistic father got very upset, carried him into the hause, 
and laid him on a bed. The boy immediately turned ove1· on his 
stomach and waited for the blows with great curiosity, which ·was 
mixed with anxiety. The father gave him a sound thrashing, but 
the boy had a feeling of relief-a typical masochistic experience, 
which he had for the first time. 

Had the blows given him pleasure? The analysis clearly estab
lished that he had feared far greater harm at that time. He had 
turned over on his starnach so quickly to protect his genital 
from his father. 19 The blo\vs on his buttocks were therefore re
ceived with a tremendous sense of relief; they \Vere relatiYely 
harmless compared \Vith the expected injury to his penis. His 
fears, therefore, \vere allayed. 

This basic masochistic mechanism must be clearly under
stood in order to cotnprehend masochism as a \vhole. But \\"e are 
anticipating the coursc of the analysis, for this did not become 
clcar until the anal ysis ,,·as "·eil into i ts second year. U n til this 
point, the treattnent had been taken up "rith the attetnpt, at first 
unsucccssful, to tnaster the patient's masochistic reactions of 
stubbornness. 

t~t l'his phcnomcnon was stressed hy Frcud in his articlc: "Das Ökonotnische 
Prohlt•tn dt's i\lasofhistnus" (Ct's. Sehr.. ßd. \". p. ~7S). llowt'YtT. its dinic~ll 
invl'stigation kads not to tht• hypothcsis of pritnary tnasochistn but to irs 
refu ta tion. 
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Describing the ,.;ay he masturbated in later years, the patient 
usually saicl: "It ,,·as as if I ,,·ere turned from my back to my 
starnach ,,·ith scre,,·s." _-\t first I "·as of the opinion that this v~·as 

an intin1ation of phallic sexuality; only later I recognized that it 
depicted a defensive movement. The penis had to be p1~otected; 
sooner be beaten on the buttochs than suffer an injury to the 
penis! This basic mechanism also determined the role of the 
fantasy of being beaten. lVhat u~as originally a fear of punish
men t later became the masochistic desire. In other ,,·ords, the 
masochistic fantasy of being beaten constituted an anticipation of 
more severe punishment. .A.lexander's formulation that sexual 
pleasure is bargairred for through the gratification of the need for 
punishment also has to be reinterpreted in this light. One does 
not punish oneself to assuage or "bribe" one's su perego, in 
order, then, to enjoy pleasure free of anxiety. The masochist ap
proaches pleasurable activity just like any other person, but the 

. fear of punishment intervenes. ~Iasochistic self-punishment is 
not the execution of the feared punishment but rather the execu
tion of a milder, substitute punishment. Thus, it represents a spe
cial kind of defense agairrst punishment and anxiety. The passive
feminine surrender to the punishing person typical of the mas
ochistic character is also to be understood in this context. Our pa
tient once stuck out his buttocks in order, as he said, to be 
beaten; in reality, this desire to be beaten '\Vas really the desire to 
give hirnself as a "·oman (entirely in keeping '\Vith the Freudian 
interpretation of the passive beating fantasy as the substitute of a 
passive-feminine desire). The non-masochistic passive-feminine 
character fulfills this function of ,,·arding off the danger of cas
tration through pure anal surrender. He has no need of the mas
ochistic idea or of the fantasy of being beaten to help him ward 
off anxiety. 

This discussion leads us directly to the question '~:hether un
pleasure can be striven after. Ho,,·ever, we 'vant to postpone this 
question in order, first, to establish the foundation for it through 
the character analysis of the masochist. 

In our patient, a period of_ivJant!l_e spite became reactivated 
in the analytic treatment in a completely uninhibited and 
unconcealed ~Nay. The phase of the analysis dealing "\Vith his fits 
of screaming lasted for some six months, but it also succeeded in 
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completely eliminating this mode of reaction. After that, it did 
not reaprear in this infantile form. In the beginning, it was not 
easy to get the patient to reactivate the stubborn actions of his 
childhood. His pose as a mathematician served as a defense 
against this. After all, a noble man, a mathematical genius, did 
not do such things. And yet there was no avoiding it. To unmask 
and to eliminate this layer of the character as defense against 
anxiety, it had to be fully reactivated. When the patient resorted 
to his "No, I won'tl No I won't!" I tried at first to interpret it, but 
my efforts were completely ignored. So I began to imitate the pa
tient, i.e., I followed up each interpretation of his behavior 'vith a 
"No, I won't!" It was the specific analytic situation itself which 
prompted me to adopt this measure. I would not have gone as far 
with him as I eventually did in any other way. Once he reacted 'vith 
involuntary kicking to my consistent attempts to reduce his resist
ance to absurdity. I seized the opportunity and told him to let bim
self go completely. At first he could not understand how anyone 
could ask him to do such a thing. Finally, however, phicking up 
more and more courage, he began to toss about on the couch, Iead
ing up to emotionally charged cries of defiance and bellowing of 
inarticulate animal-Iike sounds. A particularly violent attack oc
curred when I told him that he defended his father merely to mask 

., - - __ -- - .. ---~. 

the inordinate hatred he feit for him. Nor did I hesitate toteil him 
----- ~-. -- -~------------~ ~ -- -

that there was a certain amount of rational justification in his 
hatred. Now his actions began to take on a startling character. 
He bellowed so horribly that the neighbors became afraid. 'Ve 
could not allow ourselves to be deterred by this, for we kne'v 
that this was the only way of reaching his deep affects. It ,\~as 

the only way he could reexperience his childhood neurosis com
pletely and affectively-and not merely as a recollection. Again 
and again this reenactment enabled him to get an insight into his 
behavior. lt represented a tremendous provocation of the adults - ---~--- - -~-- ---

and, in the transference, of me. !Jlfl tohy dL4 he provoke? .. ~ 
Other masochistic patients provoke the analyst by 1neans of 

the typical masochistic silence. Our patient did it in the fom1 of 
infantile spite. It took me quite son1e tin1e to make hin1 under
stand what had become clear to 1ne very soon. nan1ely that these 
provocations werc atten1pts to n1ake tne strict and drive n1c into 
a frenzy. But this 'vas n1erely thc superficial meaning of his be-
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havior. It 'ras necessary to go deeper. This is seldom done, ho"\\"
ever, because one holds to the vie,\· that the masochist strives 
after punishment as such, as a gratification of a guilt feeling ·,sith 
the motiYe force and scope of an instinct. This 'riev,· is generally 
regarded as an explanation for the deepest meaning of masochistic 
provocation. In actual fact, it is _:go_t_a~_all. a que~_tion __ of_pl.l_ni~h-_. 

- - -- -. - ____.._ ~----- ,.__,_ 

ment but of putting the analyst or his prototype, the parent, 
i!!_ the u·rong~~o'fousing~~im-tp act in a "\\·ay "\rhich "tsould give 
a rational foundation to_the reproach "See ho,\· badly you are. 
treatingffie." This provocation of the analyst is, in every case, 
one of the main difficulties in analyzing a masochistic char· 
acter. Unless its deepest intent is understood, no progress can 
be made. 

There must be a meaning in the fact that the masochist pro
vokes the analyst to put him in the "\\Tong. TE! meaning is: ':Yo~ 
a_re a bad person; you don't like me; on the CO!].~r~ry~ y_ou treat 
me horribly; I am ·rlgnf in hai!~g--)~~;~-;-;-·Th-is justification of the 
hatred and the diminishing of.the-guirt ~feeTi"ng thiough-ihis mech
anis-m ä;e-~~reiy-an 1nterrnediat-e··process:-The main problern of 
the masochistic character is not his guilt feeling or his need for 
punishment, though both are factors in each case. If guilt feeling 
and need for punishment are conceived of as manifestations of a 
biological death instinct, then, it is true, the unmasking of this 
rationalization of hate and the provocation of the object "\\·ill be 
regarded as the ultimate explanation. Since this is not our vie"\\T, 
"\\·e must go on to ask ,\,.hy the masochist tries to put his object in 
the- "\\Ton~-~~ - -~~· ~ ·- ~--~- - ---- .. . - - - -

·· -Genetically and historically, a deep disappointment in love lies 
behind the provocation. T~e masochist is esE.e_cia)ly fo~d o_~r~ 
voking those objects through "\\"hom he suffere.d .. .a_ djs(lppoint
m_~~- O_rigi_nal!y,_ tJtese q_l~jects "\\·ere intensely loved, and either 
an ~ill!~_l cl_!sappoin~me!lt "\\"as ~xperienced or the luve demanded 
by t~e ~hild "·a s not ..s.uffitiently ·satisfied. -lt is already possible to 
note that a strong need for Iove goes along "\\"ith the real disappoint
ments experienced by the masochistic character. This need pre
cludes a real gratification and has a specific inner source, "\\·hich "\\"e 
shall discuss later. 

~>\s time "\\"ent on and the patient came to realize that he could 
not reduce me to a frenzy, his behavior remained the same but 
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its intention "\vas different. Now, apparently, he began to enjoy 
letting hirnself go in the analysis. The acting out became a hind
rance, for he consumed the entire hour 'vith childish kicking and 
screaming. No'v it "\vas possible to sho'\v him that, originally, his 
provoca tion had com passed the im portan t secondary goal of fest
ing -~~ -1vliat extent he could let hirnself go, ~ i.e., how much I 
'\VOuld_ ~ake before '\Vithdrawing my love and at~eri.tion- and 
S'\vitching- t<? punishme~t-.· -He 11ad per~u~ded hirn~elf that he had 
no need to be alralcl-:::.he could carry on as m uch as he pleased 
'vithout being punished. By continually conducting hirnself in a 
disagreeable fashion, he neutralized the steadily flo'\\·ing fear of 
punishment; therefore, b_eir:tg_ bad '\vas a source of pleasure. _It 
had nothing to do 'vith a- desfre to ___ be -pun{shed. Though espe-
cially ätten.tive, I found no evidence of such a desire. 

Parallel to this behavior, ho,vever, there '\vere continuous com
plaints about his terrible condition, about the morass from 'vhich 
he was not able to free hirnself (and from which I ''yas not help
ing him to get out) . His manner of masturbation coniinued un
changed and daily put him in the "squalid" mood 'vhich 'vas reg
ularly vented in complaints, i.e., disguised reproaches. But it "·as 
not possible to get do,vn to concrete analytic ,,·ork. It ,,·as out of 
the question to forbid the acts of spite; to do so "·ould 
have been to risk the entire future success of the treatment. 
Hence, I began to hold up a mirrar to his behavior. 'Vhen I 
opened the door to let him in, he '\vould be standing there ,,.i th a 
sullen, pain-distorted, spongy face, the epi tarne of a bundle of 
misery. I imitated his appearance. I began to speak to him in his 
childish language; I also lay on the floor and kicked and screamed 
the same way he did. At first he "·as astonished, but broke out 
in a spontaneaus laugh one time, completely mature, con1pletely 
unneurotic. The breakthrough had been effected, but only tenl
porarily. I continued these procedures until he hin1self began to 
analyze. Now we 'vere able to continue. 

,,Vhat "\\'as the meaning of the provocation? This "·as his ,,·ay 
of a~z1ig ~flJr lovc, a '''ay pecu1iar _ to all masochistic characters. 
He needed proofs of love to reduce his inner tension and anxiety. 
This denland for Iove 'vas directly dependent upon the degree of 
tension produccd by his unsatisfartory fonn of rnasturbation. 
The more "squalid" he feit, the n1ore strongly he displayed tuas-
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ochism in his behavior, i.e., the more urgent became his de
mand for Iove, "~hich he sought to fulfill with every possible 
means. But ,\~hy "~as this demand for Iove made in this indirect, 
veiled manner? \Vhy did he defend hirnself so tenaciously against 
every interpretation of his attachment? Why did he go on com
plaining? 

His complaints sho,\·ed the following stratification '\vith respect 
to their meaning, corresponding to the genesis of his masochism: 
"You see ho"· miserable l .a.m-~IQve -mel" "You don't Iove me 
e;~ugl~~you are -;e~;1--~o mel" "You have to Iove iiie; T-will 
foree-]OU · fo~lo-ve nie~ ·-If -you don··"{: -1ove -me,. I'll make you 

angry!" The 1nasochistic passion for torment, the complaints, 
the provocation, and the suffering can, in terms of their meaning 
-'\\·e shall discuss their d ynamics Ia ter-be ex plained on the 
basis of the fantasized or actual non-fulfillment of a quantitatively 
inordinate demand for love. This mechanism is specific to the 
masochistic character. It is not found in any other form of neu
rosis; if it appears in other forms, the corresponding masochistic 
feature in the character is also present. 

\Vhat is the meaning of the inordinate demand for Iove? Infor
mation about this is supplied by the analysis of the predisposition 
to anxiety 'vhich is always found in masochistic characters. 
There is a direct correlation bet\veen the masochistic attitude 
and the demand for Iove on the one hand and unpleasurable ten
sion and the predisposition to anxiety (or danger of loss of Iove) 
on the other hand. The former is not antithetical to the predis
position to anxiety as a source of masochistic reaction, for again it 
is typical of the masochistic character to check the threa t of anx
iety by demanding Iove. Just as the complaining represents a dis
guisecl clemancl for love and the provocation, a desperate attempt 
to force love, the total formation of the masochistic character 
represents an abortive attempt to rid oneself of anxiety and un
pleasure. It is abortive because, no matter how hard he tries, he 
never frees hirnself from the inner tension which constantly 
threatens to change into anxiety. Thus, the feeling of suffering 
corresponds to a concrete fact, namely the continually high
pitched inner excitement and predisposition to anxiety. We shall 
understand this situation better 'vhen we compare it with the af
fect-block of the compulsion neurotic character. Here the bind-
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ing of the anxiety has been carried out with complete success, 
with the forfeiture of psychic mobility. But the inner tension is 
completely consumed by a well-functioning character apparatus. 
There is no restlessness. When it is present, restlessness is an im
pairment or, more correctly, a decompensation of the character 
armor. 

The masochistic character seeks to bind the inner tension and 
threat of anxiety by an inadequate method, namely by courting 
love through provocation and defiance. Naturally, there is a spe
cial reason for this, i.e., this manner of expressing the demand for 
Iove is specific to the masochistic character. It doesn't succeed, 
because the defiance and the provocation are directed at the per
son who is loved and from whom Iove is demanded. In this way, 
the fear of losing love and attention is increased, just as the guilt 
feeling which one wants to be rid of is not diminished but inten
sified, for the beloved person is in fact tormented. This explains 
the extremely peculiar behavior of the masochist, wh9 becomes 
more and more enmeshed in the si tua tion of suffering, the more 
intensely he tries to extricate hirnself from it. It could not be oth
erwise, for these attem pts to bind anxiety in the character are 
doomed from the outset. 

We find these attitudes, individually, in other characters 
also; they relate specifically to the masochistic character only 
when they appear together. What causes such a combination of 
attitudes? 

We have spoken thus far of the ino1·dinate demand for love on 
the part of the masochistic character. No'v 've have to add that 
this demand for love is based on a fear of being left alone that 
was intensely experienced in very early childhood. The mas
ochistic character cannot endure being alone any more than he 
can endure the possibility of losing a love relationship. The fact 
that masochistic characters so often are lonely is ascribable to the 
success of a secondary mechanism etnbodied in the attitude: 
''See how unhappy, alone, and deserted I atn." Once, , .. ·hile dis
cussi ng his relationship to his n1ot her, our pa tien t exclaitned in 
great cxcitetnent: "To be left alone is to be dead-tny life is cut 
off!" I have often heard this feeling expressed by other mas
ochistic characters, tnerely phrased differently. The tnasochistic. 
character cannot endure the loss of an object (tnasochistic cling-
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ing to the Iove object) any more than he can divest it of its pro· 
tective role. He cannot endure the loss of contact. When this 
happens, he '\rill seek to reestablish it in his own inadequate way, 
i.e., by courting sympathy through misery. Many such characters 
are very susceptible to the feeling of being alone and deserted in 
the universe. 'Ve see no reason to interpret this feeling in the 
Rankian sense of ""omb anxiety, even if it is a common attitude. 
The fact is tha t in every masochist, whether he is masochistic 
solely in the moralistic sense or in the openly erogenic sense, we 
find a specifically erogenic basis for this feeling. In saying this, 
ho,vever, '\Ve are anticipating the later discussion of the masoch
ist's sexual structure. 

The fact that skin eroticism plays a special role in masochists 
is known from several psychoanalytic authors (Sadger, Federn, 
and others) . However, they attempted to regard skin eroticism as 
the direct basis for the masochistic perversion, whereas analysis 
sho,vs that the skin assumes this special role in a very compli
cated and raunelabout '\vay, namely only when various elements 
of disappointment coincide. Only the fear of being left alone is 
based directly on the fear which arises when the contact with the 
skin of the loved person is lost. Let us begin by seeking out the 
syndrome which pertains to the skin in the erogenic masochists. 
'Ve al,vays find in one form or another an urge for activity in
volving the skin, or at least corresponding fantasies: being 
pinched, rubbed with brushes, beaten with whips, tied up-any
thing '\vhich causes the skin to bleed. The buttocks assume an 
important role in this connection, but only in the indirect way of 
the anal fixation. Common to these strivings is the desire to feel 
the warmth of the skin-the original intent is not a desire for 
pain. The object of being whipperl is not to suffer pain; rather, 
pain is put up with for the sake of the "burning." Coldness, on 
the other hand, has a repelling effect. Some masochists even go 
so far as to fan tasize tha t their skin is being burned. Our pa
tient's "loafing in bed" can also be traced back to this, i.e., the 
gratification of a desire for warmth of the skin. 

In terms of the physiology of anxiety, the contraction of the 
peri pheral vessels heightens anxiety (pallor in the case of fright; 
sensation of cold in the anxiety state; chills brought on by fear, 
etc.). On the other hand, the sensation of warm skin caused by 
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the stronger flo''' of blood through the peripheral vessels is a spe
cific attribute of pleasure. Physiologically, inner tension is deter
mined by the restriction of the flo"-r of blood. The strong 
flow of blood through the body periphery, on the other hand, 
relieves the inner tension and, consequently, the physiological 
basis of the anxiety. From the physiological point of vie,v·, the 
fear-resolving effect of the orgasm is essentially based upon this 
process, "-·hich represents a remarkable change in the blood circu
lation vlith peripheral vessel dilation and discharge of tension 
in the center (splanchnic vessels). 

lt is not easy to understand '\\"hy body contact "-"ith the loved 
person has the effect of resolving anxiety. In all likelihood, this 
can be explained by the fact that, physiologically, body '\\"armth 
in the above sense and the innervation of the body periphery in 
the expectation of maternal protection resolve or at least alle
viate the inner tension.20 A thorough discussion of these facts 
,, .. in follo'v later. 

For the purpose of our present investigation, it is sufficient 
that the peripheral vasodilatation, which relieves the inner ten
sion and anxiety, represents the erogenic basis of the masochistic 
character. His later endeavor to avoid the loss of contact is 
merely the psychic duplication of a physiological process of in
nervation. To be left alone in the 'vorld means to be cold and 
unprotected, i.e., an intolerable condition of tension. 

The question could be raised in this connection as to the role 
played by oral fixation in the n1asochist. On the basis of ,,·hat "~e 
know· so far, "'e cannot ascribe any specific importance to it. It 
is, ho,,·ever, ahvays present to a marked degree, as it is in all 
characters having pregenital fixations. There can be no doubt 
that the oral demands contribute considerably to the insatiability 
of the n1asochistic detnands for love. But the oral greediness in 
n1asochism is tnuch n1ore likely the regressive result of an early 
disappointn1ent in the love object, follo,,·ed by the fear of being 
deserted, than a pritnary cause of the n1asochistic need for Iove. 

Ia) Footnote, 1945: Thc orgone energy that was dico\'ered in 1939 pnwides the 
explanation for this phenomcnon: tht• allc\'iation of the child's anxictv lw 
hodily rontart with the n1othcr is explaincd, or~onc-biophYsiGlllY. lH' tht' 
orgonotit- cxpansion of thc rhild's bios\ stcm which 1-('adll's out for the 
1notlwr. There is a contact bct\\'een the orgonc flehls of t11e two organisms. 
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Several cases clearly revealed that the inordinate need for love 
stemn1ed fron1 a different source. Here the fear of being left 
alone coulcl be traced back to that phase of development in 
'rhich violent aggressions and incipient infantile sexual curiosity, 
as opposed to the oral ancl anal impulses, met '\Vith severe frus
trations by the loved parent or guardian. The enormous fear of 
punishn1ent ,,·hich obstructs the advance to geni tali ty is the di
rect result of this contradiction bet"\\·een sexual impulses that are 
not only not fro,,·ned upon but even encouraged and those 
threatened ,,·ith severe punishment. Our patient '\Vas allowed to 
eat as much as he '\Vanted; indeed, he '\Vas encouraged to eat. 
He "·as allo"\\·ed to lie in bed '\Vi th his mother, to embrace 
her, pet her, etc. His bo"\\·el functions ,,·ere faithfully taken care 
of. Ho,,·ever, '"hen he set about to explore further possibilities of 
sexual gratification, to take an interest in his mother's genital, 
to ,,·ant to touch her, etc., then he experienced the full severity 
of parental authority. 

Insofar as oral demands contribute to masochism, they ac
count for the mood of depression, as they do in the other forms 
of neurosis. On the basis of '\vhat is presently known, the special 
combination of skin eroticism, anality, and the fear of being left 
alone "·hich seeks resolution through body contact is specifically 
characteristic of masochism. 

This erogenic disposition is one of the essential causes of the 
inordinate demand for Iove, which has the specific undertone of 
""·arm me" ( = "protect me") . "Beat me" is an expression of the 
same striving, but its form has already been changed. It would 
seem that the masochistic character had not received sufficient 
Iove and, for this reason, had developed such a strong demand 
for Iove. This is true as far as it goes. But it must also be borne 
in mind tha t he also suffered severe frustrations of love. Often, 
indeed, exaggerated coddling gives rise to it. This excessive de
mand for love, in turn, is itself the result of the miasma which is 
part and parcel of the patriachal system of education. The mas
ochistic character is more than a disposition to anal or skin 
eroticism; rather, it is the result of a specific combination of exter
nal influences exercised upon the erogenic susceptibility of the 
skin and upon the entire sexual apparatus. This combination of 
influences specifically determines the masochistic character. Only 
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after we have recognized these influences can we camprehend the 
other character trai ts of the masochis t. 

3· INHIBITED EXHIBITIONISM AND THE PASSION FOR 

SELF-DEPRECATION 

We shall now discuss some of the other masochistic character 
traits, those relating specifically to sexual structure. 

It took about a year to loosen sufficiently the character 
annor of spite, provocation, complaining, etc., to enable us 
to penetrate into the phase of early childhood and, above all, 
to reach the point where the patient began to take an active part 
in the analytic work. I shall pass over the known and in this in
stance not very important findings which masochism, like every 
other neurosis, yields in the analysis, e.g., the passive beating 
fantasy which conceals the desire to surrender oneself anally as 
a woman to the father, the typical Oedipus complex, the guilt
feeling reactions stemming from the repressed hatred, the ambiv-
alence, etc. They are not specific to the masochistic character. I 
shall set forth merely those traits which, through their special 
combination, have to be regarded as pertaining specifically to 
masochism. I shall also discuss the causes of the masochistic dis
turbance of the pleasure mechanism. 

After the structure of our patient's character was loosened, es
pecially after the repression of the hatred against the father 
and the fear of him was eliminated, there was a po\verful break
through of genitality. He had erections; masturbation in the 
masochistic fonn ceased; and he began to have genital long
ings for a woman. His first attempt to have intercourse \Vith a 
woman was a failure, but it led to the analysis of his deep love 
for his mother, which had heavy anal overtones. In the rapid im
provement of his condition, the following stood out: 

His approach to women was exceptionally strong, but he 
could not get free of the feeling of inner tightness a11d corzstraint. 
This provided him \vith a continuous excuse for masochistic 
complaining, e.g., in spite of external iinprovement, he did not 
feel weil: "The mood of masochistic squalor is the same as ever." 

He tended to be readily disappointed on the n1ost insignificant 
grounds and \Vithdre\v fron1 reality into n1asochistic fantasies at 
thc slightest difficulty. This vacillation betv;een vigorous attetnpts 

• 
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to establish genital contact with reality and rapid retreats into 
masochism Iasted for many months. I knew that his Castration 
anxiety had not been dissolved and was responsible for this in
stability. The concentration of the work in this area produced a 
'vealth of interesting analytic results. Until this time, the patient 
had not sho,vn any trace of genital interest. Now it was revealed 
that he 'vas full of anxiety notions about the genitals. Here are a 
few examples: the vagina is a "mire" swarming with snakes and 
vermin; his phallus is nipped off at the tip; one plunges into an 
abyss and does not find one's way out. However, the discussion 
of all these anxieties failed to effect any change in his apathetic 
condition. vVeek after week and month after month, he began 
each and every session with the same masochistically uttered 
complaint that he was "inwardly broken." The transference had 
tobe analyzed time and again,·in the course of which new mate
rial on his passive-anal strivings was unearthed. Above all, it was 
discovered that he immediately withdrew from the woman when 
a rival appeared. The idea that he had a small penis could not be 
easily dislodged. He developed an envious attitude toward every 
rival, which was immediately camouflaged by a passive-feminine 
bearing. This is a well-known mechanism of binding the fear of 
the father. Deep analysis of these attitudes did not bring about 
any change in his feeling that he had remained a masochist, in 
spite of external improvements. 

The first attempts at coitus in which he was potent but re
mained unsatisfied were attended by a syphilis phobia. One day 
he showed me his penis and asked me whether a small erosion 
was not a sign of an infection. It was immediately clear that the 
intent behind this was exhibitionism. Now the analysis led di
rectly to a clarification of an important aspect of his genital de
velopment. As a child he had reached the genital phase only 
in the form of exhibiting his penis, an act which had been 
immediately and strictly forbidden by his mother. The genital 
disappointment was all the worse because he had been allowed 
to indulge in anal exhibitions as much as he pleased in front 
of his mother, who had been intensely concerned with his func
tions of evacuation. At the age of ten, he was still taken to the 
bathroom by his mother. His pleasure in exhibiting his buttocks 
was clearly the reason why he introduced the genital phase pre-
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cisely with the exhibition of his penis. The analysis revealed that 
his first attempts at a genital approach to his mother \Vere of an 
exhibitionistic nature. His intentions had been immediately re
pressed, and this later resulted in the severe inhibition of his 
general bearing. In his attempts to have intercourse, he never 
ventured to show hirnself naked to the \vornan or allo\\·ed 
her to take hold of his penis. F ollowing the anal ysis of this 
element of his neurosis, he began earnestly to cast about for a 
profession and he became a photographer. The first step in this 
direction was the purchase of a camera, wi th \vhich he took pic
tures of just about everything. Here again we see ho'v essential 
the elimination of genital repression is for sublimation. Today 
he does quite \\·ell as a photographer. For a long time, ho,,·ever, 
he derived no inner pleasure from his profession: "I don't really 
feel myself; and when I do, so masochistically miserable." 

The introduction of the genital phase in childhood through ex
hibitionism, follo,ved immediately by the severe frustration and 
repression of this pleasure and complete inhibition- of further 
genital development, belongs, according to my experience, spe
cifically to the masochistic character; 21 just as the introduction 
of genitality through phallic-sadism and its inhibition, combined 
with anal-sadistic fixation, relates specifically to the compulsive 
neurosis. A number of typical character traits ,,·hich form the 
basis of the masochist's insecure, atactic, and a,,.k,,·ard bear
ing can be traced back to these exhibi tionistic in1 pulses and their 
immediate frustration. Our patient once gave a drastic descrip
tion of this inner condition. He said: "I al,,·ays feel like an 
officer \vho, \\·ith dra,vn S\vord and cries of victory. marches far 
ahead of his troops, suddenly looks back and discovers that no 
one has follo\\·ed him." 

A further character trai t is connected "·ith this feeling, \rhich 
is only very superficially related to guilt feeling. :\fasochistic 
characters ca nnot cndurr praise and tend to,,·ard sclf-de preca
tion and self-abase1nt,nt. In spite of his great a1nbition. our pa
t.ient could not cndure it \Vhen he "·as considered a good student 
in school. "If I had continued to be a good student, I "·ould have 

:n \Vith rcspect to the relation hctwecn rnasochisn1 and exhibitionistn. see theo 
casc dcscribcd by Fcnichd in Pcrt'ersiont'TJ, PsychoscrJ. C Iw rak terstöru ngt'n. 
p.39. 
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fancied myself as standing naked in front of a large crowd with an 
excited penis." This remark, though made parenthetically, 
as is often the case in analysis, went straight to the core of the 
matter. Through the inhibition and repression of genital exhibi
tion, the foundation is eroded upon which Sublimation, activity, 
and self-confidence can be later developed. In masochists, this 
inhibition of exhibitionism can lead to the development of com
pletely opposite traits. The genital-narcissistic character exhibits 
in a disguised form (cf. erythrophobia). The masochistic charac
ter employs an opposite reaction formation: a passion for 
self-deprecation in order not to stand out. He lacks the essential 
element of the narcissistic structure of the genital character: the 
ability to stand out. 

The masochistic character, for the reasons set forth above, 
cannot assume a leadership role, although he will usually con
struct glorious fantasies of heroism. His true nature, his ego} is 
rooted in passivity because of the anal fixation. As a result of the 
inhibition of exhibitionism, moreover, his ego has developed an 
intense inclination toward self-deprecation. This structure of the 
ego stands in opposition to and prevents the realization of an 
active phallic ego-ideal.22 The result of this is again an intolerable 
tension, which serves as a further source of the feeling of suffering 
and thus nourishes the masochistic process. The image of the ad
vancing officer mirrors this ego-ideal, which one has to be 
ashamed of, which one has to conceal, because the ego (the troops) 
doesn' t-can' t-follow. 

In this connection there is another character trait which 
is very often found in masochistic characters and in children who 
tend tov.~ard masochism: feeling oneself to be stupid or, the 
counterpart of this, acting as if one were stupid. It is very much 
part of the masochistic character structure to exploit every in
hibition in order to debase oneself. Another patient once said 
that he could not endure praise because he feit hirnself to be on 
exhibition with his pants pulled down. It should not be underesti
mated how much importance the anal fixation, the preoccupation 
with the baring of the buttocks, has for the child's genital devel-

22 Cf. the chapter on "Defective Identifications" in my book Der triebhafte 
Charakter, Internationaler Psychoanalytischer Verlag, 1925. 
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opment. Anal shame is brought into the genital phase and op
presses it with particular shyness. To the masochist, any kind 
of praise represents a provocation of exhibitionistic tendencies. 
Wherever he stands out, he is assailed by severe anxiety. Hence, 
i t is necessary for him to debase hirnself to ward off anxiety. This, 
naturally, is a fresh reason for feeling neglected-which provokes 
the whole com plex of the need for Iove. 

"Making oneself stupid" or "acting as if one were stupid" is 
also a part of this. Once our patient described an infantile scene 
in which he had pretended to be stupid. "I want something 
that is not given to me, then I get mad and act stupid. But 
how much am I loved even when I pretend to be stupid? If 
I am not loved, then I am not worthy of being loved and have, 
therefore, to be really stupid and ugly." 

Now it is time to answer the question of why the masochistic 
character expresses his demand for Iove in such a disguised 
form, why he is wholly incapable of showing or demanding Iove 
in a direct fashion. Another patient, having strong feelings of 
suffering and a tendency toward masochistic com plaining, had a 
habit of showing hirnself to be miserable whenever he wanted to 
win a woman. He had a terrible fear of offering the '\'Oman his 
Iove directly. He was afraid she might get angry and make fun of 
or punish him. He suffered from the same inhibited exhibitionism 
as our patient. 

All this, taken together, causes a feeling of inner ataxia, often 
a tormenting feeling of shame because of one's external appear
ance. The inhibition of the ability to demonstrate or demand 
Iove openly entails distorted expressions and makes a person, as 
our patient put it, "bureaucratic," i.e., unnatural and stiff. Be
hind this lies the ever-present fear of being disappointed or re
jected. Once our patient said: "I am faced ,\·ith the task of push
ing a penis 'vhich doesn't stand up into a vagina v;hich is not 
offered me." 

The hysterical character develops anxiety in place of an open 
tcstin1ony of Iove; the cotnpulsive character n1anifests hate and 
fceli ngs of guilt; thc n1asorhistic character den1onstrates and de
tnands Iove in thc roundabout '\'ay of con1plaining. provoking. or 
putting on a sho'v of n1isery. All these various fonns are ,~;holly 
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in keeping ,\·ith the respective geneses of these types: the hysteri· 
cal character has fully developed his genitality but it is interfused 
,\·ith fear; the compulsive character has replaced his genitality 
'~:ith phallic sadism; the masochistic character has arrived at gen
itality through exhibitionism, has then repressed it, and now per
sists in the distorted expression of love. 

4· UNPLEASURABLE PERCEPTION OF THE INCREASE OF SEXUAL 

EXCITATION: THE SPECIFIC BASIS OF THE MASOCHISTIC 

CHARACTER 

Every neurotic structure has a genital disturbance in one form 
or another which causes sexual stasis and thus provieles the 
neurosis with its source of energy. The masochistic character al
ways reveals a specific kind of disturbance of the genital func· 
tion. And, unless it is evident from the outset, it does not come 
to light until the im potence or anesthesia have been largely elimi· 
nated. This explains why the disturbance has been completely 
overlooked in the past. Let us attem pt now to pick up our dis· 
cussion "\vhere we left off. We established that the masochistic 
character generates an excessive amount of unpleasure, which 
provieles a real basis for his feeling of suffering. We observed 
that the psychic apparatus is constantly attempting to master this 
tension and predisposition to anxiety in an inadequate way. In 
his attem pts to bind anxiety, the masochistic character becomes 
more and more immersed in tension and unpleasure, thus 
strengthening the predisposition to anxiety. We learned further 
that this very inability to bind anxiety in an adequate way consti
tutes 'vhat is specific to the masochistic character. We found, 
moreover, that the punishment which the masochistic character 
thinks he fears is only a substitute for the punishment he really 
fears. 

Could an experience of fear such as our patient had when he was 
three years old bring about the masochistic fixation of the fantasy 
of being beaten? The answer is no. It was possible for the patient 
unconsciously to give up completely the sexual demand which 
provoked the punishment he feared so terribly. (Other character 
types do this.) It was not absolutely necessary for him to hit upon a 
specifically masochistic means of extricating hirnself from the 
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punishment situation. There must be another element or elements, 
then, which, when added to what we already know, specifically 
account for the masochistic mechanism as a whole. 

This mechanism can be traced only after the patient has been 
brought to the genital stage, i.e., when his genital desires become 
resuscitated or develop for the first time. Then a new difficulty 
is encountered: the patient now develops strong genital desires 
which momentarily eliminate much of his masochistic attitude. 
When, however, in his first attempt to have genital intercourse, 
he experiences not pleasure but unpleasure he is once again 
thrown back into the "masochistic squalor" of anal and sado-mas
ochistic pregenitality. It took many years to solve this puzzle 
and to understand that the "incurability of the masochist, 'vho 
doesn't want to give up his suffering," was to be ascribed to our 
very imperfect knowledge of his sexual apparatus. It 'vould have 
been impossible to find an answer had we adhered to the theory 
that the masochist is fixated on suffering because of a repressed 
guilt feeling or a need for punishment, supposedly the manifesta
tion of a death instinct. 

These findings are not intended to gainsay the fact that self
punishments are capable of relieving the conscience. For us, it 
is solely the validity of our clinical formulations that is impor
tant. The alleviation of guilt feelings through punishments af
fects not the core but the surface of the personality. Such 
"expiatory" sufferings can be totally eliminated 'vithout bringing 
about the cessation of a neurotic process; they appear seldom 
and, moreover, constitute a symptom, not the cause, of a neu
rosis. On the other hand, the conflict between sexual desire and 
fear of punishment is central in every neurosis. There is no neu
rotic process without this conflict. The prevailing psychoanalytic 
assessment of the need for punishment led to a misguided nlodifi
cation of the analytic theory of neurosis, had a negative effect 
upon the theory of therapy, obscured the problen1s of the prophy
laxis of neurosis, and concealed the sexual and social etiology of 
the neurosis. 

The 111asochistic character is based on a very peculiar spastic 
attitude which controls not only his psychic but. first and 
foren1ost, his g-enital apparatus. It inl11lf'diatrly i12hibits evr7)' 
sf'ro12g .H~nsa tion of plt·asu re an d transforrns i t i rz to un plt•as-
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ure. In this ,,·ay, the suffering ,~;hich is the basis of the maso
chistic character reactions is continuously nourished and in
creased. Xo matter ho,,· deeply and thoroughly ,,.e analyze the 
meaning and genesis of the masochistic character, ,,·e cannot 
achieve a therapeutic effect unless "~e succeed in penetrating to 
the genesis of this spastic attitude. Other,vise, V{e shall not 
succeed in establishing the patient's orgastic potency, the capacity 
for complete surrender in the genital experience. For orgastic 
potency alone is capable of eliminating the inner source of un

pleasu1·e and anxiety. Let us return to our patient. 
'\

1hen he attempted to have sexual intercourse for the first 
time, he had, it is true, an erection, but he did not ventu:e to 
move inside the vagina .. A.t first '\Ve thought that this '\Vas due 
to embarrassment or lack of kno,,·Iedge-it w·asn't until rnuch 
later that ''"e discovered the real reason. He had been afraid of 
the intensified pleasure. This '\Vas certainly very strange behavior. 
'\re alv~·ays encounter this fear in the eure of the orgastic dis
turbance of frigid ,,·omen. In masochists, ho,,·ever, it has a par
ticular character. To understand this, '\\,.e shall have to return 
to the analytic material. 

.:\fter our patient had had sexual intercourse a number of 
times, ,,·hich considerably augmented his genital self-confidence, 
it "·as revealed that he experienced less pleasure during intercourse 
than he clid during masochistic masturbation. Yet he '\vas able to 
form a vivid concept of the sensation of genital sensuality, and 
this concept became a po,,·erful incentive in the treatment. The 
patient's ,,·eak genital experience '\\"as very critical, for pregenital 
pleasure can be uprooted only through the establishment of the 
naturally more intense genital pleasure. The absence of pleasure 
cluring the sexual act ''"as certainly no encouragement to the de
velopment of genitality. Further attempts at coitus revealed a 
ne,,· disturbance. The penis became soft during the act. vVas it 
merely castration anxiety, or '\vas it more than that? Further 
analysis of his notions of castration failed to bring about any 
change in his condition. Finally, it turned out that the contrac
tion of the musculature of the pelvic floor before ejaculation in 
masturhation had a greater significance than vve had originally 
assumed. I shall summarize the infantile material '\vhich shows 
that, in spite of his seemingly free and excessive anal and ureth-
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ral gratification, the masochist has an anal and urethral inhibi
tion and anxiety stemming from earliest childhood, '\vhich is later 
carried over to the genital function and crea tes the immediate 
physiological basis for the excessive production of unpleasure. 

From the ages of three to six, our patient developed a fear of 
the bathroom, sustained by the fantasy that an animal could 
cra'\vl into his rear end. The dark hole of the toilet itself aroused 
anxiety. He began to hold back his bowel movements, \vhich, in 
turn, aroused the fear that he would evacuate in his pants. 'Vhen 
one evacuates in one's pants, one is beaten by one's father. The 
unforgettable scene at the age of three had provided ample proof 
of this. When one is beaten by one's father, there is also the dan
ger of castration. Hence, the blo\vs have to be diverted to the 
buttocks, so that they don't accidentally hit the penis. Nonethe
less, in the "cultural" educational procedures \vhich his father 
adopted and drastically applied, he \vas continually tormented by 
the fear that, by lying on his stomach, he might get a splinter in 
his penis. Everything together produced a spastic condition in 
the bladder and in the bo'\vels, from \vhich the child could not 
extricate himself. This, in turn, gave his mother further cause to 
be especially attentive to his bo,vel movements, thus creating a 
fresh contradiction. The mother '\Vas pleased \vith and took care 
of his bowel functions, \vhereas the father beat him for it. In this 
\vay, his Oedipus complex became predominantly anchored in 
the anal zone. At first, the additional anxiety developed that the 
bladder and bo'\vels might hurst, tha t, in short, holding back 
served no purposein the long run, and he \vould again become the 
victim of his father's rage, for the latter \Vas not to be trifled "~ith 
in such things, even if he, the fa ther, did not in1 pose any anal re
straints upon himself. Thus, \Ve have the typical picture of a 
bleak and '\Vretched situa tion, \Vhose roots are to be traced back 
not to biological but to purely sociological factors. 'Ve tnust not 
forget to mention that the father \\·as especially fond of pinch
ing his children on the bu ttocks and, among other thi ngs, took 
pleasure in letting i t be kno\vn that he \\·ould "skin then1 alive" if 
they n1isbehaved. 

Thus, to hegin "'i th, the child had an anal fear of the fa ther 
\vhich \\"as cotnhined '"ith the anal fixation on the n1other and 
beating hirnself (reflective of the fear of punislunent by the 
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father). Because of the release and gratification connected with 
them, the child looked upon his bowel movements as pun
ishable, and so he began to beathirnself out of fear of being pun
ished by the father. It is evident that this simple process was of 
far greater importance for the pathology of the case than the 
identifications 'vith the punishing father and the masochistic atti
tudes to"~ard the nascent anal superego. Such pathological iden
tifications are of course themselves neurotic formations, essen
tially consequences, not causes, of the core of the neurosis.23 

'Ve of course found all the complicated relations between ego 
and superego, but we did not stop there. Rather, we went on to 
the more important task of deciding exactly which factors of mas
ochism ,~lere dependent upon the concrete behavior of the 
father and 'vhich factors were dependent upon inner erogenic 
strivings. In this case as well as in other similar cases, I came to 
one conclusion: our methods of education deserve far greater at
tention than is usually given to them, and we divide our attention 
very poorly 'vhen we allot 98 percent of it to analytic embellish
ments and scarcely 2 percent of it to the gross injuries inflicted 
upon the children by the parents. This is why, thus far, we have 
not succeeded in utilizing psychoanalytic findings for a critique 
of patriarchal and familial u pbringing. 

This childhood conflict situation, essentially the result of the 
Contradietory attitude of the patient's parents toward his anality, 
·was responsible not only for the feminine surrender to the male 
father but also for the feeling of emptiness and impotence. Later, 
every time the patient came into contact with an adult man, he 
feit impotent. Out of fear, he immediately withdrew his cathexis 
from the genital zone and became anal-passive-which was ex
pressed as admiration of these men. 

It is no'\v possible to draw the following conclusions: the usual 
toilet training (too soon and too harsh) causes anal pleasure to 
take precedence over other forms and the libido to become fix-

Z! The neurosis is brought on by the conflict between an ego which strives for 
pleasure and an outer world which frustrates these ego-strivings; it is sus
tained by the conflict between the ego and the su perego. The su perego retains 
its power on the basis of the repeated experience that sexual pleasure is 
something punishable. To the early effect of childhood suppression is added 
the decisive suppressive atmosphere of society. 
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ated in this phase. The idea of being beaten which is related to 
anality is definitely devoid of pleasure and, in the beginning, 
charged with anxiety. Thus, it is not the unpleasure of being 
beaten that becomes pleasurable. Rather, it is the fear of being 
beaten that blocks the sensation of pleasure. In the course of de
velopment, this fear is carried over to the genital zone. 

Even after the patient was weil into adolescence, he still often 
slept with his mother in the conjugal bed. \Vhen he was sixteen, 
he developed the phobia that his mother could become pregnant 
by him. Her physical closeness and warmth had a very stimulat
ing effect on his masturbation. The ejaculation had the meaning 
of urinating at his mother; nor could it have had any other 
meaning in view of his previous developmen t. If the mother bore 
a child, this would constitute the corpus delicti of his urethral in
cest. Strict punishment would have to be feared. So no\v he 
began to hold his semen back and at the same time to have vivid 
masochistic fantasies. His definitive illness commenced at this 
point. His school work deteriorated markedly. Follo"~ing a brief 
and unsuccessful attempt to restore hirnself through "self
analysis," psychic debility set in, tagether with the protracted 
nightly anal·masochistic masturbation. 

The final breakdown was brought on by a severe actual neu
rosis which culminated in a state of continuous tension, insom
nia, and migraine·like headaches. At this time, the inhibited ado
lescent suffered from a strong accumulation of genital libido. He 
was in love with a girl but was afraid to approach her. He ''"as 
afraid that he would "asphyxiate" her (i.e., by passing \Vind), 
the very thought of '\vhich filled him \Vith shame. He chased after 
every girl from a distance, vividly fantasizing that he and she 
"were pressing their bellies together." This ""ould be sure to re
sult in a child 'vhich "·ould betray then1. The fear of being re
jected because of his anal tendencies also had a decisive effect in 
this. \Ve sec here a typical pubertal fate: inhibition of genital pri
macy due partly to social barriers, partly to neurotic fixations 
caused by the earlier in1pairn1ent of the sexual structure on ac
count of faulty toilet training. 

1\t first, in addition to the genital tension. there ,,·as also the 
anal tcnsion created hy the continuously constrained urge to 
evacuatc and pass \Vind. The patient did not pennit a genital 
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release. It was not until he was seventeen that he had his first 
emission, \\·hich \\'as brought on \\'ith the help of protracted fan
tasies of passive beatings. The actual neurosis became milder 
after this, but the first ejaculation \Vas experienced traumatically. 
For fear of soiling the bed, the patient sprang up during the eja
cula tion, seized the chamber pot, and was inconsolable tha t some 
semen had spilled on the bed. 

As he began to establish his genitality during the course of 
treatment, he had considerable difficulty in retaining his erection 
during the sexual act. In this genital phase, masturbation was 
begun \\'ith normal masculine and phallic libido. As soon as the 
pleasure began to mount, however, masochistic fantasies set in. 
The analysis of this sudden change from genitality to masochism 
during the sexual act yielded the following facts. As long as the 
sensation of pleasure \Vas slight, the genital fantasy remained. 
Ho,\·ever, as soon as the pleasure began to increase; when, as the 
patient put it, that "melting feeling" began to take possession of 
him, he gre'v afraid; his pelvis became spastic instead of re
laxed and transformed the pleasure into unpleasure. He de
scribed exactly how he perceived the "melting," usually an 
orgastically pleasurable sensation, as unpleasurable or, more spe
cifically, \\'ith a sense of anxiety: he was afraid that the penis 
might dissolve. This feeling might cause the skin of the penis to 
melt a\\'ay; the penis might hurst if it continued to expand (as is 
normal in the sexual act). He had the feeling that the penis was 
a sac filled with fluid to the point of bursting. Here we had the 
incontestable proof that, in masochists, it is not unpleasure that 
becomes pleas11re but the exact opposite: by means of a mecha
nism that is specific to the masochistic character, every pleasure 
\\·hich increases beyond a certain measure is inhibited and 
changed into unpleasure. It is also necessary to point out that the 
patient conceived of castration as referring to the skin of the 
penis: "In sex, I get as hot as a cooked chicken from which the 
skin can be peeled off." 

The ever-present fear of punishment causes the "melting" Sen
sation of wannth, which accompanies the increase of pleasure to
ward the climax, to be looked upon as the realization of the ex
pected penis catastrophe. This inhibits the course of excitation 
and results in a purely physiological, unpleasurable sensation to 
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the poin t of pain. We can summarize the three phases of this 
process as follows: 

I) "I am striving for pleasure." 
2) "I am 'melting'-this is the feared punishment." 
3) "I have to suppress this sensation to save my penis." 
Here an objection will be raised: the inhibition of the sensa

tion of sexual pleasure due to infantile anxiety is found in every 
neurosis. In some cases, indeed, it has destroyed genitality alto
gether. Hence, this inhibition cannot constitute the specific factor 
of masochism. For why does not every inhibition of the involun
tary increase of the sensation of pleasure lead to the develop
ment of the masochistic mechanism? This objection can be count
ered as follows: 

There are two possibilities for such an inhibition of the sensa
tion of pleasure. In the first, the "melting" feeling of plea
sure is originally experienced without anxiety; later, anxiety su
pervenes and inhibits the completion of the sexual excitation, but 
pleasure is still perceived as pleasure. In the second, the 
sensation of pleasure and the sensation of unpleasure run side by 
side. This holds true for every non-masochistic inhibition of the 
orgasm. In masochism, on the other hand, the melting feeling of 
the pleasure leading up to orgasm is itself perceived as the ex
pected harm. The anxiety, experienced in the anal zone as a re
sult of the attainment of anal pleasure, lays the foundation of a 
psychic attitude that causes the later genital pleasure, ,.lhich is of 
course significantly more intense, to be perceived as the signal of 
injury and punishment. 

Hence, '"e have the paradox that, though continually striving 
to realize a pleasurable sensation, the masochistic character is in
variably plunged into an unpleasurable sensation. The impres
sion is created that he strives for the unpleasurable sensation. 
,,Vhat really happens, ho"·ever, is that anxiety intervenes bet,,·een 
the instinct and its goal, causing the desired pleasure to be per
ceived as the anticipated danger. In short, instead of pleasure, 
u.nplcasurc is the final result of the initial striving. 

This also solves the problen1 of the repetition con1pulsion be
')'Ond the pleasurc principle. It appears that a person ,,·ants to 
reexpcricnce an unpleasurable situation. But analysis reveals that 
this is not the case. Quite the contrary: the goal is originally con-
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ceived of as pleasurable. The striving is cut short by frustration, 
fear of punishment, or anxiety, ,.;hich completely conceal the 
goal or make it appear unpleasurable. Thus, ,.;e can conclude 
that a repetition compulsion be;;ond the pleasure principle does 
not exist; the corresponding phenomena can be explained u·ithin 
the frame,,·ork of the pleasure principle and the fear of punish
ment. 

\ \" e ha ve to return to our case once again. The shallo,•:ness 
and protraction of his masturbation are to be ascribed to this dis
turbance of the pleasure mechanism. He avoided eve1)~ increase 
of the sensation of pleasure. \V'hen this had become clear, he 
once said: "It is impossible to allo,,· these sensations to pour into 
one-it is ,,~holly unbearable." Nov," ,,·e camprehend ,,·hy he 
masturbated for hours on end; he never attained gratification 
because he did not allo,,· any involuntary increase in excitation 
to take place. 

In addi tion to fear, there is another factor involved in this in
hibition of the increase of sensation. The masochistic character is 
used to the lo''"-curved, non-climactic fone is tempted to say 
"lukew·arm") pleasure of the anal zone. He carries over the anal 
practice and experience of pleasure to the genital apparatus, 
''"hich functions in an entirelv different ,,·av. The intense and 

' ' 

rapid increase of pleasure in the genital apparatus is not only un-
accustomed but also quite apt to arouse terror in a person famil
iar only ,,·i th anal pleasure-,,·hich is anything but oven,·helm
ing. If the anticipation of punishment is added to this, then all 
the conditions are present for the immediate transformation of 
pleasure into unpleasure. 

In retrospect, many facts from previously treated cases be
come clear on the basis of these ne,,· findings. This is especially 
true of the large number of cases in ,,·hich unsatisfying sexual ac
tivity ,,·as follo,,·ed bv a masochistic mood of sufferino-. No, .. ~ ,,.e 

J 0 

kno, .. ~ that this activity ,,·as unsatisfying due to a disturbance spe-
cific to ma.sochi.sm. It ,,·as also possible to arrive at a much better 
libido-economic understanding of the strong masochistic tenden
cies of the patients ''lhom, in Der triebhafte Charakter and Die 
Function des Orga.sm usJ I described as having orgastic disturb
ances .. A. female patient having a masochistic pen·ersion ,,·as de
scribed as follo"._·s: "She masturbated ... "._~ith the masochistic 
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fantasy that she was wholly stripped (!), bound, and locked in a 
cage, where she was forced to starve. It was at this point that the 
inhibition of the orgasm came into play. Suddenly she had to 
muse about a contraption which was designed to remove her 
feces and urine automatically, for she was bound and not al
Iowed to move ... " In analysis, when the transference increased 
to the point of sexual excitement, she was usuaily overcome by 
an uncontroiiable urge to defecate and urinate. When she mas
turbated with the idea of having intercourse, "masochistic fanta
sies intervened just before the orgasm was about to begin." 

Sex-economicaily viewed, therefore, the masochistic attitude 
and the fantasy pertaining to it originate from the unpleasurable 
perception of the sensation of pleasure and serve to master un

pleasure through the psychicaily formulated attitude: "I am so 
miserable-Iove me!" Now the beating fantasy comes into play 
because the demand for Iove also contains genital claims 'vhich 
force the patient to divert the punishment from the front to the 
rear: "Beat me, but don't castrate me!" Thus, the masochistic 
reaction has a specificaily actual-neurotic24 basis. 

Hence, the problems of masochism cluster around the peculiar 
disturbance of the pleasure function. It became clear that the 
fear of the dis tin tegra ting or "mel ting" feeling of the sensa tion of 
pleasure Ieading u p to orgasm forces the masochist to cling to the 
Iow-curved sexual excitation. Is this the result of anal fixation or 
genital inhibition? No doubt both factors contribute to this, just 
as both factors determine the chronic neurasthenic sta te of exci
tation. Anality mobilizes the entire Iibido apparatus but is not 
capable of also providing for the resolution of the tension. The 
inhibition of genitality, not only the result of anxiety, itself con
stitutes a fear-arousing process, 'vhich only augn1ents the dis
crepancy bet,vecn tension ancl factual resolution. It retnains to be 
explained 'vhy the beating fantasy first cotnes into play or be
cotnes especially intense just before the climax. 

It is interesting to observe ho'v the psychic apparatus seeks to 
rcduce the discrepancy bct\\reen tension and gratification, ho,,· 
the urge for relaxation nonetheless breaks through in the beating 
fantasy. Our patient ,,·as adatnant on this point: "To be beaten 

14 Stasis-ncurotic. 
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by the "·oman is exactly the same as secretly masturbating in the 
presence of the 1voman" ( = mother) . This, of course, corre
sponds to the actual experience: as a child and also as an adoles
cent, the patient had masochistically masturbated while sleeping 
in the same hed '\Vith his mother, that is, he would squeeze and 
ruh his penis, being careful not to have an ejaculation (procrea
tion phobia) . Only 1vhen he added the fantasy of being beaten 
hy his mother did he have an emission. This had the follo,ving 
meaning, '\vhich the patient remernbered consciously: "I had the 
impression that my penis 'vas boiling hot. At the fifth or sixth 
bio"· it ,,·ould surely have to explode, the bladder would have to 
hurst open." Thus, the purpose of the blows was to bring about 
the release which was forbidden in other ways, i.e., autoeroti
cally. If, as a result of the blows of the mother, his bladder 
hurst; if, for the same reason, his penis exploded and the 
semen '\\·as ejaculated, then it was not he who was responsible
it ,,·as the tormentor who had caused this to happen. Fundamen
tally, therefore, the yearning for punishment had the purpose of 
bringing about the release in a roundabout way, of making the 
punishing person responsible, i.e., of exonerating oneself. The 
mechanism is the same on the surface and in the depth of the 
character. In the former, its meaning is: "Love me so that I won't 
be afraid!" The meaning of the complaint is: "It is you who are 
responsible-not I." The function of the beating fantasy is: 
"Beat me so that, without making myself guilty, I can release 
myself!" There can be no doubt that this is the deepest meaning 
of the passive beating fantasy. 

Since I first came to recognize this deepest function of the pas
sive beating fantasy, I have observed the above mechanism in a 
number of other patients who had not developed any manifest 
perversion but, rather, had been able to hold the masochistic 
tendency in a latent stage through character changes in the ego. 
Here are a few examples. A compulsive character developed a 
masturbation fantasy that he had been placed among primitives 
who forced him to have intercourse and to behave in a com
pletely uninhihited fashion. Another patient, a passive-feminine 
character not having any manifest perversion, fantasized that he 
1vas hrought to the point of ejaculation by blows on the penis. 
But he had tobe bound in order to endure the blows and to pre-
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vent him from running away. In this category we also have the 
masochistic sexual attitude of neurotic women, which is regarded 
by some analysts as normal female behavior. The woman's pas
sive rape fantasy serves merely to exonerate her of guilt feelings, 
i.e., she wants to experience the sexual act without guilt. This is 
possible only under the condition that she is raped. The formal 
resistance offered by some women in the real act has the same . 
meantng. 

This leads us to the problern of so-called pleasure anxiety, 
which plays a major role in masochisrn. Let us give an example 
frorn another analysis. 

A patient remernbered that, as a child of sorne four years old, 
he was in the habit of consciously producing pavor nocturnus. 
He would crawl beneath the covers, masturbate, be seized by 
fear, and free hirnself from it by abruptly throwing the covers 
away frorn his body. In such a case, how tempting it is to assume 
that the repetition cornpulsion lies at the root of it. First he bad 
pavor nocturnus and now, evidently, he wanted to reexperience 
fear. In this connection, it is necessary to make two points clear: 
in reality, it was not fear that he wanted to reexperience but the 
feeling of sensuality. This, however, always became interfused 
with fear. Furtherrnore, the freeing of hirnself frorn the fear was 
itself a source of pleasure. What was essential in this process, 
however, was the fact that the arousal of fear provoked anal and 
urethral sensations, for whose sake the fear was put up 'vith. The 
fear does not becorne pleasure as such but rnerely forms the 
basis for the developrnent of a special kind of pleasure.25 Often, 
children experience the tension-resolving sensations only in a 
state of anxiety; usually they deny thernselves these sensations 
out of fear of punishrnent. The release experienced by a sudden 
evacuation or urination in a fear-ridden situation often consti
tutes the rnain reason for wanting to reexperience anxiety. Ho\\·
ever, to want to camprehend these phenornena beyond the plea
sure principle is to rnisunderstand the facts cornpletely. Under 
certain conditions, pain and anxiety become the sole possibility 
of experiencing a release one is other,vise afraid of. Thus, the 
term "the pleasure of pain" or "pleasure anxiety" can only refer 

115 Cf. Freud: Drei Abhandlungen %Ur Sexualtheorie, Ges. Sehr., Bd. ,~, p. iSf. 
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-not in a very expedient ,.,,.ay-to the fact that pain and anxiety 
can become the basis of sexual excitation. 

The fact that, in our patient, the "bursting of the penis" does 
represent the instinctual goal does not contradict our comprehen· 
sion of masochism. On the one hand, this idea is a representation 
of anxiety, of punishment, in a certain context. On the other 
hand, it is a representation of the final gratification, of the re· 
lease '\"hich is instinctually desired. This dual psychic meaning of 
the idea of the bursting of the bladder or of the bo'\4;els causes 
the final pleasure itself to be perceived as the feared execution of 
punishment. 

5· OBSERVATIO~S 0~ THE THERAPY OF :\!ASOCHIS:\f 

The establishment of a healthy sexual life, of a regulated }i. 

bido economy can only result from t,\.O kinds of therapeutic 
processes: the Iiberation of the libido from the pregenital fixa· 
tions and the elimination of genital anxiety. Clearly, this is 
brought about through the analysis of the pregenital and genital 
Oedi pus confiict (through the elimination of the repressionsj . In 
this connection, ho,\·ever, it is necessary to stress one point relat· 
ing to technique. If the pregenital fixations are dissolved through 
the elimination of the repressions ''~thout simultaneously over
coming the genital anxiety, there is the danger of an increase of 
sexual stasis, ,, .. hile the sole road to adequate orgastic dis
charge remains closed. This danger can build up to the point of 
suicide precisely '\\·hen the analysis of the pregenitality succeeds. 
If, on the other hand, the genital repression is eliminated '\\·ithout 
dissolving the pregenital fixations, genital primacy remains '\\·eak 
-the genital function is not capable of relieving the total 
amount of anxiety. 

For the therapy of masochism, it is of special importance ho'\\" 
the analyst penetrates the barricades of the patient's character, 
ho'\" he breaks do,\·n the patient's tendency to make use of his 
suffering to put the analyst in the '\\Tong, come '•:hat may. The 
uneavering of the sadistic nature of this masochistic behavior is 
the first and most urgent step. It guarantees success inasmuch 
as it brings to the surface the original sadism behind the masoch
ism and replaces passive anal·masochistic fantasies ,\·ith active· 
phallic sadistic fantasies. Once infantile genitality has been reac-
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tivated or restructured in this way, it is much easier to reach the 
castration anxiety, which, until then, had been concealed and 
consumed by the masochistic reactions. 

Needless to say, these therapeutic measures have no effect 
whatever on the patient's masochistic character. His complaints, 
spiting, self-destructiveness, and his awkwardness, which serve 
as a rational reason for withdrawing from the world, usually 
persist until the disturbance of his pleasure mechanism in 
masturbation has been eliminated. Once an adequate orgastic 
discharge of the Iibido has been achieved, the patient's personality 
usually makes a rapid change for the better. But the tendency to 
take refuge in masochism at the slightest disappointment, frustra
tion, or ungratifying situation continues for a while. Consistent 
parallel work on the genital anxiety and the pregenital fixation 
can achieve success only if the darnage to the genital apparatus 
'vas not too severe and if the patient's immediate environment is 
not such that it repeatedly forces him back into a mas~chistic re
action pattern. It follows, therefore, that the analysis of a young 
masochistic bachelor will succeed much more easily than that of 
a masochistic woman who is in her menopause or is economi
cally tied to an unfortunate family situation. 

Only by consistently 'vorking through the masochistic charac
ter traits during the first months of treatment can the analyst 
achieve a breakthrough to the core of the neurosis. But this ,,·ork 
must be continued indefatigably throughout the analysis to avoid 
running into difficulties during the frequent relapses 'vhich occur 
in the process of establishing genital primacy. It must also be 
borne in mind that the definitive dissolution of the masochistic 
character can result only after the patient has led a sex-economi
cally sa tisfactory life of 'vork and love for some time, i.e., after 
the termination of the treatment. 

There is good reason to be very skeptical about the success of 
the treatment of a tnasochistic character, particularly of those 
having manifest perversions, as long as the character reactions 
have not been understood (and therefore not dissol,·ed) in de
tail. However, there is every reason to be optin1istic ,,·hen this 
has been achieved, i.e., 'vhen the advance tO"'ard genitality, 
though at first only in the forn1 of genital anxiety, has taken 
place. 'Vhen tha t is the case, there is no need to be alanned by 
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repeated relapses. It is of course kno-\vn frorn general clinical ex
perience that the eure of rnasochisrn is one of our rnost difficult 
tasks-"\\"hich is not to say that the rest of our tasks are in any 
"\\·ay easy. To do justice to these tasks, ho,vever, it is necessary to 
adhere consistently to that psychoanalytic theory "\~lhich is firmly 
grounded in ernpirical data. Hypotheses such as those criticized 
here are very often an indication of a prernature capitulation to 
the problems of psychoanalytic practice. 

If the patient's rnasochisrn is traced back to an irreducible 
death instinct, then the patient's vie'v of hirnself is confirmed, 
that is to say, his desire to suffer is supposedly verified. But "\Ve 
have dernonstrated that it has to be unrnasked as disguised ag
gression. This corresponds to the reality of the situation, and it 
alone renders possible a therapeutic success. 

In addition to the t-,;,v·o therapeutic tasks named above (reduc
tion of masochisrn to its original condition of sadism; advance
ment of pregenitality to genitality), there is a third task "\vhich is 
specific to the treatrnent of masochistic characters. This is the 
analytic dissolution of the anal and genital spastic attitude 
'\vhich, as we pointed out, is the actual source of the symptom 
of suffering. 

This representation of the rnasochistic process is far from of
fering a solution to all the problerns of masochism. But it can be 
asserted that reincorporating the problern of masochism into the 
frame'\vork of the pleasure-unpleasure principle '\vill facilitate the 
clarification of the rernainder of the problems, which '\vas de
layed by the hypothesis of the death instinct. 



CHAPTER XD 

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE 
BASIC CONFLICT BET\VEEN 
NEED AND OUTER WORLD1 

To appreciate the theoretical significance of what has been set 
forth in the preceding chapters, it is necessary to pursue our sub
ject further and to make some observa tions on the theory of in
stincts in general. Clinical experience has afforded ample oppor
tunity to verify Freud's basic assumption of the fundamental 
dualism of the psychic apparatus; at the same time, it _provided 
opportunity to eliminate some contradictions in it. It ·w·ould be 
misplaced in this clinical framework to attempt to investigate the 
connections between instinct and outer world as thoroughly as 
the material deserves. However, it is necessary, by way of anticipa
tion, to say a few words about these relationships in order to give 
the explanations of this work a theoretical conclusion, as '\Vell as 
to provide a Counterbalance to the over-biologization of analytic 
psychology. 

In his theory of instincts, Freud postulates a number of oppos
ing pairs of instincts, as \\'eil as tendencies in the psychic a ppara
tus which counteract one another. lVith this consistently ad
hered-to dichotomization of psychic tendencies ("·hich, though 
antithetical, are nonetheless interacting) , Freud, even if uncon
sciously, established the foundation for a future functional psy
chology. Originally, the instinct of self-preserva tion (hunger) 
and the sexual instinct (eros) '\vere postulated as opposites. 
Later the instinct of destruction or the death instinct can1e to 
rcpresent the counter-tendency of sexuality. The original analytic 
psychology '\\'as based on the antithesis bet,reen ego and outer 

1 Footnotc, 194R: Thc disco\'cry of the organisn1ic orgone energ~· will force a 
n·t~valuation of our concepts of thc "'instincts." 'l'hcy arc con<:retc PHYSIC.\L 

F.NERGY functions. 
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world. To this corresponded the antithesis between ego libido 
and object libido. The antithesis between sexuality and anxiety) 
'\vhile not regarded as a basic antithesis of the psychic apparatus, 
played a fundamental role in the explanation of neurotic anxiety. 
According to the original hypothesis, '\vhen libido is prevented 
from entering consciousness and attaining its object, it is con
verted into anxiety. Later, Freud no Ionger insisted on the close 
correlation bet'\veen sexuality and anxiety,2 although in my opin
ion there '\vas no clinical justification for the change in his concept, 
It can be demonstrated that there is more than an accidental rela
tionship benveen these various antitheses; they are derived from 
one another dialectically. It is merely a matter of understanding 
"". hich anti thesis is the original one and how the development of 
subsequent antitheses takes place, i.e., '\vhat influences impinge 
upon the instinctual apparatus. 

In our cases as '\vell as in every other case which is analyzed 
deeply enough, '\Ve are able to discover that at the basis of all 
reactions exists not the antithesis between love and hate, and cer
tainly not the antithesis benveen eros and the death instinct, but 
the anti thesis between ego (( person"; id = pleasure ego) and 
outer world. On an elementary level, there is but one desire 
'\vhich issues from the biopsychic unity of the person, namely the 
desire to discharge inner tensions, w hether they pertain to the 
sphere of hunger or of sexuality. This is impossible without con
tact '\vith the outer '\vorld. Hence, the first impulse of every crea
ture must be a desire to establish contact '\vith the outer world. 
The psychoanalytic concept that hunger and libidinal need are 
opposites and nonetheless intertwined at the beginning of the 
infant's psychic development (since libidinal stimulation of 
the mouth-"sucking pleasure"-ensures the absorption of food) 
leads to strange and surprising consequences when pursued further, 
i.e., '\vhen Hartmann's views on the function of surface tensions on 
the unity of the organs are applied to our questions. If we assume 
that Hartmann's theory is correct (certain aspects of '\vhich '\vere 
supplemented by the investigations of Kraus and Zondek), psychic 
energy must derive from simple physiological and mechanical 
surface tensions, grounded in the chemistry of the cells, tensions 

3 Hemmung, Symptom und Angst, Ges. Sehr., Bd. XI. 
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which develop in the various tissues of the human body, most 
prominently in the vegetative system and the related organs (blood 
and lymph system). In this view, the disturbance of the physio
chemical equilibrium which is brought about by these tensions 
turns out to be the motor force of action-in the final analysis, 
most likely also the motor force of thinking. Fundamentally, ho,,~_ 
ever, these disturbances, e.g., in the osmotic equilibrium of the 
organ tissues, are of a twofold nature. The one form is characterized 
by a shrinking of the tissues as a result of the loss of tissue fluid; 
the other, by an expansion of the organ tissues as a result of the 
increase of the fluid content. In both cases, unpleasure is experi
enced. In the former, the decrease of the surface tension produces a 
low pressure and a corresponding feeling of unpleasure, '\vhich can 
be eliminated only by the absorption of ne'\v substances. In the 
latter, on the other hand, there is a direct correlation bet,,~een 
actual tension and the sensation of unpleasu1·e. Hence, the tension 
can be eliminated only by a release, i.e., by the elimination of sub
stances. Only the latter form is connected '\vith specific pleasure; 
in the former, it is merely a matter of reducing the unpleasure. 

An "instinct" is involved in both cases. In the first ,,.e recog
nize hunger and thirst; in the second ''"e recognize the proto
type of orgastic discharge peculiar to all erogenic, i.e., sexual, 
tensions. Biophysiologically, the primitive organism, e.g., a 
protozoon, discharges centrally and avereharges '\Vith plasma pe
ripherally; it has to expand when it absorbs a particle of food, 
i.e., when it wants to eliminate an inner lo,v pressure. Put 
into our language, it has to approach the outer '\vorld ,,~ith 

the help of a libidinal mechanism to eliminate its "lo,,· pressure," 
i.e., its hunger. Gro,,~th, copulation, and cell division, on the 
other hand, are entirely a part of the libidinal function, "·hich is 
characterized by peri pheral ex pansion follo'\\·ed by release, i.e., 
decrease in the surface tension. Hence, sexual energy is ah,·ays in 
the service of the gra tification of hunger, 'vhile the absorption of 
food, conversely, introduces those substances '\vhich, through a 
physiochen1ical process, eventually lead to libidinal tensions. J ust 
as food absorption is the basis of existence and of libidinal func
tions, so thc latterare the basis of productive achieven1ents, includ
ing thc n1ost priinitivc onc, locon1otion. These biophysiological 
facts are cotn pletely confinned in the high er organization of the 
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psychic apparatus: it is not possible to sublimate hunger, 
'vhereas sexual energy is changeable and productive. This is 
based on the fact that, in the case of hunger, a negative condition 
is eliminated-no pleasure is produced. In the case of sexual 
need, on the other hand, there is a discharge, i.e., production in 
its simplest form. Over and above this, there is the pleasure af
forded by release. This pleasure, according to a law which is in 
no way understood yet, impels a repetition of the action. It is 
quite possible that this repetition constitutes an essential aspect of 
the problern of memory. Thus, hunger is an indication of the loss 
of energy; the gratification of the need for food does not produce 
any energy 'vhich would appear concretely as an achievement 
(expenditure of energy) . It is merely the elimination of a lack. 
As obscure as this fact still is, the empirical psychoanalytic thesis 
that '"rork is a conversion of the libidinal energy process-that, 
furthennore, disturbances of one's capacity for work are inti
mately related to disturbances of the libidinal economy-is 
based finally on the described difference of the two basic biolog
ical needs. 

No'\v let us return to the question of the antithesis of the striv
ings. vVe see that originally they do not lie within the biopsychic 
unit, disregarding possible phylogenetic factors. One pole of the 
antithesis is represented by the outer world. Is this at variance 
with Freud's hypothesis of an inner antithesis between the striv
ings? This is obviously not the case. lt is merely a question of 
detennining whether the inner antithesis, the inner dualism, is 
a primary biological factor or w hether i t resul ts la ter from the 
clash between the apparatus governing physiological needs and 
the outer world.S Moreover, it is a question of deciding whether 
the original antithesis within the personality is an instinctual 
one or something different. Let us begin by investigating the 
phenomenon of ambivalence. 

The "ambivalence of feelings" in the sense of simultaneaus re-

8 To avoid anv misunderstanding, it is necessary to make it quite clear that 
I am not postulating an absolute antithesis between a finished need apparatus 
and the outer world. The need apparatus itself has a long history behind it. 
Phvlogenetically, it too must have resulted from similar functional processes. 
This will be a tremendous problern for the theory of evolution as soon as it 
is ready to give up the mechanistic point of view in favor of the functional 
poin t of view. 
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actions of love and hate is not a biological law. It is, rather, a so
cially determined product of development. In the anlage, there is 
only the ability of the biopsychic apparatus to react to stimuli of 
the outer world in a way that can-although not necessarily
develop into a chronic attitude which we designate as ambiva
lent. Ambivalence represents a vacillation between hate and love 
strivings only on the surface layer of the psychic apparatus. At a 
deeper level, corresponding to an earlier stage of development, 
vacillation, hesitation, indecision as weil as other characteristics 
of ambivalence have a different explanation. They are the mani
festations of a clash between a libidinal impulse ceaselessly striv
ing for expression and fear of punishment which inhibits it and 
prevents it from being translated into action. Often (in the com
pulsive character, always) the love impulse is replaced by a hate 
impulse which, in the depth, pursues the goal of the love impulse 
but is also inhibited by the same anxiety as the sexual impulse. 
Thus, depending upon its genesis and the depth of its function, 
ambivalence has three meanings: 

a) "I love you, but I am afraid of being punished for it" 
(love-fear ). 

b) "I hate you because I am not allowed to love you, but I 
am afraid of gratifying the hate" (hate-fear). 

c) "I don't know whether I love or hate you" (love-hate ). 
This yields the following picture of the genesis of the psychic 

contradictions. From the original anti thesis bet"'een ego and 
outer world, which later appears as the antithesis bet,veen na1·
cissisnl and object libido} there results the antithesis bet,veen Ii
bido (as a striving in the direction of the outer ,,·orld) and anxi
ety (as the first and most basic expression of a narcissistic escape 
back into the ego from the unpleasure suffered at the hands of 
the outer world) . This is the first contradiction ·within the per
son. The stretching forth and pulling in of the pseudopodia in the 
protozoon is, as we shall demonstrate thoroughly elsev;here, 
much morc than a mere analogy for the "stretching forth" and 
"pulling in" of the libido. If, on the one hand, unplcasure experi
cnccd in thc outer \\'Orld causes the libido to be pulled back or to 
seek refuge ""'ithin" (narcissistic ßight), it is, on the other hand~ 
thc unpleasurablc tension creatcd by ungratificd needs that urges 
thc person to scck con tact ""i th the ou ter ,,·orld. If the ou ter 
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\Vorld \vould bring only pleasure and gratification, there would 
be no phenomenon of anxiety. Since, however, unpleasurable 
and danger-producing stimuli originate in the outer world, the 
striving of the object Iibido has to be provided with a Counter
part, namely the tendency to take refuge in narcissistic escape. 
The most primitive expression of this narcissistic escape is anxi
ety. Libidinal stretching forth toward the world and narcissistic 
escape from it are merely paraphrases of a very primitive func
tion \vhich is present without exception in all living organisms. 
Even in the protozoon, i t is expressed as two opposite directions of 
plasma curren ts: the one flowing from the center toward the per
iphery and the other from the periphery toward the center.4 

Turning pale with fright, trembling with fear ("hair standing 
on end") correspond to a flight of the cathexis from the 
periphery of the body to the center of the body, brought about 
by the contraction of the peri pheral vessels and the dilation 
of the central vessel system (anxiety brought about by stasis). 
The turgor of the peripheral skin tissues, the flushing of 
the skin, and the feeling of warmth in sexual excitation are the 
exact opposites of this and correspond to a physiological 
as well as psychic flow of the cathexes in the direction, 
center ~ body periphery ~ world. The erection of the penis 
and the moistening of the vagina are the manifestation of this 
direction of energy in a state of excitation; the shrinking of the 
penis and the becoming dry of the vagina, conversely, are noth
ing more than manifestations of the opposite direction of the 
cathexes and the body fluids from the periphery to the center. 
The first antithesis, sexual excitation-anxiety, is merely the in
trapsychic reflection of the primal antithesis, ego-outer world, 
which then becomes the psychic reality of the inner contradic
tion: ul desire-1 am afraid." 

Thus, anxiety is and always must be the first manifestation of 
an inner tension, whether this is brought about by an external 
frustration of the advance toward motility or the frustration of 
the gratification of a need, or whether it is brought about by a 

'According to 'Veber, sensations of Unlust go with a centripetal flow of blood, 
while sensations of pleasure go with a centrifugal flow of blood. See also 
Kraus and Zondek: Syzygiologie: Allgerneine und spezielle Pathologie der 
Person, Thieme, 1926. 
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ßight of the energy cathexes into the center of the organism. In 
the first case, we are dealing with stasis or actual anxiety; in the 
second case, with real anxiety. In the latter, however, a condition 
of stasis results of necessity and consequently there is also anxi
ety. Hence, both forms of anxiety (stasis anxiety and real anxi
ety) can be traced back to one basic phenomenon, i.e., the cen
tral stasis of the energy cathexes. Whereas, however, the stasis 
anxiety is the direct manifestation of anxiety, real anxiety is ini
tially merely an anticipation of danger; it becomes affective anxi
ety secondarily when the ßight of cathexes toward the center 
creates a stasis in the central vegetative apparatus. The original 
flight reaction in the form of "crawling into oneself" later occurs 
in a phylogenetically younger form of ßight, which consists in in
creasing the distance from the source of danger. It is dependent 
-upon the formation of an apparatus of locomotion (muscular 
ßight). 

In addition to the ßight into the center of one's body and the 
m uscular ßigh t, there is a second, more meaningful reaction on a 
higher level of biological organization: the removal of the source 
of danger. It can only appear as a destructive impulse.5 Its foun
dation is. the avoidance of the stasis or anxiety \vhich is brought 
on by narcissistic ßight. Basically, therefore, it is merely a spe
cial kind of avoidance or resolution of tension. At this stage of 
development, there are one of two motives for striving tov:ard 
the world: (1) the gratification of a need (libido) or (2) the 
avoidance of a state of anxiety, i.e., by destroying the source of 
danger (destruction) . A second antithesis bet\veen Iibido 
("love") and destruction e'hate") is nO\V developed upon the 

first inner antithesis between libido and anxiety. Every frustra
tion of an instinctual gratification can either give rise to anxiety 

6 One can, if one wants, perceive a destructive impulse even in the proccsses 
pertaining to the gratification of hunger, in the destruction and assirnilation 
of foodstuff. Thus viewed, the destructive instinct would bc a primary bio
logical tcndency. However, one must not fail to take into account the dif
fcrcnce between dcstruction for the sake of annihilation and dcstruction for 
thc purposc of thc gratification of hunger. Only thc fom1cr can bc regarded 
as a pritnary instinctual drive, whereas the latter n1erely rcprcscnts a devicc. 
In thc forn1er, dcstruction is subjectively dcsircd; in the lattcr. it is n1crely 
objcctively givcn. Thc 1notivc of thc action is hungcr. not dcstruction. But 
in cach casc thc dcstruction is at first dircctcd toward an objcct outside of 
the person. 
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(i.e., the first counterpart of the libido) or, to avoid anxiety it 
can produce a destructive impulse (i.e., the genetically younger 
coun terpart) . Each of these modes of reaction corresponds to a 
character forn1 ,,·hose reaction to danger is irrationally motivated 
and fixated. The hysterical character retreats in the face of dan
ger; the compulsive character ,,·ants to destroy the source of dan
ger. The masochistic character, since he is equipped neither ,,dth 
the capacity to approach the object in a genital-libidinal "\vay nor 
,,·ith the destructive tendency to destroy the source of danger, 
has to endea,·or to resoh·e his inner tensions through an indirect 
expression, through a disguised beseeching of the object to love 
him, i.e., to permit and make possible for him the libidinal re
lease. Obviously, he can never succeed in this. 

The function of the second antithetical pair, libido-destruc
tion, undergoes a fresh change, for the outer '\Vorld frustrates not 
only the libidinal gratification but also the gratification of the de
structive impulse. This frustration of destructive intentions is 
again carried out ,\·ith threats of punishment "\Vhich, by imbuing 
e,·ery destructive impulse ,,·ith anxiety, strengthen the narcissistic 
mechanism of flight. Hence, a fourth antithesis emerges, destruc
tive impulse-anxiety.s .A.ll ne"" antithetical strivings are formed 
in the psychic apparatus from the clash bet"·een previous striv
ings and the outer '\\"orld. On the one hand, the destructive tend
ency is strengthened by the person's libidinal intentions. Every 
frustration of the libido provokes destructive intentions; these, in 
turn, can easily be transformed into sadism, for the latter embod
ies the destructive and the libidinal impulse. On the other hand, 
the destructive tendency is strengthened by the propensity to anxi
ety and the desire to avoid or to resolve fear-inducing tensions 
in the usual destructive manner. Ho,vever, since the emergence 
of each ne''" im pulse provokes the punitive attitude of the outer 
"·orld, an unending chain ensues, the first link of 'vhich is the 
fear-inducing inhibition of the libidinal discharge. The inhibition 
of the aggressive impulse by the threat of punishment stemming 
from the outer ,\·orld not only increases anxiety and obstructs the 
discharge of the libido far more than formerly; it also gives rise 

8 In spite of the fact that this antithetical pair lies close to the surface of the 
personality structure, Adler's entire individual psychology has never gone 
beyond it. 
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to a new antithesis. In part, it reverses the destructive impulse 
which is directed against the world and turns it against the ego, 
in this way adding counterparts to two impulses; i.e., the impulse 
to self-destruction becomes the counterpart of the destructive im
pulse, and masochism becomes the counter-impulse of sadism. 

In this connection, the feeling of guilt is a late product-the 
resul t of a conflict between love and hate toward the same ob
ject. Dynamically, the feeling of guilt corresponds to the intensity 
of the inhibited aggression, which is the same as the intensity of 
the inhibiting anxiety. 

In deriving a complete theoretical picture of psychic processes 
from the clinical study of neuroses, particularly masochism, ''re 
learn two things. (1) Masochism represents a very late product 
of development. (This is also confirmed by a direct observation 
of children.) It seldom emerges before the third or fourth year of 
life; for this very reason, therefore, it cannot be the manifestation 
of a primary biological instinct. (2) All the phenome!la of the 
psychic apparatus, from which it is believed that a death instinct 
can be deduced, can be unmasked as indications and conse
quences of a narcissistic (not a muscular) flight from the ,,·orld. 
Self-destructiveness is the manifestation of a destructive impulse 
turned upon itself. Physical deterioration because of chronic neu
rotic processes is the result of the chronic disturbance of the sex
ual economy, the chronic effect of unresolved inner tensions 
having a physiological basis. It is the result of chronic psychic 
suffering which has an objective basis but is not subjectively de
sired. 

Conscious Ionging for death, peace, nothingness ("the nirvana 
principle") , occurs only under the condition of hopelessness and 
the absence of sexual, in particular genital, gratification. It is, in 
short, the manifestation of complete resignation, a retreat from a 
reality 'vhich has become solely unpleasurable into nothingness. 
Because of the prin1acy of the libido, this nothingness figures 
merely as another form of libidinal goal, e.g., being at peare in 
thc 'von1b, being cared for and protected by the n1other. Every 
libidinal impulse ,,·hich is not directed to\\·ard the outer ,,·orld. 
i.c., 'vhich corresponds to a ,,·ithdra,val into one's o,,.n ego-in 
short, eYery pheno1nenon of narcissistic regression-is brought 
forth as proof of existence of the death instinct. In reality, they 
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are nothing but reactions to actual frustrations of the gratifica
tion of libidinal needs and the appeasing of hunger, frustrations 
caused by our social system or other v-~orldly influences. If, even 
'vithout concrete contemporary causes, this reaction is fully de
veloped, 've have in analysis a suitable instrument for demon
strating that early infantile frustrations of the libido necessitated 
the retreat from the world into one's own ego and created a 
psychic structure v-~hich later renders the person incapable of 
using the given possibilities of pleasure in the world. Indeed, mel
ancholia, so often held up as proof of the death instinct, dem
onstrates clearly that suicidal inclinations are secondary. They 
represent a grandiose superstructure on frustrated orality, which 
becomes an oral fixation because of the complete inhibition 
of the genital function. Moreover, it is based on a strongly devel
oped destructive im pulse corresponding to this early stage and mag
nified by the immense libido stasis. This im pulse, inhibited and 
turned against itself, simply can find no other way out than self
destruction. Thus, one destroys oneself, not because one is urged 
to it biologically, not because one "wants" to, but because reality 
has created inner tensions which become unbearable and can be 
resolved only through self-annihilation. 

Just as the outer world becomes an absolute unpleasurable 
external reality, one's own instinctual apparatus becomes an abso
lute unpleasurable inner reality. However, since the ultimate 
motor force of life is tension with the promise of a possibility of 
release-i.e., the attainment of pleasure-a creature externally 
and internally deprived of these possibilities must want to cease 
to live. Self-annihilation becomes the only and final possibility of 
release, so we can say that, even in the will to die, the pleasure
un pleasure princi ple is expressed. 

Every other concept passes over the deep clinical findings, 
avoids the confrontation with the question of the structure of our 
real v-~orld (a confrontation which leads to a critique of the social 
system) , and gives up the best possibilities of helping the patient. 
For it is through analysis that the analyst enables him to over
come the fear of the punishmen t of this world and to resolve his 
inner tensions in the only way which is biologically, physiologi
cally, and sex-economically sound-orgastic gratification and 
contingent sublimation. 
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The facts pertaining to masochism invalidate the assumption 
of a primary need for punishment. If it does not hold true for 
masochism, it 'vill be difficult to find in other forms of illness. 
Suffering is real, objectively given but not subjectively desired. 
Self-abasement is a defense mechanism because of the danger of 
genital castration; self-injuries are anticipations of milder punish
ments as defense against those which are really feared; beating 
fantasies are the last possibilities of a guilt-free release. The orig
inal formula of neurosis is still valid: the neurosis originates in a 
conßict bet,veen instinctual sexual need and the threat of being 
punished by a patriarchal, authoritarian society for engaging in 
sexual activity. On the basis of this formula, however, even the 
conclusions 've draw are fundamentally different. Suffering is
sues from society. Hence, we are fully justified in asking why so
ciety produces suffering, who has an interest in it. 

It follows logically from Freud's original formula (i.e., frustra
tion issues from the outer 'vorld) that one part of th_e psychic 
conßict, frustration, originates in the conditions of existence of 
our social system. To what extent, however, this formulation has 
been obliterated by the hypothesis of the death instinct is demon
strated by Benedek's line of reasoning: "If 've accept the theory 
of the dualism of the instincts solely in the sense of the old 
theory, a gap ensues. Then the question remains unanS,\"ered 
why mechanisms have developed in man 'vhich operate antagon
istically to the sexual instinct." \Ve see, thus, ho\V the hypothesis 
of a death instinct causes us to forget that those .,inner mecha
nisms" which operate antagonistically to,vard the sexual instinct 
are moral inhibitions representing the prohibitions imposed by 
the outer world, by society. Hence, 've are not "forcing an open 
door" when \Ve contend that the death instinct is supposed to ex
plain biologically facts 'vhich, by pursuing the forn1er theory 
consistently, are derived from the structure of present-day so
ciety. 

It retnains to be demonstrated that the "uncontrollable de
structive drives" 'vhich are held accountable for tnan's suffering 
are not biologically but sociologically detertnined; that the inhi
hition of scxuality by authoritarian upbringing transforms ag
gression into an uncontrollable den1and, i.e., that inhibited sex-
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ual energy is conYerted into destructiveness .. A.nd the aspects of 
our cultural life which appear to be self-destructive are not mani
festations of "instincts of self-annihilation"; they are manifesta
tions of very real destructive intentions on the part of an authori
tarian society interested in the suppression of sexuality. 
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CHAPTER Xlll 

PS Y CHI C CO NT AC T AN D V E GE TAT I V E 
CURRENT 

(A Gontribution to the Theory of Afjects and Character
Analytic Technique) 

PREFACE 

The work which follows is an elaboration on the talk I gave at 
the 13th International Psychoanalytic Congress in Lucerne, Au
gust 1934. It is a continuation of the discussion of the difficult 
character-analytic and clinical material and problems which I 
considered in great detail in Part I of the present volume. Above 
all, it is an attempt to camprehend two groups of facts which 
were not dealt with in Part I: (1) psychic contactlessness and 
the psychic mechanism which attempts to compensate for this by 
establishing substitute contacts,· (2) the antithetical unity of the 
vegetative and psychic manifestations of affect life. The latter is 
a direct continuation of my work on the "Urgegensatz des vege
tativen Lebens," which was printed in Zeitschrift für politische 
Psychologie und Sexualökonomie, 1934. 

Again, it is merely a short, though clinically weil substanti
ated, advance from the sphere of what is already known and es
tablished into the dark and difficult problems of the relationship 
between psyche and soma. The application of my technique of 
character analysis will enable anyone to verify these findings 
once he has mastered the initial technical difficulties. 

A discussion of the views set forth in the works of other au
thors on the problern of "totality" and the homogeneity of 
psychic and somatic functions was intentionally avoided. Sex
economy approaches the problern from the perspective of an 
otherwise neglected phenomenon, the orgasm, and consciously ap
plies the methods of functionalism. Even for this reason, a criti-
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cal discussion would be premature, for it would presuppose a 
certain completeness in my own view and that other authors had 
already taken a stand on the orgasm problem. Neither is true. 

There was good reason why the clinical refutation of Freud's 
theory of the death instinct had to be retained. Deep analysis of 
the so-called striving for nirvana was especially instrumental in 
strengthening my view that the hypothesis of the death instinct 
was an attempt to explain facts which could not yet be explained 
and, moreover, attempted to do this in a misleading way. 

To those psychoanalysts with a functional orientation, the 
young sex-economists and the character analysts, this essay is 
perhaps more suited than previous essays to offer some theoreti
cal clarity and practical help in the application of the character
analytic technique. The character-analytic concept and technique 
of dealing with psychic disturbances is again in a state of flux as 
a result of the discovery of psychic contactlessness and the fear 
of establishing contact. It may weil be that the ideas set forth in 
this writing will soon prove to be incomplete, perhaps· incorrect 
here and there. This would demonstrate that only through living 
practice can one keep abreast of the development of a ne'v idea. 
Those who are seriously endeavoring to learn the character-ana
lytic technique will have no difficulty in recognizing in their clini
cal work, and making full use of, the relationships bet,veen the 
mode of psychic contact and vegetative excitability described 
here for the first time. These relationships not only can help ex
tricate our psychotherapeutic work from the mystical atmosphere 
of present-day psychotherapy but also, under fortuitous condi
tions, can guarantee otherwise unattainable successes. At the 
same time, I must warn the analyst not to become overzealous in 
his therapeutic expectations. There can no Ionger be any doubt 
of the superiority of character analysis. But it is precisely the end 
stages of character-analytic treatment, in particular the reactiva
tion of the orgastic contact anxiety and its overcon1ing, that are 
still too little understood and, therefore, insufficiently tnastered. 
Even by friends, the theory of the orgasm is grossly nlisunder
stood. There is still great ignorance regarding the uninhibited 
spon tanci ty of orgastic surrender, 'vhich is usually confused '"·ith 
preorgastic excitation. It is nonetheless certain that only by 
chance can charactcr-analytic treatment be successfully tenni
nated w·ithout security in the orgasm question. 
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The lecture upon which this essay is based terminated my mem
bership in the International Psychoanalytic Association. Its leader
ship no Ionger '\vanted to identify itself with my views. 

February 1935 

1. 1\IORE ABOUT THE CONFLICT BETWEEN INSTINCT AND 

OUTER WORLD 

To begin 'vith, I '\vant to call to mind the older psychoanalytic 
theories 'vhich my '\vork takes as its point of departure. An un
derstanding of the results of character-analytic research is not 
possible '\vithout a kno,vledge of these theories. 

The firs t psychoanal ytic views were based on the conflict be
tween instinct and outer world. The complete disregard of this 
basic concept by present-day theories has no effect on its valid
ity. It is the most pregnant formulation of all analytic psychology 
and its presence will be unmistakably clear to every clinician in 
every case. The psychic process reveals itself as the result of the 
conftict bet'\veen instinctual demand and the external frustration 
of this demand. Only secondarily does an inner conflict between 
desire and self-denial result from this initial opposition. The 
self-denial is the basic element of '\vhat is called "inner morality." 
It is my intent to show at every possible opportunity how this 
formula gives rise to basic theoretical vie'\vs about the psychic 
conflict. If one inquires into the origin of instinctual frustration, 
one goes beyond the compass of psychology, enters the field of 
sociology, and encounters a fundamentally different complex 
of problems than those encountered in the field of psychology. 
The question of why society demands the suppression and 
repression of instincts can no Ionger be answered psychologi
cally. They are social, more correctly, economic interests that 
cause such suppressions and repressions in certain eras.1 Poli
tics, which my opponents reproach me for mixing with science, 
tie in directly '\Vi th this rigidly-I should say, solely-scientific 
line of reasoning. 

When a young man discovers that the inhibition of his natural 

1 Cf. The Invasion of Compulsory Sex-Morality, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1971. 
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sexual strivings is not necessitated by biological considerations, is 
not dictated by the death instinct, but fulfills definite interests of 
those who wield social power; when he discovers that parents 
and teachers are merel y unconscious execu tors of this social 
power, then he will not take the position that this is a highly in
teresting scientific theory. He will comprehend the misery of his 
life in a new light, deny its divine origin, and begin to rebel 
against parents and their taskmasters. He might even become 
critical for the first time and begin to think about things. This 
and only this is what I understand as sex-politics.2 

We know that the ego's task is to mediate between such social 
inßuences-which later become internalized as morality or inner 
instinct inhibition-and biological needs. If \ve pursue the 
psychic manifestations of the latter, i.e., the id phenomena, far 
enough, we reach a point at which our psychological methods of 
investigation are no Ionger adequate, for we have entered the 
field of physiology and biology. Here is an important point of 
difference between m y opponents and me. I find i t necessary to 
recognize Iimits to the psychological method; my opponents 
"psychologize" sociology and biology. After this, i t will a ppear 
somewhat strange that the subject of my investigation is precisely 
the development .of vegetative excitations from the character, i.e., 
psychic formations, and that I intend to accomplish this \\'ith the 
help of a psychological procedure. Am I guilty of a transgression of 
my own principle? We prefer to postpone the ans,ver until later. 

2 It is the social, i.e., political, practice resulting from the knowledge that 
sexual repression is of social origin. The view expounded at the 13th Psycho
analytic Congress by Bernfeld that adolescent sexual intercourse can be 
traced back to poor educational conditions merely confirms the adolescenfs 
neu rotic guilt feelings. It will, to be sure, also please all priests and chatn pions 
of the uobjective spirit." Apart from this, however, it will lllCrelv \"eil the 
problern of adolescence, instead of solving it, and it will be initnical to eYery 
positive sex-economic help to adolescents. For all that, the problen1 of 
adolescent dcvelopmcnt definitely bclongs in the fran1cwork of the relations 
bctween vegetative excitation and psychic behavior, no tnatter how con
scientiously thc truth is hushed up and the fact ignored by "objecti,·e science .. 
that the adolcscent development of our youth is chiefiy detennincd by the 
social frustration of thcir sexual life. That is to sav. whcthcr thc \c~ctativclv ' ... . 
produccd sexual cncrgy is rcgulatcd in a hcalthy or in a ncurotic wav de-
pends pritnarily upon how the socicty has cquipped thc ~outh structuralh 
and materially. 
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2. SO~IE TECHNICAL PRESUPPOSITIO~S 

The relationships ben,·een psychic apparatus and vegetative 
excitation, as I have attempted to describe them here, 'vill remain 
incom prehensible if one does not first free oneself from a source of 
error inherent in our method of theoretical cognition. Theory 
and practice are inseparably intert"\vined. An incorrect theoreti
cal attitude must of necessity lead to an incorrect technique} and 
an incorrect technique produces incorrect theoretical views. If 
"\Ve attempt to discover the reasons behind the postulation of a 
death instinct, "\Ve find, apart from reasons of a social nature
"\vhich I discussed elsev._·here-quite a fe,v which cluster around 
the problern of technique. ~1any of those who took part in the 
"\\·ork of the Vienna Seminar for Psychoanalytic Therapy "\vill 
certainly remernher ho"\v much trouble we had in mastering the 
problern of the latent negative transference of our patients, both 
theoretically and practically. 

It certainly ,,·ould be no exaggeration to say that it "\vasn't until 
sametime bet,,·een 1923 and 1930 that we gained a practical un
derstanding of the negative transference, i.e., long after it had 
been clinically established and theoretically formulated by 
Freud. The clinical basis upon "\Vhich Freud postulated his theory 
of the death instinct is the so-called negative therapeutic reac
tion. This formulation means that some of our patients react to 
our analytic ,,·ork of interpretation not by sho,ving signs of im
provement but by developing stronger neurotic reactions. Freud 
assumed that this intensification "\Vas tied in with an unconscious 
guilt feeling or, as he called i t from then on, a "need for punish
ment" ,,·hich compels the patient to resist the therapeutic "·ork 
and to persist in his neurosis, i.e., in his suffering. I admit that I 
shared this view in the first years following the publication of 
The Ego and the Id} and only gradually began to have doubts 
about it. In the technical reports given at the Vienna seminar, 
three things became clear "·hich shed considerable light upon the 
secret of the negative therapeutic reaction: (1) the patient's neg
ative tendencies, i.e., those springing from his repressed hate, 
"·ere not at all or only very inadequately analyzed; (2) analysts, 
even the most experienced, operated almost exclusively "·ith the 
patient's positive transferences, i.e., strivings for love; (3) the 
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analyst usually regarded as a positive transference what was 
merely secret, concealed, and repressed hate. 

It wasn't until shortly before the Congress of the Scandinavian 
Psychoanalysts in Oslo in 1934 that I succeeded in arriving at a 
correct formulation of the negative therapeutic reaction. 
Through our analytic work we liberate psychic energy which 
urges toward discharge. If the patient's transferences are exclu
sively, predominantly, or from the very beginning analyzed as 
positive transferences, if the negative manifestations are not thor
oughly uneavered before this is done, the following will be the 
result: the liberated demands for love clamor for gratification 
and meet with strict denial in the analysis, in part, also with the 
inner inhibitions which are formed from the repressed hate im
pulses directed against the love object. In short, we believe that 
we have "liberated" the love impulses, but in reality the patient 
has remained incapable of love. According to the laws of the 
psychic apparatus, frustrated love is transformed into hate. The 
undeveloped hate impulses which have remained in the uncon
scious act like a magnet on this artifically produced hate. The 
two reinforce one another, the secondary hate also becoming un
conscious. Since it does not experience any discharge, it is trans
formed into self-destructive intentions. Thus, the need for pun
ishment which we ascertain in our patients is, as I pointed out as 
early as 1926 in my polemic against Alexander, not the cause 
but the product of the neurotic conflict. And the negative thera
peutic reaction can be traced back to the Zack of a technique for 
handling the latent negative transference. 

As proof of the validity of this statement, I can allege that 
there is no negative therapeutic reaction when tv.-o rules are fol-
1owed: (1) The patient's concealed negative attitude is ,,·orked 
out before any other analytic \vork is taken up; the patient is 
made conscious of this attitude; an outlet is secured for all liber
ated aggression; every masochistic impulse is treated not as a 
manifestation of a primary \vill to self-destruction but as aggres
sion which, in reality, is directed against objects of the outer 
'\Vorld. (2) The patient's positive expressions of love are not ana
lyzed until they cither are converted into hate, i.e .. , becon1e dis
appointtnent reactions, or finally becon1e concentrated in ideas 
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of genital incest. At this point, I am reminded of an objection 
raised by Freud '\\?hen I acquainted him '\\ith my initial vie·w·s an 
character-analytic technique. At one time or another, it has been 
raised by just about all my colleagues, repeatedly by some. The 
gist of their argument is that the analyst has no right to select; he 
has to deal '\\"ith all material as it presents itself. I gave the ansv·:er 
to this objection in Part I of the present volume, so I can spare 
myself a repetition here. Ho''"ever, this objection Ieads to a fun
damental clarification of the theory behind the technique vvhich I 
have advocated during the past years. I '\\"ant to summarize it 
briefly, for a kno,\·ledge of it is indispensable for the understand
ing of the theoretical results as ,,·ell as the means of arriving at 
them. 

The first principle of analysis is to make the unconscious con
scious. "\Ve call this the ,\·ork of interpretation. It is determined 
by the topographical point of vie"·· Ho,vever, if the '\\"ork of in
terpretation is to fulfill its therapeutic function, it is necessary to 
take into account that resistances exist beh\"een the patient's un
conscious psychic material and our interpretations and that these 
resistances must be eliminated. This point of vie'\\" corresponds to 
the dynamics of the psychic process. On the basis of our experi
ences in monitared analyses andin the Vienna seminar, it can be 
said that, "·hile the analyst is theoretically familiar '\vith both 
points of vie'\\", he analyzes almost exclusively according to the 
first, the topographical. This comes through very clearly, for ex
ample, in both Stekel's and Rank's concept of analytic ''"ork. But 
'\\"e 'vould be guilty of a Iack of self-criticism if '\ve didn't admit 
tha t all of us have more or less neglected the dynamic poin t of 
vie''" in our practical '\•;ork, simply because ,,.e did not kno,,· how 
to handle it. 

Character-analytic '\\"Ork adds the structural and the economic 
to the topographical and dynamic points of vie'v in technique. 
This incl usion of all our vie'\\"S of the psychic process in the 
method of our "?ork had, for me at least, a far greater revolu
tionary effect upon practice than the change from direct interpre
tation of the unconscious contents to the resistance technique. 
Once you include the structural and economic points of vie,v, 
you can no Ionger cantend that the analyst should deal v;ith 
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whatever happens to appear. I want to cite a few basic principles 
and outline what I attempted to establish with thorough clinical 
evidence in Part I of the present volume. 

The material affered in the course of an analytic session is 
manifold; it derives from various psychic layers as weil as var
ious historical stages of development. Therapeutically and dy
namically, then, the material is not of equal value. Sex-economy 
imposes upon us a rigidly prescribed path which begins with the 
analysis of the patient's pregenital and negative attitudes and 
ends wi th the concen tration of all liberated psychic energy in the 
genital apparatus. The establishment of orgastic potency-this 
follows logically from the theory of the orgasm-is the most im
portant therapeutic goal. 

It is economically determined that, essentially from the con
temporary n1odes of behavior, by consistent analysis of the pa
tient's bearing, the historically disarranged affects can be brought 
to the surface, related to the contents of childhood ideas, and thus 
resolved. 

Character analysisJ henceJ is a psychic operation which pro
ceeds according to a definite plan that is evolved from the pa
tient's particular structure. 

Character analysis that has been correctly carried out, not
withstanding the endless diversity in content, conflicts, and 
structures, exhibits the following typical phases: 

1. Character-analytic loosening of the armor 
2. Breaking down of the character armor, or, put another 

way, specific destruction of the neurotic equilibrium 
3. Breakthrough of the deepest layers of strongly affect

charged material; reactivation of the infantile hysteria 
4. Resistance-free 'vorking through of the unearthed tnaterial; 

extraction of the Iibido from the pregenital fixations 
5. Reactivation of the infantile genital anxiety (stasis neu

rosis) and of genitality 
6. Appearance of orgasn1 anxiety and the establishn1ent of or

gastic potency-upon 'vhich depends the establishrnent of the al
nlost full ca pacity for functioning 

Though the establislunent of genitality appears obYious to 
many analysts today, orgastic potency is not kno"·n and not rec
ognized. lJ ntil 1923, "condernnation of the instincts" and subli-
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mation ·w·ere the only recognized goals of therapy. Impotence 
and frigidity "\\?ere not regarded as specific symptoms of the neu
rotic organism but as symptoms among others, ,vhich might or 
might not be present. It "\vas kno,vn, to be sure, that there is an 
orgasm and a climax, but it 1vas contended that there are any 
number of severe neuroses 1vith "1vholly undisturbed orgasms"; 
i.e., the sex-economic nature and function of the orgasm were 
unkno'\vn. Neuroses "\vere held to be the manifestations of a sex
ual disturbance in general; from the point of vie'v of sex-econ
omy, on the other hand, a neurosis could not result without a 
disturbance in the genitality and could not be cured without the 
elimination of this disturbance. Freud, Sachs, Nunberg, Deutsch, 
Alexander, and most of the other analysts rejected my view of 
the psycho-economic and therapeutic importance of genitality. In 
Freud's IntToductory Leelure an Psychoanalysis (1933!), the 
complex of questions pertaining to the genital orgasm is not 
mentioned at all, nor is it mentioned in Nunberg's Neurosen
lehre. Hence, the question of the source of the energy of the neu
rosis remained unanswered. 

From the very beginning, the inclusion of the function of the 
orgasm in the theory of the neurosis was feit to be a nuisance 
and it "\vas dealt 'vith accordingly. As a matter of fact, it was not 
the result of purely psychological investigations but of psycho
physiological investigations.3 Ferenczi's attempts to arrive at a 
theory of genitality were merely a "psychologization" of physio
logical and biological phenomena. The orgasm is not a psychic 
phenomenon. On the contrary, it is a phenomenon brought about 
solely by the Teduction of all psychic activity to the primal vege
tative function, i.e., precisely by the suspension of psychic fan
tasizing and imaginative activity. It is nonetheless the central 
problern of psychic economy. Its inclusion in psychology not 
only permits a concrete treatment of the quantitative factor in 
psychic life and the establishment of the connection between the 
psychic and the physiological factor (i.e., vegetative factor) . 
Over and a bove this, i t Ieads of necessi ty to a significan t change 
in the psychoanalytic vie'v of the neurotic process. Formerly, the 
Oedipus complex was regarded as an explanation of neurotic ill-

8 Cf. my work "Zur Triebenergetik," Zeitschrift für Sexualwissenschaft) 1923. 
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ness. Today we realize that whether or not the Oedipus complex 
leads to neurosis depends upon other factors: the child-parent 
conflict does not become pathogenic unless there is also a dis
turbance in the child's sexual economy; this early disturbance 
lays the groundwork for the subsequent malfunctioning of the Ii
bido economy in adulthood; it derives its energy precisely from 
what hel ped to bring it about, i.e., the stasis of genital-sexual 
energy.4 In this way the accent was shifted from the content of 
the experience to the economy of vegetative energy. 

Thus, the amount of material which the patient produced in 
the beginning and how much was learned about the patient's past 
receded into the background. Instead, the decisive question \vas 
whether those experiences which operate as vegetative-energetic 
concentrations of energy were actually obtained correctly. 

There are many analysts sympathetic to sex-economy who did 
not go through this evolution of the cleavage in the theory of the 
neurosis and hence do not camprehend the central importance of 
the orgasm question. If, further, one considers that only the ap
plication of the character-analytic technique successfully leads to 
a penetration of the physiological phenomena of the orgastic dis
turbance and its psychic representatives and that this technique 
is partially rejected and partially not mastered, then it is not sur .. 
prising that analysts are amazed to find that masochists are es
sentially characterized by a particular kind of fear of the orgastic 
sensation. Yet the same thing applies here as for the psychoanal
ytic conviction in general. Those who have not experienced char
acter analysis cannot criticize its findings, simply because they 
lack the sense organ for i t and the experience of i t. At best, they 
can grasp it intellectually; the essence of the theory of the or
gasm remains inaccessible to their understanding. I have had oc
casion to analyze trained and experienced analysts. They came 
to me wi th the familiar skepticism or \Vith the conviction "of 
having kno\vn all about this for a long time." They ,,·ere ah,·ays 
able to persuade thetnselves of the significant difference bet"·een 
the usual psychoanalytic procedure and character analysis and 
had to admit that they could not have kno,,·n \vhat they can1e to 

4 See also tny description of the relationships between psychoneurosis and ac
tual neurosis in Die Function des Orgasrnus (1927). Also, The FtHJction of tlu 
Orgasm, 1942, 1948. 
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kno\v through character anal ysis, for the simple reason tha t i t 
\\·ould never have come to the surface without the application of 
a definite technique. This is especially true of the genuine orgas
tic sensations \vhich appear for the first time during the auto
matic contraction of the genital musculature. 

I am going to content myself \vith this not very extensive sum
mary. The inclusion of the patient's psychic structure and libido 
economy in the analytic \vork has considerably changed and 
complicated the picture, the mode of procedure, and indeed, the 
basic vie,,· of technique. The work of analysis has become much 
more difficult, which is certainly not a drawback, for this is more 
than offset by the greater security and more durable and com
prehensive results \vhich are achieved whenever the analyst suc
ceeds in unraveling the case in accordance wi th the character-an
alytic technique. Unfortunately, it still cannot be contended that 
this a pproach succeeds in all cases. 

During the past twelve years, technique has undergone con
siderable changes, as have our vie\vs on the dynamics of the 
psychic apparatus. Consequently, those analysts who have not 
follo\ved this development are not in a position to camprehend 
my views on technique and theory. I fear that the gap has be
come difficult to bridge, even where it is maintained that my views 
are shared by others. 

I \Vant to take this opportunity to clarify a misunderstanding 
\\·hich comes up every time I attempt to explain my views. One 
group of analysts contends that everything I have to say is banal 
and has long been known to them, while another group declares 
that my technique no Ionger has anything to do with psychoana
lysis, that it is misleading and faulty. How is this possible? Once 
\\'e understand how new scientific findings are marle, we will no 
Ionger be puzzled. On the one hand, my character-analytic tech
nique grew out of the Freudian resistance technique; as I see it, 
it represents its most consistent development to this day. Hence, 
it must have fundamental similarities \Vith the Freudian tech
nique. Because of these similarities, the first group of critics I 
mentioned believes it is applying the same technique as I. How
ever, on the basis of innumerable cases taken over from other 
analysts, I can affirm that this is not the case at all. The responsi
bility \\'hich I bear obliges me to make this assertion. In addition 
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to the similari ties, there are far-reaching and fundamental differ
ences. 

On the other hand, the inclusion of new points of vie,v, partic
ularly the setting of orgastic potency as the therapeutic goal, has 
changed the technical procedure as a whole to such an extent 
that the second group of critics no Ionger recognizes the analytic 
technique in it. This explanation is incontestable and is con
firmed by the history of all sciences. N ew findings, views, meth
ods never grow out of a void; they are based on a firm founda
tion-the painstaking work of other researchers. The differences 
and personal antipathies which result in divergences of opinion 
are an unfortunate but evidently unavoidable consequence of the 
fact that a quantitative and qualitative enrichment of certain as
pects of knowledge is transformed into qualitative changes of the 
whole. 

3· THE CHANGE OF FUNCTION OF THE 11\IPULSE 

't\Te have to pursue our technical discussion a bit fürther. '~Ve 
shall see that the theoretical resul ts I arrived at in the end can be 
attained and demonstrated only 'vhen the character-analytic as 
opposed to the Straightforward resistance technique, or even the 
obsolete technique of direct interpretation, is applied. 

One of the fundamental principles of the character-analytic 
technique is that the repressed material is never loosened and 
made conscious from the perspective of the instinct but al''"ays 
and solely from the perspective of the defense.5 

Accordingly, the most important theoretical question here 
concerns the organization, function, and genesis of the ego struc
ture, from 'v hich the defense proceeds; for onl y to the ex ten t tha t 

5 This principle was misconstrued by my critics, among then1 Xunbcrg, to 
mcan that, for me, character and defense were identical: that, therefore. I 
unjustifiably limited the concept of the character. lf this were so. I would 
imrncdiately have to correct it. But I am of the opinion that I fonnulated 
rny views quite unequivocally when I statcd that thc n1ost irnportant and 
rnost conspicuous charactcr trait becom es, in a na Iysis. t hr most crucial rt'· 
sistance for the purpose of defense .• just as it dt:t.•dopcd for this JmrjJOSt.' in 
childhood. The fact that, over and abovc this, it has different, chidh sc~:. 

cconomic functions, that it serYcs to rnaintain thc relationship to thc outer 
world and to prescrvc thc psychic cquilibriun1, is thoroughh descrihcd and 
elaboratcd in Part I of thc prcscnt volurnc. Hcnce, it sccn1s to n1c that this 
criticism is not objectively motivated. 
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,\·e understand the ego defense 'vill our therapeutic work be 
effective. And, vice versa, a kno,vledge of the id far less than a 
kno·w'ledge of the ego leads to an improvement of our technical 
skill. 6 In this respect, the character-analytic line of questioning 
coincides , .. ·ith the problern 'vhich has been a major concern of 
psychoanalytic research for some fourteen years: how does the 
ego function? "\Ve all remernher how greatly impressed we "\vere 

8 Footnote, 1945: This formulation was one-sided and therefore incorrect. 
The investigation of the annoring of the ego was only the first necessary 
step. After we had succeeded in mastering the armor, both in theory and in 
practice, the vast realm of biological energy was opened with the discovery 
of the orgone in the organism and in the cosmos. 'Vhat the psychoanal ytic theory 
calls the "id" is, in reality, the physical orgone function within the biosystem. 
In a metaphysical way, the term "id" implies that there is "something" in 
the biosystem whose functions are detennined beyond the individual. T his 
something called uidn is a physical reality, i.e., it is cosmic orgone energy. 
The living "orgonotic system," the "bioapparatus," merely represents a par
ticular embodiment of concentrated orgone energy. A psychoanalyst recently 
"\\TOte a review in which he described the "orgone" as being "identical" with 
the Freudian "id." This is as correct as saying that Aristotle's and Driesch's 
"entelechy" is identical with the "orgone." 'Vhile it is true that the concepts 
"id," "entelechy," "elan vital," and "orgone" describe the same thing, this 
is an oversimplification of their relatedness. "Orgone" is a visible, measura
ble, and applicable energy of a cosmic nature. "ld," "entelechy," and "elan 
vital," on the other hand, are merely expressions of human intuitions of the 
existence of such an energy. Are Maxwell's "electromagnetic waves" the 
same as Hertz's "electromagnetic waves"? Yes, certainly. But with Hertz's 
waves it is possible to transmit messages across the ocean, which is not pos
sible with ~faxwell's waves. 

Such "correct" analogies without mention of the practical differences have 
the function of verbally camouflaging great advances in the field of natural 
science. They are as unscientific as the sodalogist 'vho described the orgone 
as one of my "hypotheses." Blood cannot be revitalized and cancer tumors 
cannot be destroyed with "hypotheses," the "id," "entelechy," etc. "\Vith 
orgone energy, this is clearly possible. 

The coming to grips with the problems of psychology: in the following 
text is correct and important within the framework of depth psychology. 
Orgone biophysics transcends this framework. 'Vith the knowledge of the 
orgone functions of the organism, problems of depth psychology diminish in im
portance. The solution to the problems of psychology lies outside the sphere 
of psychology. For instance, a simple block of orgonotic pulsation in the 
throat makes the most complicated mechanism of oral sadism understandable 
in a simple wa y. But we cannot go into this at this point. In retrospect, it 
is interesting to realize how hard the serious psychoanalyst has had to 
struggle with biophysical problems, without really being able to get at their 
core. In depth psychology, the analyst operates with drives, but hc is rather 
like the man who wants to drink water from a glass which he sees reflected in a 
mirror. 
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when Freud told us that until now we have studied and under
stood merely what is repressed. We know too little about the or
igin of the repression and about the structure of the ego defense. It 
'vas strange that so much less was known about the ego, that it was 
so much more difficult to arrive at an understanding of it than it 
was to arrive at an understanding of what is repressed. Yet there 
can be no doubt that this is the 'vay it was, and this too must 
have its reasons. They are to be found not just in the difficulties 
of psychological understanding. 

In The Ego and the IdJ Freud posed the question of the origin 
of the energy of the ego instinct; this was a great novelty for us 
at that time, 1922. In answering this question, Freud made use 
of his theory of the death instinct, which he arrived at on the 
basis of the difficulties offered by the patient's ego to the elimi
nation of the repressions and to the eure. According to this con
cept, these difficulties derived from the need for punishment or, 
to put it another 'vay, from unconscious guilt feelings; in the final 
analysis, they were said to be the expressions of primary masoch
ism, i.e., the 'vill to suffer. For all that, the question of the struc
ture of the ego defense and of the suppression of the libidinal 
forces in man 'vas not answered by the formulation of the death 
instinct any more than was the question: what is the ego instinct7 

Let us briefly refresh our memory regarding some of the ob
scurities that have always existed in analytic theory 'vith refer
ence to the nature of the ego instinct. Originally, hunger, as op
posed to sexuality, was conceived of as the ego instinct serving 
the ends of self-preservation. This view 'vas at variance 'vith the 
function of the ego instincts as antagonists of sexuality. 1\fore
over, several considerations of a sex-economic nature led to the 
insight that, in the strict sense of the 'vord, the hunger instinct 
cannot be regarded as an instinct because it is not the manifesta
tion of an overproduction of energy as sexuality is; it is, on the 
contrary, the manifestation of the lo"·ering of the energy level in 
the organism. Further1nore, 've have long since conceived of the 
need for food as belonging, in tern1s of its structure. to the id and 
not to the ego. Thus, hunger could not constitute the energy of 
the ego instinct. 

Schilder once sought to cantrast the ego instincts ,,·ith the sex
ual instincts, depicting the fo1mer as grasping and holding 
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Diagram sho,,·ing the change of function of the drive, inner 
dissociation, and antithesis 

I Prima[ conflict between drive (D) and outer world (W) 

II Dissociation of the unitary striving under the infiuence 

of the outer world w! 
Id 

DT/ 
111 Antithesis of the dissociated strivings. (ld = Id in the 

function of the ego instinct (defense, change of func-
tion) S 

IV Drive (D) in double function (ld = defense and 
S = substitute contact) 
F = place where the instinct's function changes 
C = structural lack of contact 
Defense (Id) and contemporary situation of the outer 
''·orld become a unity (inner morality = social ide
ology) 
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instincts. This view was not tenable either, for there can 
be no doubt that the need to grasp and to take hold of belongs 
to the function of the muscular apparatus and, therefore, is 
part of the reservoir of vegetative energy. Freud's ultirnate at
tempt to introduce the death instinct as the antagonist of sexual
ity in place of the rnysterious ego instincts merely substituted for 
the antagonisrn between ego and id the antagonism bet,veen dual 
tendencies in the id itself. The problern was more cornplicated 
than ever before. 

A detailed study of character-analytic work on the ego defense 
yielded an ans,ver that was actually quite obvious. It was then a 
question of finding out \vhy theoretical research had not hit upon 
it, though hints of it \vere abundant in analytic theory. 

Once again \Ve shall take as our point of departure the basic 
scherne of the psychic conflict bet\veen instinct and outer world. 
The drive (D) which strives to\vard \vorldly objects cornes into 
conflict with the frustrating counter-force of the outer-\vorld pro
hibition (diagrarn I) . The next question is where the prohibition 
of the outer \vorld obtains its energy to carry out its function. 
Upon brief reflection, we see that only the content of the prohibi
tion sterns frorn the outer \vorld; the energy or, as ''?e usually call 
it, the cathexis \Vith which the prohibition is carried out is dra''?n 
frorn the energy reservoir of the person hirnself. U nder the influ
ence of a pressure exerted by the outer \vorld, an antithesis de
velops within the person; a dissociation or cleavage of a unitary 
striving causes one drive to turn against another drive or even 
one and the sarne drive to split up in t\vo directions: one ,,·hich 
continues to strive to,vard the \vorld and another ''?hieb turns 
against itself. The turning of a drive against itself is described by 
Freud in Trieb und Triebschicksale. The ne\'l problern begins 
\vhere \Ve run up against the process of inner dissociation and 
opposüion. Let us cite a concrete exatnple: "·hen a boy "·ants to 
rnasturbate "?i th incest fantasies, then his self-love and his ob
ject-libidinal striving constitute, in this state, a unity; the striving 
to\\'ard the rnothcr lies in the satne direction as self-love--they 
do not run counter to one another. The prohibition of tnasturba
tion by the rrtothcr has the effect of a frustra tion of the object-li
bidinal su·i\·ing and threa tens the boy's narcissistic inviolability 
\Vith the punishn1ent of castration. Ho\\·ever, at that n10n1ent 
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'"hen the external frustration begins to take effect, the narcissis
tic striving for self-preservation opposes the striving for object-li
bidinal masturbation (diagram II and III) . A variation of this is 
the cleavage of the affectionate tie to the mother (the fear of the 
lass of love) and the sensuous sexual excitation. Originally, the 
affectionate component and the sensuous component constituted 
a unity. Thus, the dissociation of the homogeneaus striving is 
follo\\·ed by the opposi tion of the one part of the cleaved striving 
against the other. It is now clear that the prohibition of the outer 
"\Vorld can have an effect only "\vith the help of this energy which 
has become divided against itself. 

To elaborate on this schematic representation, I shall cite an
other example, 'vhich "\vill lead us even closer to the problems of 
technique that concern us here. I shall choose a patient who was 
characterized by an exaggerated readiness to help, an inabili ty to 
assume an aggressive attitude, a characterological need to cling 
to people, and essentially passive behavior. All the traits of his 
passive-feminine character were concentrated in a certain obtru
sive bearing, 'vhich served the purpose of constantly establishing 
and maintaining contact with other people. It was not difficult to 
see that the instinctual force with which he sustained these atti
tudes was his passive anal homosexuality. In short, the patient's 
ego made use of an id impulse to maintain object relationships. 
This 'vas the object-libidinal} world-oriented function of his anal
i ty; in short, the id function. 

In the analysis, the patient's character proved to be a powerful 
resistance to the analytic work. From the point of view of char
acter analysis, this behavior could not and must not be inter
preted as the manifestation of unconscious anal-homosexual 
strivings, though "in itself" one would have been objectively cor
rect in doing so. The economic and structural point of vie'v 
poin ted in another direction. If m y form ula is correct tha t, in the 
analytic treatment, the most important character trait becomes 
the most important character resistance, then the question
where is the defense energy?-assumes greater significance than 
the banal fact that the patient experiences anal-passive-feminine 
object strivings. The interpretation of the ego defense was of no 
hel p here. I t was q ui te some time before the search for the de
fense energy of this behavior was completed, and then in a 
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strange way. It turned out that the anal-passive-homosexual 
striving which one time sustained the relationships to the outer 
world fulfilled the defense function of the ego another time or 
even at the same time. Thus, one and the same striving was split 
and served opposing functions, some times alternately and other 
times simultaneously: one time as the striving toward an object, 
another time as defensive ego drive. 

Minute investigation of this peculiar fact in other cases which 
were analyzed at this time and earlier demonstrated that this 
transformation, or, rather, change of function in one and the 
same instinctual demand, that this functioning simultaneously in 
the service of the id and in the service of the ego defense, is a 
general phenomenon. Before we draw a theoretical conclusion 
about this, let us cite a few clinical examples which are familiar 
to all analysts. The sexual coquetry found in hysteria also sho\vs 
this duality in function. Flirtation is the expression of repressed 
genital desires, i.e., directed toward the world. At the same time 
it is a defense against genitality, the expression of an anxious 
"feeling out" of the object, to determine, as it were, where the 
genital danger is coming from. This is the only possible explana
tion for the extensive sexual life of hysterical women suffering 
from severe genital anxiety. The same holds true for the sadistic 
behavior of the compulsive neurotic woman who, with her ag
gression toward the loved object, simultaneously gratifies her sa
distic relationship to the object and wards off her O\Vn vaginal 
desires for intercourse. 

In short, the ego instincts are nothing other tha.n the sum total 
of vegetative demands in their defense function. 'Ve are merely 
building upon well-established ideas when \\·e say that the ego in
stinct is the id instinct directed either against itself or against 
another instinct. The entire psychic process appears tobe character
ized by the cleavage and subsequent opposition bet\,·een tenden
cies which functioned as a unit. But this still requires extensive 
clinical proof. These findings would be of acaden1ic interest only 
and would merely constitute theoretical refinements of our 
knowledge of the psychic apparatus if it \Vere not for their conse
quences. 

First of all, there is the thcort,tical consequence: if the concept 
is correct ,,·hich \Ve have developed of the structure of the ego 
and the defense function, then the systen1s, "ego" and "id," ap-
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pear merely as different functions of the psychic apparatus7 and 
not as separate spheres of the psyche. Once before, a similar 
question demanded an ans,rer, namely: ho,,· is the infantile, his
torical experience preserved in the presen t? The clinical data 
sho,,·ed that it did not rest as a kind of deposit in the unean
seiaus but ,,·as absorbed into the character and expressed essen
tiail v as formal modes of behavior. :\nd from these modes of be-, 

havior the content of past experiences can be extracted, in the 
same ,,·ay! for example, as sodium can be extracted from sodium 
chloride. Even if not so clear-cut, relationships in the psychic 
system are very similar. That ,,·hich is repressed and that ·w·hich 
,,·ards off do not constitute t"\\"O individual, topicaily separate 
spheres or forces; though antithetical, they constitute a func
danal unity. Thus, the topographical concept of the psychic ap
paratus is merely a helpful expedient, and Freud "·as right in re
fusing to relegate the system unconscious to a deeper layer of the 
nervaus system. For example, the perception "\v·hich the ego ac
complishes is no less a function of the vegetative system than is 
an instinct. 

The technical consequence is as foilo"\\"S: experience sho"\\·s 
that ,,·e do not or only insufficiently obtain the original energy of 
the repressed instinct if ''"e begin by interpreting its id function. 
In this case, it may "·eil be that the patient occasionaily acquires 
a good inteilectual understanding as "·eil as a deep conviction of 
the theoretical correctness of the analytic "\\"Ork. Ho,,·ever, the ac
tual goal, the liberation of the instinct from repression, is 
achieved only to a highly unsatisfactory degree. The structure of 
the instinct changes but little. It is a different matter entirely if 
,,·e begin by thoroughl y des troying the defense function of the 
same instinct .. r\ large number of clinical observations sho"· that 
in this case and only in this ,,·ay the vegetative sources of the 
personality begin to flo,,· ane,,·. In short, "\\"e do not-this is the 
ineluctable conclusion-reaily eliminate the repression "·hen "\\·e 
,,·ork ,,·ith id interpretations. Even at the present time, it is possi
ble to get at these repressions "\rith a definite legitimacy only if 
,,.e extract the repressed instinct from the character's defense 
formation not as something repressed but, in the first place, as 
something repressive. To return to the example of the aforemen-

7 Footnote, 1945: "Biopsychic apparatus," "human orgonotic system." 
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tioned patient; He remained unaffected in his total personality 
as long as it was not completely clear to him that his devoted 
attitude represented not love, not attachment, not helpfulness, 
not even homosexuality, but, more basically, a warding off of 
something else. This something eise was-and this is not difficult 
to divine-strong envy, inhibited aggression, destructive inten
tions, and more of the same. 

Another patient exhibited sudden and uncoordinated changes of 
posture of which he was not aware. Unquestioningly, he was suf
fering from some kind of tic. s Had I given him a direct interpre
tation of the libidinal motives of these movements, i.e., showed 
him their connection to masturbation, there can be no doubt that 
the following would not have been forthcoming. Tobegin 'vith, I 
persuaded him that these movements were motivated by embar
rassmen t for the purpose of warding off a painful perception of 
his external appearance. His vanity was opposed to the recogni
tion of certain physical traits. My interpretation of thi~ defense 
immediately released great excitation, intensified the tic and the 
self-consciousness, and led, to my surprise, to violent convul
sions of the pelvic musculature. These convulsions turned out to 
be the warding off of blows which he fantasized '':ere falling 
upon his "pregnant" stomach. These convulsions of the pelvic 
muscles were interpreted not as an expression of mother identifi
cation but as a warding off of aggressive impulses to,vard an ob
ject. The patient's immediate reaction to this interpretation ,\~as 
kicking of the feet, follolAyed by violent pelvic movements '\'ith 
masturbation and orgasm during the session. It 'vas not at all 
necessary for me to interpret the tic-like movement as a substi
tute for masturbation. He experienced the connection directly 
and unmistakably. Even the slightest deviation fron1 the rule of 
treating all attitudes as defense 'vould have th'\yarted this success. 

One will want to know at this point 'vhat constitutes the essen
tial manifestation of the affective rearrangement in both cases. It 
consists in the fact that, when the instinct's defense function is 
correctly analyzed and every interpretation of its id function is 
avoided, states of vegetative excitation and tension regularly ap-

8 Footnote, 1945: In 1933 I did not know that. in these spontaneaus Ino,·e
ments of the paticnt, I was dealing with scgtncnts of the orgasm rcflex. I did 
not understand the biophysical function of thesc nto\·entcnts, but only their 
''psychic meaning." Today most analysts arc still in this position. 
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pear, of ,.;hich the patient , .. ·as not previously a,-.·are. \\''hen, on 
the other hand, the id functions are interpreted, these states are 
absent or appear only by chance-not legitimately, i.e., predicta
bly. The above patient~ for example, again experienced, for the 
first time since suffering a strong ,,·ave of repression in puberty, 
hot flashes, severe oppression in the cardiac region, and the char
acteristic sensa tions in the region of the dia phragm indicative of 
the excitations of the coeliac ganglion. They ,-.·ere sensations like 
those experienced on a s'\-.·ing or in a descending elevator. In 
other cases, such physical sensations appear tagether ,-.ith a 
change of the kinesthetic feelings of the body (sensations of 
floating, falling, etc.) . 

The nascent indications of vegetative excitation can be essen
tially summarized as follo,,·s: feeling of constriction in the region 
of the heart; sensations of tension in the musculature, especially 
in the upper thigh and the cro,•;n of the head; sensations of cur
rents and nascent feelings of sensual pleasure, such as those ex
perienced subsequent to a gratifying sexual experience; sensa
tions of pressure ,-.·ithin the cranium; agitation; sensations of hot 
and cold; cold shudders along one's spine; itching sensations, 
quite frequently in the urethra and at the perineum; salivation or 
dryness in the mouth; feelings of Strangulation; shortness of 
breath; feelings of dizziness; feelings of nausea; "pulling" in the 
genital zone (as in falling. ; feelings in the pit of the starnach 
similar to those experienced on a s,-.·ing or in an elevator; invol
untary n-.·itching of the musculature; itchy or, rather, "pleasur
able" feelings of conrraction in the t1•;itching of smooth muscle 
groups. 

Before ,-.·e attempt to arrive at a theoretical fonnulation of the 
abundant phenomena of this kind, ,-.·e have to return once again 
to our point of departure, the structure of the character armor, 
from , .. ~hich, as is nov; quite clear, ,-.·e liberate the vegetative en
ergy ,,·i th the technique of character analysis. 

4· THE I~TELLECT AS DEFR.'iSE FC~CITO~ 

To begin ,,·ith, '\\"e shall cite a clinical example to demonstrate 
once again ho,-,· precisely a person's character conserves and at 
the same time ,,·ards off the function of certain childhood situa
tions. 

It is commonly assumed that the human intellect has a solely 
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objective function and that it is directed toward the world; ethics 
and philosophy in particular conceive of reason and intellect ex
clusively in the sense of an absolute non-emotional activity capa
ble of comprehending reality "incorruptibly." Two things are 
overlooked here: (I) the intellectual function itself is a vegeta
tive activity; and (2) the intellectual function may have an af
fect charge whose intensity is no less than any purely affective 
impulse. Over and above this, character-analytic work reveals 
another function of the intellect which ties in very weil wi th the 
inversion and opposition of drives discussed earlier. Intellectual 
activity can be structured and directed in such a way that it looks 
like a most cunningly operating apparatus whose purpose is 
precisely to avoid cognition, i.e., it looks like an activity directing 
one away from reality. In short, the intellect can operate in the 
two fundamental directions of the psychic apparatus: toward the 
world and away from the world. It can function correctly in uni
son with the most lively affect and it can also take a critical 
stand toward the affect. There is no mechanical, absolutely an
tithetical relationship between intellect and affect but, rather, a 
functional one. 

U ntil now, deriving the intellectual function from the vegeta
tive function has seemed very difficult. However, certain charac
ter-analytic experiences pave the way to an understanding of this 
problern also. We'd like to illustrate this through a patient in 
whom the affective genesis of a clever and cunning intellectual 
function was evident in an interesting way. 

Character analysis had succeeded in unmasking and eliminat
ing the patient's politeness and apparent devotedness as decep
tion and the warding off of strong aggressions. N o'v he began to 
develop the following defense. Exceptionally intelligent, he 
sought to divine everything he concealed in the ,\·ay of unean
seiaus mechanisms and, in fact, he succeeded in destroying most 
of the affect situations by divining the1n beforehand. It ,\·as as if, 
from a secret hiding place, he continually illuminated and exatn
ined everything with his intellect in order to preclude any sur
prises. It becatne more and more clear that the intellect fulfilled 
a defensive function and was spurred by severe anxious anticipa
tions. For example, he "ras ahvays extren1ely skilled in finding 
out 'vhat I happened to be thinking about hin1 at any one n1o-
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ment. He was able to infer this from various factors and from the 
course of the treatment. He was also able to divine and foresee 
what 'vould happen at any one point. From the point of view of 
character analysis, this behavior was looked upon as anything 
but cooperation; rather, it was attacked as an extremely cunning 
way of avoiding deep insights. The first task was to render this 
'veapon unusable to the patient, and this could be clone only by 
the consistent analysis of its function, and by being very sparse 
with my communications. The patient continued for a while to 
use his intellect as a defense mechanism, but gradually became 
insecure and uneasy and finally began to protest violently that I 
did not want to understand him, that his intellectual help was a 
clear demonstration of his cooperation, etc. I became that much 
more consistent in my analysis of his intellectual activity as a de
fense against surprises. One day a term occurred to me for his 
behavior. I told him that it reminded me of a cunning fox or 
lynx. And then, following a short period of excitation, his defen
sive behavior feil to pieces. It ha ppened this way: once again he 
began the session by despairing that I no Ionger understood him. 
Then, gradually, his attention was focused on a scene from his 
third year of life which he had recounted earlier in passing, with
out details and affect. 

He had taken a bad fall and severely injured his left arm, 
which required medical attention. His father took him in his 
arms and carried him across the street to a surgical hospital. 
Crying uncontrollably, he now remernbered the following de
tails: he passed by a store in which stuffed animals were dis
played. He distinctly remernbered two of them: a fox and a rein
deer with large antlers. During this hour, he was not able to 
remernher what took place between this observation and the opera
tion. Then, however, he was able to see hirnself lying on the op
eration table, his arms bound, his shoulders drawn back in tense 
expectation. Suddenly he recalled the chloroform maskJ after he 
had momentarily hallucinated the smell of chloroform. The mask 
was about to be placed on him and he thought: "This is a fox's 
face 'vhich I am getting here!" As a matter of fact, a fox's head 
has a grea t similari ty to a chloroform mask. Even as a child, he 
knew that foxes are caught in traps; in his native country, they 
were caught in steel traps with spikes that fasten upon one of the 
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animal's legs and "break its bones." On the way to the hospital, 
the boy had strained his intellect to see how he might elude this 
calamity. This was perhaps the first time that his intellect had 
served the purpose of warding off a great and imminent danger. 
And the analytic treatment was warded off as a danger in the 
same way, cunningly, "like a fox." The patient distinctly remem
bered how, after a strained search for an escape, he had come to 
the conclusion: "It's useless, it's altogerher useless! I'm 
trapped." Now it was understandable how one of his most cru
cial weaknesses was es tablished: he had become cunning and 
cautious to such a degree that he was capable neither of acting 
upon his political convictions nor-out of fear-of pursuing a 
definite plan of action. He had been a fox in the trap his whole 
life and, as a cunning fox, had actively bound the childhood fear 
of being caught in a fox trap himself. 

5· THE INTERLACING OF THE INSTINCTUAL DEFENSES 

I t would be al tagether misleading to assume tha t, through the 
loosening or elimination of one defense, the condi tions for 
libidinal flow are automatically established or that this ena
bles the patient to associate freely. Often, to be sure, follo"ying 
the removal of a layer of the defense apparatus, liberated affects 
begin to ß.ow, together with the infantile material pertaining to 
them. The analyst would deprive hirnself of every further possi
bility of completely breaking do,vn the armor, ho'''ever, if, in this 
intermediary phase, he did anything more than extract from the 
flowing material \\yhat directly relates to the contemporary trans
ference situation. If the analyst fails to follo''' this procedure, he 
will find that the resultant breach soon closes again and the 
armor continues to function unaffected. The small break
throughs following the removal of individual layers of defense 
should not be confused with the final breakdoron of the am1or. 
The reason for this is found in the specific structure of the 
annored psychic apparatus, which '''e designate as the interlacing 
of the defensive forces. The following exan1ple ,,;n illusu·ate 
this. 

If the analyst has unmasked as a defense function and elilni
nated an obtrusively polite attitude "'hich represents the topn1ost 
layer of the psychic apparatus, the '"yarded-off impulses (e.g., 
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aggression) appear and produce a change in the patient's bear
ing. From the point of vie'v of character analysis, it "\\yould be 
"\vrong at this time to point out to the patient that he is living out 
his infantile aggression; it "\vould be "\vrong even "\vhen this ag
gression a ppears in an undisguised manner. As "\Ve have pointed 
out, this aggression is not only the expression of an infantile rela
tion to the "\vorld bu t also, and a t the same time, a "\varding off of 
"\Vhat lies deeper, e.g., anal passive strivings. If now the analyst 
succeeds in removing this layer of defense, 'vhat may rise to the 
surface is not the expected passivity but a total absence of 
psychic contact, an indifference to"\vard the analyst, etc. This 
lack of contact is unequivocal defense, i.e., the "\\Tarding off of a 
fear of being disappointed. If, by analyzing this contactlessness, 
the analyst succeeds once again in bringing to the surface this 
fear of being disappointed, then the lack of contact too might as
sume the character of a deep infantile fear of losing the loved 
object; at the same time, ho,vever, it 'vards off deeper aggressive 
impulses tO"\\yard that love object "\vhich once "\Vithdre"\v its love. 
Our example can be varied, complicated, or simplified at will, 
according to the type. F or exam ple, the deeper la yer of aggres
sion "\vhich emerges could itself be the expression of original de
structive impulses; at the same time, ho,vever, it could also have 
the function of "\varding off very in tense oral-narcissistic de
mands for love. From the poin t of vie'\T of character anal ysis, i t 
"\vould again have to be interpreted as defense and not as a vege
tative instinctual expression. H ence) the layers of the armor are 
interrelated) i.e.) every impulse which has been warded ofj 
serves at the same time to ward ofj more deeply repressed im
pulses. The final breakthrough is achieved only after the analyst 
has "\Vorked through the many defense functions. 

In our patient, therefore, the vegetative excitation quite possi
bly would not break through until after the oral-narcissistic de
mands for love had been analyzed as a warding off of genuine, 
original love impulses of an oral or genital nature. Warking 
through the various stages of the defense formations requires ex
ceptional patience and the conviction that eventually original in
stinctual im pulses "\vill a ppear 'vhich no Ionger figure as defense. 
\Vhen this point has been reached, a ne"\v cathexis of the patient's 
genitality has usually already taken place. Ho,vever, the interre-
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lation of the defense functions still requires a very thorough clin
ical supplementation. 

In this connection, it is necessary to discuss the point of vie'v 
promulgated by Kaiser9 that interpretations could be dispensed 
with altogether. First of all, a misunderstanding arises from the 
fact that Kaiser takes interpretation to mean only the making 
conscious of what has been warded off. In my discussion of the 
character-analytic technique, I use the term for every form of 
analytic communication. Kaiser's restriction of the concept of in
terpretation may even have certain advantages; according to 
him, the establishment of a superficial analytic connection or the 
isolation of a character trait would not be an interpretation in the 
strict sense of the word. Even with this reservation in mind, I can 
concur with Kaiser in theory only if he means that consistent re
sistance analysis not only makes every interpretation superfluous 
but even excludes it as an error. He seems to forget that my for
mulation of the "interpretation at the end" is a practi~al neces
sity as long as the character-analytic technique has not been per
fected to such a degree that we can feel r.vholly secure in dealing 
with the defense mechanisms. Thus, his contention holds true 
only for the ideal case of character-analytic work. I must admit 
that I am still a lang way off from this. At the present time, I am 
still struggling with the analysis of the defense formation, espe
cially with the problems of contactlessness and the interlacing of 
the defense functions. Perha ps what makes correct character-an
alytic work so difficult at present is a consideration that I find 
lacking in Kaiser, namely the consideration of the sex-economic 
point of view of working in such a way that as much as possible 
of all sexual excitation becomes concentrated in the genital zone 
and appears there as orgasm anxiety. 

6. CONTACTLESSNESS 

Originally, character analysis conceived of the psychic arn1or 
as the sum total of all repressing defense forces; it could be 
dynamically hroken down through the analysis of the for1nal 
modes of behavior. Later it ,,·as sho"·n that this concept did not 

0 "Problcn1e der Technik," lntenwtionalen Zeitschrift für Psychoanalyse. 1\" 
(1934) . 
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embrace the psychic armor in its totality; indeed, that it probably 
overlooked the most important factor. We gradually came to see 
that, even after the formal modes of behavior had been com
pletely broken do,vn, even after far-reaching breakthroughs of 
vegetative energy 'vere achieved, an undefinable residue always 
remained, seemingly beyond reach. One had the feeling that the 
patient refused to part 'vith the last reserves of his "narcissistic 
position" and that he 'vas extremely clever in concealing it from 
hirnself and from the anal yst. Even as the analysis of the active 
defense forces and of the character reaction formations seemed 
to be complete, the-re 'vas no doubt that an elusive residue ex
isted. Here the analyst 'vas faced with a difficult problem. The 
theoretical concept of the armor was correct: an aggregate of re
pressed instinctual demands which were directed toward the 
outer 'vorld stood in opposition to an aggregate of defense forces 
'vhich maintained the repression; the two formed a functional 
unity 'vithin the person's specific character. In short, while we 
understood both 'vhat had been warded off and what warded 
it off, 've still had no conclusive insight into the residue. 

The explanation that one and· the same instinct is simultane
ously directed to,vard the 'vorld and serves as a defense function 
against one's o'vn ego broadened our kno,vledge of the ego struc
ture, but it did not really solve the problem. I want to use a clini
cal example to illustrate that psychic contactlessness constitutes 
the elusive residue of the armor. 

In the patient discussed earlier, analysis revealed that, behind 
the reactive passive-feminine behavior, there was a deep es
trangement from the world, from its objects and goals, which 
'vas expressed as apathy and inflexibility. The patient hirnself 
had no immediate awareness of this; on the contrary, his pas
sive-feminine dependency glossed over this estrangement and 
gave him the impression of having especially intense relations to 
the outer 'vorld. I was faced 'vith a contradiction difficult to re
solve. On the one hand, there was his libidinal stickiness, his 
readiness to be of help and to be obliging, i.e., relationships 
'vhich seemed to be very intense; at the same time, this was a 
clear case of contactlessness. The problern 'vas solved as it be
came possible to camprehend the origin of the patient's attach
ment and dependency. These attitudes, it turned out, not only 
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fulfilled the function of holding in suppression the repressed ag
gressive tendencies but, over and above this, they compensated 
for his inner estrangement from the world. Thus, "\Ve must distin
guish the follo,ving: 

First: the repressed demands. 
Second: the repressing defense forces. 
Third: a layer of the psychic structure between the two, the 

contactlessness, which, at first, appears not as a formation of 
dynamic forces but as a rigid, static manifestation, as a "\Vall in the 
psychic organism, the resuZt of the con tradiction between two li
b idinal currents pulling in opposing directions. This structure can 
be best comprehended 'vhen its history is known. 

After discovering this special form of contactlessness in our 
patient, "\Ve undertook a revie"\v of our clinical experiences. This 
contactlessness, it turned out, is as general a phenomenon of 
neurosis as is the change of function of the instinct. But before 
giving another clinical example to illustrate the genesis of this 
formation, Iet me offer a brief summary of the theoretical con
cept of contactlessness. ,,Vhen libidinal tendencies ßov~· to,vard 
the outer "\Vorld-"\\·e keep intentionally to this image-and a 
prohibition from the outer "\\'orld checks this ßo,v, then, in cer
tain situations, an equilibrium is established bet"\\·een the instinc
tual force on the one hand and the frustrating force on the other 
hand. It might be said that this equilibrium is a seemingly static 
condition in the person's Iibidinal flo"\\' corresponding to an inhi
bition. And this dynamic condition may perhaps Iie at the basis 
of the fixation of instincts at earlier stages of development, as 
"\Vell as at the basis of psychic inhibition in general. 

This condition 'vill become much clearer as ,,.e go along. It 
can even be described differently, though "·e have nothing dif
ferent in mind. 'Vhen an instinct is taken over by the ego for the 
purpose of gratification and it meets ,,·ith a frustration, it can, as 
"\\'e pointed out, split up or dissociate. One part of it tttrns against 
itself (reaction forn1ation); another part continues in the original 
direction to"\vard the ou ter 'vorld. 'Vhen this ha ppens, ho"\\·ever, 
the dynatnic relations have changed. t\t the point ,,·here the cur
rent directed tO"\\'ard the outer ,,·orld and the current turned to
"\\·ard onc' s 0"\\'11 ego di vcrge, a condi t ion of paral ysis or rigid i ty 
arises. 'l'his is n1ore than just a heuristic hypothesis. Once the an-
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alyst has thoroughly grasped this process and has instructed his 
patients to give him an exact description of their feelings, he will 
find that they experience this inhibition distinctly and directly in 
all their object relations. The manifestations of this dynamic
structural condition are different; I shall merely name a few of 
the morefrequent clinical ones. 

At the top of the list "\Ve have the feeling of inner isolation. 
This feeling is sometimes present in spite of an abundance of so
cial and professional relationships. In other cases, "\Ve meet 'vith 
a feeling described as uinner deadness." There can be no doubt 
that compulsive neurotic or, more specifi.cally, schizoid deper
sonalization belongs to this group. The dualistic perceptions of 
schizophrenic patients are a direct manifestation of this condi
tion. \Vhen patients complain about being estranged, isolated, or 
apathetic, their feeling can be traced back to this contradiction 
bet"\\?een the object-libidinal current and the tendency to escape 
into oneself. Cleavage and ambivalence are direct manifestations 
of this paradox; the apathy is the result of the equilibrium cre
ated by the t"\\YO opposing forces. Thus, our earlier concept of 
contactlessness as a "\\·all is not altogether correct. It is more an 
interplay bet,\·een dynamic forces than a passive attitude. The 
same is true of the affect-block in the compulsion neurosis and 
catatonic rigidity. \Ve must content ourselves with these exam
ples. 

After "\\·e have succeeded in breaking through the armor, we 
observe an alternation between vegetative current and affec
tive block in our patients. The transition from the condition of 
motility to that of rigidity is one of the most important therapeu
tic and theoretical problems if one's goal is to reestablish the ca
paci ty for vegetative streaming. Similar conditions of the block
ing of the affects or of the development of apathy were met with 
during the "\var and they "\\·ere described by political prisoners 
"\vho had been subjected to terroristic treatment. Here, appar
ently, the affects of aggressive rage are offset by the inhibition 
imposed by the external po"\\·er. Since this continual oscillation 
from one direction to the other is neither economical nor tolera
ble for the psychic apparatus, the individual becomes stultified. 
This state, ho,vever, is not a passive attitude or a final ossification 
of a dynamic condition; it is, as "\Ve have said, the result of a con-
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flict of forces. This can be proven by t'\\"O facts. First, external 
conditions or character-analytic efforts can dissolve this dulling 
into its dynamic components. To the extent that this dulling gives 
·w·ay, sexual strivings, aggression, as weil as anxiety, i.e., centrip
etal tendencies of flight, reappear in the individual. This further 
confirms the sex-economic concept of sexuality and anxiety as 
two antithetical directions of currents. 

,,Vhat '\\~e later meet in our patients as repressed instinct, re
pressing force, and intermediate inner estrangement operating si
multaneously in fact arose in a definite historical sequence. This 
,,~in be demonstrated by the follo'\\"ing example. 

A patient '\vho suffered acutely from the feeling of inner dead
ness (as opposed to the other patient, who did not sense this 
condition) '\Vas characterized by an exaggeratedly formal, polite, 
and reserved bearing; people '"~ith free-flo'\\"ing vegetative motil
i ty found him rigid and unalive. A certain digni ty '"~hieb he dis
played completed the picture. His most intense secret ~vish '\Vas 
"to feel the ,,~orld" and "to be able to flo'\\~." The character-ana
lytic loosening of his affects from these attitudes led to a com
plete reactivation of those childhood situations that formed the 
basis of his contactlessness and yearning for psychic vitality. The 
follo,ving symptoms stood out in his neurosis: an extremely in
tense fear of object-loss, strong depressive reactions '\Vhen he 
failed to haYe an immediate erection '\vhile k.issing a '\\"Oman, and 
more of the same. First of all, it ''"as learned that the immediate 
cause of these symptoms '\vas-in addition to the yearning for a 
vital object relationship-a strong inner inclination to retreat, a 
tendency to give up the object at the drop of a hat. This inclina
tion s temmed from the fear of his O'\Vn hatred tO'\\"ard the very 
object through ,,rhich he sought to experience "a flo,,·ing feel
ing." It is important that he suffered from penis anesthesia or, to 
put it another ''"ay, from a Iack of the feeling of vegetative con
tart. Especially pronounced manifestations of such conditions 
are found in con1 pulsiYe characters. Their fonnula of the "ne,,· 
life" that they are constantly on the verge of beginning, their 
feeling that they have the capacity to be "different," i.e .. vital 
and productive and not rigid, unalive, and "dead/' is tnerely an 
expression of the last traces of vegetative n1otili ty and is usually 
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the strongest incentive to recover. To return to our patient: 'vhen 
the penis anesthesia 'vas eliminated, the feeling of contactlessness 
also disappeared; but it immediately returned 'vhen the genital 
disturbance reappeared. The correlations between psychic con
tactlessness and physiological lack of feeling on the one hand 
and the capacity for contact and vegetative sensitivity on the 
other had their roots in the patient's early history. Briefly sum
marized, i t is as follows: 

The patient had had a strong genital-sensual attachment to his 
mother and had been rejected \vhen he attempted to approach 
her in a sensual and genital 'vay. It is important that the mother 
not only did not prohibit non-genital surface contacts, e.g., lying 
tagether side by side, embracing, etc., but specifically encour
aged them. "\Vhen his genital impulses '\·ere repulsed, he retained 
the genital tendency to,vard the mother but simultaneously de
veloped a strong aggressive-sadistic attitude to,vard her which 
gradually supplanted the genital tendency altogether. This atti
tude too had to be repressed because of frustration and fear of 
punishment. From then on, he found hirnself entangled in a con
ßict between affectionate love for his mother, culminating in the 
striving for physical contact with her, and hatred of her, fear of 
the hatred as 'vell as of the genital striving and the fear of losing 
the love object. Later, no matter how often he approached a 
,\·oman, a sadistic attitude overcame the genital striving, 'vhich 
\\'as more or less repressed, and caused him to retreat. To meet 
the demands of the childhood repression, it had been necessary 
to deaden the genital sensation in his penis. Even today, we can
not explain how this is possible. In this case, the aggressive im
pulse probably checked the sexual impulse and vice versa. 
"\Vhere erective potency is present, the absence of genital sensa
tion (vaginal anesthesia is the same) is the direct expression of 
the lass of the capacity for contact as weil as its most salient 
characteristic. "\Ve can assume that we are dealing here not only 
with a psychic process but also with a change, probably of the 
electro-physiological functions on the skin of the penis. At a 
deeper level, the feeling of deadness had the same meaning to 
the patient as not having a penis or not feeling his penis. The ra
tional reason for this \vas the fact that the penis had lost i ts ca-
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paci ty to feel. His deep depression resulted from this 
condi tion.to 

His deep estrangement from the world, then, developed at the 
point where his natural, original genital striving came into con
flict with the aggression toward the object and the inclination to 
retreat w hich resul ted from tha t conflict. One would certainl y be 
justified in generalizing about this process: wherever natural, ad
equate instinctual impulses are denied direct relationship to ob
jects of the world, the result is anxiety, as the expression of a 
crawling into oneself, and the development of a wall of contact
lessness. This is seen in the child following the first severe phase 
of genital repression, as weil as in the young adolescent when, 
because of external reasons or inner inability, he cannot attain 
the object. It is also the case among cou ples who have been mar
ried for a long time when the genital relationship has lost its 
aliveness and other forms of sexual gratification have been sup
pressed. In all these cases, a picture emerges of psychic dulling, 
characterized by resignation, apathy, feelings of isolatiori, and se
vere impairment of one's activity and objective interests. 

In the attempt to camprehend the dynamics of the character, 
one meets difficulties of a linguistic nature at every step. To de
scribe the function of inhibition and contactlessness as faithfully 
as possible, we have to make a further correction in our present 
concept, one that requires a far-reaching change in our thinking 
regarding the psychic apparatus. \Ve pointed out that, bet,,·een 
the layer of 'vhat is repressed and 'vhat represses (the defense) , 
we find a layer of contactlessness. This intermediate layer corre
sponds to an inhibition which results from the opposition be
t,veen t'vo instinctual im pulses or the cleavage of a single instinc
tual impulse. 

1° Footnote, 1945: The clinical manifestation of "contactlcssness" latcr bcc=lmc 
thc leading pcrspective from which we carricd out the search for orgone 
biophysical disturbances. In contactlcssncss. ,,·e are dealing with a tnotility 
block of the body orgone (anorgonia) . In penis anesthesia, the skin is not 
orgonotically charged; the orgone energy field is 1narkedly contrartcd: thc 
penis is sensitive to touch but not to pleasurc. Sinn~ only a change of thc 
cnergy Ievel is capable of creating pleasure, it is dcar that it is a hlo .. :k in 
the plasrnatic current which causes contactlessness. In 1942 wc sunT'('ded in 
proving the physical existencc of the orgone energy tiehl through the hnnina · 
tion of a filatncnt. Cf. also "The ßio-clcctric Function of Pleasun.~ and 
Anxicty," The Function of the Orgasm. 
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In this formulation, ho,vever, we neglected the fact that the 
neurotic psychic apparatus consists not of one warded-off and 
one warding-off impulse but of an infinite number of strivings 
'\vhich are partially dissociated and partially set off against one 
another. Further, in the interlacing of the defense forces, an im
pulse that has risen to the surface from the depth of the armor 
can exercise a defense function. It is very likely, indeed, that all 
psychic tendencies are dissociated into those operating simulta
neously "to'\vard the world," "away from the world," and in op
position to one another. In short, we get the picture of a compli
cated web of forces (armor structure), in which warded-off and 
'\Varding-off elements are not neatly separated, as our compla
cency would have it. Rather, these elements are entangled in an 
extremely irregular manner. Only our character-analytic work 
brings order into the picture corresponding to the history of the 
structure. In no '\vay '\Vhatever is this structural view compatible 
'\Vith any concept of a topographical stratification. What is 
'\Varded off and what '\vards off are linked together in a func
tional unity, let us say, in a character inhibition, as Na and Cl in 
N aCI, or positive and negative electric forces in a "neutral" con
dition. If one considers the infinite multitude of such unifications 
of various tendencies and of single tendencies which have be
come split, then it becomes clear that any effort to camprehend 
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these phenomena through a mechanistic and systematic thought
process '\vill fail. Functional and structural thinking and imagina
tion are required here. The development of the character is a 
progressive unfolding, splitting, and antithesis of simple vegeta
tive functions. Perhaps the follo'\ving diagram of forces operating 
in various directions will provide some idea of this: 

Schema of the structure of the armor 

Hence, contactlessness is not a layer bet'\veen t'\\·o layers of op
posing forces; it is a phenomenon corresponding to the positions 
of a concentration or special density of antitheses and dissocia
tions. 'Vhat we perceive in character analysis as a compact, tena
cious, or entangled formation is just ~uch a concentration of 
opposing forces in the character. 'Ve have already stressed ho'\\ .. inl
portant it is to approach and analyze such a character fortnation 
from the "right end." 

During the treatn1ent, character traits such as reserve and reti
cence becotne a com pact character resistance, e.g.~ in the fom1 of 
a stubborn, apprehensive silence. It is con1pletely alien to char
acter analysis to overcotne such silences by urging. detnanding, 
or persuading the pa tient to talk. The pa tient's silence is usually 
the result of an i11ability to articulate his inner in1pulses. Urging 
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and persuading intensify the stubbornness; they do not eliminate 
the disturbance of the patient's ability to express hirnself but 
make it ,,·orse. The patient of course '\Vould like to talk, to open 
his heart to the analyst. For some reason or other, however, he 
cannot. No doubt, the very fact of having to talk inhibits him. 
He does not kno'\v that he is not able to express himself, but is 
usually of the opinion that he does not want to. In secret, he 
hopes that the analyst '\vill understand him in spite of his inability 
to open himself. This desire "to be understood" is usually ac
companied by a '\Varding off of any help: a stubborn attitude is 
assumed. This makes the '\\10rk difficult but not impossible. 

Instead of urging, persuading, or even resorting to the well
kno'\vn "silence technique," the analyst consoles the patient, as
suring him that he understands his inhibition and, for the time 
being, can do without his efforts to communicate. In this '\Vay, 
the patient is relieved of the pressure of "having to" talk; at the 
same time he is disarmed of any contemporary reason for being 
stubborn. If now the analyst succeeds in describing the patient's 
attitudes to him in a simple and precise manner, '\Vithout expect
ing any immediate changes, the patient readily feels hirnself "un
derstood," and his affects begin to stir. At first he struggles 
against them by intensifying his silence, but eventually he grows 
restless. This nascent restlessness is the first movement away 
from the condition of rigidity. After several days, or at most 
,,·eeks, of careful description and isolation of his attitudes, he 
gradually begins to talk. In most cases, the character trait of si
lence is caused by a constriction of the throat musculature of 
,,·hich the patient has no a'\vareness; this constriction chokes off 
"emerging" excitations. 

Technically, therefore, it is by no means sufficient to '\Vant to 
destroy contactlessness. ~1erely to reconstruct the history of its 
development or to uncover the instinctual and defensive forces 
upon '\vhich it rests, i.e., '\vhich constitute it, is not enough. It 
must, rather, as with every c!laracter attitude, be isolated and ob
jectified before it is taken apart analytically. This can be done in 
various ways, depending on the case. Essentially, however, it is 
accomplished by a thoroughgoing description of the patient's be
havior. It can also be done by continually stressing the disparity 
between the person's ideal demands and the actual barrenness of 
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his or her mode of existence; through demonstration of his 
objective lack of interest, which results in failure or contradie
tians in his work; unmasking the deep and palpable psychic 
bleakness of his experiences, in spite of the seeming intensity of 
his love life. In this way, the contactlessness is pushed to the 
outer limits of agony. Its complete unfolding and subsequent dis
solution are usually achieved only when the demands for living 
contact with reality, as a result of liberated sexual excitations, 
have become urgent. Once the patient has begun to sense the 
first, even though weak, sensations of orgastic streaming in his 
body, especially in the genital, the feeling of contactlessness is no 
Ionger tolerable. J ust as the general feeling of contactlessness, re
gardless of which psychic layer it is found in, is merely the gen
eral reflection of orgasm anxiety, that is, fear of orgastic contact, 
so too it completely disappears of its own accord '\Vhen the capac
ity for orgastic contact has been realized. 

The investigation of those psychophysical mechani_sms '\vhich 
lead from the condi tion of full ex perience to the condi tion of 
inner em ptiness or confinement cannot yet be regarded as com
plete. Much still lies in the dark here. What is most puzzling is 
the fact that the withdrawal of sexual interest or the inhibition of 
an outwardly striving impulse is directly experienced as a gro,~l
ing feeling of "coldness," "numbness," "hardness," "deadness." 
"My soul is like a frozen-over lake," a patient once said. Our 
earlier explanation of this phenomenon as the "inhibition" 
caused by two opposing forces is correct but incomplete. And the 
explanation that it is Iibido which is drawn off does not add to it. 
Words cannot replace dynamic comprehension. \Ve simply don't 
kno'v the answer yet. There is a '\vay of investigating this life-de
stroying phenomenon, however, if \Ve allo'v the patient to reex
perience the precise history of the transition from being vitally 
alive to being utterly frozen; and if, in the treatment, "·e pay mi
nnte attention to the oscillation fron1 the one condition to the 
other. Strange inner tnodes of behavior are revealed '\rhen this pro
cedure is follo,ved. One patient, for exatnple, experienced the tran
sition in the follo,ving '\\•ay. He had to rcpeat tnechanically: "It's 
useless; it's uttcrly useless," etc. The n1eaning bchind this \\'as: 
"\Vhat's the use of trying, of con1peting. of sacrificing. even of lov
ing? The other pcrson does not understand tne anyho\\·." Certainly 
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one of the rnost tragic experiences of children results frorn the fact 
that at an early age not every feeling and desire can be expressed 
and articulated. The child rnust find some other way to appeal for 
understanding of the unexpressible psychic condition. But parents 
and teachers, being \vhat they are, are seldom capable of divining 
\\·hat is going on in the child. In vain the child makes his appeal, un
til finally he gives u p the struggle for understanding and grows 
numb: "It's utterly useless." The road between vital experiencing 
and dying in,\·ardly is paved with disappointments in love. These 
disappointments constitute the most frequent and most potent 
cause of internal dying. This, however, bitter as it is, still does 
not explain the mechanism involved in the process. 

'Vhat very often sets this process in motion and sustains it is a 
fear of contact \Vith things, experiences, and persons, operating 
at the center of \vhich, according to my experience, is the fear of 
orgastic contact. It is usually acquired from the infantile mastur
bation anxiety. Accordingly, the fear of orgastic contact consti
tutes the core of the fear of genuine, direct psychic contact with 
persans and with the processes of reality. The overcoming of this 
fear is one of the most important and most difficult tasks of char
acter-analytic therapy. Again and again patients, even those who 
have been completely liberated from their infantile fixations, re
lapse immediately into their old neurotic conditions when they 
are faced ,.."·ith realizing the capacity for genital-orgastic contact. 
This requires the overcoming of the orgasm anxiety. In every 
correctly executed character-analytic treatment, this phase, which 
is sharply delineated in most cases, sets in some time after 
the armor has been dissolved. Its characteristics are: superficial
ity of the analytic communications; dreams and fantasies of fall
ing; general intensification of the attitude of reticence, such as 
intentional avoidance of the subject of genital desires; greater fre
quency of more or less clear ideas of physical disintegration 
(these are not to be confused with castration fantasies) ; annul
ment of all prior therapeutic accomplishments; escape from 
every sexual or objective relationship to the world; reactivation 
of early childhood modes of reaction; reappearance of the inner 
feeling of emptiness and desolation, etc. This phase requires a 
thorough analysis of the attitudes and sensations \vhich the pa
tient has du ring masturbation andf or intercourse. When these at-
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titudes and sensations are thoroughly analyzed, it is observed 
that at a certain point the patients in some way inhibit the in
crease of excitation. They do not allow the wave of excitation to 
mount; they disrupt the excitation by means of short, rapid 
movements; they constrict their pelvic muscles without being 
aware of it; they distract themselves unconsciously by means of 
associations; they refuse to yield to the impulse to stretch the 
pelvis far forward; they very frequently stop the movement and 
hold still the moment they begin to experience the orgastic sensa
tion, instead of letting themselves go and increasing the release in 
spontaneous, rhythmic friction. The most difficult orgastic inhibi
tion to dispel is the one in which no external sign of the kind de
scribed above is found, and the excitement simply dies away. 
This "going cold" is often difficult to understand. 

I want to call special attention to a conspicuous (and regularly 
overlooked) attitude in the act of intercourse. If there is a fear of 
orgastic contact and the psychic contactlessness pertaining to it, 
then the vegetative impulse to produce friction is always missing. 
When, however, preorgastic contact is complete, this impulse op
erates automatically. In the former case, what happens is that, to 
overcome the contactlessness and to arrive at a release in spite of 
the fear, a forced, impetuous, consciously produced friction often 
takes the place of the gentle, self-regulating, emotionally gov
erned rhythm. The fear of genital contact cannot be uncovered 
and eliminated until this form of friction has been analyzed as a 
warding off of sensations and as a constricted desire for release. 
Patients usually offer strong resistance to giving up this form of 
friction and opening themselves to a vegetative kind of friction. 
They do not want to be taken by surprise by the orgastic con
vulsion. 

Generally, it can be said that correct and successful character 
analysis is characterized by three phenomena. 

I) A thorough dissolution of the armor 
2) Complete development of the fear of orgastic contact 
3) Complete overcoming of the orgastic inhibition and estab

lishment of totally uninhibited, involuntary movement at the mo
ment of climax 

The effort required in n1ost cases to bring about a concentra
tion of the excitation in the orgasm anxiety and then to over-
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come this anxiety is amply re,varded by the rapid and complete 
change in the patient's general behavior, i.e.,' his free-flowing 
vegetative motility. 

7· SUBSTITUTE CONTACT 

The more extensively vegetative motility is suppressed in 
childhood, the more difficul t i t will be for the adolescen t to de
velop relationships to the "\\yorld, to love objects, to his work, and 
to reality in general, "\vhich are commensurable '\vith this stage of 
life. In such a case, it is that much easier to sink into the condi
tion of es tranged resigna tion, and the su bs ti tute rela tions '\V hich 
are formed "\Vill be that much more unnatural. Most of '\vhat 
official adolescent psychology considers the "characteristics of 
puberty," turn out in character-analytic '\vork to be the artifi
cially produced effect of obstructed natural sexuality. This holds 
true for daydreaming as "\vell as for inferiority feelings. The latter 
express an imagined inferiority and ideals too divorced from 
reality; they are also reflective of a concrete contradiction in the 
structure. The feeling of inferiority is the inner perception of the 
ga p bet,veen actual performances in the sexual and social 
spheres and the latent capacities and possibilities inhibited by the 
paralysis of vegetative motility. Most people are actually far 
less potent than they imagine themselves in their dreams, and 
are endo,ved "\Vi th far grea ter q uali ties and ca paci ties than they 
translate into action. This grotesque contradiction in the structure 
of modern man is one of the consequences of the destructive regu
lation of sexuality imposed upon him by the society. To eliminate 
this contradiction is one of the most important tasks that a new 
social order '\vill have to accomplish. The productive po,ver, 
",\~orking power," depends essentially upon how closely actual 
achievement approximates the latent capacity for it, i.e., upon the 
reestablishment of vegetative motility. 

These condi tions are psychically unbearable and socially darn
aging in the long run. The psychic apparatus, which is sustained 
by constantly flo'\\·ing vegetative energy, rebels against this con
tradiction, perceives it more or less consciously as a severe im
pairment of life, and attempts to come to terms '\Vith it in various 
ways. \Ve shall not go into the neurotic symptoms which result 
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from the sexual stasis. For us, it is more important to investigate 
the character functions which arise for the first time in this strug
gle. Once the immediate vegetative contact with the '\vorld has 
been more or less destroyed, when the remaining traces of vege
tative contact are no Ionger sufficient to preserve the relationship 
to the outer world, either substitute functions develop or there 
are attempts to establish a substitute contact. Let us give some 
clinical examples to illustrate the difference between substitute 
contact and direct vegetative contact. The difficulty lies in the 
fact that the substitute contact is also sustained by vegetative in
stinctual energy (this is what the former has in common with the 
latter) . But the similarities are less important than the differ
ences. Thus, while the passive-feminine behavior of the passive
feminine character is sustained by anal excitations, this behavior 

· is a substitute contact which has taken the place of a natural 
contact precluded by the situation of frustration. So, even as an 
adult, the young man has to rebel against a domineering and au
thoritarian father to secure his independence and to unfold his 
own capacities. He is not in possession of the aggression neces
sary for such a course, however, because it is repressed. To hold 
this aggression in repression, he develops a passive-feminine 
mode of behavior and attempts, instead of coming to grips ,, .. ith 
the world with sublimated aggression, to map out a '\vay of life 
based on neurotic compliance and requiring the greatest personal 
sacrifices. 

The sadistic attitude of the compulsive neurotic, genitally dis
turbed woman toward the male has the function not only of 
warding off her genitality but, over and above this, of compen
sating for the libidinal estrangement 'vhich resulted from this 
process, as weil as the function of still preserving the contact 
with the original Iove object, even if in a different form. In the 
same way, the artificial, spurious, exaggerated expressions of 
affection exchanged benveen spouses are substitute contact func
tions in the absence of a genuine sexual relationship. By the 
same token, the neurotically aggressive beha,ior of querulous 
cou ples is a \varding off and co1n pensa tion for passive-fetninine 
in1pulses to\vard the man or natural genital in1 pulses to,,·ard the 
won1an; ovcr and abovc this, it is an attetnpt, protnpted by the 
absence of itntncdiate vegetative contact, to remain in touch ,,·ith 
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the 'vorld. ~fasochistic behavior is not only the expression and, 
in a certain sense, the warding off of repressed sadistic aggres
sion; it is also a substitute function for natural relations to the 
outer ,,·orld. The masochistic character is incapable of direct ex
pressions of Iove. 

Once the difference between the manifestations of free-ftow
ing, direct vegetative contact and of spurious, secondary, circui
tous substitute relationships has been thoroughly comprehended, 
it is no difficult matter to pick out the manifold manifestations of 
the latter in everyday life. At this point, I should like to name a 
few atypical bu t characteristic examples of artificial behavior: 
loud, obtrusive laughter; exaggeratedly firm handshake; unvary
ing, dull friendliness; conceited display of acquired knowledge; 
frequent repetition of empty astonishment, surprise, or delight, 
etc.; rigid adherence to definite views, plans, goals (e.g., a para
noic system, neurotic inability to change one's mind) ; obtrusive 
modesty in demeanor; grand gestures in speaking; childish 
wooing of people's favor; boastfulness in sexual matters; exag
gerated display of sexual charm; promiscuous ftirtation; unregu
lated promiscuous sexual intercourse; markedly dignified conduct; 
affected, pathetic, or overrefined manner of speech; mark
edly authoritative ("the big 'vheel") , haughty, or patronizing be
havior; pseudo-exuberant fellowship; adherence to conventional 
conversational tone; rowdy or lascivious behavior; sexual gig
gling or obscene talk; Don J uanism; bashfulness. In the same 
way, most superfluous movements express, in addition to narcis
sistic tendencies, a substitute relationship to the object, e.g., af
fectedly shaking one's hair into place; repeatedly passing one's 
hand over one's forehead in a characteristic way; suggestively 
looking into the eyes of the other person while talking; affected 
s'vaying of the hips; cocky or athletic gait, etc. 

Generally, 'vherever a character trait stands out from the total 
personality in an isolated or contradictory way, there is a substi
tute function governed by a more or less deep estrangement. One 
is reluctant to admit it, but character analysis again and again 
confirms it: the character trait popularly looked upon as "bad," 
"disagreeable," or "troublesome" is usually identical with neu
rotic behavior; the same is true of most of the modes of behavior 
which rule the life of the so-called "better people," i.e., where 
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form takes precedence over content. On the other hand, most of 
the character traits commonly regarded as "simple," "natural," 
"sympathetic," "engaging" seem to coincide with the non-neu
rotic behavior of the "genital character." ("Neurotic" here spe
cifically means a psychic condition which came into being 
through the repression of an instinctual impulse and is sustained 
by an energy-consuming counter-cathexis). 

One is again and again amazed at the double life which people 
are forced to lead. The surface behavior, which varies according 
to social situation and class, turns out to be an artificial forma
tion; it is in continual conflict with the true, direct, vegetatively 
determined nature which, quite often, it is hardly capable of con· 
cealing. The most formidable and feared policeman; the most 
high-minded and reserved academician; the elegant, inaccessible 
"socialite"; the "dutiful" bureauerat who functions like a ma· 
chine-they all turn out to be harmless characters having the 
sim plest longings, anxieties, hate im pulses. I am making a special 
point of this only because of the incredible respect which the so
called simple man has for the mask of the character. 

In character-analytical terms, the difference bet\veen living 
sexual rhythm and calculated sex appeal; bet\veen natural, unaf. 
fected dignity and put-on dignity; between genuine and shan1 mod· 
esty; between the direct and the pretentious expression of life; be
tween vegetative muscular rhythm and the swaying of hips and 
squaring of shoulders in imitation of it; bet\veen faithfulness 
stemming from sexual gratification and faithfulness stemming 
from fear and conscience-one could go on at random-is the 
same as the difference between a nascent revolutionary psychic 
structure and an unyielding conservative psychic structure, be
tween living life and meaningless substitutes for life. In these dif
ferences we find a direct representation of the material, psychic
structural basis of ideologies \vhich, at least in principle, are 
accessible to human experience. 

In the ideology of all authoritarian social organizations, vege
tative life, represented as anünal-like and pritniti\'e, has al\\·ays 
been absolutely set off against the "cultural" substitute life, rep
resented as difierentiated and highly de\'eloped. In reality, the 
latter, since it \Vas torn a\vay fron1 the fortner, since it represents 
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merely a substitute function and not a continuation of the for
mer, is unproductive, frozen into rigid forms and formulas, as 
devoid of fruit as a dried-up plant. The vegetative life, on the 
other hand, is inherently productive and endowed 'vith endless 
possibilities of development. And the reason for this is quite sim
ple: its energy is not chronically frozen and bound. The vegeta
tive substitute formations did not give birth to culture; all human 
progress sprang from the leftover traces of the direct vegetative 
contact '\·ith the "·orld. This gives us some idea of just ho\v much 
energy is "·aiting to be developed if \Ve could succeed in freeing 
human structures from their substitute functions and restoring 
the immediacy of their relationship to nature and society. For
tunately, a ne'v religion cannot result from this, e.g., a new yoga 
movement giving instruction "in the function of immediate con
tact." This change in the human structure presupposes changes 
in the social system, of '~-'hich the student of yoga has no compre
hension. 

If man is the sole creature denied the realization of his native 
potentials and there is no death instinct which \\·ould drive him 
to commit suicide; if, moreover, the necessity to live, to have so
cial relationships, is rooted in the vegetative system, then the 
substitute contact \vhich man establishes is merely the expression 
of a compromise betvveen a \\·ill to live and socially induced fear 
of life. The psychic formation of a substitute contact, as opposed 
to the immediate vegetative contact, is structured exactly like a 
neurotic symptom. It represents a substitute function for some
thing eise, serves as a defense, consumes energy, and attempts to 
harmonize con tradictory forces. As in the case of the sym ptom, 
the result of the performance is in no way commensurate with 
the amount of energy necessary to accomplish it. Hence, the sub
stitute contact is one of the many manifestations of a disordered 
social economy and of the disturbed personal sexual economy 
dependent upon it. Since the function of the substitute contact as 
such \\·as unkno,\·n and since its manifestations in the social 
frame\\·ork have become traditional, they have become asso
ciated \\·ith the idea of being immutable natural phenomena. 
Ho,\·ever, in its role as a social phenomenon and as an element 
of modern man's structure, this function of the substitute contact 
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is a historical formation, i.e., one that originated at a definite 
point in history and is therefore transient. A person making a 
trip on a poor train is hesitant to leave it as long as a ne'\v and 
better one is not available to take him securely to his destination. 
Moreover, that person begins to develop a very peculiar capacity 
to persevere and also begins to cherish illusions about the nature 
of trains. By the same token: if '\Ve are to free those forces suffi
cient to replace one form of life '\Vith another, the idea of a regu
lated sexual economy of human life must first become as embed
ded in man's consciousness as is the present idea of the immuta
bility of unregulated sexual economy. 

If man's present life is a substitute life, his work an imposed 
duty, his Iove a substitute Iove, and his hate a substitute hate; if 
the character-analytic dissolution of the psychic armor destroys 
these substitute functions; if this predominantly reactively func
tioning human structure is the result and exigency of the present 
social organization, the question arises: '\vhat takes the place of 
this form of psychic functioning after a successful character anal
ysis? Ho'\v is its structure changed? What is the relation bet\•.reen 
social achievement and sexuality after a successful character 
analysis? Difficult and momentaus questions, indeedl The theory 
of the orgasm and character analysis have already shed some 
light on these questions which are epitomized in the difference 
bet\veen the "neurotic" character and the "genital" character. 

The investigation of the mode of functioning of the psychically 
healthy individual is still in its initial stages,- ho,vever, and has to 
reckon \Vith the strongest resistance on the part of a '\\"orld chaot
ically sustained by the moralistic and authoritarian management 
of its affairs as a '\vhole. In all its institutions. ethical norms, and 
political organizations, the ,,·orld stands in opposition to a 
psychic structure which is governed not moralistically but sex
economically, \Vhose '\vork springs not from duty but fron1 objec
tive interest, \vhose vegetative sources ßo\\· freely and have im
mediate access to the environn1ent. The clinical basis of this 
psychic structure is in the process of develop1nent. insofar as it is 
not already kno,vn. One of the n1ost difficult theoretical and 
practical tasks \vill he the application of individual character-an
alvtic restructurization to the collective restructurization of the 

J 

great tnajority through education. 
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8. THE PSYCHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE ORGANIC 

a) The idea of l(bursting" 

The fact that biophysiological conditions are reflected or pre
sented in psychic modes of behavior is definitely borne out by 
our kno"rledge of psychophysical relationships. It is very strange 
and still 'vholly incomprehensible, huwever, that language as weil 
as the feeling that one gets about another person's behavior re
flect, in an entirely unconscious but apparently definite way, the 
corresponding physiological condition not merely gra phically but 
directly. A fe,v examples may help to illustrate this. 

Analysis sho,vs that people "\Vho are described as "inaccessi
ble" or "hard" are also hypertonic physically. Analysis also 
sho,\·s that the energy employed to mold the character of patients 
"·ho feel "slimy" and "dirty" is essentially of anal origin. Terms 
such as "free," "flowing," "direct," "relaxed," "natural" used to 
describe the genital character are entirely in keeping with the 
biophysical structure of the genital character's vegetative appara
tus. Those "\vho have a "false" nature display in analysis an intri
cate development of substitute contact mechanisms and only the 
most minor traces of free-flowing genital libido. It would be val
uable to make an exact and detailed study of these strange rela
tions bet,\·een the perception of a person's vegetative tempera
ment and its linguistic formulation. We shall set this aside for a 
later time; at the moment we want to pursue only one trend 
"\vhich results from these relationships. 

In character-analytic practice, as opposed to the straightfor
"\\·ard resistance technique, we regularly meet with the following 
circumstance. In the beginning, the patient senses the analyst's 
attack on the character armor as a threat to the self. This 
explains 'vhy the analytic situation regularly becomes associated 
"\Vith the fear of physical harm (castration anxiety) ; the patient 
fears the success of the character-analytic treatment as he would 
a physical catastrophe. Intellectually and, insofar as the patient 
consciously desires to establish orgastic potency, also affectively, 
the patient 'vants the imminent attack to succeed, i.e., wants his 
psychic rigidi ty to he destroyed. He urgen tl y desires, then, some
thing 'vhich, at the same time, he is mortally afraid of. Not only 
is the breakdo,vn of the character armor looked upon and feared 
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as a catastrophe; the fear of losing one's gri p on oneself is added 
to this and causes this simultaneaus desiring and fearing of one 
and the same thing to become a typical resistance. What is meant 
here is not the attitude of the ego toward its own impulse, but the 
attitude toward the help which the ego expects from the analyst. 

Until the character armor has been broken down, the patient 
can neither associate freely nor have a vital feeling about him
self. He expects the analyst in some magical way to do every
thing for him and, without really knowing it, he assumes a pas
sive attitude, whose substance is anything but passive. It is to be 
expected at this point that the patient will mobilize his masochis
tic impulses and put them at the service of the resistance. The 
psychic content of the resistance runs as follows: "You are not 
helping me; you can't do a thing; you neither Iove nor understand 
me; I am going to force you to help me, i.e., I shall be stubborn 
and I shall reproach you." In reality, however, the patient bim
self wards off any analytic inßuence. In many cases, such atti
tudes eventually become concentrated in a peculiar- situation, 
into which until now I had no insight: unconsciously) the smash
ing of the armor and the penetration into the patien t's uncon
scious secrets are represented as a feeling of being pricked open 
or brought to the bursting point. Indeed, the passive-feminine 
fantasy of being pricked open or pierced is fully developed in 
both male and female patients. Especially in male patients, 
there is a variation of this unconscious fantasy 'vhich is rep
resented as follows= because he Iacks genital self-confidence, the 
patient feels hirnself impotent. To escape this feeling, he fan
tasizes, at first on a superficial Ievel, that the analyst lends him 
his potency, his capacity-in the final analysis, his penis. At a 
deeper Ievel, the idea occasionally exists that, during the act of 
intercourse "\Vith a woman, the analyst penetrates the patient's 
anus, fills out, strengthens, and stiffens the patient's penis so that 
he can prove hirnself to be potent to,vard the 'ro1nan. If the iden
tification with the analyst and the detnand to be helped can be 
explained on the basis of these unconscious fantasies, the ,,·arding 
off of this help can also be explained in tern1s of these fantasies, for 
unconsciously the help constitutes an injury, a being pricked open. 

As "\\'C kno"\v, the tnasochistic striving is characterized by the 
patient's inability to achicve a physiological release on his o"·n 
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accord, because he senses the mounting of the pleasure as a dan
ger of melting or bursting. Ho,vever, since i t is precisely this 
feared situation 'vhich, for natural reasons, he most ardently 
yearns for, he develops the a tti tude of expecting and beseeching 
others to help him to achieve release, i.e., help him to hurst, a 
sensation \\?hich he simultaneously fears and "\vards off. This cir
cumstance is discovered only after the first orgastic impulses 
have become manifest in the musculature of the genital appara
tus. Until then, these impulses remain concealed and incompre
hensible to those analysts "\vho have not acquired the technique 
of establishing the capacity for orgastic excitation. 

So much for the clinical-analytic data. A momentaus question 
arises from it: the sensation of melting or dissolving is undoubt
edly a direct expression of the excitation processes in the muscu
lar and vascular systems during orgasm. Seen as an expulsion, 
the ejaculation is analogaus to the release brought about by 
puncturing a tautly filled bladder. This is imbued with fear for 
patients \\?ho are orgastically impaired. The question is this: how 
is it possible that a physiological function can be so directly man
ifested and represented as an attitude of the psychic apparatus? I 
have to admit that, to me, this relationship is as puzzling as it is 
important. It is altogether likely that its clarification "\vill consider
ably extend our kno,vledge of the connections between the 
physiological and psychic functions. For the present, I have 
nothing to say about it.11 However, this clinical observation Ieads 
us to a very important question: how is the idea of death psych
ically represented? 

b) On the idea of death 

The question regarding the psychic representation of biophys
iological processes coincides at certain points "\vith the question 
regarding the existence of a will to die. This field is not only one 
of the least accessible but one of the most dangerous, for no
"\vhere eise have premature speculations blocked every path to a 
concrete ascertaining of the facts. As "\ve pointed out, the hypoth-

11 Footnote, 1945: This assumption was confirmed three years later: the 
bioelectric experiments with stimuli of pleasure and anxiety showed that the 
intensity of the sensation was functionally identical with the quantity of the 
bio-energetic excitation. 
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esis of a death instinct is an attempt to use a metaphysical for
mula to explain phenomena which on the basis of our present 
knowledge and method, cannot yet be explained. Like every me
taphysical view, the hypothesis of the death instinct probably 
contains a rational core, but getting at this rational core is diffi
cult because its mystification has created erroneous trains of 
thought. The theory of primary masochism contends that the will 
to suffer and to perish is biologically determined and that it is 
explained by the so-called nirvana principle. Ho\vever, the sex
economic investigation of the mechanisms \vhich produce and in
hibit pleasure led to the theory of the orgasm. At this point I 
\Vant to summarize the tentative formulations set forth in the 
chapter on "The Masochistic Character." These formulations 
never claimed tobe complete. 

I. Masochism, which is generally conceived of as a str1V1ng 
for unpleasure transcending the pleasure principle, is a second
ary neurotic formation of the psychic organism. It can _ be analyt
ically broken down into its component parts and, for this reason, 
is not a primary biological fact. When Rado recently came for
ward with a "ne\v" theory of the neurosis which traces all anxi
ety back to the "breakthrough of primary masochism," he not 
only misconstrued the Iibido theory but made the same mistake 
Alfred Adler made previously: his explanation ceased precisely 
where the line of questioning begins in earnest. Namely: hou• 
can the living organism desire unpleasure or death? 

2. The apparent striving after unpleasure can be traced back 
to the fact that a frustration, imposed under definite conditions 
and in a definite way, intervened between an originally pleasur
able aim and the desire to achieve this aim. In his strivings after 
pleasure, the patient repeatedly runs into the same situation of 
frustration and appears to \Vant it subjectively; in reality, he is 
striving to\vard the pleasurable goal v~·hich lies behind it or is 
concealed in it. Hence, the suffering lvizieh the masochist brings 
upon hirnself is objectively determined but it is not subjectively 
wanted. It is important not to obscure this difference. 

3. l""he masochist suffers fron1 a specific disturbance of his 
pleasure mechanism, and solely through character-analytic tech
niques for breaking do,vn the psychic arn1or can this disturbance 
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be exposed. This disturbance consists in the fact that, beyond a 
certain degree, the patient perceives every increase of his orgas
tic sensa tion as un pleasurable and fears i t as a danger of "perish
ing." The reason for this lies in the spasm of certain muscles, i.e., 
the orgastic release is conceived of as a bursting, perishing, or 
melting in the physical sense and is warded off by spasms. The 
passive beating fantasy has the function of achieving the 
yearned-for and at the same time feared release without incur
ring guilt, i.e., 1.vithout bringing it about through one's own ef
forts. This can be clearly ascertained in all cases of erogenaus 
masochism. The inducing of a lesser danger for the purpose of 
avoiding a greater danger is merely an intermediate mechanism. 

4. If, as a result of the external inhibition and internal frustra
tion of the striving after pleasure, the external and internal 
psychic reality has become a totally unpleasurable situation, 
then, even in destroying i tself, the organism is still following the 
pleasure-unpleasure principle. This is the case in melancholia, 
for example. As a last resort, the melancholic seizes upon suicide 
to resolve the unpleasurable tension. 

\Vhile i t 1.vas encouraging, in our clinical study of masochism, 
to arrive at formulations which were not at variance with the 
pleasure-unpleasure principle and which enabled us to include 
this phenomenon in our general knowledge of the psychic appa
ratus, there was no reason whatever to be content. A number of 
questions still remained unanswered, above all the question of 
the fear and of the idea of death. It follows from character anal
ysis that the "death instinct" is an indication of a biopsychic in
hibition and that there is no primary masochism. Indeed, there is 
good reason to doubt that masochism can be called an independ
ent instinctual aim which strives after unpleasure. In the mean
time, fresh com plica tions were added to the problern from an
other side. 

In the search for facts which would make the comprehension 
of the nirvana principle as complete as possible, I ran into striv
ings after disintegration, unconsciousness, non-being, dissolution, 
and similar longings in my patients. I found, in short, psychic 
material '\\rhich seemed to confirm the existence of an actual orig
inal striving after death. I was always willing to revise my posi-
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tion on the question of the death instinct and to admit that myop
ponents were correct, if I could find justification for their view in 
clinical material. 

But my earnest efforts to find clinical substantiation for the 
theory of the death instinct were in vain. Indeed, just when I 
began to waver in my firm rejection of the theory of the death in
stinct, I found a further incontestable argument against it. To 
begin with, this intense striving after disintegration, etc., is pre
dominantly manifested at the end of the treatment, at a time, in 
other words, when the patient is faced with the task of overcom
ing his orgasm anxiety. This was extremely confusing, to say the 
least. Furthermore, this striving was seldom found in masochists; 
on the contrary, it was found precisely in patients who had de
veloped the masochistic mechanisms to a very sligh t degree and 
the genital mechanisms to a very high degree. This increased the 
confusion, for why should patients who were on the verge of re
covery, whose masochistic mechanisms were hardly developed, 
and who had not demonstrated any negative therapeutic reac
tions toward the eure, i.e., had no unconscious need for punish
ment-why should precisely these patients have allo'\ved the "si
lent" death instinct to have such a strong effect? 

In examining older theoretical formulations, I came across an 
allusion in my book Die Funktion des Orgasmus '\vhich sho'\\·ed 
me that, as early as 1926, I had, without really kno'\ving it, hit 
upon a clinical observation which only now I am capable of ex
plaining satisfactorily. I made mention in this book of the very 
peculiar fact that the orgasm anxiety frequently appears in the 
guise of death anxiety, and that the idea of complete sexual grat
ification is, in some neurotic people, associated '\Vith the idea of 
dying. 

I want to use a typical clinical example to illustrate a pre
viously overlooked fact that appears to be generally present here. 
I must stress once more that these clinical phenon1ena cannot be 
confirmed without the application of the character-analytic tech
nique, which fully liberates vegetative excitation . .:-\ fetnale hys
teric developed severe genital anxiety at the end of the treat
ment, some time after the annor had been broken do,\·n. She 
fantasized the sexual act as a brutal penetration into her vagina~ 
developed the idea that an enormaus penis '\vas being forced into 
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her much too small vagina, causing it to hurst. These fan
tasies had their origin in apprehensions and also sexual games of 
her earliest childhood. To the extent that her genital anxiety '\"as 
dissolved, she became a,xare of previously unkno,,;n orgastic sensa
tions in the genital argans and in the m uscula ture of the u pper 
thighs. She described these sensa tions as "flo,\~ing," "sensuous," 
"s,\·eet," "like being electrified," and finally as a strong voluptu
ous melting. Yet there '\\"as still a trace of undefinable genital 
anxiety. One day she began to have fantasies about a doctor '\\·ho 
'\"anted to perform a painful operation on her, andin connection 
'\\"ith this fantasy, she remernbered the severe anxiety she had had 
araund the age of t'\VO or three regarding physicians. It ,\·as clear 
that '\\"e '\\·ere dealing '\\"ith a genital striving tO'\\·ard the analyst 
distorted by anxiety, a striving '\\·hich made use of the childhood 
fear of a genital opera tion as defense. So far, there ,v·as nothing 
strange about this case. 

NO'\\", ho,\·ever, she began to have highly pleasurable fantasies 
about a genital operation conceived of as a brutal penetration. 
"It is so beautiful. One perishes in the process, one dies, one fi
nally has peace." She fantasized almost ecstatically about the sen
sa tions ex perienced under general an es thesia. She described ho,\· 
one loses oneself in the process, becomes "one ,\·ith the '\"Orld," 
hears sounds "and yet doesn't hear them," '\"ithdra,\·s into one
self and dissolves. One could not imagine a better descri ption of 
the death instinct. Ho,\·ever, further analysis revealed the true 
function of this strange behavior. Gradually, the fantasies be
came more concrete and could be clearly separated into t'\\"O cat
egories, one unpleasurable and the other pleasurable. In terms of 
their content, the unpleasurable fantasies '\\·ere a precondition to 
the realization of the pleasurable fantasies. The apprehensive, 
i.e., masochistic, experience for '\·hich she seemed to be striving 
could be broken up into components. The apprehensive fantasy 
as such had the follo,\·ing content: "The physician is going to 
take a'\vay my penis or 'something' from my genitalia." The con
cealed pleasurable fantasy '\\·as as follov~·s: "The physician is 
going to give me another one for it, a better one, namely a male 
genital." 

To give the reader a better understanding of the connection 
bet,veen these nvo fantasies, I 'vant to mention that the patient 
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had a brother two years her senior whom she very much envied 
because of his penis. She had the idea that a girl could not obtain 
as much pleasure as a boy. Thus, she desired to be rid of her 
female genital and to have herself equipped with a male genital. 
In this way, she thought, she would be able to obviate a number 
of anxieties, for example, being exploded by a male genital in the 
act of intercourse, or bursting in the act of giving birth to a child 
or during the release of excrement. In reality, therefore, what 
she was striving after was the highest possible orgastic sensation. 
She thought this sensation could be achieved in the desired de
gree only with the help of a male genital. The feelings which she 
used to express her striving after death were the very same she 
experienced in the orgastic sensation itself. In short, orgasm and 
death were both represented as disintegration, perishing, losing 
of oneself, melting; under one condition, these Sensations could 
become the object of deepest striving; under another condition, 
the cause of the most intense anxiety. 

This association of the idea of the orgasm and the idea of 
dying is a universal one. On the basis of these typical clinical ex
amples, we arrive at the following conclusion: the striving ajter 
non-existence, nirvana, death, is identical with the striving after 
orgastic release, i.e., the most essential experience of the living 
organism. Thus, an idea of death stemming from the actual de
mise of the organism does not and cannot exist, because an idea 
can reßect only what has already been experienced. No one, 
however, has ever experienced his or her O\Vn death. At present, 
the ideas of death and dying which we meet in analysis are ex
pressed in one of two ways: either they exist as ideas of severe 
injury or destruction of the psychophysical organism, in "~hich 
case they are accom panied by severe anxiety and cen ter on the 
idea of genital castration; or they exist as ideas of the highest or
gastic gratification and pleasure in the form of the idea of physi
cal dissolution, disintegration, etc., in \Vhich case they are basi
cally ideas of the sexual goal. Under special conditons, such as, 
for example, in thc 1nasochist, the orgastic sensation itself is ex
perienced apprehensively and, as paradoxical as i t 1nay so und to 
the theorists of the death instinct, ,.. desire for nirvana is seldotn 
found. In short, it is precisely in tite tnasochist that \re find but 
little stasis anxiety and n1eagerly developed ideas of death. 
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Onlv nnw·. sorne n,·elYe vears after the initial difficult differen-. ' . 
tiation bet,,·een the rneta physical death-instinct theory and the 
clinical orgasn1 theory "·i thin the scope of psychoanalysis, is i t 
possible to formulate the essential difference bet,,·een them. 
These n,·o vie,,·s, so dian1etrically opposed. are based on the pa
tient's negatiYe therapeutic reactions to the direct interpretation 
of syn1 ptorns. They deYeloped parallel to one another and "·ere 
concerned ,,-i th the san1e prob lern. Both vie\\·s moved in a bio
physiological clirection. The former ended in the assumption of 
an absolute ,,·ill to suffer and to die; the latter opened the road 
to a ,,·hole complex of problems having to do ,,·ith character 
structure and psychological and psychophysiological relation
ships. Perhaps this n1ost irnportant controversy regarding the 
correct apprehension of unclerlying facts "·ill one day be settled 
by the discovery of relationships directly linked to the life proc
ess. Even no"·~ ho,,·ever. it can be intimated that \rhat the theory 
of the death instinct attempted to represent as the dissolution of 
life is precisely ,,·hat orgasm research is on the verge of compre
hending as the most essential characteristic of the living 
organisn1.l2 In vie"· of the fact that this is basically a biological 
controYersy, it ,,·ill not be decided in the field of psychology. 
There is no Ionger any doubt that much depends on ho\v it is fin
ally settled, that this is not a matter of trivialities but a decisive 
point of natural science. ,, ... e are dealing here "·ith the question of 
the nature and function of the striving after release \Vhich gov
erns all living organisn1s, ,,·hich, until now·, has been encom
passed in the vague concept of the "nirvana principle."13 

9· PLEASl:RE, A~XIETY, A~GER, .AJ."\~ l\!USCULAR ARl\IOR 

In character-anal ytic practice, "·e discover the armor function
ing in the form of a chronic, frozen, muscular-like bearing. First 
and foremost, the identity of these various functions stands out; 

:.2 To give a more concrete example, I might cite the fusion of two gametes. One 
can only surmise the deep relation with the orgastic sensations of melting. 
13 Footnote, 1945: The decisive importance of the sex-economic comprehension 
of the ideas of "bursting," "dying," "melting," etc., was not really revealed un
til 1936--40, ·when, on the basis of this hypothesis, the bions and the physical 
energy in the atmosphere ·were actually discovered. \V'e know today that the 
neurotic fear of bursting is the expression of the inhibited orgonotic ex
pansion of the biosystem. 
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they can be comprehended on the basis of one princi ple only, 
namely of the armoring of the periphery of the biopsychic sys
tem. 

Sex-economy approaches these problems from the point of 
view of the psychic function of the armor and, in this respect, it 
has something to say. It proceeds from the practical demand of 
restoring the patient's freedom of vegetative movement. 

)n addition to the two primary affects, sexuality and anxiety, 
we have a third affect, anger or, more accurately, hate. As in the 
first two affects, here too we must assume that, in expressions 
such as "boiling with anger" and "consuming anger" to describe 
anger w hich is not discharged, the vernacular reflects an actual 
biophysiological process. It is our opinion that the full scale of 
affects can be com prehended on the basis of these three basic af
fects. All more complicated affect impulses can be deduced from 
these three. However, i t will have to be proven whether and to 
what extent the anger affect can be deduced from the vicissi
tudes of the first two affect impulses. 

We found that sexual excitation and anxiety can be compre
hended as two antithetical directions of current. Ho'v is the 
function of hate related to the two primary affects? 

Let us proceed from the clinical study of the character armor. 
This concept was created to offer a dynamic and economic com
prehension of the character's basic function. According to the 
sex-economic view, the ego assumes a definite form in the con
flict between instinct (essentially libidinal need) and fear of pun
ishment. To carry out the instinctual inhibition demanded by the 
modern world and to be able to cope 'vith the energy stasis 
which resul ts from this inhibi tion, the ego has to undergo a 
change. The process we have in mind, though ,,.e are talking 
about it in absolute terms, is definitely of a causal nature. The 
ego, i.e., that part of the person that is exposed to danger, be
comes rigid, as 've say, when it is continually subjected to the 
same or similar conßicts behveen need and a fear-inducing outer 
world. It acquires in this process a chronic, automatically func
tioning mode of reaction, i.e., its "character." It is as if the affec
tive personality armored itself, as if the hard shell it develops 
were in tended to deßect a nd 'veaken the blo"·s of the ou ter ,,·orld 
as weil as the clamoring of the inner needs. This am1oring n1akes 
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the person less sensitive to unpleasure but also restricts his libidi
nal and aggressive motility and thus reduces his capacity for 
achievement and pleasure. We say the ego has become less 
flexible and more rigid; and that the ability to regulate the energy 
economy depends upon the extent of the armoring. \Ve regard 
orgastic potency as a measure of this ability, since it is a direct 
expression of vegetative motility. The character armoring re
quires energy, for it is sustained by continual consumption of li
bidinal or vegetative forces, '\vhich otherwise (under the condi
tion of their motor inhibi tion) '\vould produce anxiety. This is 
ho,\· the character armor fulfills i ts function of absorbing and 
consuming vegetative energy. 

'Vhen the character armor is broken do,vn through character 
analysis, bound aggression regularly rises to the surface first. But 
is the oft-mentioned binding of aggression or anxiety concretely 
represen ted? 

If, further along in the character analysis, we succeed in free
ing the aggression bound in the armor, the result is that anxi
ety becomes free. Anxiety, then, can be "transformed" into 
aggression and aggression into anxiety. Is the relation between anx
iety and aggression analogaus to that bet,veen anxiety and sexual 
excitation? It is not easy to ans,ver this question. 

To begin 'vith, our clinical investigations reveal a number of 
peculiar facts. The inhibi tion of aggression and psychic armor go 
hand in hand 'vith increased tonus; sometimes there is even a 
rigidity of the musculature of the extremities and the trunk. Af
fect-blocked patients lie on the couch as stiff as boards, wholly 
rigid and immobile. It is not easy to bring about a change in this 
kind of m uscle tension. If the analyst tri es to persuade the pa
tient to relax, the muscle tension is replaced by restlessness. In 
other cases, 've observe that patients make various involuntary 
movements, the inhibition of 'vhich immediately engenders feel
ings of anxiety. On the basis of these observations, Ferenczi was 
inspired to develop his "active technique of interference." He 
recognized that the hindering of the chronic muscular reactions 
increases the stasis. \Ve agree '\vith this, but '\ve feel that there is 
more to be inferred from these observations than quantitative 
changes in excitation. It is a matter of a functional identity be
tween character armor and muscular hypertonia or muscular ri-
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gidity. Every increase of muscular tonus and rigidification is an 
indication that a vegetative excitationJ anxietyJ or sexual sensa
tion has been blocked and bound. When genital sensations arise, 
some patients succeed in eliminating or weakening them through 
motor restlessness. The same holds true in the absorption of feel
ings of anxiety. In this connection, we are reminded of the great 
im portance motor restlessness has in childhood as a means of 
discharging energy. 

It is often observed that there is a difference in the state 
of muscular tension before and after a severe repression has 
been resolved. Usually, when patients are in a state of resistance, 
i.e., when an idea or an instinctual impulse is barred from con
sciousness, they sense a tension in the scal p, the u pper thighs, the 
musculature of the buttocks, etc. If they succeed in overcoming 
this resistance on their own or it is resolved by the analyst 
through correct interpretation, they feel suddenly relieved. In 
such a situation a female patient once said: "It is as if I had ex
perienced sexual gratification." 

We know that every remembrance of the content of a re
pressed idea also brings about psychic relief. However, this alle
viation does not constitute a eure, as the uninitiated believe. 
How does this alleviation come about? \\Te have ahvays con
tended that it is brought about by a discharge of previously 
bound psychic energy. Let us disregard the alleviation and the 
feeling of gratification which are connected 'vith every ne'v reali
za tion. Psychic tension and allevia tion cannot be "·i thou t a 
somatic representation, for tension and relaxation are biophysical 
conditions. Until now, apparently, we have merely carried over 
these concepts into the psychic sphere. No'v it has to be proven 
that we were right in doing this. But it 'vould be 'vrong to speak 
of the "transfer" of physiological concepts to the psychic sphere, 
for what we have in mind is not an analogy but a real identity: 
the unity of psychic and somatic function. 

Every neurotic is muscularly dystonic, and every eure is di
rectly manifested in a "relaxation" or improvement of the tonus 
of the musculature. This process can be observed best in the com
pulsive character. His muscular rigidity is expressed in a,,.k"·ard
ness; unrhythmical movetnents, particularly in the sexual act. 
lack of mimetic movement, a typically taut facial musculature 
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,vhich often gives him a slightly mask-like expression. Also 
common to this character type is a '\vrinkle stretching from above 
the side of the nose to the corner of the mouth, as well as a cer
tain rigidity in the expression of the eyes, caused by the rigidity 
of the eyelid musculature. The musculature of the buttocks is al
most ahvays tense. The typical compulsive character develops a 
general muscular rigidity; in other patients this rigidity is paired 
'vith a flabbiness (hypotonus) of other muscle areas, which does 
not, ho,vever, reflect relaxation. This is frequently seen in pas
sive-feminine characters. And then, of course, there is the rigid
ity in catatonic stupor '\vhich accompanies complete psychic 
armoring. This is ordinarily explained as disturbances of extrapyr
amidal innervations. 'Ve have no doubt that the related nerve 
tracts are al\\rays involved in changes of muscular tonus. In this 
innervation, however, we again perceive only a general distur
bance of function which is expressed through it. It is naive to 
believe that something has been explained when the innervation 
or i ts pa th has been ascertained. 

The psychic rigidity of post-encephalitics is not the "expres
sion" of muscular rigidity, nor does it result from it. Muscu
lar rigidity and psychic rigidity are a unit, the sign of a distur
bance of the vegetative motility of the biological system as a 
'vhole. And it is an open question whether the disturbance of the 
extra pyramidal innervation is not itself a result of something, 
effective at a primary level, which has already damaged the veg
etative apparatus itself, not just the affected organs. Mechanistic 
neurology, for example, explains a spasm of the anal sphincter 
on the basis of the continual excitation of the nerves belanging to 
it. The difference between the mechanistic-anatomical and the 
functional view can be easily demonstrated here: sex-economy 
conceives of the nerves only as the transmitters of general vege
tative excitation. 

The spasm of the anal sphincter, vrhich is the cause of a num
ber of very severe intestinal disturbances, is brought about by a 
fear of defecation acquired in childhood. It constitutes a block. 
Explaining it on the basis of the pleasure derived from holding 
back one's bowel movements does not appear to get to the core 
of the matter. Berta Bornstein describes the holding back of 
evacuation in a one-and-a-half-year-old child. For fear of soiling 
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the crib, the child was in a continual state of spasm and was able 
to sleep at night only in a crumpled-up sitting position with 
clenched hands. The muscular pushing back and holding back of 
feces is the prototype for repression in general and is its initial 
step in the anal zone. In the oral zone, repression is manifested 
as a tightening of the musculature of the mouth and a spasm in 
the musculature of the larynx, throat, and breast; in the genital 
zone, it is manifested as a continual tension in the pelvic muscu
lature. 

The freeing of vegetative excitation from i ts fixation in the 
tensions of the musculature of the head, throat, jaws, larynx, 
etc., is one of the indispensable presuppositions for the elimina
tion of oral fixations in general. According to our experiences in 
character analysis, nei ther the remembrance of oral experiences 
and desires nor the discussion of genital anxiety can have the 
same therapeutic value. Without it, the patient remembers but 
he does not experience the excitations. These are usually very 
weil concealed. They escape notice by concealing themselves in 
conspicuous modes of behavior '\vhich a ppear to be part of the 
person's natural makeup. 

The most important secrets of pathological displacements and 
the binding of vegetative energy are usually contained in phe
nomena such as the following: a toneless, languid, or high
pitched voice; speaking with a tight upper lip; a mask-like or im
mobile facial expression; even slight suggestions of a so-called 
baby face; an inconspicuous wrinkle of the forehead; drooping 
eyelids; tensions in the scalp; a concealed, undetected hypersen
sitivity in the larynx; a hurried, abrupt, constrained manner of 
speech; faulty respiration; noises or movements in the act of 
speaking which appear to be merely incidental; a certain "·ay of 
banging one's head, of shaking i t, of lo,vering i t ,,·hen looking, 
etc. Nor is it diffi.cult to persuade oneself that the anxiety of geni
tal contact does not appear so long as these syn1pton1s in the re
gions of the head and neck have not been uneavered and elinli
nated. Genital anxiety in particular is, in n1ost cases_, displaced 
to,vard the upper part of the body and bound in the contracted 
musculature of the neck. A fear of a genital operation in a young 
girl was expresscd in the 'vay she held her head ,,·hile lying on 
the couch. After she had been made a''·are of this peculiar ,,·ay 
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of holding her head, she herself said: "I am lying here as if my 
head ·were nailed to the couch." .A.s a matter of fact, she did give 
the a ppearance of being held do,Nn by the hair by an invisible 
force and "\ras not able to move. 

It "\\yill be asked, and justifiably, "\vhether these concepts do not 
contradict another assumption. The increased tonus of the muscu
lature is of course a parasympathetic-sexual function; the de
creased tonus and paralysis of the musculature, on the other 
hand, are a sympathetic-anxious function. Ho'v does this tie 
in "\Vith the fact that an apprehensive holding back of feces or 
a speech inhibition in a child go hand in hand "\v·ith a muscular 
contraction? In going over the theory rela ting to these facts, I 
had to ask myself this question and, for a long time, "\vas not able 
to find an explanation. Ho,v·ever, as al"\\yays happens "\vhen such 
difficulties crop up in the investigation of various relations, it "\vas 
precisely its puzzling aspect that led to a deepening of the in
sight. 

First of all, i t had to be understood tha t the process of muscu
lar tension in sexual excitation could not be the same as the 
process of muscular tension in anxiety. In expectation of danger} 
the musculature is tense, as if ready for action. Visualize a deer 
on the verge of taking flight. In a state of fright} the musculature is 
suddenly depleted of excitation ("paralyzed "\Vith fright"). The 
fact that, in the case of fright, an involuntary evacuation can 
take place as a resul t of the sudden relaxa tion of the anal 
sphincter also fits in ,v·ith our concept of the relation bet"\veen 
anxiety and the sympathetic function. In this "\vay, a sympathetic, 
fear-induced diarrhea in the case of fright can be distinguished 
from a parasympathetic diarrhea produced by pleasure in the 
case of sexual excitation. The former is based on the paralysis 
of the sphincter (sympathetic function) ; the latter on increased 
peristalsis of the intestinal musculature (parasympathetic func
tion). In sexual excitation, the musculature is contracted, i.e., 
prepared for motor action, for further contraction and relaxa
tion. In an expectation fraught "\vith anxiety, on the other hand, 
the musculature is gripped in a continual tension until it is re
leased by some form of motor activity. Then, either it gives way 
to paral ysis if the fright reaction takes place, or i t is replaced by 
a reaction of motor flight. The musculature can, however, re-
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main tense, i.e., not resolve itself in either of the two forms. In 
this event, that condition sets in which, in cantrast to fright paral
ysis, can be designated as fright rigidity ("scared stiff") . Ob
servation shows that, in fright paralysis, musculature becomes 
flaccid, is exhausted by excitement; the vasomotor system, on the 
other hand, reaches a state of full excitation: acute palpitations, 
profuse perspiration, pallidness. In the case of fright rigidity, 
the peripheral musculature is rigid, the sensation of anxiety 
is missing or is only partially developed; one is "apparently 
calm." In reality, one cannot move and is as incapable of physical 
flight as of vegetative escape into the self. 

What is the lesson of these facts? Muscular rigidity can take 
the place of the vegetative anxiety reaction. To express it an
other way, the same excitation which, in the fright paralysis, 
takes flight inwardly uses, in the case of fright rigidity, the mus
culature to form a peripheral armoring of the organis1n.14 

I t can be observed tha t a person opera ted u pon u~der local 
anesthesia displays the same muscular rigidity. If voluntary ef
forts are made to relax, anxiety is immediately intensified in the 
form of palpitations and perspiration. Thus, the muscular tension 
that is present and is not resolved in a motor discharge consumes 
excitation which 'vould otherwise appear as anxiety; in that 'vay 
the anxiety is a voided. In this process we recognize the proto
type of the binding of anxiety through aggression ,\·hich, ,\·hen i t 
too is inhibited, leads to an affect-block. This binding of anxiety 
is very familiar to us from neurotic formations. 

These clinical findings are of great importance for the theory 
of affects. N ow we have a better comprehension of the interrela
tion of: 

1. Character block or armor and tnuscular rigidity 
2. Loosening of the muscular rigidity and the Iiberation of 

anxiety 
3. Binding of anxiety and the establishment of rnuscular rigid

ity 
4. Muscular tensz~on and libidinal inhibition 
5. Libidinal relaxatio12 and rnuscular rclaxatiorz 

u Thc thcory of cvolution will havc to dccidc whethcr thc hiolo~iral annoring 
of the turtle, for exarnple, is developcd in the sa1ue way. 
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Before ,,·e formulate a theoretical conclusion on the basis of 
these findings. let us ci te further clinical facts that pertain to the 
relation hen,·een muscle tonus and sexual tension. \Vhen, in the 
course of character analysis, the muscular tension begins to give 
,,·ay hecause of the loosening of the character encrustation, then 
-as ,,·e have pointed out-,,·hat comes to the surface is anxiety 
and ·or aggression~ or libidinal impulse. \Ve conceive of the libi
dinal im pulse as a fio,,·ing of exci tation and body fluids to,,·ard 
the peTiphery, and ,,·e conceive of anxiety as a flo,,·ing of excita
tion and body Ruids to,,·ard the center. The aggressive excitation 
also corresponds to an excitation directed to,,·ard the periphery, 
but one relating solely to the n1usculature of the extremities. If 
the excitation fio,,·ing in all three directions can be liberated 
from the muscular rigidity, from the increased chronic muscular 
tonus, then ,,.e must conclude that chronic muscula1· hypertonic
ity rep1·esents an inhibition of the flou· of eve·ry form of excita
tion ( pleasure, anxiety, rage) or at least a significan t reduction 
of vegetative streaming. It is as if the inhibition of the life func
tions (libiclo, anxiety. aggression) ,,·as brought about by the for
mation of a n1uscular armor arouncl a person's biological core. If 
the formation of the character has such a close relation to the 
tonus of the musculature, ,,·e can assume that there is a func
tional iclentity ben~;een neurotic character and muscular dys
tonus. \Ve ,,·ill cite additional findings ,,·hich confirm this as
sumption; ,,·e ,,·ill also cite findings that might perhaps limit the 
validity of the functional identity of character annor and muscu
lar armor. 

From a purely phenomenological standpoint, it is clear that at
tractiveness, i.e., sexual a ppeal, can be chiefly described by the 
relaxed quality of a person's musculature ,,·hich accompanies 
fto,ving psychic agility. The rhythmicity of one's movements, 
the alternation of muscular tension and relaxation in movement, 
go tagether with the capacity for linguistic modulation and 
general musicality. In such people, one also has the feeling of di
rect psychic con tact. The s,,·eetness of children who have not 
been subject to any severe repressions, particularly in the anal 
zone, has the same basis. On the other hand, people who are 
physically stiff, a\vk,vard, without rhythm, gives us the feeling that 
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they are also psychically stiff, wooden, immobile. They speak in a 
monotone and they are seldom musical. Many of them never 
"loosen up"; others are induced "to let go a bit" only under con
ditions of intimate friendship. In this event, the trained observer 
can immediately ascertain a change in the tonus of the muscula
ture. Psychic and somatic rigidity, then, are not analogaus mani
festations; they are functionally identical. Men and women of this 
kind give us the impression of being deficient in eroticism as weil 
as anxiety. Depending upon the depth of such armoring, the 
rigidity can go together with more or less strong inner excitation. 

In observing melancholic or depressive patients, one finds that 
they betray a stiffness in their speech and facial expressions, as if 
every movement were possible only through the overcoming of a 
resistance. In manic patients, on the other hand, all impulses ap
pear to ftood the entire personality precipitately. In catatonic stu
por, psychic and muscular rigidity coincide completely; for this 
reason, the dissolution of this condition restores psychic and 
muscular mobility. 

From this vantage point, it is also possible to pave the '\vay to 
an understanding of laughter (the "joyous" facial expression) 
and sorrow (the depressive facial expression) . In laughter, the 
facial musculature contracts; in depression, it becomes flaccid. 
This is entirely in keeping with the fact that muscular contraction 
(clonus of the diaphragm in the case of laughter, "belly-shaking 

laugh") is parasympathetic and libidinal, while muscular flaccid
ity is sympathetic and anti-libidinal. 

In the so-called genital character15 '\vho does not suffer fron1 
any stasis of excitation or chronic inhibition of excitation, the 
question arises whether he does not or cannot develop a muscu
lar armor. This would be an argument against tny thesis that, 
fundamentally, the character armor is functionally identical "·ith 
muscular armor. For the genital character, too, has developed a 
"character." The investigation of such character types sho"·s that 
they, too, can develop an arn1or, that they. too, have the ability 
to immure thetnselves against unpleasure and to spare them
selves anxiety through an encrustation of the periphery. \Vhen 
this is the case, ho,vever, there is a grea ter a usteri ty in beari ng 

16 Cf. ''Thc Genital Charactcr and thc Ncurotic Charactcr." in Part II of the 
prcscnt volutne. 
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and facial expression. Under such conditions, sexual excitation 
and the ca pacity for sexual pleasure are negatively affected, but 
not necessarily the capacity for work. However, work which is usu
ally performed effortlessly and with a feeling of pleasure is 
replaced by a mechanical, pleasureless performance. Therefore, 
a gratifying sexual life provides the best structural basis for pro
ductive achievement. The difference between the armor of the 
neurotic character and the armor of the genital character lies in 
the fact that, in the former, muscular rigidity is chronic and au
tomatic, \Vhereas in the latter it can be used or dispensed with at 
\Vill.16 

The follo\\·ing exam ple will illustrate the functional relation
ship bet"\\·een a character attitude and muscular tension and vegeta
tive excitation. The character analysis of a patientwas marked by a 
superficiality of communication; the patient hirnself feit it to be 
"mere chatter," even when he was discussing the most serious mat
ters. This superficiality, it soon became clear, had become the 
central character resistance. What better means of destroying every 
affective impulsel To begin with, the analysis revealed that the 
"chatter" and "superficiality" represented an identification with 
his stepmother, who had the same character traits. This identifica
tion \Vith the mother figure contained the passive-feminine attitude 
to the father; and the chattering was an attempt to win the homo
sexual object, to amuse it, to dispose it favorably, to "pet" it as one 
\vould a dangeraus lion. But it also functioned as a substitute 
contact, for, while identifying with the mother figure, the patient 
had no relationship whatever to his father. He feit estranged 
from him, a fact which did not come out untillate in the analysis. 
The repression of a strong aggression toward the father lay at the 
root of and sustained this estrangement. Hence, chattering was 
also the expression of passive-feminine wooing (vegetative func
tion), the warding off of aggressive tendencies (armor function), 

16 From the point of view of sex·economy, it is not so important that bi· 
opsychic cncrgv is bound; what is important is thc form in which this binding 
takes place, whether or not it Iimits the availability of the energy. It cannot 
be the goal of mental hygiene to obstruct the character's ability to develop 
annor; its goal is merely to guarantee free motility and the greatest possible 
disposal of vegetative energy, i.e., to guarantee the ßexibility of the armor. 
This task cannot be reconciled with existing educational and moralistic insti
tutions. 
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and a compensation for the contactlessness. The psychic content 
of the superficiality could be formulated somewhat as follows: "I 
want and have to win my father over to my side, I have to please 
him and amuse him; but I don't at all like having to do this; I 
don't care a hoot about him-I hate him, deep down. I have no 
relationship to him at all, but I can't let this come out." In addi
tion to these psychic attitudes, the patient's awkwardness and mus
cular rigidity were immediately obvious. He lay there in a way 
very familiar to the character analyst: stiff as a board, rigid and 
immobile. It was clear that every analytic effort would be hopeless 
until this muscular armor had been loosened. Though he gave the 
impression of being afraid, the patient said he was not aware of 
having any anxieties. In addition to the above traits, he exhibited 
severe states of depersonalization, and he had a lifeless feel
ing about himself. His highly interesting childhood experiences 
were not important as such or in their relation to his neurotic 
symptoms; at this point, solely their relationship to this- armor in
terested us. It was a question of breaking through this armor, of 
extracting from i t the childhood experiences as well as the mori
bund vegetative excitations. 

To begin lvith, the superficiality turned out to be a "fear of 
depth," specifically a fear of falling. In this connection, the pa
tient produced convincing reports that the fear of falling had in
deed domina ted his life. He was afraid of drowning, of falling 
into a mountain gorge, of falling overboard from the deck of a 
shi p; he was afraid of riding on a toboggan, etc. I t soon became 
clear that these anxieties were connected '\Vith and rooted in an 
avoidance of the typical sensations experienced in the region of 
the diaphragm while swinging and descending in the elevator. 
In my book Die Funktion des Orgasmus I '\vas able to demon
strate that, in some instances, the fear of orgastic excitation is 
concretely experienced as a fear of falling. It 'vill not surprise us, 
therefore, that the patient suffered precisely from a severe or
gastic disturbance of this kincl. In short, the superficiality ,\·as 
more than a passive attitude or an "inborn" character trait; it 
had a very definite function in the patient's psychic operations. It 
was an active attitude, a 'varding off of the "fear of depth" and 
the sensations of vegetative excitation. There had to be a connec-
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tion between these two warded-off conditions. I reflected that 
the fear of falling had to be identical with the fear of vegetative 
excitation. But how? 

The patient remernbered that, when as a child he was on a 
swing, he immediately made hirnself stiff, i.e., cramped his muscles 
as soon as he sensed the diaphragmatic sensations. His muscular 
habitus, characterized by awkwardness and a lack of coordination, 
stemmed from this period. It will be of interest to the musicalogist 
that he appeared to have no ear for music whatever. But this lack 
of musicality could also be traced back to other childhood ex
periences. In connection with the history of his contactlessness 
and his muscular armor, the analysis produced proof that this de .. 
fect also served to ward off vegetative excitation. He remernbered 
that his mother was in the habit of singing sentimental songs to 
him which tremendously excited him, put him in a state of 
tension, caused him to be restless. When the libidinal relationship 
to his mother was repressed because of disappointment in her, 
musicality also feil victim to repression. This was the case not 
only because the relationship to the mother was essentially sus
tained by musical experiences but also because he could not en
dure the vegetative excitations aroused by her singing. And this 
was related to excitation which he experienced in childhood 
masturbation and which had led to the development of acute 
anxiety. 

In their dreams, patients often represent their resistance to un
covering unconscious material as a fear of going into a cellar or 
of falling into a pit. We know that this resistance and its repre
sentation in the dream are connected, but we do not as yet under
stand it. Why should the unconscious be associated with depth, 
and fear of the unconscious wi th the fear of falling? This 
puzzling situation was solved in the following way: the uncon
scious is the reservoir of repressed vegetative excitations, i.e., ex
citations not allowed to discharge and flow freely. These excita
tions are experienced in one of two forms: 

(I) sexual excitement and feelings of gratification, as in the 
case of healthy men and women; or (2) feelings of anxiety and 
constriction, growing more and more unpleasant, in the region of 
the solar plexus in the case of people who suffer from disturbances 
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of vegetative motility. They are similar to the sensations in the re
gion of the heart and diaphragm and in the musculature which 
are experienced in fright or during a rapid descent. Also to be 
mentioned in this connection are the sensations experienced in the 
region of the genitalia when one is standing on the edge of a steep 
precipice looking down. In this situation, a feeling of genital con
traction usually accompanies the idea of falling. The fact is that, 
at the mere thought of danger, the organism acts as if the danger
aus situation were real and withdraws into itself. In the case of 
fright, as I explained earlier, energy cathexes in the form of body 
ßuids flow toward the center of the organism and thus create a 
stasis in the region of the genitalia and the diaphragm. In the 
case of falling, furthermore, this physiological process is an auto
matic reaction on the part of the organism. Hence, the idea of 
depth and the idea of falling must be functionally identical with 
the sensation of central excitation in the organism. This also ena
bles us to understand the otherwise incomprehensible fact that 
swinging, rapid descents, etc., are experienced by so man-y people 
with a mixture of anxiety and pleasure. According to sex-eco
nomic th~ory,17 anxiety and pleasure are twins, sprung from one 
stem and later opposed to one another. To return to our patient: 
it is objectively justified to describe his fear of the unconscious as 
being identical with his fear of depth. From the point of vie\v of 
sex-economy, therefore, we see that our patient's superficiality 
was an active character attitude for the avoidance of vegetative 
exci tations of both anxiety and pleasure. 

The affect-block also falls into this category. The relation be
tween muscular rigidity on the one hand and character su perfi
ciality and contactlessness on the other still remains to be ex
plained. I t can be said tha t, physiologically, the n1 uscular armor 
fulfills the same function that contactlessness and superficiality 
fulfill psychically. Sex-economy does not conceive of the prin1al 
relation bet\veen the physiological and the psychic apparatus as 
one of mutual dependency but as one of functional identity \rith 
simultaneaus antithesis, i.e., it conceives of the relation dialcrti
cally. Hence, the further question arises \vhether n1uscular rigidity 

17 Cf. Reich: "Der Urgegensatz des vegetativen Lebens." Zeitschrift fiir Po
litische Psychologie und Sexualökonomie, 1934. 
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is not functionally identical "\\·ith character armor, contactless
ness, affect-block, etc. The antithetical relationship is clear: the 
physiological behavior determines the psychic behavior, and vice 
versa. The fact that the t"\\"O mutually influence one another, 
ho,4:ever, is far less im portant for the comprehension of the psy
chophysical rela tion than everything 'vhich supports the vie'v of 
their functional identity. 

I 'vant to cite one more clinical example vvhich shows unmis
takably ho"\\" the vegetative energy can be precisely liberated 
from the psychic and muscular armor. 

This patient "·as characterized by his intense phallic-narcissis
tic "\\·arding off of passive-homosexual im pulses. This central 
psychic conflict "\\·as revealed in his external appearance: he 
had a gaunt leathery body, and his character was aggressive in a 
compensatory "\\·ay. Great analytic effort "\\"as required to make 
him a"\\"are of this conflict, for he put up strong resistance to the 
recognition and breakthrough of the anal-homosexual impulses. 
\Vhen the breakthrough finally occurred, the patient suffered, to 
my surprise, a vegetative shock. One day he came to the analysis 
"\\"ith a stiff neck, severe headache, dilated pupils, his skin alter
nating ben~leen mottled redness and pallor, and severe oppression. 
The pressure in his head subsided 'vhen he moved it and gre'v 
,\·orse ,\·hen he held it still. Severe nausea and feelings of giddi
ness completed the picture of sympatheticotonia. The patient re
covered quickly. The incident "\\"as a glaring confirmation of the 
validity of my vie'\'S on the relation bet,veen character, sexual 
stasis, and vegetative excitation. It seems to me that these find
ings also provide an insight into the problern of schizophrenia, 
for it is precisely in psychoses that the functional relations be
t,\·een the vegetative and the characterological components are 
so typical and so cons picuous. And there is good reason to be
lieve that the ne'v perspective which we have outlined here will 
one day provide a consistent and satisfactory explanation of 
these relations. \Vhat is ne'v here is not the kno,vledge that 
psychic apparatus and vegetative system are related to one an
other, or that they have a mutual functional relation. What is . 
lle"\V IS: 

I. The basic function of the psyche is of a sex-economic 
nature. 
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2. Sexual excitation and sensations of anxiety are identical 
and antithetical at one and the same time (i.e., they derive from 
the same source of the biopsychic organism bu t flow in opposing 
directions) and they represent the irreducible basic antithesis of 
vegetative functioning. 

3. The formation of the character is the result of a binding of 
vegetative energy. 

4. Character armor and muscular armor are functionally identi
cal. 

5. Vegetative energy can be liberated, i.e., reactivated from 
the character armor and muscular armor with the help of a defi
nite technique and, at present, only with this technique. 

I should like to make it quite clear that this theory which we 
have developed on the basis of the clinical data derived from 
character analysis represents merely an initial step toward a 
comprehensive presentation of the functional psychophysical re
lations, that the still unsolved problems are incomparably more 
complicated, extensive, and difficult than what we have thus far 
achieved in the way of a solution. However, I feel that I have 
definitely succeeded in arriving at some fundamental formula
tions concerning the whole complex of problems that may very 
weil serve to advance our knowledge of the psychophysical rela
tions. I feel that my attempt to apply the functional method of 
investigation has been successful and is justified by the results. 
This method is diametrically opposed to the metaphysical-ideal
istic or mechanistic-causal-materialistic methods applied in the 
attempt to arrive at an applicable knovvledge of psychophysical 
relations. At this point, ho,vever, it would lead us too far afield 
to set forth the fundamental epistemological objections to these 
methods. The sex-economic a pproach differs from the recent ef
forts to comprehend the psychophysical organism as a "totality" 
and "uni ty" in tha t i t makes use of a functional method of inves
tigation and regards the function of the orgasm as the central 
problem. 

10. THE T\VO GREAT LEAPS IN EVOLUTION 

Thus far, 've have arrived at a theoretical formulation of the 
psychophysical relations 'vhich can be substantiated by copious 
clinical observations. On the basis of these vie,vs, it is certainly 
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not rash to pose a hypothesis for further \vork in this field, pro4 

vided "·e are "·illing to discard it if it turns out to be sterile or 
deceptive. 

In evolution \\·e are able to point to t\vo gTeat leaps 'vhich 
introduced more gradual processes of development. The first 
\Vas the leap from the inorganic state to the organic or vegetative 
state. The second 'vas the leap from the organic-vegetative state 
to the development of the psychic apparatus, particularly the 
development of consciousness 'vith its central ability for self
au,areness. Inasmuch as the organic gro,vs out of the inorganic 
and the psychic gTO\VS out of the vegetative, they con tinue to 
function and operate in accordance 'vith the basic la,vs \vhich 
governed their matrix. In principle, \Ve find the same chemical 
and physical la,\·s in the organic that \Ve find in the inorganic; 
and in the psychic component \\'e find the same fundamental re
actions of tension and relaxation, energy stasis and discharge, ex
citability, etc., that \\·e find in the vegetative component. Appar
ently, the functional process of development of the character 
\\·hich \\'e described as the dissociation and antithesis of ne\v for
mations also governs the more comprehensive and universal de
velopmen ts of the organic from the inorganic and of the psychic 
from the organic-vegetative. In the organism, the organic is set 
off against the inorganic as the psychic is set off against the 
vegetative.18 They are unitary and at the same time antithetical. 
In the capaci ty of the psychic apparatus for self-perception, 
the most peculiar and most puzzling function of conscious life, 
particularly of consciousness, \Ve perceive the direct manifesta
tion of the a hove anti thesis. In the phenomenon of depersonali
zation, the function of self-perception is pathologically distorted. 
The use of the functional method of investigation to deepen our 
kno,vledge of depersonalization and related phenomena might 
very 'vell turn up important clues for the solution of the problern 
of consciousness. 

I should like these intimations to be taken for what they are: 
rough sketches of a very obscure field, the correct approach to 
''"hich must still be sought. They differ fundamentally from 

113 These observations are not strictly true. But it would be premature at this 
point to make binding statements a bout the relation of the "psychic" to the 
vegetative and of consciousness to both. 
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the previous views of the relationship between the somatic and 
the psychic functions. Yet they cannot ask to be taken seriously 
unless they can succeed in solving those problems which have re
mained inaccessible and, if we are not totally deceived, must re
main inaccessible to the other disciplines (the mechanistic-ma
terialistic, idealistic, etc.) . At present, these basic questions of 
life are shrouded in obscurity. Hence, '\Ve must be extremely cau
tious in forming new views; at the same time we must detach 
ourselves from all concepts which do not bring us closer to a so
lution, which are, indeed, merely premature attempts to antici
pate a solution. A path full of uncertainties and pitfalls lies 
ahead for functional psychology. Only recently did sex-economy 
arrive at several fundamental formulations which gave it a solid 
foundation. Now much depends upon experimental orgasm re
search. Yet one thing is certain: if natural science succeeds in 
solving the problems regarding the relationship of body and 
soul, that is, in mastering them in such a '\vay that a clear-cut 
policy of dealing '\Vith them is the result, and not mere idle theo
ries, then the hour of doom will have struck for transeendental 
mysticism, the "absolute objective spirit," including all ideologies 
which come under the heading of religion in both the narro''T and 
the broad sense of the word. 

Man's vegetative life is only part of the universal process of 
nature. In his vegetative currents, man also experiences a part of 
nature. Once we have fully comprehended natural functioning, 
there will be no room for life-destroying psychic structures that 
prevent the constructive unfolding of vegetative energy, thus 
causing both sickness and suffering. Over and above this, their 
continued existence is justified on the basis that they are provi
dential and immutable. But certain psychic structures continue to 
exist only because our kno,vledge of their sources is so frag1nen
tary. l\1an dreams, stirred by dark "oceanic" feelings, instead of 
mastering his existence, and he is destroyed in drean1s. ~Ian's 

drea1ning, ho,vever, is tnerely an intin1ation of the possible frui
tion of hisvegetative life. Science n1ay one day succeed in fulfilling 
man's dream of earthly happiness. Then the eternally unan
s,verable question of thc n1eaning of life '"ill fade into the back
ground and be replaced by the concrete fulfilln1ent of life. 



CHAPTER XIV 

THE EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE OF THE 
LIVING 

I. THE FUNCTION OF EMOTION IN ORGONE THERAPY 

The concept "orgone therapy" cornprises all medical and ped
agogical techniques which make use of the biological energy, 
the orgone. The cosrnic orgone energy, from which the concept 
"orgone therapy" derives, \vas not discovered until 1939. Yet, 
lang before this discovery, the goal of character analysis was 
conceived of as the liberation of "psychic energy," as it was 
called at that time, frorn the character armor and muscular 
arrnor and the establishrnent of orgastic potency. Those conver
sant \\yith orgone biophysics are farniliar with the development of 
character analysis (1926 to 1934) into "vegetotherapy" (from 
1935 on). It \Vas no idle desire for sensationalism that gave birth 
to so rnany various concepts in one and the same discipline of 
natural science. Rather, the consistent application of the natural 
scientific concept of energy to the processes of psychic life made 
it necessary, in various phases of development, to coin new con
cepts for ne'v techniques. 

The fact that it \Vas sex-econornically oriented psychiatry 
'vhich rnade cosrnic orgone energy accessible can, in my opinion, 
be regarded as a great triurnph on the part of orgonomic function
alism. Not \\rithstanding the fact that we are dealing \Vith a 
strictly physical form of energy in orgone energy, there are good 
reasons 'vhy it \Vas discovered by a psychiatrist and not a physi
cist. The logic of this discovery in the field of biopsychia try is 
dernonstrated by its developrnent, which I described in rny book 
The Discovery of the Organe, Vol. 1: The Function of the Or-
gasm. 

When the orgasrn reflex was discovered in 1935, the ernphasis 
in treatrnent was shifted from the character to the body. The term 
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"vegetotherapy" was coined to allow for this shift in emphasis, for, 
from that point on, my analytic technique affected character 
neurosis in the physiological realm. Thus, \ve spoke of "character
analytic vegetotherapy" to include in one concept the work on the 
psychic and on the physical apparatus. This term had many 
disadvantages which, at that time, I could not help. For one 
thing, it was too long. Moreover, it contained the word "vegeta
tive," which, while it is correct in German, is suggestive of 
"vegetables" in English. Last but not least, it retained the psy
chophysical dichotomy, \vhich was at variance with our concept 
of the homogeneity of the organism. 

The discovery of the orgone put an end to these terminologi
cal difficulties. Cosmic orgone energy functions in the living or
ganism as specific biological energy. As such, it governs the en
tire organism; i t is expressed in the emotions as vvell as in the 
purely biophysical movements of the organs. Thus, for the first 
time since its inception and vvith its ovvn means, psychiatry took 
root in objective, natural scientific processes. This requires a more 
detailed explanation. 

Until the discovery of the orgone, psychiatry had to borro'\? 
from inorganic physics when it attempted to prove its psychologi
cal assertions objectively and quantitatively. Neither the mechan
ical brain lesions nor the chemico-physical processes in the 
organism, and certainly not the outdated cerebral localiza tion of 
sensations and ideas, ever succeeded in giving a satisfactory ex
planation of emotional processes. As opposed to these, orgone 
biophysics was, from the ou tset, concerned "·i th the basic probletn 
of all psychiatry, the emotions. Literally defined, the "·ord "emo
tion" means "moving out\vards" or "pushing out." Thus, "·e not 
only can but must take the "·ord "emotion" literally in speaking 
of sensations and movements. The microscopic obserYation of liY
ing amoebae subjected to minor electric stitnuli reYeals the 
meaning of the concept "emotion" in an unn1istakable "·ay. Fu1l
damentally, emotion is 11othing but a pla.Hnatir 1nove11u~1lt. Plea
surable stitnuli effect an "emotion" of the protoplastn fron1 the 
center to,vard the periphery. Non-pleasurable stitnuli, on the 

1 1 d .. . b " . " I " ot 1er 1an , nrtng a out an etnotton or, n1ore correct y. re-
tnotion" of the protoplasn1 fron1 the periphery to"·ard the center 
of the organisn1. These t'\'O basic directions of the biophysical 
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plasma current correspond to the n'to basic affects of the psychic 
apparatus, pleasure and anxiety. In terms of their function, the 
physical plasma motion and the sensation corresponding to it 
are, as ,,·e learned from experiments on the oscillograph, com
pletely identical. They cannot be separated from one another; in
deed, they are inconceiYable 'vithout one another. However, they 
are, as ,,.e kno,v, not only functionally identical but also and at 
the same time antithetical: a biophysical plasma excitation trans
rnits a sensation, and a sensation expresses itself in a plasma 
movement. Today these facts are a well-established foundation 
of orgone biophysics. 

'Vhether ,,·e reactivate emotions from the character armor by 
means of "character analysis" or we Iiberate them from the mus
cular armor by means of "vegetotherapy," the fact remains that in 
both cases ,\·e produce plasmatic excitations and movements. 
\Vhat moves in this process is nothing but orgone energy, which 
is contained in the body fluids. Accordingly~ the mobilization of 
plasmatic currents and emotions in the organism is identical with 
the mobilization of orgone energy. Clinical indications of this 
mobilization are clearly evident in the changes of the vasomotor 
functions. In every case, therefore, 'vhether we are evoking 
memories, breaking do,vn defense mechanisms, or eliminating 
muscular tensions, ,,.e are ah,•ays 'vorking on the orgone energy 
of the organism. The difference in the various methods lies in 
their effectiYeness. A memory is not nearly as capable of achiev
ing the emotional outbreak, for example, as the loosening of a 
block in the diaphragm. 

It is quite clear, then, ·w·hy I no'v propose to include both 
character analysis and vegetotherapy under the term "orgone 
therapy.'"1 The common element is reflected in the therapeutic 
goal, the mobilization of the patient's plasmatic currents. In 
other \\'ords, if 've are really serious about the unitary concept of 
the organism, i.e., one 'vith practical implications, then it is alto
gether out of the question to break up a Iiving organism into 
character trai ts here, muscles there, and plasma functions else
where. 

1 Purely physiological orgone therapy by means of orgone accumulators is dis
cussed in The Discovery of the Orgone~ Vol. II: The Cancer Biopathy. 
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In orgone therapy, our work is concentrated on the biological 
depth, the plasma system, or, as we express it technically, the 
biological core of the organism. This, as is readily evident, is a 
decisive step, for it means that we have left the sphere of psy
chology, of "depth" psychology as weil, and have entered the 
province of protoplasmatic functions, even going beyond the 
physiology of the nerves and muscles. These steps are to be 
taken very seriously; they have far-reaching practical and theo
retical consequences, for they effect a fundamental change in 
our biopsychiatric practice. We no Ionger work merely on indi
vidual conflicts and special armorings but on the living organism 
itself. As we gradually learn to camprehend and influence the 
living organism, the purely psychological and physiological func
tions are automatically included in our work. Schematic special
ization is no Ionger possible. 

2. PLASMATIC EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT AND EMOTIO~AL 

EXPRESSION 

It is difficult to define the living organism in a strict functional 
sense. The ideas of orthodox psychology and depth psychology 
are chained to word formations. However, the living organism 
functions beyond all verbal ideas and concepts. Human speech, a 
biological form of expression at an advanced stage of develop
ment, is not a specific attribute of the living organism, ,\·hich 
functions long before a language and verbal representations ex
ist. Thus, depth psychology deals 'vith a life function "·hich 
came into existence at a relatively late stage of biological devel
opment. Many animals express themselves through sounds. But 
the living organism functioned prior to and functions beyond the 
use of sounds as a form of ex pression. 

Language itself reveals the key to the problern of ho\v the liv
ing organism expresses itself. Evidently, language derives fron1 
the sensations perceived by body organs. For exan1ple, the Ger
man 'vord Ausdruck and its English equivalent "expression" ex
actly describe the langnage of the living organisn1: the living 
organism expresses itself in movetnen ts; ''"e therefore speak of "ex
pressive tnovetnents." Expressive n1oven1ent is an inherent char
acteristic of the protoplasn1. It distinguishes the living organisn1 
from all non-living systen1s. The 'vord literally iinplies-and ,\·e 
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have to take it literally-that something in the living system 
"presses itself out" and, therefore, "moves." This can only mean 
the movement i.e., expansion or contraction, of the protoplasm. 
Literally, "emotion" means "moving outward"; at the same 
time, it is an "expressive movement." The physiological process 
of the plasmatic emotion or expressive movement is inseparably 
linked to an immediately comprehensible meaning which we are 
·w·ont to call the "emotional expression." Thus, the movement of 
the protoplasm is expressive of an emotion, and emotion or the 
expression of an organism is embodied in movement. The second 
part of this sentence will require some modification, for we know 
from orgone therapy that there is an expression in human beings 
produced by immobility or rigidity. 

'Ve are not playing with words. Language is clearly derived 
from the perception of inner movements and organ sensations, 
and the words that describe emotional conditions directly reflect 
the corresponding expressive movement of the living organism. 

\Vhile language does reftect the plasmatic emotional condition 
in an immediate way, it is still not capable of getting at this con
dition itself. The reason is that the beginnings of living function
ing lie much deeper than and beyond language. Over and above 
this, the living organism has its own modes of expressing move
ment which simply cannot be comprehended with words. Every 
musically inclined person is familiar with the emotional state 
evoked by great music. However, if one attempts to translate 
these emotional experiences into words, one's musical perception 
rebels. ~1usic is 'vordless and wants to remain that way. Yet 
music gives expression to the inner movement of the living or
ganism, and listening to i t evokes the "sensation" of some "inner 
stirring." The wordlessness of music is usually described in one 
of t"\\·o ways: (1) as a mark of mystical spirituality, or (2) as the 
deepest expression of feelings incapable of being put into words. 
The natural scientific point of view subscribes to the interpreta
tion that musical expression is related to the depths of the living 
organism. Accordingly, what is regarded as the "spirituality" of 
great music is merely another way of saying that deep feeling is 
identical 'vith having contact with the living organism beyond the 
limitations of language. 

U ntil no,v, science has not had anything decisive to say about 
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the nature of the expressive movement of music. Undoubtedly, 
the artist hirnself speaks to us in the form of wordless expres
sions of movemen t from the depth of the life function, bu t he 
'vould be just as incapable as we of putting into words what he 
expresses in his music or in his painting. Indeed, he strongly ob
jects to any attempt to translate the language of expression of art 
into human word language. He attaches great importance to 
the purity of his language of expression. Hence, he confirms the 
orgone-biophysical assertion that the living organism possesses 
its own language of expression before, beyond, and independent 
of all 'vord language. Let us see what orgone therapy has to 
say about this problem. We shall cite an everyday experience. 

Patients come to orgone therapists full of affiictions. The prac
ticed eye can perceive these affiictions directly from the expres
sive movements and the emotional expression of their bodies. If 
the analyst allows the patient to speak at random, he finds that 
the patient tends to circumvent his afßictions, i.e., _to conceal 
them in one \Vay or another. If the analyst wants to arrive at a 
correct appraisal of his patient, he must begin by asking the pa
tient not to speak. This measure proves very fruitful, for as soon 
as the patient ceases to speak, the emotional expressions of his 
body are brought into much sharper focus. After a few minutes of 
silence, the analyst V\"ill usually have grasped the patient's most 
conspicuous character trait or, more correctly, 'vill have under
stood the emotional expression of the plasmatic movement. If the 
patient appeared to laugh in a friendly way 'vhile he spoke, his 
laughter might modulate into an empty grin during his silence, 
the mask-like character of which the patient hirnself must readily 
perceive. If the patient appeared to speak about his life ,,·ith re
served seriousness, an expression of suppressed anger might eas
ily appear in the chin and neck during his silence. 

Let these examples suffice to point out that, apart from its 
function as communication, human language also often functions 
as a defense. The spoken \Vord conceals the expressive langnage 
of the biological core. In many cases, the function of speech 
has deteriorated to such a degree that the ""ords express nothing 
'vhatever and merely represent a continuous, hollo,,· activity on 
the part of the musculature of the neck and the organs of speech. 
On the basis of repeated experiences, it is n1y opinion that in 
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many psychoanalyses which have gone on for years the treat
ment has become stuck in this pathological use of language. This 
clinical experience can, indeed has to be applied to the social 
sphere. Endless numbers of speeches, publications, political de
bates do not have the function of getting at the root of important 
questions of life but of drowning them in verbiage. 

Orgone therapy, as opposed to all other forms of therapy, at
tempts to influence the organism not through the use of human 
language bu t by getting the patient to express hirnself biologi
cally. This approach leads him into a depth which he continually 
flees. In this way the orgone therapist learns, understands, and 
influences the langnage of the living organism. It is hardly possi
ble to obtain the primary language of expression of the living 
protoplasm in the patient in a "pure" form. If the patient's mode 
of expression were biologically "pure," he would have no reason 
to seek the help of an orgone therapist. We have to go through a 
weiter of pathological, unnatural expressive movements (i.e., 
movements not native to the process of the living organism) to 
arrive at the genuine biological mode of expression. Human bio
pathy, indeed, is nothing other than the sum total of all the dis
tortions of the natural modes of expression of the living organ
ism. By unmasking the pathological modes of expression, we get 
to know human biopathy at a depth inaccessible to methods of 
eure operating with human language. This is not to be ascribed 
to a deficiency on the part of these methods; they are adequate 
in their own sphere. With its distorted expression of life} how~ 
ever} biopathy lies outside the sphere of language and ideas. 

Hence, orgone-therapeutic work on the human biopathy lies 
essentially outside the sphere of human language. Naturally, we 
too make use of the spoken word, but the words we use do not 
conform to everyday concepts but to organ sensations. There 
would be no point whatever in making the patient understand his 
condition in physiological terminology. We do not say to him: 
"Your masticatory organs are in a condition of chronic contrac
tion, that's why your chin doesn't move when you speak; that's 
why your voice is a monotone; that's why you can't cry; you 
have continually to swallow to ward off an impulse to cry, etc." 
This would make sense to the patient's intellect but would not 
enable him to effect any change in his condition. 
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We work on a biologically deeper Ievel of understanding. It is 
not at all necessary for us to be able to point out exactly '\vhich 
individual muscles are contracted. It '\Vould serve no purpose, for 
example, to put pressure on the masseter muscles, for there 
would be no reaction apart from the usual pain. We work with 
the language of facial and body expression. Only '\Vhen we have 
sensed the patient's facial expression are we in a position to cam
prehend it. We use the word "comprehend" here to mean quite 
literally to know which emotion is being expressed in it. And it 
makes no difference whether the emotion is mobile and active or 
immobile and su ppressed. We shall have to learn to recognize 
the difference between a mobile and a su ppressed emotion. 

We are operating with primary biological functions when '\Ve 

"sense" a patient's "expressive movement." When, in a flight of 
sparrows, a single sparrow becomes restless and, "sensing dan
ger," flies off, the whole flight follows, whether or not the rest of 
the birds have noticed the cause of the commotion. The panic re
action in the animal kingdom is based on an invol un t-ary repro
duction of the movement expressive of anxiety. Any number of 
people can be brought to a standstill on the sidewalk and made 
to Iook up into the sky if one merely pretends that one has ob
served something interesting high up in the air. Let these exam
ples suffice. 

The patient's expressive movements involuntarily bring about 
an imitation in our own organisn1. By imitating these move
ments, '\Ve "sense" and understand the expression in ourselves 
and, consequently, in the patient. Since every movement is ex
pressive of a biological condition, i.e., reveals an emotional con
dition of the protoplasm, the language of facial and body expres
sion becomes an essential means of communicating ,,~ith the 
patient's emotions. As I have already pointed out, hun1an language 
in terferes with the language of the face and the body. 'Vhen ,,.e 
use the term "character attitude," '\vhat '''e have in n1ind is the 
total expression of an organism. This is literall)' the san1e as the 
total impression 'vhich the organis1n makes on us. 

There is considerable varia tion in the ou t'\\~ard ex pression of 
inner emotional states. No t"·o people have precisely the satne 
speech, respiratory block, or gait. Nonetheless, there are a nun1ber 
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of universal, clearly distinguishable modes of expression. In 
depth psychology 've draw a fundamental distinction between the 
((neurotic" character and the ((genital" character on the basis of 
muscular and character armoring. "\Ve say that a character is 
"neurotic" 'vhen his organism is governed by an armor so rigid 
that he cannot voluntarily change or eliminate it. We speak of a 
"genital" character when the emotional reactions are not gov
erned by rigid automatism, when the person is capable of reacting 
in a biological way to a particular situation. These two basic 
character types can also be quite sharply distinguished from one 
another in the area of biological functioning. 

The armoring, its nature, the degree of its rigidity, and the in
hibition of the body's emotional language can be easily assessed 
once the analyst has mastered the language of biological expres
sion. The total expression of the armored organism is one of 
(( holding back." The meaning of this expression is quite literal: 
the body is expressing that it is holding back. Pulled-back shoul
ders, thrust-out ehest, rigid chin, superficial, suppressed breathing, 
hollowed-out loins, retracted, immobile pelvis, "expressionless" 
or rigidly stretched-out legs are the essential attitudes and 
mechanism of total restraint. They can be expressed schematically 
in the diagram on page 364. 

Clinically, this basic body attitude on the part of the "neu
rotic" character is most clearly expressed in the "arc de cercle" 
of hysteria andin the "opisthotonus" of catatonic stupor. 

There can be no doubt that the basic attitude of the armored 
body is not consciously created but is autonomous. A person is 
not aware of bis armor as such. If the attempt is made to de
scribe it to him in words, he usually does not understand what 
one is talking about. He does not sense the armor itself but 
merely the distortion of his inner perceptions of life. He de
scribes hirnself as being apathetic, rigid, confined, empty, or he 
complains about palpitations, constipation, insomnia, nervous 
restlessness, na usea, etc. If the armor has existed for a long time 
and has also bad an effect on the tissues of the organs, the pa
tient comes to us because of peptic ulcers, rheumatism, arthritis, 
cancer, or angina pectoris. Since I presented the purely clinical 
facts in detail elsewhere, I shall content myself with this sum-
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The basic biophysical attitude of the armored org~nism: nholding back" 

mary. We are most concerned here to penetrate to the functions 
of the biological depth and to deduce the functioning of the liv
ing organism from them. 

The armored organism is incapable of breaking do"·n its o"·n 
armor. But it is equally incapable of expressing its eletnental 
biological e1notions. It is familiar ,,·ith the sensation of tickling 
but has never experienced orgonotic pleasure. The ar1nored indi
vidual cannot express a sigh of pleasure or consciously iinitate it. 
vVhen he tries to do so, the result is a groan, a suppressed, pent
up roar, or even an itnpulse to \'Oinit. He is incapable of venting 
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anger or of banging his fist in an imitation of anger. He cannot 
breathe out fully. His diaphragm is very constricted in its move
ments. (This can be easily ascertained through x-rays) . He is not 
capable of moving the pelvis forward. Asked to do so, an ar
mored person 'vill often not understand what is wanted of him or 
he 'vill execute the wrong movement, i.e., a movement indicative 
of holding back. The excessive strain on the peripheral muscles 
and the nervous system causes the armored organism to be 
acutely sensitive to pressure. It is not possible to touch an ar
mored organism on certain parts of the body without producing 
manifestations of acute anxiety or nervousness. It is qui te Iikely 
that '~:hat is popularly known as "nervousness" can be traced 
back to this hypersensitivity of the overtensed muscles. 

The incapacity for plasmatic pulsation and convulsion in the 
sexual act, i.e., orgastic impotence, is the resul t of this total hold
ing back. This, in turn, results in the stasis of sexual energy, and 
from this sexual stasis follows everything which I include under 
the concept "biopathy." 

The central task of orgone therapy is to destroy the armor, in 
other 'vords, to restore the motility of the body plasma. In the 
armored organism, the pulsation function of all organs is im
paired to a grea ter or lesser degree. I t is the task of orgone ther
apy to reestablish the full capacity for pulsation. This takes place 
biophysically when the mechanism of holding back is destroyed. 
The result of an ideal orgone therapy is the appearance of the 
orgasm reflex. Apart from respiration, it is, as we know, the 
most important manifestation of movement in the animal king
dom. At the moment of orgasm, the organism completely "sur
renders" itself to the sensations of its organs and the involuntary 
pulsations of the body. This explains the intimate connection be
t\veen the movemen t of the orgasm reflex and the expression of 
"surrender." Those who are familiar with our work know that 
've do not urge the patient to "surrender" hirnself or herself. It 
'vould not serve any purpose anyhow, for he or she would not be 
able to do so. If the patient could, he would have no need to call 
upon our help. Nor do we allow the patient to practice "surren
der." There is no technique capable of consciously producing the 
involuntary attitude of surrender. The living organism functions 
autonomously, beyond the sphere of language, intellect, and voli-
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tion. It functions in accordance with definite laws of nature, and 
it is these laws we shall investigate here. The orgasm reflex, to
gether with its physical manifestations of surrender, is, as will 
soon be shown, the key to the understanding of the fundamental 
processes of nature, which far transcend the individual and even 
the living organism. Hence, those who wish to benefit from the 
further discussion of these phenomena must prepare themselves 
for a journey deep into the realm of cosmic energy. Those 'vho 
have not wholly freed themselves from burlesque concepts of 
sexuality will be bitterly disappointed and will fail to compre
hend even the most rudimentary points. 

We have already made a thorough study of the functions of 
the orgasm in the field of psychology and physiology. Hence, 
here we can concentrate exclusively on the fundamental natural 
phenomenon of the "orgasm." In the orgasm, strangely enough, 
the organism unceasingly attempts to bring tagether the two em
bryologically important zones, the mouth and the anus. Its form . 
IS: 

The emotional expression of the orgasm reflex 

I stated above that the attitude fron1 "·hich the orgasn1 reflex 
derives is identical with the 1novement expressive of "surrender." 
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This is really quite obvious. The organism surrenders itself to its 
plasn1atic excitations and sensations of flowing; then it surren
ders i tself com pietel y to the partner in the sexual embrace. Every 
form of reserve, holding back, and armoring is abandoned. All 
biological activi ty is reduced to the basic function of plasmatic 
pulsation. In man, all thought and fantasy activity cease. The or
ganism is "surrendered" in the purest sense of the ward. 

The movement expressive of emotional surrender is clear. 
JVhat is not clear is the function of the orgastic pulsation. This 
pulsation consists in the alternating contractions and expansions 
of the entire body plasma. W hat function does the bringing to
gether of the tu'o ends of the trunk have in the orgastic pulsa
tion? On first impression, it appears to have no "meaning" what-
ever. The expression of this movement is incomprehensible. We 
said that every movement of the organism has an intelligible ex
pression. But this assertion does not hold up in the case of orgas
tic pulsation. \Ve cannot find in the orgasm an intelligible expres
sion, i.e., one capable of being translated into human language. 

\Ve could at this point indulge in philosophical speculations 
about this problem. But this would not lead us anywhere. Hence, 
for the time being, we shall content ourselves wi th the natural 
scientific explanation that, while it appears to be unintelligible, 
the orgastic pulsation must nonetheless have a concealed expres
sion. For, like every movement of the living organism, it too is an 
expressive movement; hence, its movement must of necessity 
have an expression. 

We shall, in the further course of our investigations, arrive at 
an amazing but incontestable answer to this basic question of the 
life function. But to arrive at this answer we must first digress 
considerably and collect and learn to collate correctly a large 
number of biological phenomena. The answer goes deeper than 
the individual biological organism; hence, it is suprapersonal; at 
the same time, it is not in the least metaphysical or spiritualistic. 
It also explains why the orgastic yearning of living creatures is 
not only the very deepest yearning but, in a preeminent way, 
cosmic yearning. To be sure, it is generally known that the or
ganism is a part of the cosmos, but until now it has not been 
known how. Let us return to the clinical experiences of orgone 
therapy. 
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In terms of orgone biophysics, it is our task to enable the 
human organism to give up its mechanism of holding back and 
to achieve the ability to surrender. In other 'vords, as long as 
the two embryonie ends of the trunk bend backwards instead 
of bending forward toward one another) the organism will 
be incapable of surrendering itself to any experience) whether 
work or pleasure. Since the muscular armor hinders every form 
of surrender and causes every form of biopathic restriction of the 
life function, our first task is to break down the armor. Only by 
eliminating muscular rigidity can the goal of surrender be en
compassed. It cannot be achieved in any other 'vay, be it psy
choanalytic persuasion, suggestion, prayer, or gymnastics. It is 
not necessary to teil our patients anything whatever about this 
goal. Numerous experiences have taught us that his total orgasm 
reflex will develop as a matter of course 'vhen 've have suc
ceeded in breaking down his muscular armor. Our 'vork has 
demonstra ted time and again that the essential function of the 
muscular armor is that of preventing the orgasm 1·eflex.-

Eisewhere, I have described numerous mechanisms of the 
muscular armor. The corresponding character armor is described 
in Part I of this volume. Now I "\vant to introduce a ne'\" point of 
view which 'vill clarify character armor and muscular armor at 
the level of the most eiemental functions of life. The germane 
observations were made over the past ten years or so. Hence, I 
have no hesitation in assuming full responsibility for the impor
tance 'vhich these observations have in the field of biophysics. 

3· THE SEGlvfENTAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE ARl\IOR 

It has been known to psychiatry for decades that the physical 
disturbances of hysteria are not governed by the anaton1ical and 
physiological processes of the muscles, nerves, and tissues as a 
'vhole; rather, they are detern1ined by definite, en1otionally inl
portant organs. For example, pathological blushing is usually 
confined to the face and neck, despite the fact that the blood Yes
sels run essentially along the length of the organisn1. Like,,·ise, 
sensory disturbances in hysteria are not spread along the nerYe 
tract but arc confined to en1otionally significant regions of the body. 

'Ve run into the san1e situation in our "·ork of breaking dov;n 
the 1nuscular artnor. The individual n1uscular blocks do not fol-
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lov~· the course of a m uscle or a nerve; they are altogether inde
pendent of anatotnical processes. In carefully examining typical 
cases of various illnesses in the search for a la'v that governs 
these blocks, I discovered that the muscular armor is arranged in 
segments. 

Biologically, this segmental arrangement is a much more prim
iti,·e form of living functioning than is found in the highly de
veloped anitnals . . :\ conspicuous example of segmental function
ing is that of ringed \rorms and the biological systems related to 
thetn. In the higher vertebrates, only the segmental structure of 
the spine, the nerve endings corresponding to the segments of the 
spinal cord, and the segmental arrangement of the ganglia of the 
autonomic nervaus system are indicative of the vertebrates' 
descent from segmentally structured organisms. 

I shall attetnpt in the follo\ving exposition to give only a rough 
sketch of the segmental arrangement of the muscular armor. 
These representations are based on the observation of armor re
actions over a period of man y years. 

Since the patient's body is held back and since the goal of 
orgone therapy is to restore the plasmatic currents in the pelvisJ 
it is logically necessary to begin the work of breaking down the 
armor at the parts of the body farthest away from the pelvis. 
Thus, the ,,·ork begins on the expression of the facial musculature. 
There are at least two clearly distinguishable, segmentally ar
ranged armorings in the head: one segment comprises the forehead, 
eyes, and the region of the cheekbone; the other comprises the 
lips, chin, and ja\\'S. 'Vhen I say that the armor is segmentally ar
ranged, I mean that it functions circularly, in front, on both sides, 
and in back, i.e., like a ring. 

Let us refer to the first armor ring as the ocular and the sec
ond as the oral armor ring. In the sphere of the ocular armor 
segment, ,,.e find a contraction and immobilization of all or al
mos t all the m uscles of the eye balls, the eyelids, the forehead, the 
lachrymal gland, etc. Rigid forehead and eyelids, expressionless 
eyes or bulging eyeballs, mask-like expression, and immobility 
on both sides of the nose are the essential characteristics of this 
armor ring. The eyes peep out as from a rigid mask. The patient 
is not capable of opening his eyes wide as if to imitate fear. In 
schizophrenics, the expression of the eyes is blank, as if s taring 
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into space. This is caused by the contraction of the eyeball mus
cles. l\fany patients have lost the ability to shed tears. In others, 
the opening of the eyelids has been reduced to a narrov.", rigid 
slit. The forehead is ,,·ithout expression, as if it had been "ftat
tened out." Near-sightedness, astigmatism, etc., very often exist. 

The loosening of the ocular armor segment is brought about 
by opening the eyes 'vide as in fright; this causes the eyelids and 
forehead to tnove and to express emotions. Usually, this also ef
fects a loosening of the upper cheek muscles, especially 'vhen the 
patient is told to tnake gritnaces. ,,Vhen the cheeks are pulled up, 
the result is that peculiar grin expressive of defiant, malicious 
provoca tion. 

The segmental character of this muscle group is revealed by 
the fact that every emotional action in this area affects horizon
tally adjacent areas but does not carry over into the oral seg
tnent. 'Vhile i t is true tha t the opening 'vide of the eyelids, as in 
fright, is capable of mobilizing the forehead or of producing a 
grin in the upper part of the cheeks, it is not capable of_ provok
ing the biting itnpulses ,\·hich are cetnented in the clatnped chin. 

Hence_, an armor segment comprises those organs and muscle 
groups which have a functional contact U'ith one another and 
which are capable of accompanying each other in the emotional 
expressive movemen t. In tertns of biophysics, one segment ends 
and a different segment begins '\·hen the one ceases to affect the 
other in i ts etnotional actions. 

The armor segments alr.L'a)'s have a horizontal structure
never a vertical one, ,,·ith the t,,.o notable exceptions of the arn1s 
and legs. Their artnor functions in conjunction ",.ith the adjacent 
armor segtnents of the trunk, i.e., the arn1s ,,·ith the segment 
,,·hich cotn prises the shoulders, and the legs ,,·ith the segment 
'vhich cotnprises the pelvis. 'Ve ''"ant to take special note of this 
peculiarity. I t "·ill become intelligible in a definite biophysical 
context. 

The second, i.e., the oral, artnor segn1ent con1prises the entire 
tnuscttlature of the chin, pharynx, and the occipital tnusculature. 
including the n1uscles around the n1outh. They are functionally 
related to one another; e.g .. the loosening of the chin :u,nor is 
capable of producing spasn1s in the n1usculature of the lips and 
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the rela ted emotion of crying or desire to suck. Like,vise, the free
ing of the gag reflex is capable of mobilizing the oral segment. 

The emotional modes of expression of crying, furious bi ting, 
yelling, sucking, grin1acings of all kinds in this segmentare depend
ent upon the free motility of the ocular segment. Liberating the gag 
reflex, for exan1ple, \Vill not necessarily release a suppressed im
pulse to cry if the armor of the ocular ring has not already been 
dissolYed. :\.nd eYen after the t\vo uppermost armor segments 
have been dissolved, it may still be difficult torelease the impulse 
to cry as lang as the third and fourth segments further down, at 
the thorax, are in the condi tion of spastic contraction. This diffi
culty in liberating the emotions gives us an insight into an ex
tremely important fact of biophysics: 

I. The armorings have a segmental, circular structure, ar
ranged at right angles to the spine. 

2. The plasmatic currents and emotional excitations which we 
1·esuscitate flow parallel to the body axis. 

Thus, the inhibition of the emotional language of expression 
operates at right angles to the direction of the orgonotic current. 

T\\·o things are important in this connection: (I) the orgon
otic currents merge in the orgasm reflex only when their pas
sage along the entire organism is unobstructed; and (2) the ar
mori ngs are arranged in segmen ts crosswise to the ftow of the 
currents. lt is clear, therefore, that the orgastic pulsation can 
function only after all the segmental armor rings have been loos
ened. It is also clear that the sensations of each body organ can 
merge into a sensation of totality only when the first orgastic 
convulsions have begun. They preface the breakdo\vn of the 
muscular armor. The orgonotic currents which break through in 
the loosening of every additional armor ring prove to be a tre
mendous help in the dissolution \VOrk as a whole. What happens 
is this: the liberated body energy spontaneously attempts to ftow 
lengthwise. lt runs into the still unresolved cross\vise contractions 
and gives the patient the unmistakable sensation of a "block," a 
sensation \\·hich \Vas only very weak or altogether absent as lang 
as there \\·ere no free plasma tic curren ts \V ha tever. 

The reader is surely aware of the fact that these processes rep
resent primary functions of the plasma system. They are not only 
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The direction of orgonotic streaming is transverse to the armor rings 

deeper than all human language but also central to the function
ing of the life apparatus. They are primordial phylogenetic 
functions. In the segmental arrangement of the muscular armor
ing, u:e meet the u'orm in man. 

The movements of the ringed ''Torm are governed by excita
tion ,,·aves ,,·hich run from the end of the tail along the axis of 
the body forv;ard to the "head." The excitation ,,~aves are trans
mitted continuously from segment to segment until they have 
reached the for,,·ard end .. A.t the hind end, one "\\"ave movement 
follo,,·s another in the process of locomotion. In the ,,·orm, the 
segments alternate rhythmically and regularly bet"\\·een contrac
tion and expansion. In the ,,·orm and the caterpillar, the function 
of locomotion is inseparably linked ,,~ith this plasmatic ,,·ave 
movement. The logical conclusion is that biological energy is 
being transmitted in these u•ave movements, for it could be noth
ing eise. This assertion is supported by obsen·ations of the inner 
movements of bions. The ,,·ave-like movement of the body or
gone is slo\\" and, in tempo and expression, ,,·holly corresponds 
to the emotional excitations ,,·hich, in the pleasure function, ,,.e 
experience subjectively in an unequiYocal '''ave-like manner. 

In armored human organisms, the orgone energy is bound 
in the chronic contraction of the muscles. The body orgone 
does not begin to fto\\" freely as soon as the arn1or ring has 
been loosened. The firs t reaction is clonic shi veri ng, along ,,.j th 
the sensation of prickling, or "pins and needles." Clinically, this 
reaction tells us that the arn1or is giYing ,,·ay and body orgone is 

B 
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being liberated. Genuine sensations of plasmatic excitation waves 
are experienced only '\vhen a '\vhole series of annor segments, 
e.g., muscular blocks in the region of the eyes, mouth, throat, 
breast, and dia phragm, have been dissolved. When this has been 
accomplished, marked wave-like pulsations are experienced in 
liberated parts of the body '\Vhich move u p to'\vard the head and 
do,\·n tO'\\·ard the geni talia. Very often the organism reacts to 
these initial currents and pulsations with fresh armorings. Spasms 
in the deep musculature of the throat, reverse peristalsis of the 
esophagus, diaphragmatic tics, etc., testify to the struggle tak.ing 
place between the impulse of the current and the armor block. 
Since more orgone energy has become free than the patient is ca
pable of discharging; since, moreover, spasms block the plas
matic current at numerous points in the body, the patient devel
ops acute anxiety. 

These phenomena, '\vhich can be easily brought about by an 
orgone therapist having some experience and technical skill, con
firm orgone-biophysics's concept of the antithesis between the 
emotion of pleasure and the emotion of anxiety.2 At this junc
ture, ho,vever, I have to single out a new phenomenon \vhich, 
until no'\v, has not been described clearly enough. 

As soon as the first annor blocks have been dissolved, the 
movement expressive of "surrender" appears more and more, 
along '\vith the orgonotic currents and sensations. Ho,vever, its 
full unfolding is hindered by those annor blocks tha t ha ve not 
yet been dissolved. Usually, it appears as if the organism wanted 
to overcome these undissolved armor blocks by force. The ex
pression of incipient surrender is transformed into hate. This 
process is typical and deserves special attention. 

'\Vhen, for exam ple, the annoring of the oral zone has been 
sufficiently loosened to release a suppressed impulse to cry, while 
the neck and ehest annorings are still untouched, \Ve observe 
ho'\v the lo\\·er musculature of the face takes on the expression of 
'\Vanting to cry but not beingable to. The expression of being on 
the verge of tears is transformed in to a ha teful grin of the 
mouth-chin zone. It is an expression of desperation, of extreme 
frustration. All this can be summarized in the follo,ving formula: 

2 Cf. Reich: The Discovery of the Orgone, Vol. I. 
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As SOON AS THE MOVEMENT EXPRESSING SURRENDER IS OBSTRUCTED 

BY AN ARMOR BLOCK, THE IMPULSE TO SURRENDER IS TRANSFORMEn 

INTO DESTRUCTIVE RAGE. I shall have to come back to this trans
formation of an impulse after I have described the manifestations 
of the other armor segments. 

The armor of the third segment comprises essentially the deep 
musculature of the neck, the platysma, and the sternocleido
mastoid muscles. Let one but imitate the movement expressive of 
the attitude of anger or crying and one will have no difficulty in 
comprehending the emotional function of the neck armor. The 
spastic contraction of the neck segment also includes the tongue. 
In terms of anatomy, this is easily understood. Essentially, the 
musculature of the tongue is joined to the cervical hone system 
and not to the lower facial bones. This explains why spasms in 
the musculature of the tongue are functionally connected with 
the pressing down of the Adam's apple and the contraction of 
the deep and surface musculature of the throat. From the move
ments of the Adam's apple, it is possible to teil when a- patient's 
anger affect or impulse to cry is unconsciously and Iiterally 
"swallowed." It is extremely difficult to eliminate this method of 
suppressing emotions. While the hands can be used to get at the 
surface muscles of the neck, this is not possible in dealing with 
the larynx musculature. The best way to eliminate the "swallo\v
ing" of emotions is to liberate the gag reflex. In the gag reflex, 
the excitation wave in the esophagus is the reverse of the excita
tion wave which occurs in the "swallowing" of tears or anger. If 
the gag reflex begins to function or even goes so far as to ca use 
the patient to vomit, then the emotions are set free which '\Vere 
being held back by the neck armor. 

At this point the lengthwise course of the emotional excitation 
again becomes significant. The gag reflex is accompanied by an 
expansion of the diaphragm, i.e., by the lifting of the diaphragm 
and expiration. Work on the neck armor by means of the gag 
reftex brings about a loosening of the fourth and fifth armor seg
ments. In other words, we do not elin1inate one armor ring after 
the other in a mechanical and rigid manner. 'Ve ''rork on an inte
grated life system, whose total plasma function is hindered by 
transverse armor rings. But the loosening of an artnor segtnent 
liberates energy which, in turn, helps to mobilize artnor rings at 
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higher and lo,\·er levels. It is therefore not possible to give a clear 
description of each process involved in the dissolution of the 
muscular annor. 

N'o,,l I ,\·ant to turn to the fourth, the ehest segment. \Vhile it 
is true that the annor functions of this segment can be subdi
vided, it is more advantageaus to treat the ehest as a ''lhole. 

The annoring of the ehest is manifested in the elevation of the 
bony structure, a chronic attitude of inhalation, shallo'\" breath
ing, and the immobility of the thorax. \Ve already kno'v that the 
attitude of inhalation is the most important instrument in the 
suppression of any kind of emotion. The annoring of the ehest is 
particularly crucial not only because it represents a major part of 
the annoring of the organism in general but also because the bio
pathic symptoms have an especially dangeraus character in this . 
regton. 

All the intercostal muscles, the large ehest muscles (pectoral), 
the shoulder muscles (deltoid), and the muscle group on and be
n'*·een the shoulder blades are involved in the annoring of the 
ehest. The attitude of being "self-contained" or "self-controlled," 
of "sticking to oneself," "being reserved," are the major manifes
tations of the ehest annor. Shoulders which are pulled back ex
press precisely ,v·hat they mean-"holding back." Tagether '"ith 
the neck annor, the ehest annor conveys the expression of sup
pressed "stubbornness" and "stiff-neckedness." "\Vhen it is not 
chronically annored, the expression conveyed by the movement 
of the fourth segment is that of "free-fto,ving feelings." "\Vhen it 
is annored, the expresston is that of "immobility" or "indiffer
ence." 

The chronic expansion of the thorax goes tagether '"i th 
the tendency to high blood pressure, palpitations, and anxiety; in 
severe, long-standing cases, there is also the tendency to cardiac 
enlargement. Various cardiac defects result directly from this ex
pansion or indirectl y from the anxiety syndrome. Pulmonary em
physema is a direct result of the chronic expansion of the ehest 
cavity. I am inclined to believe that the disposition to pneumonia 
and tuberculosis is tobe sought here also. 

"Raging anger," "heartfel t crying," "sobbing," and "unbeara
ble longing" are essentially emotions 'vhich originate in the ehest 
segment. These natural emotions are alien to the annored orga-
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nism. An armored person's anger is "cold"; he looks upon crying 
as "childish," "unmanly," and "characterless"; he regards Iong
ingas "effeminate," the sign of a "weak character." 

Most of the emotional expressive movements of the arms and 
hands also stem from the plasmatic emotions of the organs of the 
ehest. In terms of biophysics, these limbs are ex tensions of the 
ehest segment. In the artist, who is capable of freely unfolding 
his yearnings, the emotion of the ehest extends directly into the 
wholly synchronized emotions and expressive movements of the 
arms and hands. This is equally true of the violin virtuoso and 
piano virtuoso, as it is of the painter. In the dance, the essential 
expressive movements derive from the organism as a whole. 

The "awkwardness" of the arms and probably a part of a per
son's lack of musicality also derive from the ehest armor. It is 
largely responsible for the expression of "hardness" and "inac
cessibility." In European cultural circles and in an especially 
pronounced way among the "higher circles" of Asia, total annor
ing of the head, neck, and ehest segments invests the ·organism 
with the mark of "nobility." The ideals of "character firmness," 
"hauteur," "detachment," "grandeur," and "control" correspond 
to this. Militarism the world over makes use of the expression 
embodied in the armoring of the ehest, neck, and head as an em
phasis of "unapproachable dignity." It is clear that these atti
tudes are based on the armor and not vice versa. 

In some patients we find a whole series of interrelated life 
problems which derive from the armoring of the ehest. Typically, 
these patients complain about a "knot" in the ehest. This 
organ sensation Ieads us to believe that the esophagus (sim
ilar to the globus hystericus in the pharynx) is spastic. It is diffi
cult to say whether the trachea is involved in this, but very likely 
i t is. In the process of loosening this inner "knot," 've learn tha t 
rage and anxiety are bound in it. To release this "knot" in the 
ehest, it is often necessary to press do,vn the ehest cavity and at 
the same time have the patient scream. The inhibition of the 
inner ehest organs usually entails an inhibition of those atm 
movements 'vhich express "desire," "embracing," or "reaching 
for something." It is not that these patients are handicapperl in 
any mechanical 'vay. They can move their arn1s quite 'rell. H ou•
ever, as soon as the 1novement of tlze arrns beco1nes associated 
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u·ith the expressive movement of yearning or de5iring, the inhibi
tion sets in. Sometimes, this inhibition is so strong that the hands 
and especially the finger tips lose their orgonotic charge~ become 
cold and clammy. and, on occasion, acutely painful. It is very 
likely that Raynaud's gangrene of the finger tips is based on 
this specific anorgonia. In many cases it is simply an impulse to 
choke ,,·hich is annored in the shoulder blades and in the hands 
and is responsible for vasomotor constriction in the finger tips. 

,\~e find the life of such patients ruled by a general inhibition 
of initiative and by disturbances in their ,,·ork caused by their in
abilitv to use the hands freelv. Sometimes the annoring of the . . ~ 

ehest cavity in ,,·omen goes hand in band ,,·ith a lack of sensitiv-
ity of the nipples. Disturbances of sexual gratification and aver
sion to n ursing a baby are the direct resul ts of this annoring. 

Ben,·een the shoulder blades, there are n,·o painful muscle 
bundles in the region of the trapezius muscles. Their annoring 
creates the impression of suppressed defiance ,,·hich, tagether 
,,·ith pulled-back shoulders, can be best described by the ,,·ords, 
"I "\\·on't." 

'\1'hen the ehest is annored! the intercostal muscles demon
strate an acute sensitivity to tickling. That this sensitivity is not 
"simply not ,,·anting to be tickled" but a biopathic increase of 
excitability is evidenced by the fact that it disappears ,,·hen the 
ehest annor has been dissolved. In one particular case, the char
acter attitude of inaccessibilitv had essentiallv one function, . . 
namely "Don't tauch me~ I'm ticklish." 

It should be clear that it is not my intent to ridicule these 
character attitudes. It is merelv that ,,.e see them for -,;rhat thev . ' 
are, i.e., not as the embodiment of "higher" and "nobler" char-
acter traits but as the expression of biophysical conditions ... A 
general may or may not be a person of "high esteem." \Ve "\\·ant 
neither to glorify nor to deprecate him. 'Yet ,,·e ,,·ill not have our
selves deprived of the right to look upon him as an animal hav
ing a special kind of annor. It ,,·ould not bother me if another 
scientist "\\"anted to reduce my thirst for kn01\"ledge to the bio
logical function of a puppy ,,·ho goes araund sniffing at every
thing. Indeed, it ,,;ould make me happy to be biologically com
pared to a lively and lovable puppy. I have no desire to distinguish 
myself from the animal. 
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This much must be clear: there can be no thought of estab
lishing orgastic potency until the ehest armor has been dissolved 
and the emotions of rage, yearning, and genuine sorrow have 
been liberated. Essentially, the function of surrender is linked to 
the plasmatic movement of the ehest and neck segments. Even if 
it were possible to mobilize the pelvic segment independently, the 
head would automatically move forward in stubborn defense in
stead of moving backward, as soon as the slightest sensation of 
pleasure was experienced in the pelvis. 

I have already pointed out that the annoring of the ehest con
stitutes a central part of the muscular annoring in general. His
torically, it can be traced back to the most crucial and most con
ßict-ridden turning points in the life of the child, most likely to a 
point considerably before the development of the pelvic annor. 
Hence, it is not surprising to find that, in the course of dissolving 
the ehest armor, we get the remembrances of traumatic mistreat
ments of all kinds, frustrations of Iove, and disappointments in 
the person responsible for the child's upbringing. I have also ex
plained why remembering traumatic experiences is not essential 
for orgone therapy. It serves little purpose unless accompanied 
by the corresponding emotion. The emotion expressed in the 
movement is more than sufficient to make the patient's misfor
tunes comprehensible, quite apart from the fact that the re
membrances emerge of themselves when the therapist 'vorks 
correctly. What remains puzzling is how unconscious memory func
tions can be dependent upon the conditions of plasmatic excita
tion, how memories can be preserved, so to speak, in plasmatic 
awareness. 

Now Iet us turn to the fifth, the diaphragm segment. The seg
ment which comprises the diaphragm and the organs v:hich lie 
below it is, in tenns of its function, independent of the ehest seg
ment. This is borne out by the fact that, even after the ehest 
armor has been dissolved and rage and tears have broken forth, 
the dia phragmatic block remains unaffected. I t is easy to ob
serve the immobility of the diaphragm through a fluoroscope. 
While it is true that, through forced breathing, the diaphragn1 is 
capable of moving better than before the dissolving of the ehest 
armor, it is also true that, until the diaphragmatic block has been 



eliminated, there i5 no sporztanefJur diaphragmatic pulsation. 
Thus. there are tu·o stages in the dissolution of the diaphragmatic 
block. 

In the process of loosening the ehest armor, ,._.e make the pa
tient breathe consciously and deeply. This causes the diaphragrn 
to move more expansiYely but not spontaneously. _\s soon as this 
forced respiration is stopped1 the moYement of the diaphragn1 
and, ,,·ith it. the respiratory moYement of the ehest cavity also 
cease. "\\·e haYe to extract the expre!!?.r.'e mtJr.:ement from the dia
phragrn armor to be able to accompli~h the second step of !pon
taneo~t~ diaphragtn pulsation. This is a fresh confirmation of the 
fact that mechanical means are of no use in reactiYating biologi
cal emotional functions. Solely through the biological expres!it/e 

miJr..'emen t can ,,-e loosen the armor ring. 
The fifth armor segtnent forrns a contraction ring v:hich ex

tends for,~:ard oYer the epigastrium! the lo,,·er part of the ster
num, back along the lo,,·ermost ribs to,•:ard the posterior inser
tians of the diaphragn1, i.e., to the tenth, eleventh, and n .. ·elfth 
thoracic Yertebrae. Essentially~ it comprises the diaphragrn, the 
stomach. the solar plexus! including the pancreas, ,,·hich lies in 
front of it, the Jiyer, and t, ... o bulging muscle bundles extending 
alongside the Jo,,·ermost thoracic Yertebrae. 

·~ 

The OYert manifestation of this annor ring is Iordosis of the 
spine. l.·sually. the therapist can push his hand ben4:een the pa
tient's back and the couch. The lo,rer front rib margin is thrust 
for-,.,·ard and protruding. I t is difficul t or al tagether impossible to 
bend the spine for,,·ard. On the fluoroscope, ,,·e can see that the 
diaphragn1 is immobile under usual conditions and that it moves 
but little under forced breathing. If ,,·e teil the patient to breathe 
consciously, he ,,·ill ah•:ays inhale. Exhalation as a spontaneaus 
action is alien to him. If he is told to exhale~ he has to make a 
considerable effort. If he succeeds in exhaling a bit, his body au
tomatically assumes an attitude ,.,-hich ,,·orks counter to exhala
tion. The head moves fon,·ard or the musculature of the oral 
annor rin{! becomes more acutelv contracted. The shoulder . - . 
blades are pulled back and the anns are pressed tightly against 
the upper part of the body. The pelvic musculature is tensed and 
the back is more rigidly arched. 
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The diaphragmatic block is the central mechanism of this re
gion. Hence, the destruction of this block is one of the central 
tasks of the thera py. 

The dissolution of the armor in the diaphragmatic segment en
tails the overcoming of many difficulties. Why is this so? The 
message of the body expression which is opposed to this work is 
quite clear, though the patient has no awareness of it: the orga
nism refuses to allow the diaphragm to expand and contract 
freely. However, if the upper segments have been properly loos
ened, it can only be a matter of time until the diaphragm armor 
is also dissolved. For example, forced respiration in the ehest 
segment or repeated freeing of the gag reflex can urge the or
ganism toward orgastic pulsation. Irritation of the shoulder mus
cles by means of pinching can have the same effect. 

Theoretically, we understand why the resistance to the full 
pulsation of the diaphragm is so strong: the organism defends it
self against the sensations of pleasure or anxiety whic4 the dia
phragmatic movement inevitably entails. However, we cannot 
pretend that this Statement offers anything more than a rational
istic and psychologistic explanation. Such an explanation presup
poses that the organism "thinks" and "deliberates" rationally, 
somewhat as follows: "This meticulous physician demands that I 
let my diaphragm expand and contract freely. If I comply, I shall 
experience the sensations of anxiety and pleasure which I experi
enced when my parents punished me for enjoying myself. I have 
reconciled myself to the situation as it is. Hence) I shall not com
ply." 

The living organism neither thinks nor deliberates in a rational 
manner. It does not do or fail to do things "in order to . . . " 
The living organism functions in harmony '\vith the primary plas
matic emotions, which have the function of gratifying biological 
tension and needs. It is simply impossible to translate the lan
guage of the living organism directly into the 'vord language of 
consciousness. It is extremely in1portant to realize this, for the 
rationalistic thinking which has shaped man's tnechanistic ciYili
zation is capable of stnothering and extinguishing our insight into 
the fundamentally different language of the living organisn1. 

I should like to cite an especially clear clinical case to illus
trate the novelty of the phenomena involved here: 
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A patient '\\·ho had considerable intellectual insight into or
gone therapy and had already succeeded in dissolving a substan
tial part of the armor of the upper body '\Vas asked to make an 
effort to break through the diaphragmatic armor. '\Ve were in 
complete agreement about the situation. Both in talking about 
and in applying hirnself to this task, the patient sho,ved an af
firmative attitude. Yet, as soon as a small breach had been made 
in the 'tNall of the diaphragmatic armor, the patient's trunk, from 
the diaphragm do,vn'\vards to the pelvis, began to jerk sideways. 
This "tNas very puzzling, to say the least. And it took consider
able effort to understand '\vhat this movement '\vas trying to ex
press. 

In its sideward movement, the lower part of the trunk ex
pressed a resolute NO. It is merely necessary to move one's right 
hand from siele to side, in such a '\vay as to say "no-no," to un
derstand the expressive movement we are dealing '\Vith here. 

Psychologistically or, better yet, mystically, it might be as
sumed that the plasma system, beyond word language, expressed 
a vehement NO to an undertaking '\vhich "the cortex" and word 
language affirmed. Such an interpretation of the process would be 
false, and it '\Vould not Iead a step closer to an understanding of 
the living organism and i ts expressive language. This patient's 
abdomen and pelvis did not "deliberate" upon the demand 
'\\·hich '\Vas made upon the organism. They did not "decide" to 
refuse to comply. There '\Vas a different process involved here, one 
more in keeping '\Vith the expressive language of the living. 

As '\Ve pointecl out, the plasmatic movements of a worm are 
clirected length,vise along the body axis. vVhen the orgonotic ex
citation '\\·aves move the body of the worm for,vard, '\Ve gain the 
"impression" that the '\Vorm is acting pll1·posefully, i.e., "volition
ally." The expressive movement of the '\Vorm's living organism 
can be translated into the '\Vords of our language which mean 
",\·anting to," "saying yes to," etc. If, no'\v, '\Ve take a pair of pin
cers and squeeze the '\vorm some,vhere araund the micldle of its 
body so that the orgonotic excitation is interrupted as by an 
armor block, the unified purposeful for,vard movement and, '\Vi th 
it, the expressive movement of '\vanting to" and "saying yes to" 
momentarily cease to function. These are replaced by another 
movement, namely a side'\vays t'\visting back and forth of the 
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Iower or hind part of the body, while the front part is drawn in. 
The immediate impression conveyed by this seesawing side-to
side movement of the body is one expressive of pain or a vehe
ment "No, don't do that, I can't stand it." We are not forgetting 
that we are speaking of our impression here, i.e., an interpreta
tion which we experience immediately while observing the wonn. 
But we would act exactly like the worm if someone fastened a 
Iarge clamp around our trunk. We would automatically draw in 
our head and shoulders and struggle sideways with our pelvis 
and legs. 

This comprehension of the process does not mean that we 
have taken up with the subjectivists who cantend that we per
ceive "nothing but our own sensations" and that these Sensations 
do not correspond to any reality. Basically, everything that Jives 
is functionally identical. It follows, therefore, that the reactions 
of the worm to the pincers are identical to what ours would be in 
a similar situation. The reactions of pain and the effort to ward 
off the pain are the same. This functional identi ty between man 
and worm enables us to be "impressed'' in the correct, objec
tively true sense of the word by the expressive movement of the 
wriggling worm. In fact, the worm's overt expression conveys 
what we sense through identification. But we do not directly 
sense the worm's pain and its crying of "no"; we merely perceive 
an expressive movement which, under any circumstances, would 
be identical with the expressive movement of our plasma system 
in the same painful situation. 

It follows from this that we camprehend the expressive move
ments and the emotional expression of another living organism 
on the basis of the identity between our own emotions and those 
of all living things. 

We have a direct comprehension of the language of living 
organisms based on the functional identity of the biological emo
tions. After we have grasperl it in this biological language of ex
pression, we put it "into words": we translate it into the ,,~ord 
language of consciousness. Ho,vever, the 'vord "no'' has as 
much, actually as little, to do with the langnage of expression of 
the living organism as the "'ord "cat" has to do "'ith the flesh
and-blood cat which crosses the street in front of our eyes. In 
reality, the word "cat" and the specific orgonotic plasn1a systen1 
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which moves there in front of us have nothing to do with one an
other. As the many various designations for the phenomenon 
"cat" testify, they are merely loose, randomly interchangeable 
concepts '\vhich are attached to the real phenomena, movements, 
emotions, etc. 

These observations sound like "highbrow" or "lowbrow" natu
ral philosophy. The layman is averse to natural philosophy and 
will, therefore, put this book aside because it "does not rest upon 
the solid foundation of reality." The reader who shares this 
thought is mistaken. I shall demonstrate in the following pages 
ho'v important it is to think correctly and to use both concepts 
and words properly. lt will be shown that a whole '\vorld of mech
anistically oriented biologists, physicists, bacteriologists, etc., 
really believed, from 1936 to 1945-i.e., in the period during 
'vhich the functions of the living organism were being discovered 
-that it was the word "caf' moving on the street and not a com
plicated living product of nature. 

Let us return to the "no-no" movement of our patient. Its 
meaning is this: when a plasmatic current cannot run along the 
body in a lengthwise direction because it is obstructed by trans
verse armor blocks) a sideward movement results which) second
arily, means NO in ward language. 

"No" in word language corresponds to the "no" of the ex
pressive language of the living organism. It cannot be ascribed 
to mere chance that "no" is expressed by a transverse movement 
of the head, while "yes" is expressed by a lengthwise movement 
of the head. The "no-no" '\Vhich our patient expressed by the 
side,vard seesawing of his pelvis disappeared only after the block 
of the diaphragm had been dissolved. And it regularly reap
peared when this block returned. 

These facts are of supreme importance for the understanding 
of the body language. Our patient's general attitude toward life 
was also of a negative nature. "No" was the basic attitude of his 
character. Though he suffered from and fought against this char
acter attitude, he could not escape it. No matter how much he 
consciously and intellectually wanted to say YES, to be positive, 
his character continually expressed NO. Both the historical and 
biophysiological functions of this "no" on the part of his charac
ter were easy to understand. As so many small children do, he 
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had constantly had enemas given by his severely compulsive 
mother. Like other children, he too had submitted to this crime 
wi th horror and inner rage. To diminish the fury of his rage, to 
be able to endure this violation by his mother, "he contained 
himself," pulled up on his pelvic floor, severely reduced his 
breathing, generally developed the body attitude of "no-no." Ev
erything that 'vas alive in him wanted (but was not allowed) to 
cry out "no-no" to this violation, the result being that he came 
away from this experience permanently scarred. From then on, 
the overt expression of his life system became a fundamental 
negation toward everything and everybody. And though this neg
ative character attitude represented an acute symptom, it 'vas, at 
the same time, the expression of a strong self-defense which, 
originally, had been rational and justified. But this self-defense, 
rationally motivated in the beginning, had taken on the form of a 
chronic armor, which was rigidly shut off to everything. 

I explained else,vhere that a childhood experience is capable 
of having an "effect from the past" only insofar as it is anchored 
in a rigid armor which continues to operate in the present. In our 
patient, the original, rationally motivated "no-no" had, over the 
years, been transformed into a neurotic and irrational "no-no". 
It had, in other 'vords, become embedded in a chronic character 
armor '\vhich was responsible for sustaining and expressing it. 
The "no-no" expression disappeared with the dissolution of the 
armor in the treatment. Thus, too, the historical event, the as
sault by the mother, lost its pathological meaning. 

From the point of view of depth psychology, it is correct to 
say that, in this patient, the affect of the defense, of the "crying 
no to," was "clamped do,vn." Seen from the perspective of the 
biological core, on the other hand, it was not a matter of a 
"clamped-do,vn" "no-no" but of the incapacity on the pa'rt of the 
organism to say YES. A positive, affirmative attitude in life is pos
sible only 'vhen the organism functions as a totality, ''Then the 
plasmatic exci ta tions, tagether 'vi th the emotions pertaining to 
them, can pass through all the organs and tissues '''i thou t ob
struction, 'vhen, in short, the expressive movetnents of the plasn1 
are capable of fto,,·ing freely. 

As soon as even one single armor block Iimits this function, 
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the expressive movement of affirmation is disturbed. Small chil
dren then cannot become fully immersed in their games, adoles
cents fail in their "~ork or in school, adults function like a moving 
car "\\"i th the emergency brake on. The onlooker, the teacher, or the 
technical supervisor gets the "impression" that the person is lazy, 
recalcitrant, or incapable. The "blocked" personhirnself feels he is 
a failure "no matter ho'v hard he tries." This process can be trans
lated into the language of the living organism: the organism always 
starts out by functioning in a biologically correct U'ay) by flowing 
freely and giving. H ou,ever) in the passage of the orgonotic excita
tions through the organism) the functioning is slowed down and the 
expression of ((I take pleasure in doing" is translated into an au
tomatic "I won't" oT "I don't want to." In short) the organism is 
not responsible for its ouJn malfunctioning. 

This process is of universal importance. I have intentionally 
selected clinical exam ples tha t have general validi ty. This 'vas 
absolutely necessary. On the basis of these restrictions in human 
functioning, "\\"e shall arrive a t a deeper and more comprehensive 
understanding of a "\vhole series of unfortunate social phenomena 
'vhich remain unintelligible "·ithout their biophysical background. 

After this lang bu t necessary digression, let us return to the 
fifth armor segment. In the upper segments, once "\ve had suc
ceeded in liberating the expressive movements from the armor 
ring, the overt expression which ensued could easily be inter
preted. The inhibition of the eye muscles expresses "empty" or 
"sad" eyes. A firmly clenched jaw may be expressive of "sup
pressed anger." A crying or raaring breaks loose from the "knot 
in the ehest." 

Body langnage is easily translated into "\vord language and the 
expressive movement is immediately intelligible "·hen 've are 
"\\·orking on the four upper segments. The situation is more com
plicatecl 'vhen "\vorking on the diaphragmatic segment. Once the 
armor of the diaphragmatic segment has been dissolved) we are 
no langer in a position to translate the language of movement 
into word language. This requires a detailed explanation. The 
overt expression which ensues when "\ve have dissolved the 
armor of the diaphragmatic segment leads us into the uncompre
hended depths of the life function. We meet a new problern 
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here: in what concrete way is the human animal related to the 
primitive animal world and to the cosmic function of the orgone? 

We succeed in liberating the diaphragmatic segment from the 
armor by having the patient repeatedly release the gag reftex, 
while strictly enjoining him not to suspend respiration dur
ing the gagging but to continue to inhale and exhale forcefully. 
The repeated releasing of the gag reftex Ieads inevitably to 
the dissolution of the diaphragmatic armor. There is only 
one precondition: the armor of the upper segments must have 
been dissolved beforehand, i.e., the orgonotic currents in the re
gions of the head, neck, and ehest must function freely. 

As soon as the diaphragm expands and contracts freely} i.e.} 
respiration functions fully and spontaneously} the trunk strives} 
with each exhalation} to fold up in the region of the upper abdo
men. In other words: the neck end strives fo1·ward tou'ard the 
pelvic end. The upper middle part of the abdomen is dra\vn in. 
This is the picture of the orgasm reflex as it is displayed to us for 
the first time. (It is still a distorted picture, for the pelvis is still 
not wholly loosened.) The forward bending of the trunk accom
panied by the backward movement of the head expresses "sur
render." It is not difficult to understand this. The difficulties 
begin where the convulsions start in a forward direction. The 
emotional expression of the convulsions in the orgasm reflex are 
not immediate[y intelligible. THE EXPRESSION OF THE CO::'\VULSIO::"\S 
IN THE ORGAS1\f REFLEX CANNOT BE TRANSLA TED I:\'TO \VORD 
LANGUAGE. There must be a special reason for this difficulty. 
We have to assume that there is some essential difference be
tween the expressive movements \vhich 've have becon1e fa
miliar with thus far and the expressive movement of the "·hole 
trunk which becomes manifest \vhen the diaphragm functions 
freely. 

I should like to ask the reader to follo,,· me 'vith the utmost 
patience frotn 110\V on and not to 'vithdra"· trust pretnaturely. 
His patience \Vill be amply re\varded by the results ,,·hich ,,·e 
shall achieve. I can assure the reader that I n1yself have had to 
exercisc the greatest patience for more than a decade to arrive at 
the findings I an1 about to describe. r\gain and again during 
these years I despaired in the attetnpt to con1prehend the orgasn1 
reflex; it seetned absolutely itnpossible to n1ake this basic biologi-
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cal reflex accessible to human concepts. Ho,vever, I refused to 
give up, for I neither could nor '\vanted to admit that the living 
organism, '\vhich has an immediately intelligible language of ex
pression in all other spheres, should, precisely in the central 
sphere, the orgasm reflex, express nothing. This seemed so con
tradictory, so completely absurd that I simply could not accept 
it. Time and again I told myself that I V•las the one '\Vho had said 
that the living organism simply functions, that it did not have 
any "meaning." It seemed correct to suppose that the "inexpres
siveness" or "meaninglessness" of the orgastic convulsions indi
cated precisely this: in its basic function, the living organism 
does not reveal any meaning. Yet the attitude of surrender which 
becomes manifest in the orgasm reflex is both expressive and 
meaningful. U ndoubtedly, the orgastic convulsions themselves 
are full of expression. I had to teil myself, then, that natural sci
ence had simply not yet learned to camprehend this '\videly 
diffused, indeed universal, emotional expression of the living orga
nism. In short, an inner "expressive movement" '\Vithout overt 
"emotional expression" seemed to me to be an absurdity. 

\lomiting represents one approach to the problem, for the pa
tient often vomits '\vhen the diaphragmatic armor is broken 
through. J ust as there is an inabili ty to cry, there is also an ina
bility to vomit. This inability is easy to understand in terms of 
orgone biophysics. Tagether '\Vith the armor rings '\vhich lie 
above it, the diaphragmatic block prevents the peristaltic '\Vave
like movement of the body energy up'\\"ard from the starnach to
'\\"ard the mouth. In the same '\vay, the "knot" in the ehest and 
''s,\·allo,\·ing," tagether '\\·ith the contraction of the eye muscles, 
prevent crying. In other cases of diaphragmatic blocks, there is, 
in addition to the inability to vomit, constant nausea. There can 
be no doubt that "nervous stomach" complaints are the direct 
conseq uence of the armoring in this area, though we still do not 
have a thorough understanding of the connection between the 
t'\\"0. 

Vomiting is a biological expressive movement whose function 
performs precisely '\vhat it "expresses": convulsive expulsion of 
body contents. It is based on a peristaltic movement of the starn
ach and esophagus in a direction con trary to i ts normal function, 
namely toward the mouth. The gag reflex loosens the armor of 
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the diaphragmatic segment radically and quickly. Vomiting is ac
companied by a convulsion of the trunk, a rapid folding in the 
pit of the stomach, with the neck and pelvic end jerking forward. 
In the colic of small children, vomi ting is accom panied by diar
rhea. In terms of energy, strong excitation waves run from the 
center of the body upward toward the mouth and downward ta
ward the anus. The emotional expression in this case speaks such 
an elementary language that there can be no doubt of the deep 
biological nature of this Ianguage. It is merely a question of 
understanding i t. 

The total movement which seizes the trunk in vom1t1ng is, 
purely physiologically (not emotionally) , the same as that of the 
orgasm reßex. This is also confirmed clinically: the dissolution of 
the diaphragmatic block introduces, with certainty, the first con
vulsions of the trunk which, subsequently, develop into the total 
orgasm reßex. These convulsions are accompanied by deep ex
halation and an excitation wave which spreads upward from the 
region of the diaphragm toward the head and downward to,vard 
the genitalia. We know that the dissolution of the upper armor 
segmen ts is an indispensable precondi tion to the release of the 
total convulsion of the trunk. In the movement of the excitation 
'\Vave toward the pelvis, the orgonotic excitation invariably runs 
into a block in the middle of the a bdomen. Ei ther the middle of 
the abdomen contracts sharply and quickly or the pelvis moves 
backward and becomes cramped in this position. 

This contraction in the middle of the abdomen represents the 
sixth independently functioning armor ring. The spasm of the 
large abdominal muscle (Rectus abdominis) is accompanied by 
a spastic contraction of the two lateral muscles (Transversus ab
dominis), which run from the lowermost ribs to the upper mar
gin of the pelvis. They can be easily palpated as hard painful 
muscle cords. In the back, the Io,ver sections of the n1uscles run
ning along the spine (Latissimus dorsi, sac1·ospinalis, etc.) con·e
spond to this segment. These muscles also can be clearly feit as 
hard painful cords. 

The Ioosening of the sixth annor segtnent is easier than the 
Ioosening of all the other segtnents. 1\fter it has been dissoh·ed. 
it is easy to approach the artnor of the scvcnth and last annor seg
tnent, the pelvic armor. 
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In most cases, the annor of the pelvis comprises almost all 
the muscles of the pelvis. The ,,~hole pelvis is retracted. The 
abdominal muscle above the s:mphysis is painful. The same 
holds true for the adductors of the thigh, those on the surface as 
,,·ell as those ,,·hich lie deeper. The anal sphincter muscle is 
contracted, hence the anus is pulled up. Let one contract the 
gluteal muscles voluntarily and it ,,~ill be understood ,,·hy the 
gluteal muscles are painful. The pelvis is "dead" and expression
less. This "inexpressiveness" is the "expression" of asexuality. 
Emotionally, no sensations or excitations are feit. On the other 
hand .. the s:mptoms are Iegion: constipation, Iumbago, gro,,·ths 
of all kinds in the rectum, inftammation of the ovaries, polyps 
of the uterus, benign and malignant tumors. Irritability of the 
urinary bladder, anesthesia of the vagina and the penis surface, 
v,·ith hypersensitivity of the urethra, are also s:mptoms of the 
pelvic annor. Leukorrhea accompanied by development of pro
tozoa from the vaginal epithelium (T1·ichomonas vaginalis) is fre
quently found. In the male, as a result of anorgonia of the pelvis, 
,,.e find either the inability to achieve an erection or apprehensive 
hyperexcitability resulting in premature ejaculation. In the fe
male, \\·e find complete vaginal anesthesia or spasm of the muscles 
of the Yaginal opening. 

There is a specific upelvic anxiety-" and a specific ((pelvic 

rage." The pelvic armor is the same as the shoulder armor, inas
much as it, too. holds bound in it impulses of rage as "·eil as 
anxiety. Orgastic impotence produces secondary impulses -u'hich 

achieve 5exual gratification by force. No matter ho''" much in 
keeping ,,·ith the biological pleasure principle the impulses 
of the act of love may commence, the result is anything 
hut pleasurable: since the armor does not permit the develop-
1nrnt o.f in·coluntar)' movements, i.e., does not permit convulsions 

to pass thrrniJ!.h thi5 segment, the plea.5ure sensations are inevita
bl~; trtznsformed into impulse5 of rage. The result is a torturaus 
feeling of ((having to get through," ,,·hich cannot be called any
thing but sadi~tic. In the pelvis, as everyv,·here else in the prov
ince of the li,·ing organism, inhibited pleasure is transformed into 

rr1,~e, 11nd inhibited rage is transformed into muscula1· spasms. 
This can be easilv confirmed clinicallv. Xo matter ho'v far the . . 
loosening of the pelvic armor has advanced, no matter ho,v mo-
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bile the pelvis has become, the fact remains: pleasure sensations 
in the pelvis cannot appear as long as the rage has not been 
liberated from the pelvic muscles. 

In the pelvis, as in all other armor segments, there is "beating" 
or "piercing" by means of strong forward-thrusting pelvic move
ments. The overt expression of this movement is unequivocal 
and cannot be misunderstood. Besides the expression of rage, the 
expression of contempt is also clearly evident: contempt for the 
pelvis and all its organs, contempt for the sexual act and espe
cially contempt for the partner with whom the act is carried out. 
On the basis of wide clinical experiences, I contend that it is a 
matter of Iove in only a few cases when man and woman in our 
civilization engage in the sexual act. The rage which usurps the 
initial Iove impulses, hate, and sadistic emotion are all part and 
parcel of modern man's contempt for sex. I am not speaking of 
the clear cases in which the sexual act is performed for profit or 
subsistence. I am speaking of the majority of people of all social 
strata. It is on the basis of these clinical findings that -the Latin 
saying, uomne anirnal post coitum triste," has become a scien
tific axiom. There is only one error in this statement: man as
cribes his own disappointment to the animal. The rage and the 
contempt which have so distorted the expressive movement of 
genitallove are reflected in the widespread vulgar terms of abuse 
which are clustered around the word "fuck." In America, one 
finds the words "Knock me" written on the sidewalks-their 
meaning is clear. I gave a thorough description of these findings 
in Volume I of my book The Discovery of the Orgone. Hence, it 
is not necessary forme to go into detail here. 

4· THE EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION OF THE ORGASl\1 REFLEX 

AND SEXUAL SUPERIMPOSITION 

What is important for our main theme is the fact that the pel
vic armor has an expression which is easily translated into '''ord 
language and that the liberated emotions speak a clear language. 
But this holds true only for the emotions of the arnzor. lt does 
not hold true for the expressive movements tvhich regularly 
become manifest after the dissolution of the anxiety and rage. 
These movements consist in soft for,vard and up"·ard niove
ments of the pelvis clearly expressive of desire. It is as if the pel-
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vic end ,\·anted to arch for,\·ard in an extreme ' 4.ray. One thinks 
instinctively of the seesa'\" movements of the tail end of insects, 
e.g., of v~·asps and bees. The movement is illustrated v.."ith special 
clari ty in the a tti tude of the tail end of dragonflies and butterflies 
in the sexual act. The basic form of this movement is as follows: 

Tail end Front 

Head end 

Back 

It continues the overt expression of surrender. Our subjective 
organ sensation teils us that this attitude of surrender is accom
panied by longing. "Longing" for 'vhat? And "surrender" to 
,\·hat? 

'Vord Ianguage expresses the aim of the Ionging and the func
tion of the surrender as follo,\·s: as the organism develops the or
gasm reflex, the yearning for "gratification" emerges clearly and 
unconquerably. The yearning for gratification is clearly focuse~ 
upon the sexual act, upon sexual copulation. In the sexual act it
self, one is "surrendered" to the sensation of pleasure; one "gives 
oneself to the partner." This '\'e know from observation as ,\·eil 
as from our su bjective organ sensations. 

'Vord language appears to respond unequivocally to this natu
ral phenomenon. I say uappears.n Since ,\·ord language is only a 
translation of the language of expression of the living organism, 
,\·e don't kno'v "·hether the "·ords "copulation" and "gratifica
tion" really express "·hat the function of the orgasm reflex is . 
.. r\part from this, ,\·e have already pointed out that the expressive 
movement of the orgastic convulsions cannot be translated into 
,\·ord language. Let us venture a step further in doubting the 
ability of "·ord language to make natural phenomena immedi
ately intelligible. The reader "·ill be nonplused by our next ques
tion. If he thinks about it for a moment, however, he will 
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concede that words are often more likely to lead us away from 
rather than closer to a comprehension of processes. Our question . 
lS: 

What is the origin of the extraordinary role of the genital drive? 
No one has any doubts about its eiemental and instinctual force. 
No one is capable of escaping it; allliving creatures are subject to 
it. Indeed, copulation and the biological functions related to it 
constitute that basic function of the living organism which guar
antees the continuation of its existence. Copulation is a basic func
tion of the ugerm plasm," as conceived of by Weissman; it is 
immortal in the strict sense of the ward. Homo sapiens has 
merely denied but in no way eliminated this powerful force of 
nature. We know the terrible human tragedies that have resulted 
from this denial. 

The existence of the living organism is rooted in the SUPERIM

POSITION of two orgonotic systems of different sex. We have to 
admit that we have no answer to the simplest of all questions: 
What is the origin of the function of the superimpositl"on of two 
creatures of different sex? JtVhat is its importance? What is its 
"meaning"? Why is the perpetuation of living nature rooted pre
cisely in this form of movement and not in another? 

The most general form of this movement of sexual superimpo
sition is: 

Sexual superimpos1t1on goes tagether 'vith orgonotic lumina
tion of the body cells and with the penetration and fusion of 
two orgonotic energy systetns into one functional unit. The 
two orgone systems 'vhich have becotne o11r discharge their cn
ergy at the height of cxcitation ( = hnnination) in clonic con
vulsions. In this process, energetically highly charged substances, 
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i.e., sperm cells, are ejaculated and, in turn, continue and fulfill 
the function of superimposition, penetration, fusion, and energy 
discharge. 

Here, '\Vord language is not capable of explaining anything. 
The concepts '\\·hich "\\'ord language has formed about the 
process of sexual superimposition are themselves derivatives of 
the organ sensations '\\·hich introduce, accompany, and follo'\v the 
superimposition. "Longing," "urge," "copulation," "conjuga
tion," "gratification," etc., are merely images of a natural process 
that '\vords are not capable of making intelligible. To compre
hend this natural process, "\\'e have to seek out other primary nat
ural processes '\\·hich have a more general validity than the sex
ual superim posi tion of the organism and are deeper than the 
organ sensauans to '\\·hich the concepts of word language corre
spond. 

There can be no doubt that the orgasm reflex functions ac
cording to natural la,vs. It al,\·ays becomes manifest in every suc
cessful treatment "\vhen the segmental armor which previously 
obstructed its course has been completely dissolved. Nor can 
there be any doubt that the sexual superimposition functions ac
cording to natural la"\\'S. It ensues inevitably when the orgasm re
fiex functions freely and no social obstacles stand in its way. 

\Ve shall have to make a "\\·ide detour and compile a large 
number of natural phenomena in order to camprehend the ex
pressive language of the living organism in the orgasm reflex 
and in superimposition. The failure of word language in this 
case points to a function of nature beyond the realm of the liv
ing. \Ve use the "\\'ord "beyond" here not in the supernatural 
sense of the mystic but in the sense of a functional relation be
tu·een living and non-living nature. 

For the time being, we must conclude that word language is 
ca pable of describing only such phenomena of life as can be 
com prehended through the organ sensa tions and corresponding 
expressive movements, e.g., rage, pleasure, anxiety, vexation, 
disappointment, sorro"\\', surrender, etc. However, organ sensa
tions and expressive movements are not the final criteria. At a 
certain point, the natural law of non-living substance must of ne
cessity impinge upon the living organism and express itself in it. 
This must be correct if the living stems from the sphere of the 
non-living and sinks back into it. The organ sensations which 
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correspond specificaily to the living organism are capable of 
being translated into words. We cannot, on the other hand, put 
into words the expressive movements of the living organism 
which do not belong specifically to the living but are projected 
into this sphere from the sphere of the non-living. Since the liv
ing derives from the non-living and non-living material derives 
from cosmic energy, we are justified in concluding that there are 
cosmic energy functions in the living. Hence, i t is possible that 
the untranslatable expressive movements of the orgasm reflex in 
the sexual superimposition represent the sought-for cosmic or
gone functions. 

I am weil aware of the magnitude of this work hypothesis. But 
I see no way of avoiding it. It has been clinicaily established that 
orgastic longing, i.e., yearning for superimposition, always goes 
tagether with cosmic Ionging and cosmic sensations. The mys
tical ideas of innumerable religions, the belief in a Beyond, 
the doctrine of the transmigration of the soul, etc., derive, with
out exception, from cosmic longing; and, functionaily, the cosmic 
yearning is anchored in the expressive movements of the orgasm 
reflex. In the orgasm_, the living organism is nothing but a part of 
pulsating nature. The idea that man and animals in general are 
a "part of nature" is weil known and widely disseminated. Ho,v
ever, it is easier to use a phrase than to grasp, in a scientificaily 
manageable way, wherein the essential functional identity of 
living substance and nature concretely exists. It is easy to say 
that the principle of a locomotive is functionaily identical to that 
of a simple wheelbarrow. But a locomotive is essentiaily different 
from a wheelbarrow, and one must be able to state hu\v the 
principle of the locomotive developed over the centuries from 
that of the wheelbarrow. 

We see that the problern of the expressive language of the 
living organism is far more complex than one might suppose. Let 
us attempt to penetrate further and to seek out the similarities 
which link the more highly developed 'vith the lesser developed 
forms of life. 

The technique of orgone therapy has taught us that a lL'OTtn 

literally still functions in the human animal. The segn1ental ar
rangement of the armor rings can have no other n1eaning. The 
dissolution of this segmental armor liberates expressive n1ove-
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ments and plasmatic currents that are independent of the ana
tomical arrangement of nerves and muscles in vertebrates. They 
are much more in keeping 'vith the peristaltic movements of an 
intestine, a "\Vorm, or a protozoon. 

In spite of his development from phylogenetically older forms 
of life, man is still viewed predominantly as an original creature 
with no connection to the forms from which he descended. The 
segmental character and, therefore, the worm character of the 
biological core system are clearly preserved in the segments of 
the spine and the ganglia. However, this core system is segmental 
not only in a morphological, i.e., rigid, form. The orgone func
tions and the armor rings also represent functional segments, i.e., 
functions having a highly contemporaneous importance. They 
are not, as can be said of the vertebrae, remnants of a dead past 
in a living present. The orgone functions and the armor rings 
represent the most active and most important functional appara
tus of the present, the core of all the biological functions of the 
human animal. The biologically important organ sensations and 
the emotions of pleasure, anxiety, and rage derive from the seg
mental functions of the human animal. In the same Vlay, expan
sion and contraction as functions of pleasure and anxiety were 
present in the living organism from the amoeba all the way up to 
man. \Vhen one is happy, one carries one's head high; when one 
is afraid, one pulls it in, as a "\VOrm pulls in its front end. 

If the amoeba and the worm in the human animal continue to 
operate as core elements of his emotional functioning, then we 
are justified in attempting to relate and thereby camprehend the 
basic biological refiex of the orgastic superimposition to the sirn
plest plasmatic functions. 

We stated above that the dissolving of the diaphragmatic block 
Ieads inevitably to the first orgastic convulsions of the body. We 
also stressed that the limbs of the body were merely continua
tions of the t"\VO segments of the ehest and pelvis. The Zargest and 
most important ganglion apparatus is located in the middle of the 
trunk) near the back. 

No,\· "\Ve "\Vant to risk a mental leap "\vhich, on first impression, 
"\\·ill appear to be "unscientific," "un"\varranted," indeed "insane." 
After"\vards, we can look back and see whether we have clone 
any harm. 
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At one time or another, everyone has seen cats clutched by 
the fur of their backs and lifted into the air. The soft body of the 
cat appears to be doubled up, the head end is brought close to 
the pelvic end; head, fore and hind legs bang down limply, some
what as follows: 

....... - ..... Plexus solaris 

Naturally, '\Ve can imagine any animal in the same position, 
even man. There is, as is always the case when the body assumes 
a position, an emotional expression. It is not easy to read- the overt 
expression of this particular position straight off. Observing it 
carefully for some time, we get the impression of a jellyfish '\Vith 
tentacles. 

Biophysics will have to learn to read forms of movement from 
body forms and forms of expression from forms of movement. 
'Ve shall have more to say about this later. Here, the similarity 
of the position with that of a jellyfish suffices. We can enlarge 
upon the analogy. The central nerve apparatus of the jellyfish is 
loca ted in the middle of the back, as is the solar plexus in verte
brates. \Vhen the jellyfish moves, the ends of the body approach 
and move a'\vay from one another in rhythmic interchange. This 
is the heuristic substance of our mental leap: the expressive 
movements in the orgasm Teflex areJ vieroed in ter1ns of identil)' 
of functionJ the same as those of a living and s1oimrning jell)'fish. 

In both cases, the ends of the body, i.e., the ends of the trunk, 
move to,\·ard one another in a rhytlunic n1otion, as if they 
wanted to touch one another. '\Then they are close together, "·e 
have the condition of contraction. 'Vhen they are as far apart as 
they can be, \ve have the condition of expansion or relaxation of 
the orgonotic systen1. It is a very prhnitive forn1 of biological 
pulsation. If this pulsation is accelerated, if it takes on a clonic 
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form, we have the expressive movement of the orgastic convul-. 
SI On. 

The expulsion of spawn in fish and semen in animals is con
nected with this plasmatic convulsion of the body as a whole. 
The orgastic convulsion is accom panied by a high degree of exci
tation, which \Ve experience as the pleasure of the "climax." In 
short, the expressive movement of the orgasm reflex represents a 
highly important, contemporary mobilization of a biological form 
of movement 1vhich goes as far back as the jellyfish stage. I ap
pend a diagram illustrating the bell shape and the jellyfish form 
of movement: 

U pon close examination, the functional identity between the 
movement of the jellyfish and orgastic convulsion turns out to be 
far less strange than one originally supposed. In view of the fact 
that, in the segmental arrangement of the armor rings and in the 
sphere of the emotions, the worm continues to function in man, 
there is nothing very special ahout the fact that the jellyfish func
tion is expressed in the convulsion of the body as a whole. We 
shall have to learn to accept the idea that we are not dealing here 
with atavistic remnants of our phylogenetic past but with con-
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temporary, bio-energetically important functions in the highly 
developed organism. The most primitive and the most advanced 
plasmatic functions exist side by side and function as if they were 
connected to one another. The development of more complicated 
functions in the organism (functions 'vhich 've call "higher") has 
no effect u pon the existence and function of the "jellyfish in 
man." It is precisely this jellyfish in man that represents his unity 
'vith the less developed animal 'vorld. Just as Dar,vin's theory 
deduces man's descent from the lower vertebrates on the basis 
of man's morphology, orgone biophysics traces man's emotional 
functions much further back to the forms of movement of the 
mollusks and the protozoa. 

The functional identity of man's life functions 'vith those of 
primitive organic forms of movement reaches far back beyond 
the jellyfish. 

Thus, 'vhat 've call "nature in man" can be translated from 
the sphere of mystic or poetic fantasy into the concrete, objec
tive, and practical language of natural science. We are dealing 
here not 'vith metaphoric or analogous relations, still less 'vith 
sentimental perceptions; 've are dealing wi th tangible, visible, 
and controllable processes of the living organism. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE SCHIZOPHRENIC SPLIT1 

1. THE "DEVIL" IN THE SCHIZOPHRENIC PROCESS 

The idea of the "devil" is a true expression of the distortion of 
nature in man. No other human experience lends itself as well as 
the schizophrenic experience to the study of the "devil." The Schiz
ophrenie world in its purest form is a mixture of mysticism and 
emotional inferno, of penetrating though distorted vision, of God 
and devil, of perverse sex and m urderous morals, of sani ty to 
the highest degree of genius and insanity to its deepest depth, 
welded into a single horrible experience. I have in mind here the 
schizophrenic process which in classical psychiatry is called "de
mentia paranoides" or "praecox," not the so-called "catatonic stu
por" or the "hebephrenic" process. Whereas the catatonic is typi
cally characterized by total withdrawal from reality and total 
muscular armoring; whereas the hebephrenic process consists 
mainly in a slow torpid deterioration of biophysical functioning, 
the initial phases of paranoid schizophrenia, especially in pu
berty, are characterized by bizarre ideas, mystical experiences, 
ideas of persecution and hallucinations, lass of the power of ra
tional association, loss of the factual meaning of words, and, bas
ically, by a slow disintegration of organismal, i.e., unitary, func
tioning. 

I shali limit myself to those processes in the Schizophrenie 
which have a bearing on our mainline of thought: the "devil" as 
the representative of perverted nature in man. These include the 
realm of the secondary, perverse, and antisocial drives rarely mani
fest in well-armored neurotics; the realm of primary biophysical 
sensations, plasmatic streamings, and experiences derived from con
tact with cosmic functions, experiences which are almost completely 

1 Conceived, 1940-48. Written in English by the author, August-September 
1948. 
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blocked off in the so-called normal human being; and finally the 
ideas of persecution as experienced by a sick though most sensitive 
biosystem. 

The schizophrenic world mingles in one experience what is 
kept painstakingly separate in homo normalis. The "well-ad
justed" homo normalis is composed of exactly the same type of ex
periences as the schizophrenic. Depth psychiatry leaves no doubt 
about this. Homo normalis differs from the schizophrenic only in 
that these functions are differently arranged. He is a well-adjusted, 
"socially minded" merchant or clerk during the day; he is or
derly on the surface. He lives out his secondary, perverse drives 
when he leaves harne and office to visit some faraway city and 
indulges in occasional orgies of sadism or promiscuity. This is his 
"middle-layer" existence, cleanly and sharply separated from the 
superficial veneer. He believes in the existence of a personal su-
pernatural power and its opposite, the devil and hell, and in a 
third group of experiences which is again cleanly and sharply de
lineated from the two others. These three basic grau ps do not 
mingle with one another. Homo normalis does not believe in 
God when he does some tricky business, a fact which is reprimanded 
as "sinful" by the priests in Sunday sermons. Homo normalis 
does not believe in the devil when he promotes some cause of 
science; he has no perversions when he is the supporter of his 
family; and he forgets his wife and children when he Iets the 
devil go free in a brothel. 

There are psychiatrists who deny the truth of these facts. 
There are other psychiatrists who do not deny them but 'vho say 
that "this is as it should be," that this type of clean separation of 
the devilish inferno from the social veneer is only to the good, 
and that it makes for security in social functioning. But the true 
believer in the true J esus might object to this. He might say that the 
realm of the devil should be extinguished, not shut off here only 
to be opened up there. To this, another ethical mind n1ight ob
ject that true virtue is shown not by the absence of vice but by 
resisting the temptations of the devil. 

I do not wish to partici pa te in this argutnen t. I belieYe tha t, 
again 1oithin this frame,vork of thinking and Ih·ing~ each side 
may point to some truth. 'Ve "·ant to stay outside this Yicious 
circle in order to understand the devil as he appears in the daily 
life and in the 'vorld of the schizophrenic. 
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The fact is that the schizophrenic is, on the average, much 
more honest than homo noTmalis) if one accepts directness of ex
pression as an indication of honesty. Every good psychiatrist 
kno'\YS that the schizophrenic is embarrassingly honest. He is also 
'vhat is commonly called "deep," i.e., in contact with happen
ings. The schizoid person sees through hypocrisy and does not 
hide the fact. He has an excellent grasp of emotional realities, 
in sharp contradistinction to homo noTmalis. I am stressing these 
schizophrenic characteristics in order to make comprehensible 
'\vhy homo noTmalis hates the schizoid mind so much. 

The objective validity of this superiority of schizoid judgment 
manifests itself quite practically. 'Vhen '\Ve '\vish to obtain the 
truth about social facts, '"e study Ibsen or Nietzsche, both of 
,\·hom '\vent "crazy," and not the writings of some well-adjusted 
diplomat or the resolutions of the Communist Party congresses. 
'Ve find the '\\·avy character and blueness of orgone energy in van 
Gogh's marvelous paintings, not in the '\vorks of any of his well
adjusted contemporaries. \Ve find the essential characteristics of 
the genital character in Gauguin's pictures, not in any pictures by 
hom,o normalis. Both van Gogh and Gauguin ended as psychot
ics. And '\\'hen '\\"e '\\·ish to learn something about human emo
tions and deep human experiences, '\\'e resort as biopsychiatrists 
to the schizophrenic, not to homo noTmalis. This is so because 
the schizophrenic tells us frank! y ,\.hat he thinks and ho'\v he 
feeJs, ,\·hereas homo noTma[is tells US nothing at al1 and keeps US 
digging for years before he feels ready to show his inner structure. 
Therefore, my statement that the schizophrenic is more honest 
than ho1no noTmalis seems quite correct. 

This appears to be a sad state of affairs. It should be the other 
'\\·ay arouncl. If hon1o normalis is actually as normal as he claims 
to be; if hc clain1s that self-realization and truth are the greatest 
goals of goocl individual aud social living, then he should be 
much morc ahle ancl '\villing to reveal hirnself to hirnself and his 
doctor than the "crazy n1an." There mnst be something basically 
'\\Tong "·ith the :;tructure of homo normalis if truth is so hard to 
get out of him. To declarc, as the '\vell-adjusted psychoanalysts 
do, that this is as it should be, that homo normalis could not other
"·ise ,,·ithstancl the impact of all his emotions amounts to complete 
resignation regarding the improvement of the human lot. \Ve can
not base improvement of conditions on broader knowledge of 
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man's souland simultaneously defend his reluctance to reveal him
self. Either we keep broadening the scope of our knowledge of man 
and condemn the generalevasive attitude of homo normalis, or we 
defend this attitude and give up the task of understanding the mind 
of man. There is no other alternative. 

In order to understand homo normalis and his opposite, the 
schizoid character, 've must put ourselves outside the framework 
of thinking of both. Homo normalis blocks off entirely the per
ception of basic orgonotic functioning by means of rigid armor
ing; in the schizophrenic, on the other hand, the annoring actu
ally breaks down and thus the biosystem is flooded with deep 
experiences from the biophysical core with which it cannot cope. 
Understandably, therefore, annored homo normalis develops 
anxiety '\Vhen he feels threatened by the findings of orgonomy, 
'\vhereas the schizoid character understands them instantly and 
easily, and feels drawn to them. For the same reason, the mystic, 
who is structurally close to the schizoid character, usually com
prehends orgonomic facts, although only as in a mirrot, '\Vhereas 
the rigid mechanist looks '\Vith arrogant disdain on all scientific 
dealings in the realm of the emotions and calls them "unscien
tific." 

I suggest '\\"e study the relevant details of these important 
human functions by means of a concrete case of paranoid schizo
phrenia. This 'vill convey a picture of the devil's realm much bet
ter than '\Vould any merely theoretical abstraction of psychiatric 
clinical experience. 

The experimental '\vorld of the schizophrenic is boundless and 
so rich in variations that '\\"e must limit ourselves to those details 
'\\"hich have a bearing on our main subject: ho'v does the schizo
phrenic experience his biophysical core? 'Vhy does his ego break 
do,vn in such a typical manner? 

I am going to present the case history of a paranoid schizo
phrenic. The clinical psychiatrist '\\"ill understand that I have to 
disguise the case in such a '\\"ay that the patient's identity is pro
tected and the typical disease mechanisms nevertheless en1erge 
clearly. 

This '\\"as the first case of schizophrenia I had ever treated ex
perimentally "·ith orgone therapy. I approached this case 'rith 
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some general theoretical assumptions, ''"hich ''"ere derived from 
my previous experiences \\"i th schizophrenics, such as the follo\\"
Ing: 

I. The psychoanalytic arrangement of mental functions ac
cording to the three great realms of the ego, the superego, and the 
id has to be sharply distinguished from the biophysical arrange
men t of the functions of the total organism according to the func
tional realms of bio-energetic core (plasma system), periphery 
(skin surface), and orgone energy field beyond the body surface. 
These t\\"O theoretical structures describe different realms of na
ture in a different manner. Neither is applicable to the other 
realm of organismic functioning. There is only one meeting point 
of the n,·o theoretical schemata, i.e., the uid" of psychoanalytic 
theory, "·here the realm of psychology ends and that of biophys
ics be)'on d psychology begins. 

2. The most effective therapeutic approach to any emotional 
( = biophysical) disease is, if at all possible or indicated, the 
u•ithdrau•al of bio-ene1·gy from the biopathic symptoms. In order 
to destroy psychoneurotic or psychotic Symptoms it is unneces
sary and even harmful to delve into all details of the countless 
pathological ramifications; instead, opening up the core of the 
biosystem and establishing a balanced energy economy ,,·ill auto
matically make the Symptoms disappear, since, seen energetically, 
they are results of a disorderly energy metabolism in the bio
system. 

3. Great danger arises in neurotics as \\"ell as in psychotics 
,,·hen the armor begins to dissolve. Vtmost caution and medical 
skill are required to guide this process. The practice of medical 
orgone therapy is therefore restricted to ,,·ell-trained physicians. 
\\

7e kno,,· our responsibilities better than anyone eise and \\'e do 
not have to be reminded of them by people "·ho kno\\· little 
about orgonomy. 

I kne\\· ,,·eil beforehand that the patient could or even ,,·ould 
break do\\·n ,,·hen her annoring dissolved completely. But the 
chance that she ,,·ould stand the procedure ,,·as good enough to 
\\·arrant the experiment. The patient had been in mental institu
tions several times over long periods of years. The diagnosis ,,·as 
"schizophrenia" and according to the reports, the patient \\·as in 
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the process of deteriora tion. The eventual final breakdo,vn was 
inevitable; therefore, the risk taken in this case was not too great 
and the ou tlook was promising enough to sa tisfy the conscience of 
the experimenting physician. 

The patient, a thirty-two-year-old Irish girl, had been brought 
to me by her relatives, who had heard about my new medical ap
proach to the biopathies. I informed them of the great danger of 
precipitating a breakdown. They were ready to take the risk and 
to sign an affidavi t to this effect. I also warned them of the risk 
of a sudden outbreak of destructiveness. Since I was weil ac
quainted with the manifestations preceding a destructive at
tack, I feit sure that I would sense the danger in time. Therefore, 
I undertook the experiment outside the institution under the 
strict condition that a nurse or a relative should al,vays be 
araund the patient and that at the first sign of unrest and de
structiveness the patient should be committed to the institution. 
A further condition was that the patient, who at the tiip.e "\vas on 
parole, should see the parole physician regularly and that all ar
rangements should be made with the institution, where the pa
tient had been before, for instant commitment in case of a break
down. I also kept in tauch with the psychiatrist in charge of the 
case at the institution by mail, and secured his cooperation. 

Such precautions are indispensable if one wants to treat a 
schizophrenic outside an institution. One would prefer to rely on 
an institution which conducts experimental orgone therapy 
within its walls. But, unfortunately, mental institutions-"·ith 
very few exceptions-are not inclined to bother "\Vith ne,v, hope
ful medical efforts to treat schizophrenia. Shock therapy is too 
readily available to dull schizophrenic activities, and there are 
too many psychotics to be taken care of by too fe"· physicians. 
There is no time for extensive and deep-reaching scientific inves
tigation. I understand this attitude, though I cannot condone it. 
A fe'v cases of schizophrenia, well understood instead of 
"shocked," would, in the lang run, save society countless nlil
lions of dollars. It seen1s too much to expect such foresight. It is 
known that tnental institu tions are, in reality, jails for psychotics, 
with little tnedical care, scarce funds, and, in n1ost of then1, no 
research at all. lVforeover, sotne tnedical achninistra tors are re
luctant to consider any serious attetnpt to inlpro,·e the condition 
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of these patients. Sometimes they even meet such medical endea
vors \Vith great hostility. 

This short descri ption of the social si tuation may suffice to ex
plain both my precautions and my \villingness to take the risk. I 
kne'v the danger \Vell, but the possible future re\vard seemed great. 
And indeed I \vas not disa ppointed. This patient, 1vho had taken 
refuge in a tnental institution for many years and \Vho was already 
deteriorating at the time I accepted her for the experiment, has 
remained out of the institution for more than six years since the 
treatment. She resumed her profession; the process of deterioration 
\vas stopped. The patient became social in many \vays. 

I cannot predict whether this situation will last; I hope it \vill. 
The scientific and medical re\vard \Vas great: orgone therapy can 
be applied successfully in certain cases of schizophrenia where 
all other methods fail. The result justified the risk. Furthermore, 
orgonon1ic theory \Vas confirmed in some of i ts basic assum p
tions and \Vas adjusted in others. 1\1any entirely ne\v facts about 
basic functioning in the biosys tem of man \vere secured, and for 
the first time in the history of medicine and psychiatry, some 
central questions about the nature of paranoid mechanisms in 
schizophrenia \vere ans1vered. 

I shall describe the therapeutic experiment as it developed 
over a period of three months from treatment to treatment. I took 
notes carefully on the mostessential details immediately after each 
session, and I kept a s pecial record of the general line of develop
ment in order to find, if possible, some consistency or la1v in this 
clevelopment. The case itself offers nothing ne'v in manifestations 
or sym ptomatology of the schizophrenic psychosis. What is new, 
however, is the response to orgone-therapeutic measures. It revealed 
some hi therto unkno\vn connections bet,veen kno,vn schizoid func
tions ancl it brought to light some ne'v functions in the depth of 
the biosystem 'vhich are of the greatest im portance for the under
s tanding of human biology in general. 

T he appearance of the patient 

The first impression \Vas not that of a schizophrenic. She spoke 
about her symptoms and experiences in a coherent, orderly man
ner. One feit great embarrassment in the backgrouncl of her be
havior; she spoke in an artificially eager manner. She seemed very 
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intelligent and gave penetrating answers to most difficult questions; 
she knew the psychiatric language in an unusually clear way. She 
said that she had longed to meet a psychiatrist who would under
stand her inner emotions, but the psychiatrists always thought she 
was "crazy." Her eyes had the typical faraway, slightly veiled Iook 
of the schizophrenic character. At times she became confused, but 
regained her clarity easily. As the conversation proceeded, one 
could clearly discern certain subjects which she tried to evade. 
When asked whether she knew of any queer or unusual experi
ences, her eyes became "dark" and she said: "I am in contact 
with some powerful forces, but they are not here now." 

The subject was clearly charged with emotion, and we did not 
delve into it any further. It became clear, furthermore, that she 
"dissimulated" and disguised her situation. She declared herself 
willing to undergo the experiment of orgone therapy. She had 
read the literature and thought that I was right. 

First session 

I restricted the work to an orientation on her annoring and 
character defenses. Her mannerisms were stronger than they had 
been during the initial meeting. She understood the principle of 
orgone therapy very weil. She had known for years that most 
people were armored and therefore did not understand the inner 
life of the schizophrenic "who feels and knows everything." I 
tried to find out more about the "forces," but she refused to talk 
about them. The forces had, she said, nothing whatsoever to do 
with her own inner urges. She had excellent contact with the is
sues of the discussion. 

She seemed not to breathe at all. On physical examination her 
ehest appeared soft, not rigid as in cases of compulsion neurosis. 
This softness and mobility of the ehest were later found in other 
initial schizophrenics. It should be further investigated 'vhether 
and to what extent the Iack of armoring in the ehest is or is not a 
characteristic of the schizophrenic biopathy.2 

The softness of her ehest 'vould have appeared normal if it 
had not been accompanied by Zack of respiration. Respiration 

2 This assumption gained some support through the examinations of schizo
phrenics by Dr. Elsworth Baker at the l\larlboro State Hospital in ::\ew Jersey. 
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,\·as so shallo'v that it seerned altogether absent. When I asked 
the patient to inhale and exhale audibly, she refused; it was later 
sho,vn that she was unable to do it. She seerned to stop the res
piration sornewhere in the eervieal segments. 

She beearne inereasingly restless, looked anxiously at the 'valls 
and along the eeiling. "There are sorne shado,vs," she said. Sud
denly she made the sign of a eross over her ehest with her hands. 
"I am dedieated; the forces eorne to rne; I ean eall thern and 
rnake thern eome; the forees Iove rne. . . ." 

I asked her whether the "forees" had ever ineited her to eommit 
murder. She ,,·ould have to answer this question very soon, I 
said. For if the experiment was tobe eondueted safely, 've had to 
know everything about the "forees." I asked her 'vhether she 'vould 
promise to teil rne imrnediately when the "forees" 'vanted her to do 
dangeraus things to herself or to other people. She said, 'vith 
deep sineeri ty, that she would teil rne irnrnediately. She told rne 
that sornetirnes the "forces" told her to cornrnit rnurder. Onee she 
had suddenly feit as if she had to push a 'vornan off a station 
platfonn. 

She had scareely finished this sentence 'vhen she beearne quite 
absent-minded; she did not Iisten to rny questions and appeared 
eornpletely dissoeiated. She was rnunnuring ineoherently and un
intelligibly. I eould only diseern the 'vords: " ... The forees 
betrayed ... what did I say .... " 

I knew frorn her relatives that she hated her rnother bitterly 
and that at the sarne time she 'vas strongly dependent on her. 
The ideas of "rnurder," "menstruation," and "rnother" 'vere 
elosely linked. The urge to murder was also sornehow eonneeted 
with the experienee of the "forees" or betraying the "forees." 

The patient reeuperated after a 'vhile and regained her eorn
posure. 

Second through fifth sessions 

During the following four therapeutie sessions, I tried cautiously 
to a pproaeh her dysfunction of respiration. The problern was not, 
as in the armored neurotie, to break down the armoring of the 
ehest. There seemed to be no armor. The problern was ho'v to 
make her drav.,r in and expel air through the Iarynx. She began to 
struggle severely whenever I tried to bring about full respiration. 
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I had the impression that the function of respiration was not 
stopped any by immobility due to armoring, but was inhibited as 
if by a strong, conscious effort. I also· thought that her organism 
suffered severely from this effort and that she did not feel the ef
fort. 

She responded with severe irritation to every attempt on my part 
to induce respiration. The typical annored neurotic would have ap
peared untouched or he would have smiled maliciously at my ef
forts. Not so our schizophrenic. She tried to cooperate intelligently 
but became panicky whenever I came close to succeeding. Fear of 
the "forces" overwhelmed her "\Vith anxiety; she feit them coming 
close and being all around her, on the vvalls, under the sofa, etc. She 
told me now that this same anxiety had driven her to me as a 
physician in whom she could have confidence. She had under
stood from my books that I would know "\vhat she was talking 
about. 

I gave up any further attempts to make her breathe whenever 
the anxiety set in. She was told that this was one of her major 
pathological disturbances, that we would have to overcome it; 
that she "\Vould have to help me to do so; and that overcoming 
this disturbance would relieve her to a great extent. She prom
ised to help me; she feit sure that I was right. She had kno"\vn it 
for a long time. 

I was able to form the following opinion of the situation: 
Our patient did not shut off or was not able to shut off com

pletely the sensation of plasmatic currents, as the rigidly annored 
neurotic does. She feit the orgonotic streamings in her body 
"very close by," and she fought them by not permitting the pas
sage of air to and from the lungs. \Vhether she had ever actually 
and fully experienced the body streamings, I could not teil and 
she did not know. She had only experienced the "oncoming" of 
"forces," but she did not feel the uforces" as her ozvn. She "\\yas ter
ror-stricken when she fel t the "forces"; at the same time she feit 
"dedicated to them," dedicated to "a mission." She "\Vas reluctant 
to say what kind of mission it was. 

It is an essential rule in working 'vith schizophrenics (and also 
'vith non-psychotics, for that matter) to give the patient the full 
understanding that one takes his complaints seriously. that one 
does not think them queer or "crazy" or "antisocial" or "imn1oral." 
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One gets nowhere if the patient does not have or does not 
develop absolute confidence in his physician which allu\VS him to 
feel that he is trusted basically and that his '\vords and feelings 
are understood, ho'\vever peculiar they may appear to the lay
man. One must sho'\v genuine understanding to the schizophrenic 
even if he threatens to kill the physician. This absolute require
men t makes orgone-thera peu tic trea tmen t of psychotics inacces
sible to the physician '\vho is not emotionally equipped to do the 
job. The further report will corroborate this statement. 

Sixth session 

.A.fter abou t half an hour of careful, painstaking '\vork on her 
cervical armoring, the first outhurst of hate occurred. This first 
outhurst ''?as accompanied by quiet crying; at the same time she 
developed severe anxiety, tremor in her li ps, shoulders, and also 
partially in her ehest. 

In such situations, '\\·here different kinds of emotions are inter
mingled, it is necessary toseparate the emotions from one another. 
This can be done by promoting the most superficial emo
tion, the one '\V hich figh ts off the deeper emotion, and by "push
ing back" the latter. Accordingly, I encouraged her crying, which 
blocked the rage, and after some tearful release of sorro'\v, I let her 
develop her rage by encouraging her to hit the couch. This is a 
dangeraus procedure if the patient, especially the schizophrenic, 
is not in perfect contact ·with the ph)'sician. In order to secure 
this contact, one must explain to the patient that he must stop his 
rage action instantly 'vhen asked to do so. It is the task of the phy
sician to decide '\\·hen the point in emotional release is reached 
,,·here the patient is in danger of getting out of control. Only skilled 
orgone therapists can accomplish this. I "?arn physicians '\vho have 
not been trained in the technique of medical orgone therapy, and 
trainecl orgone therapists 'vho clo not have the necessary experi
ence, against tackling schizophrenics. One cannot proceed in such 
cases '\vi thou t releasing the rage, anti one cannot release the 
rage '\vithout much experience previously gainecl in less emotional 
situations. 

To,,·ard the end of the sixth session, the patient had released 
enough emotion to relax. She uttered astonishment that such re
lief ,,·as possible and expressed her thanks with tears in her eyes. 
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She realized now for the firsttimethat her idea that "people looked 
at her" was of a delusionary nature (the rational element in the per
secotary idea will be elaborated later) . Communications ßowed 
freely. She had fought against the "inßuences" of the "forces" as far 
back as she could remember. She realized that she held on to 
reali ty only wi th great effort; she had feit as though she were 
hanging over an abyss most of the time, especially during pu
berty. She always became confused when her fear of the "forces" 
met with her Iove for them. She confessed that it was in such mo
ments of confusion that murderaus impulses would surge up in her. 

This seemed the proper moment to teil her fully about my 
'\VOrries concerning a possible uncontrolled breakthrough of de
structiveness. She understood immediately what I meant. She 
agreed and assured me wi th a q ui te unschizophrenic Iook that 
she h.ad had this worry for a long time. I told her then that I 
kne'v from experience that most schizophrenics in the initial 
phases of the disease have the same worry as to whether they '\vill 
be able to fight off the upsurge of murderaus destructiveness. 
She agreed that there was no other way of safeguarding herself 
against committing murder than the security of an institution. 
She realized, quite on her own, that it was in such emotional situa
tions that she sought the safety of an institution. She feit safer in
side, she said, because life there made no demands on her that she 
was unable to fulfill. She kne'v she would not commit murder 'vhen 
in the institution; but she also knew that life in the institution '\"as 
bad for her. She feit that slo'v deterioration 'vas inevitable because 
life within the 'valls of the institution made her dull or furious, 
according to the special situation she met. She understood the in
mates fully and feit sympathy for them; at the same time she feit 
horror to\vard their kind of existence. In her lucid phases, she sa\v 
through the glib and superficial attitudes of so many psychiatrists 
to,vard the psychotic, their Iack of understanding, the brutality 
of many of the procedures, the injustices so often committed, etc.; 
she had, in short, excellent insight 'vhen the "forces" \\·ere absent or 
\Vere present "'vithout making too strong demands on her." 

i\s the therapeutic process progressed, one single question 
gained an ovcrall importance: Do THE aFORCEs" 'VHICH HAl'~T HER 

A~D 'VHICH SHE LOVES DE\'OTEDLY REPRESE~T HER BODY SE~SATIO~S 
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OF STREAl\IINGS OF PLEASURE? IF THIS IS THE CASE, WHY IS SHE AFRAID 

OF THEl\1? (IT IS CLEAR SHE IS devoted TO THE~L) WHAT KIND OF 

:\IECHA~IS:\1 I~ HER BODY BLOCKS THE STREAl\UNGS OF PLEASURE? HOW 

DO THE BLOCKED-OFF PLASl\IA TIC STREA~UNGS TURN INTO uEVIL" 

FORCES? \VHAT IS THE CONNECTION BE'nVEEN THIS BLOCK AND THE 

SCHIZOPHRENie PROCESS? 

I began to direct my attention toward the functions which 
possibly "·ould ans,ver these questions. My impression was that 
the blocking mechanism \vas someho,v connected wi th her cervical 
segment, especially \Vith the peculiar respiratory disturbance: no 
respiration in the presence of a soft ehest. 

Seven th session 

During the seventh session it became obvious that the partial 
breakthrough of rage that I had kept under control during the 
previous trea tment had increased her physiological need for full 
respiration. This could be seen in her even moredesperate attempts 
to preven t the air from passing fully through her throat, Iarynx, and 
trachea. I encouraged her to exhale fully and helperl by softly 
pressing do,\·n on her ehest. She gave in to expiration suddenly 
but ·~xent into a state of trance immediately afterwards. She did 
not respond to my calling her; her eyes were turned toward a 
corner of the ceiling in a staring manner; she seemed to be hallu
cinated. Her Iegs trembled severely and she had fascicular con
vulsions in the muscles of her shoulders for about thirty minutes. 

I succeeded in bringing her out of her trance by pinching her 
hard enough to make her a\vare of the sensation of pain. Slowly 
she began to return to full consciousness. She \Vas obviously con
fused; she tried to convince herself that she was awake by knock
ing at things. She grasperl my hands, began to cry out, and said: 
"I 1xant to come back, oh, I want to come back ... " This 
Iasted another ten minutes. Then she said: "I am not quite back 
yet ... 'Vhere are you? ... '\Vith the Lord ... I asked 
him \\·hether I should give in to the devil . . . that you are the 
devil ... " In answer to my question, she said that she did not 
"see things" any more but had "some contact" (with the forces). 
She hacl feit the tremor in her legs and shoulders, she also had 
heard my voice, and yet she "feit far, far away." It was the first 
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time that she could not "come back" quickly. "It Iasted so long 
this time ... "\Vhere are you? ... Piease let me hold your 
hands . . . I want to feel sure that I am here . . ." 

Holding my hands, she looked around the room suspiciously, 
along the '\valls and at the ceiling. She feit exhausted and re
mained for more than an hour after the treatment to compose 
herself. 

I told her to come back next day for further treatment, and to 
call me or to have me called as soon as she feit the need to talk 
to me. 

Eighth session 

After the experience of the previous day, she had feit very 
tired and had gone to bed as soon as she got home. She feit calm 
and safe no'\v, her eyes '\Vere clear. I decided not to proceed fur
ther in breaking do,vn her armor but only to bring her back to 
'\Vhere she had been the previous day. 

It is an important rule in disannoring people to_ proceed 
slo,v'ly, step by step, and not to advance further into the biophys
ical depth unless one kn0'\4lS exactly 'vhat is going on and unless 
the patient has become accustomed to the si tuation 'vhich has 
already been reached. This is valid for all types of medical orgone 
therapy; it is especially necessary in the treatment of schizoid 
characters. If one neglects this strict rule, one 'villlose sight of the 
total process and '\Vill endanger the patient. Patients '\Vho feel 
better after partial breakthroughs often implore the physician 
to proceed faster, to see them more frequently. This should not be 
granted. 'Vhen a certain breakthrough has been accomplished, the 
organism must be given time to organize and to assimilate the emo
tions '\\~hich have broken through. The position from '\\·hich '\\·e pro
ceed further must be finnly established .. A. certain amount of ill-be
ing due to the remainder of the annoring is necessary in order to 
proceed further in the proper manner. One has to guard especially 
against the mystical, religious-like expectation on the part of the 
patient that no,,r he has been "freed," "redeen1ed," "liberated." 
It is true that the first fe,v breaks through the solid annor are 
accom panied by feelings of grea t relief. This often disguises the 
true situation in the depth of the biophysical structure. There
fore, the rule should be to be cautious as long as the basic orgastic 
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pleasure anxiety does not appear in an unequivocal manner. i\s 
long as this deep terror of spontaneaus plasmatic contraction is 
not at the surface and has not been overcome, great caution is 
indicated. 

In this eighth session, the patient ""as very cooperative. She 
had less anxiety, permitted the clonisms to occur much more eas
ily and '\·illingly; but it 'vas clear that she still anxiously 'vatched 
every bit of '\·hat '\·as going on, that she "·as "on guard" not to 
lose hold of herself, and that she had to fight hard not to run 
a'vay again into a state of trance. 

One should never proceed 'vithout great care as long as the basic 
distrust has not come forth 'vhich is tobe expected in every single 
case. The schizophrenic is far franker than the neurotic in sho"·
ing this typical distrust. In neurotics, one must dig up the distrust 
from under the veneer of friendliness and politeness. Our patient 
asked me point blank: ~~can I trust you? Oh, if only I could trust 
you ... [Looking at me 'vith great fear in her eyes] Are you a 
German spy?" 

I t '\'as soon after the FBI had mistaken orgone research for 
German (or Russian?) spy activity and had taken me into cus
tody (as an "enemy alien") at the entry of the United States into 
'Vorld 'Var II. The fact that I vt·as soon released unconditionally 
after a hearing did not matter much to the patient. "'\Vhat mat
tered '\"as the fact that I had been suspected of subversive activi
ties, and this, of course, v . .-as in harmony 'vith the general attitude 
of neurotics as "\vell as psychotics to distrust everything, especially 
their o1\·n inner feelings. Our patient "·anted to be able to trust 
me because, as she said plainly, she needed my help in her fight 
against the "forces." I assured her that I "\vas not a German or, for 
that matter, any other type of spy and never had been. Thereupon 
she said that everybody thinks only in terms of his o,\·n nature or 
character structure and that hence the FBI could not think of any
thing but spy activity "\vhen they could not understand 'vhat I ,\·as 
doing. I had to agree 'vith this statement, and I found my liking 
of the schizoid mind again justified. Schizophrenics are able in 
their lucid periods to see through individual and social matters 
intelligently, as no other character type can. Later '"e shall see 
that this lucidity of intelligence in the schizophrenic is one of the 
major dangers 'vhich threaten his existence in present-day society. 
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The patient was scheduled for a parole visit the following day 
at the state hospi tal. I told her not to hide anything, but I also 
told her to be prepared for the parole physician's inability to un
derstand everything she would explain to him. \Ve had the good 
luck to deal with a psychiatrist who was not one of the brutal 
shock-thera py surgeons. The patient left this session quiet and 
completely orderly. 

Summary after the eighth session 

I. The patient came with a remainder of a sharp sense of 
reality to which she held on desperately in order not to break 
down completely. 

2. The patient sought my help because she feit that I under
stood the "forces" and had "contact" with them. 

3. She thought she was better than the rest of the world be
cause of her contact with the "forces." Her criticism of the '\Vorld 
of homo normalis was correct, nearly perfect and rational in ac
cordance with her contact with the "forces," whatever they repre
sented. 

4. Her armoring differed from the armoring in a simple neu
rotic biopathy in that it '\vas not complete and only superficially 
constructed. Her ehest was mobile, but she did not breathe fully. 
Because of the weakness of her armoring, she felt as though she 
were banging only by a thread above an abyss. "Beyond" '\vere the 
"forces," which were a devilish" and (( attractive" a t the same time. 

5. The melting Sensations of orgonotic streamings in her body 
had a close connection with her idea of "forces," but these sensa
tions were projected upon walls and ceilings. Her schizophrenic 
fear of breaking down was someho'\v eiependent on her contact 
with the "forces." 

6. The perception of the inner "forces" at the '\valls and the ceil
ing consti tuted the main riddle. The '\vord ''projection" obviously 
did not explain anything. 

2. THE "FORCES" 

The patient kne'\v the "forces" '\yell. She described then1 in de
tail. Sotne characteristics of the "forces" '\\·ere the s~une as those 
ascribcd to an otnnipotent Being= God; others "·ere those as
cribed to the devil--evil, cunning, sly and n1aliciously ten1pting. 
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The first group of characteristics made the patient feel safe and 
protected and therefore "devoted" to the "forces"; in regard to the 
second group of characteristics, the patient behaved as if she had 
tobe protected against the "forces," their evil intentions and temp
tations, such as murder. This ambiguity in the nature of the 
"forces" beca1ne quite clear as the work proceeded. 

My assumption at that stage of the work was the following: if 
the "forces" represented the coon and the EVIL in the same emo
tional forma tion, then i t was necessary to assume tha t the spli t 
into t\vo diametrically opposite kinds of experiences was due to 

• T\VO DIA~IETRICALLY OPPOSITE SITUATIONS IN HER CHARACTER STRUC
TURE which were mutually exclusive and incompatible. The 
Schizophrenie split of the personality had tobe ascribed to this in
compatibility; each of the two opposite emotional structures 
\Vould alternately take hold of the organismic functioning. In 
contradistinction to the schizophrenic structure, the structure of 
homo normalis keeps one or the other of the contradictory struc
tures continually in a state of repression. Thus, in homo normalis, 
the spli t of the personali ty is hidden. The common functioning 
principle of both con and DEVIL is the basic biophysical function
ing of the organism, the 11biological core," whose most significant 
manifestation is the plasmatic current and its subjective perception 
as a melting sensation of Iove, as anxiety or hate. All this had to 
be confirmed by further developments in this case. 

Ninth session 

The patient came to the ninth session full of joy and perfectly 
coordinated. She had visi ted the parole psychiatrist the day be
fore. He had told her that he knew me tobe "brilliant." She had 
explained to him my method of thera py as one of "letting off 
steam." The institutional psychiatrist had encouraged her to go on 
with the therapy. His attitude must have meant a support of her 
own hopes, since she had doubted my honesty previously ("Are 
you a German spy?"). 

Her respiration was physiologically nearly complete that day; 
her eyes were clear, not "veiled" as usual. She reported that she 
had had the urge to satisfy herself genitally. The inexperienced 
physician would have triumphed about the "success." But I knew 
that great dangerwas just ahead of us. 
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A sick organism can take a slight increase in energy function
ing easily and enjoys this well-being very much, more than the 
healthy organism does, because of the great difference between 
the usual state of tension and the slight release of tension after a 
partial disarmoring. But the bio-energetic system continues to in
crease i ts energy level unless periodic releases of energy take 
place. And the only way of full release of built-up bio-energy is, 
as we weil know, that of full orgastic convulsions during the natural 
process of mating. The problern of mental hygiene '\vould not be 
as tough as it is if nature had not made the total orgastic convul
sion entirely dependent on the absence of chronic body armor
ing. We are, as natural scientists and physicians, not responsi
ble for this situation; we have only found and described it. 

The patient herself was weil a'\vare of the danger ahead, far 
more than a simple neurotic '\vould be. She told me that the 
"forces" had not been around lately, but they "could and '\vould 

· surely come back, malicious as they are." 
She asked me whether I would abandon her if the "forces" came 

back. She wanted to know what exactly '\Vas the mechanism of 
orgone-therapeutic eure. Her questions were very intelligent and 
to the point. She inquired whether she '\vould have to resign from 
her present "superior" position in the world, and '\vhether she 
could become a useful member of society. 

These questions appear peculiar to one '\Vho does not knov~- '\?hat 
this case revealed in such an unequivocal manner. The schizoid 
character has a far better contact 'vith and insight into the func
tions of nature and society than homo normalis. This imbues him 
with a rational feeling of superiority to the average homo nor
malis, '\vho lacks such insight. It is logical, then, that in order to 
become a "useful member of society," i.e., a homo norrnalis, she 
'vould have to lose some of her insights and '\?ith them her supe
riority. 

Such feelings of superiority contain a great deal of rational 
truth. The schizoid character is, on the average, really superior 
to thc average horno normalis in intelligence, just as is the "critni
nal charactcr." But this intelligence is in1practical because of 
thc deep-seatcd split. It is unable to perforn1 Iasting. rational 
hiological activitics, as in the case of "·hat is called ugenius." 

I took this opportunity to brace her against future dangers. I 
told her that she had cxperienced only a first relicf but that she 
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,.;ould become frigh tened to a dangeraus degree '~:hen her "forces" 
emerged fully from the depth. She understood and promised to 
keep close con tact ,\·i th me during the coming procedures. 

The events I am going to describe no''l v~·ould appear utterly 
incredible to anYone ,\·ho did not trv to understand this case . ' 

(and any other, for that matter) from the beginning in terms of 
the natural functions of bio-energy and its blocking in the bio
pathie.s. These events 'rould appear to him just as other examples 
of "crazy reactions," "unintelligible," "dangerous," "antisocial," as 
good reasons for commitment of the patient to a lunatic asylum. I 
agree that ,\·hat "·as to come zcas dangerous, antisocial, a good 
reason for commitment; but I cannot agree that it "·as unintelli
gible or that it "·as any more "crazy" than the deeds, or rather 
misdeeds, of our dictators or "·armakers, 'vho are not committed 
to institutions, but, on the contrary, are "·orshipped and honored 
by masses of homines no'rmales. Therefore, I cannot become ex
cited about the far lesser "craziness" in the schizophrenic. To put it 
bluntly, if ,,·orse comes to "·orst, he kills hirnself or he threatens to 
kill somebody eise, but he never drivesmillians of innocent people 
from their homes for the "honor of the fatherland"; he does not 
demand at the point of a gun that millians be sacrificed for his im
potent political ideas. 

Therefore, Iet us be reasonable; let us abandon our false right
eousness. There must be a potent reason '\·hy the schizophrenic 
is treated so cruelly and the cruel homo normalis is honored so 
crazily all over this planet. 

Tenth session 

The attitude just described saved this particular case. It could, 
I firmly believe, save thousands of lives "·hich are rotting a'vay 
innocently in obsolete mental institutions due to the typical eva
siveness of homo normalis and his cruelty as applied in irrespon
sible, universal, and indiscriminate "shock therapy." 

The patient had feit perfectly at ease during the day. But 'vhen 
she undressed, I sa"· the figure of a cross) cut into the skin of her 
ehest at the sternum, about 6 cm. long and 4 cm. across. She had 
clone it the previous evening "quite 'vithout any conscious mo
tive." She ((just had to" do it. She no,\· feit highly "pent-up." "I 
m ust Iet off some steam or I am going to hurst." 

lt ,.,·as immediately obvious (to the v~·ell-trained orgone thera-
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pist) that her cervical segment was severely contracted, pale, and 
immobile. Severe rage was visible in her face, which appeared 
nearly blue, cyanotic. It took about ten minutes to release this 
severe cervical block. I succeeded by letting her gag, until the gag 
reßex operated weil, and by forced respiration. As soon as 
the block in the throat gave way, she began to cry silently. Re
peated encouragement to cry loudly met with no success. We 
find this phenomenon very often in neurotic biopathies: the emo
tion of crying is too strong to be let out fully at once. Usually, 
there is severe rage held down by the emotion of crying. If the 
patien t let go in crying fully and freely, he would feel that he had 
to commit murder. 

Such armoring usually results from cruel punishment for quite 
innocent behavior in childhood. The mother hated the father; she 
wanted to murder him, to get rid of him; he was too strong for 
that, and the mother was too '\Veak to do anything about it. So 
she punished the three- or four-year-old child for making noise 
or for dancing in the street or for some other quite innocent ac
tivity. The natural reaction on the part of the child is- justified 
rage against such cruelty; but the child is afraid to show the rage 
and wants to cry instead; but crying, too, is "forbidden"; "a good 
boy and a good girl don't cry, they don't show their emotions." 
This is the type of much-vaunted "education" of small children in 
the twentieth century of culture and civilization at the beginning of 
the great "atomic age" ... '\vhich "will either make humanity 
soar to heaven or go to hell ... depending on ... " ... lVhat1 
ON WHETHER THE HUMAN RACE WILL OR 'VILL NOT SUCCEED I~ 

ERADICA TING TO THE LAST VESTIGE SUCH CRil\fiNAL BEHAVIOR 

ON THE PART OF SICK MOTHERS AND FATHERS; ON 'VHETHER OUR 

PHYSICIANS AND EDUCATORS AND JOURNALISTS 'VILL OR 'VlLL NOT 

MUSTER THE COURAGE TO TACKLE THIS SUPREI\IELY Il\IPORTANT PROB

LEM AND WILL FINALLY SUCCEED IN NOT SUPPORTI!'\G IT, IN OVERC0"!\1-

ING THEIR ACADEMIC EVASIVENESS, ALOOFNESS, AND "OBJECTIVIIT." 

Our patient had suffered several decades of cruel n1onstrosities on 
the part of her nagging mother. She had developed the impulse 
to choke her mother in order to defend herself. Such itnpulses 
are very strong and cannot be fought off in any other \vay than 
by armoring against the \\·elling-up of the n1urderous hate in the 
throat. 

Quite spontaneously, the patient asked me 'lL'Izethe1· I IL'ould 
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permit her to choke my throat. I confess that I feit, not embar
rassed, but a bit frightened; ho,vever, I told her to go ahead and do 
it. The patient put her hands very cautiously around my throat and 
exerted a slight pressure; then her face cleared up and she sank 
back exhausted. Her respiration was full now. Her '\vhole body 
trembled severely '\vith every exhalation. The streamings and sen
sations seemed strong, to judge from the way she stretched her right 
leg in order to avert the full force of the emotions. From time to 
time, her body '\vould become quite rigid in a position of opistho
tonus and then relax again. Her face became alternately red with 
crying or blue with anger. This process Jasted for about thirty min
u tes. I kne'\v tha t now her psychotic ideas would emerge wi th full 
force. 'Vhen a certain degree of emotional u pheaval was reached, I 
asked her quietly to try tostop the reaction. She responded instant
ly with full cooperation and began slowly to calm down. I had held 
her hand in my palm all through the breakthrough. 

In t'\4:enty-two years of psychiatric work with psychotics and 
so-called psychopaths, I had acquired a certain skill in handling 
such emotional situations. I claim that all psychiatrists should be 
skilled enough to handle them. But I also claim that nowadays 
few psychiatrists are equipped to do so and, therefore, I would 
most emphatically advise against repeating my experiment unless 
the proper skill has been acquired. I do not wish to be made re
sponsible for a disaster that might happen in some psychiatrist's 
office because of his lack of training. 

If we are to understand the schizophrenic world, we must 
never judge it from the standpoint of homo normalis; the sanity 
of the latter has itself come under sharp scrutiny. We must try 
instead to understand it when the schizophrenic expresses ra
tional functions in a distorted manner. Therefore, it is necessary 
to judge him from beyond this "orderly" world of ours; we must 
judge him from his own standpoint. This is not easy. But if one 
penetrates the distortions, a wide vista opens up on a vast realm of 
human experience, rich in truth and beauty. It is the realm from 
which all the great deeds of genius emerge. 

To continue with the patient: I asked her what was the mean
ing of the cross on her ehest. I did not scold her nor did I threaten 
to commit her. This would not have achieved anything. 

She rose, her '\vhole body trembling, and held on to her throat. 
Then she said: "I don't want tobe Jewish" (she was not of Jew-
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ish origin). Since every schizophrenic of whatever faith could have 
said this, I did not try to convince her that she was not Jewish; 
on the contrary, I took her words seriously. "Why not?" I asked. 
"The J ews crucified J esus," she said. Thereupon she asked for a 
knife to cut a large cross into her belly. 

The situation was not clear at once. After a 'vhile, it became 
clear that she was trying hard to go into the state of trance, but 
apparently did not succeed. After a while, she said: "I tried to 
get in tauch with them [the forces] again ... but ... I 
cannot ... " She began to cry. I asked her why. "Perhaps there 
are three reasons: (1) I fought them too strongly. (2) I did not 
make the cross deep enough. (3) They reject me because I am 
J ewish." 

The exact connection between her biophysical status and these 
psychotic ideas was still not clear. It was possible that the system 
of delusions no Ionger worked as well as before; that she felt 
guilt toward the "forces" to whom her life was dedicated, and that 
accordingly she tried hard to make a self-sacrifice in order to re
gain the benevolence of the "forces." Such mechanisms_ are 'vell 
known from so-called "normal" religious behavior. Here, too, the 
lass of contact with "God" willlead to greater sacrifice in order to 
regain His benevolence. 

Did she identify herself with J esus Christ? 
She calmed down after a while and went harne safely. \Vhy did 

I not commit her to the institution after 'vhat had happened? I 
asked this question myself. The answer 'vas this: I kne,,~ from 
lang experience with such emotional situatons that any threat 
would only have increased the danger, and that, on the other 
hand, only perfectly genuine confidence in her, 'vhich she felt, 
would sa ve the si tua tion. Somehow I had grea t confidence in her. 
But the risk was great, too, of course. The danger of suicide ''"as 
present, but that of destructiveness to,vard somebody else ""as 
not present. Clinically, she seemed close to a n1a jor change in 
her structure, as indicated by her inability to get in contact ''"ith 
the forces. This 'vas an important gain to be further deYeloped. 

Eleven th session 

She came back in good lnnnor ,,·ith bright eyes, but slightly 
1nanic. She spoke n1uch and 'vith great ,,·it. Therapeutically, not 
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much progress can be made 'vhen the patient feels too weil. One 
has to dig up another piece of conflict and to increase the energy 
Ievel sufficiently to proceed further. This is clone by full respira
tion. 

As soon as the patient started to yield to deeper respiration, 
she developed s trong psychotic emotions again. She began to 
Iook araund the room in her typical paranoid fashion. She be
came anxious, and her body began to quiver all over. Her eyes 
changed: appearing empty at first, they later sharply observed 
the red-hot coil of the electric heater. This went on for quite a 
,~;hile. She fought off anxiety and then she said: "A funny 
thought I had ... THAT THIS HEAT AND THE SUN ARE ALSO FORCES; 

that they [the "real forces"] could think that I could prefer this 
other force [from the heater and the sun ]." 

I 'vas flabbergasted. ';Vhat deep thought, and how close to the 
truth! I assure the reader that at that time she knew nothing of 
the orgone phenomena and that I had not told her anything 
about them. The truth she touched upon by her remark was this: 
if it 'vas true that her "forces" were distorted perceptions of her 
O,\~n bio-energy; if it is further true that organismic energy and 
sun energy are basically the same, then she had made a truly sci
entific statement, and a great one at that. Was her organism 
trying to regain health by turning away from the delusion about 
a reality to the reality proper? She obviously was fighting hard to 
,\~iden the scope of her sense of reali ty. Replacemen t of the 
"forces" by otherJ natural forces seemed a logical step in this 
direction. Somehow the delusional forces had lost some power 
over her, as expressed in the following statement: "I also 
thought they could befuck themselves ... Oh, what did I 
say ... " Great anxiety overcame her instantly after having said 
this, as though she had called for the devil. 

I ventured the following work hypothesis: the respiration had 
increased her bi o-energy Ievel. She had come closer to the natural 
forces, the "melting" sensations, within herself. If this was cor
rect, the delusion of "forces" from "beyond" had lost some of its en
ergy and thus had weakened. She came closer to reality by com
ing closer to the real forces of lifeJ the orgonotic sensationsJ 
within herself. This was a major finding about the schizophrenic 
delusion: the delusion of "forces from beyond" is not merely a 
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psychotic construction without a basis in reality; rather, it de
scribes a deeply feit reality, although in a distorted manner. The 
further progress had to prove or disprove this assumption. It later 
proved it correct. Basicaily, this amounts to the fact that in their 
del usions the psychotics teil us im portan t things abou t func
tions of nature. We must only learn to understand their language. 

She had come very close to the meaning of her delusion with
out sinking fuily into it. The function that was responsible for 
this success '\vas her improved respiration. Strong clonisms devel
oped during the rest of this session which she tolerated much 
better and with less anxiety. But her eyes became veiled when
ever the orgonotic sensations became too strong for her. 

I feit that she wanted to teil me something but that she did not 
trust me fuily. I asked her whether my guess was right that she 
was in conflict over the "forces" and me; that she was for and at 
the same time against the "forces," and for as weil as against me. 
She was afraid of the "forces" when she affirmed me too much, 
when she applied for my help against the "forces." She understood 
this instantly and perfectly '\Vell. In fact, she had had this thought 
herself. 

The clonisms continued while '\Ve talked. She feit dizzy, and I 
asked her to stop the reactions of her organism. She did. In the 
end she told me quite spontaneously that she had become seri
ously ill for the first time when the uforces" had told her to poison 
the whole family with gas. She had in fact turned on the gas one 
evening but had turned it off again. Soon after she told me this, 
she began to murrnur unintelligibly. It sounded like .a mystical 
ritual to placate evil ghosts. She did not leave the room for about 
an hour. She stood rigidly on one spot and did not move. One had 
the impression of a cataleptic posture. She did not ans,ver my re
peated questions why she did not leave. Finally she said: "I can
not step over this spot." 

During this session, the prospects of her therapy had become 
clear: 

I. The more and better contact she made ,,~ith her plastnatic, 
bio-energetic streatning sensations, the less the fear of the forces 
\vould be. This '''ould also prove my contention that the "forces" 
in sclzizophrenia are distorted perceptions of the basic orgonotic 
organ sensations. 
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2. This contact with her body sensations would help to estab
lish some degree of orgastic satisfaction, and this in turn would 
eliminate the energy stasis which operated at the core of her delu-. 
SlOnS. 

3. The undistorted experiencing of her body sensations would 
enable her to identify the true nature of the forces and would 
thus slo,vly destroy the delusion. 

Before this could be accomplished, the patient would have to 
pass through a series of dangeraus situations. Delusions and cat
atonic reactions were to be expected with each breakthrough of 
strong orgonotic streamings in her body. She would perceive 
these sensations 'vith terror; she would block them off by bodily 
rigidity, and the blocked-off plasmatic currents would be trans
formed into dest"-uctive impulses. Therefore, the "secondary" im
pulses, which derive from the blocking of the original, basic 
emotions, would have to be handled carefully and would have to 
be "let out" slu\vly, step by step. This danger would become es
pecially great when the first spontaneaus orgastic contractions of 
her organism began to occur. 

Twelfth session 

\Ve had come very close to hopeful changes and with them to 
great dangers too. She came to this session with strong anxiety 
and excitement. She asked innumerable questions and fought 
hard and lang against any attempt to dissolve her blocking in the 
throat, which was particularly strong that day. Herrespiration was 
very shallow, and her face was quite pale and bluish. 

She wanted a knife. I told her that I would give her a knife if 
she told me first what she needed it for. "I want to cut your 
starnach wide open ... " While saying this, she pointed to her 
own stomach. I asked her why she wanted to cut open her starn
ach and mine. "It hurts here ... you did not release enough 
steam yesterday ... " Did she feel strong tension there? 
"Y . t' f 1 1 . th th t " es ... yes ... 1 s aw u ... a so 1n e roa ... 

I suddenly understood with perfect clarity why and in what 
emotional situations murders are committed by schizophrenics 
and schizoid types of "criminals": when the tension in the or
gans, especially in the diaphragmatic region and in the throat, 
becomes unbearably strong, the urge appears to cut one's own 
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starnach or throat. The Japanese habit of hara-kiri, disguised as 
it is by ideological rationalization, is an extreme expression of 
such a bio-energetic situation. The murder occurs when the im
pulse is directed a'\vay from oneself toward somebody eise. Just 
as a child easily develops a contraction in its own throat when it 
has the impulse to choke its mother's or father's throat, so does 
the schizoid murderer cut somebody else's throat when his own 
choking sensation becomes unbearable. 

I succeeded in forcing the patient to take several breaths and 
to exhale fully three or four times. Then a spasm of the glottis 
occurred. Her face became blue, her whole body trembled, but 
finally the spasm gave '\vay and autonomic movements of her 
ehest and legs set in. She fought desperately against these move
ments, apparently without success. The close connection bet,veen 
the autonomic movements and the development of her delusion 
became quite clear no'\v. 

She turned her eyeballs up1vard and said in a desperate tone 
of voice: "Do you think I cannot make contact with them [the 
forces] any more? ... Did you really do that to -me? ... " 

She had lost contact with the afo1~ces" through the contact which 
her self-perception had made with her own autonomic body 
functions. 

I ans1vered: "I am not concerned 1vith your 'forces.' I kno,\~ 

nothing about them. I am only concerned '\vith bringing you into 
contact '\vith your O'\vn body." If I had fought her idea of "forces" 
or had uttered personal opinions about them, she ,\~ould have re
acted antagonistically, since she feit devoted to them. 1\Iy policy, 
therefore, 'vas to leave the forces untouched and to '\\·ork solely 
on the blocks in her organism 'vhich created the delusion of 
forces. 

She said after a 'vhile: "I 'vant to go to Bellevue [a psychiat
ric insti tution in Ne'\v York] to search for the 'forces' ... I 
must find the1n soine,vhere ... They ,\·anted tne to be supe
rior, better, not a brute . . ." 

Here, in one neat grouping, "·e had before us the '\rhole sys
tcin of ideologies of horno nor1nalis directed against natural body 
functions. The "forces" in the psychosis had a double function: 
one representcd the prin1ary body functions, especially the or
gonotic, biosexual strean1ing sensations; the other represented 
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the contempt of the body, the being "superior" to such "earthly" 
and "base" things as bodily urges. The delusion had thus brought 
into o~E t\vo diametrically opposed functions of homo nor
malis. But seen from "beyond," from outside the world of homo 
normalis) this unity made good sense: it represented the tune
tianal unity of superior goodness) of being god-like) and the 
basic natural bodily streamings. This functional unity was pro
jected in the form of the delusion of persecuting forces. Now, 
\vhen the contact with her body sensations was made for the 
first time, she split this unity into the idea of "moral superiority" 
as against the "brutishness of the bodily urges." 

These connections and interactions are rarely seen so clearly 
in simple neurotic biopathies. Here the "devil" is weil separated 
from "God" and is kept apart safely and continuously. 

She trembled severely all through this process. Alternately she 
gave in partially to the body sensations and movements, and then 
stiffened u p again. The struggle was tremendous. Her face be
came spotty, as in shock. Her eyes were alternately clear and 
veiled. "I do not want to be an average human being." I asked 
her exactly \vhat she meant. "A human being \Vith brutal emo
tions." I explained to her the difference between primary drives 
and secondary an tisocial dri ves, and how the former turned in to 
the la tter. She understood i t weil. Then she gave in fully and 
relaxed. The severe tension in the abdonlinal muscles disap
peared. She feit relieved and rested quietly. 

"\Ve have seen how the sweet, "melting" organ sensations, the 
most longed-for experience in the organism, are dreaded and 
fought off as "brutal flesh" in the sense of homo normalis and as 
evil "forces" or the "devil" in the psychosis. 

I \vould like to stress this structural function of the annored 
human animal most emphatically. To the biopsychiatrist with 
lang experience in orgone therapy, this dichotomy and ambiv
alence toward one's own organism appears as the crux of the mis
ery of the human animal. It is the core of all human functions 
\vhich are deviations from the natural law of living matter. It is 
the core of criminal behavior, psychotic processes, neurotic 
deaclness, irrational thinking, of the general basic split into the 
\\'orld of God and the world of the devil in human intellectual 
existence. What is called God turns into the devil by exactly 
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these distortions of living functions, i.e., by the "denial of God." 
In the schizophrenic, these natural functions as weil as their dis
tortions appear in quite an undisguised manner. One has only to 
learn to read the schizophrenic language. 

The "high" represents the "low" and vice versa. The instincts 
became "low" because of the split in the structure. The originally 
"high," the "god-like," became unattainable and returns only as 
the "devil." "God" is right there within homo normalis, but he 
changed God into the devil; God became unreachable and has to 
be sought for-in vain. What a tragedy! Since nobody but the 
human animal hirnself has created his philosophies of life and his 
religions, it must be true that whatever dichotomies appear in 
ideologies and thinking stem from this structural split with its in
soluble contradictions. 

The painful dilemma between God and devil dissolves without 
pain or terror when one sees it from beyond the framework of 
mechanistic-mystical thinking, from the standpoint of natural, 
biophysical human functioning. This has been clearly demon
strated, but it needs further elaboration. We shall now return to 
the patient for further instruction. 

I had had the impression during the last few sessions that the 
patient, as she emerged from the delusion, was facing one of the 
following two developments: she would either fall into stupor, 
due to sudden complete armoring against the plasmatic cur
ren ts; or she would become neurotic before reaching a sa tisfac
tory degree of health. The real process followed both lines of 
reasoning, but in quite an unexpected ma~ner. 

Thirteenth session 

She was reluctant to come that day. She only \vanted to talk. 
The day before, after the treatment, everything \vas "unreal, as if 
a wall had been erected around all things and people . . . there 
were no emotions at all ... How is it that, in such a state, 
I feel everything clearly and yet as though through a thin ",.all?" 

I explained to her that she had discharged a great axnount of 
energy; that, therefore, her \vorst symptoms \\"ere temporarily 
gone; but that her inner contactlessness \vas laid bare. She un
derstood perfectly weil that the Iack of real contact in a certain 
layer of her structure madeher feel things and people "as if through 
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a 'vall.'' "Yes," she said, "I could not move freely; all movements are 
so slo,,·; I could not raise my legs or walk faster than I did ... " 

Such disturbances cannot be understood unless one knows of 
the anorgonotic attacks 'vhich so often follow extreme emotional 
upheavals, in simple neurotic biopathies, also. It seems as if the or
ganism, unused to strong emotions, becomes partially immobi
lized. 

Her orgasm reftex was fuller and stronger that day. Her face 
""as strongly ftushed, 'vith no cyanosis intervening; the clonisms 
occurred freely and 'vere not met 'vith much anxiety. 

After a ''rhile she said: "Your eyes look like those of the 
Creeks ... Have you some connection with the Greek 
gods? . . . 0 h, you look like J esus . . . " 

I ans,vered nothing and let her go on talking. "Oh, I must 
think so much . . . there are so many emotions, contradictions 
. . . "\Vha t is a spli t personali ty?" 

I explained to her that one feels as if split in t'vo, and that one 
really is split 'vhen one feels exactly 'vhat is going on around one 
and yet feels walled in. She understood. Toward the end, she 
became anxious; sudden convulsions in the total body occurred 
several times. She asked me 'vhat was meant by the tenn "energy 
stasis." And then, continuing instantly, she asked why I was in
terested in her "forces." 

I had the impression that her organism began to connect the 
((forces" with the perception of her streamings. It appeared as if her 
splendid intellect "~as helping to unite the delusion and the un
derstanding of the delusion. This was in the direction of our ef
forts to overcome the split which separated her organ sensations 
from her self-perception. Seemingly unrelated 'vas her state
ment: "I often look at blond Christian girls ... I envy them 
... " "But you are a blond Christian girl yourself," I said. "Oh, no, 
I am a dark Jewess . " 

Fourteenth session 

She had feit 'vell during the three days since the last treat
ment. The "forces" had not been there; she had not longed for 
them. She had gone to a movie 'vith a girl friend; she had been 
to a m useum and had taken a bicycle tri p. 

She Iooked "·eil that day, but she was reluctant to yield to 
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deep respiration; she tensed her ehest and shut off her respira
tion again. I could not understand this reaction. After m uch talk
ing, she said: "I had the same feeling in the movie toward a girl 
friend which I had had before I went to the hospital the first 
time ... I don't like you today ... " 

She armored strongly in the musculature of her thighs, espe
cially in the deep adductor muscles. This type of armoring is "\vell 
known to the experienced orgone therapist as a sign of strong but 
fought-off genital excitations. "The pressure on these muscles 
releases nasty feelings . 0 • perverse feelings . 0 ." 

She had obviously developed some homosexual ideas against 
strong, natural genital impulses. She gave in partially to the sen
sations that day and continued to feel clear and happy. 

Her relative, who had brought her to me originally, phoned 
and said that she was greatly improved. I knew, however, that 
the greatest dangerwas just ahead of us exactly because of this great 
improvemento Her organism, unaccustomed as it was to functioning 
on a high energy Ievel, was not yet ready to take too much "\vell
being and pleasure. Accordingly, I warned against too ireat opti
mism. My warning proved correct, as we shall soon see. 

Fifteenth session 

The well-trained and experienced orgone therapist becomes 
very cautious in handling the process of therapy just "\vhen great im
provements develop too suddenly. As lang as the basic orgasm 
anxiety has not appeared and has not been lived through, there is 
great danger of complete regression or, "\vorse, of suicide in some 
severe caseso It 'vas the first time that this danger had to be faced 
in a case of schizophrenia. Therefore, all necessary precautions 
were taken. 

The patient came to this session "\Vith clear, happy eyes and 
was apparently perfectly sane and healthy. She asked tne for ad
vice about a diaphragtn and matters of tnental hygieneo But she 
fought harcl against full respiration; she blocked in her throat 
and araund her tnouth. Slo,\·ly a scornful smile de,·eloped in her 
face; she understood 'vhat had happenedo She yielded again and 
'\'Cnt very far in adtnitting the tretnor; but her face becatne 
bluish-spotty, as in shock. Her eyes turned up''"ard again; she 
gave the impression of a beginning strong ,,·ithdra,,·al. She had 
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quite obviously experienced some strong orgonotic sensations in her 
body. I asked her at this point ,,·hether she gained contact 
,,·ith her "forces." "Yes, nearly ... ," 'vas her ans,,·er. Nn\v it 
also seemed clear to her that the uforces" were identical u•ith the 
orgonotic streamirzg serzsations in her body . 

. :\fter the session she remained in the room for a very long time. I 
let her con1e at the end of my ,\·ork day in order to give her more 
time if necessary. From my adjoining study I suddenly heard pe
culiar noises. 'Vhen I reen tered the room, the pillo,,·s and the 
mattress "·ere stre,,·n all over the floor, the heater \\·as turned 
over ,,·ith the heat on, the leg of one chair "·as put on an ashtray. 

"The forces told me to do this . . ." she said calmly. I told her 
not to "·orry, but next time to tell me 'vhen the "forces" induced 
her to do such things ... ~fter all, these "·ere my possessions, not 
those of the "forces." She said "Yes," in a dull and fara,vay man
ner. 

Sixteen th session 

Her action the previous day had pointed to very severe hate 
impulses against me. According to the old rule of character anal
ysis, taken over into orgone therapy, one must not proceed un
less the hateful attitudes have been cleared up first. Therefore, I 
did not proceed further physically but 'vorked merely psychologic
ally, by means of character analysis. I told her that she had feit neg
lected by me. Had she fantasied about living in my hause? She 
had. No,,· she took revenge in a petty manner because she was 
very sensitive. She had received no love at all from her mother, 
only nagging all her life. She had 'vi thdra,vn into a fantasy life, 
and there the "forces" had come in. She listened to my explanation 
,,·ith disdain in her face. I told her that she 'vould have to over
come this attitude before I could proceed further. Otherwise I 
,,·ould have tosend her a'vay. 

After a 'vhile she gave up her disdain and yielded. But her 
attitude 'vas full of meaning and typical for such situations. It 
occurs regularly that the patient despises the therapist 'vhen the 
orgonotic streamings break through; this ha ppens in all cases, 
including neurotics; is a quite typical reaction. It corresponds to the 
hate and disdain sho,vn by impotent, armored individuals to,vard 
healthy people and genital sexuality; usually, anti-Semitic ideas 
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occur at this point, in the Jew as weil as in the non-Jew. The dis
dain usuaily centersaraund the idea that the therapist, who deals 
lvith natural genitality, must be a "sexual swine." 

She accepted my explanations, but declared that she did not 
want to give up her "forces." 

The whole situation seemed perfectly clear: her natural geni
tality threatened to overwhelm her and to demand gratification. 
Her organism could not stand the strong excitations. Tagether 
with the '\veakening of the schizophrenic split her impulsiveness, 
from which the split had once grown, began to increase. There
fore, the next task was: 

a. To open the energetic valve of the organism: SELF-SATISFAC

TION. 

b. To brace her against breakdown by a thorough '\vorking
through of her hate against me. 

c. To prevent} if possible, any attempt on her part to escape 
from the perception of her high-pitched organ sensations into de
lusions. 

3· THE REMOTE SCHIZOPHRENie EXPRESSION IN THE EYES 

It is weil kno,vn that one can diagnose the presence of schizo
phrenia by careful observation of the expression in the eyes. 
Schizoid characters and fuil y developed schizophrenics have a 
typical faraway Iook of remoteness. The psychotic seems to Iook 
right through you lvith an absent-minded but deep Iook into far 
distances. This Iook is not there ail the time. But lvhen emotions 
lvell up or lvhen serious subjects are touched upon in conversa
tions, the eyes ugo off/~ as it were. 

One can see the same expression in some truly great scientists 
and artists, for instance in Galileo and Beethoven. One could 
venture the assumption that the great creator in science or art is 
decply engrossed in his inner creative forces; that he is and feels 
removed from petty, everyday noise in order to follo'v his crea
tiveness 1nore fully and ably. Horno normalis does not under
stand this ren1oteness and is apt to cail it "crazy." He calls "psy
chotic" '\Vhat is forcign to hin1, v~'hat threatcns his n1ediocrity. 
The psychot.ic is also deeply engrossed in his inner life forces; he 
listens to thcn1 just as the n1an of genius does; the difference, 
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ho,vever, is great: the genius produces out of this contact with 
his forces great, Iasting accomplishments; the schizophrenic be
comes enmeshed in them because he is split and afraid of them, 
and not united \Vith his bio-energy, as is the creative human struc
ture. But the expression of the eyes is deep in both cases, and 
not flat, empty, sadistic or dull as in neurotic characters who 
have no contact \Vith their bio-energy at all. 

I kne"· this symptom well, since I had worked in the psychiat
ric hospital in Vienna some t\venty years before I met this case. 
But I kne\v nothing about its function in connection with the 
mechanism of delusion and disorientation. Our patient showed 
this peculiar sym ptom in an especially clear manner. When the 
"forces" came close, her eyes would become veiled, the ex pression 
"·ould become one of looking into the far distance, and, in addi
tion, the eyeballs \vould turn sharply upward when the "melting" 
organ sensations became very strong. I decided to concentrate 
my attention on this symptom, and, if possible, to remove it, 
since it seemed to be the main mechanism by means of which 
she "went off." 

Seventeenth session 

Entering the room, she asked: "Can I become a nurse again? 
~J y record is very bad . . . " She had never been a nurse. I an
S\vered that I did not kno\v. At present she would have to find 
out \vhy she turned her eyeballs upward whenever the forces 
took hold of her. In orgone therapy one talks little; one lets the 
patient take on the special attitude which he tries to avoid. Ac
cordingly, I let her turn her eyeballs upward. She did it hesitat
ingly; but when she had reached a certain position with her eye
balls, she became afraid and said: "This is the place where I 
usually go off ... I know it now ... " I urged her to try it 
again. She tried, but became afraid. She said: "Our agreement 
was that \ve should not touch the forces ... I don't want to 
give them up ... " 

I did not urge her any more that day. But one thought stuck in 
my mind and did not budge: is it possible that the schizophrenic 
attack or process is locally anchored just as are other disease symp
toms such as anorexia or a headache or cardiac anxiety? Is it the 
base of the brain} the region of the crossing of the optic nerve? 
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Would it be reasonable to assume that schizophrenia is a true 
"brain disease," induced by some specific type of emotional up
heaval, with a local contraction of special parts of the brain due to 
severe anxiety? Many symptoms in schizophrenia seemed to con
firm the validity of this assumption: the typically schizophrenic 
look in the eyes, the degenerative processes in the brain found in 
old schizophrenics (they would be secondary structural changes 
in tissues due to misuse just as calcification of blood vessels is 
due to chronic, anxious contraction of the vascular system) ; the 
report of so many schizophrenics that they feit veiled or "flat
tened" on the forehead at the outbreak of the disease. It seemed 
important to pursue this ehain of thoughts. 

Eighteenth session 

The patient came back feeling quite weil. We worked on the 
expression of her eyes. I urged her to try again to "go off" and 
to make contact with the "forces" by turning her eyeballs upward, 
and to reproduce by will the em pty, faraway look. Sh~ cooper
ated readily, but whenever she came close to a certain position 
and expression of her eyeballs she became anxious and stopped. 
We seemed to be following the right line. Suddenly and without 
any apparent reason, she said: "You are suggesting all that hap
pens to me." 

There was only one possible interpretation of this utterance: 
the deliberate turning of the eyeballs provoked her Schizophre
nie mechanism. Sinee I had urged her to do i t, I was logically 
the one who was suggesting all that happened to her. This idea 
of being inßuenced by me emerged from a purely biophysical at
titude. This bodily attitude obviously provoked the "beyond'' in 
her self-perception and thus produced the idea of being inßu
eneed. This mechanism could possibly apply to many-if not all 
-cases of ideas of persecu tion. 

I ventured the preliminary assumption that the ugoing off'' in 
the eyes was due to a local contraction of the nerve systen1 at the 
base of the brain. According to this assumption, this contraction 
had the same function as all other biopathic contractions: to pre
vent too strong bodily streamings and sensations. I had thus 
reached a first firm foundation for the orgonon1ic understanding 
of the schizophrenie process. 
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4· THE BREAKTHROL"GH OF THE DEPERSO~ALIZATIO~ A~D FIRST 

V~DERSTANDING OF THE SCHIZOPHRE~:IC SPLIT 

'Ve must keep in mind that this orgone-therapeutic experi
ment in a schizophrenic case v~·as not done on a psychological 
basis. On the contrary: all psychological manifestations of the 
schizophrenic process had to be understood in terms of deep bio
physical processes ·which underlie and determine the functions of 
the mind. Our assumption is that the realm of the psyche is 
much narro"·er than the realm of biophysical functioning; that 
the psychological functions are merely functions of self-percep
tion or the perception of objective, biophysical plasma functions. 
Thus, a schizophrenic .,Nill fall into a state of disorientation ,,;hen 
his self-perception is over,vhelmed by strong sensations of orgo
notic plasma streamings; the healthy genital character '\Vill feel 
'\\·ell, happy, and highly coordinated under the impact of orgo
notic streaming. 

Our approach to schizophrenia is a biophysical, and not a psy
chological one. 'Ve try to com prehend the psychological dis
turbances on the basis of the plasmatic dysfunctions; and we try to 
understand the cosmic fantasies of the schizophrenic in tenns of the 
functions of a cosmic orgone energy which governs his organism, 
although he perceives his body energy in a psychotically distorted 
manner. Furthermore, '\\·e do not believe that the psychological 
interpretation of schizophrenic ideas can go beyond the meaning 
of '\\·ords and historical events. It cannot, by any means, reach 
the purely physical and biophysical processes, since they func
tion beyond the realm of ideas and '\Vords. This constitutes '\Vhat 
is rightly called the "depth" of the Schizophrenie '\vorld, in con
tradistinction to the superficial '\\'orld of the neurotic. 

Schizophrenia is not a psychological disease,· it is a biophysical 
disease '\\·hich also involves the psychic apparatus. In order to un
derstand this process the kno,vledge of the functions of orgone 
energy is indispensable. The core of the problern is the disrup
tion of the unitary, total orgone functioning and the subjective 
perception of this disruption. Certain schizophrenic symptoms, 
such as disorientation, the experience of "'vorld collapse," loss of 
the po,ver of associa tion, the loss of the meaning of words, the 
withdra\val of interests, etc., are secondary reactions to a shatter-
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ing of basically organismic, biological functions. Other symptoms, 
such as the faraway look. the trance, automatisms, flexibili
tas cerea, catalepsy, slowdown of reaction, etc., are direct ex
pressions of the biophysical disturbance and have nothing to do 
with psychology. The withdrawal of Iibido from the world is a 
resuZt and not the cause of the disease. The general deterioration 
of the organism in later phases of the process is due to chronic 
shrinking of the vital apparatus, as in the cancer biopathy, 
though different in origin and function. The shrink.ing carcinom
atous organism is not in conflict with social institutions, due to its 
resigna tion. The shrinking schizophrenic organism is full of con
flicts with the social pattern to which it reacts with a specific 
split. 

If we did not keep distinct these methods of approach, we 
would not obtain any practical results. We would become con
fused ourselves about the nature and functions of schizophrenia. 
It is necessary to give a resume of these facts before continuing 
the study of our case. It will become quite apparent from the 
facts themselves that what is commonly called the "schizophrenic 
process" is a mixture of objective biophysical processes and the 
psychological perception of and reaction to these processes. Last 
but not least, a third element is involved which could not possibly 
have been known before the discovery of atmospheric orgone 
energy. 

'\Vhat is to follow now will appear utterly incredible. Therefore, 
I 'vish to assure the reader that I had not the faintest idea of the 
existence of such mechanisms. But since the treatment of this 
case the facts to be described have been found in several other 
cases of schizophrenia. Clinically, as ''-·eil as orgone-biophysically, 
there can no Iongerbe any doubt about the reality of these facts. 

Nineteenth session 

The patient came to the nineteenth session very calm and co
ordinated, but slightly absent-Ininded. She spoke very slo,,·ly, as 
if against some great obstacle; she said that she ,,·as very de
pressed. She hacl been shopping the day before, for the first titne 
in tnany n1onths; she had bought 1nany things, hacl enjoyecl then1 
as never before, had sho\\·n then1 to her friends, and had slept 
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,,:eiL The following morning, however, she was overcome by 
great em ptiness and tiredness. There was a "nothingness" in her; 
and she had feit the need to sit quietly in some corner "and not 
to move at all." "Every movement "\vas such a great effort." She 
'':anted to be by herself. She gave the im pression of an oncoming 
catatonia 'vith immobility and perseveration. 

"Everything ,,·as very far a"\vay . . . I "\vatched myself as if I 
'vere outside of myself; I feit clearly double: a body here and a 
soul there ... [Saying this, she pointed outward toward the 
'vall] ... I know well that I am one person ... but I am 
outside myself ... perhaps there where the 'forces' are ... " 

She searched "\vith her eyes anxiously along the walls. Then, 
suddenly, she asked: "What is the aurora borealis? [V ery 
slo,vly, as if 'vith great effort] I heard about it once; there are 
patterns and "\vavy pathways in the sky ... [She Iooked again 
searchingly along the walls of the room, as if strongly 
absent] ... I hear you, I see you, but someho"\v far away ... at 
a very great distance . . . I kno"\v very "\vell that I am trembling 
no,v, I feel it ... but it is not me, it is something eise ... [after 
a long pause] ... I would Iike to get rid of this body; it is not 
me; I want to be there where the (forces' are ... " 

I 'vas deeply moved in a quite unprofessional manner when I 
"\\'itnessed her experience of the schizophrenic split and deper
sonalization in such an unequivocal manner. It was the first time 
in my long psychiatric career that such a thing had happened so 
clearly before my eyes. I explained to her that she was experi
encing the split 'vhich had been in her since childhood. "Is it 
''?hat they call the 'split personality'?" she asked. She had not 
connected her own words "\vith what I had just explained. "All 
those girls [in the mental institution] spoke about it ... Is it 
that?" 

These patients apparently experience the split in the organism 
quite clearly, but can neither grasp it nor describe it intellec
tually. While she continued speaking, she trembled severely all 
over her body; she kept her ehest high in an inspiratory position, 
fighting hard against exhaling fully. Thorough exploration on my 
part made it quite clear that she did not perceive the holding of 
her breath at all; her ehest seemed excluded from self-percep-
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tion. Her eyes were heavily veiled, her forehead was bluish, her 
cheeks and eyelids spotty. "My brain is like em pty . . . It was 
never so strong before ... " I asked her whether this type of at
tack was kno'\vn to her from earlier experience. She ans,vered in 
the affirmative. I explained to her that this attack was not 
stronger than before, but only more clearly in the foreground of 
her self-perception. 

She repeated: "\Vhat is it with the aurora borealis? ... I 
would prefer to be soul only, my body to be not ... " There
upon her speech began to deteriorate. 

This was clearly one of the most important sessions in her 
treatment and, I must add, one of the most instructive happen
ings in my 'vhole medical experience. Let us pause for a 'vhile 
and try to understand what had happened. To the disinterested 
institutional psychiatrist, who sees such things happen many 
times every day, it means "just nothing"; only another of those 
"crazy things going on in the lunatic." To us, this experience of a 
living organism is full of meaning and deep secrets. I shall try to 
connect these phenomena with 'vhat we know from orgone-bio
physical functioning of the organism. As far as I kno,v, neither 
psychology nor chemistry nor classical physics could offer any 
plausible interpretation. 

Why did she men tion the aurora borealis in connection u•ith 
her depersonalization? What did it mean 'vhen she said that she 
found "herself," her "soul," "there where" her "forces" used to 
be? 'Vhat was meant by uthere"? 

'"'e are reminded here of such experiences as are reported by 
great spiritualists and mystics, such as s,vedenborg. To dis
miss these things wi th a smile or the feeling of su periori ty of an 
ignoramus does not get us any,vhere. lVe must adhere to the log
ical conclusion, from 'vhich there is no escape, that a livi12g or
ganism cannot experience an'ything unless there is son1e kind of 
reality behind it. To investigate the nzystical experience 012 a sci
entific basis does not imply that one believes in the existence of 
supernatural forces. lVhat "\\'e 'vant is to camprehend 'vhat is going 
on in a living organisn1 'vhen it speaks of the "beyond" or of the 
"spirits" or of the "soul being outside the body." It is hopeless to u·y 

to overcome superstition without understanding v:hat it is and 
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ho'\" it functions .. A.fter all, mysticism and superstition govern the 
minds of the vast majority of the human race, ruining their lives. 
To ignore it as "fake," as the ignorant and therefore arrogant 
mechanist is wont to do, will not accomplish anything. \Ve must 
seriously try to understand the mystical experience without be
coming mystics ourselves. 

The patient had projected a part of her organism toward the 
·walls of the room, and had observed herself from the walls. If we 
,,·ant to describe exactly what had happened, we must say that 
her self-perception had appea1Aed rvhere her uforces'' usually 
appeared: at the rvalls of the room. Therefore, the conclusion is 
'rarranted that the "forces" represented a certain function of her 
o"·n organism. But why at the walls? 

Hearing voices from and seeing things at the walls is a com
mon schizophrenic experience. At the bottarn of it, there must be 
a certain basic function which is responsible for this typical expe
rience. The projection of a certain function outward is obviously 
responsible for the feeling of being split in two. At the same 
time, the chronic split in the personality, or, in other words, the 
lack of ONENEss in the organism, is the background from which 
the acute splitting emerges. The psychoanalytic explanation of 
the projection mechanism in terms of repressed drives which are 
ascribed to other people or things outside oneself only relates 
the content of the projected idea to an inner entity, but it does 
not explain the function of projection itself, regardless of the 
projected idea. These projected ideas vary with the patients; the 
m.echanism of projection is the same in all cases. Therefore, the 
mechanism of projection is far more important than its content. 
It is important to know that the persecutor in the paranoic delu
sion is the loved homosexual object; but why does one human 
being project his homosexual desire whereas the other only re
presses it and forms it into some type of symptom? The content 
is the same in both cases. The essential thing, therefore, is the 
difference, that is, the mechanism of projection, the ability to 
project. This, however, has never been understood. 

Let us take the expressions of our patient seriously. Let us be
lieve what she says 'vord for word. Afterwards, we can decide 
what has been distorted and what is actually true. Most amazing 
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is the statement that the perception is "there where the forces 
used to be." It is as if the perceptions were located at some dis
tance outside the skin surface of the organism. It is obvious that 
there must exist a severe disturbance of the inner ability of self
perception before "feeling oneself outside" is at all possible. This 
inner disturbance is, as we found earlier, the splitting-off of self-per
ception from the objective biophysical process that ought to be 
perceived. In the healthy organism, they are united into one single 
experience. In the armored neurotic individual, the biophysical 
organ sensations do not develop at all; the plasmatic streamings 
are greatly reduced and accordingly below the threshold of self
perception ("deadness") . In the schizophrenic, on the other 
hand, the plasmatic currents remain strong and unimpaired, but 
their subjective perception is impaired and split off; the function 
of perception is nei ther repressed nor uni ted \Vi th the streaming; 
the function of self-perception appears as if "homeless" in the 
experience of the schizophrenic. Since the subjective perception is 
not related experientially to the objective plasmatic streamings, it 
seems understandable that the JC!!:{~Q.Pirr~nic $_e_arcbe_~ Lor g,_~ 
SQn for these experiences which he does not feeJ ~s his. . ..own... 

This situation may account for the confusion which so often 
overcomes the schizophrenic when the split between excitation 
and perception becomes acute. He perceives something that is 
not his own; there must be a reason for the experience, \Vhich he 
cannot find; people do not understand him; the physician says 
it's crazy. This only adds to the confusion; anxiety and unrest are 
the logical outcome of this confusion. The schizophrenic hears 
hirnself speak, but since his self-perception is split off from the 
biological process to \vhich it belongs, he sounds strange and far 
away to himself; the \vords lose their contact \Vith the things they 
are to connote, as Freud has so aptly described. This is the begin
ning of the disorganization of speech. It \Vas quite clear in our 
patient that her speech began to deteriorate \vhenever the per
ception of the self "a t the \va lls" \Vas a t i ts peak. 

To drive the basic schizophrenic split to its peak in an acute 
expcricnce of scnsory delusion, such as "being outside oneself," 
requircs a certain hodily function. In our patient, it \Vas the se,·ere 
blocking of the respiration against strongly forthcotning plas-
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matic sensations ~xhich constituted the immediate cause of the 
projection. Her head -u:as quite unmistakably in a state of shock 
becau.se of Zack of oxygen due to blocked respiration. 

In this connection I may mention an experience I had once my
self some t, .. ·enty-eight years ago during a general anesthesia. I had 
gone into it v;ith the firm determination to observe the onset of the 
lass of consciousness. I managed to remernher quite a bit of the 
experience after I v;oke up. The mostimpressive part of it ,,;as the 
feeling that the voices of the people in the operating room receded 
farther and farther a, .. ·ay, became more and more unreal. Further
more, I feit as if my perceiving ego , .. ·ere receding into some far dis
tance. The depersonalization due to the central effect of the drug 
, .. ·as ex perienced in this form: "I perceive tha t I still percei ve . . . I 
perceive that I perceive that I perceive ... I still perceive that I 
still perceive that I still perceive, etc. ... " endlessly. _\t the same 
time, I felt my ego receding, as it ,,;ere, into some far, out er distance, 
in the same ,,·ay as one experiences hearing voices in the far dis
tance ,,·hile the body is seen asleep in the bed. 

The complete lass of self-perception is preceded by an experi
ence very similar to that described by our patient. Thus, it loses 
much of its mvsterv. ' . 

((Projection" i.s factually the process of recession of the abilit;,· to 
pe-rceive, its detachment from the organismic functions to be per
ceived or usually perceived. Its result is the delusion of sensory 
impression "from outside the organism." 

This detachment of the function of self-perception from the 
organismic functions cannot be experienced in some cases in any 
other "·ay than as "the soul leaving the bodyJ7 or "the soul being 
07Ltsirle the hody." Since the perception has only a ''-"eak contact 
and finallv no contact at all ,,·ith the bio-ener(Tetic functions . ~ 

\\·hich it reflects subjectively, one experiences in a very typical 
manner "self-estrangement." or "oneself being removed far, far 
a\,·ay." .-\ccordingly. the processes of projection, trance~ deper
sonalization, hallucination, etc.. have as their basis a concrete 
spli t in the hio-energ-etic system. 

The ~plit bet, .. ·een the bodil}· excitation and the ps~:chic per
reption tJf this excitation removes the body sensation into the 
distance, as it ,.;ere. It does not make much difference "'·hether 
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the organ excitation or its perception is experienced as receding. 
In any case, the blocking occurs between excitation and 
percep tion: 

b I ocking ... ·-·--.. - .... sc h iz .sp li t 

free excitation ...................... . . .......... perception, 
receding from excitation 

-····················· orgonotic streaming 

Schizophrenie split, due to blocking of perception of excitation; excita
tion is perceived as ~tstrange," ~~foreign" or ~~renzoved" 

and not, as in the "cold" compulsion neurotic, bet\veen energy 
source and its motility (see facing page) . 

In the compulsion neurotic, the ßow of energy is actually re
duced or is bound in a complete armor as soon as it increases. In 
the schizophrenic, the energy ßow is not reduced; there is no 
blocking of the energy production itself, but only lack of percep
tion of the high-pitched excitation. This lack of perception is un
doubtedly linked to a definite blocking in the region of the base 
of the brain, especially in the optical nerve, as expressed in the 
typical schizophrenic Iook. I believe, therefore, that it is correct 
to search for the somatic lesion some\vhere in the brain. It is, 
however, utterly misleading to believe that one can remove a schiz
ophrenic process by frontal loboton1y. Schizophrenia as "·ell 
as cancer are generat biopathic processes, \vith local sytnptonls 
due to disturbed functioning in the organs. To 1nistake the local 
disturbance in the brain for the schizophrenic process 'rould be 
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blocking excitation .. 
. ....................... perception of block 

· .. 
•·•··· ..• 
··~--..! 

~ 
emotional deadness 

.. ··•··••· 
.· 

blocked exci tation 

....................... orgonotic streaming 

Compulsion neurotic affect block, due to blocking of bio-energy by total 
armoring. Excitation is not percei'Yed at all: deadness; self-perception 

is full, but ttunali'Ye," ttdead," or ttempty" 

just as bad as to mistake the local cancer tumor for the total can
cer process. Both mistakes run counter to the medical .tasks. 

I told the patient everything I understood about her illness. 
She cooperated in a magnificent manner, although her speech 
,\·as severely disturbed and considerably slowed down most of 
the time. 

The function of SELF-PERCEPTION appeared severely disturbed, 
clepending on how strongly the split IJetween excitation and per
ception of excitation developed. The dissociation and the pro
duction of senseless words increased when the spli t increased. 
The normal function of speech and association returned when 
the split disappeared and the patient began to feel her bodily 
streamings as her own again. This permitted the conclusion that 
the function of self-perception as a whole depended on the contact 
between objective excitation and the subjective feeling of the ex
citation. The closer this contact, the stronger self-perception func-
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tioned. This observationwas of the greatest importance theoretical
ly. It was now possible to draw a hypothetical conclusion in a more 
general way. 

5· THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND 

SELF-PERCEPTION 

The following is a first orgonomic attempt to approach the 
problern of consciousness and self-perception. It does not at
tempt to solve this greatest riddle in nature-however, it seems to 
survey the problern of self-awareness in a rather promising man
ner: consciousness is a function of self-perception in general, 
and vice versa. If self-perception is complete, consciousness also 
is clear and cornplete. When the function of self-perception dete
riorates, the function of consciousness in general also deterio
rates, and with it all its functions such as speech, association, ori
entation, etc. If self-perception itself is not disturbed, but only 
reflects a ,~igid organisrn, as in the affect-blocked neurotic, the 
functions of consciousness and intellect, too, will be rigid and 
mechanical. When self-perception reflects dull organismic func
tioning, then consciousness and intellect, too, will be dull. \Vhen 
self-perception reflects a removed, faint organ excitation, con
sciousness will develop ideas of being "beyond" or of "foreign and 
strange forces." This is why the schizophrenie phenomena lend 
thernselves so well-better than any other type of biopathy-to 
an understanding of the rnost difficult and rnost obscure problern 
of all natural science, the ability of living matter to perceive itself 
and, in higher developed species, to be "conscious" of i tself. 

Although self-perception constitutes self-a'\?areness, and al
though the kind of self-perception determines the type of con
sciousness, these two functions of the rnind are not identical. 
Consciousness appears as a higher function, developed in the or
ganism much later than self-perception. Its degree of clarity and 
oneness depends, to juclge frotn observations in schizophrenic 
processes, not so much on the strength or intensity of self-percep
tion, as on the tnore or Iess complete integration of thl' innronrrablc 
elements of self-perception into one single exfu rit.,nce of thc SELF. 

'Ve can sec ho'v in the schizophrenie breakdo\\·n this unity falls 
apart and ho,v, tagether \Vith it, the functions of consciousness 
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disintegrate. C sually, the disintegration of self.perception pre· 
cedes the disintegration of the functions of consciousness. Dis
arientation and confusion are the first reactions to one's o,,.n 
perceptional discoordination. Thought association and coordi. 
nated speech, ,,·hich depend on it, are the next functions of 
consciousness in the human animal w·hich fall apart ,,·hen the 
disintegration of self-perception has gone far enough. Even 
the type of discoordination of consciousness reflects the type of 
disintegration in self·perception. 

In paranoid schizophrenia, ,,·here self·perception is severely 
disturbed, association and speech are also disjointed. In the cata· 
tonic stupor, ,,·here the organism is acutely and severely con
tracted and immobilized, complete mutism, i.e., absence of 
speech and emotional reaction, is the rule. In the hebephrenic 
disease picture, ,,·here a slo,,· deterioration and dulling of all bio
physical processes are in progress, perception and consciousness 
are also, as a rule, dulled, severely slo,,·ed do,,·n, and increasingly 
less effecti ve. 

Thus, ,,·e must conclude that the mental functions of self·per· 
ception and consciousness are directly related to, and correspond 
to, certain bio-energetic states of the organism, in kind as '\\·ell as 
in degree. This permits, accordingly, the conclusion that schi· 
zophrenia is a truly bioph)'sical, and not umerely" a mental, dis· 
ease. The basis of the mental dysfunctions ,,·as sought heretofore 
in chemical or mechanical lesions of the brain and i ts a ppen
dices. Our functional approach permits a different understanding 
of these interrelations. 

The mental dysfunctions express the schizophrenic process of 
disintegration of the biophysical system in an amazingly imme· 
diate manner. The dysfunctions of self·perception and of conscious
ness are directly related to dysfunctions of the emotional functions; 
ho,,·ever, the emotional functions are functions of orgonotic 
plasma motility, and not of structural or chemical conditions. 
Emotionsare bio-energetic, plasmatic, and not mental or chemical 
or mechanical, functions. 'Ve must arrange the bio-energetic, the 
mental, and the structural functions "\•:ith the emotional func· 
tions as the common functioning principle, in the follo,,·ing 
manner: 
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2) mental functions 

1) Bio-energetic emotions-------< 

3) structural and bio
chemical functions 

No other arrangement is possible. To put (3) in place of (1) 
would mean to bog down in the mechanistic ways of thinking of 
classical psychiatry, which led nowhere. To put (2) in place of 
(1) would mean to derive the emotional disturbances from con
fusion and to pu t the functions of the mind before the functions 
of the protoplasm. It would not work and would Iead only into 
metaphysics. 

Let us try to understand the functional relation between self
perception and biophysical emotion ( = plasma-motio~) . In my 
book, The Cancer Biopathy, I have tried to draw a rough picture 
of the small child's development in the follo,ving manner: 

The movements of a newborn baby are not yet coordinated 
into ONE whole function and, accordingly, there is no "purpose" 
or "meaning" in the movemen ts. True, pleasure and anxiety re
actions arealready clearly formed; but we do not find as yet any co
ordinated movements \vhich '\\rould indicate the existence of total 
consciousness and self-awareness. \'Ve must assume that, in the 
newborn child, self-perception already exists and functions fully, 
but not in a coordinatedJ unitary manner. The hands move for 
themselves and the eyes, 'vhich to begin 1Nith are not yet centered 
on objects, move for themselves too. The legs sho"· only mean
ingless ancl purposeless motions, "rithout any connection \\·ith the 
movements of other organs. During the first fe,\· n1onths of life, 
the coordination of the indepenclent and separate tnovements 
slo\vly develops. 'Ve tnust assume that some kind of functional 
CONTACT is progressively established benreen the 1nany organs: 
and \\·ith the more ntnnerous contacts the oneness begins to de
vclop. 'Ve arc probably not too far fron1 the truth if \re also con
cede a develop1nent and coordination of the functions of differ
ent perceptions. Accordingly, on the basis of the dependence of 
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self-perception on plasmatic motion, self-perception in the uter
ine and post-uterine existence would be only a dim one and split 
up into many separate experiences of the self in accordance with 
the separateness of the plasmatic organ movements. With the 
gro,ving coordination of the movements, their perceptions also 
are gradually coordinated one by one with each other until the 
point is reached '\Vhere the organism moves in a coordinated 
fashion as a whole and, therefore, the many different percep
tions of the self are united into one total perception of the mov
ing self. Not until then, '\Ve must further conclude, can we speak 
of a fully developed consciousness. "Purpose" and "meaning" of 
biological activity seem to arise as secondary functions, closely 
linked up with this process of coordination. It also seems de
penclent on its tempo of development. It proceeds much faster in 
the lo,ver animal than in man. The reason for this difference is un
kno'\vn. In the human child, the faculty of speech does not develop 
until the bodily movements and the corresponding self-perception 
have reached a certain oneness and, with it, purpose and meaning. 

It shoulcl be noted carefully that purpose and meaning are de
rived here from the function of coordination, and not vice versa. 
((Purpose" and ((meaning" are, therefore, secondary functions, en
tirely dependent on the degree of coordination of the single 
organ movemen ts. 

'~Ve must further assume, if we follow logically, step by step, 
the different Ievels of coordination and the corresponding func
tions of the organism, that RATIONALITY, activity that is purpose
ful and meaningful in regard to the environment and one's own 
bio-energetic situation, now also appears as a function of emo
tional and perceptual coordination. It is obvious that no rational 
activi ty is possible so lang as the organism is not functioning as a 
,,·hole in '\vell-coordinated fashion. We see it clearly in the schiz
ophrenic distintegration, which is the reversal of the original 
process of bio-energetic coordination, that rationality, purpose
fulness, meaningfulness, speech, association, and other higher 
functions of the organism disintegrate to the extent to which 
their emotional, bio-energetic foundation disintegrates. 

It is understanclable now why the schizophrenic dissociation is so 
regularly founcl tobe rooted in prenatal and immediate postnatal 
development: every severe disturbance which took place during 
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the process of organismic coordination constitutes a weak spot in 
the personality where later, under certain emotional conditions, 
the schizophrenic discoordination will be most likely to set in. 

What is called in psychoanalysis "fixation in early childhood" 
is in fact nothing but this weakness in the structure of functional 
coordination. The schizophrenic does not "regress to childhood.'' 
"Regression" is merely a psychological term describing the ac
tual, present-day effectiveness of certain historical events. Child
hood experiences could, however, not be effective twenty or 
thirty years later, had they not actually damaged the process of 
coordination of the biosystem. lt is this actual lesion in the emo
tional structure, and not the long past experience in childhood, 
which constitutes the dynamic disease factor. The schizophrenic 
does not "go back to mother's womb." What he actually does is 
to become a victitn of exactly the same split in coordination of 
his organism which he suffered when he was in the deadened 
mother's womb; and he has maintained the split throughout his 
life. We are dealing here with actual, present-day functions of the 
organism, AND NOT WITH HISTORICAL EVENTS. The U.S.A. -does not 
function the way it does because of the historical event of the Decla
ration of Independence, but solely because this historical event has 
becotne a living, present-day reality in the lives of Americans. The 
historical Declaration of Independence is effective today only to 
the extent to which it was actually anchored in the etnotional 
structure of Atnerican ci tizens, and not an iota tnore or less than 
that. It is because psychiatry did not go beyond merely historical 
thinking and exploration that it bogged down therapeutically .. A. 
memory can, but does not necessarily, mobilize the actual emo
tions in the present-day organism. 

Orgone-therapeutic medicine does not attack metnories but 
the present-day biophysical anchoring of the historical experi
ences; thus it works with high-pitched realities, and not "~ith 

shadows of tnetnories frotn the past. A tnetnory 1nay or may not 
develop in this process of etnotional upheaval. It is of no thera
peutic importance whether it does or not. The factor tl'hich 
rhanges the human structure from usick" to uhealthy" is the 
emotional, bio-energetic coordination of the organisnz. The or
gasnt rcfiex is tnerely the n1ost pron1inent indication that the Co

ordination has actually succceded. Respiration, breaking of nlus
cular blocks, resol u tion of rigid character arn1or are tools in this 
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process of reintegration of the organism. They are, most unfor
tunately, often mistaken for a therapeutic end in itself, even by 
some close ''"orkers in our fields. To mistake mere tools of medi
cal endeavors for the end i tself is the resul t of bad thinking due 
to lack of coordina ted kno\\"ledge of the organism, i.e., a narro,,· 
judgment 1,4;hich does not fit the breadth and the depth of human 
emotional diseases. 

'Vi th such a naiTO\\" a pproach to human organisms, one 1Nill 
never penetrate to the basic bio-energetic concepts of orgonomy. 
One "·ill be only a healer or a businessman in human misery at 
best, but not a scientific medical ,,·orker. I ,,·ould like to ,,;arn es
pecially against any attempts to master schizophrenic biopathies 
if one has not mastered the deep biophysical interrelations be
t,,·een emotions and plasmatic activities, perceptions and the 
functions of consciousness. These functional in terrela tions ,,·ere 
hitherto completely hidden and unkno,vn. 'Ve are only beginning 
to understand them; the riddles are still numerous. Therefore, 
utter caution in forming an opinion is essential. In the course of 
our development "·e face the danger of doing a'\vay '\4;ith basic 
problems of natural functioning by using tenns loosely. One can 
already hear people saying that orgone therapy is nothing but 
"v~·ork "·ith the hands on the muscles" or "letting the patient 
breathe"; or that man suffers from "tensions." The tendency of 
the average human animal to escape from simple though basic 
reali ties by verbalization of alive functions is tremendous and 
among the most damaging attitudes in life. It is not a matter of 
"muscles" or of "breathing" or "tension," but it is a matter of 
understanding hou} cosmic orgone energy came to form plas
matic moving substance, and how cosmic orgonomic functions 
are present and active in the human animal, in his emotions, in 
his thinking, in his irrationalism, in his innermost experience of 
himself. Schizophrenie dissociation is only one, though a very 
characteristic, example of the interrelations bet,,·een emotional 
processes in living matter and the orgone energy field (or the 
ether) around it. This is 1.vhat matters, and not muscular tension. 
It seems to be in the nature of things that the living just func
tions, and is satisfied \\"ith mere functioning; reftecting about its 
O\\"n existence and '\vays and '\vhys of being is an age-old activity 
of the human animal; but "·hether it is just as much a necessity 
of life as mere living seems very doubtful. In any case, the insti-
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tution of statehood has reduced all human interests to the ques
tions of mere existence. And somehow the human animal accepts 
this viewpoint en masse and as a matter of course. 

To know one's standpoint of judgment is essential to any 
sound conclusion. What I am trying to convey here is the great 
depth of the functions we encounter in the schizophrenic. I mean 
depth} not complication. The functions which appear in the 
schizophrenic, if only one learns to read them accurately, are 
cosMIC FUNCTIONSJ that is, functions of the cosmic orgone energy 
within the organism in undisguised form. Not a single symptom 
in schizophrenia makes sense if one does not understand that the 
sharp borderlines which separate homo normalis from the cosmic 
orgone ocean have broken down in the schizophrenic; accord
ingly, some of his symptoms are due to the intellectual realiza
tion of this breakdown; others are direct manifestations of the 
merger between organismic and cosmic ( atmospheric) orgone 
energy. 

I am referring here to functions which bind map and his 
cosmic origin into one. In schizophrenia, as well as in true reli
gion and in true art and science, the awareness of these deep 
functions is great and overwhelming. The schizophrenic is distin
guished from the great artist, scientist, or faunder of religions in 
that his organism is not equipped or is too split up to accept and to 
carry the experience of this identity of functions inside and outside 
the organism. It happens that, after a period of great productivity, 
an artist or a "knower'' breaks down psychotically. It ,,~as too 
much to carry; homo normalis} 'vho has lost his first sense, has 
made life too hard and unbearable for such indiYiduals. The final 
breakdown in such great men as van Gogh, Gauguin, Nietzsche, 
Doeblin, lbsen, and many others is the 'vork of ho1no norn1alis. 
1\1ystical deviations, such as those of S'vedenborg, Lodge, Ed
dington, Driesch, etc., are due to the lack of physica l con1 pre
hension of costnic and organismic orgone energy functions .. :\.nd 
this lack of kno,vledge is again due to the mechanical arn1or of 
homo norm.alis. But togoback to our patient. 

Tu•entieth session 

A nc\v problcn1 arosc: ·what exactly is tlu, bodily 11lt,chanisrn 
that underlies the schizophrenic split belleeen organ exritation 
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and perception of excitation? The events pointed sharply to the 
peculiar disturbance of respiration: a severely restricted volume 
of resph·ation in connection with a mechanically soft ehest. In 
the ,,·ell-armored neurotic, the ehest itself is usually quite rigid; 
thus no strong emotions are deYeloped. In the schizophrenic, on 
the other hand, the ehest is soft, the emotions are fully devel
oped, but they are not fully perceived; most probably the inhibi
tion of the motion of the ehest structure constituted the mecha
nism "·hich split the perception off from the excitation. This had 
to be corroborated clinically. The further course of events con
firmed this assumption. 

The immobility in her ehest and throat was especially severe 
that day. No air at all seemed to pass in or out through the lar
ynx. At the sa1ne time, the patient was softer in her ehest and 
neck m usculature than ever before. She said: "I am very emo
tional today ... " .A.ny attempt to induce passage of air through 
the throat met '"'ith no success. There was no trembling, only se
Yere aversion against respiration. There were no "forces" araund 
that day. 

The patient asked me whether she could go to the bathroom. I 
began to "\\·orry "\\·hen she didn't return. After quite some time the 
patient came back. Her upper abdomen showed a cut in the skin 
abou t 10 cm. lang across the region of the solar plexus beneath 
the sternum. She said: "It is here "\vhere I feel the strongest 
emotions . . . " 

I told her that such actions would not eliminate the pressure; 
she agreed. To become exci ted and anxious about such actions 
,,·ould not help. It would only induce the patient to do worse 
things. If one has good control over the case, one will accept 
such actions as a special mode of self-expression. This requires, 
of course, the absolute confidence of the patienl in the physician 
and vice versa, a confidence established firmly by "\Vorking 
through the distrust and by complete frankness. 

Twen ty-first session 

The patient came to this session in good humor and, to my 
great astonishment, breathing fully. But she had added three cuts 
across the one of the day before. She explained: "I had to do it 
on behalf of the forces; otherwise, they could have become wor-
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ried because of the incompleteness of the cut .... It has to be 
a cross . ... I am afraid that they [the forces] will not con
done the interval of twenty-four hours between the first cut and 
the addi tion of the crosses. . . . " 

It was quite obvious that she had cut herself in an attempt to re
lease bio-energetically her terrific emotional tension in the dia
phragmatic region. This is called "crazy" in the schizophrenic. It is 
called "national custom of hara-kiri" when a J apanese general does 
the same thing, with death as the consequence. Basically, they are of 
the same nature; they have the function, in the schizophrenic as 
weil as in the general, of eliminating the unbearable emotional 
tension in the upper abdomen. 

I had the impression that day that psychotic delusions were 
present butthat they were very weak. She told methat the "forces" 
had not been around all day. She had feit her emotional excita
tion fully. The contact between excitation and perception seemed 
reestablished; this had obviously marle perception of the stream
ings as outer "forces" more difficult. She was still afr~id of the 
"forces"; she did not trust the situation as it were. The previous 
request on the part of the "forces" to "sacrifice herself" could now 
be understood as inner urges torelease the terrific emotional strain 
by "opening the tight bladder" with a knife. This only confirmed 
'vhat orgone-biophysical research had brought to light in other bi
opathies such as masochism: strong emotions correspond to an ex
pansion of the plasma system. Under the condition of some con
striction of organs, the feeling of "bursting" appears, together 
with the inability to uzet off steam." In such Situations self-in
jury, suicide, actual smashing-up of the body structure occur. In 
bio-energetic terms, an unbearably tight bladder had been 
pricked open. 

The improvement did not last long. I may say that I had never 
before experienced the incapacity for full healthy functioning in 
a biopathic organism as clearly as in this case. The biopathic 
structure is used to the biopathic functioning; it is incapable of 
utahing," or managing, strong natural emotions fully and of di
recting them. I t became clearer than ever before that there are 
two sharply delineated groups of human aniinals: the ones n'itlz
out and the ones llJith an artnor. 'Vhat appears easy and self-evi
dent to the unarmored individual is utterly incotnprehensible and 
impossible to manage in the armored individual, and vice versa. 
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.A. certain '~:ay of life requires a certain character structure; this is 
valid for both realms. Our patient was unable to stand healthy 
functioning. 'Ve can understand better no'v ho'\v useless, in the 
face of this inability to function healthily, the usual measures of 
mental hygiene appear. To impose healthy conditions of living 
on armored organisms is like asking a lame man to dance. The 
measures of rational mental hygiene are all right; they require, 
hou·ever, thorough disarmoring of the human animal on a mass 
scale and, first of all, prevention of biopathic armoring in the 
neu•born babies. The breadth and depth of this task is obvious. 

Twenty-second session 

Her reactions, es pecially her s peech, "?ere severely slo,ved 
do,vn. Every single '\\·ord was repeated several times. She could not 
formulate words. Herface was frozen; she could not move her fa
cial muscles; she knew the ans'\vers to my questions but could not 
formulate them; she '\Vas slightly confused; her skin was pale and 
spotty-,\·hite and bluish; she feit entirely empty. 

She said slo'\\·ly: "I cou ld move if I made a very great 
effort .... 'Vhy is every effort so difficult? ... \Vhat is hap
pening to me? I had such states before, but I never feit them so 
clearly." 

I told her that her full respiration the other day had made the 
appearance of the "forces" impossible. She rase and wanted to 
leave, but feil back on the couch. 

I moved her facial muscles, raised her eyelids, moved the 
skin of her forehead. It helped a little, but the catatonic at
tack '\\·ent on. She had apparently reacted to the strong emo
tions of the day before with an anorgonotic attack, with im
mobility; but her intelligence "·as clear; she knew "\\~·hat "\vas going 
on. In the end, she still feit "empty," but less "fara,vay." "If I 
become healthy, and if I commit murder, I shail be convicted. 
Today the boys "·ere electrocuted .... " (Same execution had 
actually taken place that day.) 

Her cataleptic attack during the session was due to a break
through of a certain deep blocking. The medical orgone therapist 
knows weil that each pathological layer has to appear from the 
depth. This does not interfere 'vith the life outside. She had 
worked weil in the office that day and '\Vas orderly. 

She remained in the room after I had left. "\Vhen I returned 
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ten minutes later, I found her coiled together, with her head be
tween her pulled-up legs, her hands at her knees. She could not 
move. "I prayed to God that you would come in and free me 
from this position. 0 •• I suddenly could not move at all. 0 • 0" 

I helped her to get up, and she began slowly to move again. 
She said: "I thought that the forces might have done that to me, 
but I don't know. 0 • 0" Thereafter, her head began to tremble; 
after a while she recovered fully and left, reassuring me that she 
feit bettero 

Twenty-third session 

The misconception prevails in certain circles that the essential 
thing in orgone therapy is the establishment of orgastic potency 
and nothing but that. It is true, of course, that this is and re
mains the main goal of our technique. But the manner in which 
this goal is reached is decisive with regard to the firmness and dur
ability of the success. It is essentially the slow and thorough over
coming of the emotional blocks in the organism and of the anxieties 
connected with each single block which secures Iasting results. Our 
schizophrenic patient was close to the goal of therapy; but the 
disease mechanisms which were interpolated were the most essen
tial obstacles to be overcome if the eventual success was to be 
lasting. It is easy in certain cases to achieve release of pent-up en
ergy. But if the main blocks remain unresolved, relapse '\Vith 
worse effects than those of the disease will resul t. Therefore, '\\Te 
obey the rule of proceeding slowly and of carefully '\\Torking 
through each single layer of blocking. These biophysical blocks, 
which impede the free flo'v of bodily energy, constitute exactly 
the "disposition" to various kinds of symptomatic diseases. 

I knew that our patient carried strong inclinations to catatonic 
stupor within herself. These tendencies '\\Tould have to develop 
fully; they would have to come to the surface and '\rould have to 
be overcome. The greatest danger was still ahead of us. One 
must not brag about success too early. 

The patient had suffered a slight catatonic attack during the 
previous session. She came back happy and looking very '\rell: 
she told me tha t she had had a very good tin1e since the last ses
sion. She could move her facial 111 uscles, bu t ,,·as u na ble to tnove 
thc skin of her forehead, as in "astonishment" or "fro\\Tning." 
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She related quite spontaneously that she feit impelled to make 
a lot of grimaces when she feit strongly emotional; but she was 
not able to make any grimaces at all when she feit "estranged." 
"I have learned hard not to show any emotions in my face . . . 
I don't like women who sho\v emotions; I want them to be like 

. l d " nzce) s en er statues . ... 
These fe,v sentences, although spoken calmly, contained much 

emotional dynamite. Her head and neck musculature was se
verely blocked and rigid. Therefore, grimacing partially relieved 
her from the feeling of tension and immobility. Strong deperson
alization and splitting wiped out the ability to grimace. We 
understand now why catatonics and advanced schizophrenics gri
mace: it is a desperate attempt to release the deadness and im
mobility 'vhich overcome their organism in the state of stupor. 
They test themselves to see whether they still feel anything at all. 

I did not understand immediately what the ideal "slender stat
ues" meant. I was soon to learn about it the hard way. 

She spoke much about "dying" that day. The idea of "dying" 
is 'vell kno,vn to orgone therapists. It usually comes up when the 
patient is close to orgastic release of bio-energy; it is connected 
'vith severe fear of letting go fully. The anxiety will persist as 
long as the main blocks in the organism, usually in the pelvis, are 
not dissolved. Her head was visibly disturbed in a most severe 
manner. Therefore, I feared a premature breakthrough of total 
body convulsions. The outcome would inevitably have been a 
total breakdown because of the remaining blocking in her fore
head. "The emotions are hurting me lately in my belly," she said. 
"Here ... " and she pointed to the upper abdomen. "My left 
arm also lives and acts on its own .... I do not feel it as my 
arm. . . .'' 

'Vhenever a neurotic or psychotic sym ptom increases in 
strength, it indicates that the emotion contained in the local re
gion has become urgent and tends to break through. The detach
ment of her left arm could possibly be the expression of strong 
im pulses to touch her geni tals. Her idea of "nice, slender stat
ues" could, in this connection, only mean being a "statue wi thout 
geni tals," something "god-like." 

In order to prepare her for her genital breakthrough, I con
centrated on her immobilized forehead and eyes. I Iet her move 
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the skin of her forehead, roll her eyes in all directions, express 
anger and fear, curiosity and watchfulness. THIS IS NOT :\fANIPU

LATION AND HAS NOTHING '\VHATSOEVER TO DO WITH ANY KIND 

OF ~IANIPULATION. We do not "manipulate" mechanically; we 
induce emotions in the patients by letting them imitate willfully 
this or that emotional expression. 

She objected very strongly to showing the expression of anxi
ety in her eyes. This objection is usually much more intense in 
schizophrenics than i t is in neurotics. The reason, based on sev
eral cases of schizophrenia, is the following: raising the eyelids, 
opening the eyelids wide and showing anxiety releases a sensa
tion of severe terror wi th the feeling of oncoming disaster. Same
tim es panic sets in. Some such patients have the feeling that they 
are dying, "going off," and that they will be unable to "come 
back again." It is essential tobe very careful at this point. 

I '\vorked very cautiously on her expressions in the forehead, 
stopping her whenever she showed too strong anxiety. After 
some time, she could move her forehead more easily and she feit 
freer. Her self-perception of the total organism '\Vas still severely 
disturbed; to let her total preorgastic contractions break through 
would have been dangeraus and inadvisable. She '\Vas sensitive to 
touch, pressure, cold, and heat, but at times she did not feel the 
quivering. After the therapeutic session, she asked many intelli
gent questions about herself, but her speech was considerably 
slowed du\vn; she spoke as if against some great counter-force. 

It '\vas during the experiment with this schizophrenic that the 
following idea came up for the first time: the organ sensation or uor
gonotic sensation" is a true SIXTH SENSE. Besides the abili ties to see, 
hear, smell, taste, touch, there existed unmistakably in healthy 
individuals a sense of organ functions, an ORGONOTIC SE:\SE, as it 
were, which was completely lacking or '\vas disturbed in biopa
thies. The compulsion neurotic has lost this sixth sense com
pletely. The schizophrenic has displaced this sense and has trans
formed it into certain patterns of his delusional systen1, such as 
"forces," "the devil," "voices," "electric currents," "\\~ornls in the 
brain or in the intestines," etc. 

Since the orgonotic sensations and organ perceptions seem to 
constitute a great part of ,\~hat is called the ego or the self, it ap
pears clear no\v why a splitting and dissociation of perception 
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and speech usually go hand in hand "Tith the dissociation and 
displacement of these organ sensations. 

\Ve must also assume that the severity and the outcome of a 
disease depend entirely on the specific organ in which the deaden
ing, i.e., the extinction of the organ sensation, took place. The 
dissociation of an arm appears harmless if compared \Vith the 
immobilization of eyes and forehead, or even parts of the brain. 

\Ve ,\·ould object less to the irresponsible brain operations and 
lobotomies \\·hich are perfonned to kill the devil in the organism 
if they served to disclose the dynamic functions of the brain. 
Such questions as "Does the brain move? Does it contract and 
expand ,\·hen ,\·orking, just as other argans such as the heart, in
testine, glands, etc., do?" are of the utmost importance for medi
cal pathology and the understanding of the organismic functions. 
It "·ould be highly important to invent a device \vhich \vould, en
able the brain specialist to observe the brain in its natural state. 
Cuttingout ",rindo"·s" in the skull to study the brain, as was done 
\\·ith apes and "rith some human beings, \VOn't help. The living 
organ does not move "·hen a severe operation has been per
formed in i ts vicini ty. This is sho,vn by the edemas and similar 
dysfunctions occurring after operations. All I want to say is this: 

There is good reason to believe that in the schizophrenic proc
ess parts of the brain, most probably the base rvith its nerve 
roots, become immobilized; just as in chronic constipation the in
testines are immobilized, or in a tumor of the starnach peristalsis 
ceases to function. This \vould a ppear as a new, hopeful and 
functional approach to the somatic disturbances in schizo
phrenia. It ,\·otild require abandonment of the mechanistic view 
of the brain function. The brain would have to be regarded as an 
organ like others \vi thin the total functioning of the organism, as 
a special ((transmitter'' of total plasma functions, and not as the 
source of motor impulses. For if the brain is the source of im
pulses, then the next logical question is: who gives the orders to 
the brain? It amounts to the assumption of an imp in the brain, if 
one says that the motor impulses originale in the gray substance. 
There are many species \Vithout any brain at all, who function 
fully as far as living functions, including judgment, are con
cerned; and 've kno\v from experiment that brainless dogs con
tinue to function, even if severely impaired by the operation. 
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To retcrn to our patient: The situation at this point was char
acterized by her closeness to total bodil y convulsions and genital 
activity; but the block in her forehead and eyes constituted a 
ma jor obstacle which had first to be removed before she could be 
permitted to develop further on her way to"\vard natural genital
ity. 

Twenty-fourth session 

The patient came beaming with joy. She had feit very happy 
and at ease. Her eyes were clear and the Iook was alert. The 
color of her face was ruddy and fresh. She had, for the first time 
in her life, passed through a menstrual period "\vithout psychotic 
reactions. She had visited many friends, among them a girl in the 
mental institution. Herrespiration was much improved, though it 
was not completely without restriction. 

The next step was quite clear: I had to bring her back to 
where she had been the previous day. She would have to "pump 
up" more emotion, to learn to stand it without "going off," and 
then to proceed further. 

In the course of deep respiration, a tremor appeared over her 
chin and in the masseter muscles. She said: "vVhen my emotions 
kick me on the one side, and society on the other side, I feel like 
getting down, hurting myself, becoming syphilitic or something 
like that ... " Later on: "Emotions want to break out 
here ... " She pointed to her starnach and then down tozl'ard 
her genital . ... "Then I am able to commit anything " 

One cannot expect to have these connections presented more 
clearly. 

6. THE RATIONAL FUNCTION OF THE "DEVILISH EVIL" 

It is necessary to sum up again the basic functions ,,·hich 'rere 
found by orgonomic research in the depth of man's biophysical 
functioning, in order to understand fully the meaning of charac
ter structure. In the light of orgone biophysics, this "structure" 
appears as the sum total of the relationship bet\reen the orgon
otic energy systen1 and the sensory-n1otor systen1 "·hich has to 
perceive the plastna tic cutTen ts, to execu te the energy discharges, 
and to coordinate all energy functions into an orderly. total, uni
tary functional syste1n: "orgonotic systen1." In the schizophrenic 
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process, the system of perception is flooded by high-pitched bio
physical sensations "·hich are not integrated into the total biosys
tem and lead a separate existence, as it were. This constitutes the 
"split of personality." The biosystem has a very low tolerance for 
sudden increases of the emotional, i.e., bio-energetic, Ievel of 
functioning. Disorientation, hallucinations, speech deterioration, 
and murderaus impulses are likely to appear with a sudden in
crease in energy Ievel if the tolerance is low. This has nothing to 
do \rith "psychology." The "psychology" of the schizophrenic is 
a resuZt and not a cause of the process. 'Vhen the perception is 
split off from the bio-energetic excitation, the bodily sensations 
are experienced as "foreign," as "evil," "devilish" influences by 
"supernatural po,vers" ("supernatural" in the sense of "beyond" 
one's o"·n self) . In this harrowing confusion, the biosystem de
velops destructive impulses to protect itself against the devil. It 
is, in fact, the remainder of sane personality which does the fight
ing against the devil. 

Let us follo'v further the events in the patient: 
The patient had scarcely uttered the words: "Emotions want 

to break through here ... [in the genital] ... ," when she 
became pale and silent; she lay there immobile, as if absent; she 
dicl not respond to questions. After a while she said in a very 
timid manner: "I have just said the Lord's prayer ... The 
emotions are gone." 

She left the session calm and slightly absent-minded. The next 
day I received the follo,ving Ietter (Italics mine.-W.R.) : 

March 18, 1942 
So it is all emotion-you did not know about the music that was 

pln)'ing Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody-or others-the notes go through 
me-not through you or anyone eise-to teil me something-1 don't 
usually know what-tonight it was my bigness-you couidn't under
stand that-nor couid anyone eise on earth. 

There are coiors and darknesses and shadows and Iights-it was rain
ing hard tonight I waiked in puddies I was going to take my shoes 
off and walk by your house, the peopie stared in the train and on the 
street-I went in to eat on your main street and a woman was there 
after taiking to the boy in the store about hospitals and Bellevue
they had worked there-they are made to speak then to annoy me 
but they smiled not with me-at me-the people in the train were 
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having a good time-and they wanted me out of the way-but I stayed 
anyway-

I came home and found I had passed a ci ty test I once took-so 
maybe I'll be a typist for the city-that I would not be able to quit 
easily though-

Just human and emotional?-You couldn't know-You said I didn't 
believe in my forces-but they believe in me-they send rain and tell 
me they know-I won't see you for 2 days maybe I can forget you 
and your work-86000 Jews were killed-slaughtered by the Nazis in 
Russia today-all for crucifixation of Christ-There were nails through 
his hands and one through his feet-I wonder if he bled much Blessed 
Mother forgive me-Thine is the Kingdom the Power and the Glory 
forever and forever Amen 

You crucifier of the Blessed Sacrament-You should pay and yours 
after you-I am protected from mine enemies the rain marks them 
for having annoyed me-something will happen to you-Adler died 
when I told him he would-Katz of Psychiatrie died also-You shall 
have many troubles-you may think they are the natural outgro·wth 
of things but I will know better- _ 

You could have been so helpful but you went your o·wn inimitable 
way-the epitome of knowledge-spheres that go round and round
Help when I needed it you would not give-I am protected and 
sheltered and if sometimes made to suffer it is for a definite reason
The J ew in me must be made to suffer so that others can survive-

On thee, Oh Lord, our faith rests-that takes thee to eternal life 
Command and I shall obey no ties can find me no pnwers save 

those can stay me from performing my predestined destiny-Please 
teil me oh Lord-

If your interest has waned I am willing to stop-if your Ego keeps 
inßating I am also willing to stop so I must take first aid to help the 
wounded humans survive-

M ummies and madmen grow dark in the sun- (after thought) 
You, too-F. 

I suggest that we take these things very seriously. In such 
schizophrenic experiences, the \Vorld \vhich is caiied THE BEYO~D 

in common mysticism and in true religion manifests itself before 
our eyes. One must Iearn to read this Ianguage. 'Vhat is never 
admitted by homo normalis, \\rhat is Iived out only clandestinely 
or Iaughed at in a silly tnanner, are the severely distorted forces 
of nature; exactly the same forces \vhich imbue the great sages, 
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philosophers, musicians, geniuses of science, in the wide realm 
beyond the conceptions of homo normalis and his everyday po
litical clamor. I venture the statement that in our mental institu
tions many potentially great artists, musicians, scientists, and 
philosophers are rotting away their lives because homo normalis 
refuses to look beyond the iron curtain which he drew in front of 
his real life, because he dare not look at living realities. These 
great souls, broken do,vn and wrecked as "schizophrenics," KNOW 

and PERCEIVE what no homo normalis dares to touch. Let us not 
be led astray by the distortions in this knowledge. Let us listen to 
\vhat these gifted and clear-visioned human beings have to say. 
\Ve can learn a great deal from them; we can learn to become 
more modest, more serious, less gaudy and cocky, and we can 
start realizing a few of the claims we make in an empty manner 
in our churches and in our high academic institutions. I claim, 
after thirty years of thorough study of schizophrenic minds, that 
they Iook through our hypocrisy, our cruelty and stupidity, our 
fake culture, our evasiveness, and our fear of the truth. They had 
the courage to approach what is commonly evaded} and they 
\Vere \vrecked because they went through the inferno without any 
help on the part of our neurotic parents, our conceited teachers, our 
cruel directors of educational institutions, our ignorant physicians. 
They hoped to emerge from the inferno into the clear, fresh air 
'\·here only great minds dwell. That they could not make it, that 
they got stuck in the realm of the "devil" is not their fault; it is 
the fault of the abysmal ignorance and stupidity of our homines 
normales. 

Our patient had experienced he,- emotional storm as great 
music. The ignoramus will say "that's crazy." No} it is not crazy. 
A Beethoven goes through the same kind of emotional storm 
\vhen he composes a great symphony, which provieles a huge 
profit for some utterly amusical businessman. It is obvious that a 
Beethoven has the structure to stand the same kind of great emo
tional storm that causes the breakdown in the schizophrenic 
structure. It is equally obvious to one who works with orgonomic 
functions that a Beethoven, in order to keep his inner world safe, 
'\'ithdra\\·s his bio-energy from his acoustic nerves, that he goes 
deaf in order not to have to Iisten to the chattering of annoying 
"critics" and what not. The schizophrenic differs from him in 
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that he does not keep his genius intact and does not develop it as 
does a Beethoven. But he suffers from the misbehavior and mis
deeds of our Ba b bi ts no less than did Beethoven; and he wi th
draws into his own inner world. His misfortune is that he has 
only partial contact with this inner world, that he is not equipped 
to accept it fully and to carry it further; hence the breakdo'\vn. 
My work with "wayward youth" in Germany left no doubt that 
the best of the human crop go do,vn to ruin not because of their 
"badness" but because of the inferno which homo normalis calls 
"civilization" and "cultural adaptation." We shall have more to 
say about this realm of the devil. Homo normalisJ who '\Vants his 
psychiatrists and biologists to be "aloof," "unemotional," "aca
demic," "removed," so that he can continue to plant the emo
tional plague in millions of newborn, healthy babies, undis
turbed, hates the schizoid character for its closeness to a realm of 
nature '\vhich is forever closed to himself. 

The evening of the same day the emotional storm had oc
curred, our patient became restless. She had seen her parole phy
sician and had stood her ground weil. But inside her the storm 
continued. It was clear to me that, should she ever become capa
ble of coping 'vith her strong and rational emotions, she ,,~ould 
be saved. If not, she '\\rould certainly go do,vn as a catatonic in 
the mental institution. 

7· ANORGONOTIC REGIONS IN THE CATATONIC STATE 

Twenty-fifth session 

The patient came back in a very bad state. She had fought "a 
desperate battle against the 'forces.' " Both her arn1s ,,~ere band
aged 'vith tape. A huge cross, made of tape, ''"as fixed to her 
stomach from the pit do'\\rn to the genital and across. She told 1ne 
that the "forces" had requested an account of 'rhether she had be
trayed them; they had asked 'vhether she 'ras ready to sacrifice 
herself fully, to yield to them to the fullest extent. I asked her 
what she meant: "lt means that I haYe to cut a deep cross 'rith a 
knife into my body . . ." She said that she did not ,,·ant to do i t. 
and she fought a hard battle against doing it, but tha t she did not 
kno'v ho\v to escape fron1 the request. She had finally arrived at 
the conclusion that she could try to "cheat the forces": if she 
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placed a bandage across her belly, the forces could be made to 
believe-"for a short time only"-that she had fulfilled their re
quest. She lvanted me to help her. Once, she said, she lvas close 
to using a razor to cu t herself. 

Her speech lvas considerably slowed down, as if all impulses 
had been extinguished. She was slightly dissociated; she showed 
mannerisms and driveled. Her face was pale, the skin of her 
forehead v~·as immobile, her eyes lvere heavily veiled, the skin of 
her body l\·as patchy. Samething had to be done immediately if 
con1mitment to the institution was to be avoided. She was in a 
state similar to that of shock. I took her to the metal orgone 
room and examined her with the ßuorescent bulb. The back
ground of this test is the following: orgone-charged ßuorescent 
bulbs luminate "vhen they are slightly rubbed on the skin. I 
l\·ished to ascertain whether or not her state was due to loss of 
surface charge. Her Iegs gave the normal effect of lumination. 
Her hair reacted only weakly, and her forehead did not react at 
all. It lvas amazing to me to hear her telling me beforehand 
"·hich parts of her body would and which would not give lumina
tion. She predicted the disturbance on the basis of the feeling of 
deadness or aliveness which she feit in a particular spot. 

I tried to charge her in the orgone accumulator. After about 
half an hour of irradiation, she slowly began to recover. The lu
mination effect became stronger where it had been weak before; 
she could move the skin of her forehead; the patchiness disap
peared; her eyes became bright again. The disturbance had been 
strongest in the region of the segment corresponding to the base 
of her brain: eyes, eyelids, Iower parts of the forehead, temples. 
After about half an hour she feit "fuller in the head where it had 
been empty before." Her speech had also improved considerably. 

In the end she implored me not to abandon her in her fight 
against the "forces" and to put her through safely. I told her that I 
could not promise anything, butthat I would do what I could to 
help her. She feit rather happy again. 

I had gained the firm conviction during this treatment that the 
immobilization of the bio-energetic functions in the optical seg
ment, including the brain, was the center of the acute catatonic 
attack. Several other cases of latent and manifest schizophrenia 
with catatonic tendencies corroborated this conviction. Further 
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investigation of this dysfunction might reveal that it is generally 
specific for the acute schizophrenic breakdown; it may also re
strict this mechanism to certain types of schizophrenia. Its main 
characteristic is a standstill of the movemen ts and, with them, of 
the bio-energetic functioning of the brain, especially its frontal 
and basal parts. 

Orgonomy has termed the stoppage of bio-energetic function
ing "anorgonia." This symptomatology was first discovered in 
the canceraus shrinking biopathy. But now I met it in a schizo
phrenic during a catatonic attack. It was correct to assume that 
most of the symptoms of the catatonic attack were due to a more 
or less com plete standstill of bio-energetic functioning a t the pe
riphery of the organism. This standstill appeared to be accompa
nied or even caused by a withdrawal of bio-energy to the core of 
the biosystem. Immobility, flexibilitas cerea, perseveration, tor
pidity of speech or mutism '\Vere, accordingly, to be regarded as 
direct expressions of the immobilization. On the other hand, such 
symptoms as automatic movements, mannerisms, echoialia, and 
particularly the sudden breakthrough of severe rage could be un
derstood in terms of an attempt of the remainder of mobile bio
energy to break through the immobility by forceful or by auto
matic movements from the center out\vard. The relief '""hich is 
usually experienced by catatonics after an attack of rage, and the 
following improvement in the disease picture, would corroborate 
our interpretation. The more complete the armoring, the deeper 
toward the biological core it spreads, the greater must the rage 
be in the outbreak. In other cases, such an outbreak "·ould be 
impossible and deterioration with loss of 'veight and stoppage of 
biofunctions one by one 'vould result. It is also to be assumed 
that a paranoid schizophrenic picture changes more or less sud
denly into a catatonic one, if the biosystem has lost its capacity 
to endure strong biophysical outbursts of energy. The complete 
final contraction of the biosystem in such cases "·ould be the re
action to the attempts at expansion by the remaining life im
pulses. 

It should be especially emphasized that the intolerance of 
healthy expansion on the part of the sick organisrn constitutes 
the core of the disease. 
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8. THE FUNCTIO~ OF SELF-DA~fAGE IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 

'Ve kno'\\y from therapy of mental biopathies that suicide and 
self-injury are brought about by unbearable bio-energetic stasis 
in the organism \vhen neither work nor destructive actions nor 
orgastic gratification are accessible for discharge. The psycholog
ical "motives" of such actions are secondary and incidental; 
usually, they are merely rationalizations of the action. In the 
schizophrenic, and especially in the catatonic type, self-injury ac
quires a special function. This became clear when the attempts at 
self-damage in our patient revealed their motivation. 

Twenty-sixth session 

I took her to the orgone room and examined her skin surface 
again \Vith a gas-filled, orgone-charged bulb.3 Then I asked her 
to show me the parts of her skin where she feit dead, and to rub 
the bulb against these spots. To my great amazement, she 
pointed to exactly the same spots where she had inflicted cuts: at 
the joints of her hands, where she had once cut herself; at her 
palms, at the saddle of her nose; at the temples; and, most em
phatically, at her sternum, where she had several times cut 
crosses into the skin. These spots did not give lumination of the 
orgone-charged bulb, in contradistinction to other spots. They 
\Vere feit as "dead" in her self-perception, and they were un
charged, i.e., "dead," objectively. 

This is a most important new piece of information on the bio
physical state in the schizophrenic psychosis. In our patient, the 
idea of "sacrifice" to hostile "forces" was obviously built upon 
the foundation of correct perception of a severe bio-energetic dys
function of her skin surface. She behaved in exactly the same way 
as many schizophrenics in mental institutions; they knead their 
skin, tauch their forehead, rub their finger tips against walls, try 
to move their eyelids, rock their limbs, etc., in a stereotyped 
manner; some do that for years on end. These stereotypes and 
automatisms have not been understood hitherto. Now it appears 
that these catatonic activities were expressions of a desperate but 
futile attempt to regain the feeling in the parts of the body which 

8 Cf. my article, "Orgonotic Pulsation," on "lumination," 1944. 
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went dead. I would like to emphasize especially the catatonic fa
cial grimaces. Catatonics usually have severely stiffened, mask
like faces. Grimacing seems, therefore, to be an attempt at mobi
lization of the deadened facial musculature. 

Theoretically, the detachment of single parts of the body or of 
whole organ systems from the realm of self-perception would, 
according to these biophysical findings, be direct results of a de
ficiency in orgone charge in the respective parts or organs. The 
compulsion-neurotic biopath only feels a general emptiness and 
deadness; the schizophrenic biopath perceives the dysfunction 
much more clearly and immediately. He can tell us exactly 
where the dysfunction is located, if we pay close attention to 
what he is saying and understand his language of emotional, i.e., 
bio-energetic, expression. 

We are justified in dra,ving the conclusion that the schizo
phrenic mind describes objective processes. Normal, healthy 
functioning of the organism expresses itself in and is governed by 
an even distribution of bio-energy in the biosystem. I kno'v ,v·ell 
that we are moving along path,vays '\vhich no one has yet studied 
scientifically. It is not only new land but also no man's land, so 
to speak. The self-perception of well-being and happiness, of 
strength and security, is due to the coordination into one 'vhole 
of all the self-governing partial functions of the various organs of 
the organism. Accordingly, the feeling of dissociation, splitting, 
depersonalization, etc., in the schizophrenic biosystem must be 
due to discoordination of the single organs and energy field sys
tems in the body. It is as if some of the organs-I suggest espe
cially the brain-lead separate existences, detached from the 
total organism; as if there '\vere no contact and no unity beh\·een 
the bio-energetic units called "organs." The n1ental and the emo
tional confusion and disorientation are the direct result of a 
sane self-perception of this dissociation. 

Our patient reacted in an unequivocal n1anner: '\'hen the 
"veiling" of her forehead set in, she feit tha t the convolutions 
of her brain were tangled up "like entangled intestines." \Vell, to 
me such a description appears full of rational 1neaning. In spite 
of the routine objections of mechanistic neurology, it seen1s itu
probable that the brain should have convolutions like the intes
tines ancl that at the sa1ne thue it should not rnove, like n1ost 
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other organs, 'rhen it perfonns its 'vork of coordination and 
transmission of central impulses. Is it not most reasonable to assume 
that the brain is built up of intestine-like convolutions precisely 
because it moves in the manner of peristalsis v;hile functioning? 
Some healthy individuals 'rho are used to hard thinking relate 
that they feel great heat in their brain and in their foreheads 
,,·hen they think ,,·ith great effort; that they feel a "glo,v," and 
that this glo,,· disappears 'vhen the effort is over; on the other 
hand, ,,.e see pale, immobilized, cold foreheads in cases of men
tal deficiency and pseudo-debility. If some thought is given to 
the question, it seems self-evident that the brain 'vould not be· 
ha,·e differently from other organs during strong functioning. 
Heat production is a "·ell·kno,,·n indication of physiological ef· 
fort, in the muscles and in the emotional state of sexual excite· 
ment. Lack of heat production is readily seen in cases 'vith low 
bio-energy, as in cancer biopathies, anorgonotic "·eaknesses, 
anemia, etc. There is, therefore, no reason to assume that the 
brain tissue does not deYelop n1ore energy and, ,,·ith it, more 
heat and motion during hard ,,·ork. 

I kno,,• ,,·ell enough that this assumption sounds peculiar and 
strange to classical pathology, to 'vhich the brain is an immobile 
organ, in spite of the erroneous assumption that it is the brain ''rith 
its thalamic and subthalamic appendices 'vhich generates all im· 
pulses of life activity. I do not agree ,,·ith this theory. I believe that 
it is utterly ''Tong; that it is contradicted by obvious facts of living 
functioning, such as the fact of b1·ain less living beings and by im· 
portant aspects of natural philosophy in general. The visual proof 
of brain motility is hard to adduce, as I said before. But there can 
no Ionger be any reasonable doubt that it is the brain which is 
functionally (and not) to begin u·ith) st?·ucturally) disturbed in 
schizophrenia. :\Iechanical and structural changes appear later as 
results of the functional bio-energetic dysfunctions; among them, 
stoppage of motion and discoordination of the bio-energetic field 
action appear to be the most essential ones. 'Ve must admit 
atrophic changes of disuse in the brain tissue just as ,\·e see them in 
muscular atrophy. If it is true, as i t seem~ to be, that the shape of 
the organs reflects the form of motion of bio-energy, then the 
brain ,,·ith its n,·isted and rich gyration is an excellent example of 
the bio-energetic function of organic forms. 
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The emotional and bio-energetic dissociation in the schizo
phrenic leads, as we weil know, sooner or later to a general decay 
of the organism with bad body odor, loss of weight, severe disturb
ances of biochemical metabolism, and sometimes also with true 
canceraus developments. The schizophrenic shrinks biophysi
cally, too, because of the loss of the capacity to take up bio-energy 
and to maintain its normal level. 

To return again to our patient, who yielded so much insight 
into the riddles of schizophrenia: I treated her for several weeks 
with the orgone accumulator. The orgone had a strongly positive 
effect on her; i t ca used, as i t does in other cases of organismic 
contraction, an expansion of the autonomic nervous system. Her 
face reddened, her eyes became clear again, her speech became 
faster and more coordinated, and she would even feel pleasure in 
the orgone accumulator after fifteen to thirty minutes' irradia
tion. This was a great new hope for possible biophysical treat
ment of incipient schizophrenia. 

The combination of physical and psychiatric orgone. therapy 
was very helpful. Acute withdrawal of bio-energy could be dealt 
with by means of the accumulator alone. Psychiatrie orgone 
thera py hel ped to bring to the surface schizophrenic mechanisms 
from greater depth. 

During the twenty-seventh session the patient was mostly good
humored, the skin of her forehead was mobile, and her eyes ,•;ere 
very alert and clear. But her respiration was still restricted. 
It is possible to "pump to the surface," as it 'vere, the remainder 
of pathological mechanisms. As long as it is still possible to in
duce anxiety by means of respiration or certain typical attitudes 
of the body, the biophysical structure has not really been cleaned 
of its dysfunctions. 'Vhen I "pumped up" her emotions, she lost 
her gaiety, the "forces 'vere near," the forehead became pale and 
immobile: "Something is interrupted beh\·een the skin of the 
forehead and the brain," she said. This, she said, "ras al,\·ays the 
case when the "forces" 'vere around; it usually disappeared ,\·ith 
them. 

During the follo,ving period (tu•eni)'-eighth tlzrough thirty-ser
ond sessions ), the patient seetned very n1uch in1proved. She said re
peatedly: "I don't kno'v 'vhether I 'vant to get 'rell. ... '' Say
ing that, she meant that she did not kno,\r ",\·hat "·ould happen 
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to her" if she became weil. On several occasions she kept im plor
ing me: "Please, help me against the forces ... they are not 
around now, but I know they will come back ... I am so 
afraid of them ... save me .... " 

It had become unequivocally clear by now tha t the "forces" 
were her distorted perceptions of the plasmatic orgonotic stream
ings; that she loved them and dreaded them at the same time; 
that whenever the streamings became strong, she would fall into 
a stupor-like state. The sensing of forces, ßight into psychotic 
mechanisms, and immobility of the optical segment formed a sin
gle functional uni t. 

I could see that she fought against a mean, cruel expression in 
her eyes. I encouraged her to Iet go and to force this expression 
out. She succeeded with some effort, and immediately feit much 
better; but at the same time she also seemed to come very close 
to a catatonic state whenever she produced the expression of 
strong hate in her eyes. Once she got up, went in a stuporaus 
manner to the closet, took the heater, and put it, switched on, 
before the door of the closet; then she built a cross from hangers on 
the door. She "had to soothe and appeal to the forces," she said. 
She also told me a little later that she "feit only parts of her 
brain"; other parts "were twisted," and, "therefore, she was con
fused." 

I knew weil tha t she would have to pass through a severe anxiety 
attack, with possible complete relapse into catatonia, when the 
plasmatic streamings broke through in full force. This seemed to 
depend entirely on whether or not she would yield to full respira
tion. One could see each time that she ßattened her respiration 
'vhen the "forces" became too strong. 

During the following four weeks (in spring) she improved 
very much. She worked weil in the office where she had taken a 
job; she was sociable and gay; the attacks of withdrawal became 
rare and were not as strong as they used to be. True, off and on 
she would return to her schizophrenic attitude and action. For 
example, she came once with her abdomen wound up in adhe
sive tape "in order to keep myself together .... " A neurotic 
biopathy would simply have expressed fear of bursting; our pa
tient actually took measures against bursting in a typically psy
chotic way. But we both understood what was going on, why she 
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did such things, and she knew perfectly weil when she would 
stop doing them. I had taken great pains to teil her everything 
about the danger ahead, and she had understood with truly 
schizophrenic intelligence. 

She had also learned slowly to produce the expression of mur
derous hate in her eyes, without becoming frightened by it. This 
gave her some feeling of security against her fear of committing 
murder; she realized that one can express murderaus hatred 
fully, and that this did not mean that one actually had to commit 
murder. 

I worked continuously and cautiously on the inhibition of re
spiration in her throat, with some success. But she never gave in 
fully to emotional respiration. She had shifted her main sensa
tions from her ehest to her abdomen; this was an indication of 
the shift in the perception of her orgonotic streamings to,vard the 
region of the genitals. 

Once she tried in a playful manner to put a noose around her 
neck "in order to see w hether she could hang herself." These ac
tions still had the timbre of danger about them; but it 'vas greatly 
reduced by the playfulness and the humor 'vhich '\vent into them. 
I knew that she was not yet beyond the possibility of actually 
commi tting suicide. Her parole physician noticed the great 
change, and encouraged her therapeutic effort. This psychiatrist 
was very hel pful and kind. 

It 'vas clear that bio-energy and the sensations accompanying 
it 'vere moving strongly to'\"ard the genital region. The preorgas
tic sensations 'vere near. Therefore, the still prevailing block in 
her throat constituted the main therapeutic problem. I kne"" if 
this block should fail to budge in time, if the genital excitation 
should bTeak. th1·ough in great force 1oith the block in the throat 
still presentJ then she 1L'ould definitely beco1ne catatonic. It ,,·as a 
race against titne to ren1ove the block in the throat before the 
full cleveloptnent of genital excitation. 

One day she gave in fully to her respiration and she feit i1117ne

diately the identity of orgonotic stTea1nings and the "forces." She 
kne\v it instantly and quite clearly, "·ith no doubt left ,,·hat
socver. Her ehest structure tnovecl quite auto1natically. She had 
strong scnsations of streatning in her "rhole body, "·ith the ex
ception of the genital region proper fron1 the n1ons pubis do,,·n
ward. She asked: "\Vould it be possible to n1ake the body ,,·hole 
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,\·ithout touching the soul?'' This 'vas a most peculiar question. 
Did the "soul" represent the genital sensation or even the genital 
itself? ~Iost probably it did. \Ve 'vould expect this to be so when 
the "forces" represented the bodily streamings; when, furthermore, 
the peak of bodily streamings 'vas experienced in the genital or
gans, as "nature has prescribed," then it was logical that also the 
"soul" \vas represented by the preorgastic sensations in the geni
tals. They had been spli t off from perception for such a long 
time that they could be perceived only as foreign forces and as 
the "soul," the most prominent part of self-perception. This was 
confirmed \\·hen she insisted that she "did not want to have her 
soul cured." 

The patient '\'as very cooperative for weeks on end. Each time 
\rhen natural respiration brought forth genital excitation she ob
jected in a psychotic manner and cramped the muscles of her 
thighs, the deep adductor muscles, in a way familiar in all types 
of cases. 

Thirty-third session 

The genital organs are biological tools of energy discharge and 
of procreation of the species. The latter function is widely known 
and acknowledged. Homo normalis) who is the heir of homo sap
iens) who in turn is the heir of homo divinus) has, on the other 
hand, condemned the biophysical function of energy discharge; it 
returned as the devil in the fantasy life of man. The biologi
cally strong individual did not or could not sacrifice his rational 
judgment to the demands of ecclesiastical thinking; the great nat
ural force came into conflict with the dependence of the individ
ual on his kin and his society. Under these circumstances, the 
genital forces continue to function, but they are split off from 
the rest of the organism as "bad" or as "sin," and return as the 
devil, as "forces from beyond" in the realm of schizophrenia and 
mysticism in general. 

This fact became clear beyond any shadow of a doubt during 
the further progress of our patient. Since Tausk in 1919, it has 
been kno'\\'n in psychiatry that the genital apparatus constitutes 
the persecutor in the schizophrenic del usion. Bu t i t was not 
kno\vn that this had a much deeper biophysical significance; that 
it '\\'as the strong sensation of living streaming in the body, and 
not merely the genitals, which becomes alien and unbearable in 
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the adolescent as weil as in the psychotic. The genital organs are 
so predominant only because their excitation induces the strong
est sensations of aliveness. 

I told the patient that she had now the task of learning to feel 
her genital region just as clearly as she feit other parts of her 
body. She let her respiration go fully, but soon became confused 
and patchy in her face whenever she came close to streamings in 
her pelvis. I saw her cramping severely in her thighs for the first 
time. The uforces" began to break through to the area where they 
belonged: namely, into the genital region. 

She spoke in a secretive manner, fearfully and in a hushed 
voice; she said that no one had understood her with regard to 
"these feelings." She began to describe extensively what she ex
perienced when "it happened or began to happen in that region." 
The "forces" somehow make the things in the room around her 
take on a uqueer expressionn; they become quite "peculiar." Not 
that they would change their shape; but they acquired an alive 
expression, the meaning of living beings. "Something strange 
emerges from them"; they "seem to want to teil me important 
things, as if animated." Then she became confused and anxious. 

At first I could not understand why "things became alive 
around her" when she herself was close to becoming genitally ex
cited. Then it became clear: In strong biosexual excitation, the 
orgone energy field of the organism expands considerably; all 
sensory impressions become more acute and sharp. This also hap
pened to her; but since she did not perceive this biological proc
ess as her own, since the excitation was split off from self-pe1·
ception, the ORGONE ENERGY FIELD AROUND HER, AS EXPERIE~CED 

IN VERY VIVID SENSE IMPRESSIONS, APPEARED AS A FOREIGN, STRA~GE 

FORCE, WHICH ENLIVENED THE THINGS IN THE ROOM. 

Accordingly, the projected psychotic persecutory sensation ap
pears as a true perception of a real process: THE PSYCHonc 

PERCEIVES HIS OWN ORGONE ENERGY FJELD OUTSIDE HIS ORGAX

ISM. The contents of the sensation, such as projected hotnosexual 
or destructive ideas, are secondary to the bio-energetic percep
tion of the orgone energy field. 

Let us pause for a moment and consider ho''" safe this as
sumption is, apart from the clinical experience brought forth by 
our patient. 
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The orgone energy field meter, constructed in 1944,4 demon
strated the existence of an orgone energy field beyond the skin 
surface of the organism. 

~~n orgone-charged electroscope reacts to the energy field of 
the moving palm only, and not to dead "\\~ool. 

The oscillograph reacts "\\?hen the electrode is attached to a "\\"et 
tov~~el and '~:hen a living organism or organ such as the band is 
tauehing the towel. 

Bions "\\"hieb are strongly charged "\\"ith orgone kill bacteria and 
cancer cells at a distance and attract other bodies. This capacity 
disappears "\\"hen death occurs. 

The existence of the "sixth sense," the orgonotic perception 
beyond the surface of the organism, can, therefore, not be 
doubted. 

I explained to the patient the function of the orgone energy 
field as seen in bions, blood cells, and at the field meter. She un
derstood it and paid me the compliment that I "\Vas the first per
son she had kno,vn "\v·ho could explain her deep experiences to her 
in an understandable manner. 

I "\\"Ould like to mention here briefly t"\VO cases of paranoid re
action "\\·hieb demonstrate the fact that persecutory sensual hallu
cination in certain instances follo"\vs the perception of orgone en
ergy outside the skin surface of the organism. 

Several years ago I treated a woman who suffered from vagi
nal anesthesia. She "\Vas married, but had never experienced any 
sensations in her pelvis. After some time, the orgasm-reflex 
began to appear; soon it "\\"as far enough developed to reactivate 
the natural physiological functions in the vaginal mucous mem
branes and the glands. She reported that her busband seemed 
rather gratified by the development in their relationship. Ho"\\·
ever, a fe\\" days later she brought her busband to me in despair: 
he had developed the idea that I, in a malicious "\Vay, "\Vas influ
encing him "\\"ith electrical currents through her vagina. It "\Vas 
immediately evident that he bad developed a paranoid persecu
tion idea. He \\"ent into an institution "\Vith the diagnosis paranoid 
schizophrenia. 

\Vhy did the busband break do·wn psychotically 'vhen his "\vife 

'Cf. The Discovery of the Orgone~ Vol. II, 1948. 
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developed strong vaginal streamings and excitation? We could 
not have ans,vered this question before the organismic orgone 
energy functions \vere discovered. No'v it seemed clear: his O\vn 
energy system could stand the genital embrace only so long as no 
strong sensations occurred. When his wife began to recover, her 
organism quite obviously had induced currents and strong Sensa
tions in him. His organism reacted to this experience 'vith a split 
in a paranoid fashion. I had cured his wife; therefore, I had in
fluenced him wi th electrici ty through her vagina. He showed the 
typical schizophrenic eye symptoms. 

This case shows tha t actual physiological changes take place 
in the organism of one mate 'vhen the genital functioning 
changes in the other mate. This is true for dulling of sensations 
as weil as for increased excitation. We see it often ha ppen in or
gone therapy that a husband or a \Vife improves when the bio-ener
getic situation changes for the better in the partner 'vho is under 
treatment. 

A man 'vi th clear-cu t psychotic mechanisms used to react 'vi th 
severe anxiety after turning his eyeballs up,vard. He feit as if he 
were being choked to death. One day I Iet him turn his eyeballs 
up,vard again. This time the reaction \vas particularly strong. In 
the course of the anxiety attack, he stared into one corner of the 
room, ri pped his eyelids wide open, began to scream, and 
pointed in terror toward the corner. "Don't you feel it," he 
screamed, "there, it's right there, coming out of the ,,~an, staring 
at me." Then, 'vith a sudden jump, he leaped up and ran 'vith 
terror into that corner from 'vhich he feit the stare had come. I 
led him into this reaction several times. It subsided gradually and 
finally disappeared altogether. 

In this case, too, a "projection" had occurred. Bio-energeti
cally, ho,vever, I had no reason to doubt that his orgone energy 
field had become excited far outside of his body and that this 
had made possible the psychotic reaction. To return to our pa
tient: during the follo,ving fe,v \\~eeks she ,,~as happy, ,,·orked 
\vell, and had no delusions; the "forces" seen1ed gone. But one day~ 
'vhen she sa'v her parole physician again, she told hin1 that she 
did not kno'v "'hether to continue the ,,~ork "·ith me; that she be
came confused and did not understand the mechanis1ns "·hich I 
explained to her. 
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She had turned against me in a malicious manne1·. During her 
sessions "·ith me she behaved in a haughty, arrogant \vay, as if 
she despised me. The treatment made her incapable of living in 
the real ,,·orld of real human beings; she ,,·as losing the "credo" 
of a "beyond" "·hich seemed so much a part of her. Ho"· \Vould 
she be able to exist in this ,,·orld if she \rere going to become 
genital? She kne\v ,,·ell, she said, that people are ill; but she did 
not ,,·ant to exchange her ,,·orld for reality as it is. 

She refused my suggestion that she could develop the ability to 
live her o,,.n life ,,·ithout having to escape into her schizophrenic 
,,·orld. To that she ans"·ered that the \Vorld as it is does not per
mit human beings to live the happiness of sexual union "rithout 
im posing severe chains and pains. She, therefore, preferred her 
,,·orld of delusions ,,·here she ,,·as her o,,.n master and protected 
by the "forces." 

Her judgment of the social situation, as far as the sex-eco
nomic ,,·ay of living ,,·as concerned, seemed quite rational. Not a 
single one of her critical ideas could have been refuted on the 
basis of human "·elfare or social security or moral integrity. For 
instance: during her puberty there had been moments of great 
sanity and lucid judgment; she clearly longed for a boy to em
brace her and to Iove him; but then came the thought of U}here 
to love him, ancl 1.chat to do u·ith her relatives} \vho \\"Ould have 
hineiered and plagued her, hacl they only guessed \vhat she ,,·as 
cloing; she ,,·as afraid of being sent to a reform school; she had 
kno,,·n tha t she \rould become a criminal if she ,,·ere caught and 
taken to an institution. She had not kno\\·n at that time that she 
,,·oulcl later spend many years in a mental institution. But her 
suffering from her frustrated, bodily excitations had become so 
strong that she finally "·elcomed the dullness of mental institu
tions. 

Shoulcl she have yielcled to her sick mother, ,,·ho nagged her 
all day lang, hated her father, spoke disparagingly about him, 
smeared bis name ,,·herever and ,,·henever she could, because he 
had ,,.i thdra\\·n from her? Or ho"· could she have developed her 
great intelligence in some field of human endeavor ,,·hen she had 
no room of her o\\·n, 'vhen her mother opened all letters ad
clressecl to her? She hacl been squeezed benveen her overpo,ver
ing bodily craving for a man and the social impossibility in her 
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life situation of satisfying this desire. The period of this dilemma 
was short but agonizing. Then, for the first time, things araund 
her became alive and seemed to "teil her things." First she was 
curious; but when they grew stronger, she became frightened and 
finally confused. Where did she end and where did the world 
around her begin? She could teil less and less. Then murderaus 
impulses would come up and she had a hard time refraining 
from hurting people. Therefore the walls of the institution ap
peared as a refuge from great strain and persecution on the part 
of her own organism. 

During the following weeks she was clear and cooperative; she 
wished that I "would free her from her experience of animated 
objects" which frightened her so much. She feit deadly afraid of 
the "other world." I asked her to describe this other world. She 
drew this diagram: 

Room Mirror 

I A =Real World 
~----------:----, 

B = "Other World" I , _____________ j 

The power of the "forces" manifested itself in their ability to 
open world B for her when she feit anxious in world A. This 
"other world" was "quite real," although she knew perfectly '•:eil 
that it was not real. 

The patient began to perceive the deadness in her throat. She 
understood for the first time in several months 'vhat I meant 
when I kept telling her that she held her respiration; that she 
should try to press her air out; that she should Iet her ehest "fall" 
or "go down." 

She feit anxious when the ehest moved do,vn'\'ard "'ith the air 
passing through her glottis. \Vhen she feit a strong excitation in 
her lower abdon1en, she said: "I an1 afraid of sanlething I clo not 
feel, bu t I kno\v i t is there. . . . " 

The projection and mystification of the bodily strean1ings '\'ere 
the result of Iack of clear perception of an organ sensation rL'hich 
1l'as nevertheless pe'rceived. 

It is very difficult to put such biophysical functions into proper 
\vords. These functions are beyond the realn1 of ,\·ords and ideas. 
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It is very difficult to formulate in words an experience in which a 
process in the organism is perceived and yet is not perceived as 
one's own. But there can be no doubt whatsoever that this is exactly 
the key to understanding the schizophrenic split and the projection 
of bodily sensations. Her sharp intelligence manifested itself again 
'vhen she spontaneously formulated the difference between a hys
terical and a schizophrenic experience: the first, she said, consists in 
an alienation of an organ from the total body experience; the latter 
consists in an alienation, just as in hysteria, plus misinterpre
tation and mystification of the detached perception. 

This description is in agreement with the most skillful biopsy
chiatric comprehension of the process. It fits every type of mysti
cal experience; mysticism perceives a body-own process as alien 
and originating "beyond" one's person, or beyond one's earth. 

The patient was in a constant disequilibrium between rational 
integration of her feelings and schizophrenic delusion. I had ex
pected that her schizophrenic process would develop fully when 
her self-perception made contact with her bodily excitation in 
full force. My expectation proved correct. 

Thirty-fourth session 

The patient came with vivid schizophrenic delusions. Soon 
after the last treatment, when she had made contact with her 
bodily streamings, a diarrhea had set in. She had had "twisted 
intestines ... and something had moved downward toward her 
genitals." She had vomited everything she had eaten; she was 
bothered by severe flatulence. During the night, she had seen 
many peculiar forms and figures in her room with rainbows 
around them. It was obvious that the orgone energy had moved 
rapidly in her body and had brought about the excitation of her 
intestines. It was further obvious that she had misinterpreted 
most of her sensations. She complained: "I do not trust you ... 
you are at one with them [with the forces]; they use all possible 
means to harm me . . . they poisoned the food so that I had to 
vomit ... they made it rain to annoy me ... they never before 
mingled with everyday life ... now they do ... that's your 
fault .... " 

The idea of being poisoned may weil be understood as a result of 
excitations which are bounced back at the upper intestines in re-
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versed direction, i.e., in impulses to vomit. I persuaded her to 
yield more to the "forces." She succeeded in giving in more fully. 
When severe tremors in her total body set in, she went off again. 
I brought her back by pinching her. But her eyes remained 
empty and "faraway." The skin of her forehead was immobile; 
she trembled with severe anxiety. 

This was in itself a great step forward. I had expected it. I had 
known that all her schizophrenic symptoms would flare up once 
her organ sensations developed and were perceived fully. But I 
did not know what the outcome would be: complete catatonia or 
recovery? The risk had to be taken, since catatonia would have 
been the only outcome without therapy anyhow. I also knew that 
the danger of suicide was great. I assured myself of her confi
dence and honesty. She confided that when her hands went com
pletely dead for a while the other day, she had had the impulse 
to cut them off. " ... If only I could trust you ... " she said 
repeatedly. " ... They have got hold of me now ... they do 
with me what they want ... I cannot fight them any longer. 
. . ." It struck me that she had refused a cigarette I had offered 
her during the treatment. She was suspicious of being poisoned. 

Thirty-fifth session 

The patient came in a state of complete vegetative shock. Her 
skin was spotty from blue to red. She trembled and her eyes "·ere 
severely veiled. She could hardly speak. At first she seemed ,\·ill
ing to cooperate. But when convulsions occurred in her face and 
shoulders she suddenly jumped up, pulled a knife from behind 
her back, and went atme. I made it a habit tobe on the lookout 
for such things. I grabbed her hand, squeezed the knife out of 
her fist, and told her sharply that she should lie do,vn and not move. 
She screamed: "I have to kill you ... I have to ... I must. ... " 

For more than two decades I had experienced and understood 
the murderaus rage against me on the part of people ,,~ho be
came frightened to death by my scientific, factual description of 
the orgonotic streamings. I had met this terror in presidential 
candidates, Communist liberators, faseist n1ystics, ,,·ell-adjusted 
psychoanalysts, neurotic court psychiatrists, neurosurgeons. direc
tors of mental institutions, cancer pathologists "·ithout hope, 
schizophrenics, politicians of all kinds, schetning "·ives of co-
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"·orkers, etc. So I knew what I 'vas dealing with. She was blue 
\Vith rage; she tried again and again to jump upon me, to get at 
my throat, and to kick me .... She did it openly and frankly, 
\\·hile the biopathic psychoanalyst who feels threatened by my 
teachings goes around sneaking and gossi ping, telling people that 
I \\·as in a mental institution or that I seduced all my female pa
tients or that I have just been buried. I preferred the behavior of 
my patient by far. After some time, she broke down in a quite 
unschizophrenic manner and cried bitterly like a child. She cried 
for a long time, and it was emotionally complete. At intervals, 
she became furious, cursed her mother, her father, the world, the 
"·hole system of education and medicine, the state hospital, and 
the physicians there. In the end she calmed down and explained: 
after the last treatment, spontaneaus movements in her lower ab
dom.en had plagued her; she had feit them fully; her genital had 
uitched" severely for the first time in her memory; she had tried 
to satisfy herselfJ but without success. 

I had to take strong precautions against possible disaster. I 
knew that if the therapy did not succeed in making the patient 
capable of tolerating and integrating her bodily sensations, the 
worst could be expected to happen. I notified her relatives to 
take the necessary steps to commit her to the institution. One 
'vill ask again why I took the great risk, why I did not commit 
her immediately. My answer is again: the scientific results of this 
experiment \vere tremendous; to commit the patient would have 
meant stopping the flow of scientific information; it would also 
have meant extinguishing any hope of her recovery. She was on the 
verge of recovery and deserved a chance to reach it. The final out
come proved this attitude correct. But at that time I did not know 
the final outcome. 

Thirty-sixth session 

The patient came late; she had not wanted to come. "I do not 
like it [the situation] ... " she said. "I feit pleasure all over my 
body; my body is one now, but I do not like it .... " She was 
almost completely relaxed; her respiration functioned weil. "I 
would like to go back to my old world .... I loved the 
forces .... I am afraid I might want badly to sleep with a 
boy .... " (She had never embraced a man.) 
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She showed all the well-known signs of severe preorgastic 
pleasure anxiety. The prospect was: she would either become 
frightened to a sufficiently great extent to withdraw again fully 
and probably finally; or she would break through to full health. 

Thirty-seventh session 

She same in, complaining about the movements in her abdo
men and in her genital region. She had no power over these 
movements. On the contrary, the movements had great power 
over her body. Before, she could do nothing to the "forces," but 
she could, so she said, kill me because I had brought about this 
situation of movements in her body. She could not live with these 
movements. If I were dead, then the influence I was exerting 
upon her would cease, and with it also the movements in her 
body. 

Let us pause for a moment again to think over this situation: 
the therapeutic result was doubtful as far as restoration of com
plete sanity was concerned. As a clinical confirmatiop of the 
whole theory of organismic orgone biophysics, the situation was 
invaluab~e, rich in possibilities, with a broad outlook on the 
whole realm of human character structure. To sum it up, the fol
lowing conclusions seemed safe: 

I. The murderaus hate I and my co-workers had met in so 
many people, laymen and professionals alike, '\Vas due to the 
provocation of spontaneaus movements in the body, in bodies 
which had never experienced such autonomic movements, '\\Tell
known to every healthy, unarmored individual. 

2. These movements, if alienated or excluded from the realm 
of full perception ( = self-perception), constitute the experi
ences of every kind of mysticism. That a psychopath like Hitler 
preferred to kill in spring thus becomes easily understandable. 

3. The influencing "forces" in schizophrenia are iden tical '\\·i th 
the plasmatic movements in the organism. 

4. l\1any types of crime and murder are due to such sudden 
changes in the structure of potential or actual murderers. 

5. Chronically armored human organisms tolerate only lO\\. 
levels of bio-energy and the corresponding emotions. 'Vhat con
stitutes high-pitched joie de vivre in unarn1ored individuals, their 
buoyance, their aliveness, namely the functioning of bio-energy 
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on a high level ,,·ith a strong energy metabolism, is utterly un
bearable to the armored individual. Sudden changes from a high 
to a very lo''" energy level constitute acute depression. On the 
other hand, sudden changes from a chronically lo'v to a very 
high energy level constitute dramatic and dangeraus situations 
because of the inability to talerate strong sensations and emo
tions. 

It is, therefore, to be expected that biopsychiatry '\vill sooner 
or later succeed in describing human structures and characteris
tic reactions in terms of ubio-energetic metabolism;'' ((emotional 
tolerance" of biophysical excitation, and ((capacity for energy 
discharge." 

Such an energe tic point of vie'v would enable us to handle, fin
ally, "human nature," not with complicated ideas and experi
ences, but '\vith simple energy functions, as we are handling the 
rest of nature. 

Thirty-eighth session 

The patient felt fairly well, was coordinated, clear. She had 
tried to satisfy herself; she had felt a strong throbbing in her va
gina. Ho,,·ever, she had "detached" her right arm; she could not 
press the hand in handshaking. I explained to her that some deep 
inhibition manifested itself in this detachment of her right arm, 
that we had to get it out of the depth. "This '\Vould be much too 
dangerous," she said. 

'Ve '~/ere dealing clearly '\vith a very old and deep blocking of 
the motion of physical self-gratification with the right hand. 

Thirty-ninth session 

I knew that I had to put her through the genital emotions as 
quickly and as safely as possible if a final breakdown was to be 
avoided. She '\Vas very mobile and clear that day. When the re
spiration had "pumped up" enough organismic energy, her pelvis 
began to twitch spontaneously. Strang streaming sensations set in 
and she refused to continue. She declared suddenly that she was 
confused (she was not). At the next parole meeting she would 
hide from the parole physician the fact that she felt much better 
in order to keep the door open for return to the asylum. "If I let 
go further, it will take my brain away .... " She meant she 
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would lose consciousness: ORGASM ANXIETY was coming to the fore
ground. At the end of the session, she made the sign of the cross 
in the Catholic manner. 

At 11 p.m. that evening she called me on the phone to teil me 
that the moon "had thrown shadows on the floor of her room," 
and that that was the "sign to her from them," but she had been 
unable to call the "forces." I succeeded in quieting her down. 

Fortieth session 

She was very unhappy. I knew that she had been very excited 
sexually the night before, that she had not been able to obtain 
gratification, and that she had reached a most crucial point in her 
life. She told me that she had tried desperately to get the "forces" 
back, bu t tha t she had not succeeded in doing so "in spi te of the 
contact with the moon." She was convinced that the "forces" re
fused her company because she was "Jewish." Furthermore, she 
said that she did not want to lose her world; she could not live in 
"this world." 

It was clear what she meant by the word "J ewish." It meant to 
be "sexual" and "swinish" at the same time. The ambiguity of 
these emotional experiences derived from the fact that she 
wanted to feel her bodily forces bu t did not want to feel or be 
"swinish." This was in complete agreement with the clinical ex
perience of orgone biophysics: the human animal longs for full 
feeling and realization of his biosexual emotions; at the same 
time he rejects them and hates them because of their perverse 
distortion. "God" represents the former, and "devil" the latter; 
both are fused into one painful, confusing entity. This becomes 
quite obvious in schizophrenics but is also present and clearly 
expressed in homo normalis. 

Was her refusal of the world of homo normalis justified? Of 
course it was. This world had ruined her natural biological struc
ture ("God") and had implanted the "devil"; her mother had 
done this to her. The schizophrenic kno,vs the "?ays of horno 
normaUs and has full insight into their disastraus results. H orno 
normalis, on the other hand, is a Babbitt vd1o does not under
stand the schizophrenic '\?orld of rational judgtnent, or, for that 
matter, his own. 

It is a major objcctive of this case history to describe the psy
chotic crisis in relation to the orgonotic streatnings and en1otions 
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of the biosystem. It is of the utmost importance to concentrate 
one's attention on this single fact, and not to be distracted by the 
maze of schizophrenic mechanisms and delusory ideas. '\Ve must 
penetrate to the common denominator v.,"hich characterizes the 
schizophrenic breakdo''"n, regardless of the contents of the delu
sions. The center of the schizophrenic breakdou·n is determined 
by overu·helming orgonotic plasma st1·eamings u·hich flood a 
biosystem incapable of coping u·ith the emotional storm. 

Psychiatry has understood that the psychotic system is an at
tempt at reconstruction of the lost ego ( = u·orld) . But it could 
not teil "·hy this ""orld of the ego breaks do"·n. The psychotic re
construction is a result and not a cause of the disease. This must 
be kept "·ell in mind .. A.lso, the "narcissistic fixation in child
hood" is not a cause of the breakdo"·n but only one of the condi
tions under ''Thich the breakdo""n occurs. The core of the problern 
is the biophysical split betu·een excitation and pe1·ception and the 
resulting intolerance by the biosystem of strong emotions. 

g. CRISIS A~D RECOVERY 

The patient ,,·ent through the follo,,·ing three distinct periods 
at the end and after the treatment: (1) great "·ell-being and san
ity; (2) sudden catatonic breakdo"·n; (3) full recovery, ""ith 
freedom from psychosis for over five years after treatment. 

1. The rapid approach to health 

The first period Jasted about a month. In the beginning, she 
used to cry very often "because the 'forces' do not ""ant me any 
more; because I am Je"·ish .... " '\Vith the bodily sensations 
and the return of their perception, the "forces" "·ere gone com
pletely. 

Then she began to enjoy her ne,,·ly acquired health. She used 
to call me up saying that she did not need the treatment that day, 
that she feit fine and happy, that she preferred to play tennis in
stead or to see a sho"·· She "·orked efficiently and happily at the 
office. 

During the treatment she breathed fully; she let her emotions 
develop freely, cried, laughed, talked very intelligently and ,,·ith
out a trace of blocking or perseveration. But I did not trust the 
situation fully, because of my experiences ,,·ith reactions to se
vere orgasm anxiety. I kne"· she U'as not safe until she had 
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yielded to her biological role as a female animal in the embrace 
with a man whom she could really love. 

The "forces were not around any more." No trace of any 
schizophrenic symptoms was to be seen on the surface. But there 
were many indications that there were schizophrenic functions 
still at work in the depth, even though without a high pitch of 
bio-energy. 

She hesitated to acknowledge the accomplishment of orgone 
therapy. We know that patients who do not appreciate good re
sults are somewhere and somehow hostile, due to a remainder of 
anxiety. 

She said emphatically that she thanked only the great Lord for 
her recovery. She developed the idea that "health" meant contin
uous, uninterrupted happiness, without any interference of sor
row and worries. She did not accept my statement that health 
meant also the ability to stand the impact of unpleasant situa
tions and worries. 

She feit her genital region as belanging to her, and no Ionger 
as dead or alien; but she claimed to have no desire for the sexual 
union. There was no doubt whatsoever that she did not admit the 
problern of sexual union to full scrutiny. She was evasive and 
glib about the subject of a serious Iove life. 

Then slowly the suspicious indications of oncoming disaster 
began to increase. 

She began to call me a "faker" and a "dangerous man" 'vho 
provoked "bad things" in people. She did "not want any orgastic 
potency," she said, although she had come to me explicitly be
cause I had elaborated this concept of emotional health. 

One day she came with a metal cross hanging from her neck; 
she had bought it for ten cents "in order to appease the 'forces.' " 
I warned her not to be too optimistic but to expect more devil
ish things from the depth of her emotions. She laughed at that 
and assured me that I was exaggerating. 

She showed signs of escape from further therapy. She ''ranted 
to come only for another few sessions. She said I 'vas not culti
vated enough, not subtle enough for her. She ,,~ould go to the po
lice to accuse me of "doing bad things.'' 

Then, one day, she did not want to cooperate at all, remained 
in her coat, and left soon after. She phoned that satne evening, 
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excused herself for her behavior, and told me that she still needed 
me very badly. Then events rapidly turned for the worse. 

2. Sudden catatonic breakdown 

The patient came to the next session in a very bad state of 
health. She had had a "horrible night"; things and forms had be
come "alive" in the room; a shadow had appeared on the wall 
and had stretched out an arm to take hold of her. "I feit no anxi
ety, but it 1vas a horrible experience," she said. 

She feit a little better '\vhen bodily currents developed and 
1vhen she permi tted their perception. 

But the following day she came completely confused, with se
vere dissociation in speech and ideas. All things were "queer.,; 
all actions were terribly complicated; when something went 
"\\Tong she thought that the forces were interfering with her will. 
Her job at the office was a great burden, scarcely bearable. Her 
speech during the whole session was severely retarded and 
mostly unintelligible, but she tried very hard to make herself un
derstood. 

She remained in the treatment room at 7:20 p.m. to dress. 
One of my assistants found her at 8:50 p.m. in a cataleptic posi
tion; she could not move; she had remained there in the same 
position for an hour and a half. Very slowly and with great ef
fort she told us that she had been unable to call for help. Her or
ganism had reacted wi th ca ta tonic ca talepsy, tha t is, wi th a 
total block of motili ty, to the strong plasmatic currents which 
threa tened to overcome her. 

The follo1ving day the patient had recovered from her catalep
tic attack, but she had developed a delusion of grandeur instead. 
This ne1v delusion obviously had the function of preventing the 
flo1v of bio-energy in her organism and the perception of nature 
in herself. 

When during the treatment strong preorgastic sensations oc
curred, she suddenly said: al am too great and too good to be an 
animal . ... " A few minutes later: " ... The 'forces' force me 
to cut deep into my left cheek. But I shall master myself; I am 
stronger than they [the forces]. ... " 

To the expert in orgone-biophysical functioning, this reaction 
was clearly the expression of a delusion of strength due to the 
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new and gratifying experience of biophysical, vagotonic expan
sion of her plasma system. Still incapable, as she was, of accept
ing and enjoying the pleasure function fully, she turned against it 
by means of her delusion: now she "\\·as even stronger than the 
"forces," i.e., still stronger than the animal in her. This "\vas soon 
confirmed in a very drastic manner. The following day I received 
this letter from her: 

Thursday 
Added adjunct-the affective (should be effective) advocates of 

the lyceum in Rome. You do not see that by immortal power of 'Vill 
to survive and achieve. "~Iy mind" is in a state of confusion about 
the pieces fitting in and my good boss and job. You did not fit the 
pieces for me no one did or does and that's why I go to psychiatrists 
to find out.-The water babies, the Goddess Diana, and the Dr. Doo
little stories when I was a kid. I am very very old from Buddha and 
Mohammed in caves and Isis on an alter of crucifixion I am always 
depressed by nature of myself. I must have a clear answer not by 
"changing my thoughts" as you said-that solves nothing-but you are 
very very kind my thoughts are not thoughts but impregnated kno,vl
edge given into my head. Sentences written in books that know how· 
and why I suffer written for my eyes alone without the author's kno,,:}
edge or will. Impregnated thoughts. 

But the bad panic is from the terrific confusion '\·hich hurts. 
Here's another message to add to your collection. It may prove 

someday extremely valuable-I would not have to say "I told you so." 
Do you know who I am? I told you I ,\·ould teil you the complete 

picture-and the Creeks and Romans-ancient of course-fit right into 
the picture. I suppose you have heard of "Isis"-

I A~l HER RESURRECTIO~ 

And there are those 'vho are opposed to Foreign Forces-there 
are probably five all told.-The Lord on the left, the others are more 
or less somewhat antagonistic-It is these that sometimes bring fear 
because they are often against tue and torture tne cleYerly. You see 
the complete reincarnation is not ah\·ays present and "'·hen only part 
is there I am open to a buse from these other forces. I have no priest
esses, etc. left-not in this ·world so I have to fight n1yself-and I am not 
always full of thc completc supcr-po,'ler to do so easily-thc Lord 
of course-is my ally. 'rhen I an1 con1plete as this evcning in your 
home-there is Nothing I cannot do-should I so 'dsh-con1ing home 
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there was a policeman ordering someone to put the lights out in a store 
-for air-raid precaution-I lvas hoping he would say something to me 
or someone ''Tould-to order me to do something-Fools that people 
are they cannot appreciate the greatness of me-they do not see it
they only see something strange but they do not know the po,~;er. 

The question of suicide is difficult because of the question of status 
beyond_,,rould I go back to my original birth or fonvard into the 
future queenliness-until the question is solved I can do nothing. Death 
is another force, he is quite a kind, serious figure-he came years ago
but not since. The One today 'vas the same as last w·eek but that is 
Evil, I think-You see I as Isis am not fully on the same standing as 
the Others-principally one reason because I am predestined to live 
here on earth and carry on that life-that problern I have never been 
told the ans,,·er to-,,·hat the main reason behind this being on 
earth is-

That's enough to write 
F. 

N ames are so meaningless 
Just family left-overs-not at all 
real-

She had become the goddess Isis because of her strong bodily 
sensations; the psychotic distortion of the feeling of strength and 
"mission" and con tact '"Ti th the universe '\Vas clearly due to her 
inability to permit full perception of the natural orgonotic 
strength and to enjoy it as a living organism, '\vhole and sane. 
Therefore, my Statement seems justified that the schizophrenic, 
in contradistinction to the neurotic, has the full po,ver of his nat
ural orgonotic energy function; he differs from the healthy ani
mal, including man, in that he splits off perception from excita
tion and thus transforms his feeling of strength into delusions of 
grandeur, and his '\veak perception of fara'\vay excitation into de-
1 usions of the "beyond" and persecu tion. 

These insights seem to be of first-rate importance for the 
unclerstanding of the '\Vhole realm of psychotic delusions; it does 
not matter v;hether the split is brought about by high tempera
ture, as in post-puerperal amentia, or hy post-syphilitic structural 
lesions as in the paralytic delusion, or by a truly schizophrenic 
split. The essence remains the same. 

Once the unitary function of the organism is split, the bio-
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physical processes in the organism will be perceived as a force 
alien to the ego, in the form of hallucinations or delusions of var
ious kinds. The specific mechanisms which distinguish a delusion 
in general paresis from a del usion in puerperal fever or a del u
sion in dementia praecox are not important here. What is impor
tan t, however, is the basic dissociation of the perceiving appara
tus from the biophysical system of excitation. 

Our patient described this pathological situation very clearly 
during lucid moments in that period of her breakdown: 

uThe world is very far away ... and yet very close ... it 
does not concern me at all . . . and yet I feel everything 
around me in a painful u1ay . ... When an airplane flies by, I 
have the clear feeling tha t the motor makes a louder noise in 
order to annoy me . ... The birds are singing louder in order 
to give me hell .... That sounds silly, but I sincerely believe 
that they do it for that purpose .... The human beings look at 
me and observe carefully everything I am doing .... I can 
scarcely stand all the many impressions .... How ~hall I be 
able to perform my work? ... I would like to go back to the 
hospital where I do not have to do the work and be responsible." 

Later on: 
uwould you permit me to swallow this cross? It could help me 

to stand all that better. When there is only one 'force' araund 
me, I can stand it; but when there are many of them around, 
then I cannot stand it; my ability to stand i t is not sufficient." 

This is plain language, indeed. One has only to learn to listen 
to i t to understand i t, ins tead of "shocking" such broken-do\\'"n 
people. Homo normalis shuts hirnself up in his room behind 
drawn blinds when the bright sunlight annoys him, \vhen he can
not stand the impact of natural forces. The old gossiping spinster 
keeps on telling bad stories about loving couples, because her or
ganism cannot stand the excitation \vhich is brought about in her 
by the functioning of love around her. The biopa thic Führer kills 
millians of people because he cannot stand any a}i,·e expression. 
The criminal kills the one \V ho provokes in him the feelings of 
humanity and goodness. The schizophrenic falls apart enlotion
ally and biophysically. 

The patient feil into a stupor that same session, recovered, and 
was taken home by one of her relatives. 
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The follo,,·ing day at 1:30 p.m. she s,,·allo,,·ed the cross she 
had carried on her ehest. She came to the session lvith great 
pain. She had at first only taken the cross into her mouth. Then 
"it ,,·ent do\\·n quite by itself .... " It had hurt in the pharynx, 
but finally it had slipped through the esophagus. She had in
tended "to please God'' by this action, and to stop people from 
looking at her. She had been frightened "·hen she had s\\·allo,ved 
the cross, but God had smiled at her. She wanted to \Valk on a 
high mountain, to stretch her arms to\vard heaven; then God 
,,·ould come close to her and lvould embrace her. 

Her intense desh·e for the genital embrace was thus disguised 
in the form of the psychotic delusion of being embraced by God. 

I let her eat a good deal of bread immediately. She looked at 
the bread and said: "Here there are eyes [ the holes in the 
bread] looking atme .... " 

She lvas taken to a private physician lvho x-rayed her. The 
cross ,,·as in her stomach. The physician kne,,· of the orgone
therapeutic experiment and cooperated in order to help keepher 
out of the institution. But all efforts lvere in vain. In my lang ca
reer as a research physician, I have seen many a human being 
rather die than admit the perception of his bio-energetic sen~a
tion of streaming. I have lvitnessed people go to W'ar rather than 
risk punishment for telling the truth. Therefore, it did not sur
prise me to see this patient prefer to go to the mental institution 
rather than admit full genital excitation in her organism. 

The cross lvas later eliminated naturally. But the follo,ving 
day I received this report from one of her relatives lvho lvas 
guarding her: 

Report as of May 23, 1942 
I first became aware of some change in her behavior when she 

asked her mother to leave, and said that she would prepare some
thing to eat. I later learned that she insisted that the mother leave the 
house. She did set things out to eat. vVhen I looked up next, she was 
standing at the sink with a glass in her hand w·hich she was hitting up 
against the sidc of the sink. It refused to break and then she tried to 
hit it ,,·ith a small drain shovel to no avail. I thought she would hurt 
herself so I approached and offered to break the glass for her. She 
gave me the glass which I broke. She picked up the pieces and care
fully put them in the pail. 
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There was no further incident during the meal. She remained in 
the kitchen watehing me; her eyes had a strange look. After the meal, 
I prepared a shower for myself. Then suddenly, while under the 
shower, I was very much surprised to see her appear in the bath
room with a large kitchen knife in her hands. She was completely 
nude. This is the first time I had ever seen her nude before me. 

I asked her what she wanted the knife for. She said that she used 
it to open the door, to lift the Iatch. Then she laid the knife do·wn 
upon the washstand and looked at me. I pretended to go on ·washing but 
all the time I kept watehing her. She just stood there saying nothing 
and Iooking at me. I tried to make conversation with her but it was 
no good. All of a sudden, she jumped up on the rim of the bathtub 
in which I was, put her hands around my throat, and tried to push 
me under the water. lVIy throat was soapy and her grip was insecure. 
I took hold of her wrists and forced her off the bathtub. I asked her 
why she did that. She said that she wan ted to see me under the water. 
She stood looking at me for some time and then left. 

When I came out of the bathroom, she was in another room. The 
lights were out and she sat in the gloom. I did not go into the room 
but I listened as intently as I could. After some time, _I heard the 
sound of tearing. What it was that she was tearing I could not teil, 
and so after it continued for some time, I went to see what she was 
doing. She had completely torn the pages out of the book, The 
Function of the Orgasm, by Dr. Wilhelm Reich, and she ·was about 
to start on another copy of the book, when I took it from her. She 
now had her bathrobe on and continued to walk about in the dark. 

When I noticed her again, she had climbed upon a dresser in the 
hall and stood there in a catatonic condition, a cigarette dangling 
from her band. After about ten minutes, during which time she stood 
upon the dresser immobile, I called Dr. Reich to ask him " .. hat I 
should do. He suggested that I take her do, .. ·n and bring her oYer to 
the phone to talk to him. I took her by the band and pulled her do, .. ·n. 
She sank into my arms rather easily. But "\Vhen I started to carry her 
over to the phone, she began to kick and insisted that I let her do'"~· 
I did. She put on her bathrobe and sat do, .. ·n to talk to Dr. Reich 
on the phone. I left her alone and ,..-ent into another room. 

Dr. Reich had suggested to me that I gh·e her t, ... o sleeping pills 
and put her to bed. But after talking on the phone, she , .. ·as much 
better and said that she wanted to visit some married friends of ours 
with whom she had an appointtnent. 'Ve both went to see then1 and 
spent the evening there. 'Vhile she \\·as not con1pletely weil, she ,,·as 
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pretty dear. '\"hen ·we got home about 2 a.m., she took two sleeping 
pills and ·wen t to bed. 

She slept all through Sunday and refused to get up either to eat 
or for any other reason. She finally got up on l\Ionday morning, but 
she didn't go to ,,,.ork that day . 

. -\ fe"· hours after I received this Ietter, the patient phoned me. 
She ,,·anted to "do something, but cannot tell me vvhat .... " I 
kne,,· the pa tient's status "'Well enough to feel sure that she v~·ould 
not do anything cruel. I knevol that deep-seated schizoid mecha
nisnls had broken through and ,\·ere still breaking through; that 
she v;as acting out some of them, but also that her attachment to 
the treatment ancl her confidence in me 'vere strong enough to 
keep her from dangeraus actions. The element of mutual trust 
had great 1.L'eight in our relationship. She had promised me that 
she ,,·otild go to the hospital if necessary; I had to trust her 
pron1ise if the eure \\·as to be achieved. One cannot bring a 
schizophrenic back to sani ty if one does not support his sane 
structure and rely on it. She knew that I trusted her) and this was 
the most por.L'erful guarantee against real danger. The further de
velopment as "·e11 as the final outcome proved this attitude to be 
correct. 

In the afternoon of the same day her relative called up: she 
had undressed completely, had climbed on a high ehest of dra,v
ers, and remained there in the position of a statue)· she had told 
her relative that she "·as the goddess Isis. She had also ap
proached her brother in a sexual manner, after she had tried to 
dro,,·n him in the bathtub. 

One hour later her brother called up again: she 'vas still 
standing there immobile; she apparently could not move. I ad
vised her relatives to keep a cool head; I told them that she 'vas 
going through a certain emotional situation, that keeping her out 
of the hospital, if at all possible, 'vas essential, but that they 
should call the ambulance if they feit that the situation 'vas dan
gerous. They rlid not have to call the ambulance. 

I also told them to call me immediately at any time if there 
should be any change for the 'vorse. They did not call me until 
the afternoon of the follo,ving day. The patient had gone to bed 
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the previous evening greatly exhausted. Now, at 4 p.m., she '\vas 
still in bed and did not '\vant to get up. Her mother tried hard to 
pull her out of bed. I told them to let the patient sleep; she was 
obviously exhausted and needed rest after the great strain she 
had lived through. 

The patient slept through until the afternoon of the third day, 
and came to see me at 6 p.m. She "had been at the hospital to 
write herself in again, but the hospital was closed." I told her 
that she should go back to the hospital if she feit the need to do 
so. She said that she did not know '\vhether she ought to go back 
or not. She '\Vas afraid that she would deteriorate completely if 
she went back. I had to agree that this danger '\vas present and 
tha t i t was grea t. 

It was perfectly clear in this session, after the great attack, 
that she was both perfectly clear and very close to a complete ca
tatonic breakdown at the same time. I had never seen great clar
ity and sanity paired '\Vith a catatonic status in such a manner be
fore. Usually a state of clarity and sanity returns after the patient 
breaks out of the catatonic stupor by way of violent rage. Here 
no rage '\vas visible, but clarity fought against immobilization. 
Which function '\vould '\vin out in the end? I did not kno'\v; no
body could teil. 

Her catatonic immobilization was very strong, making greater 
the contradiction in her strong urge to communicate with me, to 
talk to me, to teil '\vhat '\vas going on in her. She spoke very 
clearly but very slowly, each '\vord coming forth '\Vith great diffi
culty. Her facial expression '\Vas mask-like; she could not 1nove 
her facial muscles; but he1· eyes rvere not veiled; on the contrary, 
they had the glow of great sanity and insight. Her speech, though 
slo'\v, '\Vas clear and orderly, logical and to the point. 

She told me in the course of about three hours that she uhad 
fallen into the other rvorld com,pletely" the other day. The "forces" 
had succeeded in pulling her into this other '\rorld against her 
will. She had finally succeeded in co1ning back into this '''orld. But 
she still feit far, far a'\\·ay. She had no contact '\\'ith things and 
people at all. Everything seemed retnoved as if into the far dis
tance. Shc fcl t ron1 pletely indifferent to "~hether it "·as nine 
o'clock in the tnorning or in the evening, '\\'hether the people 
around her '\\'ere laughing or crying, '\\'hether they liked her or 
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not. She tried hard to come close to people and ex periences, but 
"·as unable to do so. 

She stared at a bright spot on the ftoor '\vhere light '\vas re
flected fron1 the '\Vindo,v. She knew it was light, but at the same 
time it appeared strange to her, uforeign" as it were, and as if it 
v:ere "something alive." It seemed clear to me that she per
ceived impressions clearly, but that at the same time SHE couLn 

:\OT :\lAKE CO~TACT WITH HER OWN PERCEPTIONS. 

The difference bet,veen her inner situation before treatment 
and no,\· consisted in that previously the state of clarity had al
ternated '\\·ith the state of confusion; now she was confused but at 
the same time she knew perfectly well what she was confused 
about. This '\vas a great step for'\vard toward health. These in
sights into the process of the eure itself are immeasurably impor
tant. They not only teil us what is going on in a catatonic stupor 
but reveal im portant functions of self-perception and of con
sciousness itself. Every natural scientist knows how decisive 
these insights are for a future comprehension of the greatest rid
dle of all natural science, the function of self-perception. And 
during the whole experiment I feit and acted far more as a natural 
scientist than as a psychiatrist. I would advise that only psychia
trists equipped with great psychiatric skill and thorough knowl
edge of the problems of the mind should attempt such ventures 
in exploring natural functions. But, on the other hand, there can 
be no doubt that such risky research is indispensable if mastery of 
a vast realm of the emotional plague is to be finally obtained by 
medicine. 

She remernbered weil that she had tried to drown her brother and 
to turn on the gas. But she claimed that uit wanted to do it," that 
she had tried to resist uit" but did not succeed. Therefore, she 
wanted to go back to the hospital. It was clear that, if she man
aged to keep her clari ty, the psychotic functions would cease. 
This required that she not hide behind the protective walls of the 
hospital. 

Of the rest of the period of catatonia, she remernbered only 
the day when she had stood there as the goddess Isis; she could not 
remernher the following two days when she lay in bed, immobilized. 
She had been catatonic for two days and was amnestic to it. 

I Iet her talk as m uch as she wanted. She described again and 
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again the alienation of the \vorld in different "\\?ords and pictures. 
In the end, I took her into the orgone accumulator. Her reac
tions became faster after some t\venty minutes and she left in 
good condition. The first decisive victory over the catatonic 
breakdown had been ''?on. 

She came back the following day a bit slo"\\?ed do"\\·n again. Ir
radiation in the orgone accumulator removed the plasmatic con
traction promptly again. This \vas very hopeful. It became clear 
that the orgone accumulator would some day play a great role in 
the overcoming of catatonic states of biophysical con traction of 
the organism. 

I must confess that I feit greatly astonished about the results 
obtained ''?ith the orgone accumulator, although I \vas already 
then-some seven years ago--,vell acquainted '\vith its vagotonic 
effects. Nevertheless, the '\vhole thing appeared amazing and in
credible even to me. Therefore, I could '\vell understand the reac
tions of distrust on the part of physicians '\vho had never '\\rorked 
\vi th orgone energy. 

I informed her brother of her great improvement, but ''?arned 
again against too great optimism. I also advised him to be ready 
at any time to commit the patient to the institution. The patient 
agreed to all this. 

Then the following morning she met 'vi th disaster. The "·hole 
significance of the police mentality of mental institutions became 
apparent in a grotesque manner. In spite of the information the 
officials had about the experimental therapy and the good results 
obtained so far, and in spite of their ozvn approval of IL'hat u•as 
going on, they had the patient taken azvay the follozoing morning 
at 7:30 to Bellevue Hospital by tzoo psychiatric nurses and by 
force, without conferring with me or her 1·elatives. The patie1zt 
did not resist. 

This god-like omnipotence of institutional psychiatrists is the 
greatest obstacle to true efforts concerning rational mental hy
giene. They could have and should have at least infom1ed the 
relatives and me. No. They feit almighty after the ,\·orst ''?as 
over, the patient having been handled skillfully and painstakingly 
hy an experienced biopsychiatrist, by the relatives, and by the 
patient herself. The latter behaved, in vie,\r of the situation, ad
nlirably. I sincerely hope that the mental-hygiene n1ovement ,\·ill 
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one da) be able to clip the ,\~ings of the court and institutional 
psychiatrists, and '\\~in force them to listen and to pay attention to 
ne,,~ and hopeful medical efforts in cases '\\~here they themselves 
betray nothing but utter ignorance. The '\\~hole effort of many 
n1onths '\\·as in danger of breaking do,vn because of this action 
on the part of officials. I did not succeed, then, in finding out 
ho'\\" it had con1e about. There can be no true mental hygiene 
as long as such things are permitted to happen. 

It is true, the patient had reacted in a dangerously psychotic 
n1anner on several occasions. It is also true, and I kne'v it very 
, .. ~ell, that I had taken a great risk. But 've take risks every single 
day of our lives, if in nothing eise than in walking under roofs 
,,~i th loose bricks. Y et "·e do not j ail the o'vner of the hause '"i th 
loose bricks. 'Ve do not jail the parents '\vho produce criminals 
en masse . . A.nd '\\~e do not jail the judge who sentenced an inno
cent man to die in the electric chair. Therefore, '"e cannot be
come exci ted at all over such ,\·ell-controlled actions of a schizo
phrenic. Our patient '\Vas, on the "·hole, in spite of everything, 
much less dangeraus than a single psychopathic neurosurgeon 
'\\·ho keeps kno'\\·ledge out of his mental institution, or a dictator 
'\\·ho rules millions. Nobody asked that Hitler be jailed; yet they 
took a"·ay this patient '\vho struggled so bravely for health. It is 
obvious that there is far more behind such institutional actions 
than mere safeguarding of the pu blic. 

Another fact is im portant here. \Ve medical orgone therapists, 
'\\·ho ,\~ork '\\·i th deep human emotions, know from experience 
that even the most adjusted neurotic will sound wild and insane 
during orgone therapy to the ear of an uninformed neurologist. 
'Vere such a neurologist to listen to a single therapeutic session 
of orgone therapy, he '\\~ould surely run to the district attorney, as 
he in fact once did in Ne"· Jersey. 'Vhen deep emotions, espe
cially hatred, break through the armor, a procedure 'vhich is ab
solutely necessary for eure, we kno'v that '"e have created an ar
tificial situation involving genuine emotional forces. 'Ve know 
the emotions are potentially dangerous, but the process of break
ing through ,,·as deliberate. Usually '"e have the patient 'vell in 
hand, and ,,.e have prepared the emotional breakthrough for 
days or "·eeks v.-ith the greatest care. The same applies to cutting 
open an abdomen for an operation. Nobody 'vill accuse the sur-
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geon of murder. And nobody objects to the cruel method of 
shock "therapy" or the piercing of the thalamus with long needles 
or to the frantic brain operations which kill patients. 

Since ignorance in emotional matters is widespread; since, fur
thermore, every ignoramus thinks he is an "expert" because he 
has emotions hirnself and can, therefore, judge biophysical or 
psychological processes, the situation in biopsychiatry is differ
ent from that in surgery. 

I myself was not quite sure how much of the emotional situa
tion in this patient was due to therapeutic procedure and how 
much was due to a genuine psychotic breakdown. The jailers 
were far removed from any such consideration. More 'vill have 
tobe said later about the hatred of homo normalis for the schizo
phrenic. It took only a few days to convince me fully that the pa
tient had reacted psychotically in accordance with the therapeu
tic situation, and not as a consequence of a psychotic breakdown. 
She had taken the injustice in an admirable fashion. _ She "rrote 
the following sane letter from the hospital to her brother, a short 
time after the commitment: 

May 28, 1942 
Thanks a Iot for writing so soon-I know the manner of my leav

ing and the unexpectedness of it, must have been a great shock to 
you and l\1om-I, myself, was shocked, so I can imagine ho·w· you 
people felt.-Anyway, the only thing I can say is that it was an un
necessary step for the hospital authorities to have taken-but since 
there was nothing I could do at the time to stop their taking me
I "took it" as nicely as possible. 

I am a little bothered about my job.-I am ·wondering if it '~ould 
be possible for me to take up 'vhere I left off, if I leave here soon 
enough. I would hate the thought of losing the excellent reference 
that I know they would give me-unless they are angry because I 
left without giving them notice. 

If you get this Ietter in time to come out this Sunday, fine; if not, 
next week will do just as weil. If possible, try and get Dr. Reid1 to 
come out with you-I'd like to see him. 

'Vhen you write again, send me E's address-it is in my address 
book (which is on my table in my room). Let me kno,,· if she got in 
touch 'vith you and if she \\·as angry about my not being able to go 
'vith her on the A.Y.N. trip this Saturday. 
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'\"atch for the Red Cross first aid Certificate, I 'vas expecting in 
the mail ''-ithin a ,._·eek or so. 

Keep in touch ,._.i th 0. and ~I. and let me kno'v as soon as she has 
her baby, and of course ho''-' she is feeling. 

Tell )fom to send out some anklets for me. Tell her, also, not to 
,._·orry-1 feel fine and am hoping that it 'vill be very soon that I leave 
here.-

Lots of love, 
F. 

I found out later that her commitment '''as due to a misappre
hension on the part of the parole physician about her description 
of the "forces," '\·hich 'vere coming through in orgone therapy. Her 
Ietter from the institution sounded sane and perfectly rational. 
Her eure had developed far enough to enable her to stand up 
against the impact of the cruel method of commitment. I re
ceived the follo,\·ing letter from the patient, which sho'\vs clearly 
tha t her reactions '\'ere only the usual reactions during psychiat
ric orgone thera py: 

June 6, 1942 
I don't kno,._· ,._·hat to make of things all around-my being picked 

up and brought back here to the Hospital 'vas some shock-I might 
have thought a lot about going back-but never seriously expected 
them to go to the length of forcing me back-In my opinion-they have 
some nen·e-I never did anything to give them a right to do that to 
me-and ,._·ithout ,._·arning, too-did my brother teil you?-I could have 
made a fuss and refused to go-but I knev~· they had straight jackets 
in the ambulance-bus 'vith them and there were enough of them to 
drag me do,._·n by force-so I just gave in as graciously as I could-I 
fitted in here just as before-I 'vork all around the place and help 
out-but I've feit "off" a couple of times-here at least it doesn't make 
a damn bi t of difference-but I would like to go on a "bat" and let 
loose-the only trouble with that is that it ,._.in land me in the violent 
·ward and I will lose all the privileges I have gotten-for being good, 
so ,._·ell-kno,vn, and such a good w·orker-I don't kno'v if it is "-'Orth 
i t-,._.e will see-

.AnY'vay, Christ, etc. are sort of still around-that is in an inßu
ence sort of "-·ay-to mix things up for me-but not enough to make 
any difference so far-I wonder if electric shock would do any good-
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Incidentaily, ho\v on earth could I cail you if I was here Sunday
you don't think they \\'ould Iet a patient make a phone call, do you 
-I can't even ,-.Tite you this Ietter without the doctors, nurses, at
tendants reading it and censoring it and probably not sending it out
so my brother is sneaking it out for me-

I think you ail (doctors) stink! I don't know ·who's right and who's 
\\rrong-or what's the right way-or who's who-Should I teil these 
doctors that I intend to see you when I get out? I don't see any doctor 
here, any\\·ay-only at the final staff meeting, when they decide \\'hether 
to Iet you go home or not-

\Vhat's the matter-da you think you are too big to come out to 
see a patient? I asked my brother to ask you to come-but he said 
you couldn't-so I guess that's \\~hy-I don't know \Vho is on my side 
and ,-.,ho isn't-

There is the constant threat of transfer to back buildings which 
are a, .. ·ful-and the noise, stink, and a\\·fuilness of the place as a whole

Did you teil these doctors or the parole doctor about anything that 
happened \vhen I was home?-Is that why I \\'as brought back?-

If I have you to blame-I'd hate you the rest of my life- _ 

Then the institution began to exert its typical influence: 

Sunday 
I am \Vrtttng this while walttng for my brother to come back. I 

don't kno\v anything about anything-,vhat's more-it isn't at ail bad 
here-As a matter of fact-it's s\\·eil-\Ve have parties every night
~fe and some other patients who are privileged like me and some 
attendants-

It is ail done on the sly, of course-I can't see any future life at all. 
\\Te shail see-\vhat is more-Christ and Death, etc. come araund 

again-bothering me-I'm "sitting on a po, .. ·der keg" because I'm very 
suspicious of this sweil time I"m having here-I suspect that Christ, 
etc. are piling it ail on so that there can be a Big eruption to smash 
it ail up-just to annoy me-

I'm some,vhat in a fog during the day and evening-but not today
much-you kno\\·-dulled, etc. far a\vay-

I don't even know about continuing , .. ·ith you after-I don't knO\\' 
anything-

It's ail fake 
Anyway

F. 
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I "Tote a Ietter to the parole physician 'vho had misunder
stood her report on her reactions in therapy. I asked him to give 
her a chance at recovery and to transfer her to a private institu
tion. The physician agreed to that, but the deterioration which I 
had expected began to make rapid progress. I shall reproduce 
here the letters I received during that time. They give a rather 
clear picture of "yhat happened to her; in her fight for life andre
covery the patient shovled great insight, expressed in a psychotic 
1nanner. If the reader takes care to study her letters thoroughly, 
to separate the psychotic expression from the content of her 
ideas, he ''yill have to agree that these schizophrenics deteriorate 
not because of too little but because of too much and too clear 
contact ''yith the 'vorld of armored man. It is true that the idea of 
Jesus appears in a typically psychotic manner in her as it does in 
many psychoses. But it is also true that Jesus was nailed to the 
cross by a pack of sick, cruel, murderaus homines normales. 

Thursday, November 19, 1942 
It's awful and I don't know lvhat to do. The other night I found 

out the why of the world and the war and almost everything. They 
'\·ere drinking gallons of blood in front of me. The devil is red because 
of that and he gets redder and redder and then the blood goes to the 
the sun and makes it on fire. J esus was dripping blood on the cross 
by drops and this 'vas being swallo,ved then he 'vas seated on the 
side of the devil and drinking too-the table was round oblong of 
flo\\·ing thick blood (no feet on it) l\Iother l\fary was at the corner 
\\·atching. She 'vas white as a sheet-All her blood had been drained 
off and consumed. She saw her son drinking that and suffered. I did 
not want to see it or hear it or know the lvhy of everything-that 
\\•hy but they force me to see and hear-l\faybe because of Isis
whom they used all these thousands of years in between I don't know 
what to do. 

F. 
The other night I found out the why of the world and the war and 

almost everything. They were drinking gallons of blood in front of 
me ... 

This statement was perfectly true, in full accordance with real
ity. Hitler and other militarists were shedding millians of gailons 
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of blood. The hook-up with the red of the sun is psychotic, of 
course, and yet we feel inclined to think about this connection. 

I had no message from the patient for several months. Then, 
in February 1943, I received the following letter. It was clear 
that she was still fighting bravely and that she tried hard to hold 
on to me: 

Feh. 14, 1943 
Things are screwy as hell-the world and all the people in it stink

Everybody is out to cut everybody else's throat-with large, huteher 
knives-They kill 8 million-they were the J ews and they keep us in 
here alive-it makes no sense-nothing does-I'm not supposed to be 
eating and I eat so I'm paid back with intrigue and pettiness-All 
around me-just to trap me in the middle of it all-I have to be 115 
lbs.-For a long time now and I get close to it and then eat tons and 
gain it all back-the I 0 disciples are still waiting to be taken out of 
the catacombs and I can't draw them out until I'm 115 lbs,-Now they 
are wi th the righ t hand side-The Lord and they hel p me on 
my promise to not eat but I do eat and, as I said before, get paid 
back plenty-so much that I can't always cope with it all. I don't 
know anybody today only about generations ago-centuries ago- eons 
ago-ancient sage-

Only work today is right and real-I Iove it-it never fails you
never-the work is a straight line-

You told my brother you would write-please, please do-I don't 
know anything and l'd like to hear about the straight corners from 
you-Thanks a Iot- F. 

Great insight into the realities of our society and our ,,·ays of 
life, though expressed in a distorted manner, "ras characteristic 
of this letter, too, and is the way many a schizophrenic looks 
through us. 

The patient stayed in the mental institution another fe,, .. 
months, more than a year in all. Her brother kept me inforn1ed 
about her state of health. She came out of the institution severely 
injured emotionally, but she had stood the ground u•hirh slze had 
gained during only three months of orgone tlzerapy. She seen1ed 
less psychotic no\\", bu t she had changed her character in the 
direction of a compulsion neurosis. She ''"as petty, tnean, nasty 
to\\·ard her relatives; in short, she had becon1e a typical lzorno 
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normalis. Her greatness and the "spark" of genius were gone. 
The brother married a girl of another faith. Earlier, she would 
not have cared at all. She \Vould have taken it philosophically. 
No,,~ she objected on petty religious grounds, exactly like her 
mother, ,,~hom before she had fully seen through and whom she 
imitated no,v·. She did not work in the office any more as she had 
clone during most critical periods of her psychotic condition. She 
just ,,·ent araund dull and without interest, clinging to her hated 
mother in the typical neurotic manner. The experience of her vi
olent commitment had been too much for her. Orgone therapy 
'\Vas not resumed until October 1944, a year after her release 
from the institution. 

3. Slow recovery 

Her biophysical status on October 4, 1944, was the following: 
Respiration '\Vas functioning well, air was passing through the 

glottis, only slightly restricted. 
Orgasm reflex was functioning easily and fully. 
Vaginal self-gratification with orgastic release was obtained at 

regular intervals. 
Eyes were still slightly veiled but considerably improved. 
Total behavior '\vas yielding and coordinated. 
((Forces" were "very weak" but "still around in the far dis

tance." 
A slight pressure in the depth between the eyes was feit occa

sionally. 
Skin of the face was ruddy. 
In the course of a few exploratory sessions, shock-like indica

tions of catatonia still were discernible, but on the whole the situ
ation seemed satisfactory. I succeeded in releasing her crying 
fully. Thereupon, she asked me to let her speak at length and 
about "something very important." She had found the origin of 
her idea tha t she was the goddess Isis. 

As a child, she remernbered now, she had feit that she under
stood the \vorld so much better than others, especially the grown
ups. She had al\vays feit that the human beings around her were 
ill in a certain \vay 'vhich she could not fully understand. The 
main thing in these experiences had been her astonishment that 
she '\vas capable of knowing so much more than the others. 
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Slowly, she had developed the feeling of standing apart from the 
rest of human beings, and she began to believe that she had 
knowledge of thousands of years. In order to explain to herself 
this extraordinary fact, she had to assume that such a thing was 
only possible if the goddess Isis had been reborn in her body. In 
relation to the everyday course of petty events, this idea a p
peared queer to her, and she had felt, therefore, still more apart. 
Then she had begun to feel her body very strongly concentrated 
in her genitals. This was contrary to everything in her environ
ment. Slowly, she had learned that the feeling in her body could 
be weakened or "removed" if she forced herself to s tiffen u p. 
Then the excitations used to subside. She had felt these excita
tions as overpowering and beyond her control. Later she had 
learned to master them, but she still felt them around. The return 
of the overpowering forces was usually announced by a strong 
feeling in the upper abdomen. Sometimes only this aura re
mained; at other times the forces had come back in full force. 
Now she understood clearly that the overpowering for~es of her 
early childhood and the later "evil forces" from "beyond" were one 
and the same thing. 

I had the impression that, in spite of this insight, a certain 
amount of doubt was left in her mind about the true meaning of 
the "forces." 

She continued to improve greatly. Her eyes became clearer, 
bu t off and on a pressure would return in her eyes. She ex
plained eagerly: "But it [the pressure] is behind the eyes, not in 
the eyes .... "I could only confirm this statement. 

Four months later the patient was again overtaken by a cata
tonic attack, but she overcame it. I suggested continuous daily ir
radiation of the region of the sella turcica 'vith orgone energy. 

I saw the patient again in January 1947. She read a great 
deal, had good appetite. She had had intercourse 'vith great plea
sure, but without final orgasm. In November of the san1e year 
she came again to ask tny advice: the orgastic release during in
tercourse 'vas still not functioning properly. But she ,,·orked ,,·ell 
and fel t weil on the whole. 

I advised her not to see any physician any n1ore, not even 1ne, 
and to try to forget the whole tragedy of her life. She begged for 
continuation of therapy 'vith tne, but I felt that she should be-
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come entirely independent and advised her to learn to stand on 
her n\rn feet. 

On .A.ugust 4, 1948, I received the follo,ving letter: 

I am ,.-:riting to tell you how very much I was impressed by your 
book, Listen, Little .J!an! I cannot write I enjoyed the book since 
what you v.trote about the "Little ~Ian" is too sadly true, and I find 
myself fitting into those shoes. 

I ·want you to know that the antagonism and even hatred which I 
showed toward you and your work during therapy, stemmed from 
my kno·wledge (at times even conscious) that I was getting too close 
to the break-through of my body into feeling and perhaps love. This 
,,·as something I could not permit-I had severely controlled my body 
all my life and even consciously damned it to extinction-treating my 
body as dirt, hating it and neglecting and torturing myself in punish
ment for early feelings and masturbation. This same hate I had for 
my body was hate which I projected on to you. Forgive me for this, 
Doctor, this hate has done a great deal of darnage to my body and 
mind. I ·would like to tell you that in spite of my "maliciousness 
and pettiness" your work with me did me tremendous good. I am 
aware of what hann I am doing to myself and others around me and 
why I am doing these things. Also, I find myself thinking and feeling 
that my body wants to be healthy and that my retreat into the "ivory 
tower" of mental illness only changed the color of the picture, bu t 
not the picture itself. I might make myself mentally ill to be some
thing "special" to be certain that my body will keep far in the back
ground, but I am gradually finding out that a healthy "active" body 
is more pleasure-physically and mentally. 

So, I think you will see that I am getting there, however slowly, 
through your help. The process is slow since I still have a great num
ber of tensions and sometimes blocks which I can't seem to do any
thing about. Often my small courage fails and then the dark picture 
of hate, delusions, and suffering comes back but not permanently so, 
thanks for everything and I pray to God I have courage. F. 

At the end of 1948 I heard that she \vas in good condition
\Vith the exception of a letter I received from her telling me how 
"rotten" she \Vas "in her core" and ho'v "un\vorthy to live in this 
beautiful world." I told her to stop \Vorrying about it and to go 
on enjoying herself. She did not mention the "forces" any more. 

A fe,v \Veeks 1ater she visited me. She seemed perfectly coor-
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dinated, her eyes sparkled 'vith intelligence and penetrating 
knowing. She worked weil and even studied a great deal. How
ever, her genital Iove life 'vas not in order. She had no boy 
friend. She had met one whom she liked. One evening they 
were together alone. She knew that it would happen that night, 
that he would embrace her. She had brought some sleeping pills 
wi th her. She pu t some sleeping pills in to his 'vine glass, and he 
feil asleep. I advised her to remove the last obstacle with the 
help of one of our psychiatric orgone therapists. 

Seven years have elapsed since the end of the therapeutic ex
periment; a period of time long enough to make possible a sound 
judgment of the result obtained, but not long enough to give a 
final answer as to whether such patients will stay sane. This will 
depend on many conditions beyond the reach of individual or
gone thera py. They are essentially of a social nature. 

It is mainly the question whether homo normalis will change 
his way of living and thinking basically, a question which awaits 
a highly uncertain answer. The elucida tion of the fact that the 
way of life of homo normalis creates the schizophrenic break
down in millions of healthy newborn infants will, if seriously 
considered and executed practically, be a part of this ail-impor
tant answer. It is quite obvious that for some time already, and 
justly, homo normalis has come under sharp scrutiny as to the 
soundness and rationality of his ways of being. We can learn 
from such experiences in individual schizophrenics 'vhat homo 
normalis does to millions of newborn children. The prevention of 
the disease "schizophrenia" means changing radicaily the 'vhole 
system of education of smail children, and not only changing the 
schizophrenic. The latter will always remain an individual an
swer only, unless as a social endeavor. 

This Statement does not mean that 've should stop studying the 
schizophrenic mind. It has much to teil us about human func
tioning, about the problems of perception and self-perception, 
about the function of consciousness 'vhich is far less understood 
than the unconscious. It can teil us much about ho"y to help indi
vidual human beings who are in the beginning of a breakdov.yn. 
But the main issue in this as in all other similar tasks of n1edicine 
and psychiatry 'vill be the world of homo nortnalis, so long as he 
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cherishes age-old ideas and la''?s ''?hich do untold harm to the 
biological core in every child of each ne'v genera tion. 

In this process of mastering the emotional plague, we shall en
counter homo nor1nalis at his warst; in the form of the righteous 
mystic and of the mechanistic human animal '\Vho run away from 
themselves for exactly the same reasons that forced our patient 
into the catatonic breakdo,vn: the horror of the plasmatic cur
rents in an organism ''rhich has become incapable of coping with 
strong bio-energetic emotions and has lost the natural function of 
self-regulation. All attacks upon our scientific '\Vork during the 
past t''?enty-five years have come from such individuals in var
ious organizations and social bodies. Homo normalis has fought 
orgone biophysics for the same reason that made him burn 
''?itches by the thousands, that makes him "shock" patients by 
the millions: the horror of the life forces in the human animal, 
V}hich he is unable to feel in himself. If we do not muster the 
courage to maintain this insight, we shall fail as psychiatrists, 
physicians, and educators. 

For the first time in the history of medicine the emotional 
plague, '\?hich is buil t and maintained on the fear of the organ 
sensations, has found its medical opponent. This is our great ob
ligation: TO ENABLE THE HUMAN ANIMAL TO ACCEPT NATURE 

'VITHIN HI::\ISELF, TO STOP RUNNING AWA Y FROM IT, AND TO 

ENJOY 'VHAT NO'V HE DREADS SO MUCH. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE EMOTIONAL PLAGUE 

The term "emotional plague" is not a derogatory phrase. It does 
not connote conscious malevolence, moral or biological degener
acy, immorality, etc. An organism whose natural mobility has 
been continually thwarted from birth develops artificial forms of 
movement. It limps or walks on crutches. In the same way, a 
man goes through life on the crutches of the emotional plague 
when the natural self-regulating life expressions are suppressed 
from birth. The person afflicted with the emotional plague 
limps characterologically. The emotional plague is a- chronic 
biopathy of the organism. It made an inroad into human 
society 'vith the first mass suppression of genital sexuality; it be
came an endemic disease 'vhich has been tormenting people the 
world over for thousands of years. There are no grounds for as
suming that the emotional plague is passed on from mother to 
child in a hereditary way. According to our kno,vledge, it is im
planted in the child from the first days of life. It is an endemic 
illness, like schizophrenia or cancer, with one notable difference, 
i.e., it is essentially manifested in social life. Schizophrenia and 
cancer are biopathies which we can look upon as the results of 
the ravages of the emotional plague in social life. The effects of 
the emotional plague can be seen in the human organisn1 as ,,·eil 
as in the life of society. Every so often, the emotional plague de
velops into an epidemic just like any other contagious disease, 
such as the bubonie plague or cholera. Epidemie ou tbreaks of 
the emotional plague become manifest in ,,,idespread and violent 
breakthroughs of sadism and criminali ty, on a small and I arge 
scale. One such epidemic outbreak 'vas the Catholic Inquisition 
of the ~fiddle Ages; the international fascisn1 of the t,,~entieth 

century is another. 
If ,Ne did not Iook upon the emotional plague as an illness in 
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the s trict sense of the word, \Ve ,,·ould run the risk of mobilizing 
the police against it, instead of medicine and education. The na
ture of the emotional plague necessitates police force, and this is 
ho"'N it spreads. The emotional plague does indeed represent a 
grave threat to life, but not one that will ever be eliminated by 
police force. 

No one ,,·ill take i t as an insul t if he is told tha t he is suffering 
from a cardiac disease or tha t he is nervous. No one shou ld take 
it as an insult if he is told that he is suffering from an ''acute at
tack of the emotional plague." "\Ve sometimes hear it said among 
orgonotnists: "No sense ,,·asting your time with me today, I'm 
pesty." In our circle, ,,·hen someone is affiicted \\Tith a minor 
case of the emotional plague, he deals wi th i t by isola ting 
hirnself and \\Taiting until the attack of irrationalism passes. In 
acute cases, \vhere rational thinking and friendly advice are 
of no avail, orgone therapy is used to remove the infection. 
It can be seen again and again that such acute attacks of the 
emotional plague are always produced by a disturbance in 
the person's Iove life. They disappear upon the elimination of the 
disturbance. The acute attack of the plague is such a familiar 
phenomenon to me and to my circle of co-workers that we accept it 
as a matter of course and deal with it objectively. It is extremely 
important for students of orgone therapy to learn to perceive 
acute attacks of the plague in themselves before such attacks go 
too far, to kno\v ho\v to keep such attacks from getting the best 
of them, to prevent them from spreading into the social environ
ment and causing darnage there, and, by means of intellectual 
detachment, to wait until they pass. In this way, we succeed in 
keeping harmful effects in our cooperative "\vork at a minimum. 
Sometimes such an attack cannot be dealt with and the affiicted 
person causes a certain amount of harm or even resigns. We take 
such misfortunes in the same way one would take the acute phys
ical ailmen t or demise of a beloved colleague. 

The emotional plague is more closely related to character neu
rosis than to organic heart disease, for example, but it can lead 
to cancer or heart disease in the long run . .J ust like the character 
neurosis, it is sustained by secondary drives. It differs from 
physical defects inasm uch as it is a function of the character and, 
as such, is strongly defended. As opposed to a hysterical attack, 
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an attack of the emotional plague is not sensed as a symptom 
and as ego-alien. True enough, character-neurotic behavior is 
usually highly rationalized, but this is true of the emotional 
plague reaction to a far greater extent. One is hardly a'\\~are of 
i t at all. Ho,\· do '\Ve recognize a plague reaction and ho'\\'" do 
'\\·e distinguish it from a rational reaction, the reader will 
'\\·ant to kno'\v. The ans'\ver is that '\Ve distinguish it in the same 
'\\'"ay that '\\'"e distinguish a rational reaction from the reaction of a 
neurotic character: as soon as the roots or motives of the plague
afflicted reaction are touched} the resuZt is invariably anxiety or 
anger. Let us go into this in more detail. 

A man '\vho is essentially free of the emotional plague and is 
orgastically potent is not overcome by fear '\vhen a physician dis
cusses the dynamics of natural life processes. On the contrary, he 
develops a lively interest in such a discussion. The man afHicted 
wi th the emotional plague '\Vill become restless or angry '\vhen the 
mechanisms of the emotional plague are discussed. Orgastic im
potence does not al'\vays lead to the emotional plague, but every 
person affiicted '\vith the emotional plague is either lastingly orgas
tically impotent or becomes impotent shortly before the attack. 
This makes it easy to distinguish the plague reaction from ra
tional reactions. 

Furthermore, a natural and healthy behavior cannot be dis
turbed or eliminated by any genuine medical treatment. For 
example, there is no rational means of "curing," i.e., dic;
turbing, a happy love relationshi p. But a neurotic sym ptom 
can always be eliminated. A plague reaction is accessible to 
and can be eliminated by the genuine character-analytic art of 
healing. This is how we recognize it. Thus, avarice, a typical 
character trait of the emotional plague, can be cured, but pecuni
ary generosity cannot be cured. Insidious cunning can be cured; 
characterological openness cannot be cured. Clinically, the enlo
tional plague reaction is comparable to impotence; it can be elim
inated, i.e., cured. Genital potency, on the other hand, is "in
curable." 

An essential and basic characteristic of the emotional plague 
reaction isthat action and the motive of the actiorz nevrr roincide. 
The real motive is concealed and a sharn moti·ve is given as the 
reason for the action. In the reaction of the natural and healthy 
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indi\·idual, rnotirJt', action. and goal fonn an orga11i(· 1111il~'· Noth 

inrr is concealec..l. This unitv is in11nediately evident. For cxant-
'-. ( ' 

ple: the healthy indi\'idual has no other tnotive for hissexual arts 

than hisnatural necd for Iove, and no other ~oal than its ~ratifi

cation. The ascetic, plague-ridden indi\'idual. on thc ot her hand, 

uses ethical codes to justify his sexual dehility. 'rhis justif1ration 

has nothing to do "'i th thc tna n ner in "' h ich hc lives, "' hirh 
is thcrc before thc justification. 'I'he hcalthy pcrson '"ill not want. 

to in1posc his "'ay of lifc on anyone, hut he 'vill eure and hc will 

hel p others \rhen hc is askcd a nd '"·hen he is Gl}>~l hlc. In no rase 

\\·ill a healthy individual h~gislait· that everyonc "has t.o he 

healthy." First, such a denland '"·ould bc irrational, for a pcrson 

cannot be ordercd to bc hcalthy. Second, thc healthy individual 

has no urgc to forcc his wa y of life u pon others. for t hc 1no1 i ves 

of conduct arc rclatcd spccifically to his o\vn lifc and not lo auy.

body elsc's. Thc person affiicted with th<' <·ntotional plagtH' is 

distinguished fron1 thc hcalthy individual by th(' fact that h(' 

1nakes his de1nands of lifc not only on hirnsei f hut, ahovr all, on 
his envi'ronnlcnt. In situations in which the healthy individual 

makes suggestions and hclps, in which he uscs his cxpcriencC's as 

an example to othcrs, lcaving it 11p to thern whcthcr th('y waut to 

follo\v, the pcrson affiictcd with thc ernot.ional plag-ue itnposcs his 

mode of life upon othcrs by fort(~. Individuals afflict.cd with tiH· 

emotional plaguc do not tolerate views which threalcu t.hcir 

armor or unmask their irrational tnotives. 'J'he healt.lay person is 

happy to hc givcn an insight into his tnotiv<'s. ~rh<' plagtH~ 

affiicted individual is scizcd hy frenzy. When views C"onlr~u·y lo 

his O\Vn disrupt his life and work, the hcalthy individual pnt.s up 

a strong rational fight for the prcservat.ion of his way of Jife. 

The plague-affiicted pcrson fight.s againJl ollu~r ntodcs of 1 i fc c·vcn 

\Vhen thcy don't conccrn him in any way whatever. I Je is irnpc~llecl 

to figh t hcca usc he scnscs the very cx ist.ence of ot.her wa ys of l i fC' 
as a provocation. 

The encrgy 111hich sustains lhe cmolional fJlaguf~ rcor·tion al~ 

ways derivcs from genital fruslration, whether it is a rnauer of sa 

distic dccds of war or the defarnation of fric~nds. Stasis of S(~X11a1 

energy is what thc p1ague-afnicted individrJa] has iu cornrnora with 

a11 othcr biopa th ics. J sha 11 have a worcl to sa y a lH" J t t.hc~ di ff(~r

ences shortly. Thc hasic biopathic nature of the crnotional plaguc: 
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is revealed in the fact that, like every other biopathy, it can be 
cured by establishing the natural capacity for love. 

Susceptibili ty to the emotional plague is universal. There is no 
clear-cu t line of distinction bet\veen those afßicted ""·i th and 
those uncontaminated by the plague. Just as every man some
where in the depths is susceptible to cancer, schizophrenia, or 
alcoholism, so even the healthiest and most life-affirming among 
us is susceptible to irrational plague reactions. 

It is easier to distinguish the emotional plague from the struc
ture of the genital character than to distinguish it from the struc
ture of the neurotic character. While the emotional plague is in
deed a character neurosis or character biopathy in the strict 
sense of the word, i t is also more than tha t, and this "more" dis
tinguishes it from biopathies and character neuroses. JVe can de
fine the emotional plague as human behavior that, on the basis 
of a biopathic character structure, operates in an organized or 
typical way in interpersonal, i.e., social, relations and in social 
institutions. The emotional plague is just as \Videsprea9 as the 
character biopathy. In other \vords, \vherever there are character 
biopathies, there is also at least the possibility of a chronic effect 
or an acu te epidemic ou tbreak of the emotional plague. Let us 
briefly outline a few typical areas in which the emotional plague 
is either chronically rampant or capable of breaking out in an 
acute \vay. We shall see immediately that it is precisely the most 
important spheres of life in which the emotional plague is active: 
mysticism in its most destructive form; passive and active thirst 
for authority; moralism; biopathies of the autonon1ic nervaus 
system; party politicking; familial plague, which I have designated 
as "familitis"; sadistic methods of education; masochistic tolera
tion of such methods or criminal rebellion against the1n; gossip 
ancl defamation; authoritarian bureaucracy; iinperialistic ,,·ar 
ideologies; everything that falls under the American concept of 
"racket"; antisocial criminality; pornography; profiteering; racial 
hatred. 

We see that thc con1pass of the en1otional plague coincides ap
proxiinatcly \vith the broad con1pass of social abuse, '"hich has 
ah\·ays hccn and still is coinbatted by every social freedon1 
moven1cnt. lVith son1c qualifications, it can be said that the sphere 
of thc cn1otional plague coincides 'vith that of "political reaction" 
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and perhaps even ,..,;th the principle of politics in general. This 
,..,·ould hold true, ho,..,·ever, only if the basic principle of all politics, 
namely thirst for po,..,·er and special prerogatives, ,..,·ere carried over 
into those spheres of life ,..,·hich ,..,·e do not think of as political in the 
usual sense of the ,..,·ord. For example, a mother ,..,·ho resorts to 
political methocls to alienate her child from her husband ,..,·ould 
come under this ex tended concept of the poli tical emotional 
plague. The same ,..,·ould apply to an ambitious scientist '""ho 
,..,·orks hirnself up to a higher social posi tion not by concrete ac
complishments but by intrigue. 

'\Te have already stated that biological sexual stasis is the com
mon biophysiological core of all forms of the emotional plague. 
On the basis of our present experiences, '':e can say that a genital 
character is inca pable of using the methods of the emotional 
plague. This constitutes a great disadvantage in a society ruled to 
such a large extent by plague-ridden institutions. There isanother 
common denominator in all forms of the emotional plague: the 
Zack of the capacity for natural sexual gratification leads to the 
development of secondary impulse.s~ particularly sadistic im
pulses. There is abundant clinical evidence in support of this 
statement. Hence, it does not surprise us to find that the bio
psychic energy '"·hich sustains the emotional plague reactions al
,..,·ays derives from .secondary drives. In pronounced cases, specific 
human sadism is never missing. 

Thus, it is not surprising that truthfulness and straightfor
u:ardness, though highly extolled modes of behavior, are rarely 
encountered in human intercourse; they are so rare, indeed, that 
most people are amazed ,..,·hen they occasionally prevail. To 
judge from our "cultural" ideals, one ,..,·ould expect truthfulness 
and straightfort...,·ardness to be everyday, self-understood atti
tudes. The fact that they are not, that they are looked upon '"·ith 
astonishment, that truthful and straightfor,,·ard men and '"·omen 
are considered freaks, a bit "touched in the head", that, indeed, 
being tru thful and sincere often en tails severe social dangers-
all this cannot be ex plained on the basis of the ruling cul tural ide
ology. To arrive at an understanding of these contradictions, ,,·e 
m ust turn to our kno,..,·ledge of the organized emotional plague. 
This kno,..,·Iedge alone is capable of provicling an insight into the 
reasons ,..,·hy objectivity and truthjulness, the driving forces of all 
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strivings for freedom, have been frustrated again and again over 
the centuries. It cannot be assumed that any freedom movement 
'vill have any chance of achieving its goals if it does not sharply 
and clearly confront the organized emotional plague with truth
fulness. 

The fact that the emotional plague was not previously recog
nized was its surest protection. An exact investigation of its na
ture and its dynamics 'vill demolish this protection. The champi
ons of the emotional plague will be right in interpreting this dec
laration as a mortal threat to their existence. This will be clearly 
brought out in the way the champions and perpetuators of the 
emotional plague react to the following objective representations. 
On the basis of these reactions, we shall be able to and shall 
have to distinguish those who want to help in the fight against 
the emotional plague from those who want to preserve its institu
tions. We have seen again and again that the irrational nature of 
the emotional plague unwittingly reveals itself as soon as one at
tempts to go to the root of it. This is understandable because the 
emotional plague can only react irrationally. It is doomed to ex
tinction when it is sharply and clearly opposed by rational 
thinking and the natural feeling for life. It does not have to be 
attacked or fought directly. The plague will automatically and 
inevitably work itself into a rage 'vhen the natural functions of 
the living organism are objectively and truthfully described. 
There is nothing it hates more than this. 

DIFFERENCES BETIVEEN THE GENITAL CHARACTER, THE NEUROTIC 

CHARACTER, AND El\10TIONAL PLAGUE REACTIO~S 

a) In thinking 

The genital character's thinking orients itself on objective facts 
and processes. The genital character distinguishes the essential 
from the non-essential or less essential; he attetnpts to think out 
and eliminate irrational emotional disturbances; he is, in tem1s of 
his nature, functional, i.e., capable of adapting hitnself; hr is 110! 

mechanistic and he is uot tnystical. His judgn1ents are the result 
of a thought process. Rational thinking is open to obfccti·ue argu
ments, for it has difficulty functioning "·ithout ob jecth'e Counter
arguments. 
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To be sure, the neurotic characte1· also attempts to orient him
self in objective facts and processes. In the neurotic character, 
ho,\·ever, rational thinking is interfused \Vi th and affected by 
chronic sexual s tasis, as a resul t of \V hich he also to some ex ten t 
orients hirnself on the principle of the avoidance of unpleasure. 
So the neurotic character \\·ill use various means of avoiding 
processes and events \vhich, if he examined them, ,\•ould produce 
unpleasure or \\·ould be at variance, for example, \vith a compul
sive character's system of thinking; or he \vill probe these proc
esses and events in such a \Vay, i.e., irrationally, that the rational 
goal becomes unattainable. Let us cite an example. Peace and 
freedom are universally desired. Ho,vever, since the average 
character structure is neurotic in i ts thinking, fear of freedom 
and fear of responsibility (pleasure anxiety) become inter
t,\·ined \Vi th ideas of peace and freedom, and these goals are 
therefore discussed in a formalistic rather than objective manner. 
It is almost as if the simplest and most immediate facts of life, 
i.e., those facts \\·hich obviously represent the natural building 
material of peace and freedom, are intentionally avoided. Impor
tant relations and connections are overlooked. For example, it is 
certainly no secret that politics is ruinaus and that humanity is 
sick in the psychiatric sense of the "\vord. Yet no one seems to see 
the connection bet,\·een these facts and the demand for a viable 
democratic order. Thus, t\\·o or three \Vell-kno\\·n and generally 
valid facts exist side by side, \Vithout any connection. Sho,ving 
ho\v these facts are related to one another \vould immediately ne
cessitate radical changes in the practical affairs of everyday life. 
I deologically, the neurotic character '"·ould be prepared to affirm 
these changes. However, he fears their practical realization. His 
character armor forbids a change in the life pattern that has be
come rigid. Thus, he \Vill, for example, agree with the critique of 
irrationalism in society and in science. In a practical and objec
tive 'vay, ho\vever, he \vill refashion neither hirnself nor his sur
roundings in keeping with this critique. He \vill not create a 
model social center reftective of the ideology he affirms. It often 
happens, indeed, that the sameindividual \vho says yes \vhen it is 
a question of ideology becomes a vehement opponent in practice 
\vhen someone eise brings about actual changes. At this point, 
the boundaries bet,veen the neurotic character and the individual 
affiicted \vith the emotional plague become blurred. 
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The individual affiicted with the emotional plague is not con
tent to take a passive attitude-he is distinguished from the neu
rotic character by a more or less life-destructive social activity. 
His thinking is completely muddled by irrational concepts and 
governed almost exclusively by irrational emotions. In the neu
rotic character, thinking and acting do not coincide. This is not 
true of the plague-affiicted character. As in the genital character, 
his thinking is in complete agreement with his actions, but there 
is a significant difference, i.e., his conclusions are not the result 
of his thinking. They are always predetermined by his emotional 
affiiction. In the person affiicted wi th the emotional plague, 
thinking does not, as in the rational individual, serve to hel p 
him arrive at a correct conclusion; on the contrary, it serves 
to confirm and rationalize a predetermined irrational conclusion. 
This is generally known as "prejudice," but one fails to see that 
this prejudice has detrimental social effects on a large scale. It is 
universally disseminated and characterizes just about everything 
that is cailed "tradition." It is intolerant, i.e., it does not counte
nance the rational thinking which could puii the ground out from 
under it. Hence, plague-afflicted thinking is not accessible to ar
guments. It has its own technique in its own sphere, its own 
ucoherence," so to speak, which impresses one as "logical." In 
this way, it creates the impression of rationality, without in real
i ty being rational. 

For instance, a strict authoritarian educator wili teil you that 
children are difficult to teach and that is why his methods are 
necessary. In this narrow framework, his conclusion seems to be 
correct. If a rational thinker comes along and points out that the 
intractableness of children 'vhich the strict authoritarian cites to 
justify his methods is itself a social consequence of precisely this 
irrational thinking in education, he 'vill find hin1self face to face 
with a mental block. Precisely at this point the irrational nature 
of plague-affiicted thinking emerges. 

Let us give another example. l\foralistic sexual repression pro
duces secondary drives, and secondary drives n1ake tnoralistic 
suppression necessary. 1-\ny nun1ber of logical conclusions can be 
drawn on the hasis of this relation. But if the clear thinker points 
out that the secondary drives can be eliininated by n1aking possi-
ble the natural gratification of needs, the plague-affiicted individ-
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ual, though his frame of reference has been shattered, ,,;ill react 
not '\rith insight ancl correction but ,,;ith irrational arguments, si
lence, or even hatred. In short, it is emotionally important for 
him that both repression and secondaT)' drives con tin ue to exist. 
He is afraid of the natural impulses. This fear operates as an ir
rational motive for his entire, in itself logical, frame of reference 
and drives him to commit dangeraus actions ,,·hen his social sys
tem is seriously threatened. 

b) In acting 

In the genital character, motive, goal, and action are in har
mony ,,·ith one another. The goals and motives are rational, i.e., 
socially orien ted. In accordance ,,·i th the natural character of his 
motives and goals, i.e., on the basis of their primary biological 
foundation, the genital character strives for an imp1·ovement in 
his o1cn conditions of life and in the conditions of lije of others. 
This is ,,·hat ,,.e call "social accom plishment." 

In the neurotic character, the capacity for action is ah,·ays 
limited, because the motives are devoid of affect or are contra
dictory. Since the neurotic character has usually deeply repressed 
his irrationality, he is constantly forced to keep it under control. 
.A.nd this very repression constitutes the limitation of his capacity 
for action. He is afraid to become fullv involved in anv activitv, 

' ' . 
for he is never sure ,,·hether sadistic or other impulses might 
break through. He usually suffers because he is a"\\·are that he is 
inhibiting his O'\\;n life, but he is not envious of healtlzy people. 
He can be characterized by the attitude: "I "·as unfortunate 
in life; our children should have it better than I did." This 
attitude makes him a sympathetic, though sterile spectator of 
progress. He is not eietrimental to progress. 

In the individual affiicted u!itlz tlze emotional plague) the mo
tives of the action are alu'ays counterjeit. The ostensible motive 
never tallies rcith the real motive) ,,·hether the latter is conscious 
or unconscious. ~or does the ostensible goal tally ,,·ith the real 
goal. In German fascism, for example, "salvation and pacifica
tion of the (~erman nation" ,,·as given as the goal, ,,·hereas the 
real goal-grounded in the character s tructure-,,·as im perialis
tic '\\·ar, the subjugation of the ,,·orld, ancl nothing but that. It is a 
basic characteristic of the plague-afßicted individual that he seri-
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ously and honestly believes in the ostensible goal and motive. I 
should like to stress tha t the character structure of a person af
flicted wi th the emotional plague can be com prehended onl y if i t 
is taken seriously. The plague-afflicted person acts under a 
structural compulsion. No matter how good his intentions may 
be, he can act only in the manner of the plague. His action is in 
keeping with his nature just as much as the need for Iove or truth 
is in keeping wi th the nature of the genital character. 

But the plague-afßicted individual, protected by his subjective 
conviction, does not suffer from insight into the harmfulness of 
his act. A father who, out of hatred for his wife (who, Iet us say, 
was unfaithful to him), demands custody of their child is seri
ously convinced that he is acting "in the best interest of the 
child." But if the child suffers under the separation from the 
mother or even begins to go to pieces, such a fa ther will prove to 
be totally impervious to any form of remedy. The plague-af
flicted father will find all kinds of superficial arguments in 
support of his conviction that he "means weil" by the- child in 
keeping him away from his mother. It will be out of the question 
to convince him that the real motive is sadistic punishment of the 
mother. 

The person afßicted with the emotional plague, in cantrast 
to the neurotic character, always develops as a part of his struc
ture an envy coupled with a deadly hatred of everything healthy. 
A character-neurotic spinster lives a resigned life and does not 
interfere in the Iove life of young girls; a plague-afßicted spin
ster, on the other hand, cannot endure the sexual happiness of 
young girls. If such a spinster is a teacher, she "\Vill be sure to 
make the girls entrusted to her care incapable of experiencing 
sexual happiness. This holds true for every life situation. The 
character afßicted with the emotional plague will attempt, under 
all circumstances and with every available means, to change his 
environment so that his "\Vay of life and his '\'ay of seeing things 
are not jeopardized. He senses everything that is at variance ,\·ith 
his way of life as a provocation and, therefore, persecutes it ,\·ith 
bitter hatred. The ascetic is a good illustration. Under one guise 
or another, the ascetic's basic attitude is: "lVhy should others 
have it any better than I had it? Let them suffer as I suffer." In 
every case, this basic a tti tude is so 'vell concealed in a logical, 
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,,·ell-thought-out ideology or theory of life that only someone 
having ,,·ide practical experience and ca pable of incisive thinking 
can unmask i t. I t is distressing bu t necessary to record here that, 
as recently as the beginning of this century, the greater part of 
official European education ,,·as modeled along these lines. 

c) In sexuality 

The sexuality of the genital character is essentially determined 
by the basic natural la,,·s of biological energy. He is so consti
tuted that he naturally takes pleasure in the sexual happiness of 
others. In the same ,,·ay, he is indifferent to perversions and has 
an aversion to pornography. The genital character is easily rec
ognized by the good contact he has \Vith healthy children. He 
considers it quite natural that children and adolescents are essen
tially sexually oriented. In the same \Vay, he fulfills or at least 
strives to fulfill the (often socially restricted) demands \vhich re
sult from these biological facts. This attitude exists sponta
neously, ,,·hether a corresponding kno,,·ledge has been acquired 
or not. In our society, these very mothers and fathers, unless 
they happen to live in a milieu ,,·hich supports their vie\vs, are 
exposed to the serious danger of being looked u pon and treated 
as criminals bv authoritarian institutions. Thev deserve the exact 

< I 

antithesis-the greatest possible social protection. They consti-
tute centers of society from \vhich rationally acting educators 
and physicians \Vill one day proceed. The basis of their life and 
actions is the sexual happiness \Vhich they themselves have expe
rienced. Parents, for example, "·ho ,,·ould allo\V their children to 
experience sex in keeping \vith completely healthy, natural la\vs, 
,,·ould be in danger of being accused of immorali ty ( or "moral 
turpitude") and of being deprived of their children by any as
cetic ,,·ho happened to have po,,·er. 

The neurotic character lives a sexually resigned life or engages 
in secret perverse activities. His orgastic impotence is accompa
nied by a yearning for sexual happiness-he is indifferent to the 
sexual happiness of others. He is more likely to be ruled by anxi
ety than by hate ,,·henever he comes into contact ,,·ith the sexual 
problem. His armor relates solely to his O\\"n sexuality and not to 
the sexuali ty of others. His orgastic Ionging is very often incor
porated into cultural or religious ideals, \vhich are neither very 
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useful nor very detrimental to the welfare of the community. The 
neurotic character is usually active in circles and groups which 
do not have any great social influence. There can be no doubt 
about the cultural value of some of these groups. But the neu
rotic character is not capable of making any significant contribu
tion to creating healthier structures on a mass scale, for the 
broad masses are far more intimate with the question of natural 
sex uali ty than he is. 

This basic attitude on the part of the sexually innocuous, neu
rotic character is ca pable, at any time and und er corresponding 
external conditions, of changing into a plague-ridden attitude. 
The process is usually as follows: the secondary drives held in 
check by the cul tural and religious ideals break through. T he 
sexuality of the character afflicted with the emotional plague is 
usually sadistic and pornographic. It is characterized by the par
allel existence of sexual lasciviousness (owing to the incapacity 
to achieve gratification) and sadistic moralism. This dualism is a 
part of his structure; the plague-affiicted individual could not 
change it even if he had insight and knowledge. In terms of his 
structureJ he cannot be anything but pornographically lascivious 
and sadistically moralistic at the same time. 

This is the core of the character structure of the plague-af
flicted person. This structure develops bitter hatred against every 
process which provokes its own orgastic yearning and, hence, or
gasm anxiety. The demand for asceticism is directed not on ly 
against oneself butJ above all and in a sadistic wayJ against the 
natural sexuality of others. Persons affiicted with the emo
tional plague have a strong tendency to form social circles. These 
circles become centers for the molding of public opinion. Their 
most outstanding characteristic is their strong intolerance in 
questions of natural sexuality. They are \videspread and 'feil 
known. U nder the banner of "culture" and "morality," they per
secute to the extreme every expression of natural sexuality. Over 
the years they have developed a special technique of defa1nation. 

Weshallspeak of this later. 
Clinical investigations leave no roon1 for doubt tha t sexual 

gossip and defamation afford these emotionally plagued individ
uals a kind of perverse sexual gratification; they can thus attain 
sexual pleasure without the natural genital function. It is pre-
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cisely in such circles that we often find homosexuality, sexual in
tercourse "\\l'i th animals, and other forms of perversion. These 
Vehmic courts direct their sadistic attacks against the natural 
sexuality of others, not against perverse sexuality. They take an 
especially sharp stand against the natural sexuality of children 
and adolescents, whereas, strangely enough, they are purblind to 
every form of perverse sexual activity. They have many human 
Jives on their consciences. 

d) In work 

The genital character takes an active interest in the develop
ment of a work process which is allowed to take its own course. 
His interest is focused essentially on the process itself. The result 
of the work is achieved without special effort, for it ensues 
spontaneously from the work process. The shaping of the prod
uct through the course of the work process is an essential feature 
of the biological pleasure of work. This leads to a sharp criticism 
of all methods of educating children through toys which spell out 
the child's activity. The predetermination of how the toy is to 
function and the rigid prescription of how the toy is tobe put to
gether stifte the child's imagination and productivity. Compulsive 
moralism tolerates only mystical ecstasy; it has no patience with 
genuine enthusiasm, and this is the reason why enthusiasm with 
regard to work is always lacking. A child who has to put together 
a preplanned house with preplanned building blocks in a pre
planned way cannot apply his imagination and cannot develop 
any enthusiasm. We can easily understand that this basic charac
teristic of authoritarian education is part of the pleasure anxiety 
of adults. It has a stultifying effect upon the child's pleasure in 
work. The genital character influences the work performance of 
others by setting an example and not by prescribing the product 
and the method of work. That requires the ability to talerate 
vegetative streaming and to be able to let hirnself go. 

The neurotic character is more or less restricted in his work. 
His biological energy is essentially consumed in the warding off 
of perverse fan tasies. The neurotic disturbance of work can al
ways be traced back to a misuse of biological energy. For the 
very same reason, the work of the neurotic character, no matter 
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how rich in potential it may be, is perfunctory and joyless. Since 
the neurotic character is incapable of genuine enthusiasm, he will 
Iook upon the child's capacity for enthusiasm as "unseemly" (if, 
for instance, he happenstobe a teacher). In a compulsive neurotic 
way, nonetheless, he insists on determining the work of others. 

The individual affiicted with the emotional plague hates work, 
for he senses it as a burden. Hence, he runs away from any re
sponsibility and especially from small jobs which require pa
tience. He may dream of writing an important book, of painting 
an outstanding work of art, of running a farm, etc.; however, 
since he is inca pable of work, he shuns the necessary step-by
step, persistent organic development inherent in every "\vork 
process. This predisposes him to becoming an ideologue, mystic, 
or politician, i.e., to engage in activities which do not require any 
patience and organic development. He is just as likely to become 
an idle vagrant as the dictator of this or that sphere of life. He 
has created a picture of life made up of neurotic fantasies and, 
since he hirnself is incapable of doing things, he wants- to force 
others to work toward the realization of this sick picture of life. 
The American's negative concept of the word "boss" is a product 
of such a constellation. A genital character who is in control of a 
collective work process will spontaneously Iead the "\vay by his 
good example: he will work more than the others. On the other 
hand, the character afßicted with the emotional plague 'vill typi
cally want to work less than the others. The smaller his capacity 
for work and, consequently, the lower his self-esteem, the greater 
is his insistence on being a Iabor leader. 

This comparison necessarily took the form of clear-cut distinc
tions. In reality, every genital character also has his neurotic in
hibitions and his plague reactions. By the same token, every 
plague-afßicted individual bears in hirnself the possibilities of the 
genital character. Experiences in orgone therapy leave no doubt 
that persons afßicted with the emotional plague, those ''rho 
come under the psychiatric concept of "moral insanity," are not 
only curable in principle but are capable of developing excep
tional capacities for 'vork, sexuality, and intellectual activity. 
This again gives us the opportunity to stress that the concept 
"emotional plague" does not imply a disparagetnent. In the 
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course of almost thirty years of biopsychiatric '\vork, I have come 
to realize that a predisposition to the emotional plague is indica
tive of very high quantities of biological energy. Indeed, the high 
tension of the individual's biological eneTgy makes him sick '\vith 
the emotional plague if, because of a rigid character and muscular 
artnor, he cannot realize hirnself in a natural way. The person so 
affiicted is a product of authoritarian compulsive education. Be
cause of the frustration of his unrealized talent, he wreaks revenge 
on compulsive education far more successfully than the quiet and 
resigned neurotic character. He differs from the genital character 
inasmuch as his Tebellion is not socially oriented and is therefore 
incapable of effecting any rational changes for the better. He differs 
from the neurotic character inasmuch as he does not become re

signed. 
The genital character controls his emotional plague reactions 

in t\\TO ''Tays: (1) Since the structure of his character is of an es
sentially rational nature, he senses his own plague reaction as 
alien and senseless. (2) He is so immersed in rational processes 
that he is immediately a'\vare of the danger to his life process 
"Thich could ensue from his irrational tendencies. This awareness 
enables him to keep hirnself in control. The person affiicted 
'vi th the emotional plague, on the other hand, derives so much 
secondary, sadistic pleasure from his O'\Vn behavior that he is in
accessible to any correction. The acts of the healthy individual 
flo"T directl y from the reservoir of biological energy; the acts of 
the plague-affiicted individual stem from the same source, but 
they have to break through the character and muscular armor 
each time and in the process the best motives become antisocial 
and irrational actions. In i ts passage through the character 
armor, the original goal of the act changes its function: the im
pulse begins V}ith a rational intention; the armor thwarts a 
smooth and organic unfolding of the impulse; the plague
afflicted chaTacter senses this obstruction as an in tolerable inhi
bition)· the impulse must first break through the armor in order to 
become at all manifest; in this process the original intention and 
the rational goal are lost. 'Vhen finally realized, the act contains 
little of the original rational intention; it is an exact reflection of 
the destructiveness '\vhich had to be brought into play in the 
process of breaking through the armor. The brutality of the 
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plague-afflicted individual is a result of the failure on the part of 
the original impulse to get through the muscular and character 
armor. A loosening of the armor is impossible, for the plague
ridden act neither discharges energy orgastically nor produces 
rational self-confidence. This "failure" enables us to camprehend 
some of the contradictions in the structure of the individual af
ßicted with the emotional plague. He has a strong desire for Iove; 
he finds a woman whom he believes he can Iove; he proves him
self incapable of the experience. This drives him into a sadistic 
rage against hirnself or against the desired woman, a rage which 
not infrequently ends in murder. 

Basically, therefore, the individual afflicted with the emo
tional plague is characterized by the contradiction between an in
tense desire for life and the inability (because of the armor) to 
achieve a corresponding fulfillment of life. To the careful ob
server, Europe's political irrationalism was clearly characterized 
by this contradiction. With the logic of a compulsion, the best in
tentions led to destructive ends. 

It is my opinion that the gangster type constitutes a simple 
demonstration of the mechanism of the emotional plague, if the 
result of the gangster act is taken into account along with the in
hibition of the rational impulse which turns it into a plague-rid
den act. 

Now Iet us endeavor to examine these differentiations in sim
ple exam ples from everyday life. 

Let us take as our first example the fight for the child v.'hich 
usually occurs when parents sue for divorce. There are three 
possible reactions: the rational, the inhibited reaction of the neu
rotic character, and the emotional plague reaction. 

a) Rational 

Father and mother fight for the healthy development of the 
child with rational arguments and means. It is possible that they 
agree in principle-then it is easy; but it is also possible that they 
will have very different ideas about the tnatter. Nonetheless, in 
the interest of the child, they \vill shun underhanded n1ethods. 
They 'vill speak openly 'vith the child and allo"~ him to n1ake his 
O\Vn decision. They will not allo'v themselves to be governed by 
selfish interests; they 'vill, instead, be guided by the child's incli-
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nations. 'V'hen one or the other parent is an alcoholic or is men
tally ill, this information ·w·ill be communicated to the child as a 
misfortune that has to be borne braYely, taking the greatest 
possible care to spare his feelings. The mfJth.~e r.cill al::.:a:.) be to 
prPrent the child from being damaged. The attitude is dictated 
by the sacrifice of one's personal interest. 

b j C haracter-neurotic 

The fight for the child is inhibi ted by all kinds of considera
tions, essentially fear of public opinion. Conformity to public 
opinion takes precedence oYer the child's best interest. In such 
things, character-neurotic parents abide by the preYailing prac
tice: the child remains ,,;ith the mother under all circumstances, 
or they submit the case to legal authorities. 'rhen one of the par
ents is a drinker or is mentally ill, then the tendency exists to 
sacrifice oneself, to conceal the fact, 'tSith the result that the child 
as ,\·eil as the other parent suffer and are endangered. DiLfJrce is 
avoided. The motive of their behavior is epitomized in the sent
ence, "'\"'e don't ,\·ant to make a stir.'' Their attitude is deter
mined by 'resignation. 

C) The individual afflicted u·ith the emotional plag~le 

The ,\·elfare of the child is ah\·ays a spurious and, as the re
sults sho,\·, unfulfilled motive. The real motive is to v:reak re
venge on the partner b·:; depriving him or her of the plea.sure of 
the child. Hence, in the fight for the child, one partner resorts to 
defamation of the other, , .. ,-hether he or she is healthy or sick. 
The absence of any consideration for the child is brought out by 
the fact that his love for the other parent is not taken into ac
coun t. _-\s a means of alienatin~ the child from one or the other 
parent, he is told that his mother or his father is an alcoholic or 
is mentally ill, a statement ,\·hich usually does not correspond to 
the facts of the case. The result is that the child is the one 'f,\·ho 
sufjers most; the motive is revenge on the partner and domina
tion of the child. Genuine Iove for the child is not at issue. 

There are any number of variations on this example, but its 
basic feature~ are the same and they are of general social impor
tance. In making decisions, a rational jurisprudence ,\~ould have 
to give priority to such differentiations. It can be assumed that 
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there will be a significant increase in the number of divorces; and 
it is my opinion that only a correctly trained psychiatrist and 
educator is capable of measuring the extent of the darnage 
caused solely by emotional plague reactions in cases of divorce. 

Let us cite another example from the sphere of private life in 
which the emotional plague rages far and wide: the infidelity 
of a love partner. 

a) Rational 

In cases in w hich one of the partners in a love relationship 
wants to be or is unfaithful, the healthy individual reacts princi
pally in one of three ways: factual separation from the partner; 
competition and the attempt to regain the partner's love; or tol
eration when the other relationship is not too serious and is of a 
temporary nature. In such cases, the healthy person does not 
take flight into neurosis, does not make any legal claims, and be
comes angry only if the affair is carried out indecently. 

b) C haracter-neurotic 

The infidelity is either suffered masochistically or the annor 
shuts off its cognizance. There is acute fear of separation. Resig
nation, flight into a neurotic illness or alcoholism, and hysterical 
attacks are typical reactions. 

c) Individual afflicted with the emotional plague 

As a rule, infidelity occurs not for reasons of love for an
other person but because one has become 'veary of one's partner. 
The injured party attempts to hold the partner in the house, to 
'vear him or her out 'vith hysterical attacks, dominate him or her 
with scenes of the lowest sort, or even have him or her "·atched 
by a detective. Flight into alcoholism often occurs as a means of 
facilitating the brutalizing of the partner. The moti\'e is not lo\'e 
for the partner but thirst for po,wer and possessi\'eness. 

Reactions of emotional plague are quite prevalent in tragedies 
of jealousy. At the present time, there are neither medical nor 
social nor legal vie\vs and measures 'vhich take this vast and des
olate sphere of life into account. 

No\v let us turn our attention to an especially striking and typ
ical mode of reaction of the emotional plague ". hich "·e shall 
designate as uspecific plague reaction.'~ 
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The s pecific plague reaction has a s pecial preference for the 
use of sexual. i.e., moralistic, defamation. It functions in a ,~;ay 

similar to the projection mechanism in delusions of persecution; 
i.e., a perverse im pulse ,,·hich has broken through the annor is 
transferred to persans or objects in the outer ,,·orld. \\"'hat in 
reality is an inner impulse is misinterpreted as an external threat. 
The same applies to the sensations ,,·hich originate in the orgon
otic plasma currents. The healthy individual experiences these 
currents as something joyful and pleasurable. The schizophrenic 
on the other band, because of the contradictions '\\·hich result 
from bis character armor, perceives these currents as the secret 
,,·orkings of an evil fiend intent upon destroying his body 
, .. ·ith electrical currents. These insane projection mechanisms are 
""'·eil kno,,·n. Ho,,·ever, psychiatry makes the error of limiting 
such projection mechanisms to the mentally ill. It fails to see that 
precisel y the same mechanism is ram pan t in social Iife in the 
fonn of the specific plague reactions of ostensibly normal people. 
This is our next topic of discussion. 

The biopsychic mechanism is the follo''~ng: com pulsive mor
alism in u pbringing and in life produces sexual lasciviousness, 
, .. ·hich has nothing to do ,,·ith the natural need for love, and con
stitutes a real secondary drive like, for example, sadism or mas
ochism. Since orgonotic aliveness in the natural experience of 
pleasure has atrophied, lasciviousness and the thirst for sexual 
gossip become unbridled secondary needs. Just. as the mental pa
tient projects bis orgonotic currents and his perverse impulses 
onto other persans and experiences them as a threat issuing from 
them, the plague-affiicted individual projects his O'\\"n lascivious
ness and perversions onto other persons. In cantrast to the men
tal patient, he does not masochistically experience as a threat the 
impulses ,,·hich he projects onto the other person; rather, he 
makes use of gossip in a sadistic ,,·ay as a defensive mechanism, 
i.e., he imputes to others ,,·hat he cannot take cognizance of in 
himself. Thi s a pplies to natural geni tali ty as ,,·eil as to the sec
ondary pen·erse impulse. The mode of life of the genitally 
heal thy person painfully reminds him of his O'\\·n genital "·eak
ness and, as such, constitutes a threat to his neurotic balance. 
Thus, in confonnity ,,·ith the principle, "\\"'hat I can't have, you 
can't have," he is forced to cast a slur upon the natural genitality 
of others. ~Ioreover, since he is not capable of ,,·holly concealing 
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his O\\'n perverse lasciviousness behind a fa<;ade of ethical moral
ism, he imputes it to the victim of his gossip. In every case of this 
form of plague reaction, one comes to realize that the healthy 
individual is repu ted to have precisely those characteristics 
against "'Nhich the plague-ridden individual struggles in vain or 
indulges in u'ith a bad conscience. 

The mechanism of the specific plague reaction is easily carried 
over from the sexual to the non-sexual sphere. It is characteristic 
tha t something one does oneself, ''rould like to da, or is an the 
verge of doing is attributed to someone eise. 'Ve shall use a fe\v 
typical, everyday occurrences to illustrate the specific plague re
action. 

There are young intellectuals v·:ho '''ere once kno\vn as "cul
tural snobs" among the serious intellectual circles of Europe. 
They are clever, but their intelligence is devoted to a kind of 
sterile artistic activity. Their acquaintance \\'ith the magnitude 
and seriousness of the problems probed by a Goethe or a 
Xietzsche is less than superficial, but they take great pleasure in 
quoting classicalliterature. At the same time, they are full of cyn
icism. They regard themselves as modern, liberal, free of any 
conventions. Incapable of serious experience, they look upon 
sexual love as a kind of child's play. They spend their summer 
vacations in communes, little boys and little girls living together. 
~t\.t nights, there are amusing diversions, i.e., the "child's play." 
.:\t the breakfast table, the child's play is joked about in a care
free and very clever manner. Possibly, the "sinful ,,·oman" ,,·ill 
be made to blush by ambiguous allusions. All this is very much 
part of today's "liberal" and "unconventional" V{ay of living. 
One is "jolly"; one is "hip." One intimates ho\v often one has en
gaged in the "play" the night before; and one lets it be kno''Tn, 
everything described in the "choicest" figures of speech, that it 
,,·as "very nice," that she ''Tas "delightful," etc. The serious lis
tener, ,,·ho is all too familiar \\'ith the abysmal sexual misery of 
masses of people and the destructiveness of sexual triviali ty, 
comes a,,·ay ,,·tih the impression that the lasciviousness of these 
"bright" young men and ,,·omen is the result of sexual hunger 
due to orgastic iin potence. Such cultivated "Bohen1ians'' typi
cally look upon the serious efforts of sex-econon1y to fight the 
e1notional plague in 1nasses of people as the fabric of a sick 
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mind. But then these young "geniuses" are weil versed in the art 
of "high politics." Forever prattling about the cultural "values" 
that have to be upheld, they become furious as soon as one be
gins to translate their talk into social action among masses of 
people. 

One such Bohemian meta woman who wanted to come to me 
to study. Naturally, the conversation turned to my work. He 
gave her fair '\varning, saying that he would send neither his best 
friend nor his worst enemy to me, for I was, so he said, the 
"o,vner of a public brothel, without license." To conceal the fla
grant plague-ridden nature of this statement, he immediately 
added that I was a very able clinician. This defamation, pat
terned along the lines of the specific plague reaction, made the 
rounds. Notwithstanding, the woman came to me to study sex
economic pedagogy and soon grasperl what we call the emotional 
plague. 

It is difficult to maintain an objective and correct attitude in 
such situations. One cannot give into the impulse, which arises 
spontaneously and for which there is good reason, to give such a 
plague-ridden individual a good thrashing so that he will not go 
around defaming people any more, for one wants to keep one's 
hands clean. To ignore the incident in a noble way is to do pre
cisely what the plague-afßicted individual counts on so that he 
can continue to perpetrate his social mischief with impunity. 
There remains the possibility of a libel suit against him. How
ever, this would be to fight the emotional plague on its own 
level and not in a medical way. Thus, one allows the matter to 
take its o'vn course. In so doing, however, one runs the risk that 
another such plague-afßicted person, perhaps a "scientific his
torian," will take up the matter and pass one on to posterity with 
the "objective historian's authority" as the owner of a secret 
hrothel.1 

1 I should like to point out that, to me, a woman of easy virtue having a 
decent character is socially and humanly preferahle to such a plague-afßicted 
person. \Vomen of easy virtue have no pretenses; social conditions, ma
terial necessity, and the prevailing social chaos Iead thcm into a profession 
which requires them to gratify the sexual needs of sailors and soldiers, i.e., 
men who risk their Iives. Countless princes and priests have had to visit houses 
of prostitution to satisfy their needs or to escapc their misery. This is 
neithcr reproach nor praise but merely an establishment of fact. 
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The matter is important because the emotional plague has suc
ceeded again and again, by means of such rumors, in crushing 
honest and important accomplishments. The fight against the 
emotional plague is socially necessary, for it causes more darnage 
in this world than "ten thousands canons." Read, for exam ple, 
Friedrich Lange's account of the defamations to which the pi
oneer natural scientist of the seventeenth century, de Ia Mettrie, 
was subjected by the emotional plague. In his great work Histoire 
Naturelle de l' Ame) de Ia l\1ettrie clearly grasped the essen
tial relations between perception and physiological stimuli and 
correctly divined and described the connection between the 
body-soul problern and the biological sexual process. This was 
too much for the Philistines, who far outnumber hold and honest 
scientists; they circulated the rumor that de Ia Mettrie was able 
to arrive at such views only because he was a "libertine." And 
thus the rumorwas passed on to posterity that de Ia Mettrie died 
from a pastry which, in true voluptuary fashion, he _ had con
sumed too voraciously. 

This of course is medical nonsense. More than that, it is a typ
ical example of plague-afßicted rumor-mongering which, when 
seized upon by human organisms incapable of pleasure, becomes 
a specific plague reaction and is passed on to posterity, defiling, 
without rhyme or reason, a decent name. We readily recognize 
the catastrophic role played by such plague reactions in social 
life. 

I should like to cite another exam ple in which the projection 
mechanism of the emotional plague, in the form of defamation, 
is even more clearly manifested. In Norway, I heard that a 
rumorwas being circulated that I had become schizophrenic and 
had spent some time in a mental institution. 'Vith some effort 've 
succeeded in tracing the source of the rumor. When I came to 
the United States in 1939, I ascertained that this rumor ,,~as very 
widespread, much more so than in Europe, where my "~ork 

was better known. In America, the source of the rumor ""'as even 
more obscure than it had been in Europe, but certain signs 
clearly indicated that it stemmed from the same European 
source.2 

i Footnote, 1945: One of our prominent physicians returned froru Oslo to the 
U.S.A. in 1939. He spent a few days in Zürid1, where he told a fom1cr psy-
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~Ihe situation "·as not devoid of humor Shortl) after my ex
pulsion from the International Psychoanalytic Association, the 
person 'rho had originally started this rumor suffered a nervaus 
breakdo,,·n and ,,·as forced to spend several ,,·eeks in a mental 
institution. This fact "\vas directly communicated to me by a uni
versity professor ,,·ho ,,·as ,...-eil informed on the situation. Evi
dently, the nervaus breakdo,vn gave this slanderer a terrible 
fright. He found hirnself at that time in a difficult situation: on 
the one hand, he recognized the correctness of my developrnent; 
on the other, he could not detach hirnself from an organization 
that "\vas sharply opposed to that development .. A.s is usual in 
such cases, he took advantage of the circumstances to divert at
tention from hirnself and focus it on me ,,·hen I "\vas in the center 
of a critical controversy. He thought that I ,,·as finished, and the 
opportunity to give me another kick ,,·as too tempting. His reac
tion "\vas a specific plague-affiicted projection. 

I have never been mentally ill, nor have I ever been confined 
to a mental institution. I have borne until the present day one of 
the heaviest burdens ever imposed upon a man, ''"ithout any dis
turbance to my capacity for "\vork and love. To become mentally 
ill is no disgrace. I, like every self-respecting psychiatrist, have 
deep sympathy for mental patients and often admiration for their 
conflicts. As I have stressed else"\\"here, a mental patient appears 
to me far more serious, far closer to 'vhat is alive than a Philis
tine or a socially dangeraus individual affiicted 'vith the emotional 
plague. This defamation "\vas intended to ruin me and my "·ork 
and it did result in a number of serious situations that "\vere not 
easy to master. 'Vith some students, for example, I had the addi
tional difficulty of persuading them that I 'vas not mentally ill. In 
certain phases of orgone therapy, a specific mechanism of the 
emotional plague inevitably appears. As soon as the patient or 
pupil comes into contact with his plasmatic currents, severe 

chiatric colleague that he had been working with me. :\Iuch surprised, he 
said: "But So-and-So said Reich had become schizophrenic." "So-and-So" was 
the person in question. Soon after his return to the States, he learned from an 
acquaintance that his analyst had told him the same thing: "So-and-So [again 
the same person] told me Reich was schizophrenic." This rumor-monger died 
a few years later from heart failure. I had known for a long time that he 
suffered from impotence. 
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orgasm anxiety appears. What happens is that the orgone ther
apist is looked upon as either a "dirty" sexual pig or an "insane" 
man. I want to emphasize that this reaction appears regularly. 
1\Iost of my students had indeed heard about the rumor. Same 
aspects of the theory of sex-economy are so revolutionary that it 
is extremely easy to regard the theory itself as insane. I must 
state that, as a result of this rumor, certain complicated situa
tions became mortally dangerous. There should be clear-cu t legal 
possibilities for precluding such consequences of a plague-af
flicted reaction. I have only my clinical experience to thank for 
my beingable to weather-in addition to the already existing dif
ficulties of my '\vork-the dangers which derived from the rumor 
about my mental illness. 

The affair '\Vas not wi thou t comic after-effects. When i t was 
realized some years later that my scientific work clearly indi
cated that I was not schizophrenic, a ne'\v rumor was circulated 
and again from the same source. Now it was said that, happily, I 
had "recovered" from my Schizophrenie illness. 

Specific plague reactions are encountered particularly in the 
sphere of poli tics .. A.gain and again during the last fe,v years '\Ve 

have seen that, with every fresh conquest, dictatorial-imperialis
tic governments attribute to the victim precisely the intention 
they themselves have carried out. For instance, it was said that 
Poland had been secretly planning an attack on the German em
pire, that this had to be anticipated, and therefore Germany '\vas 
justified in attacking Poland. The attack on the Soviet Union '''as 
"justified" in the same way. 

Also illustrative of this specific plague reaction are the no'\\' fa
maus "l\foscow trials" of Lenin's early co-'\\'orkers. At these 
trials, the charge of high treason ,,·as lodged against functionaries 
hostile to the Russian Communist Party; the defendants ,,·ere ac
cused of having maintained direct contact '\Vith the German fas
cis ts and, tagether 'vi th then1, of ha ving planned the overthro''' 
of the government. To those '\\'ho kne''' the backgrounds of those 
accused, i t V\'as clear tha t the eh arges against then1 had been 
trumperl up. But in 1936 no one could explain the purpose of 
such an obviously spurious accusation. The Russian government 
'''as strong enough to eliminate any troublesome opposition ,,·ith 
less transparent arguments. It '\\'asn't until 1939 that the n1ystery 
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'\\·as cleared up, at least for those '\\·ho ''"ere already familar ''"ith 
the specific plague mechanism. In 1936 the accused '\vere said to 
have committed precisely that crime against the state ,,•hich the 
government itself actually did commit in 1939. It signed a pact 
'\\·ith Hitler that precipitated the ,,·ar ,,·ith Poland and divided 
Poland "·ith the Gertnan fascists. Only then ,,·as it understood 
that, by defaming others, the state had succeeded in clearing it
self of the pact v;ith Hitler, so '\\·ell, indeed, that the implications 
of i ts action remained unkno,,·n to the public. This case '\vas yet 
another confirmation of the fact that the public acts as if it had 
no memory. Such poli tical plague reactions in fact count on this 
very irrationality in mass thinking. It makes no difference that 
this pact did not help, that eventually the German dictatorship 
became engaged in a ,,.ar '\\"i th the Russian dictatorshi p. N or 
could the subsequent rationalization change the fact that a pact 
had been signed. 

Let us cite another example from the sphere of the emotional 
plague. Leon Trotsky had to defend hirnself against the accusa
tion that he ,,·as involved in a plot against the life of his rival. 
This ,,·as incomprehensible, for the murder of Stalin would have 
only damaged the Trotskyites. It became comprehensible when 
Trotsky '''as murdered in 1941. (These facts have nothing to do 
''"ith political points of view for or against the Trotskyites.) 

If '\\·e go back onl y a few decades in the history of poli tics, '\Ve 
find the farnaus Dreyfus case. High-ranking military men of the 
French general staff had sold plans to the Germans; to cover 
themselves, they accused the unsuspecting and respectable Cap
tain Dreyfus of the very crime they were guilty of. They suc
ceeded in having their victim convicted, and he languished in jail 
for more than five years on a fara,vay island. '\Vithout Zola's cou
rageaus intervention, this specific plague reaction would never have 
been combatted. That Dreyfus was subsequently honored does not 
erase in any '\vay the atrocity committed against him. If policies of 
state '\vere not ruled to such a large extent by the laws of the emo
tional plague, it 'vould be a self-understood principle that such 
catastrophes should never happen in the first place. However, 
since the emotional plague governs the molding of public opinion, 
it ah,·ays succeeds in passing off its atrocities as regrettable errors of 
justice, only to be able to continue its mischief with impunity. 
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In the case of a government figure, his personal character has 
enormous im portance for the social life as a w hole. If, for in
stance, the girl friend of a king is French, one can be assured 
that in a world war during this king's reign, his country will be 
on the side of France against the German "arch enemy." If that 
same king should forfeit his throne shortly before or at the be
ginning of the second world war, and if his successor had a per
sonal relationship with a German woman, the same country 
would fight the war on the side of its former arch enemy, Ger
many, against France, its former ally. 

Whoever takes pains to scrutinize the workings of the emo
tional plague in the sphere of politics will become more and 
more immersed in a condition akin to acute confusion. Is it pos
sible, one will ask oneself, that the clericalism of a political dicta
tor or the Iove affair of a king can determine the weal and woe 
of several generations? Does irrationalism in social life go that 
deep? Is it really possibt that millions of industrious adults are 
not aware of this, indeed refuse tobe aware of it? 

These questions seem peculiar only because the effects of the 
emotional plague are too fantastic to be perceived as something 
tangible. Human intelligence evidently refuses to admit that such 
absurdity can predominate on such a massive scale. It is this stu
pendaus illogicality of such social conditions that represents their 
strongest protection. We must realize just how enormous the effects 
of the emotional plague are and understand that this enormity 
makes them appear incredible. I firmly believe that not one social 
evil of any magnitude can ever be eliminated so long as the public 
refuses to recognize that this absurdity does exist and is so enor
mous that it is not seen. Compared with the enormity of social ir
rationality, which is constantly nourished by the deeply rooted 
emotional plague, the basic social functions of love, r.vork, and 
knor.vledge, which govern the life process, appear infinitesimal; 
indeed, they appear socially ridiculous. We can easily convince 
ourselves of this. 

On the basis of long and extensive medical practice, ,,~e kno'v 
that, unresolved as it is, the problern of adolescent sexuality 
plays an incomparably greater part in the molding of our social 
and moral ideologies than some tariff la'v or other. Let us in1ag
ine that a parliamentarian, 'vho happened to be a physician, ap-
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proached his government and demanded the opportunity to give 
a thorough presentation of the problern of puberty at a parlia
mentary session and to have it debated as a tariff bill is debated. 
Let us further imagine that this same outstanding person resorted 
to a filibuster because his request '\\ras denied. In a simple '\Vay, I 
believe this example sho,vs the basic contradiction bet'\veen every
day life and the administrative form ,,,.hich rules it. If ''"e con
sider the matter calmly and objectively, '\\"e shall find that there is 
nothing very special about a legislative debate on the prob
lems of puberty. Everybody, every member of parliament in
cluded, has gone through the hell of the adolescent neurosis 
brought on by sexual frustration. No other conflict compares '\Vith 
this one in magnitude and importance. It is a problern of general 
social interest. A rational solution to the difficulties of puberty 
'\\"ould eliminate at one blo'\\" a multitude of social evils, such as 
juvenile delinquency, public care of mental patients, the misery of 
divorce, the misery of child rearing, etc.-thousands of formal 
bills on budgets and tariff systems could never even approach 
the problem. 

So we regard the demand of our medically oriented parliamen
tarian as unequivocally rational, progressive, and useful. At the 
same time, however, '\\"e ourselves shy a'\\"ay from it. Samething 
in us is opposed to the possibility of a public, parliamentary de
bate on this topic. This "something" is precisely the effect and 
intention of the social emotional plague, which is constantly 
striving to preserve itself and its institutions. It has dra,vn a 
sharp distinction bet'\\"een official and private life, and the latter 
has been denied access to the public platform. Official life is 
asexual on the surface and pornographic or perverse beneath the 
surface. If this dichotomy did not exist, official life '\Vould imme
diately coincide with private life and correctly mirrar everyday 
life in large social forms. This unification of everyday living and 
social institutions would be simple and uncomplicated. Then, 
ho,,·ever, that sector in the social frame'\\"Ork '\\"Ould automati
cally perish '\vhich not only does not contribute to the preserva
tion of social life but, rather, periodically brings it to the brink of 
the a byss. We can place this sector und er the heading of "high 
politics." 

The continuation of the gap bet'\\"een the real life of the com-
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munity and its official fa~ade is one of the emotional plague's bit
terly defended intentions. There is no other way to explain the 
fact that the emotional plague always resorts to force of arms 
when an effort is made to touch upon this gap in an objective 
and rational way. Representatives of high politics, whether per
sonally affected or not, always attempted to thwart the dissemi
nation of the sex-economic recognition of the relationship be
tween man's biological organism and the state. In their mildesf 
form, their attacks were somewhat as follows: "These 'sex phi
losophies' are immoral abscesses on the social body which break 
open from time to time. It is true that the human animal has a 
sexuality, but this is only to be regretted. After all, sexuality is 
not everything in life. There are other, far more important prob
lems, i.e., economics and politics. Sex-economy exaggerates. We 
would get along far better without it." 

This is a typical argument, some variation of which is regu
larly encountered in curing a person of a biopathy and even in 
training a student. We are convinced that this argument springs 
from orgasm anxiety and that its aim is to prevent a disturb
ance of the person's resigned attitude. Faced with the same argu
ment at a public meeting on mental hygiene, one cannot disarm 
the advocate of cultural and other "values" by pointing to his 
personal armor and pleasure anxiety. A sex-economist who used 
such an approach would have the meeting against him, for the 
opponent of sex-economy shares this character trait and the irra
tional argument that springs from it with the others. Many a 
physician and teacher has ßoundered here. There is an incontest
able, purely logical counter-argument which, on the basis of our 
experience, is successful. 

We concur with the opponent: sexuality is not everything in 
life. We even add that, in healthy people, sexuality is not a topic 
of conversation or the center of their thinking. But ho\v do \Ve 
explain that sexuality, which is not everything in life, actually as
sumes the mostprominent place in man's life and thinking? This 
fact cannot be gainsaid. Let us cite another example to illustrate 
this. 

The circulation of steam in the steampipes of a factory is an 
unquestioned precondition of the factory's operation. Hov.~ever, 
the workers in a factory hardly give a moment's thought to the 
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circulation of the steam. Their attention is completely concen
trated on their work. The energy engendered by the steam is 
"not everything" in the factory. There are other important inter
ests, e.g., the manufacture öf machines and similar things. Let us 
irnagine that all of a sudden one or more steam valves becarne 
clogged. The flow of energy engendered by the steam would 
cease irnrnediately. The pistons would stop; the wheels would no 
Ionger turn; work would be out of the question. All the workers 
'\vould have to direct their attention with dispatch to the ob
structed flo,v of steam in the pipes. All thinking would be cen
tered on one question: ho'\v a regulated circulation of steam 
could be reestablished in the quiekest way. Let us further imag
ine that some vvorkers began to argue about this situation as fol
lo'\\,.s: "This confounded theory of hea t exaggera tes the role of 
steam. Sure, it's true that steam is necessary, but it's far from 
being everything in this factory. Don't you see that there are 
other things to worry about? What about the economy?" In a 
breakdown like the one described, these "brainstorms" would 
rnerely be laughed at, and one would quickly attempt to elirni
nate the basic disturbance in the circulation of the steam before 
turning one's thoughts to "other things." It would serve no pur
pose to consider the interests of economy when the steam valves 
are clogged. 

This example illustrates the nature of the sexual problern in 
our society. The flow of biological energy, i.e., sexual energy, is 
disturbed in most people. The biosocial mechanism of society 
therefore functions poorly and sometimes not at all, and we have 
irrational politics, irresponsibility on the part of masses of peo
ple, biopathies, homicide-in short, the emotional plague. If all 
people fulfilled their natural sexual needs in a natural way, there 
would be li ttle talk of the sexual prob lern; there would be no sex
ual problern. Then one would be justified in contending that 
there are "also other things." 

Because sex-economy is interested in seeing these so-called 
other things come into their own} it spends much time and effort 
trying to elirninate the basic problem. The fact that today every
thing revolves around sex is the surest indication that there is a 
severe disturbance not only in the human anirnal's flow of sexual 
energy but, as a consequence of this disturbance, in his biosocial 
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functioning. Sex-economy is striving to open the valves blocking 
the flow of biological energy in the human animal so that other 
im portan t things, such as clear thinking, natural decency, and 
pleasurable work, can function and pornographic sexuality will 
no Ionger occupy all of one's thinking, as is the case today. 

This disturbance of the flow of energy has a profound effect 
on the basis of biosocial functioning and thus governs both lim
ited and higher functions of the human animal. I believe that the 
fundamental biological character of this disturbance has not been 
comprehended in its full scope and depth, even by some orgono
mists. Once again Iet us cite an example to Blustrate this depth 
and the relationship of orgonomy to other sciences. 

Let us compare the natural sciences, which disregard this 
basic biological disturbance, to a grou p of railroad engineers. Let 
us imagine that these engineers write thousands of highly techni
cal books describing the construction of trains, their size and the 
material of the doors and windows, the seats and sleeping ac
commodations, the specific chemical composition of the iron and 
wood, the strength of the brakes, the speeds at which these trains 
are to travel and the time schedules, the Stations, every detail of 
every singJe track. In every book, however, these engineers regu
larly omit one detail-they make no mention of the dynamics of 
steam. The natural sciences are not familiar with the study of life 
processes from a functional poin t of view; they are therefore 
comparable to these engineers. The orgonomist cannot perform 
his work unless he has fully realized that he is the engineer of the 
living apparatus. It is not our fault that, as engineers of the living 
apparatus, we are first and foremost concerned '\Vith biosexual 
energy. We have not the slightest reason to feel demeaned be
cause of this. Quite the contrary: we have every reason to be 
proud of our difficult task. 

One will ask in amazement how it was possible to have so 
completely overlooked a disease that has so ravaged mankind for 
such a long time. He who has gone to the very core of the enlo
tional plague knows that concealment is part of its nature. It 
owes its success to the impossibility of getting at it, seeing 
through it, comprehending it-all part of its intent. I su·essed 
earlier that the disease was too obvious to att'ract attentio11. 
(Hitler: "The bigger the lie, the 1nore readily it is belieYed.") Be-
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fore character analysis, there was no scientific method for the 
discovering and unmasking of the emotional plague. Poli tics and 
the expression of political opinion appeared to have a special kind 
of reason; one '\Vas miles away from an intuition of the irrational 
character of the poli tical plague. And the emotional plague i tself 
'\Vas in control of the most important social institutions and was, 
therefore, in a position to prevent the recognition of its nature. 

'Ve have to deal wi th the emotional plague every time we eure 
biopathies and every time we have to restructure a teacher or 
physician. So, even in the fulfillment of this training program, 
the emotional plague obstructs our efforts in the form of re
sistance reactions on the part of the character. This is how we 
learn to know it clinically, and upon these experiences we 
base our contention that it has left no human being unscathed. 

'Ve also learn about its nature through the typical reactions to 
the scientific discoveries of orgonomy. Even if those afßicted 
with the emotional plague are not directly affected by the results 
of our scientific work; even if they are far removed from or unfa
miliar with the subject; they have somehow divined and feel 
threa tened by the unmasking of the emotional plague as i t takes 
place in the quiet offices of character analysts and orgone thera
pists. In spite of the fact that they were not directly affected, 
they reacted with defamation and the specific plague reaction 
long before a single orgonomist had any idea that he was on the 
verge of engaging in the most difficult struggle that physicians 
and educators had ever undertaken. We shall go into this matter 
in detail when we discuss the training of physicians and educa
tors. Here it is merely important to give a very thorough descrip
tion of the emotional plague's general characteristics, so that 
everyone will be ca pable of recognizing them in hirnself and in 
others. 

The emotional plague has known how to anticipate possible 
disclosures by well-concealed and rationalized actions. It acted 
like a nobly dressed murderer whose mask has been torn off. 
The emotional plague was successful for more than a decade; i t had 
almost succeeded in securing its existence for centuries to come. It 
would have indeed triumphed had it not become so destructively 
and blatantly manifest as dictatorships and mass infection. lt 
stirred up a war of unimaginable dimensions and added to 
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chronic, everyday murder. It endeavored to conceal itself behind 
high-sounding "political ideals" and "ne'\v orders," behind "an
cient empires" and "racial claims." For years it '\Vas given cred
ence by a psychiatrically sick '\vorld. But its acts of betrayal '\vere 
too blatant. It insulted the natural feelings for life of all men and 
women, leaving no family and no profession untouched. The 
phenomena '\vhich character analysts and orgone thera pists had 
learned to study and to fight so 'vell over a long period of time in 
the stillness of their offices suddenly became one '\Vith the phe
nomena of the '\vorld catastrophe. Both on a small and on a large 
scale, the basic characteristics '\Vere the same. Thus, the emo
tional plague itself came to the aid of natural science, and the 
'\Vork of a fe'v psychiatrists and educators. The '\vorld began to ask 
about its nature and to demand an ans'\ver. This ans,ver shall be 
given according to our best kno'\vledge and conscience. Every 
conscientious person '\vill discover the emotional plague in him
self and, in this '\vay, better camprehend '\vhat plunges t_he ,,·orld 
into tragedy again and again. The "ne'v order" al'\vays begins in 
one's o'\vn house. 

The unmasking of these hidden activities and mechanisms of a 
decadent life has t'\VO goals: first, the fulfillment of an obligation 
to society. If, in the case of a fire, the water supply fails and 
someone kno,vs the source of the failure, it is his duty to 
name it. Second, the future of sex-economy and orgone bio
physics has to be protected from the emotional plague. In Austria 
in 1930; in Germany in 1932 and 1933; in Denmark in 1933; 
in Lucerne in 1934; in Denmark and S'\veden in 1934 and 
1935; and in Nor,vay in 1937 and 1938, my honest ,,·ork on the 
human structure '\Vas subjected to attacks. In retrospect, I am al
most inclined to feel grateful for these unjustified attacks, for 
they did a'\vay '\vith my good-natured guilelessness and opened 
my eyes to a generally dangerous, though pathological, system of 
defama tion and persecu tion. "\Vhen a thief goes too far and 
thro'\\·s caution to the '\vind, heruns a greater risk of being caught 
and rendered harmless. Until about ten years ago, those "·ho 
,,·ere affiicted ,,·ith and spread the emotional plague feit secure. 
They ,,·ere too sure of their victory. For many years, indeed, vic
tory did appear to be on their side. Great perseverance, deep in
volvement in experimental and natural scientific "·ork, and an 
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independence from public opinion-an independence for 'vhich 
one can only be grateful-rendered their victory impossible. The 
emotional plague never lets up or rests until it has invalidated 
great deeds, until it has polsoned the fruits of human diligence, 
research, and the attainment of truth. I do not think that it has 
succeedecl this time or that it ,\·ill succeed. It is the first time that 
the emotional plague is confronted not only by honest attitudes 
but by the necessary kno,vledge of life processes, 'vhich ahvays 
make up in clarity 'vhat they lack in strength. The strength and 
consistent application of orgonomic natural science enabled me 
to recover from the heavy and dangeraus blo,vs I received from 
the emotional plague. If that 'vas possible, it seems to me that 
the most difficult part has been accomplished. 

As far as I and my "·ork are concerned, I should like to state 
one simple fact for the reader's consideration. Neurotic psy
choanalysts declared that I "\vas mentally ill; faseist communists 
denounced me as a Trotskyite; sexually frivolaus people accused 
me of being the unlicensed owner of a brothel; the Gestapo per
secuted me on the grounds that I 'vas a Bolshevik (the FBI did 
the same on the grounds that I 'vas a German spy) ; domineering 
mothers "·anted to pass me on to posterity as a seducer of child
ren; charlatans in the field of psychiatry called me a charlatan; 
'vould-be saviors of mankind called me a new J esus or Lenin. 
Ho"\\·ever Hattering or unflattering these diverse appellations may 
have been, this much should be clear: it is not likely that I, being 
but one person, could have been brothel o'vner, spy, Trot
skyite, schizophrenic, and savior all at the same time. Each of 
these activities 'vould have taken up a 'vhole life. But I cannot 
have been all these things for the simple reason that my interests 
and efforts lie elsewhere, namely in 'vork on the irrational 
human structure and in the extremely demanding 'vork of com
prehending the recently discovered cosmic life energy; they lie, 
in short, in the field of sex-economy and orgone biophysics. Per
haps this logical consideration 'vill help to remove a misunder
standing about me. 

Those 'vho have read and really understood the works of great 
warnen and men kno'v the sphere 've characterize as emotional 
plague. U nfortunately, these great accomplishments have re
mained without any essential social effect. They were neither or-
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ganized nor made the basis of life-affirming institutions. If that 
had happened, it would be difficult to believe that the emotional 
plague could have reached the extent it did in the catastrophes of 
1934-45. True, monuments have been erected in honor of the 
great masters of literature, but all too often, we see that the emo
tional plague knows how to build huge museums in which 
these great accomplishments can be lock.ed up and made innocu
ous through false admiration. Any one of these accomplishments 
would have been enough to build a rational world if it had been 
taken seriously as a practical possibility. I am not the first person 
to make an effort to grasp and fight the emotional plague. I 
merely believe that I am the first natural scientist who, by the 
discovery of the orgone, has provided a solid foundation on the 
basis of which the emotional plague can be understood and van
quished. 

Today, five, eight, ten, fourteen years after various unexpected 
and incomprehensible catastrophes, this is my standpoint: just as 
a bacteriologist devotes all his efforts and energies to- the total 
elimination of infectious diseases, the medical orgonomist de
votes all his efforts and energies to the unmasking and combat
ting of the emotional plague as a rampant disease of the people 
of the world. The world will gradually get accustomed to this 
new form of medical activity. One will learn to camprehend the 
emotional plague in oneself and in others and to go to scientific 
centers and not to the police, the district a ttorney, or the party 
Ieader. There are police, district attorneys, and even saviors who 
are interested in mastering the emotional plague in themselves 
and in others. For the police and the district attorney have to 
deal with biopathic criminality, and the human savior is con
cerned with the helplessness and mass biopathies of man. '\Ve 
want from now on to draw a sharp distinction between those who 
run to the police or use poli tical persecu tion to settle a con tro
versy and those who use scientific reasoning. Thus "~e , .. ,.ill be in 
a position to distinguish 'vho is affiicted 'vith the emotional 
plague and who is not. At this point I should like to stress that 
we do not enter into discussions of politics and police. On the 
other hand, we welcome every form of scientific discussion; in
deed, we wait for it. 

I believe that the time has come when helplessness to,vard the 
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emotional plague is beginning to disappear. Until now, one 
sensed its attacks as something comparable to a tree etashing to the 
ground or a stone falling from the roof. Such things simply hap
pened, and one was either lucky and got out alive or one was un
lucky and was struck down dead. From this point on, we 
kno'v that the tree does not tumble by accident and the stone 
does not fall of i ts own voli tion from the roof. We know now in 
both cases that well-concealed, mentally disturbed human ani
mals cause the tree to topple and the stone to roll off the roof. 
Once this much has been grasped, the rest follows of itself. 

Hence, 'vhen some physician or another files suit against an 
orgonomist because of some "illegal activity"; when a politician 
accuses an orgonomist of "tax fraud," "child seduction," "espio
nage," or "Trotskyite opposition"; when we hear rumors that 
some orgonomist or another is mentally ill, seduces his patients, 
operates an illegal brothel, etc., then we know that we are deal
ing with police or political tactics and not with scientific argu
mentation. The training requirements of the Organe Institute 
and the demands of everyday work are a public guarantee that 
we are doing our utmost to combat the basic characteristics of 
the emotional plague. 

We do not conceal, nor have we ever concealed, that we can
not believe in the fulfillment of human existence as lang as biol
ogy, psychiatry, and educational science have not come to grips 
with the universal emotional plague, and fought it as ruthlessly as 
one fights plague-ridden rats. N or do we conceal the fact that ex
tensive, careful, and painstaking clinical investigations have led 
us to this conclusion: it is solely the reestablishment of the natu
ral love-life of children, adolescents, and adults which can rid the 
world of character neuroses and, with the character neuroses, the 
emotional plague in its various forms. 
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S)mptom formations, 159 
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WILHELM REICH 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS 
Ne\vly translated from the German by Vincent R. Carfagno 

In 1933 Reich first published, in German, Charakteranalyse. 
A second, English, edition (1945) vlent further, adding tht 
inevitable leap from depth p.,sychology to biology predicted 
by Freud. · 

This third, enlarged edition includes all the previqu~ly pub
lished material as ,,.,ell as a ne,,r section expounding Reich's 
later discoveries. I t reveals ho'v his study of character led to a 
cotnprehension of the biological basis of neuroses and finally 
to the discovery of the cosmic orgone energy. Thus, charactcr 
analysis is taken out of the realn1 of psychology and put on t~ 
firm basis of natural science, in the forn1 of orgone biophysia .. 

-~ ..... -

Symbol of orgonomic functionalism 

Farrar, Srraus and Giroux, 19 Union Square \X'esr, Ne\\· 't"ork 1000.~ 
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